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Introduction to the Bible 
Spring 2011, BIBL 1015, CRN 33000 

Dr. Richard Hidary 
  

This course will not be a study of any specific book of Tanakh but rather a study of the 
most important questions about Tanakh as a whole: how was it put together in the form 
we have it today, how has it been interpreted in the past and today, and what are its most 
impactful ideas? The background and methodologies gained in this course will hopefully 
inform and enhance all of your Tanakh studies, both in college and afterwards. 
  
Please bring a Tanakh to every class. All other course material will be available for 
download on the course website: intro.teachtorah.org. 
  
Requirements: Attendance is required. There are only 13 meetings so make it your 
business not to miss any. Class begins at 8:40AM. I know it’s early but I have a longer 
commute than you. Bring breakfast if you like, just bring it on time. More than one 
absence or two lates will result in grade reduction. If you walk in after attendance please 
let me know to mark you late after class. 
  
There will be one comprehensive final worth 45% (yes I will give you a review sheet 
beforehand). There will be two short tests after units I and II, each worth 15%. Active 
class participation and preparedness are essential to your learning. I will cold call on 
students to ask about the readings and this assessment will be 10% of your final grade. 
The last 15% of your grade will be a written assignment. 
  
Written Assignment due April 28th: Choose one book of Tanakh. Look up the entry for 
that book in Encyclopedia Judaica or in The Anchor Bible Dictionary. Based on that 
article, write about a one-two page overview of the sefer: who wrote it, when and where, 
what is the structure of the sefer, what are its major themes, and whatever else you think 
is important. 
Then choose one perek or parshiya from that sefer and look up at least three Rishonim 
and two modern commentaries (such as, Anchor Bible, International Critical 
Commentary, Olam haTanakh). Identify and analyze difficulties in the perek, whether 
grammatical, semantic, structural, historical, philosophical, comparative… Summarize 
and compare how each of the commentators deals with the perek.  
Conclude with how the perek fits into the overall theme and structure of the sefer, as set 
out in the first part, as well as any methodological conclusions about Tanakh study and 
interpretation in general. Total should be 6-7 pages. Try to incorporate the methodologies 
we have studied in class into your paper, and revisit the readings whenever relevant and 
cite them. 
  
Unit I - Making the Bible 
1 January 27th - What is the Bible? 
Dates and Historical Overview 



Reading: Hayim Tawil and Bernard Schneider, Crown of Aleppo: The Mystery of the 
Oldest Hebrew Bible Codex, pp. 15-45. 

Lawrence Schiffman, From Text to Tradition: A History of Second Temple and Rabbinic 
Judaism, 1-59. 

  
2. February 3rd - Ezra, the Scribes, and Canonization 
Reading: Marc Brettler, “The Canonization of the Bible,” in The Jewish Study Bible, pp. 

2072-77. 
Sid Leiman, The Canonization of Hebrew Scripture: The Talmudic and Midrashic 

Evidence, 30-34, 56-66, 86-103, 131-135. 
  
3. February 10th – Ba’ale Hamesorah 
Reading: Jordan Penkower, “The Development of the Masoretic Bible,” in The Jewish 

Study Bible, pp. 2077-2084. 
Quiz on Unit I 
  
Unit II - Interpreting the Bible 
4. February 17th – The First Commentary: The Bible Interpreting Itself 
Reading: Michael Fishbane "Inner Biblical Exegesis: Types and Strategies of 

Interpretation in Ancient Israel." In Midrash and Literature, edited by Geoffrey  
Hartman and Sandra Budick. New Haven: Yale University Press, 1986, pp. 19-36. 

  
5. February 24th -  Second Temple Commentaries 
Reading: James Kugel, The Bible as It Was, pp. 1-42. 
  
6. March 3rd – Midrash 
Reading: Moshe Shamah, “On Interpreting Midrashim,” General Remarks and Examples. 
  
7. March 10th - Rashi 
Reading: Barry Walfish, “Medieval Jewish Interpretation” in The Jewish Study Bible, pp. 

1876-1900. 
  
8. March 24th - Pashtanim 
Reading: Hayyin Angel, “The Yeshiva and the Academy: How We Can Learn from One 

Another in Biblical Scholarship,” in Revealed texts, Hidden Meanings: Finding 
the Religious Significance in Tanakh, pp. 19-29. 

Quiz on Unit II 
  
Unit III – Modern Scholarship 
9. March 31st - Biblical Law, Ancient Near Eastern Parallels 
Reading: Barry Eichler, “Study of Bible in Light of Our Knowledge of the Ancient Near 

East” in Modern Scholarship in the Study of Torah: Contributions and 
Limitations, pp. 81-100. 

  
10. April 7th - Biblical Narrative 



Reading: Robert Alter, “Biblical Type-Scenes and the Use of Convention,” in The Art of 
Biblical Narrative, 47-62. 

David Berger, “On the Morality of the Patriarchs in Jewish Polemical Exegesis,” in 
Modern Scholarship in the Study of Torah: Contributions and Limitations, pp. 
131-146. 

  
11. April 14th – Source Criticism 
Reading: Mordechai Breuer, “The Study of Bible and the Primacy of the Fear of Heaven: 

Compatibility or Contradiction?” in Modern Scholarship in the Study of Torah: 
Contributions and Limitations, pp. 159-180. 

Rabbi J.B. Soloveitchik, The Lonely Man of Faith. 
  
12. April 28th – Biblical Prophecy, Biblical Poetry 
Reading: Abraham Joshua Heschel, “What Manner of Man is the Prophet?” in The 

Prophets, pp. 1-36. 
Robert Alter, “The Dynamics of Parallelism,” in The Art of Biblical Poetry, pp. 3-26. 
  
13. May 5th - Impact of the Bible on the World 
Reading: Joshua Berman, Created Equal: How the Bible Broke with Ancient Political 

Thought, pp. 51-108. 
  
Final – Sunday May 22nd at 10AM 
All readings in one pdf. 
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ORIGINS OF THE CROWN
AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE

Before we can properly appreciate the particular features that made the Crown

of Aleppo such an important volume, we must trace the history of the codex

form and the Tiberian Masoretic tradition.

Development of the Codex

The codex, invented by the Romans in the 1st century C.E., represented a

technological advancement over its predecessors-the day tablet and the

parchment or papyrus scroll. Consisting of handwritten manuscript leaves

secured between hard covers, the codex marked a transition between two

forms ofpublication. This new book format possessed two important advan

tages over the scroll: it was more portable and. significantly, more accessible.

Like recordings on the now outmoded audiotape. the information stored in

a scroll is only accessible through a linear reading. To read what is at the end

ofa scroll, a reader has no choice but to unfurl the entire scroll. By contrast,

a codex-that is, a leaved book-is like a CD or DVD, which provides access



Crown of Aleppo

to all information directly, no matter where such information is stored on

the disk. Books are also cheaper to produce because the text can be written

or printed on both sides of the page, whereas scrolls are written or printed

on only one side.

Because of these significant advantages. codices caught on quickly and were

in common use by the 4th century C.E.' Although Hebrew texts may have first

taken codex form during this time, the first documented evidence that Jews

were using codices dates from the 8th century C.E.· The earliest surviving

copies of Hebrew codices, primarily biblical texts, date to the 10th century.'

To understand the significant role played by the codex in the history of the

Hebrew Bible, it is important to recall how the Bible was transmitted before

the codex was invented. Until about the 10th century C. E., the Bible was hand

written by scribes in scroll form. The oldest and most famous biblical scrolls,

dating to the late Second Temple period, are part of the collection known as

the Dead Sea Scrolls. Similar scroll libraries would have been found in the

Temple precincts and the royal quarters in Jerusalem as well. although none

of these has survived.

Despite the eventual replacement of such parchment scrolls by codices and

then by printed books, Judaism never completely abandoned the scroll. To this

day, synagogues use scroll versions ofthe Torah- unvocalized, uncantiIlated

and consisting solely of the twenty-two letters of the Hebrew alphabet with

spaces to separate words-for public recitation. In fact, Jewish law requires

that only scrolls without any notations-vowels, cantiIlation marks, or P\lllC

tuation-may be used in liturgical services in the synagogue. However, these

strictures do not apply to the nonliturgical use of the Bible. Accordingly, the

Masoretes, a guild of highly trained scribes living in Israel in the 8th to 9th

and 10th centuries, turned to the codex form when they wanted to add textual

information not permitted on a liturgical scroll. It was this innovation that

ultimately allowed for the creation and diffusion of many features we now

associate with the biblical text: the punctuation, vocalization, and cantiIlation

marks that aid reading and interpretation. as well as the many commentar

ies printed alongside the biblical text. Thus, without the codex, much of our

knowledge of the Hebrew Bible would have been irretrievably lost.
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Tiberias

Between 14 and 18 C.E., Herod Antipas built an administrative city on the

remains ofthe ancient city ofRakat, on the western shore of the Sea ofGalilee,

and named it after his Roman benefactor, the emperor Tiberius. Although the

town was originally shunned by jews because tombs had been discovered dur

ing its construction,' because of its proximity to the Sea of Galilee and its hot

baths, Tiberias developed into a thriving city. It was a religious center known for

its outstanding scholars and many synagogues, and its importance increased

after jews were barred from entering jerusalem by the emperor Hadrian. In

fact, until jews were allowed to return to jerusalem after the Muslim conquest

in the 7th century CE., Tiberias functioned as the jewish capital. Many tallaim

(the rabbinic sages who composed the Mishnah) lived there, including Rabbi

Yose the Galilean, and the amoraim Rabbi Yohanan and Reish Lakish. From

235 CE., it was the seat ofthe Sanhedrin, and the jerusalem Talmud was largely

composed there.'

The local economy was based on fishing and on a variety ofcottage industries,

such as glass and pottery making, mat and wool weaving, woodworking, and

fish farming. 6 Sugarcane was grown in the region and the remains ofancient

sugar mills have been found. After the serendipitous capture ofseveral Chinese

craftsmen by Muslim warriors in the 8th century, papermalcing, which had

been invented in China in the 2nd century CE., was introduced to the Islamic

world;' Tiberias soon became one of the centers of the new papermaking and

paper-exporting industry. Despite the availability ofthis new writing material,

however, scribes continued to produce Hebrew Bibles, whether in scroll or

codex, the old-fashioned way-on parchment.'

Until the Crusaders' conquest of1099, Israel served as the center ofthe Hebrew

language for jews throughout the Diaspora. Given Tiberias's well-established

scholarly and scribal communities and its thriving papermaking industry, it is

not surprising that the city was a major producer of Hebrew-language books

for the jewish world. Its craftsmen produced holy, semi-holy (agada and piyllt),

and secular books. It was also known for the publication of Hebrew transla

tions of Arabic works, which were thus made accessible to jewish scholars

throughout the world. (Rashi, for example, consulted a copy of Sefer haNikud,

17
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a grammar book written by Saadia Gaon that had been translated from Arabic

to Hebrew in Tiberias.)9

In the early 12th century, the city was destroyed by the Crusaders, and it

remained largely devoid ofJews until the 16th century.'o Benjamin ofTudela,

the famous Jewish traveler, reports that in 1170, there were only 50 Jews in

Tiberias."

Ultimately, in the centuries before the city's destruction, Tiberias's Hebrew

book-producing industry had undergone three major innovations. The first

two were the shifts from handwritten scrolls to handwritten books, and from

parchment to paper. (Printed Hebrew books, ofcourse, came much later. The

first known printing of a Hebrew book, an edition of Rashrs commentaries,

occurred in 1475 in the Italian city of Regio de Calabria.)" The third major

change was the perfection of the Tiberian notational system.'J

The Development of Notational Systems
and the Advent ofthe Tiberian Masoretes

Hebrew, like certain other Semitic languages including Phoenician and

Aramaic, does not use letters to represent vowels; letters represent only con

sonants. Pronunciation can, therefore, be difficult to determine, particularly

in the case ofhomographs, ofwhich there are many in Hebrew. For example,

the Hebrew letters "dalet-bet-resh, " when unvocalized, can denote the noun

"word" or "statement" (davar); a form of the verb "to speak" (daber), derived

from the same root as the noun; or the word "pestilence" (dever), among other

possibilities. To complicate matters further, ancient written Hebrew did not

include punctuation. Up to that point, ancient scrolls, like the Dead Sea Scrolls,

marked divisions between words but not between phrases, sentences, chapters,

or weekly readings. Furthermore, there were also no markings in the text to

indicate vocalization, punctuation, or cantillation. Accordingly, the correct

understanding and pronunciation of the Bible originally depended solely on

the strength of the oral tradition.

By the period ofthe Dead Sea Scrolls (ca. 250 B.C.E.-100 c.E.), scribes had devel·

oped various strategies to guide readers in the pronunciation and interpretation

ofbiblical texts. They designated four letters ofthe Hebrew alphabet- "aleph,"

"he," "vav, IJ and "YUI
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"he," "vav, " and "yud" (the irnot hakriya or rnatres lectionis; literally, "mothers

of reading") -to indicate vowel sounds. However, many scribes failed to add

these "vowels" regularly or consistently.

The early scribes also invented a form of shorthand notation called serugin,

which they sometimes used for nonliturgical biblical texts. Manuscripts writ

ten in this form would include only the first word of every verse; important

words or words likely to cause confusion were indicated by including one or

more letters as well as accentuation or vowel signs as mnemonic devices.'4

Such texts are referred to in the Talmud."

Clearly, these kinds ofscribal annotations would make sense only when used

in conjunction with a copy of the unvocalized biblical text (that is, a scroll

meant for liturgical use) and would be of interest only to educated readers

who knew the text by heart but could benefit from a few reminders. As the oral

tradition weakened and the general level ofleaming declined, more notations

were needed-and added.'"

Three major notation systems were developed, roughly simultaneously, in

Babylonia, Tiberias, and elsewhere in Israel (especially in the south); accord

ingly, they are generally referred to as the Babylonian, Tiberian, and Land of

Israel systems. It is not known precisely when these notation systems origi

nated; however, a full-fledged Tiberian system emerged by the 10th century C.E.

Based on what we know about the development of graphic notation systems,

we can take an educated guess that it took about 200 years for the Tiberian

system to develop. This suggests that the earliest systematic attempts began

in about 700 C.E.

What triggered the need for such notation systems at this particular time?

One possibility is that the Arab conquest of the Land of Israel in the early 7th

century put the Hebrew language at risk. Once the political situation had

calmed, Jewish scholars set to work devising a method to establish the correct

reading of the Bible and the correct pronunciation of the Hebrew language

that could be used by future generations. '7 However, since Aramaic had already

supplanted Hebrew as the language of daily use, it is difficult to believe that

Arabic posed much of a threat to Hebrew, which was by this time mostly a

literary language.
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A more likely impetus spurring the development ofthe biblical notation system

was the rise of the Karaites, a group of Jews who emphasized the primacy of

the Bible over rabbinic literature and thus were particularly concerned with

ascertaining the correct biblical text. Their conflict with the Rabbanites over a

range ofhalakhic issues demanded a close reading and precise interpretation

ofthe Bible. This communal quarrelled to a flowering ofwork on the biblical

text and greater attention to the Hebrew language more generally.

Ofthe three main notation systems developed during this period, the Tiberian

was the most sophisticated and complete and, as far as is known, the last to

develop. It was a comprehensive system that not only conveyed the parsing

ofthe verse (that is, punctuation) and the melody for liturgical reading, as did

the earlier two systems, but also marked the stress within words. The Tiberian

system, too, had the most developed system for vocalization." By contrast,

for example, the Land of Israel system noted only the five cardinal vowels;

further, their usage was not consistent, with several vowel signs sometimes

used interchangeably.'.

The Tiberian system perfected by the city's Masoretes remedied the declin

ing level of knowledge of the Hebrew language in several ways. It allowed

the Masoretes to fix these oral traditions in written form. They made final

determinations regarding all aspects of the text and codified their decisions

in their notational system.

These scholars established the spelling of every single word in the Bible,

determining whether a word should be written "full" (ktiv male) or "defective"

(ktiv haser)-that is, with or without imot hakriya (the four "vowel letters").

They also introduced vocalization and accentuation marks (the nekudot, or

diacritical marks). These notations were vital for ensuring the transmission of

the correct pronunciation. Without them, the reader requires knowledge ofthe

oral tradition in order to pronounce words correctly. For example, a common

sequence ofletters in the Bible is "vav-yud-alefmem-resh," which can be read

"vayomer," or "vayomar," both variations of "and he said," but with differing

vocalization, or "veyomar," which means "let him say." In many cases, neither

context nor grammar rules offer the reader any help and the reader's only

recourse is the oral tradition.
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Origins aIthe CroWII and Its Significance

The Masoreies also inserted cantillation marks (taamim or taame hamikra) into

the text. These marks indicate the correct melody for chanting the text out loud

in the synagogue. But they provide much more than musical infonnation; they

also convey aspects of punctuation; indicate the accented syllable; designate

the middle and end ofeach verse (something that is not always dear from the

text itself); specifY the conjunction or disjunction of words, thus indicating

phrases; and often convey the narrative drama.'0 In these ways, the cantillation

marks provide us with the biblical Hebrew equivalent ofcommas, semicolons,

periods, and sometimes even stage directions.

The Tiberian system's comprehensiveness, and its ultimate inclusion in Aharon

ben Moshe ben Asher's 10th-century book Dikduke haTaamim (A Grammar

of Cantillation), a Masoretic treatise that deals with cantillation marks, the

vocalization of certain occurrences, and the ways ofnoting the shva," meant

that the Tiberian punctuation system became the standard for the vocalized

biblical text, and it is still used today in a somewhat modified fonn. Soon

after the system became the standard, it was adopted by different Jewish

communities to preserve their own distinct manners ofpronunciation. Today,

the Tiberian system is used to represent all the ways Hebrew is spoken, from

modern Israeli to Yemenite to Polish to Mizrahi (certain Jewish communities

from the Middle East). Thus, although the writing of this notational system

has not changed much in 1,000 years, the sounds it signifies today now bear

only limited resemblance to the Tiberian pronunciation for which the system

was originally designed."

The system that describes the biblical text as annotated by the Tiberian

Masoretes is known as the Masorah, which means "that which is handed down

or transmitted." There is not, however, a single authoritative Masorah text.

Once the fully marked and vocalized text ofthe Bible was finally established,

each Masorete made notes on his copy of the text, which were included in his

codices. Individual Masoretes decided which annotations to include; therefore,

no two manuscripts are exactly the same in this regard." It is important to

note, however, that differences between the most faithful representations of

the Masorah are fairly minor.

The Masorah- in this case, the Masoretic notes pertaining to specific biblical
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passages-is divided into two types: the Small Masorah (Masorah Ketana

or Masorah Parva) and the Large Masorah (Masorah Gedola or Masorah

Magna). Notes belonging to the category of the Small Masorah appear

in the margins alongside the column or columns of text to which they

pertain, with the relevant portion within the text itself marked with a small

circle. The abbreviated note in the margin indicates something about the

word identified in the text-for example, the letter "lamed," standing for the

Aramaic word "leta," or "none," tells us that this word, or this form of the

word, appears nowhere else in the Bible. The Small Masorah also indicates

whether a particular word is written full Or defective; most of the notes in the

Small Masorah category are of this latter type. '4

The notes belonging to the category of the Large Masorah are generally (and

in the Crown, always) written at the top or bottom of the page. Their primary

purpose is to elaborate on the references noted in the Small Masorah. It is

often difficult to decipher comments in the Large Masorah, because they lack

references to the chapter divisions and verse numbering with which we are

now so familiar. (The chapter and verse divisions were invented by Christian

scholars in the Middle Ages, as were the artificial divisions of Samuel, Kings,

and Chronicles, and subsequently popularized by printers." These artificial

divisions often contradict Jewish tradition, the "open" and "closed" lines ofthe

Masorah, and even the obvious meaning and flow ofthe text.) In the absence

ofsuch a system offixed citation points, the Large Masorah indentifies relevant

verses by referring to other words in those verses or to some other indicator

designed to make the reference clear. It also notes words that one might

otherwise spell incorrectly as well as full versus defective spellings.'6

The development of this sophisticated and ingenious system for annotat

ing the Hebrew Bible was the sine qua non for the writing of the Crown of

Aleppo, which, along with the Dead Sea Scrolls, is the most important biblical

manuscript in Jewish history. Fittingly, the Crown was composed by scions of

two of the most prominent dynasties of Tiberian Masoretes: the Ben Asher

and Ben Buya'a families.
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The Writing of the Crown

In the days before mechanical printing, copying books was an important skill,

even an art. Literacy was fairly uncommon and skilled scribes were rare. To

be considered competent, a scribe needed good penmanship, artistic skill,

and a keen eye for details. Furthermore, the level ofcare required for copying

out the Bible was especially high. (Today, it takes about a year for a scribe to

write a Torah scroll; since scribal methods have not changed much in 1,000

years, it is safe to assume that the work of the medieval scribes in Tiberas

took as long.)

Handwritten codices ofthe Torah took a similar amount oftime. Based on the

colophons of certain Samaritan codices, w,e know that it took one particular

scribe eight years to write thirteen codices. It is not surprising, then, that

aspiring scribes began their training at a young age. In 10th-century Tiberias,

the center of the Hebrew and Jewish book worlds, many local families were

in the scribal business. Students would generally apprentice with one of the

three main schools: the Beit Midrash of Said ben Pargoi and his star pupil,

Shlomo Halevi ben Buya'a; the Beit Midrash of the Ben Ashers; or the Beit

Midrash of the Ben Naftalis."

According to traditional attributions, the Aleppo Codex was compiled by mem

bers of two of these schools: Aharon ben Asher and Shlomo ben Buya'a. It is

believed that Ben Buya'a wrote the unmarked text and Ben Asher added the

notations. But who were these men?

Not much is known about either. We know that Aharon ben Asher was the

son of Moshe ben Asher ("Ben Asher" being used as the equivalent oftoday's

surnames), a great Masorete in his own right, who wrote a highly regarded

codex ofthe Prophets. Moshe was the fourth-generation scion ofa Masoretic

dynasty begun by a man named Asher, whose son and grandson, Nehemia ben

Asher and Asher ben Nehemia, also carried on the founder's traditions. We

,know that Ben Buya'a studied the Bible with the Masorete Said ben Pargoi,'B

who was undoubtedly known to and perhaps even a good friend of Moshe

ben Asher. As prominent scribes, Shlomo ben Buya'a and Aharon ben Asher

would likely have frequented the same circles.

I
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We know that both Moshe ben Asher and Said ben Pargoi aspired to write

definitive Masoretic texts, but without their manuscripts, it is impossible to

know the extent oftheir work. The single codex ofMoshe ben Asher still extant

is that of the Prophets;" only a fragment of Said ben Pargoi's colophon has

survived. It seems likely that each man encouraged his son and pupil, respec

tively, to undertake a comprehensive codex of the entire Bible. Either at their

elders' suggestions, or simply because of the difficulty of the work, Aharon

ben Asher and SWomo ben Buya'a decided to divide the work between them.

Ben Buya'a wrote the unmarked text, and Ben Asher focused on completing

a perfect copy of the Masorah.

In general, scribes, particularly those writing out the Bible, had an unenviable

task. They spent hours transcribing the text, without any opportunity to be

creative. Virtually every aspect of writing a Torah scroll is strictly prescribed

by Jewish law; scribes adhered to the same constraints when writing a Bible

in book form. Furthermore, whereas the biblical text was revered, the scribe

remained anonymous.

One ofthe few places where the scribe could express his individuality was in the

colophon. The colophon (from the Greek for "summit" or "finishing touch")

refers to the inscription at the end ofa manuscript. There and there alone could

the scribe add a personal note, statiog his name and any other information he

wished to include, typically concerning the writing ofthe scroll or codex. It is

the colophon that gives us a small window into the scribe's mind.

Unfortunately, there is no known colophon to the Crown)O The page that

is often incorrectly referred to as the Crown's colophon was in fact written a

little more than a century after the codex was completed; it should be regarded

more accurately as a dedication, written to commemorate the Crown's presen

tation to the Karaite community of Jerusalem in around 1050)' Regrettably,

even this dedication was lost, along with nearly 200 other pages ofthe Crown,

during the '947 pogrom in Aleppo. Although several transcriptions of the

dedication exist, they are not identical to each other. Probably the most reli

able copy is the one found in a 1933 pampWet by Rabbi Meir Nehmad,l' a

prominent rabbi in Aleppo who claimed to have copied the dedication directly

from the codex.ll
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The dedication, as transcribed by Nehmad, begins:

This is the complete codex of the twentyfour books [of the Bible], written
by the master and teacher Shlomo ben Buya'a the ready [deft] scribe, may
God's spirit give him rest, and punctuated and given Masora"h notes by the
great teacher and wise sage, master ofscribes and father ofwise men, head
of the teachers, quick ofdeed and understanding in action, and unique in

his generation, the master, Rabbi Aharon son of the master Rabbi Asher,
may his soul be bound up in the bonds oflife together with the prophets, the
righteous and the pious."

Debates over the Crown have focused on three major questions: (I) Was the

Crown indeed written by Ben Buya'a and notated by Ben Asher, making it as old

as the dedication and tradition claim? (2) Was the Crown ofAleppo the codex

consulted by Maimonides? (3) Were Ben Asher and Ben Buya'a Rabbanites

or, as some have claimed, Karaites?

Determining the Crown's Authorship

The question ofthe authorship and therefore the dating ofthe Crown was once

hotly debated. The esteemed German biblical scholars Heinrich Gratz" and

Paul Kahle,6 both accepted the tradition of the Aleppan Jews that the Crown

was written by Ben Asher and Ben Buya'a, whereas the British scholar William

Wickes" did not. However, none of these researchers had the opportunity to

see the Crown firsthand, relying instead on some photographed pages and

transcriptions of the dedication." The Aleppan community that controlled

the Crown from 1479 until 1957 restricted access by outside scholars, who

were thus forced to rely on secondary sources. Now that scholars have had the

opportunity to examine the Crown closely and have access to a wide range of

other codices and Hebrew manuscripts, they have concluded that the Crown

was indeed written by Ben Buya'a and Ben Asher in the early 10th century.

The attribution of the writers and date of the Crown in the dedication is cor

roborated by external and textual evidence.

The most compelling proofof Ben Buya'a's involvement in writing the Crown

derives from a manuscript in the Russian National library known to have been

written by Ben Buya'a. The manuscript was found in Ciifut-Kale, a town in
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The Cave of Elijah the Prophet in the Great Synagogue. The Crown of Aleppo was kept in an
iron safe in this room. In the center ofthe photo is astone structure with an iron fence around
it upon which candles were placed. (Courtesy ofBeth Hatefutsoth, Photo Archive. Tel Aviv.)
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Crimea. According to its colophon, the document was written by Shlomo ben

Buya'a, notated by his relative Ephraim ben Buya'a, and completed in 930 C.E.

When we compare the Crown with this manuscript, it is clear that the two are

indeed the product ofthe same hand)9 Ifone assumes that it took several years

each to complete the writing ofthe text and the notations, then the Ciifut-Kale

codex was probably started around the middle ofthe 920S, perhaps as early as

the first half of that decade. We can estimate that the Crown was completed

around the same time, ifnot earlier.'0

Attribution of the Crown's annotation to Aharon Ben Asher has also been

carefully analyzed. Scholars look to Mishael Ben Uziel's Kitab al·Khilaf (in

Hebrew, Sefer haHilufim, or Book ofDifferences), produced in the nth century,

which set out more than 1,200 biblical passages where Ben Asher and his

Masorete rival, David ben Naftali, disagreed over vocalization, accentuation,

and the like. By employing Ben Uziel's close analysis ofBen Asher's approach,

researchers discovered his characteristic notations in 93 percent ofoccurrences

in the Crown of Aleppo-a rate of agreement that far exceeds that of other

extant manuscripts ofBen Asher's time." This strongly supports the claim in

the Crown's dedication that the Crown was notated by Ben Asher."

Finally, we know that Ben Asher was no longer alive in 989 because a manu

script from that year says ofbim, "May he rest in the Garden of Eden.""

Maimonides and the Crown

The second major issue in the debates over the Crown concerns the relation

ship between Maimonides and the Aleppo Codex, and, in particular, whether

the Crown is the manuscript referred to by Maimonides in his writing. In Sefer

Ahava (Book ofAdoration), the second of the '4 books of the Mishneh Torah,

Maimonides discusses the rules for writing a Torah scroll. In an unusual pas

sage-unique not least for being written in the first person-Maimonides

explains that he relied on a specific codex, both in his ruling on how a Torah

scroll should be written and for writing his own Torah:

Because I saw serious errors in these matters in all the scrolls that I have
seen, while authorities on the Masorah differ ... I deemed it fit to write here
a list ofthe sections which are closed and which are open, and also theforms

--"
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ofthe songs [of the Bible], so that all the scrolls may be corrected from, and
compared with, them. The book which I relied upon to check the scrolls is
the well-known codex in Egypt which contains the twentyfour books [of the
Bible] and that had been in Jerusalem for several years, and upon which all
relied, because it was proofread by Ben Asher, who worked on it carejUlly for
many years and examined it again whenever it was being copied. This codex
was the text upon which I relied in the Scroll ofthe Law that I myselfwrote
according to the rules.4!

But is it possible to verify that the codex Maimonides used is indeed the one

we now know as the Crown ofAleppo? The A1eppan Jews certainly identified

the Crown as the one Maimonides consulted, but we cannot rely solely on

this claim, since it obviously served to enhance the prestige of their prized

possession. (This A1eppan claim is first attested to by Saadia ben David of

Aden, a noted traveler who saw the Crown during a visit to Aleppo in the

15th century.)44 Because Maimonides wrote in great detail about how to write

a Torah scroll, had the Torah portions of the Crown survived, it would have

been relatively easy to determine whether the codex on which he relied was

in fact the Crown of A1eppo.41

In the century before the Crown was returned to Israel, this issue was hotly

debated by scholars who based their claims solely on an examination of the

few photographed pages of the codex. During this time several scholars, led

by Heinrich Gratz,46 tried to find evidence corroborating the contention of

the A1eppan Jewish community. However, William Wickes," among others,

disputed that the Aleppo Codex could be attributed to Ben Asher, and thus

that the text was the one to which Maimonides referred. After the Crown was

returned to Israel in 1958, it became possible to reopen the debate. Even then,

however, it was difficult to come to any definitive conclusions about this ques

tion, because only about five percent ofthe Torah portions ofthe Crown- the

sections Maimonides would have consulted to determine the proper rules for

copying the Torah text-had survived.

The controversy was further complicated by Umberto (Moshe David) Cassuto,

the last non-A1eppan scholar to examine the Crown in its entirety. Cassuto

(1883-1951) was a renowned Italian rabbi and Judaic scholar known for his

expertise in biblical studies. He was educated at the University of Florence

and the Rabbinical'

University of Rome.
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and the Rabbinical College. He taught at both institutions before joining the

University of Rome. After anti-jewish legislation was enacted in Italy in 1938,
Cassuto was forced out of his faculty position at the University of Rome. He

joined the faculty of Hebrew University in 1939,48 and once in jerusalem, he

was asked to serve as editor of the university's new edition of the Bible.

At the time, there was great interest among Zionists and religious scholars

Jlike in publishing a definitive edition of the Bible that would symbolically

reclaim it for the jewish people.49 Up to this point, the most widely available

printed editions ofthe Bible had been arranged either by Christians or jewish

apostates to Christianity. (The first printed Hebrew edition ofthe Bible in 1517,

edited by the apostate Felix Pratensis, was dedicated to the Pope.)50 Zionists

saw the Bible not only as their title deed to Israel but also as a blueprint for

the jewish state's future. jewish scholars meanwhile saw the opportunity

to finally publish a corrective edition that conformed to jewish traditions of

chapter division, textual arrangement, and interpretation. At the symbolic

level, the publication of such a volume in Israel would affirm that the Toral1

would once again "go forth from Zion" (Isa. 2:3).

The Crown was to figure prominently in this new scholarly edition of the Bible.

Historian and Hashomer leader Yitzhak Ben-Zvi, later to serve as the second

president of the State of Israel, had visited Aleppo in 1933, and was honored

by the jewish community leaders with a viewing of the Crown. Ben-Zvi and

Hebrew University president judah Magnes were eager to gain access to the

Crown as a source for the new edition of the Bible. After a somewhat fitful

beginning, during which the literature professor Yitzhak Shamosh initially

attempted to acquire the codex, Professor Cassuto was chosen to travel to

Aleppo in late 1943.

Cassuto would be the last scholar from outside the Aleppan community to see

the intact Crown before it was damaged in 1947, and his conclusions regarding

Maimonides' connection to the codex would confound scholars for years. In

a December 27,1947, letter to the German scholar Paul Kahle, Cassuto wrote

that he did not believe Maimonides was referring to the Crown when he

wrote his Mishneh Torah, but he did not elaborate on his conclusion." He also

wrote in a newspaper article that he did not believe that the manuscript was
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the one Maimonides referred to, "for technical reasons for which this is not

the place."" He never publicly expanded on these reasons before he died in

1951, leaving many projects-including plans to publish his research on the

Crown-uncompleted. For years, Cassuto's assessment was left undisputed,

as no scholar could view the intact Crown to prove otherwise.

Once the Crown arrived in Israel in 1958, however, Moshe Goshen-Gottstein,

a professor at Hebrew University, was able to disprove Cassuto's finding.

Goshen-Gottstein argued that it was based on Maimonides' instructions about

how the Song of Moses (Haazinu) in Deuteronomy 32 should be written in

a Torah scroll. In most editions of the Mishneh Torah, Maimonides indicates

that this poem should be written in 70 lines, with a space in the middle of

every line such as that used for a closed section. He also specifies which word

should begin each line. However, in the Crown's version of Deuteronomy

32, which fortunately survives, there are only 67 lines, and the first words

of the lines are different from those specified by Maimonides. This would

seem to be incontrovertible proof that Maimonides did not use the Crown

as his model.

But Goshen-Gottstein reviewed several ofthe oldest manuscripts ofthe Mishneh

Torah, including one that Maimonides himself signed.53 He found that the

most reliable text refers to 67 lines for Haazinu and also specifies the same

beginning words as those found in the Crown. In addition, Yemenite scribes,

who traditionally follow Maimonides' rulings particu)arly closely, also write

the Song ofMoses in 67 lines. Because no other !mown codex written before

Maimonides' time arrariges the Song of Moses in 67 lines, there can be little

doubt that Maimonides was indeed referring to the Crown in his work.

Why then do printed versions of the Mishneh Torah mandate that the Song of

Moses be written in 70 lines, not 67? Since it is technically difficult to write

the lines this way, and since the tradition of67 lines was not followed in most

Jewish communities, it is likely that someone emended the text ofthe Mishneh

Torah to reflect the more accepted practice, and this emended version became

the more common one.'"'

Many years after Cassuto's death, his Aleppo journal was found in the Magnes

Archives of the Central Archives for the History of the Jewish People in The iron doors of t
safeguarded in the (
Tel Aviv.)
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The iron doors of the ark in the stone wall of the Cave of Elijah, where the Crown was
safeguarded in the Great Synagogue of Aleppo. (Courtesy of Beth HatejUtsoth, Photo Archive,
Tel Aviv.)
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Abraham Firkovich (sitting) in an 1862 lithograph. From the left, his daughter, Milkah, his
son-in-law, Gabriel, and an unknown Russian. (Comiesy ofthe Library oflile Jewish 71leological
Seminary.)
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The Karaites were a jewish sect that emerged at the beginning of the 8th

century C.E. Their doctrine is notable for its emphasis on the Bible as the

sole and direct source of religious law, to the exclusion of the Oral Law (Le.,

Rabbinic literature). The term "Karaite" (derived from "Mikra," the Hebrew

word meaning "Scripture") was not applied to the sect until the 9th century;

the group was initially known as the "Ananites," after its founder Anan ben

David. The Karaites themselves, however, traced their origin to the first major

split among the jewish people at the time ofKing jeroboam and, subsequently,

to the Sadducees, whose leader, Tsadok, they felt preserved the true law-that

is, the Written Law (the Bible) without the Oral LaW.'6

The Karaite Question

Even as the issue of the Crown's connection to Maimonides was laid to rest,

another question remained to be resolved. Were Ben Asher and Ben Buya'a

Karaites or Rabbanites?

Origins of the Crown and Its Significance

On one point at least, however, the Rabbanites and Karaites agreed: They

both believed that the Bible was the word of God, and that it was absolutely

In time, the Karaites, despite their discounting of the Oral Law, developed

their own extensive oral traditions, doctrines, and usages, which they called

the Yoke ofTradition (Seve! haYerusha).57 In part the Karaites' divergence from

Rabbanite practice derived from their differences in biblical interpretation,

which in some cases led them to adopt practices that were stricter than the

Rabbanites' and in other cases ones that were more lenient.'s

The Rabbanites, by contrast, were the spiritual successors to the Pharisees and

the forerunners of today's mainstream branches of judaism. The Rabbanites

believed firmly that the Bible could not be fully interpreted without the Oral

Law, as codified in the Mishnah and Talmud.

Jerusalem. Cassuto's notes make it clear that he had indeed arrived at his

controversial conclusion by comparing the Crown's Song of Moses against a

printed edition of the Mishneh Torah. Thus Goshen-Gottstein's analysis was

correct.55 With Cassuto's concern addressed, we can state conclusively that the

Crown is the codex that Maimonides referred to in the Mishneh Torah.

hter. Milkah. his
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essential that it be preserved and transmitted intact. For these reasons, both

groups revered the Masoretes. Because oftheir emphasis on the biblical text,

the Karaites held that public liturgical readings ofthe Torah could be made only

from a punctuated, vocalized codex, not a traditional scroll. Itwas inconceivable

to them that the Torah could have been given incomplete-that is, without the

notations.59 Indeed, the Crown's dedication records that the Karaite community

ofJerusalem was authorized to use the codex for public readings on the three

major holidays of Sukkot, Pesach, and Shavuot (the Festival of Tabernacles,

Passover, and the Festival ofWeeks).60 By contrast, the Rabbanites insisted on

the use of scrolls in liturgical contexts, on the grounds that this was how the

Torah was originally given.

In the ninth century, Benjamin ben Moshe Nahawendi, the first scholar to

use the term "Karaite," turned the idea of the free and independent study

of the Bible into a basic principle of Karaism.G, By the 10th century, Karaites

were dedicating themselves with particular zeal to grammatical and Masoretic

exegesis and study,6' with Jerusalem serving as the center of their spiritual

and scholarly activities.

The Karaites' conflict with the Rabbanites over the interpretation of biblical

passages continued to spur the study of the Bible and the Hebrew language.

Initially, the two groups were fierce competitors in what both sides saw as a

zero-sum game to establish the primacy of their respective interpretations.

However, by the time the Karaites acquired the Crown in the mid-nth century,

the tensions had relaxed. (This latter period would come to an abrupt end with

the capture of Jerusalem by Godfrey of Bouillon in 1099. The Crusaders, at

least, did not distinguish between Rabbanites and Karaites; members ofboth

communities were driven into a synagogue and burned alive.)G,

The Crown's dedication describes how, in the middle of the 11th century,

Israel ben Sirnha of Basra purchased the codex. He then donated it to the

Karaite community in Jerusalem on condition that two brothers, Hezekiah

and Josiah-prominent Karaites whom the dedication calls "princes"-take

care of the Crown and make it available to any learned person, Karaite or

Rabbanite, who wished to consult it.64 Rabbi Meir Nehmad, who transcribed

the dedication in the 1930s, established that Ben Sirnha also was a Karaite, but
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that the Crown had been in the hands of Rabbanites before he acquired it.6,

Does this mean the codex was originally written by Rabbanite scribes?

For decades, arguments have been made for and against the proposition

that Ben Asher and Ben Buya'a were in fact Karaites. There is strong cir

cumstantial evidence in favor of their Karaite identity. First, there is internal

evidence drawn from the work of the Ben Asher Masoretes and from the

Crown itseJ£ For example, in his Dikduke haTaamim, Aharon ben Asher speaks

about the halakhic authoritativeness of the entire Bible in terms that echo

Karaite beliefs.66 Furthermore, there is the evidence of Karaite tenets in the

work of Aharon's father, Moshe ben Asher. In his introduction to the Cairo

Codex, the elder Ben Asher states that the three parts of the Bible ( the Torah,

Prophets, and Writings) are equally authoritative for halakhic purposes - a

classic Karaite position.67 Similarly, the organization of the Crown ofAleppo,

like that ofthe Cairo Codex and the Leningrad Codex, discussed later, does not

follow the order set in the Talmud, which may reflect the Karaite's rejection

of the Oral Law. 68 Finally, the Crown's dedication includes a prayer for the

protection ofthe Temple. Some have argued that this must refer to the Karaites'

temple in Jerusalem, as the Second Temple had been destroyed in 70 C.E.69 By

extension, this evidence would likely mean that Ben Buya'a, as Ben Asher's

close collaborator, was a Karaite as well.

Second, external evidence also supports these claims. For example, Saadia

Gaon wrote an anti-Karaite response, Esa Meshali, which criticized a Masorete

named "Ben Asher." Given that Saadia Gaon and Aharon ben Asher were

roughly contemporaries, this "Ben Asher" could well have been Aharon. In

any case, we know of no other family of Masoretes named Ben Asher.'o

References to the Ben Asher dynasty of Masoretes in contemporaneous texts

are typically Karaite in wording, although not exclusively so - using, for

example, terms such as "teacher" (melamed) and "enlightened one" (maskil).7'

In addition, the donor of the Cairo Codex, which was written by Aharon's

father, Moshe ben Asher, used language that suggests he was a Karaite; it

seems unlikely that such a patron would have given the work of a Rabbanite

to the Karaite community of Cairo."
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Because the Crown was held by the Karaites of Jerusalem at the time the

dedication was written, some scholars have concluded that the original owners,

too, must have been Karaites; had Rabbanites possessed the Crown from the

outset, they would not have permitted its transfer into Karaite hands. But by

the uth century, relations between the Rabbanites and the Karaites had greatly

improved. Indeed, the stipulation allowing both Karaites and Rabbanites full

access to the codex is a testament to the cordial relations between the two

groups at that point.

In fact, such a transfer is quite plausible. If the Crown had been originally held

by Rabbanites, the spiritual leader of the Yeshiva of the Land of Israel- the

gaon or exilarch-would have personally controlled the codex. Perhaps not

coincidentally, the gaon during this period (1025-1051), Shlomo ben Yehuda,

frequently enlisted the help ofthe Karaites in his political battles. In addition,

Ben Yehuda and the two Karaite princes Hezekiah and Josiah, to whose spe·

cific care the Crown was commended, each traced their lineage back to King

David through Jehoiachin. We know from letters found in the Cairo Genizah

that these men considered each other, whatever their personal differences,

members of the same elite.

Some scholars have argued that Maimonides, a known opponent of the

Karaites, would not have relied on the Crown ifhe believed it was tainted by

Karaite authorship. Yet Maimonides praises the Crown strictly for its textual

accuracy, not as a religious document. Furthermore, he is strangely circum·

spect about the origins of the codex. He refers to it as "the well-known codex

in Egypt which contains the twenty·four books [of the Bible] and that had

been in Jerusalem for several years, and upon which all relied, because it was

proofread by Ben Asher."" And, while he specifically endorsed the arrange·

ment of open and closed sections and the writing of the songs, he did not

reference the Crown's orthography, vowels, accents, or Masoretic notes. He

did not say whose work he considered authoritative on those points or whose

work he would not have accepted.

Evidence that Ben Buya'a and Ben Asher were Rabbanites has also been pro

posed by various scholars. They point out that the colophon to Shlomo Ben

Buya'a's codex found in Ciifut-Kale contains none ofthe textual code phrases
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Karaites typically used to indicate their affiliation. Had Ben Buya'a been a

Karaite, he would certainly have asserted that identity, and such phrases would

he found in the colophon." Furiliermore, ifBen Buya'a was a Rabbanite, Ben

Asher was probably also a Rabbanite. Given the strained relations between

Ihe two groups at the time the Crown was written, it would be unlikely to find

a Rabbanite scribe collaborating with a Karaite annotator on the manuscript.

Overall, the evidence on boili sides of the debate remains circumstantial, and

this fascinating question must remain open.

The Story ofAbraham Firkovich

The question of the Crown's possible Karaite provenance is not simply an

intellectual exercise, despite the lack ofconclusive evidence from the time of

the codex's writing. Instead, the Karaite question was to playa significant role

in shaping historians' perceptions of ilie codex's authenticity for hundreds

ofyears.

We will return to a more detailed description of ilie codex's journey later, but

first we must digress from the chronology to follow the trail ofa 19th-century

Karaite named Abraham Firkovich, who was to playa vital role in the Crown's

history.

[n the years after ilie Crusades, as Jews were scattered ever farilier from Israel,

Rabbanite Jews predominated in most parts of the world. By the 17ili and 18th

centuries, two of the remaining centers ofKaraite activity were in Crimea and

Liiliuania, where Karaites continued to live side-by-side with Rabbanites.71

The landscape began to change, however, when Russia seized control ofCrimea

in1783 and lithuania in 1793. Although manyother minorities who lived in these

regions fled in fear, ilie Crimean Jews-Karaite and Rabbanite-remained.

To that point, both groups had generally considered each other Jews. Even the

most violent polemics were treated by both sides as internal Jewish quarrels.

Certainly, non-Jews did not distinguish between the groups in terms ofeither

privileges and rights or taxes and discrimination.'·

In 1795, however, Empress Catherine II imposed a double tax on Jews, and

it was at iliat point that the destinies of the Rabbanites and Karaites began
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A Firkovicb family photograph. From the left: Abraham Firkovicb. his wife, Hanna, his son
in·law, Gabriel. and his daughter, Milkah. (Courtesy of Michail Kizilov, from the library of the
Lithuanian Academy ofSciences.)
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to diverge in earnest. The Karaites sent a delegation to the empress to argue

that they should be exempt from the tax on the grounds that they were not in

fact Jews but rather Karaites "of the Old Testament faith." On June 8, 1795,
Catherine agreed to exclude the Karaites from the discriminatory tax and also

permitted them to acquire land.n

In 1827, the Crimean Karaites asserted their separateness again, this time gain

ing exemption, together with the Crimean Tatars, from the forced conscription

law, to which the Crimean Rabbanites remained subject. In the following year,

this dispensation was extended to the Karaites of Lithuania and Volhynia. In

1837, the Karaites achieved a change in their official designation from Jews to

simply Karaites. In 1840, they were put on equal footing with Muslims and

were granted an independent church statute. Finally, in 1863, the Karaites were

granted rights equal to those of the native Russian population."

The Karaite intellectual who most influenced these later rulings was a man

named Abraham Firkovich. Firkovich (1786 -1874), was born in a small village

outside Luck, Poland, studied the principles of the Karaite religion, and then

settled in Crimea, perhaps in search ofgreater opportunities. In 1830, the head

ofthe Historical Society ofOdessa, Sirnha Babovich, recommended Firkovich

to Prince Mikhail Semenovich Vorontsov, the governor general of Crimea, as

a scholar who could best provide the government with information regarding

Karaite history and their claims to a separate identity from the Jews.'9

Vorontsov issued a writ authorizing Firkovich to acquire whatever materials he

needed for his research. This gathering ofevidence was to become a lifelong

obsession for Firkovich, who in the end collected more than 15,000 Hebrew

manuscripts, which he subsequently sold to the Imperial library (now known

as the Russian National library) in St. Petersburg.'o

In seeking to ingratiate themselves with the Russian rulers, the Karaites

sought to demonstrate that they, unlike the reviled Jews, were not implicated

in the death of Jesus. To this end, Firkovich forged the dates on gravestones

in Crimean cemeteries to make it appear as though the Karaites had arrived

in Crimea before the beginning of the Common Era.8'

Firkovich's next task was to demonstrate that the Karaites were in fact

,9
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responsible for the positive contributions to society heretofore attributed to

the jews, particularly in the areas ofHebrew and biblical studies. By purchase,

theft, and intimidation, Firkovich acquired je\vish manuscripts and forged

their colophons to suggest that the works were authored by Karaites. In 1859,

he sent the Imperial library in St. Petersburg a detailed description of the

manuscripts he had acquired, noting their importance and asking for 25,000

.rubles in exchange for the collection. In 1863, after some negotiations, the

director of the library agreed to this price and acquired the collection."

Even after receiving word that the Karaites had achieved full civil and political

rights in 1863, Firkovich continued his quest. He set out for the Middle East to

acquire more manuscripts. On October 3, 1863, he landed in jaffa, and from

there he made his way to jerusalem. Within a month, he was headed north,

and on November 11, he entered the gates of Aleppo. Not long after arriving

in the city, he set to work trying to acquire the Crown.8]

In a letter to Simha Babovich's son Nahamu, Firkovich described what hap

pened next. He approached the Turkish governor and showed him letters of

authorization he had received from the Russian and Ottoman Empires. The

pasha issued him a firman, a decree of protection and empowerment, and

authorized an armored guard ofsoldiers to assist him. Firkovich was allowed

access to certain mosques that had formerly been synagogues so that he could

examine them for jewish inscriptions and artifacts. In particular, there had

been rumors that jews had hidden a manuscript in the Jamiya al-Hayat, near

the ancient citadel of Aleppo, when it was still a synagogue.8, When these

leads brought no results, Firkovich paid the sexton ofthe Great Synagogue to

allow him to see the Crown. He quickly recognized that the Crown's dedica

tion was identical to that of a manuscript in the synagogue of Rabbi Moshe

Isserlis (the RaMA) in Cracow. Before Firkovich was able to view the codex a

second time, the elders of the community were alerted, and they barred him

from seeing it again.

The furtive - even illicit - manner by which Firkovich sought out the Crown

appears to have affected the way the codex was handled thereafter. According

to the Aleppan rabbi Yitzhak Shchebar, the Crown and three other ancient

codices ofthe community were soon placed in an iron box (in a section of the

synagogue known
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synagogue !mown as the Cave of Elijah), in part because outsiders reportedly

had tried to acquire the Crown.8, Although Shchebar did not mention Firkovich

by name, it seems likely that Firkovich's attempt to acquire the Crown made

the Aleppo community even more leery than it had been about allowing access

to anyone from outside the community.

Firkovich's exploits also influenced perceptions of the Crown in a more dam

aging way. His record of forging documents and colophons to claim Karaite

provenance for hundreds of manuscripts meant every artifact he touched

was suspect, including the Crown ofAleppo. Although he saw it only briefly,

Firkovich later claimed to the Jerusalem rabbi Yaakov Sapir that the Crown's

colophon attributed the codex to Shlomo ben Yeroham (born about 910),

not Shlomo ben Buya'a. Ben Yeroham, an important loth-century Karaite

scholar and the author ofMilhamot Adonai, was famous for his vicious attacks

against Saadia Gaon, the great Rabbanite leader. Born in Fostat, Ben Yeroham

had moved to Aleppo and lived there until his death. Firkovich was probably

also responsible for adding a copy of the codex dedication to a manuscript

in the Karaite synagogue in Jerusalem, again attributing the codex to Ben

Yeroham."

Firkovich's motives were obvious. Ifhe could show that Aharon ben Asher,

adcnowledged by all as the greatest master of the Masorah, was, like Ben

Yeroham, a Karaite, he would demonstrate Karaite superiority over the

Rabbanites in the areas of Hebrew and biblical scholarship.

At least in part due to Firkovich's forgeries, the prominent historian Abraham

Harkavy became one ofthe first scholars to attack the provenance and antiquity

of the Crown. Harkavy, born in Novogrudok, Byelorussia, in 1835, had been

educated at yeshivot in lithuania and prominent universities in St. Petersburg,

Berlin, and Paris. Although a highly qualified scholar, he could not secure an

academic post in Russia as a Jew. In 1870 he began work at the Department

ofJewish literature and Oriental Manuscripts at the Imperial library in St.

Petersburg, where he had the opportunity to examine closely the manuscripts

Firkovich had collected. He concluded that at least parts of the manuscripts

were forgeries. In 1875, shortly after Firkovich's death, Harkavy and the German

scholar Hermann Strack published their case against Firkovich in the Catalog
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der hebraischen Bibelhandschriften. Strack's A. Firkowitsch und seine Entdeckungen

and Harkavy's Alljudische Denkrnaler aus der Krirn, both published in 1876,

further disputed Firkovich's claims.8,

Ultimately, Harkavy and Strack's works influenced a great number ofhistori·

ans, who similarly grew to doubt the authenticity of the Crown.

The Significance of the Crown

Despite Abraham Firkovich's unscholarly and even at times nefarious methods

of acquiring and forging parts of ancient manuscripts, scholars owe him a

debt ofgratitude for having uncovered the most highly regarded biblical codex

extant, apart from the Crown of Aleppo. Known as the Leningrad Codex,

this manuscript has, unlike the Crown, survived intact, making it the oldest

complete codex of the Bible.

According to its colophon, the Leningrad Codex was completed in Cairo in

1008 by Shmuel ben Yaakov. Firkovich acquired the book from an unknown

location and brought it to Odessa in 1838. He later sold it to the Imperial

Library, where it was accessioned as Firkovich B 19 A.

With access to the Crown restricted for hundreds of years, modern biblical

scholars resorted to using the Leningrad Codex for several authoritative edi·

tions ofthe Bible. Paul E. Kahle and RudolfKittel used the Leningrad Codex for

the third edition ofthe Biblia Hebraica (1937).88 It was used as well for the fourth

edition, known as the Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia, which was published in

1977, nearly two decades after the Crown was recovered, and it remains the

core text for the fifth edition, the Biblia Hebraica Quinta (forthcoming). The

Jewish Publication Society's Hebrew-English TANAKH and Aron Dotan's Bible

for the Israel Defense Forces are also based on the Leningrad Codex text.

By carefully exarnirling the Leningrad Codex, scholars have gained a precise

understanding ofthe features that, by comparison, make the Crown ofAleppo

the more significant ofthe two works. The Leningrad Codex closely resembles

the Crown on matters ofvocalization and accentuation. But it is not precise

in its use of full and defective spellings, and in many cases the text does not

conform to the Masoretic notes in the manuscript itself.89 Some believe the
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Leningrad Codex scribe was attempting-unsuccessfully-to conform a

manuscript from a different Tiberian tradition to the more exacting require

ments ofAharon Ben Asher's meticulous work. The fact that the Leningrad

Codex scribe felt the need to "harmonize" the original text with the Crown

suggests that, just a few short decades after Ben Asher's death, his codex was

considered the gold standard.'o

The Crown's dedication dates the original text to the early decades ofthe 10th

century, making it the earliest \mown codex of the entire Bible. (By way of

comparison, the Dead Sea Scrolls were written by the 1st century D.C.E., and

the earliest extant Torah scroll dates from the 12th century.) Scholars have

substantiated the 10th-century dating by analyzing many technical details of

the work."

It is clear that the Crown, though now incomplete, is the oldest such codex

in existence." But was it also the first complete codex o(the Bible? Given

the great numbers of jewish communities laid waste over the centuries, it

is impossible to prove this; with each community destroyed, no doubt many

possible links to the texts of antiquity have been lost as well. But no earlier

or contemporaneous source mentions any such complete Masoretic codex

penned by a master Masorete or anyone else. In fact, all our sources point to

Ben Asher's work as the crowning achievement in the development ofbiblical

manuscripts.9l

The Crown's preeminence is also clear from additional sources. For one thing,

other Masoretes, most notably the author of the Leningrad Codex, made a

point of stating that their works followed Ben Asher's definitive text and

notational system. For another, as early as the 10th century, we see Ben Asher's

text referred to as al-Ta), or "the Crown"-that is, the codex of codices.'4

Thus, barring the highly unlikely discovery of an earlier complete codex, we

can assume that the Crown of Aleppo is the authoritative distillation of the

Masorah, the first and preeminent exemplar of its caliber.

The fact that the Crown is the work of Ben Asher and Ben Buya'a further

establishes the codex's reputation. The more important contributor was the

master Masorete Aharon ben Asher, who reviewed Ben Buya'a's scribal work

to ensure that it conformed to the Masoretic tradition. Thus, for example,

he made clear'
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he made clear determinations regarding the text's division into sections and

the line divisions of the songs (in Exodus 15 and Deuteronomy 32). We must

attribute these distinctive features to Ben Asher, because we know they appear

differently in the Cilfut-Kale codex written by Ben Buya'a and annotated by

his relative.-'

Also, Maimonides' reliance on the Crown solidified its singular status. He did

not otherwise endorse the Crown, except implicitly, by saying that he relied on

the Crown in writing his own Torah scroll.-6 Nonetheless, in a matter of par

tirular halakhic concern to him-the open and closed sections- Maimonides

explicitly affirmed the superiority of the Crown's text.97

To scholars, ofcourse, it is the Crown's metirulous accuracy and precise inter

nal consistency that make it the premier Masoretic text.-' A good correlation

between the text and the notes is a key test ofthe quality ofa Masoretic codex,

but most codices invariably contain spelling and other discrepancies. Several

codices omit the notes altogether or even tum them into ornamentation.

Some Masoretes faithfully copied the proper armotations but neglected to

check them against the passages to which they corresponded to ensure that

the accentuation and vocalization in the text were accurate. The Crown is the

only example in existence ofa codex with almost complete harmony between

text and notes.--

As one scholar points out:

In the manuscript known as the Leningrad Codex, there are more than 250

places in the Prophets where the scribe erred with respect to jUll and defective

spellings. In the Cairo manuscript ofthe Prophets [by Moshe ben Asher] there

are about 130 errors in jUll and defective spellings. However, in the Aleppo

Codex there are two places in the Prophets where it is clear that the scribe

erred with respect to jUll and defective spellings, and jive where it appears

that he erred. >0O
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16 FROM TEXT TO TRADITION

rise above the status of mortal man. "And thou shalt love the
Lord thy God with all thy heart, with all thy soul, and with all
thy might" (Deut. 6:5) meant that life was to be lived according

to the law of the Torah.

2
The Biblical Heritage

Judaism is fundamentally a revealed religion. It is based on the
belief that God revealed Himself to the Jewish people through
the agency of Moses. For this reason, its development, both in
the biblical period and beyond, can be understood only in terms
of a reshaping and reinterpretation of the biblical heritage. The
traditions of the biblical world were axiomatic for later Judaism.
Meaning and message were debated, but not authority. Biblical
authority meant different things to the different groups of Jews
in the Second Temple and rabbinic periods, but it was in the
area of interpretation that they differed-all agreed on the basic
principle that the biblical tradition was binding.

For this reason, we will begin with a historical sketch of the
biblical period up to the rise of the Persian Empire, emphasizing
those aspects of the biblical heritage that had the most profound
cultural and religious influence on the subsequent history of
Judaism.

HISTORICAL SKETCH

The history of Judaism began in the early second millennium
B.C.E. in Mesopotamia, where, as a result of the destruction of
the city Dr of the Chaldees and other external circumstances, a
population movement was taking place. Among those migrating
northward to Assyria was a family destined to come to the
realization that there was but one God. This family, according
to the biblical account, was led in successive generations by
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and their wives. They later migrated to

.~
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iilavery and redemption there was to set a definitive cast on the
Jewish people and their religious faith. Leaving Egypt in ap
proximately 1250 B.G.E. amidst cataclysmic events (the exodus),
the children of Israel experienced, at Sinai, a religious and
national awakening at which, according to biblical tradition, God
revealed Himself to them. Under their leader and teacher Mo
ses, they accepted the Torah as the law of God. It would be the
guidepost for all subsequent Jewish history.

The historicity of the exodus has been denied by some modern
scholars, who claim that the entire story was a later invention
to provide a common history where none really existed, a
history that was supposedly needed because the biblical Israel
ites were an amalgamation of diverse clans and peoples whose
experiences and backgrounds were quite different. This, how
ever, is a great oversimplification. While it is certainly true, as
the biblical account testifies, that various groups joined them
selves to the Israelites during the exodus and the period of
wandering in the desert, as well as during the conquest of
Canaan, it is also clear that the children of Israel, by this time,
had a strong sense of peoplehood and had attained a high level
of group identity and cohesiveness.

By the early twelfth century B.G.E. Israel had entered the
land of Canaan, slowly conquering it and beginning to forge a
new society. In the ideal, this society was to be based upon the
traditions which the Israelites believed they had received at
Sinai. In fact, the ideal was far from the reality. Canaanite
influence was everywhere in evidence, and it was many years
before the Israelites were able to purge their society of it.

The political and military challenge posed by the neighbors of
the Israelites led to the setting up of a monarchy. During the
period of the Judges (ca. 1200~a. 1020 B.G.E.), the process of
conquering and displacing the pre-Israelite natives, and of ab
sorbing many of them, continued. Military threats were met by
the rise of charismatic military figures (Hebrew shofetim,
"judges,") who delivered the people from the enemy. Often,
tribes would band together informally either to dislodge the
previous inhabitants or to meet a challenge to their own occu
pation of the land. Yet no real central organization of the tribes
of Israel existed. As the threat posed by the Philistines in-
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the land then called Canaan and there developed the monothe

istic idea.
Some scholars have argued that the religion of the patriarchs

was simply a form of monolatry, a religion in which only one
God is worshipped although the existence of others is accepted,
but the biblical evidence strongly supports the view that they
were authentic monotheists. On the other hand, the later devel
opment of the biblical sacrificial system makes it evident that
the early Israelites also believed in demonic powers, and God's
divine retinue of angelic beings, as described in some of the
psalms, is similar in some ways to the pantheons of polytheistic
Mesopotamia and Ugarit (a town, on the site now known as Ras

Shamra, in ancient Syria).
Sometime in the fourteenth century B.G.E., numerous West

Semites, including some members of the patriarchal family,
migrated to Egypt. The historical memory of the experience of

Anc;mnt Ncar East
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The Kingdom of Oavid and Solomon The Divided Monarchy
(10th cont. B.C.E.) 19th·Bth cont. B.C.E.)
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in pagan worship. During this period two of the kings of Judah,
Hezekiah (727-698 B.C.E.) and Josiah (639-609 B.C.E.), outlawed
the various shrines throughout the country and centralized the
sacrificial worship at the Holy Temple. In both Judah and Israel,
syncretistic worship (the identification of the God of Israel and
His worship with that of the pagan dieties) was widespread,
even involving some of the kings, and the prophets castigated
them for this transgression as well as for the many social ills
that apparently plagued Israelite society in the period of the
divided monarchy.

The fortunes of north and south were invariably linked in this
period. Whenever the royal houses of the two kingdoms joined
together to make common cause, their combined empire almost
reached the extent of the earlier Solomonic empire. Whenever
they bickered or fought with each other, they were reduced to
the status of petty clients of Egypt or Mesopotamia. With time,
however, both kingdoms were swallowed up by the surrounding
empires. The north was destroyed by Assyria in 722 B.C.E., and

THE BIBLICAL PERIOD
(all dates are B.C.E.)

Patriarchal period
Migration to Egypt
Exodus from Egypt
Conquest of Canaan
Period of the judges
Saul
David
Solomon
Division of monarchy
Amos and Hosea
Isaiah
Hezekiah
Destruction of Northern Kingdom

Josiah
Jeremiah
First Deportation from Judah
Ezekiel
Destruction of Kingdom ofJudah and
First Temple, mass dep~rtation8 ~
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creased, popular pressure for a centralized government eventu
ally led to the rise of the monarchy.

The head of the new governmeT\t was King Saul (ca. 1020-ca.
1000), in many ways one of the last of the judges, yet also the
first of the kings. Like a judge, he had no organized bureauc
racy, yet he had the legal and ad~strative powers of a
monarch. King David (reigned ca. 1O~0.,.961 B.C.E.), coming to
power as an immensely popular fi~f'l' conquered vast areas
and established an empire, and his s~n King Solomon (961-922
B.C.E.) built the Jerusalem Temple.

The kingdom of Solomon split after his death into two small .
states, Judah in the south and Israel in the north. The Northern
Kingdom was much more open to pagan influences. Throughout
the period of the divided monarchy (from 922 B.C.E. on), the
prophets struggled to prevent the Israelites from participating

early second millennium
14th cent.
ca. 1280
ca. 1250--ea. 1200
ca. 120Q--ea. 1020
ca. 1020--ea. 1000
ca. 1000-961
961-922
922
8th cent.
740-700
727-698
722
639-609
627--ea. 585
597
593-571
586
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FROM TEXT TO TRADITION

REVELATION AND LAW

Out of the experience at Sinai, and out of the Israelites'
perception that they had been vouchsafed a revelation of God,
emerged the Torah literature. The Torah is considered by Jewish
tradition to be the result of direct divine revelation to Moses
and, through him, to the Jewish people as a whole. Modern
scholars have challenged this assertion, basing themselves on
literary analyses of the Torah text. They have theorized that
the Torah was redacted, or edited, from several documents,
each the product of a different time and a different circle of
authors. Until the modern era, however, such issues in no way

Torah sets out the table of nations, explaining how the peoples
of the world descended from one another and how they were
related. It then describes the dangers of urbanization by relat
ing the story of the Tower of Babel.

Genesis also details the history of the patriarchal family.
Much of this history concerns its place in the progressive reli
gious selection which eventually led to Israel's role as recipient
of the revelation of the Torall. Through the lives of Abraham,
Isaac, Jacob, and their descendants, we follow the development
of the monotheistic ideas of early Israelite religion. In each new
generation, an unsuitable son-Ishmael, Esau-finds himself
excluded from the line which eventually becomes Israel. Finally,
\vith the sons of Jacob, the entire family is worthy of the mantle
which the patriarch seeks to bestow.

The patriarchs worship God through private sacrifices canied
out as part of momentous religious expeliences during which
they are said to commune directly with God. Here already is
enshrined the covenant concept. God is portrayed as having
entered into agreements with the forefathers to give Israel the
land and make it a great and numerous people. Slavery and the
exodus from Egypt are foretold to them, emphasizing early on
that the history of Israel is to be seen as part of a divinely
guided plan. The concept of God as a close family deity, wor
shipped within the familial context, is stressed over and over.
All of these ideas became major pillars of subsequent Jewish
tradition.
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A HISTORIOGRAPHY OF CIVILIZATION

The foundation for the subsequent development of Judaism
lies in the Torah, also referred to as the Five Books of Moses or
the Pentateuch. The Torah is a combination of narrative and
prescriptive legal material. Its early nalTatives in the Book of
Genesis and the beginning of the Book of Exodus set out a
variety of theological concepts and views of man's relationship
to God and the world which serve as the basis of later Judaism.
It tells the story of creation and the development of civilization,
detailing the earliest stages of world history. It then focuses
llarticularly on the fate of one nation, the Israelites, as they are
enslaved in Egypt and then liberated to take possession of their

own land.
The theory of creation presented in the Book of Genesis

considers God the Creator of all, and later books of the Bible
allude to and demythologize more mythical accounts which are
today familiar to us from ancient Near Eastern sources. Genesis
also relates the story of civilization, beginning with a description
.of developments that took place even before what anthropolo
gists have termed the Neolithic revolution. This description
emphasizes the evolution of civilization from the hunter-gath
erer stage (the Garden of Eden) up to the rise of agriculture
and herding, and the development of various arts and crafts. It
then tells the flood story, emphasizing the dangers inherent in
the decline of a society's moral standards. Here again the Torah
demythologized a myth that was familiar in the ancient world,
placing the emphasis on the morality of God and His concern for
the morality of His creatures. Immediately thereafter, the
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the south, together with the Jerusalem Temple, by Babylonia in

586 B.C.E.
These developments were momentous for the history of Juda-

ism. On the one hand, the Temple had to be replaced, even if
temporarily. Although we have no evidence, some kind of non
Temple worship must have developed in the exile. Also, for the
first time, there was now a sizable Jewish population outside of
the Land of Israel. The Diaspora had been born, and Judaism
had taken the first steps to becoming a world religion.



affected the development of Judaism. For the talmudic rabbis
and their medieval successors, as for contemporary Orthodox
Judaism, the assumption of the sanctity and revealed character
of the Torah was axiomatic. Since our purpose here is only to
set the stage for a study of postbiblical Judaism, we need not go
into the theories regarding the dating and authorship of the
various parts of the Pentateuch. Our problem is rather to
understand the nature of the text as it was written down and
transmitted to later generations.

The Torah consists of a somewhat disparate group of materi
als, among which the legal, prescriptive codes playa prominent
role. This is well illustrated by the Book of Exodus, which
lJegins by relating the story of the slavery and redemption of
Israel in its first part, but then takes up very different themes.
First it presents a legal code, termed by scholars the Book of
the Covenant, which concerns matters of civil and criminal law.
This code shows many affinities with the laws of the ancient
Near East and has often been compared to the Code of Ham
murabi. Comparison shows repeatedly the tendency of biblical
law to provide equality before the law to all citizens and to move
away from excessive punishment, a pattern continued later in
talmudic times. Immediately following this code is a festival
calendar. Then come extensive prescriptive texts regarding the
building of the Tabernacle, the portable tent sanctuary which
would travel through the desert with the children of Israel.
These are followed by a lengthy account of the building of the
Tabernacle in accord with the instructions presented earlier.

Here we encounter the intricate biblical sacrificial system,
which involved a detailed set of rituals for daily and festive
occasions, as well as rites of expiation for the collective people
of Israel and for individual transgressors. Closely related to
sacrifice is the complex system of ritual purity and impurity.
Those who came into contact with the dead or with certain
creatures, or experienced certain bodily fluxes, were required
to undergo purification rituals in order to enter the Tabernacle
(the central shrine). All this is codified in the Book of Leviticus.
The codes are descriptive, providing the circumstances of the
offering and then listing the procedures for the specific sacri
fices, including such matters as the times or occasions they are
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PRIESTLY BLESSING. The priestly blessing (Numbers 6:22-27) played
a major role in Jewish worship in the Temple and synagogue. Its text,
inscribed in the ancient Hebrew script, was found on an amulet from
the 7th-6th century B.C.E. at Ketef Hinnom in Jerusalem. This inscrip
tion is the earliest attestation of a text from the Torah. Some scholars
have argued that this amulet proves that the blessing preexisted the
book of Numbers. In our view, the Use of this passage as an amulet
indicates that it was already known in its present context. Courtesy of
the Israel Antiquities Anthority.
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to be offered, the requisite animals, and associated offerings
of grain, oil, and wine. In the case of the purity regulations,
specific periods of impurity, rites of immersion or ablutions, and
purificatory sacrifices are specified. Special emphasis is given to
ethical and moral behavior as regards one's fellow man and to
the laws of prohibited consanguineous marriages and the re
quirement of marital fidelity.

The Book of Numbers contains a detailed code of sacrifices for
special occasions, presenting the appropriate daily and festival
sacrifices. It is Numbers, not Leviticus, which spells these out
in systematic detail. In addition, it describes the organization of
the people and their camp in the desert period, as well as the
religious and military challenges Israel faced during its wander
ings.

The Book of Deuteronomy is essentially a self-contained code,
recapitulating many laws already treated elsewhere in the To
rah. In certain respects it is similar in form to the typical
ancient Near Eastern treaty text. The narrative material at the
beginning and end of the book parallels the prologue and epi
logue in which the vassal signing a treaty with a ruler binds
himself to observe its provisions. In between these two sections
comes the body of the treaty; similarly, the code of Deuteron
omy, between the book's introduction and conclusion, specifies
the laws that Israel is bound to observe, dealing with such
subjects as war, captives, purity, permitted and forbidden
foods, festivals, maniage, divorce, rape, and vroious civil and
criminal matters.

The organization of these codes within the Torah calls for
some comment. Each code, in its present form, appears to be
an independent composition with its own literary conventions
and form. Further, the codes often overlap in content, and are
Wlitten as if the other legal collections did not exist. No cross
references are made, at least not explicitly. This was one of the
reasons why some scholars, beginning as early as the eighteenth
century, theOlized that the Torah had been put together by
combining originally independent codes with various narrative
traditions. This view of the Torah's composition, known as the
documentary hypothesis, sees the pentateuchal nro1:atives, the
Book of the Covenant (the legal code at the end of Exodus), the

Pliestly Code (Leviticus and parts of Numbers), the Holiness
Code (Leviticus 17-26), and the Deuternomic Code as all being
discrete, independent compositions.

The talmudic rabbis observed the very same textual overlaps
and contradictions, but because of their different understanding
of the Torah's origin used these details as the basis for their
exegesis of the legal portions of the Pentateuch, what the
tannaim called midrash halakhah. Later Judaism regarded all
the peculiarities of the biblical text as grist for the mill of
interpretation. Similar patterns of exegesis are observable even
in the writings of the sects of the Second Commonwealth.
Judaism in ancient times regarded the Torah as having been
produced by divine revelation. Every aspect of its text and its
diction, therefore, taught some lesson of divine law. Seen in this
way and in this spirit, the Torah was able to serve as the basis
for the ever-expanding interpretative traditions that constituted
the manifold approaches to Judaism studied in this volume.

SACRIFICE AND PRIESTHOOD

Central to the biblical tradition is the notion that God is to be
worshipped through the sacrificial system. The Bible describes
this system as having operated in the desert period, the age of
the Judges, and the First Temple era. The-biblical codes specify
in great detail the manner in which sacrifices and offelings were
to be canied out and the occasions when they were required.
The Torah also spells out the detailed laws of levitical pUlity
with respect to causes of defilement and rites of purification as
well as disqualification of the impUl'e from participation in sac
rificial worship.

Sacrifices were of various kinds. The most important catego
ries were those meant to expiate sins and those regarded as
meals shared, as it were, with the deity. The expiation offerings
were designed to function almost exclusively in cases where the
law had been transgressed accidentally. For such violations
expiation could be gained through sacrifice. It is as if the animal
were seen as suffering the fate the transgressor would have
deserved had the offense been committed deliberately. The
other type of sacrifice, the shared meal, involves God and man
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PROPHECY

The authority of the traditions of the Bible in Judaism is
founded upon the concept of prophecy. The Bible describes
various people as having received direct revelations from God.
The revelation to Moses is seen by later tradition as prophecy
par excellence.

In the accounts of the patriarchs, we encounter God in rela
tion to man, communicating directly with him. This is not
prophecy in the strict sense, however, since the phenomenon of
prophecy, in the biblical view, involves the prophet's having

in an intimate relationship, a level of meeting possible only in
the holy precincts of the central shrine. Here the burning of
certain portions of the sacrificial animal as an offering to God
and the eating of other portions by the celebrants created a
bond of faInilial love between God and man. In this way the
Israelite was supposed to enter into a close relationship with his
God.

The sacrifices were to be conducted by priests descended from
the first priest, Aaron, brother of Moses. Seen as specially
selected to facilitate the close relationship between man and
God, the members of the priesthood were able to bridge the gulf
separating mortal from Creator. They were bidden to live lives
of purity and holiness, and this entailed, among other things,
both stricter marital laws, enumerated in the Bible, and taking
special care to avoid ritual defilement. To ensure that the priests
would give their full attention to their responsibilities, and not
be distracted by the need to earn a livelihood, the Torah re
quired that certain gifts be given to them and their levite
assistants.

The Temple remained the center of Jewish piety until its
destruction for a second time in 70 C. E. During most of the
Second Temple period Aaronide priests provided leadership for
the Jews of Palestine. When all hopes for an early restoration of
sacrifice after 70 C.E. were dashed, the sacrificial system served
as a model for the transposition of Temple-centered piety to
synagogue, home, and faInily. Nonetheless, Jews continued to
yearn for a restored Temple.
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HORNED ALTAR FROM MEGIDDO. This altar, dating to the 10th century
B.C.E., comes from the city of Megiddo, a regional and administrative
center in Northern Israel. It displays the ''horns'', i.e. corners, de
scribed in the Bible. Similar exemplars were found at local cult sites
and temples located throughout the Land of Israel. It was against this
often syncretistic worship which the prophets railed and the Bible's
requirement of the centralization of sacrificial worship was directed.
Courtesy ofIsrael Antiquities Authority.
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been charged with a message to communicate. It is only with
Moses, in the Book of Exodus, that we encounter a prophet who
is sent to the people to deliver the word of God. In other words,
prophecy has a social dimension. It is not simply a personal
religious experience. God sends Moses to deliver His word to
the people. Yet Moses' prophecy differed from that of the other
prophets. First, he is described by the Bible as communicating
directly with God, whereas the other prophets see God in a
dream or trance. Second, he combines in his person the roles of
priest, king, and lawgiver (if we may adopt the Hellenistic
characterization) alongside that of prophet.

The Bible allows us to trace the history of prophecy in ancient
Israel. Not counting Moses, the earliest prophets described in
the Bible were seers, charismatic figures who prophesied in a
trance, usually induced by the use of music and dance. Often
they banded together in guilds and were called "the sons of the
prophets." The guilds were based on the master-disciple rela
tionship and were intended to pass on a tradition of prophecy.
There is no definite evidence that prophets of this kind were in
any way involved in the moral and religious ferment of the
times. They may have been foretellers of the future.

By the time of the first monarchs, Saul, David, and Solomon,
the role of the prophet had begun to change. It seems to have
taken on some of the charismatic qualities associated with the
judges in the period immediately after the conquest, and simul
taneously the kings inherited the political and military aspects
of the judge's role. In the early days of the monarchy, the
prophet appears as a religious model in the king's entourage,
deeply involved in the life of the royal court but able, at the
same time, to castigate the ruler by means of pointed parables.
Other prophets, of lesser importance, may have been attached
to the major cultic sites, according to some scholars. By the
time of Elijah and Elisha, prophets were found in both the
northern and southern kingdoms and were often in conflict with
the kings. They had clearly taken on their well-known role as
critics of the Israelite society of the day, but had not yet
developed into literary figures.

By the ninth century B.G.E., in both Judah and Israel, the
minor prophets (so-called because of the size of their literary

output) were delivering scathing attacks on the two major
transgressions of the time, syncretistic worship and the social
ills besetting the country. These two issues would occupy the
prophets for years to come. They demanded the extirpation of
even minimal participation in idolatrous worship, and called for
the amelioration of the injustices being perpetrated against the
poor, unlanded classes, insisting, loudly and clearly, that the
discharge of cultic duties was of no significance if it was not
accompanied by a life of true moral and ethical principles. The
earliest of the twelve minor prophets, whose number included
such men as Amos and Hosea (eighth century B.G.E.), were the
first to leave us written documents of prophetic discourse. They
delivered their words in public and apparently recorded them in
writing either for their own use or to circulate them more
widely.

As the end of the monarchy drew near, and a complex
admixture of political and religious issues presented itself, new
horizons loomed for the prophets. Isaiah (ca. 740-ca. 700
B.G.E.), Jeremiah (ca. 627-ca. 585), and Ezekiel (593-571) con
fronted the new political realities as well as the growing Meso
potamian influence on Israelite worship. The prophecies of these
men are infused with the history of the time in which they lived,
for all three of them were intimately involved in the affairs of
the day and determined to bring to the people of Israel the
messages they believed they had received directly from the God
of Israel.

Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel brought to culmination the
literary development of prophecy. These three great prophets
composed poetry and prose that rank among the most beautiful
achievements of Hebrew literature. The profundity, beauty, and
length of the prophecies attributed to them rendered these men
major figures in the eyes of later tradition.

As Judaism developed, the books of the prophets shaped many
other aspects of the tradition, most especially the concept of the
messianic era, which was rooted in the world of the prophets.
Later on, Jewish mysticism took its cue from the prophetic
visions of Isaiah and Ezekiel. Prophetic morality and its inti
mate connections with the ritual life of Judaism also had an
enduring effect.
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SUMMARY

The biblical heritage laid the groundwork for the many devel
opments we will survey in the following chapters. The Israelite
religious and cultural tradition in biblical times was rich, and
provided a set of scriptures for interpretation. The various
groups and approaches to Judaism that came afterwards dif
fered fundamentally in their interpretations of the biblical ma
terial which they inherited. They agreed, however, on one thing,
the sanctity and the authority of the biblical heritage. Biblical
law and theology would shape Judaism indelibly in future cen
turies.

WISDOM LITERATURE

The corpus of biblical literature includes a group of texts
termed "wisdom literature." This genre was based on a common
ancient Near Eastern tradition of secular wisdom that by and
large was not connected with any specific religion, for wisdom
teachings cut across linguistic and cultural differences and were
extremely important in both Mesopotamia and Egypt.

Wisdom texts, of whatever provenance, generally provided
advice on ethical issues and on how to conduct one's life and
family relationships. The wisdom writings in the Bible include
several of the psalms, the Book of Proverbs, Job, and Ecclesias
tes. Job deals primarily with the problem of evil, and Ecclesias
tes with the seeming futility of human activity. As compared to
the other books of the Bible, the wisdom texts make little
mention of Israel's theological principles and historical experi
ences. The issues they present and the advice they proffer
might well be described as pan-Near Eastern secular wisdom
with a Jewish perspective.

Wisdom was apparently taught in schools specializing in this
discipline, and the Book of Proverbs regularly refers to the
master-disciple relationship. The wisdom tradition continued in
several books of the Second Temple period and had a profound
influence on the later development ofJudaism.
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3
Judaism in the Persian Period

The later years of the biblical era are termed the Persian period
because Palestine and the rest of the Near East were under the
domination of the Persian Empire at this time. The Persian
period was crucial for the development of postbiblical Judaism,
for it served as a transitional era in which certain biblical
approaches were giving way to the new approaches of the later
age. Yet in many ways, this period represents a direct continu
ation of the biblical heritage and of First Temple religious ideas
and concepts.

HISTORICAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND

In the fall of 539 B.C.E., Cyrus (II) the Great, already king of
Persia and Medea, vanquished the Babylonian army and gained
control of the entire area of Mesopotamia. He immediately
adopted a policy which was to be characteristic of his reign: he
encouraged the repatriation of exiles and the rebuilding of
shrines, motivated by a benevolence which seemed to sit well
both with his temperament and with the need to govern a large
and farllung empire.

In 538 B.C.E., Cyrus decreed that the Temple of the Jews in
Jerusalem was to be rebuilt and that all the eXiles who wished
might return to Judea, the Persian province of Yahud. This
decree inaugurated the period of the Second Temple, also known
as the Second Commonwealth. The rise of CytllS and the fall of
Babylon were viewed by the Jews as God's work. While then, as
today, settling in the Land of Israel was an option exercised
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irom the Hellenic world is found extensively. Most significant is
tile almost total dependence on Attic (Athenian) standards of
roinage. Thus, it is evident that Hellenistic influence was already
being felt throughout the country.

Other evidence indicates that Judea at the beginning of this
era was an independent province. Samaria in the north re
mained a separate unit, however. A complex administrative
bureaucracy collected and distributed taxes in kind. The discov
e-y in Egypt of correspondence between the Jewish gal1ison of
Elephantine (modern Assuan on the Nile) and the rulers of
Jerusalem and Samaria has led to the realization that religious
;;yncretism was still very much alive in this peliod. At the same
time, many areas of Jewish law were moving toward standardi
zation at this early date.

POLITICAL AFFAIRS

Shortly after 538 B.C.E. the Davidic scion Sheshbazzar set out
irom Babylon at the head of a group of retUrning Judeans and

THE PERSIAN PERIOD
(all dates are B.C.E.)

Cyrus conquers Babylonia
Edict of Cyrus
Sheshbazzar governor
Arrival of Zerubbabel
Darius I

Haggai and Zechariah
Second Temple built
Artaxerxes I
Arrival of Ezra
Nehemiah
Darius II

Temple at Elephantine destroyed
Artaxerxes II
Elephantine temple rebuilt
Alexander the Great conquers Near
East

ii39

S38
'after 538
between 538 and 522
522 486
ta. 520

,620-515

465/4-424
ca. 458

445-after 433
423-404
·110
403--359
~
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only by a devoted minority, the Jews of the Diaspora gave
financial and moral support to the newly reestablished commu
nity.

With the beginning of the Persian period, a new kind of
bureaucracy came into power. While at times the Judeans had
trouble with the government, Jews throughout the empire were
able to rise in the civil service and even formed military units
that were deployed on the frontiers of the Persian Empire.
Under Persian rule Jerusalem was rebuilt and its sacrificial ritual
reconstituted. In addition, and a most important development,
temporal (and not just religious) authority was granted to the
high priesthood.

Little is !mown about the period between the rebuilding of
Jerusalem under Ezra and Nehemiah in the sixth century B.C.E.
and the coming of Alexander the Great in the fourth, but the
incomplete biblical picture of this era is supplemented by ar
chaeological evidence. Sites in northern Palestine, especially
along the coastal plain, show evidence of strong Phoenician
influence, especially evident in the building techniques. At the
same time, more southern sites show strong Aegean influence.
In fact, such influence was constantly on the increase in the
centuries leading up to the Persian period. Imported pottery
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were offered. Judea now had its national and religious center.
The future of the Jewish people in its ancestral land was assured
for the foreseeable future. God could be properly worshipped in
accord with the ancient traditions. There is some reason for
thinking that the messianic agitation surrounding the person of
Zerubbabel led the Persian authorities either to remove him
from office or to not reappoint him when his term ended. In any
case, from now until the time of Nehemiah (mid-5th century
B.G.E.) the high priests ruled. Judea seems for a time to have
been only a small theocratically ruled political unit within the
larger province of Samaria.

This state of affairs lasted for about seventy years after the
completion of the Second Temple. In the early years of this
period, the Persian Empire attained its high point under Darius
I. The little we know of the situation in Judea indicates that only
limited progress was made toward repopulating it. Most of the
empire's Jews remained in the Diaspora. The sparse evidence
tells us that Jews were settled, for example, in Babylonia itself,
in Sardis (in Asia Minor), and in Lower (northern) Egypt.

At the same time, Jews flourished in Elephantine in Upper
(southern) Egypt throughout the fifth century B.G.E. There
they were established in a military colony entrusted by the
Persian Empire with the defense of its interests. Many Aramaic
documents have survived from Elephantine, and these provide
us with a window into the colony's culture and religion. The
Elephantine Jews, in a temple of their own, practiced a syncre
tistic form of worship not unlike that of First Temple times,
mixing pagan elements with the religion of the God of Israel.

By the mid-fifth century B.G.E., the population of Judea had
probably doubled, and additional groups of exiles had returned.
Some Jews now lived in more northerly parts of the country, in
the territory of the erstwhile Kingdom of Israel. While the high
priests controlled internal affairs, other matters rested in the
hands of the governors of the province of Samaria who, accord
ing to the biblical account, were not above accusing the Jews of
sedition when it was advantageous to them. Because of difficul
ties with their neighbors, the security of Judea deteriorated,
and sometime during the reign of Artaxerxes I (465/64-424
B.G.E.) the rebuilding of the fortifications of Jerusalem was

FROM TEXT TO TRADITION

soon arrived in the Land of Israel. He apparently had the title
pe/J,ah, governor, as did his successor, Zerubbabel. Sheshbazzar
must have immediately taken steps to begin rebuilding the
Temple, but the Bible credits Zerubbabel with its completion
(Ezra 3:6-11). With the rebuilding of the Temple came the

restoration of the sacrificial ritual.
The early years of the Second Commonwealth were difficult

ones. Judea was actually no more than a small area around
Jerusalem, and by 522 B.G.E. its population must have numbered
less than twenty thousand. The holy city itself was in ruins and
scarcely inhabited. The Samaritans to the north, a mixed people
made up of remnants of the populace of the destroyed northern
kingdom of Israel and various groups brought in by the AssYri
ans, were openly hostile. Many Judeans were so preoccupied
with eking out a living that they took little interest in the
rebuilding of the Temple. The situation deteriorated to the point
that work on the Temple had to cease temporarily.

At about this time, Zerubbabel, the nephew of Sheshbazzar,
succeeded to the governorship. Zerubbabel was the son of
Shealtiel son of Jehoiachin, a scion of the royal family of Judah.
Sometime between 538 and 522 B.G.E. Zerubbabel had arrived
in Jerusalem at the head of a group of returning exiles. The high
priesthood was reconstituted under the Zadokite high priest
Joshua ben Jehozadak. Nevertheless, eighteen years after the
start of construction, the Temple had still not been completed.

The political circumstances leading to the ascension of Darius
I (522-486 B.G.E.) to the throne of the Persian Empire aroused
messianic expectations among the Jews of Judea, as shown in
the books of Haggai and Zechariah, both composed around 520
B.G.E. These two prophets agitated for the completion of the
Temple and the restoration of the pure worship of the God of
Israel to the exclusion of all syncretistic practices. The' leaders .
of Judea understood the importance of the Temple, and within
four years it was finished. The work of building the Temple was
apparently carried on despite efforts by the Samaritans to
depict it as a messianic ploy aimed at reestablishing Judean
independence under a Davidic king.

In March of 515 B.G.E. the Temple was completed amidst
great rejoicing. Sacrifices and prayers for the king of Persia
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begun. The aristocracy of Samaria, with the help of an order
from the king, was able to stop this project temporarily.

Monotheistic worship was certainly the norm in Judea. The
books of Malachi and Nehemiah, however, speak of such prob
lems as violations of sacrificial law, neglect of the Sabbath, and
nonpayment of tithes. There was a breakdown of morality and a
rise in divorce. Cheating of employees and preying on the weak
became commonplace, and many of the poor were reduced to
servitude. Intermarriage with the surrounding nations threat
ened the continuity of the Jewish community.

It was at this crucial juncture that the great reformers Ezra
and Nehemiah made their appearance. Fortuitously, this was
also a period of great instability in the Persian Empire. In an
effort to shore up his lines of communication with Egypt,
Artaxerxes wanted to regularize the situation in Palestine, and
this provided Ezra and Nehemiah with the opportunity to make

substantial progress.
The chronological relationship of the careers of these two

great leaders poses serious difficulties. Nehemiah's career ex
tended from 445 until sometime after 433 B.C.E. Ezra's dating
is more difficult. The plain sense of the biblical text suggests
that he arrived in Judea in 458 B.C.E. (thirteen years before
Nehemiah) and completed his work shortly after Nehemiah's
arrival. Some scholars take the view that he arrived long after
Nehemiah's work had ended. A final approach, following the
Greek text of the apocryphal 1 Esdras, suggests that Ezra
arrived shortly before the end of Nehemiah's career in about

428 B.C.E.
According to the biblical account, which we see no compelling

reason to set aside, Ezra left Babylon in 458 B.C.E. at the head
of a considerable company of returnees. After a four-month
journey, unaccompanied by a military escort, the caravan ar
rived in Jerusalem. Ezra came armed with a copy of the Torah
and a document from the king authorizing him to enforce it. He
was to teach the law and to set up the necessary administrative
apparatus to see that it was followed. He had also obtained
permission to collect contributions from the Jews of Babylonia
to support the Temple in Jerusalem.

Ezra is described by the Bible as "a scribe of the law of the

God of Heaven." He was of priestly lineage and was probably
appointed at the request of influential Jews at the Persian court.
Those who see Ezra as coming after Nehemiah maintain that
Nehemiah was responsible for his appointment. While it might
seem unlikely that the monarchs of Persia would be concerned
with the religious observances of the Jews of Judea, Ezra's
mission can be understood from the standpoint of purely Persian
interests. Under Persian rule, each subject people was allowed
to live by its ancestral laws, which were enforced by the imperial
government. Violations of the laws of the group to which one
belonged constituted an offense against the state precisely
because they led to instability. The maintenance of order in
Judea, for example, would ensure the security of the land bridge
to Egypt, and therefore the king required, in his own interest,
that Jewish law be observed.

Immediately preceding the feast of Sukkot (Tabernacles) soon
after his arrival, Ezra read the Torah publicly to the entire
people. Indeed, this was a covenant-renewal ceremony in the
strict sense. To make the Torah understandable to them, he had
it explained. By this time, Aramaic, a West Semitic language,
had become the spoken language of much of the Persian Empire
and was the vernacular of most Jews. The biblical account
relates that the people were greatly saddened when they
learned that they had been lax in following the law, and it was
only with difficulty that Ezra was able to restore the joy of the
festival season. Throughout the festival the law was read on
each day.

Nonetheless, Ezra continued to face violations of the Torah's
regulations. Mixed marriages were a substantial problem. Their
increase must have resulted from the small size of the Judean
population and the attendant difficulty in finding spouses. Ezra
led the people to enter into a covenant by which they voluntarily
expelled the 113 foreign wives in the community. Already in
this period the law that Jewish identity is determined through
the mother was operative. The biblical narrative singles out the
families in which the mother was not Jewish, for such unions led
to the birth of non-Jewish children. Despite Ezra's considerable
efforts, however, we can be sure that interman-iage continued,
although on a much smaller scale.
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The high point of Ezra's career was certainly the covenant
renewal and reformation of Jewish life recorded at the end of
the Book of Nehemiah (chaps. 9 and 10). The covenant he
instituted bound the people to abstain from mixed marriages,
refrain from work on the Sabbath, observe the laws of the
sabbatical year, pay taxes for the communal maintenance of the
Temple, and provide wood offerings for the sacrificial altar, first
fruits, and tithes. A careful examination of the covenant, and of
Ezra's decision to expel foreign wives, shows strong influence of
the midrashic method of biblical interpretation, a matter to
which we will return below. Those who date Ezra's arrival to
the second term of Nehemiah see the covenant as the culmina
tion of the joint efforts of the two men, but the biblical sources
do not place them together.

Ezra now fades from the scene. He is often credited with
having created postbiblical Judaism, a view somewhat over
stated. What this leader, teacher, and scholar did was to estab
lish the basis for the future of Judaism: from here on, the
canonized Torah, the Five Books of Moses, would be the consti
tution of Jewish life. By pointing postbiblical Judaism on the
road of scriptural interpretation, Ezra had ensured the conti
nuity of the biblical heritage.

In December of 445 B.C.E. Nehemiah, the cupbearer to King
Artaxerxes, was informed by his brother Hanani, who had just
arrived from Jerusalem, of the difficult situation in Judea. Ne
hemiah approached the king and succeeded in getting permis
sion to rebuild the walls of Jerusalem, obtaining the governor
ship of Judea and having it established as a province separate
from Samaria. By 444 B.C.E. he had established his control over
the newly created province. In a fifty-two-day stretch he man
aged to rebuild the city walls, although it is possible that this
was a temporary fortification and that the permanent walls took
another two years to complete.

Throughout the period of rebuilding, Sanballat, the governor
of Samaria, aided by Tobiah, the ruler of Ammon, and Gashmu,
an Arab chieftain, constantly opposed Nehemiah. Nonetheless,
Nehemiah persevered. In order to create a commercial center
for the country, he brought people from the hinterland into
Jerusalem. With the walls up and the new population base

established, Jerusalem's role as the center of Jewish life in
Palestine was guaranteed.

In Nehemiah's time the population of Judea may be estimated
at some fifty thousand souls, concentrated on the mountain
ridge stretching from Beth Zur north to Bethel. The province
had already been divided into districts when he came into office,
probably remnants of the administrative system set up by the
neo-Babylonian rulers after the conquest and destruction of
Judah in 586 B.C.E. He allied himself with those who wanted to
restore pure monotheism while his aristocratic opponents con
tinued the old syncretistic tendencies against which the proph
ets had constantly railed.

After twelve years, Nehemiah's term as governor came to an
end. Soon after returning to the Persian court, he was reap
pointed to the post. Nehemiah returned to Judea to find that
conditions had worsened. The syncretistic party had scored
substantial gains, and he had to expel Tobiah the Ammonite
from an office in the Temple. Indeed, a descendant of the high
priest Eliashiv had married the daughter of the Samaritan
Sanballat. Nehemiah began a vigorous religious reform, fighting
against the rising tide of intermarriage, and insisting that
levitical tithes be paid and that wood for the altar be properly
furnished. He strengthened and encouraged the strict observ
ance of the Sabbath.

Those who take the view that Ezra came after Nehemiah see
him as arriving at this time, perhaps having been brought by
Nehemiah to help restore the proper observance of the Torah.
We do not know exactly when Nehemiah's second term ended.
It may have been with the death of Artaxerxes I in 424 B.C.E.

He was definitely out of office by 408 B.C.E., when a Persian
named Bagoas was governor ofJudea according to the Elephan
tine documents.

The end of the fifth century and most of the fourth are
represented by only scanty historical material. An Elephantine
papyrus speaks of a Hananiah who governed Judea in 419 B.C.E.
He may have been the same person as Hanani, the brother of
Nehemiah, who had informed him about the difficulties confront
ing the Judean community. Josephus relates that the high priest
at this time, one Yo!)anan, had a quarrel with his brother Joshua,
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who was plotting against him, and murdered him in the Temple.
As a result, the shocked and dismayed Bagoas imposed severe
restrictions on the Jews.

Considerably more information is available about the Jews of
Elephantine during this period. We know that the syncretistic
Jews of this colony attempted to celebrate Passover in accord
with the law. In 410 B.C.E. the Jewish temple at Elephantine
was destroyed in a riot incited by the priests of the local god
Khnum with the help of the Persian commander. The Jews had
trouble getting their temple rebuilt, perhaps because of the
native Egyptian distaste for animal sacrifice. Attempts to enlist
the help of Yo!.Janan, the high priest mentioned in the preceding
paragraph, failed because the laws in Deuteronomy make it .
clear that there was to be no sacrifice outside of God's chosen
place, taken to be Jerusalem. In 408 B.C.E. the colonists of
Elephantine wrote for help to Bagoas, the governor of Judea,
and to Delaiah and Shelemiah, the sons of Sanballat, the gover
nor of Samaria. Following the advice of Delaiah and Bagoas,
they then petitioned the Persian satrap (provincial governor),
who allowed them to rebuild the temple around 402 H.C.E. after
they had voluntarily discontinued animal sacrifices and the at
tendant offerings.

The first two-thirds of the fourth century were a period of
persistent decline in the Persian Empire at large. Of the Jewish
communities, whether in Palestine or outside, virtually nothing
is known. In all probability the building of the Samaritan temple
on Mount Gerizim commenced in the last years of the Persian
period. Silver coins of the Attic drachma type were minted by
the semi-autonomous commonwealth of Judea (Yahud). Seal
impressions on jar handles indicate that the vessels were used
for the collection of taxes in kind. The inscriptions specify the
name of the official to whom the tax was paid. Some evidence
suggests that the high priest was the chief administrator of the
country.

As the Persian period drew to a close, the signs of Greek
influence on the material culture of Palestine steadily increased.
Greek mercenaries, traders, and scholars were visiting the
country in ever larger numbers, making a distinctive mark on
its character. Thus the dawning of the Hellenistic period, which
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ELEPHANTINE PAPYRUS. In the 6th-5th centuries S.C.E. the Persian
Empire employed Jewish soldiers, settled in a military colony, as part
of their garrison in Egypt. At Elephantine (an island near present-day
Aswan) on the Nile, these settlers built their colony which included a
temple at which the God of Israel occupied the center ofthe pantheon.
They left numerous Aramaic letters and business documents known as
the Elephantine Papyri which have allowed the reconstruction of the
history and nature of this community and have contributed as well to
the history of the Jews in the Land of Israel at this time. Courtesy of
the Institutefor A"chaeo!ogy of the Hebrew University.
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THE SAMARITAN SCHISM

Throughout the Second Commonwealth Judeans and Samari
tans were engaged in intermittent conflict. Many scholars, on
the basis of studies of the Samaritan Pentateuch and the Samar
itan script, have concluded that the schism should be dated to
the building of the Samaritan Temple on Mount Gerizim late in
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prophets Haggai and Zechariah. The rebuilding was resumed in
the second year of the reign of Darius (521 B.C.E.). Despite
continued harassment by their neighbors, the Judeans perse
vered in the work.

While there is no complete description of the Temple built by
Zerubbabel, considerable detail can be gleaned from various
sources. It had two courtyards. One report suggests dimensions
of 500 by 100 cubits (about 750 by 150 feet) for the inner
courtyard. There were at least four gates in the wall of the
outer courtyard, and at least one of them faced a street. There
were at least two gates to the inner courtyard. Various chambers
surrounded the Temple in both courtyards. Most of these were
in the outer courtyard, and were used for the storage of tithes,
equipment, and vessels. Certain high officials apparently mer
ited private chambers within the Temple precincts.

The returnees constructed their altar on the site of the altar
of the First Temple. The Temple building was of hewn stone,
with wooden beams reinforcing the walls from within. The
Temple itself was 60 cubits (approximately 90 feet) high. The
Holy of Holies was empty, as there was no ark and no cherubim.

The construction was completed in 515 B.C.E., and the rede
dication was celebrated amidst great pomp and ceremony. After
twenty years of effort, sacrificial worship could now take place
in accordance with the rules laid down by the codes of the Torah.
The Temple would stand as rebuilt by Zerubbabel until the
Hasmonean period. While substantial refurbishing was under
taken by Simon ben Yol)anan (Simon the Just) ca. 200 B.C.E., he
did not modify the basic structure. (Herod the Great would
substantially refurbish the Temple starting in 20/19 B.C.E.) The
returnees to Zion had fulfilled their dream; God's house had
been rebuilt and He would continue to dwell in their midst.

FROM TEXT TO TRADITION

THE SECOND TEMPLE
From the point of view of Judaism as a religion, there can be

no doubt of the historical importance of the restoration of the
sacrificial ritual in approximately 520 B.C.E. Written soon after
the destruction of the First Temple, the Book of Ezekiel held
up the dream of a rebuilt Temple in Jerusalem, including an
enlarged Temple complex, in which sacrifice would be offered
according to an even higher standard of priestly sanctity and
ritual purity than that required in the levitical codes of the.
Torah. The restoration allowed Israel to continue its ancestral
worship of God in the ways prescribed by its ancient literature.
More importantly, it established the biblical sacrificial system
as the dominant pattern of worship for the entire Second Temple
period. Some groupS, like the sect of the Dead Sea Scrolls,
withdrew from participation in sacrifices, but the ritual of the
Temple was seen by the majority of the Jewish people as the
most efficacious manner by which to reach God and secure His

favor.The original structure of the Second Temple, before it was
refurbished by the Hasmoneans, and later, more extensively,
by Herod, was built, as already mentioned, at the decree of
Cyrus. Indeed, vessels from the First Temple, recovered by the
Persians from the Babylonians whom they had conquered, were
returned to the Jews to facilitate and encourage the rebuilding
of the Temple. Many Jews living outside the Land of Israel
contributed financially to the project. A start was made in the
time of Sheshbazzar, but the disturbances made continuation of
the work impossible. Zerubbabel completed the project. He
began by erecting a temporary altar on which to offer sacrifices.
Since this act seemingly contradicted the requirements of pen
tateuchallaw, the rabbis later termed it an emergency measure.

Opposition to the rebuilding of the Temple came especially
from the nobles who had taken control of Judea after the exile.
They were probably closely related to the aristocracy of Sa
maria. Among those who encouraged the project were the

we will discuss in chapter 4, came as the completion of a cultural

process long under way.
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the kingdom after Solomon's death. We cannot doubt that the
northemers had opposed the centralization of sacrificial worship
at Jerusalem during Solomon's reign. The north rejected all
efforts to centralize worship at the Jerusalem Temple. Accord
ingly, after the kingdom was divided, the northerners set up
sanctuaries at Bethel and Dan. The very same opposition to the
centralization of worship in Jerusalem must have helped to
motivate the leaders of Samaria in their attempts to hinder the
reconstruction of the Temple by the returning Judeans.

To a great extent, then, the Samaritan issue in the early
Second Temple period was a continuation of the north-south
schism of the First Temple period. Like their northern prede
cessors, the Samaritans insisted on their right to sacrifice out
side Jerusalem. In the Persian period, the Judeans rejected the
Samaritans due to their syncretistic worship and the presence
of non-Israelite elements among their population. Obeying the
laws in the Book of Deuteronomy and heeding the injunctions of
the prophets, they could not accept the Samaritans.

~IIDRASH AND THE FOUNDATIONS OF JEWISH LAW

During the exile, a feeling of patriotism and the desire to
preserve the Israelite literary heritage in the wake of the
destruction of the ancestral homeland were probably responsi
ble for a new emphasis on the study of Israel's scriptures. When
Ezra returned to Judea, he devoted himself to making the Torah
the center of the religious life of his people. But the Torah had
one deficiency as a legal text. There were apparent contradic
tions and inconsistencies between the legal rulings in its various
sections. Now something new was called for. How were the
contradictions between laws on the same subject to be handled?
How were the multiple presentations of the same material to be
understood?

The duplications in the Torah begged to be interpreted. Thus
was born the method which later Hebrew termed midmsh.
Essentially, the exegetical (interpretative) technique of midrash
can be defined as the explanation of one biblical passage in the
light of another. In its earliest forms midrash dealt with matters
of Jewish law, what the rabbis later called halakhah. In the
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the Persian period and its destruction by the Hasmonean king
John Hyrcanus in 128 B.C.E. These scholars maintain that the
officials of Samaria who opposed the rebuilding of Jerusalem
cannot be identified with the later. Samaritan sect. This distinc
tion seems to be overdrawn. Granted that the schism was the
result of a long process, its earliest stages are to be observed
ah'eady in the early years of the Persian period.

The Samaritans were a mixed people, made up of Israelites
who had not been exiled when the Northem Kingdom was
destroyed in 722 B.C.E. and people of various foreign nationali
ties whom the Assyrians had resettled in the area in an attempt
to ensure that Israel's national aspirations could not again come
to the fore. This mixed group had adopted a syncretistic form
of Judaism that combined old northern traditions with those of
the resettled nations. When work began on the Temple, the
Samaritans approached the Jews to join in the project. The
Judeans rejected the Samaritans because of their questionable

descent.In First Temple times it was possible for foreigners to join
the Jewish people in an informal way by moving physically and
socially into the land and adhering to its religion and laws.
During the exile, Judaism had been transformed from a nation
ality which depended on a connection to the land and culture to
a religious and ethnic community which depended upon descent.
How else could Judaism have ensured its continuity when de
prived of its homeland? The returning Jews from Babylonia
could not accept the questionable genealogy of the Samaritans.
On the other hand, there was not yet a system for religious
conversion like that developed somewhat later on in the Second
Temple period. Hence, there was no choice but to reject the
Samaritans, even had they agreed to abandon their syncretistic
practices. In response to their rejection, the Samaritans at
tempted, although with limited success, to influence the Persian
authorities to halt the rebuilding of the Temple and to limit the
powers of the priestly and temporal govemment of the Jews.

The Samaritan issue was no doubt complicated by another
long-smoldering problem. As far back as the earliest days of the
monarchy there had been a division between north and south.
It was this sectionalism which eventually led to the division of
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early Second Temple period, the new dependence on the written
law stimulated the development of the method of legal midrash.
Its earliest record is in the books of Ezra and Nehemiah.

An example of the use of this technique in our period is the
decision attributed to Ezra to expel foreign wives. Returning
exiles had married non-Israelite women of "the people of the
land" and children had been born to them. Ezra 9:1 presents a
list of the nations with which Israel had intermarried. The list
is itself evidence of a midrashic interpretation. Included are
some nations with which the Torah had prohibited marriage
unconditionally and other nations that could marry Israelites
only after a specific number of generations according to other
biblical sources. The technique of analogical midrash led to the
conclusion, based on Deut. 7:3 and 23:8-9, that the nations were
all to be treated alike; marriage with any of them was to be
eternally proscribed. The expulsion of the foreign wives was
based on this exegetical conclusion.

Another example relates to the proper observance of Sukkot
(Tabernacles). Leviticus 23 commands the building of the suk
kah, and dwelling in it during the seven-day festival. There is no·
mention of pilgrimage to the sanctuary. Deuteronomy 16 does
not mention the obligation of dwelling in sukkot but describes
the festival as a pilgrimage. Legal midrash led to the decision
that the entire people was to assemble in Jerusalem and build
sukkot there. Thus it was possible to fulfill the commands of
both codes and in this way resolve the inconsistency.

Other decisions based on this technique are recorded in the
covenant of Nehemiah 10. These show beyond any doubt that
the use of the midrashic method for the determination of Jewish
law in cases where the Pentateuch was either unclear or appar
ently contradictory became the norm in the Persian period. It
remained in use for the derivation of new conclusions until well
into the Middle Ages, and at the same time, as we will see,
often served as a means of justifying legal rulings already
practiced on the basis of ancient tradition.

To avoid confusion one point should be made very clear: the
term midrash designates both an exegetical method and a
collection of literary materials based on midrashic exegesis.
Later on we will have occasion to discuss various midrashim of

the latter sort. It would be incorrect to conclude from the early
dating of the techniq~teof legal midrash that the contents of the
collections to be examined later are of similar antiquity.

THE LITERATURE OF THE PERIOD

The literature of the Persian period is primarily a continuation
of the genres and traditions of First Temple times. Chronicles
continues the historiographical method established in the books
of the Former Prophets, and adapts much material from them.
Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi embody the classical forms of
the literary prophets; only the issues are different. In Ezra and
Nehemiah we meet a strange mix of the historiographic spirit of
the First Temple period with a tendency, not previously seen in
biblical writings, to copy documents from royal correspondence
and quote them as such. The inclusion of documents and edicts
was typical of Hellenistic historiographical methods and is also
found in the books of the Maccabees discussed in chapter 7.

Ezra, Nehemiah, and Chronicles
Foremost among the historical compositions of this period are

the books of Ezra, Nehemiah, and Chronicles. Many scholars
see these books as a single work, redacted by the "Chronicler."
However, despite some similarities in language and ideology,
Chronicles is so radically different in structure and emphasis
from Ezra and Nehemiah that it is difficult to accept this theory.
In any case, all three books represent a continuation of the
biblical historiographic tradition. We shall first consider Ezra
and Nehemiah, which were known to the translators of the
Septuagint and to the rabbis as one book, Ezra.

The Book of Ezra tells about the two groups of exiles who
returned to Judea from Babylonia in the early days of the
Second Commonwealth and the events connected with them, as
well as the arrival of Zerubbabel and, later, of Ezra. The book
describes the building of the altar, the celebration ofthe rebuild
ing of the Temple, and the expulsion of the foreign wives. From
a close study of the text it appears that the author utilized the
memoirs of Ezra or some other collection of documents concern
ing him as a basis for this composition.
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PERSIAN PERIOD STATUETTES. A cache of fertility statuettes from a
5th-4th centuries B.C.E. Phoenician cult-place at Dor in the Persian
period yielded numerous exemplars from which the above are drawn.
These.figurines were part of fertility worship and are indicative of the
extent to which such cults were practiced in the Persian period in
Palestine. In this period, Dor and other cities on the northern coast
continued to be dominated by the Phoenicians. Courtesy of Professor
Ephraim Stem and the Instit"te for Archaeology of the Hebrew
University.

The Book of Nehemiah discusses the appointment and arrival
of Nehemiah, the rebuilding of the walls of Jerusalem and the
northern opposition to the project, the repopulation of the city,
the covenant renewal and public reading of the Torah, and the
various efforts of Nehemiah to reinforce and preserve Jewish
observance in the Judean community. The book is based on
Nehemiah's own account, written in the first person. An editor
or author has, however, reworked the material at many points
and added the account of the covenant renewal and material
from other sources.

The Book of Nehemiah must have reached its final form after
the Book of Ezra, since it can be shown-that it was not utilized
by the author of Ezra. Since the last high priest that the author
of Ezra knows of is mentioned in an Elephantine document from
408 B.C.E., Nehemiah must have been finished during the reign
of Darius II (423-404 B.C.E.) or shortly thereafter. Ezra must
be dated slightly later and would have been completed in the
reign of Artaxerxes II (403-359 B.C.E.).

The Book of Chronicles (Hebrew Div!'e Ha-Yamim), known in
our Bibles as I and II Chronicles, is actually one book. I
Chronicles begins with a genealogical survey of the generations
from Adam up to the time of the monarchy and then deals with
the history of King David. II Chronicles takes up the career of
Solomon and the building of the Temple in Jerusalem. It then
recounts the history of the kings of Judah up to the exile and
concludes with the decree of Cyrus in a version only slightly
different from that with which Ezra opens. In essence, Chroni
cles is a review of the history of Israel as described in the
Pentateuch and the Former Prophets, with distinct emphasis on
the Davidic period and the Davidic dynasty.

The genealogical lists at the beginning of the book are in some
cases based on the Pentateuch, and in other cases on sources
which are no longer extant. The lists are much more detailed
for the tribes ofJudah, Benjamin, and Simeon than for the other
tribes, showing the book's bias in favor of the Davidic house and
the Kingdom of Judah. The lists also provide important infOr
mation about settlement patterns in ancient Israel and the
absorption ofthe pre-Israelite inhabitants ofthe land. Extensive
information regarding the priestly and levitical clans and their
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The Last of the P1'Dphets
Against the background of the last years of the biblical period,

as the returning exiles were struggling to reestablish Jewish
sovereignty over their ancestral homeland, three prophets deliv
ered their messages. These three men were the last of the
prophets of Israel, for as the Talmud would later state, prophecy
came to an end with Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi. The
reason for this is not hard to discern. The phenomenon of

settlements is given as well. It has been suggested that one of
the aims of the author was to substantiate the Judean territorial
claims of the returnees from exile. .

In order to emphasize King David's contribution, the author
provides detailed information on the organization and adminis
tration of the Davidic Empire. Chronicles adds greatly to the
account in the books of Samuel, even attributing to David the
organization of the sacrificial worship at Jerusalem and the
priestly and levitical courses (twenty-four groups of priests that
ministered at the sanctuary in one-week rotations). The central
ity of the Zadokite priesthood, descended from Zadok, who
served as high priest during the reign of David, is also stressed
throughout the book.

The author often adapts the narratives in Samuel and Kings
to bring them into accord with his understanding of religious
law. In this respect, he constitutes an early example of the
"rewritten Bible," a literary genre that we will encounter again
in the Hellenistic period. On the other hand, he adds many
details that must have been taken from extrabiblical sources.
His description of Solomon's reign focuses on the building and
dedication of the Temple in Jerusalem. In describing the divided
monarchy he emphasizes the religious reformations of Hezekiah
and Josiah.

Chronicles is, in our view, to be seen as an independent work
which was not written by the author of Ezra and Nehemiah. It
should be dated to shortly after the time of Ezra, composed by
the first half of the fourth century B.C.E., probably by the
beginning of the century. Chronicles shows how the ancient past
of Israel remained at the center of Judean consciousness as the
Persian era drew to a close.

prophecy was part of Judaism's Near Eastern heritage. It de
pended on the feeling of the immediacy of God and His presence
that is so much in evidence in the religion of the Hebrew Bible.
As Greek and other foreign cultures came to exercise greater
influence on Jews, such ideas began to seem odd. With the
coming of Alexander the Great and the sweeping changes that
followed in his wake, prophecy ceased altogether.

Haggai
The prophet Haggai Pfophesiedjn Jerusalem in 520 B.C.E.

The book is written in clear and simple language and testifies to
the prophet's having seen the Temple before its destruction in
586 B.C.E. It is therefore possible that advanced age accounts
for the short duration of Haggai's prophetic career, at least to
the extent that it is documented in the book as preserved for
us. Evidence points to Haggai's having been an influential
prophet, and it is therefore possible that other prophecies of his
were delivered earlier but were not preserved.

Haggai's basic message was for the people to complete the
building of the Temple, which had been started years before.
The new Temple was destined to outshine the glory of its
predecessor. He directed his message to Zerubbabel son of
Shealtiel, the governor, himself of Davidic descent, and to
Joshua son of Jehozadak, the high priest, and only then to the
people at large. If the Temple was not completed, he warned,
poverty, famine and, drought would continue to afflict the na
tion. Haggai's prophecies make clear the importance of priestly
purity laws in the life of the people at this time. Apparently
convinced that the weakening of the Persian Empire was an
opportunity for the House of David to take up its old role in
Jewish affairs, he prophesied that Zerubbabel would be the first
of the restored Davidic monarchs. Idolatry would come to an
end and the kingdom of Israel would be renewed.

Haggai's prophecies make use of the Torah and earlier proph
ets, often embodying interpretations of this literature. In this
respect his book is a bridge to the new emphasis on exegesis in
the literature of the Second Temple period. His prophecies were
presumably edited by his students. The Talmudic sages attrib
uted the editing to the Men of the Great Assembly, a group of
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the first, but its literary form is different and there are certain
inconsistencies of content. It prophesies the destruction of the
neighboring nations and the coming of the messianic king. Israel
will be gathered to its land, and God Himself will rule over His
people. Jerusalem and Judea will be purified of all ritual defile
ment after their victory against the enemies of Israel.

The influence of these eschatological and apocalyptic prophe
cies on Jewish literature in the Second Temple period is marked.
Indeed, seen from this vantage point, the Book of Zechariah is
an important transition from the prophecies of the biblical
period to the apocalyptic writings of the Second Temple era. In
this respect it resembles the Book of Daniel, the dating of which
is likewise under debate.

Malachi
The question of whether Malachi is a proper name or a

Hebrew designation for a prophet, literally "messenger"
(mal'akh, cf. mal'akhi, "my messenger," in Mal. 3:1), has al
ways been a subject of controversy. In any case, Malachi is the
name of the last book in the Prophets. It was written in the
Persian period, after the completion of the Temple, but opinions
are divided on whether it was written before or after the time
of Ezra and Nehemiah. The prophet speaks of the destruction
of Edom, in Transjordan, which is known to have been taken
over by Arab tribes toward the end of the sixth century B.C.E.

Among the central topics treated in Malachi are God's love for
Israel, the sacrificial ritual and the priests, intermarriage, the
Day of the Lord, and the end of days. The book is written as a
series of dialogues between the prophet and his audience, or
between God and the nation. The priests are excoriated for
offering sacrifices with blemishes, and the people for profaning
God's name by presenting freewill offerings from blemished
animals. Because the people do not offer the priestly gifts and
tithes, various natural calamities befall their crops. The ideal
priest is described. The emphasis on sacrifice and priesthood
fits well the period of the early Second Temple. The prophet
sees intermarriage as a profanation of God's name. He also
opposes the divorcing of one's first wife to marry a younger
woman.
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sages said by rabbinic tradition to have continued the work of

Ezra and Nehemiah.

ZechariahVery little is known of the prophet Zechariah, one of at least
a dozen people so named in the Hebrew Bible. He began to
prophesy in 520 B.C.E., around the same time as Haggai, and
the last prophecy attributed to him is dated some two years
later. Evidence points to his having been a priest, and he was
apparently young when he began his career. Like Haggai, he
primarily taught the importance of rebuilding the Temple, and
Ezra testifies to his having helped, along with Haggai, Zerub
babel, and Joshua, to rebuild the sanctuary.

At the same time, Zechariah fought against the pessimism of
those Judeans who were impatient regarding the fulfillment of
earlier prophecies, promising them that ultimately all the vi
sions would be fulfilled. Jerusalem would be greatly expanded
and God's presence would return to it. There the Jewish people
would be reunited. His prophecy likewise shows evidence of the
developing notion of dual leadership for the renewed Israel, with
the Davidic monarch and the Aaronide high priest assuming the
temporal and religious responsibilities respectively, a concept
that gained importance in the Hellenistic period, particularly in

the Dead Sea Scrolls.
Zechariah saw strange visions and related them to the people

along with his interpretations of these experiences. His visions
helped to shape the later apocalyptic texts of Judaism and
Christianity. Interesting is his allusion to the fast-days con
nected with the destruction of Jerusalem (8:19), which were
already being observed in his time. Ultimately, in Zechariah's
view, the fasts would become times of rejoicing when the nations
would join in recognizing and worshiping God.

Most scholars see chapters 9-14 as a later addition to the
prophecies of Zechariah, although some date them to First
Temple times. The extremely late Hellenistic dating must be
rejected, since the scanty evidence cited in its behalf can just as
easily support an earlier dating. In all likelihood, these prophe
cies were authored in the later years of the Persian period.

The second part of Zechariah deals with the same issues as
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The prophet asserts that a day is coming when justice will be
done to evildoers, and God's angel will purify the sons of Levi
(the priests). The book closes with a call to remember the Torah
of Moses. Elijah will come to reunite fathers and sons so that
the earth will not be destroyed on the Day of the Lord. Some
see these verses as a later addition to Malachi, since they seem
to constitute a fitting conclusion to the entire corpus of prophetic
literature. In any case, the image of Elijah here was to have
momentous influence on the subsequent history of Jewish mes
sianism and folklore.

THE CANONIZATION OF THE HEBREW SCRIPTURES

The close of our discussion of the Persian period is an appro
priate point to take up the question of the biblical canon, or
corpus, and how and when it was defined. This problem will
take us somewhat afield, since the process of canonization,
defining the scope and contents of the Bible, spans several
historical periods. Nonetheless, the implications of the process
are crucial to the history of Judaism as it will be described in
the following chapters.

The term "canon" refers to the closed corpus of biblical
literature regarded as divinely inspired. The Hebrew biblical
canon represents a long process of selection, as testified to by
the Bible itself, which lists some twenty-two books that have
been lost to us, no doubt, among other reasons, because they
were not included in the canon. Books were only included if they
were regarded as holy, that is, divinely inspired.

The Hebrew Bible is divided into three parts, Torah (Penta
teuch), Prophets, and Writings. This division is not strictly one
of content; it derives from the canonization process in that the
three parts were closed at separate times. "The Torah of Moses"
was already the name for the first part in the various postexilic
books. We will not attempt here to deal with the complex
questions regarding the history and authorship of the Torah.
Suffice it to say that a unified, canonized Torah was available to
Ezra for the public reading which took place in approximately
444 B.C.E. Further, the various legal interpretations (mid
rashim) found in the books of Ezra and Nehemiah are them-
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Ketuvim (Writings)

Psalms (Tehillim)
Proverbs (MisWe)
Job
Five Scrolls

Song of Songs (Shir Ha-Shirim)
Ruth
Lamentations (Ekhah)
Ecclesiastes (Qohelet)
Esther

Daniel
Ezra
Nehemiah
1 Chronicles
2 ChrOnicles

THE HEBREW BIBLE

Latter Prophets (Cont.)
Obadiah
Jonah
Micah
Nahum
Habakkuk
Zephaniah
Haggai
Zechariah
Malachi

Thrah (Pentateuch)

Genesis (Bereshit)
Exodus (Shemot)
Leviticus (Vayiqra)
Numbers (Bemidbar)
Deuteronomy (Devarim)

Nevi'im (Prophets)

Fonner Prophets
Joshua
Judges
1Samuel
2 Samuel
1 Kings
2 Kings

Latter Prophets
Isaiah
Jeremiah
Ezekiel
Twelve Prophets

Hosea
Joel
Amos

selves a result of the issues raised by a Torah in which there are
apparent contradictions and repetitions. It can therefore be
stated unquestionably that the canonization of the Torah was
completed by the time of Ezra and Nehemiah.

Later rabbinic tradition asserts that prophecy ceased with
Ihe conquest of Alexander the Great in 332 H.C.E. In effect, this
meant that books composed thereafter were not to be included
in the prophetic canon, the second of the Hebrew Bible's three
parts. This view can be substantiated by the absence of later
debate about the canonicity of the prophets, the lack of Greek
words in the prophetic books, and the inclusion of Daniel and
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Chronicles in the Writings rather than in the Prophets. (The
debate about Ezekiel recorded in talmudic sources concerned
its place in the school curriculum, not in the Prophets.) It must
be the case, therefore, that the Prophets were canonized late in
the Persian period, probably by the start of the fourth century
B.G.E.

The Writings are a diverse collection. Some of the books
included in this corpus are earlier than the canonization of the
Prophets and were placed in the Writings because of their
literary form or because they were regarded as having a lesser
degree of divine inspiration. Other books appear in this collec
tion because they were authored after the canon of the Prophets
was closed. As already mentioned, this was the case with Daniel
and Chronicles. Song of Songs and Ecclesiastes are regarded by
some scholars as of Hellenistic origin, but rabbinic tradition
attributes them to Solomon. Daniel is widely regarded by mod
ern scholars as having been written in the Hellenistic period.
There is no evidence at all for the oft-repeated view that the
Scriptures were formally canonized at Yavneh. While virtually
all the Writings were regarded as canonical by the time of the
destruction of the Temple in 70 G.E., arguments continued
regarding the status of Proverbs, Song of Songs, Ecclesiastes,
and Esther, and these disputes are attested in rabbinic litera
ture. Second Temple literature indicates that a collection of
Writings existed as early as the second century B.G.E. but was
not yet regarded as formally closed. We shall have occasion later
on to speak of the Hellenistic Jewish Bible, or Septuagint, which
included in its canon several later books avowedly authored in
the Hellenistic period.

The unfolding of the history of Judaism, and indeed of Chris
tianity and Islam as well, takes place against the background of
the interpretation of a revealed, authoritative body of literature.
For Judaism this corpus is the text of the Hebrew Bible. The
notion of a canon provides a fixed consensus on the contents of
this body of sacred literature and, therefore, helps to give unity
to the diverse interpretations proposed by the varieties of
Judaism encountered throughout history. It was the decision of
the Christians to reopen the canon for a moment, and to place
the New Testament within it, that created one of the basic

disagreements separating Judaism from Christianity. The He
brew biblical canon drew the lines within which JUdaism was to
develop and provided grist for the mill of a long and varied
history of exegesis. The concept of a canon, with the attendant
notions of authority and sanctity, endowed the Hebrew Scrip
tures with their enduring place in the history ofJudaism.

SUMMARY

The Persian period saw the establishment of the fundamental
features of Second Temple Judaism. The interpretation of the
Five Books of Moses was the dominant source of Jewish law.
Temple worship was reestablished and until 70 G.E. remained
the preferred avenue by which Jews approached their Creator.
The priesthood came to control both secular and religious af
fairs. The Samaritans were excluded from the Jewish people,
and Jewish identity was to be determined by descent through
the mother. These developments brought to a close the biblical
period in the history of Judaism. Upon this foundation future
generations would construct the postbiblical Judaism to be in
vestigated in the coming chapters.
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The Canonization of the Bible

BACKGROUNDS FOR READING THE BIBLE

agint and of the New Testament dating from
before the 4th century CEo More useful is the
Vulgate, the translation prepared in the 4th
century by the great biblical scholar and early
church father Jerome. Jerome worked directly
from the Hebrew text of the time, and his ver
sion therefore can be helpful in determining
how his Hebrew text migllt have read.

It cannot be emphasized sufficiently that
textual criticism is as much an art as a science.
For this reason, and because the Masoretic
Text has been the favored Jewish text for the

Canonization, broadly construed as the pro
cess through which the Bible became the
Bible, is only vaguely understood. We do not
know exactly how various books were chosen
to be part of the Bible to the exclusion of oth
ers, how these books were put into a particu
lar order, and how their text was established.
Since there are no contemporaneous docu
ments that describe this process, it needs to be
reconstructed from indirect evidence, namely,
from the variety of biblical texts from different
periods and places that have survived; and
from later traditions in rabbinic and other
sources that discuss canonization. Thus, the
reconstruction suggested below should be
viewed as tentative.

Definitions

"Canon" is a Greek word meaning "reed,"
and came to refer to any straight stick that
could be used for measuring. This basic
meaning was extended to refer to any rule or
standard by which things could be compared
or judged: The Alexandrian grammarians,
classical Greek writers who were not simply
grammarians but also what we would call lit
erary critics, used "canon" as their term for
the list of standard or classic authors who
were worthy of attention and imitation. This
was not a closed category, and there were dis-
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Bible for over a millennium (the consonantal
basis for this text is clearly ancient-it is the
predominant text-type found at Qumran), the
translators of the NIPS have based their trans
lation on the MT. Yet the MT is not perfect,
nor is it the only ancient reflection of the text
that has come down to us. Therefore at times
notes to the NJPS text and various annota
tions call attention to other possible ancient
readings that deserve the reader's attention.

[ADELE BERLIN AND MARC ZVI BRETTLER]

putes about adding or removing works from
the list. Furthermore, inclusion on the list
merely recognized a work's quality; it did not
confer upon it any new status. Nevertheless, a
canon of writings came to denote those texts
that were of central importance to a given
group. The term is used somewhat imiJre
cisely for the Bible, since the earliest evidence
we have for understanding the development
of the Tanakh does 110t come from book lists..
Furthermore, when used in reference to the
Bible, canon has an even· stronger- sigllifi~

cance: Not only is a given set of texts in
cluded, but all other texts-rio matter how
worthy otherwise--are excluded-. This sense
is expressed in a' rabbinic comment on Eccl.
12.12. The biblical text reads:

Of anything beyond these [Heb melzemail],
my child, beware. Of making many books
there is no end.

The rabbinic comment states:

Those who bring more than twenty-four
books [the standard number in the Tanakh;
see below] into their hou~~ introduce con
fusion [Heb mellI/mail] into their house
(Eccl. Rob. 12:12).

This suggests not only that the works in the
canon are important, but that they, along with
their authoritative interpretation, are suffi-
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cient in and of themselves. Once the biblical
canon was fixed, there could be no additions
to it or subtractions from it. More important,
books in the biblical canon, unlike those in the
canons of the Greek grammarians, came to be.
thought of as divinely inspired.

"
The Tanakh

It is extremely difficult to trace how this con
ception of canon developed, and how it is
connected to related notions, such as the
eventual stabilization of the biblical text. Until
the mid-20th century, many scholars thought
that the canon of the Tanakh was established
at Yavneh (Jamrua), a city near the Mediter
ranean coast, west of Jerusalem, that was a
center of Jewish learning after the destruction
of the Second Temple (70 CE). According to
this theory, a group of Rabbis met there in
about 90 CE and voted on whether or not cer
tain books are canonical; at the end of this
meeting, the official contents of the Bible were
supposedly established. It is now acknowl
edged that this overly neat reconstruction is
wrong and was based on a misunderstanding
of rabbinic texts. The rabbinic texts that tell of
this are no longer understood as granting
canonical status, but are now viewed as re
flecting certain ambivalences toward particu
lar biblical books, such as Song of Songs,
which were already in the canon, and whose
canonical presence needed to be justified. Un
fortunately, evidence is not available to offer a
clear picture of how the canon of the Bible
was formed, since much of the material from
early Jewish sources (including the Dead Sea
Scrolls, rabbinic texts, and the 1st century CE

historian Josephus) and Christian sources, is
ambiguous or biased.

This much is clear: the canon of the Bible
did not develop at a single moment in time
but rather in stages. There is general agree
ment that the Torah was the first section of the
Bible to be canonized, that is, to be recognized
as central by the community. Exactly when
this happened is uncertain. Many scholars
had associated this development with Ezra,

THE CANONIZATION OF THE BIBLE

and they saw the "law of your God" (Ezra
7.14), with which Ezra was entrusted in the
5th century BCE, as the Torah. We now recog
nize, however, that this assertion goes beyond
the evidence of the text. Though the Jewish
community had recognized the Torah as cen
tral to its identity by the Persian period (6th to
4th centuries), a conclusion suggested by cita
tions of Torah material as authoritative in bib
lical books from this period (for example,
Chronicles, Ezra-Nehemiah), it is unclear ex
actly how this happened, or whether this de
velopment should be associated primarily
with a single individual such as Ezra, or
should be seen as part of a larger, more com
plicated process that likely began during the
Babylonian exile.

According to rabbinic tradition, the Torall is
the first part of a tripartite (three-part) canon,
followed by Nevi'im (Prophets) and Kethu
vim (Writings), forming a work that much
later was known by the acronym Tanak(h),
Torah, Nevi'im, Kethuvirn. Nevi'im is com
posed of Joshua, Judges, Samuel (seen as one
book), Kings (seen as one book)-historical
works known as "the former prophets"-and
"the latter prophets," consisting of Isaiah, Jer
emiah, Ezekiel, and the twelve minor proph
ets (Hosea through Malachi, seen as one
book). The order of these eight books has been
relatively stable. Kethuvim is composed of
the following eleven books, which, by con
trast, appear in a wide variety of orders in
various book lists and biblical manuscripts:
Psalms, Proverbs, Job; the "five scrolls,"
whose order has been especially variable,
Ruth, Song of Solomon, Ecclesiastes, Lamen
tations, and Estiler; Daniel, Ezra-Nehemiah
(seen as one book), and Chronicles (seen as
one book). The number of canonical books ac
cording to traditional Jewish sources is tilus
twenty-four (five in the Torah, eight in
Nevi'im, eleven in Ketiluvim).

The time of origin of tile name "Tanakh" is
not clear. Rabbinic texts recognize a tripartite
canon, where the names we know of, Torah,
Nevi'im and Ketlmvim, are used for each part
of the canon. Their Aramaic equivalent 'omitn,
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BACKGROUNDS FOR READING THE BIBLE

l1evi'ei llkhtivei (b. Kid. 49a) could be used as a
general term for the Bible as a whole though
in classical rabbinic literature this cumber
some locution is not generally employed for
the Bible. (Rabbinic literature prefers the
terms lIliqra' [that whi~h is read] and kitvei
hakodesh [the holy writi,ngs].) The acronym
Tanakh is first found in Masoretic literature in
the form of 'n"k (from the Aramaic 'omita,
Ilevi'ei llkhlivei-Masoretic notes are typically
in Aramaic). Tanakh, a Hebrew reflection of
this Masoretic term, is also found in Masoretic
literature. It would thus seem that the term
originates in the late first millermium, with
the flourishing of the "Masoretic movement."
In contrast to earlier Jewish terms for the Bible
which did not explicitly distinguish between
different parts of the canon, the term Tanakh
may be understood as creating clearer divid
ing lines between the canonical sections, in
some cases even (explicitly) suggesting prior
ity of Torah over Nevi'im and Nevi'im over
Kethuvim.

The origin of the tripartite canon has been a
topic of recent dispute, with several scholars
suggesting that a two-part canon, the Torah
and other works, was the original form, and
that only later was it divided into three parts.
It is more likely, however, that the tripartite
canon is primary, and evidence for it appears
in such sources as the prologue to the Wisdom
of Jesus ben Sirach, which says that "many
great teachings have been given to us through
the Law and the Prophets and the others (or,
other books) that followed them" and Luke
24.44, which refers to "the law of Moses, the
prophets, and the psalms," and in parallel ex
pressions in the Dead Sea Scrolls. The tripar
tite canon likely reflects the gradual nature' of
the canoni2ation process, with Nevi'im' can
oni2ed before Kethuvim. This would explain
why the Kethuvim contain the book of the
prophet Daniel (dating' from the 2nd century
BCE), and several late historical books, such as
Ezra-Nehemiah and Chronicles, which would
seem more appropriately to belong with simi
lar works such as Joshua and Kings. The tri
partite canon most likely suggests, therefore,
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that Torah was canoni2ed in the Persian pe
riod, followed by the canonization of Nevi'im
in the late Persian or early Greek period,
while the Kethuvim were canonized last,
arQund the time of the destruction of the Sec
ond Temple (70 CE).

The tripartite order is not the only one
known in antiquity, nor is the number of
twenty-four books the only number men
tioned in ancient Jewish sources. Josephus,
the Jewish historian of the 1st century CE,

refers to twenty-two biblical books (Agaillst
Apioll 1.42). It is not clear if he simply had
a smaller canon or if, instead, his canon had
the texts in a different order, combined in dif
ferent· ways. Some traditions put Ruth after
Judges and Lamentations after Jeremiah,
treating these smaller books as appendices to
the ones they follow, rather than as indepen
dent works. Such an arrangement would
yield twenty-two books, a number which con
veniently corresponds to the number of letters
in the Hebrew alphabet; some early Christian
sources also cite this as the number of books
in the Bible. The arrangement of Ruth and
Lamentations mentioned above is found in
the Septuagint, the Greek translation 'of the
Bible begun in Alexandria, Egypt, in the 3rd
century BCE (see "Jewish' Translations· of the
Bible," pp. 2005-20). According to this origi
nally Jewish tradition, mentioned in some
early church fathers and 'reflected in the
arrangement of the earliest comprehensive
Septuagint manuscripts (4th century CE), the
Hebrew Bible is divided into four parts:
Torah, Histories, Poetical and Wisdom books,
and Prophets. This order continues to be used
by Christians in their organization of the He
brew Bible (Old Testament) materials (see
chart at the end of this essay). Older scholar
ship spoke of this four-part, twenty-two book
arrangement as the Alexandrian canon, in
contrast to the tripartite, twenty-four book
Palestinian canon, but scholars now recogni2e
that such a clear dichotomy never existed and
therefore avoid the use of those terms.
. Scholars also now recognize that even

when canoni2ation took place, the contents of
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ESSAYS

the Bible did not absolutely freeze. Yet, some
evidence suggests that by the 2nd century CE

the text had largely stabilized-this is re
flected in the (few) manuscripts we have from
this period, as well as the development of
early rabbinic midrash, much of which pre
supposes a stable text. J:he destruction of the
Second Temple and the Hadrianic persecution
of the early 2nd century CE may have also
caused a type of conservatism which was re
sponsible for establishing "the" biblical text.
These were gradual processes. It is important
to remember tha t other groups, too, had their
ideas about the canon; for instance, it is un
likely that the Qumran community, most of
whose texts date from a century or so imme
diately before and immediately after the
Common Era, viewed Esther as canonical,
since no manuscript of that biblical book has
been found among the thousands of frag
ments discovered. In contrast, many manu
scripts of Jubilees, a work similar to Genesis
and Exodus, have survived, and given this
work's affinities with the practices of the
Dead Sea community, it was probably a
canonical text for them. Within rabbinic litera
ture, the Wisdom of Jesus ben Sirach (Sirach
or Ecclesiasticus) is sometimes cited with the
same formula used for biblical texts and was
thus, in some sense, canonical for some Rab
bis. Therefore, although we may speak of
"the" canon forming in the 1st century CE,

there was a certain amount of flexibility or
variability around the fringes.

This flexibility may also be seen in the ex
tensive divergence with respect to the word
ing of the biblical text as shown in manu
scripts from Qumran, in translations of the
Bible in the Septuagint and elsewhere, and
to a lesser extent in early rabbinic citations
(see "Textual Criticism of the Bible," pp. 2067
72). These differences are not just small, such
as a variant spelling here or there, but are
often major, and affect the meaning of the text.
There are cases where the text is found in two
or more different recensions-identifiably dif
ferent versions, revisions, or critical texts, not
merely two different copies of the same origi-

THE CANONIZATION OF THE BIBLE

nal with minor variants-which may simply
vary the order of materials or may exhibit
fundamentally different text-types (for exam
ple, short types versus expansive types, as
with the text of Jeremiah; see the introduction
to Jeremiah). This evidence suggests that, at
least in the early stages of the canonization
process, it was quite acceptable for a book to
circulate in different versions and that differ
ent communities may have canonized differ
ent versions of the same book.

The most basic question is why particular
texts were canonized while others were not.
Canonized texts within Jewish tradition were
considered part of lIliqra'-"that which is read
(aloud)" or kitvei Iw-kodesh-"the holy Scrip
tures" (to use rabbinic designations). Ex
cluded texts in some cases had been trans
lated in the Septuagint and were therefore
canonized in the Christian community; others
were lost, or survived as pseudepigrapha
(writings falsely attributed to major biblical
figures), or were preserved only in fragmen
tary form in the Dead Sea Scrolls. Some of
these excluded texts da te from after the Per
sian period (later than 332 BCE), and thus were
seen as too recent to be eligible for inclusion
in the canon.

In various ways, canonical status for a book
or group of books has to do with the commu
nity's views of their centrality, authority, sa
credness, and inspiration. Over time these
characteristics have become connected, insep
arably so in some traditions; yet they are not
identical, and though they overlap, they must
still be viewed distinctly. The Song of Songs,
for instance, was originally an erotic love
poem; by the early rabbinic period, it came to
be interpreted allegorically as a love poem be
tween God and Israel. It was also seen as the
inspired composition of Solomon himself.
Why was it canonized? Was it canonized be
fore it was seen as a holy, allegorical text? In
that case, its canonization might reflect a cen
tral role that it held in culture or ritual. Or was
it canonized only after it was viewed as alle
gorical and as a composition of Solomon? In
that case its significance, whether of author-
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Roman Catholic/Orthodox Canon

PENTATEUCH

Genesis
Exodus
Leviticus
Numbers
Deuteronomy

PROPHETS

Isaiah
Jeremiah
Lamentations
Baruch
Ezekiel
Daniel
Hosea
Joel
Amos
Obadiah
Jonoh
Micah
Nahum
Habakkuk
Zephaniah
Haggai
Zechariah
Malachi

HISTORIES

Joshua
Judges
Ruth
1 and 2 Samuel
1 and 2 Kings
1 and 2 Chronicles
Ezra
Nehemiah
Tobit
Judith
Esther
1 and 2 Maccabees

POETICAL/WISDOM BOOKS

Job
Psalms
Proverbs
Ecclesiastes
Song of Solomon
Wisdom of Solomon
Sirach

Orthodox canons generally include
1 and 2 Esdras
Prayer of Manasseh
Psalm 151

3 Maccabees
4 Maccabees (as an Appendix)

HISTORIES

Joshua
Judges
Ruth
1 and 2 S.,muel
1 and.2 Kings
1 and 2. Chronicles
Ezra
Nehemiah
Esther

PENTATEUCH

Genesis
Exodus
Leviticus
Numbers
Deuteronomy

THE APOCRYPHA

1 and 2 Esdras
Tobit
Juwth
Esther (with additions)
Wisdom of Solomon
Ecclesiasticus (Sirach)
Baruch
Letter of Jeremiah (Baruch ch 6)
Prayer of Azariah and Song ofntree
Daniel and Susanna
Daniel, Bel. & Snake
Prayer of Manasseh
1 and 2 Maccabees

CANONS OF THE DIBLE

POETICAL/WISDOM DOOKS

Job
Psalms
Proverbs
Ecclesiastes
Song of Solomon

Protestant Canon

PROPHETS

Isaiah
Jeremiah
Lamentations
Ezekiel
Daniel
Hosea
Joel
Amos
Obadiah
Jonah
Micah

. Nahum

Habakkuk
Zephaniah
Haggai
Zechariah
Malachi

Jewish Canon

Tornll (LAW)
Genesis
Exodus
Leviticus
Numbers
Deuteronomy

Nt'Vi';m (PROPHETS)

FORMER PROPHETS

Joshua
Judges
Samuel (1 and~)

Kings (t and 2)

I.AlTER PROPHETS

Isaiah
Jeremiah
Ezekiel
The Twelve

Hosea
Joel
Amos
Obadiah
Jonah
Micah
Nahum
Habakkuk
Zephaniah
Huggai
Zechariah
Malachi

Kctllllvim (WRITINCS)

Psalms
Proverbs
Job
(Five Scrolls)

Song of Songs
Ruth
La!flentations
Ecclesiastes
Esther

Daniel
Ezril~Nehemjilh

Chronicles (1 and 2)

There is no Apocrypha
in the Hebrew Bible
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MASORETIC BIBLEESSAYS

ship or of ideas, could have played a more im
portant part. There is no way to judge be
tween these two paths to canonization, and
the resulting difficulty is characteristic of the
problems in dealing with issues of canoniza-
tion in general. .

Despite such ~ajor uncertainties in our un
derstanding of the process of canonization,
however, several points seem fairly certain.
First, it is likely that the final stages of canon
ization were a reaction to the destruction of
the Second Temple in 70 CE and its aftermath.
This crisis intensified a development which
had begun over half a millennium earlier,
with the destruction of the First Temple (586
BCE). Through this development Israel gradu
ally became the People of the Book (a term
first found in the Quran in reference to Jews
and Christians). Second, it is unlikely that

canonization represents a purely top-down
process, through which a small group of lead
ers (Rabbis) determined the canon; instead,
the designation of certain works as canonical
was more like the official recognition of the
works that a large segment of the community
had already held to be central, holy, or author
itative. Finally, the act of canonization was re
markably inclusive, creating a body of works
richly textured by a wide variety of gemes,
ideologies, and theologies. This is, fundamen
tally, a typical ancient Near Eastern process:
Instead of creating a small, highly consistent
text, as we perhaps would now do, those
responsible for the process made efforts to in
clude many of the viewpoints in ancient
Israel, incorporating differing and even con
tradictory traditions into this single, and sin
gular, book. [MARC ZVI BRETTLER]

I I.,

I

The Development of the Masoretic Bible '\
I

The transmission of the Bible may be divided
into four broad periods: (1) the era of Qumran
(}fd century BCE-1St century CE); (2) the era of
the Sages until the Masoretic codices (2nd
century-8th/9th century); (3) the era of the
Masoretic codices (9th/10th century-15th
century); (4) the era of the printed editions
(15th/16th century-21st century). We will
survey these periods below, briefly summa
rizing the first two eras, and concentrating on
the la tter two.

The Era of Qumran

Our knowledge of the early history of the
transmission of the Bible was greatly ex
panded with the discoveries in the mid-20th
century in the Judean Desert (Qumran and
other sites) of Bible manuscripts ranging from
the 3rd century BCE to the 1st century CE (and
beyond); tl,ere are no extant manuscripts be
fore this era, though some manuscripts pre
date the actual Qurman community. (See "The

Bible in the Dead Sea Scrolls," pp. 1920-28.) All
the books of the Bible (except Esther) were
found, typically in fragmentary manuscripts,
with the books of Genesis, Exodus, Deuteron
omy, Isaiah, and Psalms most frequently rep
resented. These discoveries caused a reex
amination and reevaluation of other early
witnesses of the biblical text, such as tl,e text of
the Septuagint (LXX; the Greek translation of
the Bible) and the Samaritan Pentateuch. He
brew variants which had been surmised on the
basis of ilie Greek in LXX were now shown to
have actually existed. Many scholars tried to
categorize the Qumran material in its relation
ship to iliese known versions, as well as to the
current standard Bible text, MT (Masoretic
Text). Some noted iliat the Qumran material
does not always fit into ilie categories of ilie
previously known witnesses. The Qumran era
reflects a multiplicity of texts (i.e., of variants),
with witnesses for all three of the previously
known text-types (MT [at that time: the proto
Masoretic text-type, which seems to have been

I,

I
"
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E. PHILO AND JOSEPHUS.

Philo Judaeus (ca. 30 B.C.-50 C.E.) of Alexandria, considering
his vast literary output, offers little evidence useful in our investiga-

form can only have occurred shortly before or after (or during)
164 H.C.; 140 it could not have been canonized earlier, and there
would havc been little purpose in canonizing it much later. Its
last chapters depict events leading to, and incl uding the start of,
the Maccabean revolt; its accuracy ceases when describing events
occurring in 164 B.C. and later (Dan. 11 :40 ff.). It is a fair assumption
that the present form of Daniel was canonized by the Maccabees
ca. 164 B.C. In the light of that probability, and in the light of
2Macc. 2: 14-15, we would suggest that the Hagiographa was
canonized and closed under the aegis of Judah Maccabee shortly
after the death of Antiochus IV (164/163 B.C.).141 There is no

evidence suggesting that normative Judaism ever again considered
adding a book to the canon of Hebrew Scripture. The modern
scholarly consensus, however, is that the Hagiographa was closed
at the end of the first or second century of the common era. 142

This conclusion is based primarily on the talmudic evidence; after
examining the talmudic evidence, we shall determine whether or
not it invalidates the earlier date for the closing of the Hagiographa
suggested here.

Turning to the Pseudepigrapha, 4Ezra 14: 44 ff. provides us with
the oldest reference to twenty-four canonical books. The book,
whose present form dates to ca. 100 C.E., 14 3 is replete with Christian

interpolation and need not reflect the canon of normative Judaism.
Its last chapter describes how Ezra restored the Scriptures destroyed
by Nebuchadnezzar. The passage reads:

"So in forty days ninety-four books were written. And it came to
pass when the forty days were fulfilled, that the Most High
spoke to me saying: Publish the twenty-four books you have
written, so that the worthy and unworthy may read them; but
the seventy others 144 you shall keep, to deliver them to the
wise among your people"

The talmudic evidence for a twenty-four book canon is presented
below, pp. 53-56.

31

It therefore naturally, or rather necessarily, follows (seeing
that with us it is not open to everybody to write the records, and
that there is no discrepancy in what is written; seeing that, on the
contrary, the prophets alone had this privilege, obtaining their
knowledge of the most remote and ancient history through the
inspiration which they owed to God, and committing to writing
a clear account of the events of their time just as they occurred)
it follows, I say, that we do not possess myriads of inconsistent
books, conflicting with each other. Our books, those which are

tion. Throughout his writings, there are approximately 2000
citations from the Torah and only 50 citations from the rest of
Scripture. 14 S His high ratio of Torah citation vis-a-vis Prophets
Hagiographa citation 146 is probably an indication that Jewish
exegesis in first century Alexandria was more or less confined to
the Torah. Philo often cites the Pentateuch as "holy scripture";
books of the Prophets-Hagiographa are sometimes termed "sacred
word" and "divine."147 He never cites Ezekiel, Daniel, or the
Five Megilloth. 14 B His silence regarding these books does not
disprove their canonicity; he may simply not have had occasion
for citing them. 149 Similarly, the New Testament never cites th'e
book of Judges, yet no one would question its canonicity long before
the New Testament period. Although Philo often cites Greek
literature, he never cites apocryphal books. The argumentum e
silentio. however, proves little concerning Philo's attitude toward

the Apocrypha. I so
In De Vita Contemplativa, III, paragraph 25, Philo describes the

sanctuaries in the homes of the Theraputae, a group of Jewish
ascetics. He notes that they brought into their sanctuaries only
"laws and oracles delivered through the mouth of prophets, and
psalms and the other books." The correspondence to the tripartite
division of the canon is obvious. 1 5 I The absence of apocryphal

citations in Philo, and his familiarity with a tripartite division of the
canon, suggest that his canon probably differed considerably from
the Alexandrian canon preserved by the Christian Church (the

LXX).15 2

Flavius Josephus (ca. 37-107) is a witness to the canon of first
century Palestine. Most important is the following passage from

Against Apioll (1, paragraphs 37-43): 1 53

IntroductionSid Z. Leiman30
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justly accredited, are but two and twenty. and contain the record
of all time.

Of these, five are the books of Moses. comprising the laws
and the traditional history from the birth of man down to the
death of the lawgiver. This period falls only a little short of
three thousand years. From the death of Moses until Artaxerxes,
who succeeded Xerxes as king of Persia, the prophets subsequent
to Moses wrote the history of the events of their own times in
thirteen books. The remaining four books contain hymns to God
and precepts for the conduct of human life.

From Artaxerxes to our own time the complete history has
been written, but has not been deemed worthy of equal credit
with the earlier records, because of the failure of the exact suc
cession of the prophets.

We have given practical proof of our reverence for our own
Scriptures. For. although such long ages have now passed, no one
has ventured either to add. or to remove, or to alter a syllable;
and it is an instinct with every Jew, from the day of his birth,
to regard them as the decrees of God, to abide by them, and, if
need be, cheerfully to die for them. Time and again ere now the
sight has been witnessed of prisoners enduring tortures and death
in every form in the theaters, rather than utter a single word
against the laws and the allied documents.

From Josephus' statement, it is evident that he recognized a tripartite
canon, perhaps similar in its classification of books to the biblical
canon of the Theraputae described by Philo, but certainly different
from the talmudic classification of biblical books. Josephus' 22
books probably correspond to the 24 books of the talmudic canon,
with the units Judges-Ruth and Jeremiah-Lamentations each
counting as one book. Later Palestinian witnesses count 22 books
precisely in this manner. 1 54 Thus, Josephus' tripartite canon con
sisted of the following books: 1 55

a) Five books of Moses.

b) Thirteen prophetic books.
I. Joshua
2. Judges and Ruth
3. Samuel

4. Kings
5. Isaiah
6. Jeremiah and Lament,ltions
7. Ezekiel
8. Twelve Minor Prophets
9. Job

10. Daniel
II. Ezra and Nehemiah
12. Chronicles
13. Esther

c) Four books of hymns and precepts.
I. Psalms
2. Proverbs
3. Ecclesiastes
4. Song of Songs

The fluidity of the Prophets-Hagiographa (books being freely
assigned to either division) as evidenced by a comparison of the
canons of Josephus, LXX, and the Talmud indicates that in most
Jewish circles the Prophets and Hagiographa were treated alike.
The talmudic tripartite canon, which may reflect the historical
process of the canonization of Hebrew Scripture, also bore halakhic
implications. Only the Torah and Prophe!sv.:ere· to'bereadeach
week in the synagogue service. 1

56 It is precisely because of its
halakhic implications, that the rabbis were forced to retain the
tripartite distribution of canonical books. 15 7 The canonical
divisions of Josephus and LXX are more logical than historical.

. 'Josephus, later Christian-Palestinian witnesses. alld the Alex
andrians were not bound to this Pharisaic halakhah. and were
free to rearrange the biblical books topically. I 58

Josephus refers to Scripture as the "holy books." 159 All biblical
books are inspired: any book authored after the reign of Arta
xerxes 160 (464-424) could not be included in the canon because of
"the failure of the exact succession of the prophets." Josephus
was familiar with the Apocrypha and borrowed heavily from it. 161

But his canon clearly c~nsisted of 22 books and was closed. Previous
studies of Josephus' writings indicated that, for the most part,
he used a Greek Bible similar to that of Lucian. a fourth century ,;,r
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Christian martyr; for that reason, Josephus' recension is usually
called Proto-Lucianic. 162 Recent discoveries at Qumran have
yielded the Hebrew texts which underlie portions of the Proto
Lucianic Greek recension. 16 3 This reopens the question of whether
Josephus relied mostly on a Greek or Hebrew Bible when he wrote
his Jewish Antiquities. 164

Josephus' unequivocal statement that the canon consisted of 22
books (= MT 24 books) indicates that his canon was closed.
Josephus implies that it was closed for the longest time ("for
although such long ages have now passed, no one has ventured
either to add. or to remove, or to alter a syllable"). Since Against
Apioll was written ca. 95 C.E., 16 5 the canon must have been closed
long before then, certainly before Josephus was born. Even if one
allows for exaggeration on Josephus' part, he could hardly lie about
the extent or antiquity of the canon: any Roman reader could
inquire of the nearest Jew and test the veracity of Josephus' state
ment. Josephus is the second witness to a closed canon in the first
cent ury; 4Ezra 14: 44 (see p. 30) proves that a fixed canon was
already known in the first century, if not earlier.

F. DEAD SEA SCROLLS.

It is too early to assess the full significance of the Dead Sea
scrolls for the history of the canon: it would perhaps be wiser to
suspend judgment until all the scroll materials are published.
Nevertheless, enough materials have appeared to allow for the
remarks that follow. The scrolls clearly indicate that the biblical
canon developed along independent lines in sectarian circles. To be
sure, this was known previously from the some-what restricted
Samaritan canon; but the scrolls prove that such independent
canonical activity flourished in Palestine as late as the second
century n.c.-the first century C.E. 166 Precisely because of the
sectarian nature of the Qumran community, scholars must bear in
mind that the content and development of a sectarian canon
probably has little or no bearing on the content and development
of other sectarian (or normative) canons. A book canonical at
Qumran may have been uncanonical to the Pharisees, and vice
versa. Thus, the evidence from the Dead Sea scrolls and Christian

sources (see p. 37tf.) may be brought to bear on the Pharisaic canon
only with the greatest discretion. 1 61

There is much difficulty in determining what was canonical at
Qumran. We do not know what notions of canonicity were held at
Qumran. The scrolls and fragments published to date do not indicate
the attitude of the sectarians to various types of literature. Were
all their biblical, apocryphal, pseudepigraphical and sectarian
(e.g. the Damascus Document) books treated alike? Were any
books banned? We simply do not know. At the very least, the
Qumran library 16 8 indicates which books were tolerated by the
Dead Sea community. All of Hebrew Scripture is represented at
Qumran except for the Scroll of Esther. The absence of Esther may
be accidental: only one copy of Ezra. Nehemiah and Chronicles
has been discovered at Qumran. On the other hand. it is possible
that the sectarians did not observe the Purim festival and rejected
the book which enjoins its observance. 169 Only two books from
the Apocrypha were found at Qumran-Ben Sira and Tobit.
Cave IV yielded numerous pseudepigraphical works such as Enoch.
Jubilees, and the Testaments of Levi and Naphtali. More specifically
sectarian are the Manual of Discipline (lQS). Thanksgiving Psalms
(IQH). Order of the War Between the Children of Light and the
Children of Darkness (lQM), and the Damascus Document(6QD),
first discovered at Cairo (CD).

The inspired canonicity of the Torah and Prophets at Qumran
appears certain. 1 10 although it is not entirely clear which books
were considered prophetic. The passages that prove their canonical
status, 11 I also indicate that there were at least two divisions in the
canon at Qumran, the Torah and the Prophets. Concerning the
Hagiographa and other books, a study of citations in Dead Sea
scroll 'materials, and a determination of the number of copies of
each book discovered at Qumran, are the only criteria for deciding
which books were probably canonical. I 72 I.H. Eybers subjected
all the Qumran materials published before 1966 to a rigorous in
vestigation along the lines just indicated. 113 He concluded that
most, if not all, of Hebrew Scripture was canonical at Qumran.
Eybers admits, however, that the canonical status of the Five
Megilloth, Ezra, Nehemiah, Daniel and Chronicles cannot be
proven. l14 Eybers adds that the book of Jubilees was canonical
at Qumran, while the Book HHGWIY, 175 Enoch, and the Testa-
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C. CLASSIFICATION OF BIBLICAL BOOKS.

57Talmudic and Afidrashic

Most of these terms have been treated in the lexicons and in periodi
cal literature: we need not adduce here the multitudinous evidence
bearing on each term. More important for our purposes is an in
vestigation of the juxtaposition of these terms in talmudic literature.
After briefly defining each term, the pertinent passages will be
presented.

O1i1n
274 usually refers to the first section of Scripture, i.e. the

Pentateuch (§2). It sometimes designates all of Scripture (Mekhilta,
p. 118); at other times it designates all of Jewish teaching (Sifre
on Deuteronomy, p. 408).

0' K'::1 J (also in the singular form K'::I J) refers to the second section
of Scripture, i.e. from the book of Joshua through the Twelve
Minor Prophets (§ I).

0'::11T'1:::l 2 75 designates the third section of Scripture, i.e. the Hagio
grapha (§ I). The singular (::11T'1:::l) and plural (0'::I1n:::l) forms frequently
designate a verse (or verses) from Scripture (Mekhilta, p. 85 and
Sifrc on Deuteronomy, p. 346).

tV ~1 n (plural form: rlV~mf7 6 is anyone of the five books of the
Pentateuch prepared in the manner prescribed for Torah scrolls.
According to J. Megillah 74a, five different rto'1)m may be sewn
together in order to form a Torah.

Kip~277 usually refers to all of Scripture (M. Nedarim 4:3).

In apposition with ;"1i1n, it designates the Prophets and the Hagio
grapha (Sifre on Deuteronomy, p. 359).

01"::1p278 designates the Prophets and Hagiographa (M. Taanith
2: I: Sifrc on Numbers, p. 186). In post-talmudic texts. it sometimes
designates the Prophets to the exclusion of the Hagiographa
(Soferim 18:4, p. 315).

0'i;)0279 designates all or individual books of Scripture (Dan.

9: 2; M. Moed Katan 3: 4). In apposition with Torah, it designates
the Prophets and the Hagiographa (M. Megillah 3: I).

lVi1p '::In:::l 280 designates all of Scripture. In some amoraic texts
it designates the Hagiographa (1. Shabbath 15b, C).281

O1tV1ip 'i::1i
282 designates the Hagiographa in some P.ost

talmudic texts (Soferim 18: 4, p. 315).
C'J1tVKi01 c'::11n:::l 283 may designate the older books in the

Hagiographa; its precise range of meaning is uncertain. It appears
twice, each time introducing a verse from the book of Job (Sotah
7b; Sifre on Numbers, p. 18).

Sid Z. Leiman56

§ I is anonymous and cannot be dated. 271 The rabbis named in

§§210 flourished from ca. 170350 C.E., while the passages them
selves are mostly from late Midrashim. Thus, at the earliest these
passagcs reflect the consensus of the amoraic period. A biblical
canon of precisely twenty-four books is nowhere mentioned in
early talmudic or midrashic materials such as the Mekhilta, Sifrc,
Tosefta and Mishnah. Though it is certain that all twenty-four
books were known (they are all cited and commented upon as
Scripture) in the early tannaitic period,2 7 2 it is possible that another
system of counting the biblical books was in use (such as the twenty
two book count of Josephus, Against Apion, Book L paragraph 38).
It seems likely, however, that the twenty-four book count was al
ready known and in use during the tannaitic period. Its oldest
attestation appears in the Fourth Book of Ezra, whose final re
daction is dated to ca. 100 C.E. 2 7 3 Some Tannaim and Amoraim,
however, rejected the twenty-four book count and adopted a more
limited biblical canon. They relegated several of the biblical books
to uninspired canonical status, for which see below, section G.

§IO :r:::1';"1::1in"mp

,0'i;)0 i":::l~ iT'l1' 1[1'::1 l1n::1 O'J:::l~;"1 ":::ltV ,;"1~1;"1~ . i;1T., 'J::1 ;"1~;m iI11'1

27".K"m]:J i;)01 Ki'O ]:J i;)O 11:\:::l ,1[1'::1::1 O'J:::l1) K1., ;"1~1;m
Koheleth Rabbah 12: 12

And(urthermore (mehemah). my son. he admonished (o(makinx
many hooks there is no end [Eccl. 12: 12J). Read the word as mehumah
(confusion), because whoever brings into his house more than
twenty-four books (of the Bible) introduces confusion into his
house, as, e·x·. the book of Ben Sira (Ecclesiasticus) and the book
of Ben Tagla. 270

§§ I and 2 assume the threefold division of Scripture into O1i1n,

0'::I1[1:::l. O'K'::1J. Other rabbinic designations for Scripture, or por
tions of it. are: ,01l:!1ip 'i::li ,lVi1p '::1)"\:::l ,O"i;)O ,00"::IP ,Kip1) ,C'~m

.0'Jtjp 0'::I1n:::l ,0'''1i:l 0'::11)"\:::l ,0'J1iZlKi01 0'::I1)"\:::l

'j



t:I"~1i:' t:I':)11"1:l 284 designates Psalms, Proverbs and Job (Be

rakhoth 57b).
t:I") U i' t:I':) 11"1:l 2 84 designates Song of Songs, Ecclesiastes and

Lamentations (Berakhoth 57b).
It is significant that rabbinic literature contains no term for Torah

and Prophets as a unit, while it has several terms for Prophets and
Hagiographa as a unit (;'1~:)i', and occasionally Nii'~ and t:I"iOO).

This is but one indication that the last two sections are more
integrally related to each other than they are to the Torah.

§ IS i:i ;"I~':'~ ;"I)lL'~

,inN i'100~ i1"l1' l~:'il"l~~ Nii'" N~ .t:I"i'100 ;"IlL'~lL'~ I"Ino' N~ ;"Ii11"1:) Ni1i';"I

.;"Ii11"1:) P~i~ 1'N1 N':)):) P~i~ . 0 .;"IlL'~lL' N':)):)1

M. Megil1ah 4:4
The reader of the Torah may not read less than three verses. He

may not read to the interpreter more than one verse at a time, or,
when reading the Prophets, more than three verses at a time ... The
reader may skip sections when reading the Prophets, but not when
reading the Torah.
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* * *

Tosefta Baba Metzia II: 23
Citizens of a town may compel each other to construct a synagogue

and to buy scrolIs of the Torah and Prophets.

.,

(Zuck., p. 396) :':l:N' N;I"lO~ N:):) NI"I0011"1

1"1':) t:I;"1~ 1i1):)~ ;"I! I"IN ;"I! i";I;"I '):) 1'01:l

.t:I'N':))1 ;"Ii11"1

§16
iOO t:I;"1~ 1i1)i'~1 1"I0):l;"l

§17
1i1)i'~ '0 .li1nOlL'1

(TZ, p. 109) ':N 1i1~1il"l NI"I0011"1

t:I"i:);I ;"I~;"I:) t:I'~i:l1 1"I1ilL' t:I'l"I:) 1'i:l1~ 00 .1'01iU'ON

.;"Ii11"1;"1 1~ :)1lOi';"I i:)i ,,·;t:I'N':))1 ;"Ii11"1 iOO t:I;"1~

Tosefta Terumoth I: 10
Administrators may sell homes, fields, vineyards, animals, slaves,

- '. and maidservants ... in order to buy them [i.e. orphans] scrolls of
the Torah and Prophets, 2

8 6 and items specified in the Torah.

§ 12 1: i ;'1)lL';'1 lL'Ni ;"I)lL'~

.NlO" ;"Ii11"1:) t:I'~lL';"I t:IN i~1N '01' ':)i ,N':)):) t:I'~'.'I~1 ;"Ii11"1:) ~"nl"l~

M. Rosh Ha-Shanah 4:6
He begins with [verses from] the Torah and ends with [verses

from] the Prophets. R. Jose (135-170) says: If a man ended with
[verses from] the Torah he has fulfilled his obligation.

1. ;"Ii11"1 and t:I'N":)) Juxtaposed.

§ II (p. 251) n":N:l t:I"i:)i 'iOO

;"Ii1~1 ;"Ii11"1 'i:)i~;I ii10 ,1~N 'i:)i~;I ;"Ii1~1 1':)N 'i:)i~;I ii10 inN i:)i
. • 2';.t:I'N':));"I 'i:)i ~;I

Slfre on Deuteronomy 21: 18
Another interpretation: rebels against his father's words and

defies his mother's words; rebels against the words of the Torah

and defies the words of the Prophets.
2

8 5

M. Megillah 4: 3
If there are less than ten present ... the Torah is not read and

we do not close with a reading .from the Prophets.

§ 13 N:i ;'1~':'~ ;"I)lL'~

1'N1 ,P"~;I rO'01~ 1'N1 1'1"ln10 1'N ,;"IlL'~lL' 1'i1i' ;"InJ~:) 1"I.:)lL':)1 'lL"~n:)1 ')lL':)
oN':)):) 1'i'UO~

M. Megillah 4: I
On Mondays and Thursdays and on Sabbath afternoons three

people read the Torah, no more and no less. They do not close

with a reading from the Prophets.

§14
:':i ;"I~":'~ ;"I)lL'~

.;"IilL';I~ Ii1no .0 .N":)):) 1'i'UO~ 1'N1 ;"Ii11"1:) 1'i1i' 1'N1

The t:I":)11"1:l are not mentioned in §§ 11-17; it does not necessarily
fol1ow, however, that these passages were all authored before thc
t:I":)11"1:l were canonized. In §II, t:I'N':));"I 'i:)i may refer to more than
just the second section of the canon. 2 8 7 Daniel and David are
frequently considered t:I"N":)) in rabbinic literature. 2 88 Even if the
Midrash is understood as referring specifically to the second section
of the canon, we need not be surprised at the absence of any men
tion of t:I":)11"1:l. The midrashic comment in § II is an attempt to
explain the tautological participles ii10 and ;"Ii1~. One participle is
redundant; hence, the midrash mentions only one of the other two
sections of the canon.

§ 12 is of considerable interest. The Mishnah does not specify
that verses from the t:I':)11"1:l are to be included in this portion of the



a) §§18-20

§19 :~, l\11"1~ l\~~
;'11;" '1 .1'l\~ '~1 '1~1 1nl\:::lI:l'~11"1:::l11:l'l\'~J;'111"1 1:l1l\ P'~1~ P~1 1J1"I
1:l'1~1l\ 1:l'~:::ln1 .1~l>31 'J!:l~ 1:l'~11"1:::l11~l>31 'J!:l~ 1:l'l\'~J ;'~l>31 'J!:l~ ;'111"1 1~1l\

1:l'~11"1:::l11:l'l\'~J ;'111"1 1J'J!:l~ 1l\'~;'1 ;'11I31~ '~1 1~l\ ...1~l>31 'J!:l~ 1nl\1 1nl\~:::l
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1nl\:::lI:l'~11"1:::l11:l'l\'~J ;'111"1 P~1~ ;'l>11;' P~1 1J1"I ... I:lU1;;':::l;'1 1nl\:::lI:l'P~"~

~'nM1 mm~~ I:l"C~1 'lP';' ~U~ '1:::l1!:l1C~111~31 ~u~ '1:::l1lV'l\1~ <1lV1311 P~1~
.11"11n 11nn~ l\~ Ol\1 ;'~>1~~~

Baba Bathra 13b
Our Rabbis taught: It is permissible to fasten the Torah, the

Prophets and the Hagiographa together. This is the opinion of
R. Meir (135-170). R. Judah (135)-170), however, says that the
Torah, the Prophets, and the Hagiographa should each be in a
separate scroll; while the Sages say that each book should be
separate ... Rabbi (170-200) said: On one occasion a copy of the
Torah, the Prophets, and the Hagiographa all bound up together
was brought before us, and we declared them fit and proper ... Our
Rabbis taught: If a man desires to fasten the Torah. the Prophets,
and the Hagiographa together, he may do so. At the beginning he
should leave an empty space sufficient for winding round the rod,
and at the end an empty space sufficient for winding round the

whole circumference [of the scroll]. He should complete each book
at the bottom [of a column] and commence the next book at the
top [of the next column]. If he wishes to sever the books [from each
other], he may do so.

b) §§21-22

§21 73d ;,~,~~ '~~lV'1'

O'l\'~J ,~~ ~31 )'11I~1m ;'111"1 ,1:l'l1imn ,~~ ~31 )'11I~1i11 ;'1'1"1 ,~~ ~31 ;'111"1 O'Jli1J
.)'l1I~1m ;'111"1 ,~~ ~31 O'~'1"I:::l1 O'l\'~J l\~ ~~l\ O'~11"1:::l'

J. Megillah 73d

A Torah may be placed on another Torah, and bomashin on other
bomashin. Torah and bomashin may be placed on Prophets and
Hagiographa, but Prophets and Hagiographa may not be placed
on Torah and bOlllashin.

§20 (Higger, p. 122) l\:~ 1:l'1!:l1C
;'~l>31 'J!:l~ <1111"1 1:l'1~1l\ I:l'~:::lm <111;" '1 '1~1 1"Inl\:::l 1:l'l\'~J1 ;'111"1 ;'l1I1>1

.1~l>31 'J!:l~ O'l\'~J'

Soferim 3: I
The Torah and Prophets may be written 011 one scroll; this is the

ruling of R. Judah (135-170). The Sages say that the Torah and
Prophets should each be in a separate scroll.
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liturgy. The parallel passage in the Toscfta (§27), however, specifIes
that verses from the 1:l':111"1~ are to be included. It is tempting to
argue that the first portion of § 12, an anonymous passage which
cannot be dated, reflects an ancient halakhah which was formulated
prior to the canonization of the 1:l':111"1:::l. Other earlier and later
formulations of halakhot which may ,reflect canonical development
appear below in §§ 18-28. Nevertheless, it appears more likely that
§§ 12 and 27 agree that verses from the 1:l'~11"1:::l are to be recited in this
portion of the liturgy. The omission of the term 1:l'~11"1:::l from § 12
(and its inclusion in §27) does not reflect canonical development
but rather the Mishnah's concern with, and focus on, the proper
opening and closing of the liturgical prayers in question. 2 89

§§ 13-16 refer to liturgical and synagogal practices where 1:l'~11"1:::l

play no role. The concluding words of § 17, as interpreted in Gittin
52a, refer to one of the 1:l'~11"1:::l-the Scroll of Esther-which, by
then, was also read in the synagogue.

2. ;'111"1 ,O'l\'~ J, and 1:l'~11"1~ Juxtaposed.

In groups of related passages (groups a, b, c, d), passages which
juxtapose ;'111"1, 1:l'l\'~J, and 1:l'~11"1~ precede shorter variants which
juxtapose only two canonical divisions. The significance of the
variants is discussed below.

§18 74a-73d ;,~'m '~~lV'1'
;'111"1 )'~li1:::l)'l\ 1:l'1~1l\ I:l'~~m .1'l\~ '~1 '1~1 1"Inl\:::lI:l'l\'~J ;'111"1 )'~li1:::l

.1"Inl\:::l 1:l'~11"1:::l1 1:l'l\'~J )'~1"I1:::l ~~l\ 1"Inl\:::l 1:l'l\'~J1

J. Megillah 73d-74a

The T arah and Prophets may be written on one scroll; this is the
ruling of R. Meir (135-170). The Sages, however, say that the Torah
and Prophets may not be written on one scroll, but that the Pro
phets and Hagiographa may be written on one scroll.



c) §§23-24

§22 (TM, p. 359) :l:' ;"')~ IU1El01li

C'N':lJ ':l) , ... rl/l~1n1 ;'i1li ,rl/l~m ':l) , ... rl/l~1n1 ;'i1li ':l) , ... ;'i1li C'Jli1J

.rl/l~1n1 ;'i1li ':l) , ... C'N':lJ N' ':IN
Tosefta Megilla 4: 20

A Torah may be placed on another Torah, and bomashil1 on other
hOl11ashil1. A Torah and (1Ol11ashil) may be placed on Prophets, but
Prophets may not be placed on Torah and homashin.

§23 73d ;"')~ '~'l/l1"
li1nEl!'~:l C'N':lJ ,rw~m li1nEl!'~:l rw~m ,;'i'li li1nEl!'~:l ;',1li r:l'1:l

C':l1li:l1 C'N':lJ N' ':IN C':l1li:l1 C'N':lJ li1nEl!'~:l rW~1n1 ;'i1li ,C'N':lJ

.rW~1n1 ;'i1li li1nEl!'~:l

J. Megillah 73d

A Torah may be wrapped in Torah wrappings, (IOmashin in
(1Ol11ashil1 wrappings, Prophets in Prophets wrappings. Torah and
bomashin may be wrapped in Prophets and Hagiographa wrappings,
but Prophets and Hagiographa may not be wrapped in Torah
and (zomashin wrappings.

* * *
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phets and the Hagiographa. If books of Scripture, they may not
buy wrappings: Even books of the Prophets and Hagiogra pha may
not be sold for Torah and bOl11ashil1 wrappings.

Tosefta Rosh Ha-Shanah 4: 6
The reciter opens with verses from the Torah, and closes with

verses from the Torah, and recites verses from the Prophets and
Hagiographa in between.

§27 1:' ;'JW;' WNi NliElO1li

C':l1li:l ':t1ti C'N':lJ 'W i~1N1 ;'i1li 'W:l C"0~1 ;'i'li 'W:l ':'nM ,':'nM;'

....~~N:l

§26 N:) ;,,'m ;'JW~

mp' N' ;'i1li 1i:l~ CN ':IN .;'i1li c'np1' C'ioO ,C'iOO c'np1' limo~~
.li1no!'~ mp' N' C'iOO ,C'iOO

M. Megillah 3: I
If they sell wrappings, they must buy books of Scripture; if books

of Scripture, they must buy a Torah. But if they sold a Torah.
they may not buy books of Scripture; or if books of Scripture.
they may not buy wrappings.

Sid Z. Leiman
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§24 (TM, p. 359) :l:' ;"')~ Nli001li

rW~'n1 ;'i1li ,rw~m li1no!'~:l rW~1n1 ,;'i1li li1no!'~:l ;'i1li Pi:l~

.rW~1n1 ;'i1li li1nEl!'~:l C'N':lJ N' ':IN ,C'N':lJ li1no!'~:l
Tosefta Megillah 4: 20

A Torah may be wrapped in Torah wrappings, and (IOmashin in
(1Ol11ashil1 wrappings. Torah and (IOmashin may be wrapped in
Prophets wrappings, but Prophets may not be wrapped in Torah
and Ilomashin wrappings.

d) §§25-26

§25 73d ;"')~ '~'lU1i'
C'N':lJ ];"I:l np1' rW~1n1 ;'i1li li1no!'~ 1"ON :C'iOO c'np1' li1no!'~

limo!'~1;':l np1' '\J'N C':l1li:l1 C'N':lJ 1"ON :li1no!'~mp' N' C'iOO .C':l1li:l1

.rW~1n1 ;'i1li
J. Megillah 73d

If they sell wrappings, they must buy books of Scripture: Even
Torah and (IOmashil1 wrappings may be sold for books of the Pro-

§28 74a ;"')~ '~'lU1i'

.];"1 linN ;,w"p rW~m1 ;"1li pn~' :li i:l 'N1~W 'i CW:l ;"~i' 'i

J. Megillah 74a
R. Jeremiah (300-330) said in the name of R. Samuel b. R. Isaac

(290-320): Torah and bOl11ashin are of the same sanctity.

* * *
The two sets of doublets, §§21, 22 and §§23, 24, are especially

significant. In each set, a halakhah is preserved in an earlier form
which does not treat the C':l1li:l and in a later form which treats the
C':l1li:l. The passages are anonymous and cannot be dated; but they
seem to reflect two distinct stages in the development of the canon
icity of the C':l1li:l. Alternatively, the C':l1li:l may have been canon
ized before the original formulation of these halakhot. The omission
of C":l1li:l in §§22 and 24 would then reflect an earlier period when
C":l1li:l were neither read nor found in the synagogue, and, hence,
not treated in halakhot pertaining to the synagogue. Later, when
the reading of some of the C':l1li:l was incorporated into the syna-
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* * *
In §29, N:JJ11J is used with both the Prophets and Hagiographa .

In §30, eleven Psalms from the Hagiographa are ,termed ;'N1:JJ '1:J'.

Sifre on Deuteronomy I: 1
Similarly, it is written: The words of Amos. who was among the

herdSlllen oj' Tekoa, which he saw concerning Israel ill the days of
U::::iah king oj'Judah and in the days oj' Jero!Joalll the .1'011 oj' Joash,
king oj'Israel, tB'O years before the eurthquake (Amos I : I). Is this
all that Amos prophesied? Did he not prophesy more than all his
companions? , .. Similarly, it is written: And these are the words
which the Lord spoke concel'l1ing Israel and conceming Judah (Jcr.
30:4). Is this all that Jeremiah prophesied? Did not 1cremiah
write two books, as it is written: Thlls far are the words of Jeremiah
(Jer. 51 :64)? .. Similarly, it is written: The words oj' Kohclcth,

the SOil of David, king o(Jerllsalell/ (Ecc!. 1: I). Is this all that Solo
mon prophesied? Did he not compose three books. half his wisdom
in parables?

§30 (Bubel', p. 388) ,::> C"';'11"""~

C'N':JJ 'tv O'O::ltJ:J "iZI~ 1~NlV C"1~m 'lZ''' ,nN NJ'Jn " C;:":J '1' " '~N

.;'N1:JJ ',:J, 1'N1 ;"111 '1:J' 1'NlV 'l:l' ;"111:J 1:J11::lJ N' ;'~'1 ,J1~N

Midrash Tehillim 90: 4
R. Levi said in the name of R. Hanina (220-250): The eleven

Psalms uttered by Moses were uttered in a prophetic manner. And
why were they not written in the Torah? Because the latter includes
only words of Torah, and the former are words of prophecy.

§31 1 ,N:N ,,:J, C'1'lV;' "lV

,1lV'P~ 11N1 "N1;' '~N ''':J'' CiZI:J 1'1:J1:l 11':J' 111J1' ':J1 C'V:J 11~'O ':J1

N' 111NtJ;, ,':J.,;' ';' C' '~NJlV1'111J1.,':I ,., l' ,n~J 1':JN;'~ ,':> '::l~ 1t:"P~

"lV~ C',l:lO " '~N1 lIl'1P;' nn 1"" ;'11'lVlIl N'N '1., N'1 .1:J N:>1'::l ;'1 'iN m~11

.C','lIl;' "lV1 11,:-rP1
Shir Ha-Shirim Rabbah 1: 1,6

R. Simon (270-300) said in the name of R. Jonathan from Beth
Gubrin (250-290), who had it from R. Joshua b. Levi (220-250):
Since you are comparing him, compare him in all particulars. Just
as his father had all his iniquities forgiven, as it says: The Lord has
put away your sin, you shall not die (2S 12: 13) so too with him.
Moreover the holy spirit rested on him, and he composed three
books: Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and the Song of Songs.

gogue service, the halakhot were expanded in order to cover the
C':J111::l as well. 290 Thus, liturgical expansion, rather than canonical
development, may account for the doublets.

§§ 18, 19, and 20 preserve three versions of the same dispute. In
the lightof§§ 12 and 27, and §§21-24, it is possible that §20 reflects an
earlier halakhah which was con~erned only with the Torah and
Prophets, while §§ 18 and 19 reflect a later stage when the halakhah
also concerned itself with the C':J111::l The antagonists, however,
are the same in all three versions (with these exceptions: the omis
sion of R. Judah in § 18 and R. Meir in §20) and flourished ca.
135-170 C.E. Thus, there is little room here for historical develop
ment. Also, we would not expect the earliest formulation to be
preserved in what is probably the latest of the three passages, i.e.,

§20. It would appear more likely that the original dispute concerned
all three sections of the canon, 291 and that §20 preserves a most

important part, but not all, of the original dispute. Similarly, the
present form of §§21-24 may be accounted for by assuming that
§§22 and 24 are shortened variants of §§21 and 23 respectively.
The anonymity of §§ 21-24, however, allows for a period of historical
development which best accounts for the existence of the shorter
and longer texts.

The majority view in § 18 and the anonymous §§ 21, 23, 25, and 26
agree that C'N':JJ and C':J111::l are treated halakhically as equals.
According to the Talmud, then, the Prophetic books and the
Hagiographa are of equal sanctity; for it is its measure of sanctity
that distinguishes the Torah (halakhically) from the other two
sections of the canon. This is evident from §28 which, in the Jeru
salem Talmud, immediately follows § 18. Further evidence that the
rabbis did not distinguish the C':J111::l from the C'N':JJ on inspirational
grounds is found in their indiscriminate use of N:JJ11J, ;"IN1:JJ, and
tv'1P;"l m, in the following passages (see discussion below):

§29 (pp. 1-2) N:N C',:J, ',l:lO

'N''''''''';"ITn '''''N "1P11~ C"p1J:J ;"1';"1 ,tvN 01~" ',:J, '~1N ;"I11N 1:J N:>1'::I

'::l1 ,tv"';"1 'Jl:l, C'11Jtv 'N,tv' l'~ tvN1' 1:J C.,:J,' '~':J1 ;"1'1;"1' 11m 1;"11., '~':J

1:J N:>1'::l ... N:JJ11J 1":Jn '::l~ '111' N';'1 ,:J,:J 1'N ,., N'N 01~" N:JJ11J N'

w~" N:JJ11J N' '::l1 ,;"1;" 'N1 'N'lV"N ';' ,:J, 'lVN C',:J,;' ;"N1 '~1N ;'11N

...1;"~" ',:J, ;'J;' ,., '~NJtv 1;"1'~" :J11::l C',l:lO 'W N'''1 ,:J':J 1'N N'N

;'~'tv N:JJ11J N' '::l1 C"tv1":J l'~ '1' ):J 11';'P ',:J, '~1N ;"I11N 1:J N:>1'::I

.. .;";' '''''~ 111~::ln '::m1 :J11::l C',l:lO ;,,,,,,tv N,m ':J,:J 1'N N'N
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* * *

Sanhedrin 90b
Sectarians asked Rabban Gamaliel (80-110): Whence do we

know that the Holy One, blessed be He. will resurrect the dead?
He answered them from the Torah, Prophets, and Hagiographa,
yet they were not convinced.

§35 :::l 1'i'OIJO

1~ C;" i~N ,C'l"I~ ;"M N1;' l1i::J Ci'P;'l1l1"J~'N"~)pi l"IN P'~ 1'Nl1l

.1J~~ 1':I.'P N'1 C'::J1l"I:l0l 1~1 C'N'::JJOI 1~1 "i1l"1"

J. Hagigah 77b
[Elisha b. Abuyah (110-135) related that] R. Eliezer (80-110) said

to R. Joshua (80-110): While they occupy themselves with their
matters, let us occupy ourselves with ours. They sat and studied
Torah, and from the Torah they went on to Prophets, and from the
Prophets to the Hagiographa. Fire descended from heaven and
surrounded them.

§36 , :TD ":l.i Nip'1

;'::J:l'~ 'i'O:l. N~l1l "" 1i~N ,1'l"I1:1.'::J0 l"ID"'~ l1lN1 C'i1'1 ::Jl1l1' 01';' 'NTloi P
'i::J'1 C'::J1l"1:l' C'N':l.J1 C'N':l.J' ;'i1l"1 'i::J' nn~ N'N 1N' 1;" i~N ,P01lo1"l"IN

.'J'0:1 ll"1J'l'IJ C1':l 1'n~lV "i1l"1
Vayyikra Rabbah 16:4

Ben Azzai (110-135) was sitting and expounding Scripture. and
the flame was burning around him. They asked him: Are you study
ing the Merkabah [Chariot] portions of Scripture') He replied: No,
but I am joining passages from the Torah with parallel passages
in the Prophets, and passages from the Prophets with parallel
passages in the Hagiographa; and the words of the Torah glow 29 8

as on the day they were given at Sinai.

§32 (Ratner, p. 140) , OI::Ji C'1lo1 "0

'i::J' loI~l1l1 lJTN DOl l"N1 1N:m l1l'1POl m'::J C'N:l.Jl"I~ C'N':l.JOI 1':"11N:l 'lol

.c'~:ln

In §31, we are informed that three books of the Hagiographa were
authored by means of l1l'1POl mi. But note the following two pas
sages:

Seder Olam Rabbah 30
Until then, the prophets prophesied by means of the holy spirit.

From then on, give ear and listen to the words of the Sages.

Tosefta Sotah 13: 2
When the last prophets-i.e. Haggai, Zechariah. and Malachi

died. the holy spirit ceased in Israel. Despite this, they were in
formed by means of oracles.

§33 (Zuck., p. 318) :I.:)' OID10 Nl"I!:l01l"1

'lN1 ,'Nil1l'~ l1l'1POl nn OIP0!:l C'J1inNOI C'N':l.J ':IN'~1 OI'i:lT 'm MC'~

. '1P l"I:I.::J ]01' 1'lol'~l1l~ 1':'T P '!:l 'lol

In §§32 and 33, OIN1::JJ and l1l'1POI m, are correlated. 292 Clearly.
then, neither degree of sanctity nor mode of inspiration separate
C'::J1l"1:l from C'N':l.J, for the terms OIN1::JJ and l1l'1P;' mi are used
interchangeably when describing books from either the Prophets
or the Hagiographa. 29.\ The talmudic view, as seen here. contrasts
sharply with the medieval view that the three sections of the biblical
canon represent three different degrees of inspired writing. 294
The halakhic codes reflect the earlier, talmudic view295

3. Oldest Dateahle References to 0I'1l"1, C'N'::JJ and C'::J1l"1:l.

The numerous references in talmudic literature to the threefold
division of Scripture, 29 6 for the most part, cannot be dated with
any accuracy. 297 The earliest dateable references, aside from §§ 18

and 19, are:

§34 77b m')n '~'l1l1i'

1P0lolliJ1 1:1l1l'1 11":1 pN p10lolJ 11"':1 1'p01lo111J'N' 'loiloIl1l101' 'i' iTloI" i" N

C'~l1lOl 1~ IIIN 0I'i'1 C':l.1l"1:l' C'N'::JJOI 1~1 C'N':l.J' OIi1l"1;' 1~ ,OIi1l"1 'i::J':I.

.Cl"I1N ;'!:l'P;'1

4. Miscellaneous Passages Relating /0 Sec/ions of the Biblical Canon.

§37 :::J:l C'i'J

, "l1l~n N'N c;" ll"1'J N' 'N'l1l' 1NDn N' N'~'N ""'NJ'Jn '::Ji::J N'N::Ji i~N

,N1" 'NiC" YiN 'C' ;':lilolC' ,::J,:1 loIl1l1;" i!:l01 ;'i1l"1 'l/,'~1T1

Nedarim 22b
R. Adda b. R. Hanina (350-375)29'1. said: Had Israel not sinned.

only the Pentateuch and the book of Joshua would have been given
to them, [the latter] because it records the apportionment of Pales
tine [among the tribes].



Soloveilchik's distinction. however. does apply for most of the Prophets·
Hagiographa. A slight modification of his view would perhaps prove more
palalable, namely: The Prophets c~>ntain those books treating of the national
history of Israel. and thus include the exhortations and prophecies addressed
by kings and prophets to Israel and the nations. The Hagiographa contains
wLHb which do nol treat of the national history of Israel: it therefore includes
the visions of Danicl. for thev were personal visions not addressed to Israe1.
A somewhat similar view is. in fact, expressed in earlier sources. See Rashi's
comment to Megillah 3a. 'K':)) ,;1J'N' ;1"': David b. Joseph, loc. c;t.; Meiri,
COlnll1C11/aryon Psalms, introduction, ed. Jerusalcm, 1%0, pp. 10 \ I: idem,
COl/lll/en/aryon Pro <'crbs, introduction. cd. Jerusalem, 1969, p. I: Abravanel,
;1111lC';1 'l'lI". cd. Stettin, 1860, pp. lOb - II a: and Moses Sofcr. m:mn, '0'("

'0'0 onn. p. 55. These views do not account satisfactorily for the inclusion of
Ezra, Nehemiah, and Chronicles in the Hagiographa. for which see ahove,

pp. 27 - 28.
2Y5. R. Nissim h. Reubcn Gerondi, Commeli/ary on Aljusi, Megillah, chap. 3,

cd. Vilna, p. 7b, Fl"I111J~ p' ;1"'. writes:
';1"l'~ p'_"o" N'" N1:l110 p'JI1 t:l'~OC' ';1l'l'~';1" C'~1I1" O'N'~l1 "ll1"" lI"W,,'

c,,, ;1"~) ',,_~ In,wN' 'N'" .'~';1N llW ;1'''''1:l' JIOP" 1I,,"''' '"l ;1nl;1 pll'" ,"'"

p'Opl '~~,' N~'O ol1n, ~,"'~N O'~1I1' r"'i'''' n"~' 11"~':'1 111l'~:1 111"'IJ~

n~'11 rp'~'1:l rN~ ~ .. " N"N~ {;J' ~~'I ~ .. ~, p"o~ P'~"N' O'K'~J' ]1'rN~ ~1" 01tm

IN' ,pllll 'JO~ O'~'I1' ]1:l1111 'JO~ C'N'~J '''llll'J!l~ n~'11 N~N ~nN' 0'~111" O'K'~J

,1IJllll "~~ pll ~nN "" CllV1:l N~N ,O'~1"" O'N'~l Pll' 'JnN 'l;1' N;11'''1I'' c'"''''
,,,,,, N;1,'''l11:l C'W" IN'"

thus contradicting his view referrcd to in n. 294. See also Jacob b. Asher
(early 14th century), Tur, Yoreh Deah, section 282. end; and Joscph Caro
(1488 1575), Be/h Yoscph, ad. loc. Cf Caro's Shulhall Awkh, Yoreh Deah,

section 282, paragraph 19.
296. See Megillah 21b. Kiddushin 49a. Baha Kamma 92b, Sanhcdrin lOla: J.

Bcrakhoth 3c,.I. Shckalim 47c. J. Megillah 70d. J. Nedarim 38b. J. Sotah 2Ic:
Bcreshith Rahhah 48: 11. and 76:5, Shcmoth Rabbah 47:7, Vayyikra Rabbah
3:7. Bcmidbar Rabbah 10:6: and Midrash Mishle 22:20.

The J. Nedarim 38b passage is attrihuted to R. Eleazar b. Abina (290-·320)
in Shemoth Rahhah 25: 12. but to R. Akiha (110 135) in Mishnath R. Eliezer,

cd. Enelow, p. 371. If the latter tradition is accurale. it prcserves one of the
earliest dateahle attestations of the tripartite canon.

297. E.K. ~~ I and 27. and most of the passages citcd in n. 296. Anothcr prohable
carly altestation of thc tripartite division of the canon appears in 111J '~~, I11~N.

version B, chap. I, cd. Schcchter, p. 2a.
While a precise date for the earliest references in talmudic literature to the

thrccfold division of Scripture cannot be provided, ~§ I, 18. 19 and others offcr
clcar proof that the tripartite canon was commonplace in second century
Palestine. Thus, T. Swanson, The Closillg oj the ColleClioll of Holy Seripl"rcs,
p. 399. errs when he states that the threefold division of the canon does not
occur in tannaitic sources or in the Jerusalem Talmud (cf. §34). Moreover,
his suggestion. loc. l'il., that the threefold canon originated in Babylon and
made its way into Palestine in the fourth century C.E., is refuted hy the evidence
he overlooked.

298. On n"w meamng "glow," see H.L. Ginsberg, "Lexicographical Notes," in
Hehrdischc Wortj'orsc/llmg (Walter Baumgartner Festschrift). p. 72.

2')9. In lhe light of the parallel passages in Koheleth Rabbah I: 13 and 3: 10. read
N'lm '~~~ N'N ~~, Cf. Bacher. Rahhanall. p. 60.

300. Buber. p. 10. reads: cn: C"J'"NIJ 1lN ),Nl. For thc scnse of §38. cf. Midras"
Tehillim on Psalm I: 1, section 8 (Buber. p. Sa) and on Psalm 78 I (Buher.
p.l72b).

3D]. Cr. Midrash Mishle 9:2 (Huher, p. 31). See Maimonides. ;1"'IJ r,"";1, 2: 18;
Rahad's (1125 -1198) gloss ad. loc.: Solomon Ibn Adret (1235- 1310), Rnpollso,
I. Y3: and David Ihn Zimra (1479-1589), Rcspollsa, II. 666 and 828. §39 may
rcflect an attempt on the part of R. Simcon h. Lakish 10 undcrscore the biblical
canonicity of the Scroll of Esther hy equating it with the Torah with regard to
thc fUlme. Cf. Hullin 139b: ~'r.o~ '110;1 '::>IN']':1:l n~1;1n 1" ~110N, Such attempts
were necessary hecause some rabbis accorded the Scroll of Esther onlv semi·
canonical staius: cf. illFa §79 and pp. 113-114. Somc Jewish seclarian groups.
such as thc Qumran scct. may have rcjected the Scroll in its entirely (and the
Purim festival with it). See abm'c, p. 35 and the rcference cited in n. 169. For
the negative attitude toward the Scroll cxprcssed hy some church fathers. see
above, p. 48 and notcs 239-242.

302. The reading and sense of lIi'J~~CO 7i"iJ1 71i:U'ln ;'i"~ remain uncertain; the transla·
tion given here is from the Soncino edition. Fiirst. Der Kmwll drs Alten Testa
rne11ls. p. H5. n. 6, emends: iT~~~'C;'J i1~j.r.l' 1'r.l1nn ;-J?,:'J and renders it "die geheim
nisvolle, die ausgezcichnete SchriftrolIe," Blau. HS, p. 38, n, 3, accepts hirst's
emendation but renders it "ahgeschJossene und ausgezeichnete Rolle." Bachcr.
ET, II, pp. 138 -139, concurs with Blau. None of the scholars account for the
derivation from Z"'IC~71 Ti"v~ C~.

Lieberman, Hellellis'" in Jell'i,-Iz Pales/inc. pp. 45 46, has shown thnt dots
(i11~1pJ) were frequently undcrstood hy the rabbis as signs calling for special
intcrpretation. ~0';1 11"pJ is perhaps understood by thc Midrash as follows:
(the Hagiographa) including that hook which requires special interpretation.
i.e. the Song of Songs, whose each word (alternatively: a scroll which) contains
a hidden and ohvious meaning. Cr. Epstein, ;1",,,~ ~'1I1, vol. 3 (commenlary
on Song of Songs), p, 20. n. 147. On hidden meanings in the Song of Songs.
see Lieberman. 1"'11 'W~'''. p. 13fT. Thus. the Midrash does not consider Song
of Songs a fourth category of Scripture, but rather a unique memher of the third
section. See G. Scholem, .Int.'ish Gnosticism. Alcrkahl1h Alys/icism, and Talmudic
Tr adi/iol1, appendix D. p. 125. whcre Lieberman interprets ~40 as suggested
here,

303. See Tosefta Berakhoth 3 :21 (ed. Lieberman, p. 17): Sifrc on Deuteronomy
~342 (ed, Finkelstein. p. 391); and the discussi011 in L. Fmkelstein, Nnl' Ughl
From the Prophet.>, pp. 1418.

304. An interpolation hy a later hand. Cr. Rahbinovicz. 0"', ad. loc.
305. See the parallel but abridged passagcs in J, Makkoth 31d and NJ;1, ~~, ~;,p'OD.

ed, Buber. p. J58b, and cr. S, Lieberman. J"lI'PlC. p. 76.
306. Cr. B. Epstein. ;1"'''11 ;1~111. vol. 5. p. 27. n. 14.
307, That the rahbis did not consider the Scriptural hooks to be a random collecti",]

is also attested by the following passage (Megillah 14a: for translation, sec
ahove, n. 20):

n:>~lI,nw nN'~l N"N C'~lI" 'Nlil" o"~, "N~'"'' on' '~"1I C'N'~l ;1~~;1 N'Jn"

,n~I1" N" ;1"lI'~ N'~" n~;1'l m~,,"

Cf. the parallel passages in ;1~~ C",lI ~'O, chap. 21; Shir Ha·Shirim Rabbah
4: J1; and Ruth Rabbah. Petihta, section 2.

308. Contra D. Oppenheim. "Ben·Ascher und der angehliche Dilferenzpunkt in
BetrelI der Heiligkeit der Bibel zwischen Rabhinismlls und Kariiismus."
.rZWL 11 (1875), p. 86. Regarding the secondary stalus of the Samaritan book
of Joshua. see above. n. 44.

170 Sid Z. Leiman Notes 171
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the biblical canon. As just indicated, only a firmly established bibli
cal book, or a book revered on other grounds, could qualify for
j1T'JJ. Two passages (51 and 57) may reflect a use of m meaning "to
exclude from the biblical canon," though this is far from certain.
Although the precise nature of the canonical activity reflected in
the Tm~ 'It'i':::I episodes cannot be established with certainty, the
evidence from the various usages of TJJ indicates that the rabbis
were not about to -exclude those books from the biblical canon.
They granted them de jure biblical canonicity, but were about to
order their withdrawal from circulation for the very reasons stated
in the passages. With the exception of the attempt to withdraw the
book of Ezekiel (which may be dated to the first half of the first
century C.E.; cf. §47), none of the attempted withdrawals of biblical
books can be dated with accuracy. With the possible exception of
§§51 and 57 (whose ambiguous nature has been noted), there is no
evidence that any biblical book was, in fact, withdrawn from cir
culation or declared uncanonical. 366

E. OUTSIDE BOOKS.

§68 N:' 1"'i'UC mlt'1',)

i'1"11 1'N1 i'1'111i'111',) C'11I',)i'111'n11 rN 'I',)'Ni'1 N:::Ii'1 C~'l1~ i'~n Ci'1~ 1'Nlt' '~N1

!Vm~i11 C'J,~'ni'1 C"~C:::I N"i'i'1I')N 'I',)'N N:::I'j:'l1':::I' 'ii7,C"'i"~N1 C'I',)lt'i'111',)

'i1 'IN '~ T~l1 C'!VN N~ C"~I',):::I '11I',)lt' .,It'N i'1~nl',)i1 ~~ '1',)'N1 i'1~I',)i1 ~11

";" .. ·lN~'
M. Sanhedrin 10: 1

But the following have no share in the world to come: he who
maintains that the resurrection is not intimated in the Torah, or
that the Torah was not divinely revealed, and an Epicurean. 367
R. Akiba (110-135) adds: one who reads the outside books, and
one who whispers a charm over a wound and recites: I will not
bring upon you any of the diseases that I brought upon the Egyptians,
for I the Lord am your healer 368 (Ex. 15:26) ...

§69 369 28a r"i'1JC'I',)~lt'1"

1:::1 ,,~c, N"C 1:::1 ,,~c pJ~ C'J,~'ni'1 C"~C:::I N"i'i'1 I')N 'I',)'N N:::I'i'l1 "

N"i'~ 1i1:::1 N"i'i'1 :J721~'i'1'pI',) ':::I11~Jlt' C"~C ~~, :l7lC",I',)i'1"~C~:::IN j7"NJl1~

.1.311'.1 :mN~ i'1l1'J'~ '.111'.1 p'Ji'1~ ',J, 'i'1T'i'1 '.1:::1 i'11',)i'11',) '11'., Nl',)l1C 'NI',) 11'J'N:::I

"

~.,

J. Sanhedrin 28a
R. Akiba (110-135) adds: one who reads the outside books such

as the books of Ben Sira and the books of Ben La'aga. 370 But he
who reads the books of Homer371 and all other books that were
written from then on,3 72 is considered like one who is reading a
secular document, for it is written: Andfurthermore, my son, beware
C?lmaking many books. and much study of them is a weariness o/flesh
(Eccl. 12: 12). Hence, casual reading is permissible but intensive

study is forbidden. 373

§70 :i' 1"'i1JC

I')c":::I' C'J'I',) "~C:::I NJ11 ."~' C'J,~'ni1 C"~C:::I N"i'i'1I')N 'I',)'N N:::I'i' 11 ':::I,

37' •• "'i"I',)~ "CN '1',).1 N"C 1:::1 '~C:::I 'I',)N

Sanhedrin 100b
R. Akiba (110-135) adds: one who reads the outside books etc. A

Tanna taught: This means the books of the heretics. R. Joseph (290
320) said: It is also forbidden to read the book of Ben Sira 374 ...

* * *

§68 bans the "reading" of outside books. Scholars disagree con
cerning the meaning of N"i' in our passage. Krochmal, 375 Ginz
berg, 376 Bloch,3 77 and Haran 378 define N"'i' as a technical term
denoting the reading of a liturgical text in the Synagogue or an
instructional text in the schools. Thus, one forfeits his share in the
world to come if he reads from or expounds an outside book in
public. The purpose of the ban was to maintain the integrity of
Scripture by differentiating it from uninspired literature; the two
were not to be treated alike. According to this view, R. Akiba did
not ban the private reading of outside books. Other scholars

3
79 take

N"i' in its more general sense and extend R. Akiba's ban to the

private reading of outside books as well.
One's rendering of N"i' in §68 depends upon one's definition of

"outside books." The Jerusalem (§69) and Babylonian (§ 70)
Talmuds disagree concerning the meaning of c'J'~'ni'1 C·"~C. §69
indicates that R. Akiba banned apocryphal books; §70 indicates
that he banned heretical or Christian literature. Those scholars who
consider §69 more accurate, render N"i' in §68 in its technical and
exclusive sense. They claim that it is unlikely that R. Akiba would
have banned the private reading of apocryphal literature, especially
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however, dismisses §71 as textually corrupt for "if the 'taking into
the house' of any other book than the Bible 'brings confusion,' it

is absurd to say that non-Biblical books were given for 'reading
and not for serious study"; books that one is not to take into the
house were certainly not given for reading."386 More difficult is

the obvious contradiction between §§69 and 71 concerning the
status of the apocryphal books. §69 bans their being read even
casually; only the Homeric epics and similar books may be read
"like one who is reading a secular document." §71, on the other
hand, clearly tolerates the casual reading of the apocryphal books. 387

On the basis of a Genizah fragment containing §69. 388 Ginzberg

suggested that the original reading in §§69 and 71 was 1.Jl'1.J P'~~~
1.Jl'1.J ~~,~,~, i.e. Scripture alone was given for meditation 389 and

serious study. The last phrase, then, explains that one may not read
the apocryphal books because only biblical books were given for
serious study. Lieberman, 390 claiming that the reading found in
the Genizah fragment is a scribal error, rejects Ginzberg's solution.
Lieberman correctly argues that the readings found in the editions.

are established beyond doubt. But by rejecting Ginzberg's emenda
tions, Lieberman is left with an enigmatic and self-contradictory
§71, and an obvious contradiction between §§69 and 71. The per
plexity of the latter contradiction is heightened by the fact that the
lwo passages are clearly related: one was derived from the other

or both were derived from a third source.
Two possible solutions, the second being a variation of the first.

come to mind. 391

in the light of the many citations from an apocryphal work-the

book of Ben Sira-found in the Talmud. Ginzberg adds that R.
Akiba could not have intended a ban on the private reading of
apocryphal literature. for he himself made frequent use of the book
of Ben Sira. 380 In fact, Akiba never cites Ben Sira. The very few

instances of similarity in thought between the two are evidence
only of Ben Sira's well known influence on ethical sayings circulating
in Palestine. 381 They no more prove that R. Akiba read Ben Sira,

than a child's citing "God helps them that help themselves" proves
he has read Poor Richard's Almanac. But if not R. Akiba. other
rabbis certainly were reading and citing Ben Sira as Scripture;382
the ban was promulgated in order to deny Ben Sira and similar
writings biblical status.

Those scholars who feel §70 offers a more accurate definition of

outside books, take Ni'i' in its general and inclusive sense, for
heretical literature ought not be read publicly or privately. An
exception to the above dichotomy is Joshua Bloch, who suggests
that Akiba's ban was against the liturgical and instructional use of
Christian literature; private reading of such literature was toler

ated. 383

A passage from a late midrashic text, 384 whose source was ap

parently §69, implies that Ni'i' in §68 is to be understood in its
wider sense, i.e. even the private reading of outside books is banned.

§7l :J'::J'~:Ji1'1~~'i'

,C'itiC ''"~~ i1'1" '1'1':J 1'1'1:::l C'J~~~ ~~!V ,~~,~~ .i~m 'J:J ~~~~ i1'1'"

,iW:J 1'1~'~' ~:Ji~ ~~~, .N~~1'11:J itlC' Ni'C 1:::l itiC r~~ ,'1'1':J:J C'J~~ N1~ ;;~,~~

.1.J1'1'J i'Z':J 1'1~,~,~ N~' 1.J1'1'J'A~1'1'~~~

Koheleth Rabbah 12: 12
Andfurthermore (mehemah) , my son, be admonished (Eccl. 12: 12):

[Read the word as] mehumah (confusion), because whoever brings
into his house more than the twenty-four books [of the Bible] in
troduces confusion into his house, as, e.g., the book of Ben Sira and
the book of Ben Tagla. And much study is a weariness of the flesh:
They were given for discussion 385 and not for intensive study.

* * *

Solution A:
§71

Ni'C 1:J itiC r~~ ...
. N~m P itlC'

i'Z':J 1'1~'~' ~:Ji~ ~~~,

i!V:J 1'1~,~,~ N~' ,J1'1'J 1'1,m~

§69

Ni'C P 'itiC 1'~~ ...

N~~~ 1:J 'itlC'

C'itlC~ ~~, Ci'~~ 'itiC ~:JN

1~'~' 1~~ ':Jn~J!V

1'1i~'N:J Ni'i'~ 1~:J Ni'i'~

"~, 'J:J ~~~~ in", N~~O 'N~

,J1'1'J N~ ~~,~,~ 1.J1'1'J 1"~~~

According to §71, one may not bring any extra-biblical literature
into his home. Thus, priva te reading comes under the ban. Ginzberg,

) ,
rJ

In both passages, the last phrase explains why one is permitted to

read the Homeric epics. One is not at liberty to read many books
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whose study is a weariness of flesh; books, however, whose study
is not a weariness of flesh-such as secular literature-may be

read. A pious redactor of Koheleth Rabbah (from which §71 is
drawn), perhaps inadvertently but more likely quite consciously,
omitted the dispensation which would allow Jews to familiarize
themselves with pagan mythology. After the objectionable phase
was excised, what remained was simply spliced together, and has
so been preserved in our editions. Thus, in its original form, §71
was entirely consistent and in no way contradicted §69.

Solution B:

In both passages, the last phrase explains why the two apocryphal
books may not be read. 3 92 Only biblical books, i.e. books whose
study is a weariness of flesh, may be committed to writing (m~
C""~C) and then read. Apocryphal books may be recited (r"~iT"

Ul"1"J)393 or discussed but may not be committed to writing (.,iTTiT

C""~C mq;:l7) and, hence, may not be read. §71 is entirely consistent
in that one may not take a copy of Ben Sira into his home, but he is
permitted to recite it. §69 is probably the source of §71, adding that
the Homeric epics have the status of secular documents which, of
course, are committed to writing and, hence, may be read. §71, then,

.is an abridged form of §69, perhaps for the reason suggested in
solution A. Even in its present form, §71 is consistent and in no
way contradicts §69.

According to solutions A and B, the ban applies even to the casual
reading of apocryphal books. Solution A has simplicity in its favor.
Solution B has the following in its favor: a) it makes the present
form of §71 intelligible, whereas according to solution A its present
form is meaningless, and b) it affords a more reasonable explanation
of Ul"1"J in the last phrase of both passages. Lieberman 394 takes
'Jl"1"J r"~iT" of §69 as referring to the Homeric epics, just as we have
in the first of the two solutions offered here. It seems unlikely,
however, that Ul"1"J would be used in conjunction with the Homeric
epics. They were hardly "given" by either God or the rabbis.
Ul"1"J in §§69 and 71 echoes the phraseology of Ecclesiastes 12: 11
(inN iT:l7.,r.l um ... C"r.l~n ".,::Ji) , the verse which immediately pre
cedes the verse discussed in our passages. The apocryphal books
are words of the wise (c"r.l~n ".,::Ji) which were given (,JT1J) to be

recited but not read. The Homeric epics are secular documents; it
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is unlikely that the rabbis would classify them as "given" (Ul"1"J).

In summary, the passages discussed here395 seem to indicate that
N."p in §68 refers to public and private reading. It is noteworthy
that no halakhic authority has taken N."p in §68 to refer only to
public reading. 396 R. Akiba banned the public and private reading
of outside books. 3 9 7

The term C"J,~"niT C""~C is a hapax legomenon, occurring nowhere
else in the Talmud. 3 98 It occurs several times in late midrashic
texts, such as in §5 and Bemidbar Rabbah 15: 22, but they shed little
light on the meaning of the term. G. F. Moore 399 related C""~C

C"J,~"niT to C"J,~'niT ,"i in M. Megillah 4: 8, and rendered the former
"books ofheretics. " Thisdefinition is supported by §70. Ginzberg40 ()

has adduced evidence that the M. Megillah citation is to be read
r~"niT ,.,i and rendered "outside the exact regulation of the law."
According to Ginzberg, C"J'~"niT in C"J,~"niT C""~C is adjectival
rather than nominal (to be rendered "outside books" rather than
"books of the outsiders"); the phrase denotes apocryphal books
and not heretical books. Ginzberg adduces §69 in support of his
view; Ben Sira is apocryphal, and not heretical, literature. He adds
that if the term C"J'~"niT C""~C referred to heretical books (i.e.
books of the heretics), as suggested by §70, the correct Hebrew
form would have been C"J'Tn(iT) ""~c, as in C"J"r.l(iT) ""~c and
C"r.lC'p(iT) '''~c.

Moore40
1 concluded that R. Akiba's ban was intended as an

unqualified repudiation of Christian literature, which in some
circles was proving to be dangerously attractive. Ginzberg402 con
sidered the ban a response to the ever increasing popularity of the
apocryphal books. Bloch403 concurred with Moore. with this
qualification: The ban was against the reading of Christian writings
in the Synagogue or in the schools, and not against their being read
in private. Others404 suggest that R. Akiba had the apocalyptic
and pseudepigraphical writings in mind.

R. Akiba's ban probably embraced all of the extra-biblical litera
ture, whether heretical, apocryphal, pseudepigraphical, or apocalyp
tic in nature. Evidence from Qumran suggests that the lines dis
tinguishing these types of literature must now be drawn thin.
Apocryphal books such as Ben Sira were banned (even private
reading) because it was precisely in sectarian and heretical circles
that such books were venerated. §§69 and 70 are not entirely con-
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tradictory. The ban was issued against sectarian or heretical litera
ture. The Jerusalem Talmud (§69) accurately cites Ben Sira as
representative of sectarian literature. Fragments of a Ben Sira
scroll have been discovered in Cave II at Qumran; 405 verses from
Ben Sira have been identified in some of the published materials
from Qumran. 40 b The Babylonian Talmud (§ 70), while familiar
with the general intent of the ban, could no longer explain why
Ben Sira came under the ban. It was clearly not heretical. The
sectarians who had venerated the book had long ceased to exist
and were probably unknown to the Babylonian Amoraim. 407

In Judaeo-Christian circles, apocryphal literature formed an
inspired literary continuum between the two Testaments. Rabbinic
Judaism, however, recognized that prophecy had ceased prior to
the Maccabean period. 408 The rabbis could not accept the apocry
phal !;:looks as inspired literature, nor did they have any ulterior
motive for doing so. The ban, then, was intended against all litera
ture with biblical pretensions. Secular literature, such as the Homeric
epics, and historio-Iegalliterature, such as Megillath Taanith, were
tolerated because they presented no threat to the received biblical
canon.

Several centuries later, when the biblical canon was irrevocably
fixed and when Jewish sectarians no longer posed a threat with
regard to the number of biblical books, the ban was relaxed,409
and Ben Sira was read and cited as an uninspired canonical text.

If C'J'~'n;, C"t1C, as suggested here, refer to extra-biblical litera
ture, 410 a terminus ad quem for a closing of the biblical canon
circa 120 C.E. 411_is established. Extra-biblical books imply the
existence of a closed biblical canon. But in view of the uncertainties
with regard to the meaning of N"P and C'J,~'n;, C"t1C in §68, it
would be hazardous to draw from it any definite conclusions
bearing on the history of the biblical canon.

F. STATUS OF THE BOOK OF BEN SIRA.

The following passages bear directly on the status of the book of
Ben Sira in talmudic literature. They are presented in the probable
chronological order of their formulation.

./
I
/,
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I
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§72 ,,'::J C'.,' NI'1t1C'1'1

C',t1C !;J:l, N"C 1:J lI",t1C .C'''';' I'1N I'1'N~tm p'N P'~;' "t1C, mC'J,'!;J"jI

.C'''';' I'1N T'N~t:l~ P'N '''l!;J'N' IN:l~ ':JI'1:lJW

Tosefta Yadayim 2: 13
The Gospels4 12 and heretical books do not defile the hands. The

books 41 J of Ben Sira and all other books written from then on,414

do not defile the hands.

§69415 28a T".,;'JC '~!;J1Ii1"

P "t1C, N"C P "t1C l'l":l C'J,~'n;, C"t1C:J N"P;' ~N '~'N N:J'P>1 "

1'1''''N:J N"P:ll;':J N"P;' 1!;J';"p~ ':JI'1:lJIV C"t1C !;J:l, c"~;, "t1C !;J:JN N'->1!;J

.'JI'1'J N!;J ;'>1,,,'!;J 'JI'1'J p',,;,!;J ',,,, ';''1'';' 'J:J ;,~;,~ '1'1'" N~>1t:l 'N~

J. Sanhedrin 28a
R. Akiba (110-135) adds: one who reads the outside books such

as the books of Ben Sira and the books of Ben La'aga. But he who
reads the books of Homer and all other books that were written
from then on, is considered like one who is reading a secular docu
ment, for it is written: Andfurthermore, my son, beware of makin[!
many books. and much study of them is a weariness of flesh (Eccl.
12: 12). Hence casual reading is permissible but intensive study is
forbidden.

§70 :p T'"mc

:J' .C'J'~ "t1C:J NJI'1 -',:l, C'J,~'n;, C"tlC:J N"P;' ~N '~'N N:J'p>1 ':J,

C'IV~ N~'!;J'N N~>1t:l'N~ '':IN !;J"N m,"p'~!;J "CN '~J N"C P ,tlC:J '~N ~C"

'!;J~ N!;JN N!;J:Jn, ;":lW~ !;J'T'!;J N!;J., ;"J"'N~ NJ.,!;J'" 1Ii1t:lJ'!"1 N!;J 1I7;":J :Jl"':l.,

l'1'nIVI'1 N!;J :J1'1:l '~J NI'1""N:J ,;"t:lIVtl~ 'N ,C'~""1'1'1'1'1 ;":J !;J':l'N1 N'U:J ;"1'1'

N!;JN1 .;':l,.,:l N!;JIV 1;J,>1:J'!;J N!;J., !;J"~p N>1'N n"N ,NIV'''~ 'N ,;'~>1 I'1N

N~IV ;'1'1,Jt:lP:J ;,!;J'!;J:J ltv" N!;J n.,ntl~ N1IV I'1J'~t:l~ ;'':IN!;J 1'1:J :J'I'1:l., C1W~

C'J:J il!;J ,'n' N!;J N~IV I'1Ntv'J NIVJ'1'1 N!;J N~IV ;"":J ;'JTl'1 N~IV ;'l'11,>1J:J ;'l'1tll'1l'1

N!;J:J' C":lT N!;J:J c!;J,>1!;J 'IVtlN 'N ;"'~N'~Jp:J' N;' ,C'tlIV:l ;'IV>11'1 N~IV ;'J'pm

!;J'>11'1 N!;J :J'I'1:l., C'IV~ N!;JN ,1'1':JpJ "J:JIV ,~!;J ,!;J '1N C":lT "J:JIV'~ "WN 1'1':JpJ

llR ,;'Jntv' tv'N :J!;J:J ;'''N'' ;"~N ;,~!;JIV N;' ,N"1" !;Jt:lP 1":J'" ":J'" 1:J!;J:J N".,

C'IV~ N!;JN1 .C"nN!;J 'ZO;'Jn'tv' '~N ,m '1'1>1"~419mn'tv' '~N .,n 'CN '" '~N "

N'JI'1" ;"~N '~J ':J, N;" ,11'1':J !;IN N-:JI'1!;J:l;' N!;J, 11'1':J l'l'1~ C':J, >1J~ :J'I'1:l.,

N!;JN .>1>l1'I'1;,!;J C'>1' tv'N '~NJIV'I'1':J l'l'1:J C'>1, C.,N ;':J" N!;J c!;J,>1!;J '~'N ':J'

!;J':l'N 'N~:J '~N 'n~ N!;J ;"C:l:J ntlJ' lC:lC lP":J>1l~t:l"PlP.,!;JT 121 :J'I'1:l" C'IV~

.;,'!;J '!;J:l' N!;J N~!;J>1'!;J':l "Jp''':J Nm:J>1~ ;,'!;J I'1'N., lN~ ;"J'~ :JC N~n!;J N~n!;J

I
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Sanhedrin 100b
R. Akiba (110-135) adds: One who reads the outside books, etc. A

Tanna taught: This means the books of the heretics. R. Joseph
(290-320) said: It is also forbidden to read the book of Ben Sira. 416

Abaye (320-350) asked him: Why so? Shall we say because it is
written therein :417 "Do not strip the skin [of a fish] from its ear,
lest you spoil it, but roast it [all, the fish with the skin] in the fire,
and eat it with two twisted loaves"? Now if you take it in its plain
sense, the Torah also states (Deut. 20: 19): You must not destroy its
trees. If you take it allegorically, it teaches proper conduct, that one
should not cohabit unnaturally. If you take exception to the passage
(Ben Sira 42: 1l~14):422 "A daughter is a vain treasure to her
father. Through anxiety on her account, he cannot sleep at night
when a minor, lest she be seduced; in adolescence, lest she play the
harlot; as an adult, lest she does not marry; if she marries, lest she
bear no children; if she grows old, lest she engage in witchcraft,"
the Rabbis have said the same: The world cannot exist without
males and females; [still,] happy is he whose children are males,
and woe to him whose children are females. If you take exception
to the passage (Ben Sira 30:29-30): "Let not anxiety enter your
heart, for it has slain many a person," Solomon has said the same
(Prov. 12: 25): Anxiety in a man's heart weighs him down. 418
R. Ammi (290-320) and R. Assi (290~320) disagreed: one rendered
it "let him remove it419 from his mind"; the other rendered it "let
him relate it420 to others." If you take exception to the passage
(Ben Sira II :36): "Keep the multitude away from your house, and
do not bring everyone into your home," Rabbi [Judah] (170-200)
said the same. For it has been taught, Rabbi said: One should never
have a multitude of friends in his house, for it is written (Prov. 18: 24):
A man with friends brings evil upon himself. The reason [why the
book of Ben Sira may not be read], then, is because it is stated there
in :421 A thin-bearded man is very wise; a thick-bearded one is a
fool. He who blows at the top of his cup is not thirsty; he who says,
what shall I eat with my bread?-take the bread away from him.
He whose beard is parted is invincible.

§57 423(" ::1l"l:l 'tl ~17) :p 1'1'i1JO

Nl"l"~17lJ '~'lJ ~:l N1'0 1::1' N1tl'0 Ni1~ p::11 ,m, ::1:1 ~17 ~N ~O" ::11 1lJN

424i1lZ1N .1l"\Jl"l C'i1~N N1' p'n::1 i1::1,t1 :1Jl"llJ i1::1,t1 :1lZ1N .1i1~ p'lZI1' i1'::1 l"l'N'

'1lZ1N i1tl' 42:':1lZ1N .'l"l171~lJ Ntl1l"l'1 'l"l'::1lJ i1J1t'1:1' i1'l'\Jpl"l 'NlJ ,i1~17::1~ l"l171~ i1171

427t1l"l ~N .i1l"\1'~lJ::1 ':l~l"l 1tl 1n l"llZlNlJ 1'J'17 426C~17i1 .c'~tl:l "lJ' 1tlOlJ i1~17::1
C'lJ'~:l711l"\n1l11i1C'::11 i1'tl' i1lZ1N 1N1l"l::1 428':l .1:l1l111" ,lJ17 1'OlJ~ i1~17::1 ~~N
4301'17::1lJ T'l~'J:l .i'11117 1::1'~ C'~':11lJi1 ~:l" '17~tl "i1 429C'::11 .i1':1'1i1 ~:l
N71 1l"l'::1 1'l"llJ C'::11 43217JlJ .i1lJ1lJ C'N~lJ Ci1'l"l::1 1:l ~'17 N~lJ 431::1'~:l:l .l"l~m
434l"l::1:l'lZIlJ .~~NlJ ,nN~ 1110 i1~:1 1lJ'~lZI 'lZI1" "i1' 433C'::11 .1l"l'::1 N'::1l'\ ~:li1
1nlJ~ 436NlJlZI ,C" ,~, i1lJ 17,l"l N~ ':l 1nlJ l"l1~ 43-'1~l"l ~N •Ttl 'nl"ltl 1'lJlV 1P'n

~N 1lJ,N N1'0 1::1 C'171 'J17 'lJ' ~:l .'~lZI ,J'N1t' C7117 ~17 1170~lJ N~lJJ' 1JJ'N

,lJ1:l 1tl17lJ' 1:1:1~ C':1:1 1tllJlJ /'lJ1:l C'1i1 C'1lJ::1' ,:1:1 C':1:1 ~tl1t'::1 437 ,l"l'~'~
.C'lJ1:l~

Sanhedrin 100b (manuscript reading)423
R. Joseph (290-320) said: Even though the rabbis withdrew the

book of Ben Sira, we expound all the good passages contained in it.
For example (Ben Sira 26: 3) : A good woman is a precious gift, who
shall be given to a God-fearing man. An evil woman

424
is a plague

to her husband. How shall he mend matters? Let him divorce her;
so he shall be healed from his plague. Happy is the man

4
25 whose

wife is beautiful; the number of his days is doubled. Avert your
eyes426 from a charming woman, lest you be caught in her snare.
Do not seek427 the society of her husband in order to drink wine
with him. For many428 have been slain by the countenance of a
beautiful woman, and numerous are those slain by her. Many429
are the wounds of itinerant peddlers who seduce to adultery. As
the spark430 that kindles the ember ... as a cage

43
I is full of

birds, so are their houses full of deceit. Keep432 the multitude away
from your house, and do not bring everyone into your home.
Though many433 inquire after your well-being, reveal your secret
to one in a thousand. Guard434 the doors of your mouth from her
who lies in your bosom. Do not fret43 5 over tomorrow's trouble,
for you do not know what a day may bring forth. For tomorrow

43
6

he may be no more, and thus he is grieving over a world that is not his.
All the days of the poor are bad (Proverbs 15: 15). Ben Sira said:

His nights toO. 437 His roof is among the lowest roofs, and his vine
yard is on the highest mountain. The rain of the other roofs drains
onto his, while the earth from his vineyard is carried to other vine-

yards.

§71 438 ::1':::1' i1::11 l"l~i1'P

C'1tlO , ":llJ 1l"l" 'l"l'::1 1'l"l::1 O'J:llJi1 ~:llZl ,i1lJ,i1lJ .1i1Ti1 'J::1 i1lJ:1lJ 1l"l''1
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1"117':1' i1:1,i1 :li1~' .N~:l1"I 1:1 'CO, N"O 1:1 'CO 11:1~ '1"1':1:1 O'J~/J N1i1 i17J1i1/J

.1JI"I'J '1Z':1 1"117':I'~ N~' 'JI"I,'J 1"I':li1~ ,'1Z':1
Koheleth Rabbah 12: 12

Andfurthermore (mehemah) , my son, be admonished (Eccl. 12: 12):
[Read the word as] mehumah (confusion), because whoever brings
into his house more than the twenty-four books [of the Bible] intro
duces confusion into his house, as e.g., the book of Ben Sira and the
book of Ben Tagla. And much study is a weariness of the flesh: They
were given for discussion and not for intensive study.

* * *
No less important for an evaluation of the status of the book of

Ben Sira in talmudic literature are the many verses from the book
cited in the Talmud and Midrash. M. H. Segal has assembled most
of the passages;43'l there is no need to repeat them here. The for
mulae used to introduce the verses, and the manner in which they
are expounded, are indicative of the rabbinic attitude toward
the book of Ben Sira. Occasionally, verses or half-verses are intro
duced as tannaitic sayings or as popular proverbs, with not even a
hint that they originate with Ben Sira. A representative selection of
introductory formulae to the Ben Sira citations in talmudic and
midrashic literature, arranged in probable chronological order,440
follows:

I. 441 ... :1'I"I~ N"O 1:1' N'C'O:1 [no1Z' 1:1 1117/J1Z'1 jT'~ ,/IN

[Simeon b. Shetah] (1st century B.C.) answered him: It is written
in the book of Ben Sira ...

2.
442

'/J'N i1J:1' lZ"N OO"~ ':1,

R. Levitas of Jamnia (110-135) said .

3.
443

.. ·1i1 '~N ,11"1~:1'0 1"117'i1 rN jT17:1'N " .p:1' ,JI"I

Our rabbis taught ... Four types of people are unbearable ...

4.
444

... N'JI"I'~~
As it was taught ...

5.
445

...N"O 1:1 'CO:1 :1'I"I~ 'T17~N '''N

R. Eleazar (250-290) said: It is written in the book of Ben Sira ...
6.

446
... i1,'0 ,:1 C1Z':1 'T17~ ':1,

R. Eleazar said in the name of Bar Sirah ...
7.

447
...N"O 1:1 'CO:1 :1'I"I~ ...:11'17' ,:1 NnN :1, ,/IN,

R. Aha b. Jacob (300-330) said ... It is written in the book of
Ben Sira ...

1\\
.,
'.

8.448

W~'1Z'/J' C'N':1J:1 ',J1Z' i1"I"1:1 :1'I"I~ ilT ,:1, IN:1,~l i1'~ [',/J ,:1 i1:1,1 ,/IN

... :1'I"I~' C':1'I"I~:1 1Z'~'1Z'/J' " .NI"I"':1:1 NJ'JI"I' p"'JI"I/J:1 1JI"I' C':1'/"I~:1

Rabbah b. Man (320-350) told Raba (320-350): This matter is
written in the Torah, repeated in the Prophets, and repeated a
third time in the Hagiographa, and was taught in the Mishnah,
and was taught in a Baraitha and repeated a third time in the
Hagiographa, as it is written .
9. 449 ... ,/IN N"O ,:1

Bar Sira said ...
10.450 ... N"O 1:1 ,/IN

Ben Sira said ...
11. 451 ... N"O 1:1 'CO:1 :1'I"I~'~

As it is written in the book of Ben Sira .
12. 452 N"O 1:1 '/IN N~I"I/J

Ben Sira said a parable ...

* * *

Scholars have long been perplexed by the apparent ambivalence
of the rabbinic attitude toward the book of Ben Sira. §72 was under
stood by scholars as indicating that the book of Ben Sira was un
canonical. §§69-71 ban the reading of the book of Ben Sira and its
being brought into the home. In contrast, the many Ben Sira cita
tions in the Talmud and their introductory formulae, indicate
that the book of Ben Sira was sometimes expounded much like
any other biblical book.

Hai Gaon (d. 1038), while not addressing himself directly to the
problem at hand, explains that the. rabbis cite the book of Ben Sira
not as Scripture, but as support from secular literature. 453 Hai
observes that elsewhere, 454 the rabbis expound secular documents
in a similar m(;lnner. Even when the Ben Sira citation is prefaced
by C':1'I"I~:1 1Z'~'1Z'/J "(and) repeated a third time in the Hagiographa
(lit.: Writings)," Hai explains that the reference is to secular "writ
ings" and not to the Hagiographa. 455 Thus, according to Hai. the
book of Ben Sira is never cited as Scripture in rabbinic literature.
We do not know how Hai would have reconciled the obvious
rabbinic familiarity with the book of Ben Sira (however secular)
with the ban against its being read (§69). Hai's attempt to relate
the rabbinic expounding of the book of Ben Sira to the rabbinic
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exposition of legal documents, and his explanation of t"'t'~

C'J'l'1:lJ, are forced;4 56 they serve to highlight the problem rather
than solve it.

Solomon Schechter published an excerpt from an anonymous
commentary on Sanhedrin, found in the Cairo Genizah, containing
the first attested attempt to reconcile the contradictory views of
the rabbis with regard to the book of Ben Sira. 457 The excerpt is a
comment on Sanhedrin 100b (§ 70) and explains that the book of
Ben Sira (K"'C p .,cc) is not to be confused with the Proverbs of
Ben Sira (K"'C 1J "t'~); the reading of the former is prohibited,
whereas the reading of the latter is beneficial and permitted. That
this was certainly not the case is clear from the citations which begin
J'l'1:l K."C pi K"C'CJ ,K."C 1:J "CCJ J'l'1:l etc., and from §57, where
it is stated that the better portions of the book of Ben Sira (K"C'C
K."C 1Ji) are expounded. Schechter suggests that the author of the
Genizah fragment was probably referring to the medieval work,
Alphabet of Ben Sira (K"'C pi Kl'1'JKC'K).4 58 This he called .,CC
K."C p, and warned his readers not to confuse it with Ben Sira's
authentic proverbs, which he called K."C 1:J "t'~. 459 The author
of the fragment, somewhat anachronistically, assumed that §70
was referring to the Alphabet of Ben Sira.

In the fourteenth century, Yom Tov b. Abraham Ishbili sug
gested that the rabbis (in §70) banned the regular (lo7Jp) study of
the book of Ben Sira.460 Its occasional ('K.,lo7) study was recom
mended. A similar distinction was posited by Azariah de Rossi
(d. 1587), who marshalled evidence from the Midrash in support
of Ishbili's view. 46 I

In 1798, Judah Loeb Ben Ze'ev published a Hebrew translation
of the book of Ben Sira, 462 and prefaced it with a study of the status
of Ben Sira in talmudic literature. 46 3 Ben Ze'ev was the first to
point out that R. Joseph's ban (§70) was not against the extant
versions of the book of Ben Sira, but was against a maverick text
of Ben Sira which incorporated much questionable materiaL Ben
Ze'ev concluded that the rabbis had no scruples concerning the
textus receptus of Ben Sira. He overlooked §§69 and 71. 464

N. Krochmal465 and Z. H. Chajes,466 who did not overlook
§§69 and 71, suggest that the Babylonian rabbis disagreed with the
Palestinian authorities with regard to the status of the book of Ben
Sira. 1hey note ~hat the Babylonian Talmud expounds verses from

•

the book of Ben Sira using the same introductory formulae usually
reserved for Scripture (J'l'1:li ,"~KJt'). The formulae need not
necessarily mention the title of the book cited. The Jerusalem
Talmud, however, when citing the book of Ben Sira, always mentions
the title of the book. This indicates that in Palestine the book was
not ordinarily expounded, and when cited, it was cited as a secular
reference or as a popular proverb, without any pretension of being
bi blically authoritative. 46 7 Krochmal explains that the ban in §69
refers to the reading ofaliturgical text in the Synagogue or an instruc
tional text in the schools. Thus, the private reading of Ben Sira was
permitted. Krochmal adds that R. Joseph (§70) banned the public
(and not private) reading of the book of Ben Sira, but not for the
same reason as R. Akiba in §§68 and 69, R. Akiba's ban was directed
against sectarian groups who considered the book of Ben Sira-and
other outside books-part of the biblical canon. 468 R. Joseph.
unfamiliar with the sectarians, assumed that the ban was 'prom
ulgated in response to a faulty Aramaic recension or the book of
Ben Sira, replete with inanities. And even concerning that recension,
R. Joseph permitted the expounding of its better parts

S. J. Rappoport adduced the use of m in §57 as proof that the
book of Ben Sira was relegated to the Apocrypha. 469 It is implied,
then, that prior to its being relegated to the Apocrypha, the book of
Ben Sira was included in the biblical canon. Solomon Schechter47 0
and David Hoffmann471 also noted that §57 may indicate that Ben
Sira was once included in the biblical canon. But we have seen
earlier that u:. is used with books which clearly were never included
in the biblical canon (see §§58 and 59), Thus, the use of m in con
junction with the book of Ben Sira cannot be considered incon
trovertible proof of its biblical canonicity.

Haran has provided the most recent treatment of the status of the
book of Ben Sira in talmudic literature. 4 72 With KrochmaL
he assumes that §69 bans the liturgical reading of Ben Sira; private
reading was permitted. But Haran explains that in talmudic times,
it was customary to read all Hebrew books with cantillation. When
the ban on the liturgical reading of Ben Sira was promulgated, the
private reading of Ben Sira was, in effect, also banned, for it was
not customary to read a Hebrew book without its cantillation.
Haran adds that in tannaitic times, the rabbis considered Ben Sira
a book of ethical maxims with no special sanctity. Among the popu-
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lace, however, there were many who venerated the book of Ben Sira
and accorded it biblical status; the ban (§69) was issued in order to
counteract their misdirected veneration. Only in amoraic times was
Ben Sira accorded semi-biblical47 3 status by the rabbis themselves.
Haran concludes that the closing of the canon was a long and
gradual process, with the people (rather than the rabbis) deciding
which books were to be included in the biblical canon. 474 The
process is exemplified by the book of Ben Sira, which was popular
among the masses and was slowly gaining biblical status. In the end,
R. Akiba's ban prevailed against the masses, and by the end of the
Gaonic period the book of Ben Sira ceased to circulate.

In section E, we have indicated that R. Akiba (§§68 and 69)

banned both the public and private reading of outside books. R.
Akiba's ban was directed against sectarian and heretical literature.
The book of Ben Sira was venerated in sectarian circles475 and
therefore came under the ban. This was the case, despite the fact
that the Pharisees had also venerated the book of Ben Sira to some
extent. We cannot agree with Haran that it was only in the amoraic
period that Ben Sira was accorded semi-biblical status by the rabbis.
The book of Ben Sira is cited as Scripture by Simeon b. Shetah (first
century B.C.), in a passage of tannaitic origin (and not of amoraic
origin, as Haran would have it).476 Elisha b. Abuyah (110-135),
R. Levitas of Jamnia (110-135), and several anonymous tannaitic
passages incorporate verses from Ben Sira. These citations indicate
that Ben Sira was accorded semi-biblical status in the tannaitic
period. .

It would appear that the book of Ben Sira belonged to the category
of uninspired canonical literature. §72 asserts that the book of Ben
Sira does not defile the hands. In effect, this indicates that it was
considered uninspired literature. 477 Nowhere in rabbinic literature
do we find anyone disputing this point; it is never stated that the
book of Ben Sira defiles the hands. This was because the rabbis were
convinced that the book of Ben Sira, which includes an eulogy of the
High Priest Simon II, was authored after the cessation of prophecy
or divine inspiration. 478 Thus we may state unequivocally that the
book of Ben Sira never attained, nor could it attain, biblical status
(i.e. inclusion among the inspired canonical books) in talmudic
literature. 479 The numerous recensions of the Hebrew text found in

the Cairo Genizah,480 at Qumran,481 and at Masada,482 and the
many variant readings of the same verse, as preserved in rabbinic
literature,483 indicate that the text of Ben Sira was not stabilized.
This is a further indication that the book never attained biblical
status; the texts of all biblical books were stabilized. 484 The tal
mudic passages which cite or expound verses from Ben Sira suggest
that it was in the same class of literature as was Megillath Taanith.
i.e. the uninspired canonical literature. The mere fact that the rabbis
had to deny its biblical canonicity, indicates that it was probably
an uninspired canonical book. Only canonical books were likely
to be mistaken for biblical books.

When sectarian groups began treating the outside books (including
the book of Ben Sira) and Scripture alike, R. Akiba issued a ban
which embraced all uninspired literature with Scriptural pretensions,
including the book of Ben Sira. R. Joseph (§70), who was probably
familiar with the tradition preserved in §69, could not explain why
Ben Sira was banned. The sectarians who had venerated the book
no longer posed a serious threat and were unknown to R. Joseph.
From §§57 and 70 it is evident that R. Joseph had chanced upon a
peculiar Ben Sira scroll, one which contained some Aramaic pro
verbs (and some Hebrew proverbs) not included in any other version
of Ben Sira. R. Joseph concluded that the book of Ben Sira still
came under the ban, but that its more acceptable proverbs were to
be expounded.

If R. Akiba banned the private reading of Ben Sira, why were the
amoraic rabbis citing it as Scripture? Several possible solutions
present themselves, anyone of which would account for the citations
from Ben Sira in the amoraic period :48 5
1. R. Akiba's ban was a private opinion, not accepted as authorita
tive by the majority of rabbis. Note that the anonymous author of
M. Sanhedrin 11 :1 need not necessarily agree with Akiba. Even if
Akiba's authority was decisive with regard to all other outside books,
it is possible that the rabbis excluded the book of Ben Sira-which
had already attained uninspired canonical status-from the general
ban.
2. The ban was enforced only during Akiba's lifetime. An examina

. tion of all dateable citations from Ben Sira in talmudic literature
indicates that they are either pre-Akiba or post-Akiba. Before
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Akiba there was no ban. After Akiba, the various sectarian groups
within Judaism were polarized to a point where normative Judaism
was no longer endangered by sectarian canons.
3. Assuming that Akiba's ban was enforced during the amoraic
period, we may follow the suggestion of Yom Tov Ishbili and
Azariah de Rossi that the ban was against the intensive study of
Ben Sira. Occasional reading and citation were permitted.
4. The amoraic rabbis who cited Ben Sira, cited it from memory,
perhaps from rabbinic traditions formulated before Akiba's ban.
The oral recitation of Ben Sira was permitted; 486 only reading from
a Ben Sira scroll was banned. This may account for the many variant
readings preserved in the Ben Sira passages cited in talmudic
literature.

Judging from the many Palestinian Tannaim and Amoraim who
cite Ben Sira, it would appear that Ben Sira was espe~ially popular
in Palestine. 487 Less popular in Babylon, its text was not guarded
at all, and versions such as the one R. Joseph saw came into being.
Eventually, the combined effect of the bans issued by Akiba and
R. Joseph, and more important, the introduction of the Babylonian
and Jerusalem Talmuds into the academies, led to the neglect,
and finally, to the disappearance of the Hebrew text of Ben Sira
by the end of the Gaonic period. 4

8 8

~, the book of Ben Sira was venerated by the Tannaim
and Amoralm. The rabbis, cognizant of its late authorship, did not
accord it biblical status (i.e. include it among the inspired canonical
books). It was expounded by the Tannaim and Amoraim, which
indicates that it was numbered among the uninspired canonical
books. When sectarian groups included Ben Sira in their biblical
canon, R. Akiba banned the book. When the threat to normative
Judaism subsided, the book of Ben Sira was once again considered
an uninspired canonical book, and was freely expounded, especially
in Palestine. With the introduction of the Talmud into the academ
ies, the study of the book of Ben Sira was neglected, and eventually
ceased entirely.

G, BOOKS DEFILE THE HANDS.

A scholarly consensus equates a book which defiles the hands
(c'j';' r'lN N~~~;' ,cc) with "canonical book." Accordingly, one need

only date the talmudic discussions of C'j';' r'lN "N~~~;' c',cc in
order to determine which books were canonical and when the canon
was closed. The last such discussion, the handbooks assert, took
place at Jamnia in circa 90 of the common era. It was at that
session, then, that the canon was irrevocably fixed. 489

The issues, however, are far more complex than the handbooks
make them out to be. It will be shown below, for example, that
the notion of C'j';' r'lN "N~lm;, C"cc refers to the inspired origin
of the books in question, and not to their canonical status. More
over, early and late talmudic sources, medieval commentators, and
modern scholars disagree concerning almost every 'aspect of the
defilement of the hands (c'j' r'lN~'tl). Any statement offered here
would not do justice to the wide variety of views expressed. 490

The subject is fraught with difficulties; the introductory remarks
that follow are intended only as a bare minimum necessary for any
discussion of books defiling the hands (c'j';' r'lN "N~tl~;' c"CC).

The defilement of the hands describes a state of impurity decreed
by the rabbis, wherein the hands are impure in the second degree
(;'N~'tl~ '.Jlt') even though the rest of the body is considered to be
in a state of purity. 491 One incurs this state of impurity by touching
an object impure in the first degree (;'N~'~~ 'J1lt'N') or by touching
an object which, according to the rabbis, defiles the hands. The
books of Hebrew Scripture are among those objects. 492 The state
of impuri ty is removed by a ritual washing of the hands. If the hands
are not ritually washed, they in tum defile the priestly gifts (terumah)
which they touch. Such priestly gifts may no longer be eaten and
must be burned.

The rabbis issued a series of decrees successively wider in scope
concerning the defilement of the hands. According to the latest
talmudic authorities, the hands are always considered defiled and
must be ritually washed before one touches or eats certain foods.
Lack of dateable evidence and the general obscurity of the talmudic
passages render it impossible to reconstruct with certainty the his
torical development of the regulations concerning the defilement of
the hands. 493 Maimonides (d. 1204) summarized the talmudic
evidence as follows :494

"King Solomon and his court decreed that all hands are impure
in the second degree, even when one is not certain that they were
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ceased. Passages in the apocryphal books clearly indicate that many
Jews in the second century B.C. believed that prophecy had
ceased. ol6 From the Apocrypha, 617 Pseudepigrapha,618 Jose
phus,6 19 and the Talmud 620 it is evident that prophecy and the
writing of inspired literature are correlated. With the cessation
of prophecy, the production of inspired literature also ceased. Thus,
books known to have originated in the second century B.C. or later
could not have been considered inspired.

3. If one accepts Sundberg's view, it follows that a wide religious
literature circulated throughout Jewry as Scripture at the start of the
Christian era. o21 But we have already seen that the Apocrypha,
Philo, Josephus, and Christian sources reflecting Jewish practice
(e.g. the New Testament and church fathers) all attest a very limited
canon of Scripture in most Jewish communities just before and after
the start of the Common Era. 622

4. If, with Sundberg, it was not until late in the first century C.E.

that the Tannaim declared inspiration to have ceased in the fifth
century B.C. (in order to exclude apocryphal, apocalyptic, and other
late writings already part of Holy Scripture), why are not all the
pseudepigraphical writings ascribed to the fifth century B.C. or
earlier still included in Holy Scripture?62 3

The view that prophecy and the production of inspired literature
ceased in the fifth century B.C., now found in parallel passages in
Josephus, IV Ezra, and the Talmud, very likely reflects an ancient
tradition. Accordingly, Ben Sira could never have been considered
an inspired canonical book, but only an uninspired canonical one.

It is possible to maintain, however, that in the third and second
centuries B.C. the notion that Scripture consisted only of inspired
canonical books was inoperative. Perhaps no halakhic distinctions
were made then between inspired and uninspired canonical books;
both were treated alike in all respects. O 24 Scripture may have been a
collection of all the canonical writings, inspired and uninspired,
including Ben Sira. To me, at least, it appears more likely that
Scripture in the third and second centuries B.C. did not differ
substantially from the conception of Holy Scripture reflected by
Josephus, IV Ezra, and the Talmud (i.e. only inspired canonical
books were designated Holy Scripture).625 Unless new evidence is
forthcoming, the matter will remain unsettled. Certain it is only
that by the second century B.C. inspired and uninspired canonical

writings existed side by side, with the Scriptural status of the latter
open to question.

E. THE CLOSING OF THE BIBLICAL CANON.

1. The Extra-Talmudic Evidence.

In chapter I, the Torah and Prophets were shown to have been
considered inspired and canonical by ca. 450 B.C. b 26 Some of the
Hagiographa, sudi as Job and Psalms, were excluded from the
Prophetic canon because they did not properly belong in a religious
history of the Israelite nation. 627 Others, such as Ezra, Nehemiah,
and Chronicles were composed after the Prophetic canon was closed.
Ben Sira (ca. 190 B.C.) was familiar with the books of Job, Psalms,
Ezra, Nehemiah, Chronicles, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes,628 and perhaps
Song of Songs. 629 He probably considered them inspired canonical
books (i.e. part of Holy Scripture), for in his book he does not
distinguish heroes mentioned in the Prophetic canon from those
mentioned in Job and in the Chronicler's works. 630 Ben Sira
may have been familiar with other Hagiographic books as well,o 31
but like Philo and the New Testament, he had no occasion to refer
to them in his work. In an ode to biblical heroes, 632 Ben Sira
does not mention Daniel and Esther (or Mordecai). Here, his
silence seems to indicate that those books were either unknown
to him, or were uncanonical in his day. 633 Sometime after Ben Sira,
perhaps before the rise of the Maccabees, Esther634 and the original
form of Daniel635 were probably added to the "other books,"
i.e. the title by which the Hagiographic books were known in the
second century B.C. 636

The biblical canon was effectively closed when it was decided that
no more books could be added to the select group of books which
were considered canonical and inspired. The extant evidence does
not allow for a precise dating of that decision, nor does it identify
the decision-making body. Nevertheless, three distinct lines of
evidence converge, all pointing to a mid-second century B.C

dating for the closing of the Hagiographa, and with it, the biblical
canon. These are:

a) The literary activity ascribed to Judah Maccabee. 6
3 7

b) The canonization of the present form of Daniel,6 38 which
almost certainly is dateable to the early Maccabean period. 6

39
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There is no evidence that normative Judaism ever again considered
adding a book to the biblical canon. Since no books were added
to the biblical canon, it was closed.

c) The existence of the Proto-Lucianic recension of· the Greek
Bible in the second century B.C., which indicates that the stabiliza
tion of the text of Hebrew Scripture was already in process. Such
activity presupposes a fixed canon. 640

2. The Talmudic Evidence.

On the basis of the talmudic evidence, the modern scholarly
consensus is that the Hagiographa (and with it the biblical canon)
was closed toward the end of the first century C.E., and perhaps
one or two centuries later. Investigation of the talmudic evidence
indicates that it does not invalidate a Maccabean dating for the
closing of the biblical canon. As indicated, nowhere in the Talmud
is it suggested that a book was added to the biblical canon that
obtained in the Maccabean period. There is evidence that some
Tannaim of the first-third centuries C.E. denied the inspired status
of Song of Songs, Ecclesiastes, and Esther. 641 They suggested that
these books be removed from the biblical canon and be included
among the uninspired canonical books. The suggestions had
theological implications and halakhic consequences, but in no way
indicate that the biblical canon was open after the Maccabean
period. Those who questioned the inspired origin of some biblical
books, did so on the basis of the content of those books. The
secular nature of the plain sense of Song of Songs642 and Esther
is evident; note too that they are the only biblical books in which
the name of God does not appear. The antinomian, pessemistic,
and often contradictory sentiment expressed in Ecclesiastes accounts
for the doubts concerning its inspired origin. Despite these doubts.
the canonical (but not inspired) status of the aforementioned
books was acknowledged by all. The inspired canonical status of
Song of Songs and Ecclesiastes was not unanimously acknowledged
until the end of the second century C.E. 643 Unanimity concerning
the inspired canonical status of Esther was not attained before the
end of the third century C.E. 644 The only other biblical books
whose inspired canonical status was singled out for discussion in the
Talmud, were the books of Daniel, Ezra, and Ruth. 645 Their

inspired canonical status is confirmed, not debated. In the case of
Daniel and Ezra, the Talmud simply wished to stress the fact that
even the Aramaic portions of those books were inspired. It is not
immediately apparent why the Talmud found it necessary to under
score the inspired canonicity of Ruth; its inspired canonical status
is never questioned in the Talmud or elsewhere. Perhaps some
Jews felt that it contradicted the Torah (Deut. 23: 4) and cast
aspersions on the legitimacy of the Davidic line, on which account
they questioned its inspired origin. In order to prevent such doubts
from spreading among the populace, the rabbis reaffirmed Ruth's
inspired canonical status. 646 The inspired canonicity of all other
biblical books was not questioned because the Tannaim were
certain that they were composed before the cessation of prophecy,
and because their content did not render their inspired origin suspect.

Other Tannaim considered the withdrawal of some biblical books
from circulation. 647 With the exception of the case of Ezekiel,
which may be dated to the early first century C.E., none of the at
tempted withdrawals can be dated. The attempted withdrawals
(note that no biblical book was actually withdrawn) point to much
problematic content. Due to their saGredness, the biblical books
could not be destroyed; instead, they were to be stored away.
The books in question were granted de jure canonicity, but their
withdrawal was necessary for the reasons stated in the talmudic
passages. The attempted withdrawals, then, do not reflect canonical
activity (i.e. attempts to declare authoritative books null and void)
on the part of the Tanaaim. 648 Indeed, there is no evidence in
talmudic literature that a Tanna or Amora considered any biblical
book uncanonical. The only talmudic term with an established
meaning "to de-canonize" is ~D::J. It appears once with an uninspired
canonical book (Megillath Taanith),649 and once with the biblical
books in a passage which deals with their canonical status in
eschatological times. 650 The term is otherwise never applied to a
biblical book.

Ben Sira's grandson, Philo, Josephus, and the Talmud reflect
knowledge of a tripartite biblical canon. 651 Evidence from the
first century C.E. indicates that the biblical canon consisted of 24
titles,652 and that at least two different systems of counting and
arranging the biblical books were current among Jews in first
century Palestine. Some counted 22 books by joining Ruth to
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Judges and Lamentations to Jeremiah. Others counted 24 books by
placing Ruth and Lamentations in the Hagiographa. 653 Both
systems were in use during the first to fourth centuries C.E.; 654
on the authority of the Babylonian Talmud, which ruled that Ruth
and Lamentations properly belong in the Hagiographa (see § I),
the 24 book count eventually prevailed.

Several tannaitic passages may reflect a period when only two
inspired canonical divisions were known, i.e.. Torah and Proph
ets. 655 These passages, however, cannot be dated with accuracy;
nor is it certain that the Hagiographa was uncanonical when these
passages were formulated. 656 The Talmud accords greater sanctity
to the Torah than to the Prophets and Hagiographa. 657 In almost
all talmudic passages reflecting a tripartite canon, the Prophets and
Hagiographa are accorded equal status. 658 Several aggadic pas
sages of varied provenience assume that the books included in the
biblical canon were carefully selected for that purpose; the biblical
canon did not merely consist of chance remnants of an ancient
Israelite literature. 659

3. The Excluded Books.

If indeed examination of the extra-talmudic and the talmudic
evidence suggests that the biblical canon was effectively closed in the
Maccabean period, several apocryphal and pseudepigraphical
books circulating then in Palestine, such as Jubilees, portions of
Enoch, and Ben Sira were deliberately excluded. They were excluded
from Hebrew Scripture probably because:

a) Ben Sira's grandson (ca. 132 B.C.), in his preface to the book of
Ben Sira, notes that his grandfather devoted himself to the study
of "the law and the prophets and the other books of our fathers."
It is likely that only titles included among the "other books of
our fathers" were eligible for inclusion in the Maccabean canon.

b) Books believed to have been authored after the cessation of
prophecy did not qualify for inclusion in the biblical canon. 660

c) Books whose spurious or sectarian origin was evident, were
rejected from possible inclusion in the biblical canon. 661

Despite the exclusion of the earliest apocryphal and pseudepi
graphical books, they continued to circulate in Palestine. At least
one of the excluded books, the book of Ben Sira, was accorded

uninspired canonical status. 662 When Pharisaic Judaism was
threatened by sectarian groups who venerated apocryphal, pseudepi
graphical, and New Testament literature and accorded that literature
biblical status, R. Akiba (110-135) banned the reading of all
extra-biblical literature, including the book of Ben Sira. 6

h 3 When
the threat· subsided (in the amoraic period), the ban was relaxed
and Ben Sira was read once again and cited as an uninspired ca
nonical text. 664

l~~: The closing of the biblical canon did not occur at Jamnia
toward the end of the first century C.E. Jewish sources such as the
Apocrypha, Philo, and Josephus, 665 as well as Christian sources
reflecting Jewish practice, such as the New Testament and the church
fathers,666 support the notion of a closed biblical canon in most
Jewish circles throughout the first centuries before and after the
Christian era. The only possible indications of a larger biblical
canon come from the sectarian Jewish community at Qumran and
from Christian sources of the fourth century or later. It is highly
questionable to what extent, if at all, they reflect the biblical canon
which obtained in official Jewish circles in Palestine and Alexandria
during the first century. Critical analysis of the book of Daniel, h (, 7
evidence from the Apocrypha,668 and newly discovered biblical
texts in Hebrew and Greek (from Qumran, Nahal Hever, and
elsewhere)669 suggest the possibility and likelihood that the biblical
canon was closed in the Maccabean period. The talmudic and
midrashic evidence is entirely consistent with a second century B.C.

dating for the closing of the biblical canon. (, 70
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ship or of ideas, could have played a more im
portant part. There is no way to judge be
tween these two paths to canonization, and
the resulting difficulty is characteristic of the
problems in dealing with issues of canoniza-
tion in general. .

Despite such ~ajor uncertainties in our un
derstanding of the process of canonization,
however, several points seem fairly certain.
First, it is likely that the final stages of canon
ization were a reaction to the destruction of
the Second Temple in 70 CE and its aftermath.
This crisis intensified a development which
had begun over half a millennium earlier,
with the destruction of the First Temple (586
BCE). Through this development Israel gradu
ally became the People of the Book (a term
first found in the Quran in reference to Jews
and Christians). Second, it is unlikely that

canonization represents a purely top-down
process, through which a small group of lead
ers (Rabbis) determined the canon; instead,
the designation of certain works as canonical
was more like the official recognition of the
works that a large segment of the community
had already held to be central, holy, or author
itative. Finally, the act of canonization was re
markably inclusive, creating a body of works
richly textured by a wide variety of gemes,
ideologies, and theologies. This is, fundamen
tally, a typical ancient Near Eastern process:
Instead of creating a small, highly consistent
text, as we perhaps would now do, those
responsible for the process made efforts to in
clude many of the viewpoints in ancient
Israel, incorporating differing and even con
tradictory traditions into this single, and sin
gular, book. [MARC ZVI BRETTLER]

I I.,

I

The Development of the Masoretic Bible '\
I

The transmission of the Bible may be divided
into four broad periods: (1) the era of Qumran
(}fd century BCE-1St century CE); (2) the era of
the Sages until the Masoretic codices (2nd
century-8th/9th century); (3) the era of the
Masoretic codices (9th/10th century-15th
century); (4) the era of the printed editions
(15th/16th century-21st century). We will
survey these periods below, briefly summa
rizing the first two eras, and concentrating on
the la tter two.

The Era of Qumran

Our knowledge of the early history of the
transmission of the Bible was greatly ex
panded with the discoveries in the mid-20th
century in the Judean Desert (Qumran and
other sites) of Bible manuscripts ranging from
the 3rd century BCE to the 1st century CE (and
beyond); tl,ere are no extant manuscripts be
fore this era, though some manuscripts pre
date the actual Qurman community. (See "The

Bible in the Dead Sea Scrolls," pp. 1920-28.) All
the books of the Bible (except Esther) were
found, typically in fragmentary manuscripts,
with the books of Genesis, Exodus, Deuteron
omy, Isaiah, and Psalms most frequently rep
resented. These discoveries caused a reex
amination and reevaluation of other early
witnesses of the biblical text, such as tl,e text of
the Septuagint (LXX; the Greek translation of
the Bible) and the Samaritan Pentateuch. He
brew variants which had been surmised on the
basis of ilie Greek in LXX were now shown to
have actually existed. Many scholars tried to
categorize the Qumran material in its relation
ship to iliese known versions, as well as to the
current standard Bible text, MT (Masoretic
Text). Some noted iliat the Qumran material
does not always fit into ilie categories of ilie
previously known witnesses. The Qumran era
reflects a multiplicity of texts (i.e., of variants),
with witnesses for all three of the previously
known text-types (MT [at that time: the proto
Masoretic text-type, which seems to have been
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the dominant text-type then, and which later
attained exclusivity among the Hebrew texts],
LXX, SP), as well as other previously unknown
variants. It is this era that preserves substantial
variants in the reading of a word, a phrase, a
verse, or larger units.

Notwithstanding the multiplicity of texts, it
seems that within the Jerusalem Temple cir
cles there was a clear preference for the one
textual tradition that we call the proto
Masoretic text-type (because of its close affini
ties to the later Masoretic Bibles). Thus, the
consonantal text of fragments of biblical man
uscripts.found at Masada (brought there by
the fighters) conform closely to MT. Some rab
binic evidence may substantiate this conclu
sion (see y. To'on. 4:2 [f01. 68a] and b. Ketub.
106a).

The current text of the Bible (MT) preserves
evidence of variant texts from an early period.
This can be seen especially in the transmission
of parallel texts in the Bible, which preserve
early variants of the same text (e.g." in the list
of names of David's warriors [2 Sam. 23.8 ff.;
1 Chron. 11.11 ff.], or in various parallel
psalms [e.g., Pss. 141153]). Another phenome
non that preserves early variants is "double
readings," where two variants appear consec
utively in the text (e.g., 1 Sam. 28.3, lit. "they
buried him in Ramah and' in his city"); this
phenomenon also occurs in LXX and the Ara
maic Targumim.

The Era of the Sages till the
Masoretic Codices

It is especially difficult to reconstruct this pe
riod because' we lack direct witnesses to the
Hebrew text; i.e., we do not have Hebrew
Bible manuscripts from most of this period.
(We have some evidence from the Bar-Kokhba
period, found in Wadi Murabba'at and Nal)al
!:Ieveri and perhaps some from its end.) In
stead, the vast literature of the Sages serves as
a significant secondary witness to the Bible
text in this period, both in its constant cita
tions of biblical texts and its various state
ments about the text. For example, b. 'Emv.

ESSAYS

13a/Sot. 20a admonishes to be careful while
copying biblical texts, for even one letter
adc;ied or omitted can destroy the world. We
also have many statements of R. Nal)man ben
Yitzl)ak, noting explicitly "x ketiv," that a
word in the Bible is to be spelled in a specific
way (usually defective spelling; this spelling,
e.g. without a yod or a vav, serves as the basis
for his midrashic re-vocalization of the word);
e.g., b. Shob. 28b; 55b.

Once we enter the era of the Sages, the
quality and quantity of variants of the Bible,
as· known from the prior period, disappear al
most entirely. This is due to the fact that the
Sages rejected both the Septuagint and the Sa
maritan text (accepted by the Christians and
the Samaritans, respectively), and accepted
the proto-Masoretic text-type as their Bible
text. So, in effect, we are now left with only
one text-type for the Bible. Although within
this text-type there still remains a range of
variants, they are minor; they are almost
never of the substantial type known from the
earlier era. "

During this period the Sages continued to
develop the conc~ptof the sanctity of the bib
lical text which included the details of its.
spelling (includirig whether it was plene or
defective, that·is, written/.e.g., with a vov, or
without it). This can be seen in the numerous
derns/lOt, or expositions, both halakhic (legal)
and aggadic (nonlegal), that hinge on the de
tails of the spelling, and which assume only
one correct way of spelling.· (For examples,
see Gen. Rob. 12:6 [Theodor-Albeck edition, Je
rusalem 1965, pp. 101-102, 104], on the exact
spelling of to/dot in the Bible and b. Menoll.
34b/Zevo/t. 37a/SOIllt. 4b on the plenedefec
tive spellings of (!I}le-totofot in Exod. 13.16;
Deut. 6.8; 11.18.)

According to the conception of the Sages
there was one accurate text-in all its details.
Nevertheless, a range of (minor) variants in
the texts that circulated continued to exist,
though these now all belonged to one text
type. Occasionally, these variants are reflected
in the literature of the Sages itself· (see, e.g.,
the list of R. Akiva Eiger in his GUyon Hashas
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MASORETIC BIBLE

oral tradition of pronunciation and accentua
tion of the biblical text before it would be lost.
It is possible that the upheavals associated
with the Arab conquests in this period served
as a major impetus for this development.

The third difference between the third pe
riod and the previous ones was the introduc
tion of the Masorah, an extensive system of
notes intended to preserve the written text of
the Bible. This Masorah was recorded in both
biblical codices and in independent works.
The scholars who composed these notes, and
who are also responsible for the introduction
of the vocalization and cantillation marks, are
called Masoretes. Here, too, as in the case of
the systems of vocaliza tion, different Maso
rahs developed in different locations; in addi
tion to the Tiberian Masorah, there was an
independent development of Masorah in Bab
ylonia. These Masorahs have as their goal the
preservation of a sanctified text, accurate in
all its details, including plene-defective spell
ing (as noted above, this view developed in
the second era, With roots in the Temple cir
cles in the first era). In short, the goal of the
Masorah apparatus is to preserve the one cor
rect or authoritative biblical text.

Two stages were usually involved in pro
ducing a Masoretic codex: First a scribe would
write the biblical text, and then the Masorete
would add the vocalization, accentuation,
and the Masorah. The Masorah on the page
was of two types. The first type was the Maso
rah Parva or small Masorah-short notes in
between the columns (usually three) of the
page, which referred to specific words in the
text (those words were marked by a little cir
cle above them). The note would often just
note "I" (Aramaic "leita" = there is no other; it
is unique), opposite a given word. At other
times, it would note the number of times a
word occurs in a particular form, e.g., "b"; "d"
(it occurs twice; it occurs four times). As a
rule, the Masorah would take note of the ex
ceptions in any given case, preventing a copy
ist from normalizing an odd form to a more
common one. The second type was the Maso
rah Magna-longer notes on the top and/or
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to b. Shab. 55b; V. Aptowitzer, Das Schriftwol't
ill del' Rabbiniscllel1 Literatll/'; and the appara
tus in the Hebrew University Bible).

The third period differs from the earlier ones
in a number of ways. First, the form of trans
mission changed. Previously, all Hebrew texts
were written in scroll format; now, in addition
to the continued use of scrolls for ritual read
ing (e.g., the Torah scroll), the codex-a man
uscript in book form-was introduced. The
earliest extant dated Hebrew biblical codex is
from 916 CE; however, the Hebrew codex for
mat had apparently been in use since the 8th
century CE (when it was mentioned by R.
Yehudai Gaon).

Second, I'leklldot (vowel points) and te'alllilll
(cantillation marks) were introduced into the
text. These signs-reflecting the pronuncia
tion and accentuation that had previously
been transmitted orally-were the work of
the Masoretes. Scholars in the 19th and 20th
centuries have shown, especially based on
manuscripts in the Cairo Geniza, that in addi
tion to the well-known system of vocalization
and accentuation currently in use, which was
developed in Tiberias, there were two other
systems that were developed, but which were
la ter abandoned. All three systems differ in
the choice of signs. One was developed in
Babylonia, and the other in the land of Israel,
though perhaps not in Tiberias. Both of these
latter systems (which place their signs on top
of the letters) reflect a slightly different pro
nunciation than that of Tiberias. For example,
the other systems have only five, and not
seven, vowels; Le., only one sound for pata!l
qalllatz; tzere-segol; akin to current "Sephardi"
pronunciation. In addition to these three
major systems, other subsystems, variants of
the major systems, developed.

The introduction of the different systems of
signs in different geographical areas at about
the same time (apparently the 7th-8th cen
turies CE) seems to reflect the need felt by var
ious experts to preserve in written form the
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bottom of the page, repeating select phenom
ena marked in the M~sorah Parva, and
adding the references to the verses involved.
This was done by quoting a few words of the
given verses, since verse and chapter num
bers were not yet used. Due to space limita
tions, there were many more Masorah Paiva
notes on the page than tpere were Masorah
Magna notes.

Two main types of masoretic lists were com
piled: (a) elaborative Masorah (Illnsorah lIle
fnreteO-this is the type noted above, e.g., elab
orating how many times a word occurs in a
given form, e.g., six times with defective
spelling; (b) collative (or cumulative) Masorah
(Illnsorah lIletznrefet)-which collates the vari"
ous unusual forms or words that appear (but
not plene-defective spelling), and arranges
them according to the alphabet or the order of
biblical books. For example, a well-known list
organizes all cases of words in the Bible that
occur once without, and once with; a vnv at
their beginning (for example, 'okhlnh [1 Sam.
1.9], ve'okhlnh [Gen. 27.19]). As the lists of the
collative Masorah are sometimes very long,
they cannot be copied in fullon a given page in
a Bible codex, but are usually copied there only
in part (in those codices, that bring these types
of lists). In addition, the lists of. the collative
Masorah were edited early"on: ·as· a,.. separate
work, sometimes called 'Okhlnh ve-'Okhlnh,
based upon the first example of the first list.

The sources available to the Masorete were
sometimes different from those of the original
scribe who wrote the consonantal text." If. the
Masorete found a contradiction between his
source (Bible manuscript or Masorah' note)
and the Bible codex he was working on, he
would correct the.codex (sometimes adding a
corresponding Masorah Parva note). At first,
both the Masorah Parva and the Masorah
Magna played a role in the correction of the
codices, and were copied diligently. With
time, however, the Masorah Magna took on a
formalistic function, with the scribe filling up
a set number of lines, e.g., two lines on top
and three lines on the bottom, with Masorah
Magna, thereby giving the codex the ."mas-
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oretic codex format"-but without using it
for correcting the biblical text. (In fact, in
some manuscripts the copyist would on occa
sion simply cut off the list to fit the space
available). Occasionally, the Masorah Magna
was written in micography, using the letters
of the Masorah Magna decora tively to form
different shapes, both geometrical (Sepharad)
and even zoomorphic (animals and other
shapes; Ashkenaz). At this later stage of trans
mission, then, the Masorah Parva was still
often used for text-critical purposes, but the
more complex Masorah Magna had, in effect,
lost its original purpose, and had become dec
orative.

The medievaL Masoretic codices may be di
vided into various groups, based on geo
graphical areas: (1) accurate Tiberian manu
scripts (10th-11th centuries); (2) Sephardi
manuscripts'(13th-15th centuries); (3) Ashke
nazi manuscripts (12th-15th centuries); (4)
Italian manuscripts (12-15th centuries); (5)
Yemenite manuscripts (15th-16th centuries).
Most of these manuscripts are now held in
state" and university libraries around the
world:

The accurate Tiberian manuscripts (manu
scripts from the land of Israel ahd Egypt, with
Tiberian Masorah) form a group whose text
accurately. reflects the Bible as· reflected in the
Tiberian Masorah. The most accurate manu
scriptamong this grolip is the Aleppo Codex
(= A) (ca. 930), whose· Masorete, was Aharoh
ben Asher, the last. and most famous of the
renowned ben Asher family of Masoretes. The
other manuscripts in this group are close to
this text.

The Sephardi manuscripts can be subdi
vided into three subgroups: those whose text
is very close to A; those close to A (these were
called "accurate Sephardi manuscripts" in the
Middle Ages); those further away from A..,

The Ashkenazi. manuscripts can generally
be divided into. two groups: those whose text
is far from A; those whose text is very far from
A. (At least in the Torah, however, there are
some that'are close to A.)

The Italian manuscripts show somewhat
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copy. Maimonides chose the Aleppo Codex.
He wrote a Torah scroll based upon it, and he
included in his Code (Hi/k/lOt Sefer Torall 8:4) a
list of the sections and the layout of the songs
based upon it. As we now know, he chose
wisely; for the Aleppo Codex is, in fact, the
most accurate among the accurate manu
scripts in that it reflects the Tiberian Masorah
most accurately. The Yemenites followed Mai
monides, first basing themselves upon his
Code, and then apparently making a model
based upon his Torah scroll. Therefore, their
Torah scrolls by and large reflect the Aleppo
Codex in the text, sections and songs (exclud
ing some minor variants).

Others, however, followed different op
tions. R. Jacob Tam (France; 12th century), a
significant French halakhist, wrote a work
that determined the sections and song layout
based on French sources (he also attended
there to unique letters and special tagim [tit
tles]). Ramah, R. Meir ha-Levi ben Todros
Abulafia (d. 1244), a major Spanish halakhist,
though he mostly followed Maimonides in
the layout of sections and songs, decided on a
different tactic for the text. He chose to follow
the well-known halakhic rule of following the
majority, and thus followed a selective major
ity of Sephardi manuscripts (using only an
cient "accurate" ones, rather than a single
manuscript). In addition, he made use of the
Masorah. In the 13th century, we have evi
dence of Ashkenazi scholars coming to Spain
(1250; 1273) to make an accurate copy based
on Ramah's work, in order to serve as a model
in Ashkenaz. R. MenaDem ha-Meiri, a signifi
cant Provencal halakhist, also used the
method of majority when determining the
text in his Kiryat Sefer (1306), but allowed a
wider selection of sources. (In addition, he at
tended to unique letters and special tagim.)
He also allowed himself to deviate from Mai
monides in various section divisions, basing
himself on French!Ashkenazi sources as well
as logic. Later, R. Yom Tov Lipman Muel
hausen (15th century; Ashkenaz) reverted to
exclusively following Maimonides concern
ing the sections and the layout of the songs.
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similar characteristics to those in the Ashke
nazi manuscripts,

The Yemenite manuscripts are very accu
rate in the Torah text, as they reflect A, be
cause they conformed to the rulings of Mai
monides, who followed A.

The Bible tex\ in any medieval ms de
pended on the sources available to the scribe
and to the Masorete; Le., on the Bible manu
scripts and on the Masorah. Throughout the
Middle Ages, there were often minor differ
ences between the various sources available.
There is clear evidence of places where manu
scripts are corrected (usually differences in
plene-defective. spelling) based upon another
Bible manuscript or upon a Masoretic note;
we can still see in the manuscripts cases
where a letter is erased and an adjacent letter
is extended to fill in, or a letter is erased by
crossing it out, or a letter is added above the
line. This is seen most often in Ashkenazi
manuscripts, where the original text repre
sents an alternate subtradition in spelling,
whereas the Masorah represents the "accu
rate" tradition. The extant evidence points to
the second half of the 13th century as the be
ginning of the awareness among certain
Ashkenazim that the Sephardi manuscripts
are accurate and differ. from their own. These
adaptations continued until the era of the
printed Bible; and all reflect minor variants,
very rarely affecting meaning.

The Torah was always regarded with spe
cial care and attention. In addition to the Mas
oretic codices, Torah scrolls continued to be
written for ritual use. Special halakhic regula
tions legislated issues, such as where different
types of paragraph spaces should be inserted
(pars/liot petl/bot l/ setl/mot) and song layout
(Exod. ch 15; Deut. ch 32). Indeed, Mai
monides legislated in his Code (Hi/khat Sefer
Torah 10:1) that deviations in spelling, in sec
tion division, and in song layout render a
scroll unfit for ritual use.

Given the many variants that Maimonides
was confronted with, he had to decide what,
in fact, was the accurate Torah text; Le., what
should be the standard text that others must
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Thus, we see that there were different tac
tics used by different decisors in determining
the proper text, sections; and song layout.
Some followed a single manuscript, while
others decided on the basis of several manu
scripts. Regional varia\ion . was significant.
The net result was that there was no absolute
unity during the Middle Ages concerning the
details of the Torah scrolls, even though the
halakhah required unity.

The Era of the Printed Editions

The fourth. era differs from the previous three
by the change in medium-from handwritten
manuscripts to print. This eventually gave
rise to a major change in the transmission of
the text, as totally identical volumes could be
printed in multiple copies and distributed to
diverse geographical areas. At the outset of
printing, different Bible editions reflected the
different types of sources available to the edi
tors. Thus, for example; the first dated edition
of the complete Bible in Hebrew, Soncino
1488, reflected Ashkenazi sources (e.g., with
many variants in the text, mostly plene,
defective variants, but also other types of
variants).

Printing proceeded apace, each editor rely~

ing on the sources·at hand, until the first edi
tion of the Rabbinic Bible (Miqra'ot Gedolot),
Venice 1517 (referred to as RB1517), edited by
the ,convert Felix Pratensis for-the Christian
publisher. Daniel Bomberg, This edition not
only included the complete ;Bible (there had
previously' appeared four or five other com
plete editions and over fifty partial editions,
e.g., just Torah), but also the Aramaic Targum
to each book (excluding Ezra, Daniel. Chroni"
cles), and. one or two commentaries to each
book. The editor also often listed in the mar
gin variants in the biblical text or vocalization
that he found in the' manuscripts. He also
listed in. the margin cases of qere (where a
word is to be read. differently than it is writ
ten), but omitted the term qere; this made it
impossible to distinguish between cases of
qere imd cases of other variants. The introduc-
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tion and the closing remarks to the work high
light that the editor and publisher were very
proud of this edition and felt that it reflected
the accurate Bible text. In reality, the editor
created a new hybrid biblical text, of the Se
fardi tradition mixed with certain Ashkenazi
phenomena.

Eight years after this first edition of the
Rabbinic Bible, Bomberg issued a second edi
tion of the Rabbinic Bible, this time edited
anew by Jacob ben I;Iayyim Ibn 'Adoniyahu, a
Jew (who later converted to Christianity)
learned in Talmud, halakhah, and kabbalah.
This Venice: 1525 edition' (referred to as
RB1525) differed from the first in a number of
areas. First, it presented two· or three com
mentaries on each book. Second, it presented
for the first time the apparatus of the Masorah
on every page: Masorah Parva and Masorah
Magna; it presented the' masorah finalis
over 5,000 masoretic lists at the end of the
edition; arranged alphabetically, and cross
referenced· tat the lists in the edition; it also in
cluded attthe end of the edition the variants
betweeI'\ various Masoretic schools, namely
between ben Asher and ben Naphtali, and the
textual variants between the West and the East,
(Eretz Israel and Babylonia; beginning with
the Prophets)"Third, this edition.was more ac,
curate in its marking of the .qere-ketiv, adding
q'[ere] to the variant; thus clearly identifying it
as such; and was· morel accurate, ill marking
other phenomena; such as majuscular (large)
and minuscular, (small) . letters, :etc. Fourth,
this edition differed from'the first iri details of
the text, vocalization,- and accentuation. ' ..
'. This edition is based upon Sephardi man
uscripts; ,unlike' the. first. ~abbinic. Bible, it
does not reflect a hybrid edition.,RB1525 was
the initiative of Jacob ben. I;Iayyim Ibn
,Adoniyahii .who convinced Bomberg that the
first edition,' RB1517i·could not' serve. as- a
model edition,. unlike other editions of basic
works undertaken by Bomberg, e.g:, the Bab
ylonian Talmud; Maimonides' Mislll1eh Torah.
Jacob ben I;Iayyirn' felt that the first edition
contained inaccuracies in the text, vocaliza
tion, and accentuation. Furthermore, it. was
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suggesting that it must be modified. For ex
ample, Menahem di Lonzano's 'Or Tamil (in:
Siltei Yadot; Venice 1618) was devoted to cor
rections in the Torah, and Yeididya Norzi's
MinllOt SIla; (Mantua 1626; first published
Mantua 1742-1744; and later republished e.g.,
in RB1860-1866; introduction-Vienna 1876)
was devoted to corrections in the whole Bible.
Both of these critics, following the lead of
Ramah (Abulafia), and somewhat similar to
Jacob ben I:Iayyim, used Sephardi manu
scripts and Masoretic notes as their criteria of
accuracy. Using these criteria they corrected
various cases of textual variants, mostly
plene-defective spelling, and certain cases of
vocalization and accentuation. This corrected
text, Jacob ben I:Iayyim-(Ramah)-Lonzano
Norzi, then became the textus receptus.

With time, this text also became the stan
dard in Torah scrolls both for Sephardim and
Ashkenazim. Only the Yemenites continued
to follow the tradition of Maimonides (Le., the
Aleppo Codex). As it turned out, these two
crystallizations (the joint text; the Yemenite
text) are very close in the Torah, with only a
few variants between them.

A new era in the printed Bible began with
the Stuttgart 1937 edition of the Biblia He
bmica. Here P. Kahle abandoned the RB1525
text (which had still served C. D. Ginsburg in
his London 1926 edition), and in its place
used the text of manuscript Leningrad B19a
(1008 a), which belongs to the accurate TIber
ian manuscripts, This manuscript is quite
close to the Aleppo Codex, and in some cases
is corrected to agree with it. (Kahle had
wanted to reproduce the Aleppo Codex, tile
manuscript of Aharon ben Asher, then still in
Aleppo, Syria, but was unable to do so.) Kahle
also printed there for the first time the Maso
rah Parva (but not the Masorah Magna) of
manuscript L.

The Aleppo Codex arrived in Israel in 1958
and became the spur for renewed activity in
this field. It was chosen as the base text for the
Hebrew University Bible Project's Bible edi
tion, a critical edition of the Bible incorporat
ing variants from the ancient translations,

-------
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not accurate enough concerning Masoretic is
sues. These matters were important to him es
pecially because of his kabbalistic back
ground. Though at first glance these were
minor variants (e.g., plene-defective spelling),
which did not affect the meaning of the text,
in kabbalistic teqns these were often of major
importance. Th~ kabbalists envisaged the
Torah text as the name(s) of God, and any
variant would thus cause damage to the
name. Therefore, they venerated the work of
the Masoretes in preserving the accura te text.
So, too, the various unique phenomena of the
biblical ,text, e.g., majuscular and minuscular
letters, all had kabbalistic import; it was there
fore, important to reproduce these, too, accu
rately in the Bible edition.

Using these kabbalistic arguments, Jacob
ben I:Iayyim was able to convince Bomberg of
the importance of undertaking a new Bible
edition with the Masorah. Bomberg, as a
Christian Hebraist (he had learned Hebrew
from Pratensis), was aware of the newer phe
nomenon of Christian kabbalah (using the
kabbalah for Christian purposes), and in fact
wished to promote it. A few vestiges of the
kabbalistic factor can be found in RB1525 it
self. Thus, we find that Jacob ben I:Iayyim in
his introduction to the edition' explained the
qere-ketiv in a kabbalistic vein; we find him
bringing a few references to kabbalistic issues
in the Masorah Parva; and we even find one
note in the Masorah Magna (Exod. 10.5)
where Jacob ben I:Iayyim uses the kabbalah as
a criterion to decide between two conflicting
masoretic notes.

RB1525 together with its Masoretic appara
tus became the standard for the accurate Bible
text for the next four centuries. This edition
was reproduced again in Venice in 1548; 1568;
1618, and Basel 1618; and later in Amsterdam
1724; and still later in Warsaw 1860-1866.

The medium of print allowed this text to
become the standard text (textltS receptus), for
now there was the ability to distribute one
text in many copies among many geographi
cal areas. Furthermore, now it was possible to
refer to this work as a standard, even when
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Dead Sea Scrolls, and rabbinic literature. So
far, only a small part of this important edition,
which also reproduces the Masorah Parva
and the Masorah Magna in A, has appeared.
In addition, various complete Bibles have
appeared that are based on A (edited. by
M. Breuer); so, too, M. Cohen's CD Rom of the
Bible (with.vocalization! and accentuation
searchable; to be augmented in 2003 with both
Masorahs of A, as well as a selection of
medieval Jewish - commentators), and his
Miqrn'ot Ceriolot Ha-Keter (which will encom
pass the.complete Bible [8 vols. to date], and
which also reproduces the Masorah Parva
and the Masorah Magna of A). All of these
editions involve some reconstruction and con
jecture, -since the Aleppo Codex is now miss
ing almost all of the Torah (except for the last
eight chapters), as well as the end of the man
uscript, and several leaves in between. This
material is filled in by using Yemenite Torah
manuscripts, which are believed to represent
the Aleppo Codex closely, and the extant Mas-

The Historical-Critical Method

General philosophical· developments of the
17th and 18th;-centuries prompted an ap
proach to the Bible that is often.characterized
as "critical." It was critical in the sense that it
was free of presuppositions, especially those
derived' from either theology or tradition. To
fully understand the Bible, scholars increas
ingly adopted"an inductive approach, inter
preting the Bible as they interpreted secular
literature, setting aside received views of its
authority and authorship. By and large, Jews,
who continued to work within a traditional
framework, did· not participate in this early
stage of-critical scholarship. This critical. ap
proach, an outgrowth. of attitudes fostered
during the. Enlightenment, was very much in
the spirit of the times, and.was, like other
legacies of the Enlightenment, influenced by
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oretic notes from the Aleppo Codex. After 500
years of printing the Bible, we can thus turn
back from the textlls receptlls based on Sefardi
manuscripts to the accurate TIberian manu
scripts, and indeed to the most accurate of
these manuscripts, the Aleppo Codex.

Using the many manuscript sources avail
able today, it is now possible to trace the vicis
situdes of the Bible from the era of Qumran to
today. The earliest period shows significant
textual variation, but by the second period,
once one text-type was accepted, the many
variants in the Bible manuscripts that contin
ued to circulate were mostly of a minor na
ture. By the third period, the sanctity of the
Bible text, as well as the apparatus of the Ma
sorah, kept the biblical. variants in a minor
mode. This was even more the case in the
fourth period, under the.influence of printing,
but most especially in the modern period,
where ancient reliable manuscripts can be re
produced with great accuracy and dissemi
nated widely. [JORDAN s. PENKOWER]

.'
larger intellectual currents, such as Romanti
cism and the theory of evolution.

The overriding goal was historical: to deter
mine what had actually taken place, and to re
cover the actual persons and: events. of the
Bible as they had been preserved in the vari
ous stages of biblical tradition. The nature
and development of these stages were to be
understood through: the historical-critical
method. This was the aim of. "higher criti
cism/' as distinguished from "lower," or tex
tual criticism (see "Textual Criticism," pp.
2067-2072). With its many subdisciplines, the
historical-eritical method dominated biblical
interpretation through the mid-20th century
and continues to be influential. The scholarS
whose work is surveyed in the following
pages were immensely learned, often experts
in a variety of fields, including philology, tex
tual criticism, comparative literature, and the
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Western literature afthis kind ofnarrative, which combines such spaciousness in content
with such stability in form. Many generations have worked on them, as in the case of
an old house; much of the content has been adjusted in the course of time. much has
again been dropped, but most has remained.. .. Here is a passage where il much older
Conn of our saga is revealed. .. . one might think al first. in view of the hopelessness of
the fight, that Jacob has won the upper band over his antagonist (by a trick offighting?),
This interpretation would best suit the continuation, in v. 26, where the antagonist asks
Jacob to let· him go and then also the later statement th.t Jacob had prevailed (v. 2Bb).
This monstrous conception, however, that Jacob nearly defeated the heavenly being, is
now concealed by the clear text ofv. 25b and v, 32b" (pp.32D-21).

Inner Biblical Exegesis: Types and
Strategies of Interpretation
in Ancient Israel

One of the great and most characteristic features of the history of re
ligions is the ongoing reinterpretation of sacred utterances which are
believed to be foundational for each culture. So deeply has this phe
nomenon become part ofour modern literary inheIitance that we may
overlook the peculiar type of imagination which it has sponsored and
continues to nurture: an imagination which responds to and is deeply
dependent upon received traditions; an imagination whose creativity
is never entirely a new creation, but one founded upon older and
authoIitative words and images. This paradoxical dynamiC. whereby
religious change is characteIized more often by revisions and explica
tions ofa traditional content than by new visions or abrupt innovations,
is strikingly demonstrated by the fate ofthe teachings ofGautama Bud
dha. For if this remarkable teacher devoted himself to the ideal of
breaking free of tradition and the dependencies thereby engendered,
his disciples quickly turned his own words into sutras for commentary,
Among the great western religions, however, Judaism has sought to
dignify the status of religious commentary. and in one popular mythic
image transferred to it a metaphysical dimension. For the well-known
Talmudic image of God studying and interpreting his own Torah is
nothing ifnot that tradition's reahzation that there is no authoIitative
teaching which is not also the source of its own renewal, that revealed
teachings are a dead letter unless revitahzed in the mouth ofthose who
study them.'

Pharisaic Judaism trted to minimize the gap between a divine To
rah and ongoing human interpretation by projecting the oIigins of
authoIitative exegesis to Sinai itself' But even this mythification of a
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chain oflegitimate interpreters did not so much obscure the distinction
between Revelation and Interpretation as underscore it. From this per
spective. the interpretative traditions of ancient Judaism constitute a
separate, non-biblical genre: a post-biblical corpus oftexts which stand
alongside the Sinaitic Revelation as revelation of new meanings through
exegesis. Moreover. this dignification of interpretation in Pharisaic liter
ature highlights another feature ofancient Judaism (and is a root cause
ofearly Jewish polemics): the realization that there was no pure teach
ing of Revelation apart from its regeneration or clariiication through
an authoritative type of exegesis. The rabbinic guardians of Torah .
claimed to be its true teachers. their oral exegesis the only valid pass
word to the WIitten text.

Given these two issues-the distinction between Revelation and
interpretative tradition. and their complex interdependence-we may
ask: Do we in fact cross a great divide from the Hebrew Bible to its
rabbinic interpreters, or is the foundation text already an interpreted
document-despite all initial impressions to the contrary? Cenainly any
divide that may be perceived becomes a slippery slope when we look
at the era around 150 B.C.E., which saw 1) the end to the production
of texts which would be given authority in the canon of the Hebrew
Bible and. 2) a proliferation of many and sophisticated modes of exe
gesis. in the legal and prophetiC documents of the Qumran sectaries.
in the reWIitten biblical histories composed by proto- and para-Phar
isaic circles (such as the Book of Jubilees or the Testaments of the Twelve
Patriarchs), and in the Bible versions of the Greek-speaking Jews of Al
exandria or the Samaritan community near Mt. Gerizim. To say. then.
that rabbinic exegesiS was fundamentally dependent upon trends in
contemporary Greco-Roman rhetoric or among the Alexandrian gram
marians is to mistake ecumenical currents of text-study and the occur
rence of similar exegetical terms for the inner-Jewish cultivation of
preexistent native traditions of interpretation.'

In what follows we shall explore some of the types of textual
interpretation in ancient Israel-that is. within the Hebrew Bible it
self-paying particular attention to how the texts that comprise it were
revised and even reauthorized during the course of many centuries.
and to how older traditions fostered new insights which. in turn. thick
ened the intertextual matrix of the culture and conditioned its imagi
nation. Without any attempt to be comprehensive. we hope to suggest
some of the ways by which the foundation document ofJudaism. the

Hebrew Bible. not only sponsored a monumental culture of textual
exegesis but was itself its own first product. We shall first consider the
area of scribal exegesis and follow this with more extensive consider
ations ofboth legal exegesis and strategic revision in the Hebrew Bible.'

The process of the intercultural transmission of traditions may be con
sidered one of the primary areas in which authoritative teachings or
memories were received and revalued for new generations. Ancient
Near Eastern myths were theologically adapted and historicized; no
madic recollections were revised in order to promote the prestige and
claims of tribal ancestors; and narrative topoi were reworked with new
moral or theological considerations in mind.' As the ancient oral cul
ture was subsumed into a developing text culture by the first millen
nium B.C.E.• these processes continued but were often more narrowly
circumscribed. Then also, as before. the culture determined its values
by what it chose to receive and transmit as authoritative. However.
revision of these materials was increasingly more affected by the dis
criminating eye of the trained scribe. as he patiendy copied out a text
and reacted to its ambiguities and oddities. than by the ear of the wise
cognoscenti of the tribe. Thus we find numerous instances in which
old toponyms are retained but supplemented by their newer name
("Luz: it is Bethel"; Josh. 18:13). or foreign terms are translated on the
spot ("pur: it is the lot"; Esther 3:7). As often as not these explanatory
glosses are introduced by formulaic terms. thus underSCOring the
profeSSional background of the scribal insertions. Moreover. even by
such meager evidence. it is clear that the authoritative text being ex
plicated was not considered inviolable but subject to the invasion of a
tradition of interpretation which rendered it more comprehensible.

Such scribal intrusions should not be minimized. for they open a
valuable window upon the regard ancient Israelite scribes had for au
thoritative texts, whose obliquities were retained alongSide their ex
plication. Indeed. it would certainly have been easier and more
economical for these scribes to have removed or reformulated the
disturbing words. For example. the scribes who noticed the jarring
oddity in the historical narrative ofEzra 3:12 (which reports that when
the cornerstone of the post-exilic second Temple was laid. "many
priests. Levites. heads of patriarchal clans. and elders who had seen
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this first Temple when it was founded ... cried loudly"), could have simply
deleted the clause "when it was founded" or rephrased it so as to
specifY the ambiguous pronoun "it." For, as the text now stands, "it"
may refer either to the founding of the contemporary second Temple
or to the founding of the first one, four hundred years earlier-a his
torical howler. However, to resolve this ambiguity, the explicator chose
neither of the aforenoted alternatives but inserted the syntactically dis
ruptive phrase "this is [refers to} the Temple" after the words "when it was
founded." Such a phrase manifestly directs the reader to the proper
historical sense of the phrase; namely, a reference to the founding of
the second Temple.' The point, then, is that "many priests," etc., who
had seen the first Temple in its glory were dismayed and cried when
they observed the foundation of the more modest second one. But
since the explicatory comment pokes disruptingly out of the sentence,
the latter-day reader is still constrained to pause and notice the original
reading. ParadOxically then, by retaining the old together with the new,
the scribes have insured that future readers would be forced to a re
alization not far removed from their own: that they are latecomers to
the text, who must read it with the guidance ofan oral-now written
exegetical tradition.

Such processes become all the more intriguing in texts which lay
an even higher claim upon the culture: texts which claim to be divine
revelations. Isa. 29:9-11 provides an instructive case.

9. Be astonished and dazed, revel and be blinded: you have drunk, but not
from wine: totter, but not from drink;

10. For YHWH has poured over you a spirit of stupefaction: He has closed
your eyes-namely, the prophets-and cloaked your heads-the seers;

11. All prophetiC visions shall be sealed from you ...

The object ofthe denundation beginning in v.9 is unspecified. But
inasmuch as the people of ]udaea have been the object of scorn
throughout the preceding oracles, and no new subject has been intro
duced, one may reasonably infer that the reference is to the people. It
is they who are drunk and totter and who cannot fathom the prophetiC
visions given to them. From this perspective, the words "namely, the
prophets" and "the seers" are problematic and reflect a shift in subject
from the people to the prophets. Moreover, since these two phrases
have a syntactically distinct, appositional relationship to their preceding

clauses (the first is actually introduced by the particle 'et,7 which nor
mally introduces a direct object, after a clause ending with an object),
and since the clauses without these disruptive words actually form a
coherent chiasmus (literally, "He has closed your eyes" is inversely
parallel to "your heads He has cloaked"), it is likely that Isa. 29:10
preserves scribal explications intruded into the old oracle.' A motivat
ing concern of these interpretative comments may have been to elu
ddate the literary figure of "closed eyes." The result, however, is that
an oracle condemning the people is transformed into a rebuke offalse
prophets. Tendentious motivations cannot, therefore, be entirely ex
cluded. But whatever their origin or aim, the scribal comments in v.10
were made relatively early, for the Septuagint version presupposes the
problematic syntax now found in the received Massoretic text and tries
to normalize the prophetiC condemnation-while extending its scope
yet further.' The Ludanic reviser of this Greek text has further com
pounded the tissue of errors by seeking to improve on the Septuagint
version which he had hirnselfinherited without (apparently) ever con
sulting the Massoretic Hebrew version which we have dted.'o

From the viewpOint of the exegetical processes involved, the tex
tual strata represented by the Massoretic text and by the Septuagint and
its Ludanic recension reflect continuous rereadings of the original or
acle, though it is clear that the scribal hand which inserted "namely,
the prophets" and "the seers" into Isa. 29:10 reflects the most invasive
exegetical procedure, which transforms the meaning of the passage
and disturbs its syntactic balance-a matter the later translators-com
mentators tried to rectifY. Moreover, this striking transformation of an
oracle against the people into one against the prophets shows the ex
tent to which the interpretative tradition (we do not know ifthe scribe
reflects his own reading or mediates that of a school) might introduce
a new authority into a received tradition, so that these human comments
compete with and ultimately transform the focus of the andent, divine
words. Accordingly, Isa. 29:9-11 succinctly underscores a paradOxical
dimension ofscribal exegeSiS; namely, that the tradition it receives (in
this case, an oracle) is not necessarily the one it transmits. For the latter
is now the bearer ofmultiple authorities for that generation ofreaders:
the privileged voice of divine Revelation and the human voice of in
struction have become one. That this paradox is not always perceived
is a measure of the scribes' success in subordinating their voice to that
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of the tradition. Even more paradoxically: in the end it is their inter
pretations that have become the received tradition; their oral traditions
are the written text given to the community.

II

We began our discussion of interpretation in andent Israel by consid
ering some aspects of scribal exegesis. These conasely demonstrate
the dynamics which also characterize legal and theological exegesis.
For if scribalism points to the fact that ordinary textual ambiguity or
openness may serve to catalyze commentary and that these supple
ments, when incorporated into the received text, reflect the cultural
dynamiCS of transmission, then law and theology, where the frequent
incomprehensibility or noncomprehensiveness of divinely authorized
rules requires human exegesis and expansion, offer an even richer
sphere for study. II

At the outset, let us consider a case where the borders between
scribal exegesis and legal instruction are somewhat blurred: Like the
example in Isa. 29:9-11, here again we have a skein of successive ex
plications, though now embedded entirely within the Hebrew text.
Thus Lev. 19:19 provides a rule prohibiting different forms ofmixtures:
the mixed breeding ofcattle, the mixture ofsown seeds in a field, and
the mixture of textiles in a garment. The injunction is formulaic and
repeats the key-term kilayim, "mixtures." One may easily assume that
the prease application of the general categories cattle and field were
known to the audience or supplemented by oral tradition, so that the
rule could be properly obeyed; and, indeed, when this teaching is
repeated in Deut. 22:9-11 as Moses' own, one finds that the meaning
of the legal topos of field in this rule is in fact unfolded in several
clirections (V.9).'2 It is, however, to the rule prohibiting textile mixtures
that spedal notice may be given here: for the spare and rhythmic
phraseology in the priestly rule is in this one instance disrupted by a
pleonastiC word, sha'alIIez, which is in asyndetic opposition to kilayim
and clearly intended to explain it. Whether this addition is a scribal
comment or the written articulation of an oral tradition, it is cenain
that the intrusive sha'alIIez constituted no lexical difficulty-which it
clearly did in the later deuteronomic revision ofthe rule, where kilayim
is deleted and the explicatory remark "wool and flax" is now in asyn
detic opposition to sha'alIIez.
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Given the expOSitory, often revisionary nature of many deuter
onomic repetitions of earlier rules, one may conclude that in this par
ticular instance the interpretative tradition has broken into the text and
established itself as the written, revealed teaching of God to Moses.
ConCeivably, it was believed that the instructive elaboration only made
explidt what the traditional rule meant all along and that there was no
intent to displace the authoritative divine voice, even though this was
itself doubly mediated through Moses' revision of the original revela
tion. Nevertheless, the jostling ofsuccessive cultural voices in this skein
ofpentateuchal texts, and the convergence ofhuman instruction with
divine Revelation so that the former partakes of the prestige of the
latter but also makes it viable, demonstrates a root feature and the
paradoxical task of inner biblical (as well as later Jewish) exegesis: to
extend the divine voice into historical time while reasserting and re
establishing its hierarchical preeminence over all other cultural voices.

Such a task for legal exegesis is the ideal, ofcourse; and it is largely
achieved in the Hebrew Bible as we have it, though often as the result
oftextual finesse. Avaliant tour de force in this regard occurs in a series
of exegetical revisions of the sabbatical legislation in Exod. 23:10-11,
made in order to insure its comprehensiveness and interpretability. In
vv. 10-11a the old rule states, "You shall sow your land for six years
and reap its yield, but [during] the seventh you shall let it lie fallow and
abandon it; let the poor of your nation eat thereof, and let the beast
ofthe field eat what they leave over." This stipulation is clearly limited
to sown fields (agriculture). But as this would hardly have proved com
prehensive in andent Israel, the divine rule is supplemented in v. lIb
by an analogical extension that includes vineyards and olive groves
(viticulture), "Yau shall do likewise to your vineyard and your olive grove."
This addendum is introduced by a technical formula (ken to'oseh) fre
quently used for such purposes in biblical regulations." But even this
extension and absorption of a human supplement into a rule with
divine authority was hardly the end of the matter: for the manner of
application is left unstated. Could one prune in the seventh year,
though not reap? or eat from the vine ifone did not prune it?

Undoubtedly these and similar ambiguities were resolved by oral
exegesis, and so it is quite notable when this appears in a written form,
as in the repetition of a rule in Lev. 25:3-7, which dutifully takes up
each of the operative phrases in Exod. 23:10-11a and clarifies every
pOint in vv. 4-7 in the light of questions that had emerged in lawyerly
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and popular circles. For example, to the original lemma concerning
the sabbatical release of sown fields and vineyards it adds: "you shall
not sow your field or prune your vineyard; you shall not reap the
aftergrowth of your harvest or gather the grapes of your untrimmed
vines." But the most striking feature of this legal explication, which is
not presented as a Mosaic repetition of an earlier dictum but as an
original divine prescription, is the way it obscures innovation by its
syntactical incorporation of the addendum of Exod. 23:11b into its
citation ofv. 10 ("You shall sow your fields for six years-and you shall
prune your vineyard for six years-and reap its yield"). Quite clearly the
emphasized clause is syntactically awkward and partially redundant,
but the result is quite significant, for the original addendum has been
nonnalized and with it the technical fonnula "you shall do likewise"
dropped. In the process, the interpretative voice has been obscured,
or redignified as a divine voice. Indeed, it is largely by means ofsuch
intrusions ofliving legal commentary into preexistent written rules that
we can to some extent monitor the dependence ofthe divine teachings
upon their human articulation in ancient Israel and the corresponding
drive for pseudepigraphic anonymity in legal exegesis. But piety aside,
what interpreter could ever hope for a better "hearing" for his words
than by this self.effacement, by this covertly promethean act?

Rarely does the human teacher forget and starkly betray himself
in his cultural task; though one may admit that he does so in Num.
15:22-29, when, prior to a phrase-by-phrase elaboration of Lev. 4:13
21, 27-31 (e.g., compare Lev. 4:20b with Num. 15:25-26), the comment
is made that the ensuing teachings are those "which YHWH spoke to
Moses" (v. 22; cf. v. 23)-even though the framework of the instruc
tions is YHWH's active command to Moses to speak the divine words
to the people. Thus the teacher has doubled (and, in a sense, sub
verted) the levels of authority in the text by revealing that his instruc
tion quietly extends Moses' original recitation of the divine words.
Jeremiah, on the other hand, in a later expansion of the Sabbath rule
in the Decalogue (Deut. 5:12-13), more deftly obscures his handiwork.
This Jeremiah maneuver deserves some comment.

The terse fonnulation prohibiting Sabbath labor found in the Deca
logue. Exod. 20:18-21. is taken over virtually verbatim in the Mosaic
citation of it in Deut. 5:12-14: "Heed the Sabbath day to sanctifY it-as
YHWH, your God, commanded you. Six days you may labor and do
all your work, but the seventh is the Sabbath ofYHWH, your God: do
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not do any work." But even Moses' recitation of the ancient rule ("as
YHWH ... commanded you") does little to explicate the details of
prohibited work-a feature which was undoubtedly clarified by the
oral and interpretative tradition, and which was part of the ongoing
teaching of the priests whose mandate was "to instruct the Israelites"
that they separate "the sacred from the profane" (Lev. 10:10-11; C£
Mal. 2:4-7). In this respect, it is significant to note that injunctions
whose language is extremely similar to that ofthe Decalogue in Exodus
are subsequently recited with such notable additions as that one who
works "will be put to death" (see Exod. 31:12-18, esp. vv. 14-15), or
that the definition of prohibited work included igniting fires (Exod.
35:1-3) or ignoring Sabbath rest during peak harvest seasons (Exod.
34:21). The ongoing process oflegal clarification is also evident in nar
ratives which report divine prohibitiOns of food-gathering (and baking
or boiling foods) or wood-gathering on the Sabbath day (Exod. 16:4
27; Num. 15:32-36); and it seems that travels for mercenary purposes
or even business negotiations were strongly discouraged in later peri
ods (Isa. 58:13).

Jer. 17:21-22 falls within this larger compass ofexegetical addenda
to Sabbath rules. The notable difference from earlier types of revision
of the Decalogue is that this one occurs within a prophetic oracle, not
in a legal or priestly teaching. Its outward fonn is that of Jeremiah
reporting God's command to address the people at one of the central
gates ofJerusalem (vv. 19-20), and then his presentation of the oracle
(vv.21-27) in the divine voice (first person)-after an introit which
disclaims his own authority: "Thus says YHWH: Be heedful and do not
bear any burden [for commerce]" on the Sabbath day and brinB it to the Bates of
Jerusalem; and do not take any burden from your homes on the Sabbath day. Do
not do any work: you shall sanctifY the Sabbath day, as I commanded
your forefathers" (vv. 21-22). A close comparison of this citation with the
passage from Deut. 5:12-14 cited earlier shows that such phrases as
"be heedful," "the Sabbath day," "do not do any work," "you shall
sanctifY the Sabbath day," and "I commanded" are directly derived
from that version of the Decalogue; whereas the emphasized clauses,
which are embedded within this pentateuchal citation, explicate the
rules of prohibited Sabbath labor by doubly restricting them: first, by
prohibiting the bearing of burdens from one's house to the gates of
Jerusalem for storage or sale;" and, second, by prohibiting the transfer
of burdens from the private to the public domain. The fact that this
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second prohibition so circumscribes the first as virtually to obviate it,
and that it is also not mentioned in vv. 24-27, whereas the first pro
hibition is, may suggest that this clause restricting bearable goods to
one's home on the Sabbath is a secondary addition to the oracle
much as the Septuagint inserted the post-biblical prohibition of ex
tended Sabbath travel into its own recension ofv. 21 ("and do not go
out of the gates ofJerusalem").

In any event, it is not solely the oracle-form, which uses the Deca
logue as the framework for its exegetical expansions, that arrests one's
attention. The more remarkable fact is that the divine voice adverts to
the deuteronomic text ("as I commanded your forefathers") as if to
emphasize the antiquity of the prohibition. For, by this means, the
divine voice speaking through Jeremiah does not just reinforce the
prohibition or merely dte Deu£. 5:12 ("as YHWH ... commanded
you") but uses this quotation-tag to authorize the legal innovation and
imply that the Sabbath rule now articulated-with its additions-is the
very same that was taught at Sinai! The new teachings are authorized
by a pseudo-dtation from the Pentateuch, spoken with divine author
ity.

This revision ofthe Mosaic redtation ofan earlier divine command
is thus an exemplary case ofthe exegetical extensions some legal teach
ings underwent in biblical literature. They preserve the hierarchical
preeminence of the divine voice at all costs. But by the very activation
of the earlier source via its dtation, the hermeneutical imagination at
work in Jei'. 17:21-22 betrays itself: its desire to prolong the divine
voice into a present which presupposes the entire Sinaitic revelation,
and its willingness to subordinate the human exegetical voice, whose
undisguised presence would then underscore a gap in the authority of
the revealed law. The paradox of the interrelatedness and interde
pendence of revealed Torah and interpretative tradition is, it seems to
me, no more finn)y expressed and repressed than in this remarkable
case of inner biblical exegesis found in the ancient Book ofJeremiah.

III

We may turn again to the oracles ofJeremiah in order to appreciate
another aspect of the exegetical process found in the Hebrew Bible,
one which expresses new teachings by means of strategic revisions of
earlier traditions, often from different genres. Indeed, these reappro-
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priations and transformations indicate the extent to which older au
thorities were in the mind of later teachers and part of their
imagination-suggestively radicalizing their rhetorical stance through
allusions to, and departures from, inherited lOBia. Many and varied are
the forms of this achievement, whose range extends from discourses
and oracles on the one hand to liturgies and historiography on the
other." In the process, many old revelations or traditions come alive.

Our appreciation of the oracle in Jeremiah 2:3 can be enhanced
by a detour through another series ofexegetical transformations: those
which link and divide Exod. 19:5-6 from Deu£. 7:6. In the deutero
nomic revision of its source we find articulated a theological charac
terization ofIsrael which is presupposed by the divine oracle expressed
by Jeremiah. Significantly, the first text from Exod. 19:5-6 is cast as a
revelation through Moses-before the Sinaitic revelation-that informs
the people "ifyou heed My voice and observe My covenant then you
will be My special possession among the nations ... and My ... holy
Ikadosh] nation." Quite evidently the holy status of Israel is portrayed
here as contingent on covenantal obedience. Given this, Moses' later
independent recitation of this speech is remarkable for its transfor
mation ofIsrael's status as unqualifiedly and unconditionally holy: "For
you are a holy [kadoshl people to YHWH, your God ... [His] special
people among the nations." No longer is Israel's holiness a condition
dependent upon covenantal obedience. It is now the preeminent con
dition for Israel's obedience to the divine regulations, such as those
mentioned in vv. 1-5. With this in mind, as perhaps it was in the mind
of the audience that once heard Jeremiah's oration, we may turn to
the oracle itself:

"Israel is consecrated [kodeshl to YHWH, the first fruits ofHis produce; whoever
destroys him [okhelovl will be judged guilty Iye'eshornu], and evil will befall them:
oracle ofYHWH.

One detects here a slight discrepancy between the reference to
YHWH at the outset ofthe oracle and the closing formula which often
denotes direct speech. Either Jeremiah or his disciples obscured the
authority of the prophetic voice by the higher authority of the divine
voice speaking directly. It is also conceivable that the final quotation
mark serves to indicate that the prophet spoke about God under divine
inspiration and was not ofhimselfspeaking divine words. At any rate,
this initial mote that sticks in our eye, suggesting a tension between
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tradition and innovation, enlarges to a beam as the reference to Israel's
special holiness recalls the tradition found in Moses' deuteronomic
speech, and we observe the new setting and imagery which has reno
vated it. The more complicated intertextuality of the Jeremiah oracle
stands revealed, and with it a remarkable instance ofexegetical revision.
To be sure, we cannot gauge exactly what was known by Jeremiah's
audience, but we may safely say that the prophet is utilizing the fol
lowing technical piece of priestly legislation:

And if a man eats a consecrated Ikodeshl donation by accident, he must add
one-fifth to its value and give the consecrated item to the priest. And they Ithe
priestsl shall not allow the consecrated donation of the Israelites to be dese
crated, and thereby cause them Ithe Israelites] to bear Itheir] iniquity" ofguilt
loshmohl when they Ithe Israelites] eat lokhelom] their lownl consecrated dona
tions. ..

This regulation deals with the accidental desacralization by the laity
ofconsecrated offerings donated to the Lord for the priests. The priests
are to be vigilant in this: not for their own self-interest-since they
nevertheless receive the perquisite plus a penalty surcharge in case of
its desecration-but for the laity'S sake, for through such inadvertence
they cause the people to incur guilt. And because the regulation in Lev.
22:14-16 refers to concrete cultic behavior, the terms used have con
crete force: the "consecrated" donations refer specifically to those an
imals and products (including first fruits) mentioned in Num. 18:11
19,25-29, especially v. 12; the "eating" thereofmearts just that; and the
"guilt" incurred involves a fixed reparation. Not so Jer. 2:3, which
clearly uses all these technical terms but transforms them in an idio
syncratic, exegetical way. Indeed, in Jeremiah's rhetoric the various
terms take on a figurative, even metaphOrical, aspect. Israel, the cove
:qant people, is not only "consecrated" to the Lord but His own "first
fPrlts"; the "eating" thereof is semantically extended to connote de
struction; 18 and the "guilt" involved is not a cultic fault requiring rep
aration but a matter of historical accountability.

The semantic trartsformations in this passage thus conceal a series
ofanalogies with the older ritual rule. Israel is the consecrated donation
ofYHWH, just as the cultic offerings are the consecrated donations of
the lay Israelites; and Israel's destruction by enemies involves retalia
tory punishments, just as the accidental desecration of donations re
quires retributive reparation. But of course the analogies are not all
symmetrical either-and this divergence gives hermeneutical power
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and tension to the new declaration. While the priestly rule is concerned
with ritual accidents, Jeremiah's words imply aggressive intent; while
the ritual accident in the priestly rule is committed by the donor, the
destruction of Israel (the "ritual object") in the prophetic oracle is by
a third party; while the reparation for the cultic fault is paid by the
donor to the donee, in Jeremiah's reinterpretation of it the possessor
(YHWH) ofthe holy produce (Israel) punishes those (the nations) who
desecrate it.

These various asymmetries do not subvert the rhetorical force and
analogical power of the exegetical application. Indeed, the evocation
of an earlier textual authority through the diction and topos chosen
for this new prophetic oracle so reactivates the older language as to
prOvide a semantic foil for its revision. A Simultaneity of voices is
heard-the divine voice speaking the priestly rule through Moses, and
the divine voice which uses its own words as it speaks through Jere
miah-and they do not cancel each other out.

But just what is it that generates Jeremiah's exegetical revival and
reapplication ofa relatively obscure priestly rule? We may return to the
beginning of our discussion and suggest that the reason probably lies
in, and may even draw upon, the same reinterpretation of the status
of Israel as "holy," reflected in the deuteronomic revision of Exod.
19:4-6 noted earlier. The topos of Israel's sanctity and covenantal guilt
may have activated old priestly associations and produced an oracle
that gave cultic concreteness to the notion of Israel as a holy people.
In a comparable way the deuteronomic draflsman has thoroughly
transformed the conditional notion ofIsraei being a "priestly nation"
found in Exod. 19:6 when he revised in Deut. 14:1-2 a rule from Lev.
21 :5--6 which prohibited priests, consecrated to holiness, to cut their
skin or pull out their hair when in mOurning. In the deuteronomic
text the entire people is categorically prohibited from doing this, pre
cisely because it is, unconditionally, "a holy nation to YHWH."

The exegetical redeployment of Lev. 22:14-16 as a metonym for
all the covenantal laws may serve as a concrete instance ofthe strategic
reemployment of one delimited textual unit within another, equally
delimited one. It is one type of the textual-exegetical thinking found in the
Hebrew Bible. A related but distinct type is found where a later voice
(real or fictive) speaks to a new situation by mearts ofa variety oftextual
units, which are severally activated and in some instances transformed
in their new setting.
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As an example, we may consider 2 Chron, 15:2-7, a speech in
which one Azzariah ben Oded delivers an oracle to King Asa ofJudah:

2. YHWH will be with you when you are with Him: for if you seek Him
[tidre.shuhul. He will be present [rimal,j to you: but ifyou abandon Him. He
will abandon you.

3. Now for a long time Israel was without a true God, without an instructing
priest and without Torah.

4. But when in distress [bGlarllsraei turned [vayashavl to YHWH. God of Israel,
and sought Him lvayevakshuhul, He was present [vayimal,j to them.

5. On those times there was no peace for those who went out or carne in
[from battle], for tremendous disturbances [m,humal raball assailed the inhab
itants of the lands.

6. And nations and cities smashed each other to bits, for God confounded
them with every distress.

7. But now: be you strong and do not slacken: for there is recompense for
your deeds.

This prophetiC discourse (as also the prophet in whose name it is
spoken) is unknown to earlier biblical sources, and appears to reBect
the pseudepigraphic handiwork of the Chronicler who has woven to
gether several strands of tradition in order to confront his contempo
rary readership (in the Persian period) with a matter of "prophetic"
concern to him. The piece opens and closes (vv.2,7) with echoes of
exhortation known from earlier sources ("YHWH will be with you";
"be strong") where it introduces an attempt to press someone into
military or even prophetic service. But the exhortation appears here
with the assertion that YHWH will be present to those who seek Him
and follow his ways, so that the old military language has been thor
ougWy subordinated, even transformed, by being juxtaposed to spiri
tual-covenantal concerns-much as the similar exhortation ofstrength
in Deut. 31:7-8 is transfigured and reinterpreted as strength for spiritual
endeavors in Josh. 1:7-8, which redtes the earlier speech.

But the exegetical dimensions of this speech are more ramified.
At first glance the resumption ofv. 2 by vv. 3-6, which describes a time
when YHWH abandoned Israel because ofher sins but also antidpates
a return of divine presence to sincere penitents, seems to be an in
determinate rhetorical conceit. But a closer inspection of the verses
suggests that the Chronicler is actually alluding to the recent exile and
reminding the people that repentance may reverse the terror ofdivine
abandonment. A striking parallel occurs in Deut. 4:29-30, a passage
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also of post-exilic origin, where the Israelites are told that if they be
seech (uvikashlem) and seek (tidreshenu) YHWH and repent (veshavta,
"turn") in distress (balar), He will be present 10 them (umela'ukha).

To portray the physical and spiritual horrors of exile, the Chron
icler surrounds v. 4 with passages from earlier oracles of doom. Thus
the Chronicler's reference in v. 5b to "tremendous disturbances" (us
ing the rare expression mehumol rabol) is based on Amos 3:17. And v. 3,
"for a long time Israel was without a true God, without an instructing
priest, and without Torah," is actually an exegetical revision of Hos.
3:4, which refers to the northern exile with the words "for many days
the Israelites dwelt without a king ... or slaughter" ... or image ('ephodJ
or household gods [term]." Uke this passage, the Chronicler has Az
zariah refer to "many days" in exile "without a king" and without
means ofdivine instruction. But instead of referring to the older rultic
mantic means of instruction known to Hosea, the later Chronicler is
concerned to emphasize instruction by priests-though he may also
allude to the loss of the priestly tradition ofmantic practice in the exile
(ci Ezra 2:63). In any event, the Chronicler's striking revision of the
Hosean text is underscored by his reference to "Torah"-a matter un
noted in Hos. 3:4 but of recurrent concern to later biblical historiog
raphy.'" In the light ofthe impact this old oracle had on the ChrOnicler,
it should not pass unnoticed that the prophet Hosea closes his list of
losses with the comment: "After that the Israelites will turn (yashuvu]
and seek [uvikshu] YHWH" (v. 5). The Chronicler does likewise.

Azzariah's speech not only reuses older phrases and recontex
tualizes them, but the very allusions of his speech evoke these older
texts and draw lines of signification out from 2 Chron. 15:2-7 to the
richer textual-traditionary mass which stands behind the latter-day ex
hortation. Indeed, each of the allusions is very much like a metonym
for a different lemma in the tradition, so that the speaker in the Chron
icler's text is a new-old voice: a voice of the present hour, but also a
voice which verbalizes older language for the sake of the reappropria
tion of the tradition. The substitutions or additions in the Chronicler's
text take on added force from this pOint of view. For the ear which
heard or the eye which read these words would presumably perceive
in their difference from the older literary models the gap ofhistorical
time which had intervened between the one occasion and the other;
but it would also, perhaps, have recognized the earnest concerns which
generate the textual imagination here at play. In this exegetical anthol-
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ogy, as in others from the period, older textual boundaries collapse
before the pressure of an appropriating voice, and the complex inter
textuality of the culture is brought to view. Here, all significant speech
is Scriptural or Scripturally-oriented speech. The voices ofIsrael's teach
ers will struggle to speak anew in traditions and words handed down
from the past: Jacob and his exegetical imagination will always be a
supplanter seeking the blessing of antiquity.

IV

This brief review of inner biblical exegesis is hardly a comprehensive
display of its achievement in andent Israelite literature. It may never
theless serve to isolate some strains of this important phenomenon,
and it may even suggest some strategies used for retrieving older lem
mata centuries before the emergence ofclassical Judaism and its forms
of biblical exegesis.

One of the features that emerges prominently is the fact that for
inner biblical exegesis there is no merely literary or theological play
fulness. Exegesis arises out of a practical crisis of some sort-the in
comprehensibility of a word or a rule, or the failure of the covenantal
tradition to engage its audience. There is, then, something of the dy
namic of "tradition and the individual talent" here-where the tradi
tion sets the agenda ofproblems which must be creatively resolved or
determines the received language which may be imaginatively re
worked. The strategies vary from textual annotation. literary allusion.
and types of analogical or synthetic reasoning. They include also the
ethical. legal or even spiritual transformation of textual content." In all
cases the "tradition" maintains its generative and olien determinative
hierarchical preeminence. even as "individual talent" (ofan individual
in fact, or a school representative) clarifies or transforms tradition in
the light of present-day ignorance or other exigendes.

Almost invariably, moreover, in the evidence preserved, individual
talent has persistently exploited the received traditional context. Thus
there are virtually no generalizations, abstractions. or context-free com
ments of the kind one finds in the developed rationality ofRoman and
Rabbinic Law. By the same token, abstract rules for rhetoric or pro
phetiC discourse are not given, nor are there collocations of similar
rhetorical types as in both early and late rabbinic Mideash. Tradition is
the warp and woofofcreative talent. the textual content whose lexical
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or theolOgical knots are exegetically unraveled, separated, or recom
bined. In this sense tradition is also the retextured con-text.

But, further, tradition is olien presented or represented as reve
lation. And so, from the viewpOint of how a new teaching is autho
rized, the intriguing issue is not just the interdependence of the two
(i.e., how a new teaching uses the tradition) but the strategic subor
dination of the one to the other-what we may consider under the
general category of "revelation and the individual talent." Our biblical
sources display a complex variety of types along a spectrum that only
in part reflects histOrical development. In some cases, new post-Sinaitic
legal revelations given to Moses add exegetical content which had
emerged over time; and in other instances, exegetical addenda are
interpolated into the Mosaic mediation of the divine voice (in the laws
found in Exodus or Leviticus) or the double mediation of that voice
(in Deuteronomy). In still other cases legal innovations are mediated
through a later prophetiC voice (in Jer. 17:21-22, which uses Jeremiah;
or Ezek. 44:9-31, which uses Ezekiel) or introduce exegetical devel
opments under the authoritative dtation of the Torah of Moses (in
Ezra 9) or more obliquely (in the complex extension of Num. 9:9-14
in 2 ebron. 30:2-3). Only in the latter cases does the exegete's voice
emerge to full view-an event of real cultural consequence.

The strategic subordination of the human exegetical voice to di
vine revelation in the Hebrew Bible should not, however, be regarded
as a case of piOUS fraud or political manipulation of older sources
though here and there this perspective cannot be excluded. Rather we
should recognize the inevitable preeminence of the divine voice in
biblical culture and realize that many legal additions, for example,
made the law livable; so that an interpreter may well have olien be
lieved that his interpretation was the explidt articulation of the re
ceived content of the tradition and that individual talent was marked
by its very ability to perform this feat. It even seems likely that some
ctrcles believed the legal exegetes were inspired by God to perform
their task through the very study of the divine word." But this is not
certain. In any case, the existence ofrevealed texts in the mind oflater
prophets was certainly a catalytic factor in their production of remark
ably innovative discourses. The example from Jer. 17:21-22 is not the
only case in point, for one could well pOint to Malachi's striking reuse
and inversion of the Priestly Blessing in Mal. 1:6--2:9 as an additional
instance, among others." The case ofAzzariah ben Oded, furthermore,
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shows how Revelation may activate older rraditions in our historio
graphical sources-although as a rule the individual talent of the his
torian is disguised in the oblique, but no less authoritative, voice of
the historical narrator.

whether aggressive or naive, fully self-conseous or the product of
divine inspiration, textual exegeses in the Hebrew Bible oscillate be
rween the authoritatively given lemma and its renovation through syn
tactic, semantic, or generic maneuvers. One may say that the entire
corpus of Scriprure remains open to these invasive procedures and
strategic reworkings up to the close of the canon in the early rabbinic
period, and so the received text is complexly compacted of teachings
and their subversion, of rules and their extension, of topoi and their
revision. Within aneent Israel, as long as the textual corpus remained
open, Revelation and Tradition were thickly interwoven and interde
pendent, and the received Hebrew Bible is itself, therefore, the product
of an interpretative rradition.

With the closing of the corpus of Scriprure, however, and the
establishment of a fixed canon deemed prior in time and authority to
rabbinic exegesis, there was a tendency to forget the exegetical dimen
sions of Scriprure and to see Scriprure solely as the source and foun
dation oflater interpretation. ReligiOUS and political reasons among the
aneent Pharisees aided this forgetting; and the pseudepigraphical tech
niques ofinner biblical exegesis have served to obscure this matter yet
further. It has therefore been one aim of this essay to reverse this
forgetting for the sake ofa historical anamnesis. The most characteristic
fearure of the Jewish imagination, the interpretation and rewriting of
sacred texts, thus has its origin in the occasional, unsystematized in
stances ofexegesis embedded in the Hebrew Bible, examples ofwhich
it has been my effort to recall.
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Note on Transcriptions

In transcribing Hebrew words and names, I have chosen not to confuse
nonspecialists with the use of unnecessary diacritical marks and the like.
Thus, biblical figures and places are generally rendered by their standard
English equivalents (Joshua, Bethlehem); the same is true of the names of
texts cited in this book (the Mishnah, Yalqut Shimoni) and certain other,
fairly common, transcriptions (halakhah, the Shema). When a particular
point has required more exact transcription, I have relied on that in
current use in most scholarly journals.

I
The World of Ancient
Biblical Interpreters

TH E OLD EST PAR T s of the Hebrew Bible go back very far into ancient
times, some to before 1,000 B.C.E. These ancient texts may have been

transmitted orally for a time, but soon enough they were committed to
writing. Since the materials on which they were written were perishable, the
texts eventually crumbled or wore out and had to be recopied. The stories,
psalms, laws, and prophecies that have reached us today as part of the Bible
must therefore have been copied many, many times even within the biblical
period itself. (There were doubtless other texts, such as the "Book of Yashar"
or the "Book of the Wars of the Lord" mentioned in the Bible itself, I which did
not survive; for one reason or another, they ceased to be copied and so have
been lost.)

The scribes who did the work of copying were not mindless duplicating
machines, nor did they likely execute their copies so that the texts might then
be put into some kind of "cold storage." If these texts were repeatedly copied
within the biblical period itself, it was because they were used; they played
some part in daily life. Some texts, especially the history of past events and of
ancient heroes, were doubtless used in the royal court, perhaps for purposes
of literacy instruction, royal propaganda, or simply record keeping. Other
texts were just as certainly associated with temples and sanctuaries-songs
and prayers and priestly instructions and the like. Still others-ancient stat
utes, prophecies, speeches, proverbs, and so forth-may have likewise had
their place in court or temple, or they may have belonged to yet some other
site. But wherever they were preserved, the very fact that they were attests to
the role that these texts must have played somewhere in ancient Israelite
society. No one would go to the trouble of copying texts for no purpose.

To say only this is virtually to assert that, from a very early period, the texts
that make up the Hebrew Bible were interpreted texts. For, judges who seek to
enforce written statutes have to do more than simply read the texts involved;
they have to apply the law's general prescriptions to specific situations and,
sometimes, adapt fixed formulations to new circumstances. (This is especially
true with the laws contained in the Bible, which often function by describing

l. 2 Sam. 1:18, Num. 21:14. On this subject generally: Lei!!lan, Canollization ofScripture.
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a specific case while leaving to others the job of deriving from that case
principles that might apply elsewhere.) The same applies to priests seeking to
follow an established procedure for temple sacrifices or trying to diagnose a
disease from a specific set of symptoms. Teachers, royal counselors, propagan
dists, or others who might make use of historical records doubtless did more
than simply read them aloud: however much the records might have seemed
to speak for themselves, even the clearest point in a text must sometimes be
driven home to an audience through restatement, elaboration, and the like.
And not all texts are clear. Writers often leave ambiguities in what they write,
so that all the figures mentioned-judges, priests, teachers, and so forth
were of necessity also interpreters because of the simple fact that their work
involved using texts.

Thus, it is probably safe to say that, at least in these ways, the interpreta
tion of the Bible goes back virtually as far as the oldest texts within it. Indeed,
evidence of this process is to be found within the Hebrew Bible itself. Later
biblical books frequently mention or allude to things found in earlier books,
and in so doing they often modify or change-sometimes radically-the
apparent sense of the earlier text. The book of Daniel, for example, specifically
interprets a prophecy of Jeremiah (Jer. 25:11-12, 29:10), in which Jeremiah's
reference to "seventy years" is asserted to mean in reality 490 years (Dan. 9:2,

24). In somewhat less dramatic fashion, the entire book of Chronicles may be
seen as a kind of commentary on (especially) the biblical books of Samuel and
Kings, with numerous additions or modifications of the earlier material, plus
a few blatant omissions.2 Daniel and Chronicles are relatively late books in the
biblical canon, but there is evidence of such interpretive activity far earlier,
well before that "great divide" in biblical history, the point at which the
Babylonians conquered Jerusalem and sent the Jews into exile (586 B.C.E.).
Such ancient bits of interpretation, while generally less striking than later
examples, nonetheless bear ample witness to the work of interpreters from
very early times.

The Age ofInterpretation

And yet, it would be wrong to conclude that interpretation proceeded at pretty
much the same pace throughout the biblical period. On the contrary, the
Babylonian conquest just mentioned seems to mark the dawn of a new age

2. See on this Seligmann. "Voraussetzung der Midraschexegese"; idem. "The Beginnings of

Midrash in the Book of Chronicles"; Willi, Der Chrotlik als Auslegutlg; Japhet, Ideology of the Book of
Chrotlicles.
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with regard to Scripture and its interpretation. The Jews, exiled from their
homeland for half a century, were suddenly informed in 532 B.C.E. that they
were free to return home; this right was granted to them by an edict of the
Persian king Cyrus following his stunning victory over mighty Babylon. Many
Jews did indeed return home, and the society that they established in Judea
was one in which-for reasons to be examined presently-the interpretation
of ancient Scripture came to playa central role. As a result, a distinctive
approach to interpretation began to develop, and in the ensuing centuries
individual interpretations of biblical laws and stories and prophecies slowly
accumulated and coalesced into a great body of lore that came to be known
widely throughout Israel.

Some of the first fruits of this activity may be found among the latest
books of the Hebrew Bible, but the great mass of ancient biblical interpreta
tion appears in books that, for one reason or another, did not end up being
included in the Jewish canon. These books-expansive retellings of biblical
stories, first-person narratives put in the mouths of biblical heroes, pseudony
mous apocalypses, the sayings and proverbs of ancient sages, plus actual
biblical commentaries, sermons, and the like-were composed from, roughly,
the third century B.C.E. through the first century C.E., although some of the
interpretations of the Bible found in them doubtless go back still earlier. These
old texts allow us to reconstruct in some detail how the Bible was read and
understood during this crucial period. They are the focus of the present study.

The Need for Interpreters

As mentioned, almost any written text contains potential ambiguities. Nor
mally, we ordinary readers deal with such ambiguities ourselves, so that there
is no need for a special class of text interpreters. Perhaps it was so, for a time,
in ancient Israel as well-although the job of being a judge, a priest, or a
teacher certainly could imply some skill in interpreting texts. But the post
exilic period marked (among other things) a time in which this interpretive
function became a thing unto itself and in which, therefore, the interpreter of
Scripture emerged as a figure in his own right.

Part of the reason for this figure's emergence had to do with the passage of
time itself. For, however much all texts contain ambiguities, such ambigui
ties-and even out-and-out incomprehensibility-tend to increase with old
texts, for the simple reason that language and culture are always in the process
of changing. A word whose meaning may have been clear two or three
hundred years ago may no longer be clear now; indeed, it may now mean
something else entirely. Few speakers of Engli~h nowadays would understand
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that to call someone "lewd and silly" in Chaucer's day was hardly to criticize;
the person was, in fact, being described as uneducated and defenseless.

In the same way, many Hebrew words had shifted their meaning by the
end of the biblical period. Even such basic concepts as "get," "take," "need,"
"want," "time," and "much" were expressed with new terms; the old words
had either shifted their meaning or dropped out of sight entirely. As a result,
someone trying to read a text from the ancient past could not always make
sense of it; an expert, someone acquainted with old texts and their meanings,
was needed.

Words were not the only thing to change: ideas, social institutions, and
political reality likewise shifted. Some ofIsrael's bitterest enemies of days gone
by no longer existed, replaced by new foes unheard of in an earlier age. Old
forms of organization and governance had likewise fallen from view. Succes
sive waves of conquerors-the Babylonians, Persians, Greeks (subdivided into
the Hellenized Ptolemies of Egypt and the Hellenized Seleucids of Syria), then
the Romans-had introduced not only new words into the Hebrew language,
but also new ideas and ways of thinking, indeed, whole new civilizations.
Taken together, such changes had a way of distancing people from their own
past: texts that had at one time been quite comprehensible might now appear
to be an encoded mystery. There is little doubt that, for just such reasons,
many of the particulars in the stories of Genesis or the laws of Exodus were no
longer clear to readers as early as the time of the return from Babylonian exile.
Henceforth interpreters of Scripture would increasingly be necessary.

Such interpreters were needed even more because of a curious feature in
the transmission of ancient Hebrew Scripture. The Hebrew writing system
was more than a little ambiguous. Like certain other Semitic languages,
Hebrew was written down by recording the consonants alone: there were no
letters to represent vowels. (Eventually, the consonants corresponding to our
H, Y, and W came to be widely used as a way of indicating some vowels, but
this was done only inconsistently at first and in any case still left many
ambiguities. )

Of course, writing only the consonants in words would not work at all in
English. The letters BRD, for example, could be interpreted as standing for
"bird," "bard;' "bared," "barred;' "beard;' "broad," "bored," "board," "brad;'
"bread," "bred," "breed," "braid," "by-road;' "buried," "borrowed;' and so
on. In Hebrew, things are far easier: most words are built on a triconsonantal
root and there are relatively few homonyms. The basic meaning of BRD, for
example, is "hail." But even within the triconsonantal root structure, context
alone will often determine whether a particular word is to be construed as a
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noun or a verb, or as belonging to one class of verb as opposed to another, or
as being in the passive or active voice. Here, certainly, was plenty of room for
ambiguity!

What is more, biblical texts were written without the use of capital letters,
periods, commas, or any other kind of punctuation. Thus, even where a
sentence began or ended was often a matter of opinion: it all depended on
how you interpreted it. Indeed, even the separation between individual words
was, in ancient times, frequently left ambiguous by author or scribe. And
within the sentence, basic decisions about which words went together with
which others and where, therefore, syntactic pauses were to occur-these too
were a matter of interpretation.

Such ambiguities might at first seem rather minor, even trivial. However,
especially when combined with other obscurities resulting from the passage of
time, they created a significant barrier between text and reader. As a matter of
fact, this ambiguous writing system was responsible for a great many of the
interpretations charted in this book. The existence of such a writing system
not only seemed to call forth interpreters to explain the biblical text, but soon
enough, it furnished those interpreters with a flexible tool for tipping the
interpretive scales in one particular direction or another. Carried to an ex
treme, the freedom of interpreters to read a single word in different ways or to
break up a block of text into various syntactic combinations could at times
allow them to make a text out to be saying exactly the opposite of its apparent
meaning. The importance of the Hebrew writing system can thus hardly be
overstated.

The Mode ofReturn

Many of the above factors, however, had existed from earliest times; while the
passage of time may have heightened their effect, they alone are probably not
sufficient to explain why it was the period following the return from Babylo
nian exile that inaugurated a new interest in the interpretation of Scripture.
To account for this, a number of further historical considerations must be
mentioned.3

The first might be called the "mode of return" in which the Jews found
themselves after the return from the Babylonian exile. Not all those who had
been exiled to Babylon did return; a number of them stayed in their new

3. I have discussed these factors at greater length in Kugel and Greer, Early Biblical Interpretation.

31-51•
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home. Those who went back to Judah4 doubtless did so for a variety of
reasons, but certainly one of them was a straightforward desire to return to
the place and the way of life that had been their ancestors' in days gone by. Yet
here was a problem. For, while the physical places previously inhabited may
have been clear enough, the way of life that had been followed in them was
not. One could not interrogate the hills or the trees to find out how one's
forebears had acted two or three generations earlier: that information de
pended on the restored community's collective memory, a memory embodied
in (among other things) its library of ancient texts. Thus, the very mode of
return-the desire to go back to something that once existed-probably made
this community bookish to an abnormal degree.

Political differences among different groups within the returning exiles
reinforced this tendency. To judge by the biblical evidence itself, some Jews at
that time were bent on restoring the Davidic dynasty to full political leader
ship. (David's descendants had continuously ruled in Judah from the time of
David himself, in the tenth century B.C.E., until the Babylonian exile.) Hopes
eventually crystallized in the figure of Zerubbabel, heir to the Davidic throne.
Many apparently looked to Zerubbabel to bring about drastic changes in the
Jews' situation, perhaps through out-and-out rebellion against the Persian
authorities; this hope is reflected in, among others, the writings of the biblical
prophets Haggai and Zechariah (see Haggai 2; Zech. 4:6-7). At the same time,
however, other Jews were more reserved in their political opinions. It is
striking, for example, that the biblical books of Ezra and Nehemiah nowhere
mention Zerubbabel's Davidic origins in their treatment of him; apparently,
the author of these books saw the Persians as legitimate rulers.s Indeed, the
author of Ezra begins by asserting that the emperor Cyrus had been commis
sioned by God Himself to rule "all the kingdoms of the earth" and to build a
temple for Him in Jerusalem (Ezra 1:1-2).

Such political differences might exist at any time and in any place. But it is
significant that the Jews of this period turned to their own ancient writings to

4. Here it might be appropriate to clarify a matter of terminology. Judah was one of Israel's
original twelve tribes, eventually, the dominant one in the south. King David had united the twelve

tribes into a single monarchy at the start of the tenth century B.C.E.; when this United Monarchy

subsequently split in two under David's grandson Rehoboam, the southern part became the kingdom

of Judah. The northern kingdom was subsequently conquered by Assyria in the eighth century B.C.E.

and its citizenry dispersed: only the southern kingdom, Judah, continued to exist, still ruled by

David's descendants. It was this kingdom that the Babylonians conquered early in the sixth century

B.C.E. and to which the exiles returned at the end of that century. In Greco-Roman sources, the

country is called Judaea (or Judea) and its people the Jews. However, the general term "Israel" also

continued to be used as a name for the Jewish people.

5. Japhet, "Sheshbazzar and Zerubbabel"; see also her Ideology ofthe Book ofChronicles, 395-504.
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legitimate their political views. Thus, when the prophet Haggai, a proponent
of Zerubbabel, first prophesied about him,

On that day, says the Lord of Hosts, I will take you, Zerubbabel my
servant, son of Shealtiel, and make you like a signet ring, for I have
chosen you, says the Lord of Hosts. - Hag. 2:23

his words had a somewhat "biblical" ring, perhaps intended specifically to
evoke a dire prophecy of Jeremiah's from an earlier age:

As I live, says the Lord, though Coniah the son of Jehoiakim, king of
Judah, were a signet ring on my right hand, yet I would tear you off
and give you into the hand of those who seek your life.

- Jer. 22:24-25

The same prophet Jeremiah was evoked by members of the opposite camp
in the opposite sense, of course. The opening words of the book of Ezra,
alluded to above, might be cited in full here:

In the first year of Cyrus king of Persia, in order to accomplish the
word of the Lord uttered by Jeremiah, the Lord stirred up the spirit
of Cyrus king of Persia so that he made a proclamation. -Ezra 1:1

According to this source, not only was Cyrus a legitimate, divinely chosen
ruler, but his deeds were nothing less than the fulfillment of a biblical proph
ecy uttered by the same Jeremiah.

So, more generally, the returning Jews used the stories, prophecies, songs,
and prayers saved from before the Babylonian exile to bolster their own ideas
on all manner of different issues. For example, the book of Chronicles has
been shown to contain a detailed program for the restored Jewish community
after the Babylonian exile: its author was a firm supporter of the Davidic
monarchy; he was in favor of uniting the northern and southern parts of the
country into a single polity, a state whose very existence was predicated on
what he saw as the people's eternal (and, in his view, virtually uninterrupted)
presence on its own land and loyalty to its God." Yet how interesting, and
typical, that this author sought to put forward his political program not as
such, but in the form of a history of bygone times-specifically, a retelling of
much of the biblical books of Samuel and Kings. It was no doubt the mode of
return that led this author, like so many others, to present his ideas not as
innovations but as a return to the glorious past. That is, by omitting some

6. These points are discussed at length in Japhet, Ideology of the Book ofChronicles.
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things and adding others, this author reshaped the past and so made it into a
more perfect model of what he himself wished to prescribe for the future.

The Centrality ofLaws

Texts from the ancient past not only served as a general guide to how life had
been lived before the exile. These texts-and in particular what is called the
Pentateuch or Torah, the first five books of the Bible-contained numerous
laws and commandments from an earlier day. Another result of the mode of
return in which the Jews found themselves was the heightened importance of
these laws.

Obeying laws is usually thought of in our society as a rather small and
unimportant part of life. True, most people obey speed limits and traffic
lights, stay off private property, and pay their taxes, but such acts of obedience
hardly register in our daily consciousness. Ordinary citizens do not usually
spend a lot of time in court. The whole subject of law seems rather specialized
and marginal.

Among the returning exiles, by contrast, laws occupied a central position.
According to the book of Nehemiah, the people at this time specifically took
an oath "to walk in God's law which was given by Moses, the servant of God,
and to observe and do all the commandments of the Lord our master and
perform His ordinances and statutes" (Neh. 10:29). It was, apparently, cru
cially important that all members of the restored community do their utmost
to conform to the divinely given statutes of old.

One reason was that they were divine, God's own commandments. If this
divine provenance were not in itself sufficient to command the sustained
attention of the community, the whole atmosphere of the postexilic period
made it sufficient. The Babylonian conquest and exile had been the traumatic
event in Jewish history. Not only had the defeat cost the Jews their freedom
and homeland-as well as quite a few lives-but it had challenged the very
foundations of Israel's understanding of its God and His ways with the world.
The Jerusalem Temple, God's physical home on earth, had suddenly been
razed by the enemy, and the daily Temple sacrifices, a centuries-old routine by
which, in the common esteem, the divine will was appeased and made favor
able toward mankind, had now been brutally put to an end. How could such
events be understood?

The explanation offered by Jewish prophets and sages was that these
events constituted God's punishment for the people's failure to obey the
divine laws. When, in conformity to Jeremiah's prophecy (and in contradic
tion to all that common sense or political science might have predicted), the
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Babylonians were in turn overthrown a few short decades after their defeat of
the Jews, it certainly seemed as if the "punishment" explanation was indeed
correct: God had used the Babyloniansto show His people Israel the error of
its ways but, once having done so, He in turn toppled the Babylonians from
power lest anyone conclude that it was their military might, rather than God's
will, that had brought them victory.

Back in their homeland, the Jews resolved to learn the lesson of history:
henceforth they would be more careful, henceforth they would be sure to
observe the divine statutes with punctilious zeal. But such resolve only height
ened the interpretive crux of biblical law. How could one demand strict
observance of laws that were frequently and notoriously short on particulars?
For example, working on the Sabbath was forbidden-but what constituted
"work"? Performing one's usual profession? Doing any work which was part
of a profession, even if it was not one's own? Or perhaps something still more
stringent? (For some answers, see Chapter 20.) Similarly, the book of Leviticus
commanded that one not "take revenge or hold a grudge" (Lev. 19:18) against
one's kinsman-but what did that mean? If "revenge" here implied actually
harming him or killing him to recompense a wrong suffered, did the further
prohibition of holding a grudge mean that one could not even resent him for

. the harm inflicted? Was this humanly possible? And did the continuation of
this same verse-"And you shall love your neighbor as yourself"-mean that
one was actually ordered by God to love someone whom one might otherwise
be inclined to hate? How can love be commanded? (For answers given to these
questions, see Chapter 22.) Like these, dozens and hundreds of other laws had
to be understood precisely and thoroughly if another catastrophe was to be
averted.

Quite apart from what we would think of as the "religious" importance of
obeying biblical laws-the desire of the community to find favor with God
and to head off another disaster-there may have been a more immediate
spur to making sure that these laws were definitively interpreted and ex
plained. It is likely that biblical laws were quite simply the law of the land in
the restored community of Judah. Persian imperial policy under Darius I
apparently consisted of giving the empire's stamp of approval to the old legal
systems of its various subject peoples. Thus, in the year 518 B.C.E., Darius
wrote to his satrap in Egypt to send him Egyptian scholars who might write
down "the former law of Egypt." The scholars apparently complied, writing
their laws "on one roll."7 It seems likely that something similar happened with

7. Bickerman, The Jews in the Greek Age, 30. Bickerman elaborated on this theme in a paper

presented at the Eighth World Congress of Jewish Stll~ies in Jerusalem, 1981. (Unfortunately, he died
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the Jews: the ancient laws, presented in definitive form, acquired the authority
of the ruling powers. The words of Artaxerxes I (who reigned from 465 or 464

to 424 B.C.E.), cited in the book of Ezra, are eloquent in this regard:

"I, Artaxerxes the king, make a decree to all the treasurers in the
province Beyond the River: Whatever Ezra the priest, the scribe of the
law of the God of heaven, requires of you, be it done with diligence ...
And you, Ezra, according to the wisdom ofyour God which is in your
hand, appoint magistrates and judges who may judge all the people in
the province Beyond the River, all such as know the laws ofyour God;
and those who do not know them, you shall teach. Then, whoever will
not obey the law of your God and the law of the king, let judgment be
strictly executed upon him, whether for death or for banishment or
for confiscation of his goods or for imprisonment:'

-Ezra 7:21, 25-26

Henceforth, the ancient Hebrew laws stood on a par with, or were equated
with, the laws of the Persian rulers: the "law of your God and the law of the
king" comprised the legal corpus by which daily life was to be governed, and
not only the Jews but, as well, the Persian government officials in their midst
were required to make sure that ancient biblical statutes were widely under
stood ("those who do not know them, you shall teach") and fully enforced as
the law of the land.

The Rise of the Interpreter

For all these reasons, the interpreters of Scripture enjoyed an increasing
prominence and authority in the period following the Babylonian exile. They
were, first of all, the guardians of writings preserved from Israel's ancient past.
With their bookman's skills, they could explain what that past was, what had
been set down in writing by or about Israel's historic leaders; they could
likewise look deeply into the words of ancient lore and traditions, the writings
of divinely chosen prophets or sages from days gone by. Clearly, interpreting
such ancient texts was a matter of more than merely antiquarian interest: the
interpretation of Scripture could lend support for this or that political pro-

shortly after the conference and the paper was never published.) If it was similarly demanded of

Jewish sages that they write down their "former law;' this may have been an event of crucial

importance not only to the ancient interpretation of biblical laws but to their very formulation in a

final, fixed text of the Pentateuch.
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gram or leader, and it determined as well the significance of divine law and its
application to daily life.

Who were these interpreters? There is good indication that they came
from within different groups and levels of Jewish society. Some of them were,
like "Ezra the priest" (Ezra 7:21) just mentioned, priests or levites-people
who, by birth, had a special association with the service of God-since part of
their job had from earliest times involved not only interpreting divine statutes
but promulgating and explaining them to the people. The book of Deuter
onomy had said about the tribe of Levi (from which priests and levites were
said to descend):

They shall teach Your statutes to Jacob, and to Israel Your Torah.
-Deut.33:10

Elsewhere in the same book, the role of members of this tribe in interpreting
the law is made specific (Deut. 17:8-13). So too in later times:

"Thus says the Lord of Hosts: Ask the priests to decide this question."
-Hag. 2:11

True instruction was in his [Levi's] mouth, and no wrong was found
on his lips ... For the lips of the priest guard knowledge, and people
seek instruction [torah] from his mouth, for he is an emissary of the
Lord of Hosts. - Mal. 2:6-7

But priests and levites were hardly the only interpreters. We have glimpsed
above the special association that judges, teachers, sages, and scribes probably
had with the interpretation of ancient texts, and people from these walks of
life as well served as Scriptural interpreters on into the Second Temple period
and beyond. (Note that Ezra the priest is further described in the same verse
as "the scribe of the law of the God of heaven"; Ezra 7:21). No doubt for a time
at least, interpreting Scripture had merely been a function-one among
many-associated with each of these various offices; indeed, certain areas of
interpretation were probably long associated specifically with certain types of
interpreters (for example, laws of sacrifices, purity, and impurity with priests).
From the closing centuries before the common era, however, comes evidence
of more "all-purpose" interpreters, people who held forth on every area of
scriptural interpretation, and such continued to be the case in the centuries
thereafter.

In explaining Scripture in their particular fashion, interpreters ultimately
came to encroach on territory that had previously belonged to another, rather
different figure: the biblical prophet. For centuries before the Babylonian
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exile, prophets had acted as divine spokesmen in Israel. They were seen, quite
literally, as messengers of God, and the messages they brought-words of
rebuke and announcements of divine judgment and punishment, as well as
messages of hope and divine encouragement, or simply divine directives and
commandments-compelled the attention of kings and commoners alike.
Prophets, in short, were an intermediary link in communications between
God and humanity. But then, in the period following the return from exile,
prophecy began to fall into disrepute. Although we possess the words of
prophets who existed at the time of the return itself, in the centuries that
followed there is a void: apparently, prophecy was no longer regarded as it had
been previously.8 Perhaps the institution itself had fallen, or was falling, into
disrepute:

And if anyone again appears as a prophet, his father and mother who
bore him will say to him, "You shall not live, for you speak lies in the
name of the Lord"; and his father and his mother shall pierce him
through when he prophesies. On that day, every prophet will be
ashamed of his vision when he prophesies; he will not put on the hairy
mantle in order to deceive, but he will say, "I am no prophet, I am a
tiller of the soil." - Zech. 13:3-5

Later prophets sometimes alluded to, or interpreted, the words of earlier
prophets, and these references in themselves may indicate a change in the air.
Were not the words of the great prophets of the past turned to as a source of
inspiration, or even information, about the present precisely because these
words, now part of Scripture, outweighed anything that might be uttered by
the latter-day prophets "in your midst"? God's word was increasingly thought
of as a written word, given to Israel for all time, and it was therefore those who

8. This is not to say that prophecy itself ceased to exist as a phenomenon in postexilic times,

although this was indeed asserted or implied in a number of ancient sources (I Macc. 4:46, 9:27, 14:41;

Prayer of Azariah 15: 2 Bar. 85:3; (perhaps) Testament ofBenjamin 9:2; Josephus, AgApion 1:40-41; as

well as in numerous rabbinic sources, e.g., Seder Olam 30, T. Sola 13:2, b. Baba Batra 12b, etc.).

Elsewhere, however, is evidence of a different opinion: Wisd. 7:27, Philo, Who Is Heir 259, (IQH)

Thallksgiving Hymns 4:16, I Cor. 11:4-5,12:10,14:4-5, etc., Josephus, Jewish Antiquities 13:311-13, 20:97,

169, etc. It seems not so much that prophecy ceased as that the prophet's very identity and role came

to be redefined and significantly broadened, while at the same the conviction was spreading that the

great prophets were a thing of the past (and, perhaps, the future). See further Urbach, "When Did

Prophecy Cease?" idem, "Halakhah and Prophecy;' 1-27; Vermes, Jesus the Jew, 69-82; Blenkinsopp,

"Prophecy and Priesthood in Josephus"; Aune, Prophecy in Early Christianity; Horsely, "Like One of

the Prophets of Old"; Greenspahn, "Why Prophecy Ceased"; Kugel, "David the Prophet"; Winston,

"lwo Types of Mosaic Prophecy"; Feldman, "Prophets and Prophecy in Josephus"; Brin, "Biblical

Prophecy in the Dead Sea Scrolls"; and Milikowsky, "The End of Prophecy and the End of the Bible."
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interpreted sacred texts from the past who were God's present-day messengers
and spokesmen.

If the influence of prophets wason the decline, on the rise was that of
another figure who had long existed in Israel, the sage or wise man. Sages in
ancient Israel-and in the ancient Near East in general-were teachers and
advisers, many or most of them no doubt attached to the royal court. They
were often champions of a particular philosophy and way of life called "wis
dom." Wisdom is not given to easy summary, but its basic tenet was that all of
reality is shaped by a great, underlying pattern. This pattern, referred to in
itself as wisdom, was of divine origin. Everything that happens in the world
the ways of nature and of human society, the course of history and of
individual human lives-happens in keeping with this divine pattern. While
it is not given to humanity to know all the particulars of the divine pattern,
parts of it had certainly been grasped over the centuries by those who pursued
wisdom, namely, the sages themselves. Their insights into the divine pattern
had been "packaged" into little units, the pithy sayings or proverbs that were
the sage's stock-in-trade. Such proverbs-whose overall message was one of
patient self-control, treading the strait and narrow path-were often cleverly
worded and required sustained contemplation to be fully understood. (Three
biblical books that abound in such material are Proverbs, Job, and Ecclesi
astes.) Sages taught this material to their students and sought to live by its
teachings in their own lives.

These same sages became interpreters of Scripture. With the passage of
time, the texts they contemplated and explained were no longer limited to
ancient proverbs and sayings: laws and narratives and prophecies likewise
came to be included in their repertoire. Soon enough, the writings they
themselves produced encompassed more than old-fashioned proverbs: with
out quite abandoning these, they added pithily phrased expositions of Scrip
ture to their words of wisdom.

The process by which such teachers of wisdom (in the sense described
above) became teachers of Scripture is not hard to document: it happens
before our very eyes in books like the Wisdom of Ben Sira (or Sirach, written
around 180 B.C.E.) or the Wisdom of Solomon (late first century B.C.E.).9 The
sages who wrote these books are, in a sense, transitional figures. They are, on
the one hand, traditional wisdom teachers whose mission it still is to put
insights into the ways of God and men in little one-line proverbs, and the

9. An interpreter such as Philo of Alexandria might at first seem altogether free of any connec

tion with the earlier wisdom heritage, yet even in his case has this connection been asserted: Mack,

Logos wui Sophia; Laporte, "Philo in the Tradition of Biblical Wisdom Literature."
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proverbs they wrote and included in their books are no different in kind from
the proverbs written by earlier sages, the authors ofProverbs, Job, and Eccle
siastes. On the other hand, Ben Sira or the author of the Wisdom of Solomon
did something no sage had done before: they made Scripture part of the
subject of their inquiry. It is a striking fact that nowhere do earlier wisdom
collections-Proverbs, Job, or Ecclesiastes-ever talk about Abraham or Jacob
or Moses, the history of the people of Israel or the messages transmitted by
Israel's prophets. It is not that these things were unknown to the sages in
question; of course they knew them. Rather, the universal nature of wisdom
itself seemed to rule out any reference to such particulars, such local details:
the great underlying pattern of the universe must, it seemed to them, apply
equally to all of humanity and lie beyond any particularity of time or space.

But by the second century B.C.E., all this was changing: for the Jews
Scripture itself had become God's great book of instruction-no longer
merely the record of events from the distant past of one people, nor prophetic
oracles delivered to a specific audience, but words of eternal validity that were
relevant, therefore, to anyone in any age. In keeping with this view, Ben Sira
devoted some of his wise sayings to the elucidation of biblical laws, since for
him these laws embodied timeless principles of God's wisdom. Moreover, he
addressed himself at length (chapters 44-49 of his book) to a review of the
Bible's major figures, whose very lives and deeds seemed to him less history
than moral example, tales told for the edification of readers in any age.

Enoch pleased the Lord and was taken up [to heaven],
he was an example of repentance to all generations.

- (Greek) Sir. 44:1610

The biblical Enoch, mentioned in Gen. 5:18-24, appears in a long genealogical
list of people who lived before the flood. As a figure from the shadowy past, he
was of little historical significance to later generations of Israelites. Yet, by Ben
Sira's time, biblical texts were being scrutinized for all their possible implica
tions. In the case of Enoch, the fact that God was said to have "taken" him
(Gen. 5:24) suggested to many that Enoch had been bodily taken up, trans
ported into heaven while yet alive, very much as Elijah later was (2 Kings 2:11).
Indeed, the idea of Enoch's heavenly sojourn found elaborate expression in
such ancient writings as 1 Enoch. (For more details, see below.) Just exactly

10. This verse is not found at all in the Masada manuscript or the Syriac version of Ben Sira, but

it is present (in somewhat different form) in the Hebrew Geniza manuscript B as well as in the Greek.

On the place of this verse in the development of the text of Ben Sira, as well as on the differences

between the Hebrew and Greek versions: Reiterer, "Urtext" und Obersetzungen, 84-85; Skehan and Di

Lelia, Wisdom ofBell Sira. 499; Yadin, Ben Sira Scroll from Masada, 38.
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what Enoch had done to be so "taken" by God the book of Genesis did not
openly say. But Ben Sira, or at least the exegetical tradition being quoted
above, found an answer to this question in the precise wording of the Enoch
passage in Genesis:

When Enoch had lived sixty-five years, he became the father of Methu
selah. Enoch walked with God after the birth of Methuselah three
hundred years, and had other sons and daughters. Thus all the days of
Enoch were three hundred and sixty-five years. Enoch walked with
God; and he was not, for God took him. -Gen. pl-24

The passage says that Enoch "walked with God" after the birth of Methuselah;
the clear implication is that before Methuselah's birth he did not walk with
God. If so, it would seem that Enoch's great virtue, and the reason for God's
taking him, was that he repented. Although he may not have been an exem
plary youth, Enoch began to walk with God at age sixty-five and thus became,
in the Ben Sira text cited above, "an example of repentance to all generations."

Enoch is only the first biblical figure treated in Ben Sira's category of
heroes; after him come Noah, Abraham, Moses, and the others-all of whose
lives are presented as models, embodiments of this or that divine teaching. It
is in this sense that, for Ben Sira, Scripture itself is the great book of wisdom
so that, after having praised the figure of Wisdom very much in the fashion of
earlier sages, Ben Sira can quite naturally add:

All this [Wisdom] is the book of the covenant of the Most High, the
Torah which Moses commanded us as an inheritance to the congrega
tion of Jacob. - Sir. 24:23 (ef. Deut. 33:4)

In the same fashion, another sage, roughly a century later, could assert about
Wisdom:11

He [God] found the whole way to knowledge, and gave her to Jacob
his servant, and to Israel whom he loved ... She is the book of the
commandments of God, and the law that endures forever.

- Bar. 3:36-4:1

For a third sage of this period, the author of the Wisdom of Solomon,
Scripture is likewise a great repository of wisdom; and very much in the
fashion of Ben Sira, he also presents a catalog of biblical heroes and examples

11. Note in the same connection a wisdom text from Qumran that asserts that God has granted

wisdom "to Israel, He gives her as a gracious gift," (4Q185) Sapiential Work 2:10.
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(chapter 10). What is particularly remarkable in this author's catalog is the
extent to which it is mediated by interpretive traditions. Thus, for example, in
alluding to the exodus from Egypt, this text observes:

She [Wisdom] gave to holy men the reward of their labors; she guided
them along a marvelous path, and became a shelter to them by day and
a starry flame through the night. She brought them over the Red Sea,
and led them through the deep waters; but she drowned their enemies
and cast them up from the depth of the sea. - Wis. 10:17-18

The author is obviously referring to the events recounted in the book of
Exodus-yet his account has been touched up a bit to clarify elements that
might otherwise be troubling in that narrative. For example, the Israelites
there are said to have borrowed silver, gold, and other precious items from the
Egyptians before leaving, and so to have "despoiled" the Egyptians (Exod.
12:36). The Wisdom of Solomon is quick to explain that this was not thievery
or even deception, but "the reward of their labors"; that is, it was only fair for
the Israelites to take these items in recompense for all the years of slavery in
which they had served the Egyptians without being paid. As for the pillar of
cloud and the pillar of fire that accompanied the Israelites on their way out of
Egypt (Exod. 13:21), the Wisdom of Solomon explains what the book of
Exodus somehow had not, that while the nighttime pillar was made of fire in
order to guide them in the dark, the purpose of the daytime pillar of cloud was
to give shelter to the Israelites from the sun-hence two pillars were necessary.
(See Chapter ]7.) Moreover, this same author specifies that, after drowning
Israel's enemies, Wisdom "cast them up from the depth of the sea." This is no
gratuitous flourish but an attempt to resolve an apparent contradiction in the
Exodus account, which at one point specifies that the Egyptians "were
drowned in the Red Sea, the floods covered them, they went down into the
depths like a stone" (Exod. 15:4-5) but elsewhere says that the Israelites "saw
the Egyptians dead upon the seashore" (Exod. 14:30). Where were they, on the
seashore or at the bottom of the sea? This author's answer is that they at first
sank to the bottom of the sea but then were "cast up" to the shore again to be
seen by the Israelites.

In short, it is not that teachers of wisdom began merely to include Scrip
ture among their subjects; rather, the whole nature of their activity was
changing. Where wisdom had previously consisted of contemplating the
natural world and the social order and deducing from them the general plan
by which God conducts the world, it was now more and more Scripture that
was consulted to understand God's ways. As the examples from the Wisdom
of Solomon show, consulting Scripture did not consist merely of finding the
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appropriate passage and repeating it, but of looking deeply into its words, for
God's teachings were often not obvious. Thus, it happened that the sage, who
had previously walked about the world or stood at his window looking out,
now sat down at his table and opened the Book. For, the Book, even more than
the world, was the place in which God's will and God's ways were expressed
but much thought and contemplation were needed if the sage was to under
stand fully God's sacred written messages.

In giving expression to these messages, sages-indeed, scriptural inter
preters in general-did take over part of the ancient prophet's role. For, if the
word of the Lord was no longer reliably spoken by chosen messengers sent
directly to Israel, was it not because that word had already been set down in
writing, in the great library of divine wisdom that Scripture had become? The
interpreter, as mediator of that wisdom, was a bit like the prophet: it was he
who could peer deeply into words from the ancient past and explain their
present application-how this or that law was to be observed, what the
present implications of some ancient narrative were, or even how, in the
words of some prophet long dead, there nonetheless lurked a message directed
to a later day.

The Four Assumptions

In Ben Sira and the Wisdom of Solomon, we have glimpsed some of the
ancient interpreters' modus operandi. It might be well, before proceeding, to
say something of a more programmatic nature about how interpreters inter
preted.

To do so, we must begin with the interpreters' own understanding of
Scripture: what was Scripture in their eyes, and how did it mean? At first this
might seem like a foolish question. After all, why should one assume that so
varied a group of interpreters as those treated in this book had anyone view
of Scripture? Surely what Ben Sira thought about Scripture was not what Philo
of Alexandria thought, and their views in any case were hardly identical with
those of the author of Jubilees.

This is to some extent true. And yet, the more one contemplates the whole
corpus of ancient biblical interpretation, the more it becomes clear that,
despite the great variety of styles and genres and even interpretive methods
involved, underlying it all is a common approach, a common set of assump
tions concerning the biblical text. Some of these have been alluded to in
passing above, but it is appropriate here to set them out schematically. There
are essentially four fundamental assumptions about Scripture that charac
terize all ancient biblical interpretation. _
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The first assumption that all ancient interpreters seem to share is that the
Bible is a fundamentally cryptic document. That is, all interpreters are fond of
maintaining that although Scripture may appear to be saying X, what it really
means is Y, or that while Y is not openly said by Scripture, it is somehow
implied or hinted at in X. The chapters that follow abound with instances of
this assumption at work. Numerous interpreters seek to maintain, for exam
ple, that when Moses casts a tree or stick into the waters of Marah (Exod.
15:25), "the word tree here means divine teachings;' or that when Dinah's
brothers speak deceitfully to the men of Shechem (Gen. 34:13), "deceitfully
really means 'with wisdom.''' Now it is hardly a natural thing to assume that a
particular text is fundamentally cryptic or esoteric. Whether we are reading a
history book or a newspaper editorial or a rousing hymn, we generally assume
that what the words seem to sayis what they mean to say. Yet ancient interpret
ers, when they read a piece of biblical history, or the urgings of a biblical
prophet, or the hymns of an ancient psalmist, again and again tell us that in
place of, or beyond, the apparent meaning of the text is some hidden, esoteric
message. So, more generally, although the biblical text appears to be talking
about a historical figure named Abraham, "Abraham is;' according to Philo of
Alexandria, "a symbol for the virtue-loving soul" in addition to being that
historical figure, while for early Christian interpreters, "Cain's brother Abel is
a foreshadowing of Christ."

It would be interesting, in another context, to try to trace the roots of this
first assumption, which clearly go back to the Bible itself. To mention but one
example cited earlier, the suggestion of the prophet-sage Daniel that the real
meaning of the expression "seventy years" is 490 years is a classic case of "X
really means y'''12 The obvious question-If Jeremiah had meant 490 years,
why didn't he say so?-is never addressed by Daniel; apparently even at the
time of that book's composition it was already a well-known fact that Scrip
ture often speaks indirectly or cryptically.

Whatever the origins of this first assumption, it was universally shared by
ancient interpreters. Indeed, it had not a little to do with the interpreter's own
standing in the community and with the authority that his interpretations
enjoyed. The very fact that the Bible could be demonstrated time and again to
contain some meaning other than the apparent one vouchsafed the necessity
of specially trained interpreters who could reveal the Bible's secrets, and the
interpretations that they put forward-precisely because they arose out of

12. For some literary connections to this passage, see Grabbe, "The End of the Desolation of

Jeremiah." See also Grelot, "Soixante-dix semaines d'annees"; Doukhan, "The Seventy Weeks of

Daniel 9."
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careful exegesis and would not appear to most readers at first blush-acquired
an authority of their own.

The second assumption shared by all ancient interpreters was that Scrip
ture constitutes one great Book of Instruction, and as such is a fundamentally
relevant text. To appreciate the significance of this assumption, contrast it to
the approach we normally take to the act of reading. If, for example, we were
to open up Gilgamesh or the Enuma Elish or some other ancient Near Eastern
text, we might find the stories moving, the language stirring, but no one would
likely suggest that we ought to behave in keeping with what is written there, or
that the characters are represented as acting in the way that they do so that we
might emulate their example. Similarly, we might be drawn to read the
prophecies of ancient sibyls in Greek, or read the writings of other makers of
oracles, but no one would suggest that what these authors were really talking
about was America in the twenty-first century. An ancient Roman law code
might be of interest to a student of legal history; some of its laws might even
serve as a model for new legislation in our own day; but scarcely any reader
would think that, because such-and-such a law appears in this code, that fact
alone is sufficient reason for us to regard it as currently binding upon our
selves. Songs, hymns, prayers, laments culled from centuries past would like
wise have no automatic application to our present situation: we might find
them moving, but the very fact of their existence would hardly constitute a
reason for us to recite them in solemn assembly or obey their calls to celebrate
or mourn.

Yet, it should be obvious, precisely these things were said about the Bible
by ancient interpreters. As we have seen briefly in the case of Enoch, so
Abraham, Jacob, Moses, and other biblical figures were held up as models of
conduct, their stories regarded as a guide given to later human beings for the
leading of their own lives. (Some interpreters saw the figures themselves as
moral exemplars, others as allegorical representations of virtues to be emu
lated; it matters little, since the point in any case is that these historical figures
are not merely historical but instructional.) Biblical prophecies were similarly
read as relevant to the interpreter and his audience: one obvious effect
achieved by Daniel's interpreting 70 years as 490 was to move the relevance of
Jeremiah's prophecy four centuries into the future (rather close, in fact, to the
time when, according to many scholars, this part of the book of Daniel was
probably composed). Similarly, the Dead Sea Scrolls have yielded many exam
pIes of ancient pesharim ("actualized interpretations") whereby the prophe
cies of Habakkuk, Nahum, and other biblical prophets are explained as refer
ring to the politics of Roman-occupied Palestine centuries after these
prophets themselves had lived. The early Christian interpretation of the
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prophecies of Isaiah and other Old Testament figures are another well-known
instance of making ancient works relevant. And, as will be seen in the follow
ing chapters, the same fundamental assumption was held to be true about all
of the Hebrew Bible, the songs and psalms and prayers and laws and narratives
it contained. Everything was held to apply to present-day readers and to
contain within it an imperative for adoption and application to the readers'
own lives. Paul's observation about the biblical narrative of the Israelites'

wanderings in the desert,

Now these things [that happened to the Israelites in the desert] hap
pened to them as a warning, but they were written down for our
instruction, upon whom the end of the ages has come -1 Cor. 10:11

is merely one formulation of an assumption that had long characterized
ancient biblical interpretation. For Paul, as for all ancient interpreters, the
Bible is not essentially a record of things that happened or were spoken in the
past. That they happened is of course true; but if they were written down in
the Bible, it was not so as to record what has occurred in some distant past, but
"for our instruction:' ,so that, by reading the sacred text whose material comes
to us from the past, we might learn some vital lesson for our own lives.

The third basic assumption is that Scripture is perfect and perfectly har
monious. By this I mean, first of all, that there is no mistake in the Bible, and
anything that might look like a mistake-the fact that, for example, Gen. 15:13
asserts that the Israelites "will be oppressed for four hundred years" in Egypt,
while Exod. 12:41 speaks of 430 years, whereas a calculation based on biblical
genealogies yielded a figure of 210 years-must therefore be an illusion to be

clarified by proper interpretation.
But this third assumption goes well beyond the rejection of apparent

mistakes or inconsistencies. It posits a perfect harmony between the Bible's
various parts. Again, a comparison with other texts might be illuminating
here. In an anthology of texts in English or Latin, for example, written by
many authors over a period of more than a thousand years in diverse locales
and under different political regimes and cultural norms, we would hardly
expect to find absolute uniformity of views. One text would disagree with
another not only in fundamental matters of orientation and belief, but even
in its presentation of past events, since people's view of history tends to be
colored by their own ideologies and, of course, to change radically over time.
Yet with regard to Scripture-precisely because it was Scripture, a body of
sacred writings-ancient interpreters adopted a different approach. They
sought to discover the basic harmony underlying apparently discordant
words, since all of Scripture, in their view, must speak with one voice. By the
same logic, any biblical text might illuminate any other: Josh. 24:2-3 might

provide some of the background information necessary for an understanding
of God's words to Abraham in Gen. 12:1-3, and Provo 10:8 might be a reference
to Moses' meritorious deed in Exod. 13:19.

Taken to its extreme, this same view of Scripture's perfection ultimately
led to the doctrine of "omnisignificance:' whereby nothing in Scripture is said
in vain or for rhetorical flourish: every detail is important, everything is
intended to impart some teaching. While this doctrine finds its fullest expres
sion in rabbinic writings, its traces can be found far earlier. Thus, the fact that
Jacob is said to dwell "in tents" (Gen. 25:27) was used to support the notion
that he, unlike his brother Esau, had had some sort of schooling-that is, the
plural "tents" here is interpreted to imply at least two tents, one for a school
and one for home. This understanding of the special significance of "tents" is
openly stated in some rabbinic texts, but it probably underlies as well the
assertion that Jacob "learned to read" in the book of Jubilees (19:14). In the
same vein, the fact that Lev. 19:17 uses the emphatically "doubled" form of the
word "reproach" suggested to Ben Sira that two different acts of reproaching
were being urged, one before the misdeed occurs, and another afterward (Sir.
19:13-14). In similar fashion, all sorts of other, apparently insignificant details
in the Bible-an unusual word or grammatical form, any repetition, the
juxtaposition of one law to another or one story to another-all were read as
potentially significant, a manifestation of Scripture's perfection.

Finally, it should be noted that this perfection of Scripture of course
included the conduct of biblical heroes or the content of Scripture's own
teachings. Thus, Abraham, Jacob, and other meritorious figures ought not to
behave in unseemly fashion, and if at times they appeared to do so, ancient
interpreters frequently saw themselves as obliged to come to the rescue. As just
mentioned, when Dinah's brothers speak deceitfully to the men of Shechem
(Gen. 34:13), "deceitfully really means 'with wisdom.'" This assertion reflects
the belief not only that Scripture speaks, or can speak, cryptically, but that
Scripture's very nature is such that it would scarcely seek to present Jacob's
sons as a bunch of liars. Something else must have been meant, for Scripture
is, in regard to its teachings as well, perfect. Similarly, although Rachel is said
to have stolen her father's household gods (Gen. 31:19), she must not really
have stolen them so much as taken them to protect her father from sin or for
some other worthy purpose. Likewise, if a given interpreter believed (as the
author of Jubilees did) that the moon has no role in determining the time of
festivals or the duration of months, then all scriptural texts, even Gen. 1:14-18,

had to be shown to conform to this view. Scripture's perfection, in other
words, ultimately included its being in accord with the interpreter's own ideas,
standards of conduct, and the like.

The fourth assumption is that all of Scripture is somehow divinely sanc-
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tioned, of divine provenance, or divinely inspired. Needless to say, much of
Scripture itself asserts that its words come from God: "Thus says the Lord" is
the introductory proclamation of many a prophet, and biblical laws in the
Pentateuch are frequently introduced with ''And the Lord spoke to Moses,
saying ..." Yet this very fact might have implied to ancient interpreters that
the rest of Scripture was somehow of human fashioning-that, for example,
the history of intrigue in David's court, or the corpus of supplications and
praises directed to God in the book of Psalms, or many other texts within the
canon could not have come from God in the same manner as divine prophe
cies or laws.

I have saved this fourth assumption for last because it is the one least
frequently in evidence: particularly among the most ancient interpreters, the
subject of the divine provenance of Scripture as a whole is hardly even
addressed. What is more, the common practice of interpreters writing in
Greek to refer to "Moses;' "David," "Solomon;' and others as the authors of
this or that biblical composition-without further reference to them as mere
conduits of the divine word-might suggest that, for such interpreters, the
biblical compositions in question were fundamentally the product of human
authors, however extraordinary the humans in question might be. But this is
hardly so for a great many Greek-writing interpreters (as Philo of Alexandria,
for example, makes clear), and evidence of the contrary view is occasionally
explicit. In particular, a certain explanation of Gen. 34:7 found in the book of
Judith (see Chapter 13) gives clear testimony that its author believed the divine
authorship of Scripture to extend to the ordinary narrative fabric of biblical
books: God was, according to this author, the omniscient narrator of Genesis.
The author of Jubilees similarly believed all of the Genesis narratives to be of
divine provenance-as much so as the laws of Exodus through Deuteronomy
that are specifically attributed to God. Indeed, Jubilees likewise maintains that
later scriptural books (apparently including, among others, Isaiah and
Psalms) were inscribed in the "heavenly tablets" long before the human
transmitters of these texts had even been born. A text from among the Dead
Sea Scrolls, llQPS.', similarly asserts that David's songs and psalms were "given
to him from the Most High," and this belief is reflected as well in Philo of
Alexandria and Acts 2:30-31.'3

If this is so, it would nevertheless be a mistake, in my opinion, to assume
that this fourth assumption stands behind the other three-that, in other
words, first it was assumed that all of Scripture is of divine provenance or
inspiration, and then out of this first assumption developed the others sur-

13. Kugel, "David the Prophet."
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veyed above, that all of Scripture is perfect, fundamentally relevant, and
cryptic in its form of expression. To begin with, these things do not necessarily
follow from the assumption of divine provenance (although I admit that, with
regard to Scripture's perfection, a certain logical connection exists). But, more
to the point, I do not believe that the interpretive texts themselves suggest such
a sequence of events. As noted, the divine provenance of all of Scripture is a
notion specifically addressed only rather late in the history of ancient inter
preters, and it even seems to be contradicted here or there by some ancient
writers, whereas the first three assumptions are attested across the whole
spectrum of ancient interpreters, early and often. This is not the place to
elaborate such a hypothesis, but my own belief is that the first three of the
assumptions named are evidenced within the Hebrew Bible itself, indeed, they
extend back even to parts of the Bible written before the Babylonian exile. If
the fourth assumption is plainly stated about some parts of Scripture, it
apparently did not come to be extended in homogeneous fashion to Scripture
as a whole until a relatively late period. Therefore, I must reject the notion that
assumptions 1, 2, and 3 developed out of assumption 4.

How Interpreters Interpreted

Bearing in mind these four assumptions will help in understanding why
interpreters say what they do about the biblical text. Convinced that Scripture
was a fundamentally cryptic document, they scrutinized its every detail in
search of hidden meaning. That meaning was to be, by definition, relevant to
the situation of the interpreter and his listeners-not some insight into the
historical circumstances in which the text was originally written, but a mes
sage of immediate value and applicability, either a timeless moral truth or a
law to be observed in one particular fashion or something bearing in some
other way on the present or the immediate future. In searching for such a
message, the interpreter could rest assured that no detail in Scripture's man
ner of speaking was insignificant, nor would there be any inconsistency
between what is said in one place and what is said in another, nor any lesson
that contradicted right thinking. For that reason, any apparent contradiction,
or unnecessary detail or repetition or even an emphatic turn of phrase,
seemed to be an invitation to the interpreter to look deeply into the text's
words and so discover its real meaning, the hidden, relevant, perfect truth that
only befit the word of God.

Indeed, the examples of interpretation already glimpsed in the Wisdom of
Ben Sira and the Wisdom ofSolomon may serve as a ready illustration of these
ideas. Thus, the brief mention of Enoch in Gen. 5:18-24 says nothing about
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repentance, and a normal reader of the text nowadays would probably assume
that Enoch's particular virtue had simply been omitted by the Bible; it says
that Enoch "walked with God" without giving any further details. But an
interpreter convinced of our first assumption, that Scripture is fundamentally
cryptic, would be moved thereby to look more deeply-leading him, as we
have seen, to Ben Sira's conclusion that Enoch's virtue was, specifically, repen
tance. And what greater expression of the second assumption than Ben Sira's
own assertion that Enoch is not merely some obscure figure from the distant
past but "an example of repentance to all generations"? As for the third
assumption, we saw how the Wisdom of Solomon sought to resolve the
apparent contradiction in Scripture with regard to the drowned Egyptians:
first they sank to the bottom of the sea, then they were vomited up again onto
the shore. Underlying this piece of exegesis is the conviction that Scripture
does not contradict itself or even exaggerate: if the song of Exodus 15 says that
the Egyptians sank "like a stone" but the preceding narrative has them "dead
upon the shore:' then both statements must be shown to be true. With regard
to the fourth assumption, Ben Sira's assertion that the "book of the covenant
of the Most High" is nought but divine wisdom (Sir. 24:23) is, while not an
utterly unambiguous statement of the divine provenance of all Scripture,
rather representative of the sort of programmatic formulations of this as
sumption that survive from our most ancient interpreters.

Clues from the Text

One aspect of the way interpreters interpreted needs to be highlighted. It is
frequently said that these ancient writers played fast and loose with the Bible,
twisting the plain sense of the text to fit their own ideology or the events of
their own day, creating all manner of imaginative additions to what the Bible
itself says. This is true, but to say only this is to miss the point about how
ancient interpreters worked.

The formal starting point for ancient interpreters is always Scripture itself.
An interpreter may be eager to assert that, for example, the Platonic doctrine
of ideal forms is found in the Bible, or that Israel's prophets predicted the fall
of the Roman empire, or that Jacob did not really deceive his father into giving
him a blessing intended for his brother, Esau, or that the crucifixion of Jesus
is an event foreshadowed in Hebrew Scripture centuries earlier. Interpreters
did claim all these things, and more, but they did not simply claim them: they
anchored their claims in some detail, however insignificant, found in the
biblical text itself. That is to say, no matter how far-reaching or inventive the
assertions of ancient biblical interpretation, they are formally a kind of exege-
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sis. The Platonic doctrine of ideal forms is therefore evidenced in the Bible via
a particular feature of the text, the fact that God created a "heavenly man" in
Genesis 1 who was somehow different from the earthly one in Genesis 2.

Similarly, Rome's fall is amply foretold by the prophet Obadiah, if only one
understands-on the basis of Gen. 27:40 and other texts-that the words
addressed to "Edom" in Obad. 1:4 are really meant for Rome. As for Jacob, he
certainly would not lie to his father-and he doesn't, so long as his words in
Gen. 27:19 and 24 undergo a radical repunctuation. That the crucifixion
had been foreshadowed of old was supported through a reading of the Gene
sis account of the binding of Isaac, wherein even Jesus' crown of thorns
was present in the text's reference to a "thicket" at the place of the offering
(Gen. 22:13).

The foregoing are all examples of what one might call, broadly speaking,
ideologically motivated interpretations-the interpreter clearly wishes to get
the text to say something that accords with his own ideology or outlook. Yet it
would be wrong to imply that interpreters were always motivated by ideology
or some outside interest, that they were always seeking to import some
extrabiblical doctrine or political stand into the world of the Bible. Very often
their primary or sole motivation appears to be making sense out of the biblical
text-but making sense out of all of it, its little details, chance juxtapositions,
everything. For, once the rules of interpretive procedure had been established,
the biblical text seemed virtually to invite the interpreter to try his hand at
seeking out its fullest possible meaning. In so doing, interpreters were indeed
quite free, reconstructing conversations never reported by the biblical narra
tor, recounting whole incidents somehow omitted in the narrative itself,
connecting this with that in the most creative fashion. But if interpreters were,
in this sense, free, it was because the text had granted them this freedom by
including some unusual turn of phrase or repetition or unexplained ellipsis.
By the rules of interpretation implied in the Four Assumptions, such creative
turns are simply part of the business of interpreting. They could be used for
some ulterior motive, but often they were not.

This point is important because many modern studies of the texts that talk
about biblical figures or biblical stories have focused on their "ideological"
side. Scholars have tended to assume that if an ancient author deviated from
the biblical narrative in his retelling of it, that deviation must somehow have
been motivated by the reteller's political allegiance or religious agenda or
some other matter of ideology, or it must at least have been an attempt (if only
an unconscious one) to retroject the realities of the reteller's own time back to
the time of the biblical narrative. Such factors certainly did affect the way
biblical stories were retold. But to these factors should be added another
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extremely significant one, the desire to explain the biblical text, to account for

its particulars in one fashion or another.
In general, the attempt to distinguish between "pure" exegesis among

ancient interpreters and exegesis that is ideologically or politically motivated
is doomed to fail for any large sampling of texts. On the one hand, "pure"
exegesis as such does not really exist. The ancient interpreter always had an axe
to grind, always had a bit of an ulterior motive: at the very least, this inter
preter wished to convince listeners or readers that the text means something
other than what it might seem to mean at first glance, that his clever way of
explaining things reveals the text's true significance. Sometimes that "true"
significance does indeed turn out to correspond to something current in the
interpreter's own world, some part of the political or religious or intellectual
backdrop. Often, however, it does not: the interpretation is just that, an
attempt to make sense of the text, albeit in keeping with the freewheeling
methods suggested by the Four Assumptions charted above. Moreover, even
in the case of blatantly ideological interpretations, it is usually quite difficult
to decide whether a given interpreter set out to patrol all of Scripture in search
of a place to "plant" an expression of his own ideology, or whether, on the
contrary, faced with a particular exegetical stimulus in the biblical text-an
unusual word, an apparent incongruity, or the like-the interpreter came up
with an explanation that, in one way or another, also reflected his own
ideology or the issues of his day.14 For these reasons, it seems best to leave aside

any distinction between "pure" and other forms of exegesis.

The Heritage of Wisdom

I should add that, in everything that has been said thus far about the methods
of ancient interpretation, the heritage of wisdom is clearly visible. For, as was
mentioned earlier, wise men of old had packaged their insights in clever
proverbs that often demanded sustained scrutiny by later sages and students
of wisdom in order to be fully understood. Schooled in these techniques, sages
quite naturally brought them to bear on Scripture: were not its words just as
likely to be cryptic, esoteric, in need of sustained contemplation in order to be
fully understood? Likewise, the very conception of Scripture as a great corpus
of divine instruction whose lessons, therefore, are relevant to every age-is
not this also a projection of the sage's assumptions about wisdom literature
onto all of Israel's variegated corpus of ancient writings? The treatment of

14. I have tried to illustrate some of the difficulties involved in making such a distinction in In

Potiphar's House, 248-251.
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various biblical figures as examples, models of proper conduct, is similarly a
sagely construct. Indeed, it is certainly significant, in the light of wisdom
literature's polarized division of humanity into the righteous and the wicked,
the wise and the foolish, that a similar polarization takes place in ancient
exegesis: biblical heroes are altogether good, with any fault air-brushed away,
whereas figures like Esau or Balaam are altogether demonized-as if their
neither-good-nor-evil status in the Bible itself was somehow intolerable. (The
most persuasive instances of such polarization occur with figures like Lot or
Enosh, simultaneously demonized by one group of interpreters while pro
nounced altogether righteous by another. Apparently they could go one way
or another, but not remain in the intolerable ambiguity of the middle.)15 On
another occasion it might be profitable to explore the "wisdom connection"
in ancient interpretation in greater detail. l6

Where Is Interpretation Found?

In the past, the quantity of surviving ancient biblical interpretations has
frequently been understated. This is because of a peculiar feature of the way
ancient interpreters presented their material; with a few exceptions (Philo of
Alexandria, some Dead Sea Scrolls texts), they did not write commentaries as
such, mentioning a biblical verse and then offering their own interpretation
of it. Instead, they followed the practice of substitution: in place of the element
to be explained, X, the interpreter simply substituted his explanation, Y. This
practice can operate on the level of a single word, whereby, for example, a
difficult term no longer widely understood is replaced by a word in common
use, or-as was glimpsed earlier-an ideologically difficult word (like "deceit
fully" in Gen. 34:13) is replaced by a more acceptable term ("with wisdom").
But substitution can go well beyond a single word: as will be seen in Chapter
4, interpreters inserted, as the direct object of the verb "say" in Gen. 4:8, a
whole conversation between Cain and Abel not found in the Bible itself, and
in place of a cryptic reference in Gen. 49:24 they inserted a little story to the
effect that Joseph was saved from sinning with Potiphar's wife because of the
sudden appearance of his father's face at the critical moment. But the point is

"5. See below, Chapter 10; see also Loader, 1"le of Two Cities; Fraade, Enosh and His Generation.
16. Particularly suggestive in connection with this topic is Otzen, "Old Testament Wisdom

Literature and Dualistic Thinking." "Dualistic thinking" in his definition includes not only the

polarization of humanity into good and evil or wise and foolish, but as well such dualisms as the "sons

of light/sons of darkness" and "two spirits" found at Qumran. See also such texts as Sir. 15'l4-2O,

Testament of Asher 1:3-5, Philo, The Worse Attacks the Better 82-84, and Baer, Philo's Use of the
Categories Male and Female.
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that these explanations were simply inserted in a re-presentation of the bibli
cal text: they were not labeled or specifically presented as interpretation or
commentary.

Because interpreters tended to substitute for, rather than comment upon,
difficulties in the text, there emerged the genre of writing known to modern
scholars as "The Rewritten [or "Retold"] Bible."!7 The Rewritten Bible is really
the interpreted Bible: an ancient interpreter-the author of Jubilees or the
Wisdom of Solomon or the Book ofBiblical Antiquities-retells a biblical story
or group of stories with the interpretations already inserted in the text. Some
times, as in the case of Jubilees, the retelling is a calculated, highly self
conscious attempt to explain Scripture (and, in this particular case, to explain
it in keeping with a definite political and religious program). Other retellers of
Scripture seem less self-conscious: sometimes the reteller himself may not
even be aware where the biblical text leaves off and the interpretation begins,
since he is simply passing along what he has heard or learned as a child is the
meaning of a biblical text. In either case, however, the Rewritten Bible
(whether one is talking about an extended retelling of whole biblical books, or
the "retelling" of a single verse) should be recognized for what it is: the most
popular transmitter of biblical interpretation among ancient writers.

This being the case, the first step in studying ancient biblical interpreta
tion is to identify it, to sift carefully any restatement of a biblical law or any
retelling of, or allusion to, a biblical narrative or prophecy or song, in order to
isolate the interpretive elements. Often, this is not easy. An ordinary reader,
unschooled in the ways of ancient interpretation, would probably not recog
nize as such any of the interpretations examined above: "a model of repen
tence:' "reward for their labors," "cast them up from the depth"-these would
doubtless strike most readers as simple restatement, not interpretation. It is
therefore necessary to scrutinize all potentially interpretive texts with great
care. The best guide in such scrutiny is the Bible itself: any deviation from its
words, no matter how slight, may conceal an ancient interpretation of those
words. (To be sure, some deviations are quite innocent; this too makes
difficult the job of isolating interpretive material.)

The Exegetical Motif

Ancient biblical interpretation is an interpretation of verses, not stories. is

Precisely because they focused their attention on the little details of the

17. This term was apparently first llsed by Vermes; see his Post-Biblical Jewish Studies.
18. At greater length, see Kllgel, "Two Introdllctions:'

biblical text, interpreters tended to pass on their insights in the form of
verse-centered comments: "The word 'water' here means divine learning,"
"What the brothers told Shechem [in Gen. 34:13] was actually true." It is not
that the overall significance of a particular story was neglected: Ben Sira, for
example, sums up in a single phrase the whole significance of Abraham's
offering up of his son Isaac, "He [Abraham] was found faithful when tested"
(Sir. 44:20), and does the same for numerous other biblical narratives in the
same catalog of biblical heroes (Sirach 44-49). But such summary treatment
could hardly be regarded as insightful: any fool could figure such things out!
The true insight was to realize that, for example, the opening verse of the story
of the offering of Isaac, "And it came to pass, after these things" (Gen. 22:1), was
actually an allusion to the previous tests that Abraham had undergone or,
alternately, to certain "words" that had been spoken against Abraham in
heaven (on both, see Chapter 9). And so it was such localized insights as these
that tended to circulate, passed from one sage to another or from teacher to
pupil. (Again, the heritage of wisdom here is clear.)

Thus, interpreters frequently explained biblical texts by retelling them,
explaining in their own words not just what Scripture said but what Scripture
meant. In the process, several, or even many, little, verse-centered explana
tions-either those created by the reteller himself, or someone else's explana
tions that the reteller had learned-became incorporated into an overall
rewording of the text in question. Such retellings are found in a variety of
ancient documents: in a brief prayer made by the heroine of the book of
Judith; in Josephus' multivolume retelling of all of biblical history; in Abra
ham's first-person account of his trip to Egypt in the Genesis Apocryphon; and
so forth.

How does one go about studying the biblical interpretation found in such
retellings? Precisely because they tend to incorporate a number of separate,
discrete insights into particular verses, the smooth-flowing unity of these
retellings is deceptive. All too often in the past, scholars have dealt with things
like "Josephus' Version of the Exodus" as if it were all of a piece, the sustained
reflection of a single interpreter contemplating a large chunk of the biblical
text. This is misleading on two counts. First, Josephus-like all his predeces
sors-had his eye on individual verses or even single words or phrases within
individual verses. When, therefore, in retelling the story of the exodus or any
other biblical narrative, he deviates from what the Bible itself seems to be
saying, it is usually because he is expanding upon some little particularity in
the narrative. True, these insights are strung together into a continuous nar
rative, Josephus' retelling of the exodus. But from the standpoint of biblical
interpretation, it is most important not to lose sight of the trees for the forest:
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Josephus' "interpretation" consists of interpretations, little insights-selected,
to be sure, molded into a seamless narrative stamped with his own personal
seal, but nonetheless capable of being broken down into its constitutive
elements and connected with specific verses or even words. For this same
reason "Josephus' Version of the Exodus" is misleading on a second count as
well: it is not Josephus' alone. Many of the little insights that Josephus passes
along are ones attested a century or more earlier in the writings of other
people. It is highly unlikely that Josephus and these earlier figures all arrived
at their interpretations independently (although this may happen every once
in a while). After all, Josephus himself recounts how, as a youth, he was
educated in traditional religious instruction (Life 7-12)-indeed, he was
uniquely well acquainted with different schools of interpreters in his day
and he otherwise shows a broad awareness of exegetical traditions and even
individual authors (he refers by name on one occasion to Philo of Alexandria,
Jewish Antiquities 18:259-260). In a great many instances, therefore, Josephus'
retellings of biblical stories are most likely an amalgam of things he has
learned from different sources-indeed, at times he himself may not always
be aware that what he is telling is interpretation and not, or not necessarily, a
straightforward duplication of the biblical text alone. 19

When I first began working on this book, I did not appreciate the extent
to which the foregoing was true. I began by assembling long passages from
different ancient authors relating to a given biblical story, and I dealt with each
retelling as a unit, comparing, for instance, Philo's version of Abraham's
departure from Dr with that found in the book of Jubilees. After a time,
however, I realized that this was the wrong way to proceed: even the briefest
allusion to a biblical story in an ancient writer may sometimes involve two or
three quite distinct bits of traditional interpretation. Take, for example,
Augustine's opening sentence in his discussion of the binding of Isaac:

Among other things, the sum of which it would take too long a time
to mention, Abraham was tested with regard to the offering up of his
beloved son Isaac, in order to prove his obedience to God and make it
known to the world, not to God. - Augustine, City ofGod 16.32

The indicated phrases actually refer to two quite distinct interpretive tradi
tions about the offering of Isaac, neither of which originated with Augustine.
The first is a tradition mentioned earlier, to the effect that Abraham had
undergone other tests prior to that of the offering of Isaac (which is specifically

19. See Feldm,m, "Use, AU1hority, and Exegesis ofMikra in the Writings ofJosephus," esp. 471

476.
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labeled as a test in Gen. 22:1). The notion that Abraham had undergone a
series of tests is found as early as the book ofJubilees, six hundred years before
Augustine-indeed, Jubilees specifies, as do later, rabbinic sources, that the
total number of tests undergone by Abraham was ten (see Chapter 9).
Augustine does no more than allude to this tradition here/o apparently be
cause he felt it would be known to at least some readers; in any case, he is
clearly recycling earlier interpretive material. The other bit of traditional
interpretation in this sentence is the idea that God put Abraham to the test not
in order to discover whether or not he would pass-for certainly an omnis
cient deity knew the answer to that question in advance, and besides, accord
ing to the first tradition Abraham's faith had already been amply tested on
prior occasions-but in order to make Abraham's faith "known to the world."
Again this is an ancient tradition-attested in Jubilees and, somewhat later, in
Pseudo-Philo's Book ofBiblical Antiquities-which is ultimately based on the
reading of the Hebrew phrase "now I know" (yada'tf) in Gen. 22:12 as if it read
"now I have made known" (yidda'tf). (Augustine knew the tradition, though
he certainly did not know this textual justification, since he did not know
Hebrew.)21

The composite nature of such retellings or reflections on Scripture is the
rule among ancient interpreters, not the exception-and such composites are
sometimes found even in our earliest sources, like Jubilees or 1 Enoch. The
following representative passage from a slightly later text, The Testament of
Levi, concerns the revenge taken by Jacob's sons Levi and Simeon in Genesis
34:

[Levi recalls:] And after this I counseled my father and Reuben my
brother to bid the sons of Hamor not to be circumcised; for I was
zealous because of the abomination which they had wrought on my
sister. And I killed Shechem first, and Simeon [killed] Hamor. And
after that the brothers came and smote the city with the edge of the
sword. And father heard of it and was angry and distressed, because
they had accepted the circumcision and had been killed after that, and
in his blessings he did otherwise [that is, he cursed Simeon and Levi
instead of blessing them: Gen. 49:7]. And we had sinned in going
against his opinion, and he became sick on that day. But I saw that
God's verdict upon Shechem was "Guilty"; for they had sought to do

20. Unless his use of the phrase "other things" is intended to invoke the biblical phrase "After
these things" (Gen. 22:1) to which this tradition was attached.

21. The basis of these traditions was certainly known to Eastern Christianity: see Brock, "Genesis
22 in Syriac Tradition."
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the same thing to Sarah and Rebecca as they had [now] done to Dinah
our sister, but the Lord had stopped them. And in the same way they
had persecuted Abraham our father when he was a stranger, and they
had acted against him to suppress his flocks when they were big with
young; and they had mistreated leblae, his homeborn slave. And in
this way they treated all strangers, taking their wives by force and
banishing them. But the anger of the Lord against them had reached
its term. So 1said to my father: Do not be angry, lord, because through
you the Lord will reduce the Canaanites to nothing, and he will give
their land to you and your seed after you. For from this day on
Shechem will be called a city of imbeciles; for as a someone mocks a
fool, so we mocked them; because also they had wrought folly in Israel
in defiling our sister. - Testament ofLevi 6:3-7:3

Each of the indicated phrases refers to a different interpretive tradition

surrounding this biblical story. Some of them, such as the assertion that Jacob
became sick as a result of the revenge attack, add details beyond what is
explicitly said in the biblical narrative itself. Others, such as Levi's claim that
he had counseled his father and brother notto tell the Shechemites to undergo

circumcision, or Levi's assertion that he and Simeon had killed only one man
apiece and that the other Shechemites had been killed by his other brothers,
actually seem to contradict what the Bible says. All of these traditions, how
ever, are rooted in some peculiarity in the biblical text, justified, as it were, by
a particular turn of phrase in the narrative. More to the point, however, even
by the time that the Testament ofLevi was written, much of this interpretive
material was traditional, and a good deal of it is attested in sources still earlier
than this testament. Indeed, in one matter the above passage contains (again,
not atypically) two quite contradictory traditions. The first maintains that the
collective slaughter of the Shechemites was justified since all of them had
somehow participated in the rape of Dinah; this tradition is alluded to in the
very last clause of the above passage. (The same tradition is found else
where-for example, in Jth. 9:2-4.) Another interpretive tradition, however,
maintained that the collective punishment was justified because of the city's
criminal past, its history of previous outrages. This tradition is set forth in the
group of three sentences beginning "But I saw that God's verdict was: 'GUilty:"
Since both traditions arose to solve the same difficulty-the apparent unfair
ness of a collective punishment for crimes committed by one man alone-a
single explanation would have sufficed. Indeed, a careful reader might ask, If
the Shechemites were killed because they had all participated in the rape of
Dinah, then why had God pronounced them guilty even before the rape
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occurred? But precisely because this author has heard two traditional explana
tions each of which he regards as authoritative, he incorporates them both,
even when the result is redundancy or internal inconsistency.

Such is the nature of ancient biblical interpretation. Once propounded,
interpretations circulated widely, passed on largely by word of mouth. Pre
sented by authoritative teachers as insights into the particulars of the biblical
text, these interpretations soon acquired an authority of their own: they were
repeated and repeated, often combined with other bits of interpretation,
sometimes modified in the process, sometimes misunderstood by later trans
mitters, and passed on further.

This being the case, it eventually became dear to me that talking about
large units of text, "Josephus' Version of the Exodus" and the like, was the
wrong way to proceed. The first task was to identify and discuss each and every

component of larger units, each of the individual bits of interpretation out of
which the larger retellings were made, and to try to identify the same or
similar bits of interpretation in the retellings of other ancient authors. So it
was that I came to focus this book not on large blocks of texts nor on their
authors as such, but on exegetical motifs, the individual pieces of interpreta
tion that circulated far and wide and found their way into the writings of
different authors of that period.

Simply put, an exegetical motif is an explanation of a biblical verse (or
phrase or word therein) that becomes the basis for some ancient writer's
expansion or other alteration of what Scripture actually says: in paraphrasing
or summarizing Scripture, the ancient writer incorporates the exegetical mo
tif in his retelling and in so doing adds some minor detail or otherwise
deviates from mere repetition or restatement of the Bible.

To return to the examples given above: an ancient interpreter, scrutinizing
Gen. 5:21-24, came to the conclusion that Enoch was a penitent sinner. Thus
was born the exegetical motif that we might refer to as "Enoch the Penitent."

In alluding to the story of Enoch, the book of Ben Sira incorporates this motif:
Enoch "was an example of repentance to all generations."" Who was the
originator of this motif? The fact that it appears for the first time in the book
of Ben Sira does not necessarily mean that that is where it was first created.
After all, the same motif is found not too much later in the writings of Philo,
and it may be hinted at as well in the Wisdom of Solomon (4:14). Perhaps,
then, even before Ben Sira, "Enoch the Penitent" was a motif that circulated
widely. Similarly, an ancient interpreter scrutinizing the drowning of the
Egyptians in the Red Sea came to the conclusion that after they sank to the

22. Tnis is one furm of tne text; see above, n. 10.
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bottom of the sea, the Egyptians were lifted up again and deposited on the
shore. Thus was born the exegetical motif that we might call "Ups and Downs
of the Egyptians." This motif first appears in the Wisdom of Solomon and
subsequently in the writings of Philo, Josephus, and later interpreters. Again,

its original author is a matter of speculation.
As these examples imply, exegetical motifs circulated widely and soon

acquired an authority of their own. They were the very fabric of ancient
biblical interpretation. Individual authors may have put their own stamp on
the motifs that they inherited, and even the choice to include or not include a
given motif may reflect the tastes, ideology, or other particulars of a specific
author. But the motifs themselves constituted the raw material out of which
most ancient retellings and commentaries were made. For that reason I
present the material in this book motif by motif, seeking to demonstrate in
each case how different authors in different periods explained individual

verses or episodes in similar fashion.
There are, of course, some things that are lost by focusing on these

individual units of interpretation. Identifying common exegetical motifs does
not tell us much about the specific authors who pass them along, about the
particular "spin" that a certain author may seek to put on a given piece of
Scripture, nor about how that spin may be attested elsewhere in his writings.
Indeed, the individuality of a given text is somewhat submerged by focusing
solely on the traditional motifs found within it. Moreover, merely identifying
motifs common to different sources does not tell us anything about the
history of their transmission-who borrowed what from whom. (Often it is
impossible to piece such things together with any certainty, but sometimes we
can do so, or at least make an educated guess.) And if, as may have happened
in some cases, two interpreters came to the same conclusion quite inde
pendently, there is something misleading about treating both under a single

rubric, as if both are attestations of a common tradition.
In recognizing these limitations, I hardly seek to belittle them. (Indeed, I

myself have elsewhere spent some effort in, for example, trying to trace the
development of specific motifs over the centuries, or charting the relationship
between one ancient interpreter and another, or characterizing the overall
exegetical approach of a single author.) But given the purpose of this book
to offer a detailed look at how the Bible was interpreted in antiquity, to show
what the Bible essentially was in that period-I found it necessary to focus on
motifs in and of themselves, both because such motifs were the actual building
blocks of all larger retellings of biblical stories and passages, and because these
building blocks are also the only sure guide to common elements found

among different ancient authors.
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Scripture or Interpretation?

Who were the ancient writers in whose books these exegetical motifs are
found? For the most part, we do not know their names or their biographies,
and often it is difficult to determine even approximately when or where they
lived. Nevertheless, by examining their writings carefully we can determine
some basic facts, and sometimes an illuminating detail or two will go far in
helping us to understand what motivated these largely anonymous writers to
say what they say.

Before discussing any individual authors or works, however, it is necessary
to spell out an important truth: one man's interpreter is another's Scripture.
For example, we have seen briefly that the biblical books of Chronicles and
Daniel sometimes interpret Scripture, say, a verse from the book of Genesis or
Jeremiah. From the standpoint of the authors of Chronicles or Daniel, these
interpretations must have seemed just that. But to a biblical interpreter of, say,
the first or second century C.E., Chronicles and Daniel were, no less than
Genesis and Jeremiah, part of Scripture. For such an interpreter, the fact that
Chronicles talks about something found in Genesis hardly makes Chronicles
an interpretation of Genesis: both books were part of the great sacred corpus
of Scripture, that seamless body of divine instruction that was held to be
perfect and perfectly harmonious. Similarly, Ben Sira may have started out by
attempting to (among other things) interpret Scripture, but for those ancient
Jews and Christians who subsequently came to view Ben Sira's book as part of
the Bible, the things that Ben Sira says about Enoch, Abraham, and other
ancient figures simply became part of what Scripture has to say about Enoch,
Abraham, and the others, that is, they became part of the corpus of things to
be interpreted. Likewise, while the New Testament frequently interprets (or
reflects earlier interpretations of) the Old Testament, for later Christians the
New Testament is every bit as authoritative as the Old, and what it says about
the heroes of Genesis is thus quite on a par with what Genesis says.

In other words, the corpus ofwhat constitutes "Scripture" and is therefore
the object of interpretation changed over time and varied from one group of
readers to the next. 23 In compiling this book, I wanted to create a snapshot, or
a portrait at least, of the Bible as it was interpreted for a specific period-

23. A further complication is presented by such books as 1 Enoch or Jubilees, books that arguably
were at one time considered by some readers to be as scriptural as Genesis or Exodus, but that later

in the course of their transmission came to be viewed as less authoritative or altogether irrelevant. If
so, then-for a time, at least-the interpretations contained within them must not have been viewed

as interpretations at all: they were no less scriptural than the interpretations found in Chronicles or

Daniel. Did not the books' subsequent change of status mean that these same interpretations reverted
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roughly speaking, from about 200 B.C.E. through the first century or so C.E.

This required defining, in somewhat arbitrary fashion, what "Scripture"
would or would not include (since even within this period its content varied

over time and from group to group).
The dividing line I have decided to adopt for this purpose is that of the

so-called Jewish biblical canon (though this name is not particularly accurate,
since only some Jews in the period covered accepted its boundaries). In other
words, books like Chronicles, Ezra-Nehemiah, Psalms, and Daniel, even
though they all contain here and there what is clearly interpretation of earlier
biblical books, are considered for the purpose of this study to be Scripture,
since they were all probably complete, or virtually complete, by the start of the
period covered by this book, and were already considered by many to be
Scripture. By contrast, books like Jubilees, Ben Sira, the Wisdom of Solomon,
and the New Testament are used herein as witnesses to the state of biblical
interpretation during the period covered, since these books were all appar
ently written within that period rather than before it; while all of them would
eventually be treated as Scripture by one group or another, for purposes of

this study they are not yet Scripture.24

Meet the Sources

The present volume contains ancient biblical interpretations culled from
hundreds of different sources-far too many to present individually here.
(The Terms and Sources section at the end of this volume contains a brief
characterization of each work or author cited herein, along with an approxi
mate dating of the work and related information.) Nevertheless, it might be
useful at this point to introduce a few of these sources in order to provide
some overview of the sorts of books in which ancient interpretive traditions
are to be found. The following, then, are some of the most important ancient

texts I used in compiling this book.
1 Enoch: There circulated in antiquity a number of works focusing on or

attributed to Enoch-the same Enoch mentioned in Gen. 5:21-24 and dis-

back to their original state, that is, turned from Scripture into interpretation (thereby reversing the

path traced by the interpretations canonized in Chronicles and Daniell?
24. Having taken care of this matter of definition, I must add that I have been careful to breach

it in the honoring whenever I judged it worthwhile. That is, in tracing what "the Bible" has to say

about a particular matter, I have been careful to include, in addition to the Pentateuchal material itself,

later reflections or elaborations found elsewhere within the Jewish canon. While I have necessarily

treated such reflections and elaborations as Scripture, the alert reader will certainly recognize in many

of them an earlier stage ofbiblical interpretation.
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cussed above. The very fact that this passage apparently asserted that Enoch
had been "taken" by God while he was still alive seemed to imply that he
continued to exist in heaven-indeed, that he exists there still. From such a
vantage point, Enoch could presumably not only observe all that was happen
ing on earth, but was privy to all the secrets of heaven, including the natural
order and God's plans for humanity's future.

A number of anonymous writers who wished to discourse on such sub
jects attributed their writings to Enoch, and eventually a composite "Book of
Enoch"-and then Books of Enoch-began to circulate. Our present 1 Enoch
is composed of a number of different works. Most or all were apparently
originally written in Aramaic, and parts of these Aramaic texts have turned up
among the Dead Sea Scrolls (on which see below). The most ancient manu
scripts found-drawn from the "Book of Luminaries" section (that is, chap
ters 72-82) of our present 1 Enoch, and the "Book of the Watchers" (1 Enoch
1-36)-have been dated to the late third or early second century B.C.E.

2s Since
these manuscripts are apparently only copies of a still earlier work, the date of
at least these Enoch writings can be pushed back even earlier. They thus seem
to be the oldest Jewish writings that have survived outside the Bible itself. New
sections were eventually blended in with the old, and the entire Book of Enoch
was subsequently translated into Greek and from Greek into ancient Ethiopic
(Ge'ez), in which language alone the book survived in its entirety.

Scriptural interpretation was hardly the major concern of most of 1 Enoch.
The very figure of Enoch in this book may be modeled on that of a Mesopo
tamian sage, and the astronomical learning and other materials presented
likewise bespeak the transmission of ancient, eastern lore. 26 Nevertheless,
Enoch, Cain and Abel, Lamech, Methuselah, Noah, and other figures from the
Bible, as well as incidents mentioned in biblical history, also appear, and in
what is said about some of them it is possible to see the outline of some very
ancient interpretation, in particular, a grappling with difficulties associated
with the story of Noah and the flood.

Septuagint: Starting in the third century B.C.E., Hebrew Scripture began to
be translated into Greek, apparently for the use of Greek-speaking Jews in
Hellenistic centers like Alexandria, Egypt. A legend eventually sprang up
about this translation to the effect that seventy, or seventy-two, Jewish elders
were commissioned to do the translation of the Pentateuch, each in an iso
lated cell; when the translations were compared, they all agreed in every detail,

25. The implications of this dating have been explored by Stone, Scriptures, Sects, and VisiollS,

37-47; idem, "Enoch, Aramaic Levi, and Sectarian Origins:'

26. Grelot, "La legende d'Henoch dans les apocryphes et dans la Bible"; idem,"La geographie

mythique d'Henoch et ses sources orientales"; Neugebauer, "Astronomy of the Book of Enoch."
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for the translators had been divinely guided. As a result, this translation came
to be known as the Septuaginta ("seventy"). (Subsequently, the name "Septua
gint" also came to include the old Greek translation of the other books of the
Hebrew Bible, a translation made in stages from the third to the first century
B.C.E.)

Any translation by nature contains a good bit of interpretation: ambigui
ties in the original text can rarely be duplicated in translation and, as a result,
the translator must take a stand and render the ambiguity one way or another.
Moreover, translators aware of this or that traditional interpretation will
sometimes incorporate it (consciously or otherwise) into their translation.
For both these reasons, the Septuagint, although a fairly close rendering, can
frequently provide information about how a particular verse or single word or
phrase was understood by Jews as early as the third century B.C.E.

Jubilees: This book purports to contain a revelation given to Moses by the
"angel of the Presence;' one of the angels closest to God, at the time of the
Sinai revelation. It takes the form of a retelling of the book of Genesis and the
first part of Exodus: the angel goes over the same material but fills in many
details, sometimes shifting slightly the order of things and occasionally skip
ping over elements in the narrative. The book was originally written in
Hebrew, and fragments of it have been found among the Dead Sea Scrolls.
From Hebrew it was translated into Greek (parts of this translation still
survive in quotations from Greek authors) and from Greek into Latin and
Ge'ez. The (almost) complete text exists only in Ge'ez, though a substantial
section is extant in Latin as well. Many scholars date the book to the middle of
the second century B.C.E., while a few (myself included) favor an earlier date,
perhaps at the beginning of the second century B.C.E. or even a decade or two
before that.

The au.thor of Jubilees is one of the heroes of the present study. This writer
was a bold, innovative interpreter in his own right-one might say, without
exaggeration, something of a genius-and subsequent generations valued
highly, even venerated, his book's insights into Scripture. In seeking to retell
the book of Genesis and the beginning of Exodus, this author had a definite
program: he wished to claim that this initial part of the Pentateuch, although

it consists mostly of stories and does not contain any law code as such, had
nonetheless been designed to impart legal instruction no less binding than the
overt law codes found in the rest of the Pentateuch. In other words, by reading
the stories of Genesis carefully, one could figure out all kinds of binding
commandments that God had, as it were, hidden in the narrative. Reading in
this fashion, the author of Jubilees was able to find a set of rules strictly
defining what is permitted and forbidden on the Sabbath, regulations forbid
ding marriage between Jews and non-Jews, strictures against various forms of
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"fornication," and other subjects dear to this writer's heart. One interesting
feature of the book is its claim that the true calendar ordained by God
consisted of exactly 52 Sabbaths (364 days) per year and that the moon, whose
waxing and waning determined the months and festivals for other Jews, ought
rightly to have no such role in the true calendar. The author sought to show
that this calendar, too, was implied by the stories of Genesis.

Apart from these pet issues, Jubilees' author ended up presenting a good
deal more in the way of biblical interpretation. Some of these other interpre
tations may likewise have been of his own creation, but others were certainly
widespread traditions at the time of his writing. One way or another, the book
is a treasure of ancient thinking about the Bible. The Dead Seas Scroll sect
adopted the same calendar as that prescribed by Jubilees, and it is clear that the
members of that group held this book in high esteem.

Wisdom of Ben Sira[ch]: Yeshu'a ben Hazar ben Sira is one of the rare
Hebrew authors of this period known to us by name. He was a sage who wrote
his book toward the beginning of the second century B.C.E., around the year
180 or so. From Hebrew the book was subsequently translated into Greek (by
Ben Sira's own grandson) and became part of the Greek Bible of early Chris
tianity; other ancient versions were made into Syriac and Latin (in which
language it came to be known as "Ecclesiasticus"). Ben Sira's book was par
ticularly beloved among the founders of rabbinic Judaism, but apparently
because his identity was well known and the book was not attributed to some
ancient worthy from the biblical past, they felt that it could not be included in
the rabbinic canon of Scripture, and the original Hebrew version of it was
therefore eventually lost. The book survived for centuries only in translation.
Substantial fragments of the Hebrew text were recovered at the end of the
nineteenth century from five medieval manuscripts that had been stored in a
Cairo synagogue; subsequently parts of the Hebrew original have turned up
in ancient manuscripts discovered among the Dead Sea Scrolls and at nearby
Masada.

Ben Sira was, as we have glimpsed briefly, a traditional sage who, charac
teristically for his period, saw in Scripture a great corpus of divine wisdom; he
therefore made broad use ofScripture in writing his own book, including the
lengthy catalog of biblical heroes mentioned earlier. But Ben Sira was a
conservative in all things-a "classicist," one might say-and this catalog
contains relatively little that is not explicitly stated in Scripture itself. He
certainly was aware of many interpretive traditions, which, for one reason or
another, he chose not to include in his book. This conservatism notwithstand
ing, the book does contain a number of interpretations from a relatively early
stage of development.

Dead Sea Scrolls: This is the name popularly used for a group of manu-
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scripts found in the general area of Khirbet Qumran, a site along the shores of
the Dead Sea, starting in 1947. Justly described as the greatest manuscript find
in history, this collection of biblical manuscripts and other writings seems to
have belonged to a group of ascetic Jews who retreated to this desert locale
perhaps in the second century B.C.E. and who continued to exist there until
68 C.E. The group may be identified with the Essenes, a religious sect described
by Philo of Alexandria, Pliny the Elder, and Josephus; these Essenes may in
turn be the same sect as the "Boethusians" known from rabbinic literature.

The Dead Sea Scrolls have provided a wealth of information about the
history and development of the biblical text itself, about first-century Judaism
and the roots of Christianity, and about biblical interpretation as it existed just
before and after the start of the common era. The Dead Sea Scrolls texts cited
in this book include the Genesis Apoeryphon, the Community Rule (Serekh
Hayyahad), the Damascus Document, the Temple Scroll, a Genesis Pesher
(4Q252), the Halakhic Letter (4Q394-399), and others.

Wisdom ofSolomon: This book was written in Greek, probably late in the
first century B.C.E. or early in the first century C.E. by a Greek-speaking Jew
from, most likely, Alexandria. The book presents itself as the wise writings of
the biblical king Solomon; it contains a lengthy praise of, and exhortation to
follow, the path of wisdom. As already mentioned, it also summarizes a good
bit of Scripture in brief, gnomic sentences that reflect many of the interpretive
traditions then current. The author may have inhabited Egypt, but he was well
versed in interpretive traditions otherwise known to us in Hebrew or Aramaic,
traditions that seem to stem, in other words, from the Jewish homeland.

The Wisdom ofSolomon, or Book ofWisdom, was part of the Greek Bible
of early Christianity and has remained, along with Ben Sira, Judith, and other
books, as part of the Old Testament in many churches (although these books
are classified by some as biblical Apocrypha or "Deutero-canonical" works).

Writings ofPhilo ofAlexandria: Philo was another Greek-speaking Jew; he
lived in Alexandria from sometime before the start of the common era to
around 40 C.E. He is the author of a multivolume series of commentaries on
the Pentateuch. Philo inherited an already existing tradition of interpreting
the Bible allegorically, a tradition that appears to have flourished in Alexan
dria. Philo championed this approach; for him, although biblical stories
recounted historical events, they likewise had an "under-meaning" (huponoia)
by which Abraham, Jacob, and other biblical figures were understood to
represent abstractions or spiritual realities whose truth applied to all times
and places. Philo explained many biblical texts in keeping with then-current
Greek philosophical ideas.

Philo's allegorical explanations of Scripture were known to (for example)
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Josephus and perhaps as well to some rabbinic exegetes; his commentary may
even have found a brief echo in the rabbinic work Genesis Rabba.27 Apart from
that, however, his works played almost no role in the later history of Jewish
biblical interpretation.28 They were, however, extraordinarily important to
Alexandrine Christianity and, through the writings of Clement ofAlexandria,
Eusebius, and other Christian scholars, gained a place for his ideas and
methods in much Christian biblical interpretation.29

New Testament: The varied writings that make up the New Testament were
not conceived principally as an exposition of Scripture; nevertheless, in nu
merous places these texts set forth interpretations of Hebrew Scripture that
were to prove (or already had proven) critical to the new church. Moreover,
New Testament texts everywhere bear witness to exegetical traditions current
among Jews in the first century C.E. or earlier and, as well, show just how
important was the interpretation of Scripture within the early Christian
movement. In addition to the expositions of Scripture found in Paul's letters
and the frequent references to the Hebrew Bible scattered throughout the four
Gospels, particularly significant for the present study is Stephen's speech in
Acts 7 and the Letter to the Hebrews.

Incidentally, the New Testament is only part of the library of early Chris
tians relevant to a consideration of ancient biblical interpretation; along with
them, the writings of the Apostolic Fathers (particularly 1 Clement, the
Didache, and the Letter of Barnabas), Justin Martyr, Origen, Eusebius of
Caesarea, Ephraem Syrus, Aphrahat, and various later writers supply much of
the material cited in the present study.

[Flavius] Josephus: Josephus was a Jewish writer who lived from c. 37 C.E.

to c. 100 C.E. Born of a priestly family in Jerusalem, he was, by his own
account, a gifted student who acquired a broad exposure to the different
Jewish schools of thought existent in his own time. He served as a general in

27. See on this Runia, Philo in Early Christian Literature, 74-78.

28. Winston, "Philo's Nachleben."

29· A lively debate continues over the extent of Philo's acquaintance with biblical interpretation

as it existed among his Jewish contemporaries in Judaea. See (inter alia): Siegfried, Philo von Alexan
dria alsAusleger; Bousset, Judischchristlicher Schulbetrieb in Alexandria und Rom; Heinemann, Philom

griechische und jildische Bildung; idem, Altjildische A/legoristik; Ginzberg, Legmds ofthe Jews, 5:viii-ix;

Stein, Philo und der Midrasch; Wolfson, Philo; Belkin, Philo and the Oral Law; idem, Philo's Midrash;
Sandmel, Philo's Place in Judaism; idem, "Parallelomania"; Nikiprowetzky, Le Commentaire de I'Ecri

ture; Bamberger, "Philo and the Aggadah"; Rokeach, "Philo of Alexandria, Midrash, and Ancient

Halakhah"; Grabbe, "Philo and Aggada." Even the last author, highly skeptical of certain others'

claims, is prepared to concede that Philo knew "a modest amount" of aggadic traditions from

elsewhere. My oWn feelings on this question are not given to easy summary, but in the end they are
somewhat analogous to Kafka's words to the Jews of Prague: "You know more Yiddish than you
think." (On the last, see Brod, Franz Kafka, 113.)
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the great Jewish revolt against the Romans but was defeated and taken pris
oner. (Josephus recounts that he prophesied that the Roman commander,
Vespasian, would be made emperor; Vespasian spared Josephus' life and when,
two years later, the prophecy came true, freed him.) After the war Josephus
moved to Rome and composed, among other books, his multivolume Jewish
Antiquities. This work, which purports to set forth the history of the Jews,
begins by retelling much of the Hebrew Bible. Josephus' account is, as we have
briefly seen, an amalgam of the biblical text itself and numerous interpretive
traditions that accompanied it. This book is thus a valuable source of infor
mation about how Jews interpreted Scripture in the first century C.E.

Targums: Targum is a general name for a translation of the Hebrew Bible,
or parts thereof, into Aramaic, a Semitic language related to Hebrew and
spoken widely throughout the ancient Near East from the eighth century
B.C.E. onward. Targums are not only interpretations in the sense already
mentioned with regard to the Septuagint; some of them, notably Targum
Neophyti, the Fragment Targum, and Targum Pseudo-Jonathan (all targums of
the Pentateuch), contain frequent exegetical expansions of the biblical text,
from a few words to entire paragraphs, not found in the original.

It is difficult to date targums with any certainty. Targum Neophyti, fre
quently cited on the following pages, may go back to the early second century
C.E. (or perhaps slightly earlier); it is replete with ancient exegetical traditions.
Targum Onqelos belongs to roughly the same period; while it sticks more
closely to the actual text of the Pentateuch, it nevertheless supplies valuable

insights into early biblical interpretation.

Composition and Aims of This Book

These brief sketches may give the uninitiated reader some idea of the sources
used in this book, and with them this brief survey of the world of ancient
interpreters is complete. Before, however, proceeding to the body of this book,
I should perhaps add a final word about my intentions in compiling it, as well

as some account of how I hope it may be used.
I did not get far into the present work before I began to worry about its

eventual size. There was so much potential material that anyone of its
twenty-six chapters might in itselfbe turned into a book-length study. Indeed,
some of the overall topics of various chapters-and even, in a few cases, a
single exegetical motif therein-had already been the subject of someone
else's whole book or monograph. Moreover, I soon began to amass a great deal
of material which was altogether new and which, I felt, for that reason alone
deserved to be published. All this would mean a book of considerable size-

without even counting the space to be taken up by scholarly footnotes and
references to the research of others. Not only might such a volume end up
being rather large and costly, but it would probably prove to be a difficult one
for the nonspecialist to read and use: the more motifs I covered, the more the
average reader was likely to get lost among them, unable to distinguish
important, widespread interpretations from interesting but less crucial ones.
What to do?

From an early stage, I began to think in terms of two different editions of
the book. One would seek to present only the most important, most influen
tial motifs-the sorts of things that a broad spectrum of Jews and Christians
in the period covered would have heard or read about various biblical stories
and figures. (These same motifs, not coincidentally, were by and large the ones
which were transmitted to subsequent generations and which continued to
shape people's ideas about the Bible for centuries and centuries afterward.) To
keep this first edition reasonably small and reasonably simple, I also decided
to avoid wherever possible technical discussions of Hebrew or Aramaic, and
to eliminate almost all references to other works of scholarship (apart from
the few references included in the present introductory chapter), saving
these-along with more detailed discussion of some of the complications
involved in the motifs set forth here, and the presentation of quite a few minor
motifs not found here at all-for the larger, more technical edition I was
preparing simultaneously. 3D

Even this larger edition has required a lot of pruning and judicious
selection in order to be kept to publishable size. Such being the case, I should
perhaps state from the beginning what this book, in either edition, is not. It is
not a presentation of the whole of ancient biblical interpretation of the
Pentateuch-far from it! Even the larger, annotated version falls considerably
short of that goal. Within the time frame established for this book, the
available material far exceeded what could be included. This book therefore
represents a selection of some motifs from among many, and a further selection
of some attestations of a given motif from among many. In deciding what
material to include, I have been guided by three or four different principles.

In general, I have tried to favor the oldest attested motifs within the
designated period. In fact, I have tried wherever possible to allow the oldest
texts to determine my agenda. That is, I began by surveying the most ancient
sources available-l Enoch, Jubilees, the Septuagint, Ben Sira, and so forth-to

30. This plan of two separate editions has indeed gone forward: publication of the present

volume is to be followed by that of a longer version, designed for specialists in the field, containing

additional motifs and extensive notes discussing some of the more technical aspects of the subjects

covered.
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Parashat Beshalah  Part IIIA 
On Interpreting Midrash, General Remarks 

 
In their comments on Moses� raising his hands in the 
battle with Amalek (Exod. 17:8-13) the Tannaitic 
sages illustrate their unwillingness to accept a Torah 
passage literally when it conflicted with their sense of 
logic and common sense. They ask in the usually 
legalistic Mishnah: ʲ� ʤ ʓ̌ ʮ� ʬ ʓ̌ � ʥʩʕʣʕʩ� ʩʑʫʍʥˣˈˣʠ� ʤʕʮʕʧʍʬʑʮ� ʺˣ�

ˣˇʸʡˣʤʕʮʕʧʍʬʑʮ�ʺ  (Is it Moses� hands that make the war or 
break the war? [m. Rosh. Hash. 3:8]). Of course not! 
Although the Torah teaches that on occasion G-d 
overrides the rules of nature and performs a miracle, 
when doing so He abides by �rational� standards. The 
miracle is not casual or random, it fits into the natural 
order, it is not performed for trivial purposes, it suits 
the overall context and accomplishes G-d�s stated 
objective. He does not do things that do not make 
sense to the human observers. According to the sages, 
to explain that the battle would fluctuate according to 
Moses� raising and lowering his hands does not meet 
what they believe are G-d�s criteria for performing a 
miracle. Hence, they interpreted the passage 
allegorically. 
 
That discussion concerned a biblical passage. Surely 
the principle that guided the sages in interpreting 
Torah passages should apply to interpreting their own 
statements! 
 
In this study we will address the subject of rabbinic 
Midrash and Aggadah (the latter term usually 
designated for talmudic �midrashim�) in the light of 
five of the leading authorities of the late Gaonic 
period and that of the early rishonim, the tenth 
through the twelfth centuries. They are not in 
agreement with each other on all points but they 
contain a common denominator regarding Midrash 
and Aggadah. We will excerpt several relevant 
statements from them. In the second section we will 
survey a cross-section of midrashim and aggadot 
drawn from the Talmud and classical compendiums of 

this material restricting ourselves to those associated 
with Parashat Beshalah. It is our intention to point 
out that it is often clear from a careful reading of them 
that the authors did not intend their words to be 
interpreted literally. 
  
Rab Sherira Gaon (906�1006, head of the Pumbedita 
Academy) wrote: �Those points brought out from 
scriptural verses called Midrash and Aggadah are 
assumptions. Some are accurate � such as Rabbi 
Judah�s statement that Simeon�s portion was included 
in that of Judah, for we find it corroborated in the 
book of Joshua � but many are not� We abide by the 
principle, �According to his intelligence is a man 
commended� (Prov. 12:8). As to the aggadot of the 
students� students � Rabbi Tanhuma, Rabbi Osh�aya, 
and others � most of them [the realities] are not as 
they expounded. Accordingly we do not rely on 
aggadot. The correct ones of them are those supported 
by intelligence and by Scripture. There is no end to 
aggadot� (Sefer Ha�eshcol, Hilkhot Sefer Torah, p. 
60a). 
  
Rab Hai Gaon, son of Sherira (939�1038, head of the 
Pumbedita Academy): �Aggadah and Midrash, even 
concerning those written in the Talmud, if they do not 
work out properly and if they are mistaken, they are 
not to be relied upon, for the rule is, we do not rely on 
Aggadah. However, regarding what is ensconced in 
the Talmud, if we find a way to remove its errors and 
strengthen it, we should do so, for if there were not 
some lesson to be derived it would not have been 
incorporated. Concerning what is not in the Talmud, 
we investigate � if correct and proper we expound and 
teach it and if not we pay no attention to it� (Sefer 
Ha�eshcol, Hilkhot Sefer Torah, p. 60a).    
 
Rab Hai Gaon also stated: �You should know that 
aggadic statements are not like those of shemu�a 
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(�heard,� a passed-down statement). Rather, they are 
cases of each individual expounding what came to his 
mind, in the nature of �it can be said,� not a decisive 
matter. Accordingly we do not rely on them� 
(Comments on b. Hagigah.). 

Rab Shemuel ben Hofni Gaon (960�c.1034, head of 
the Sura Academy), in his Introduction to the Talmud 
(published at the end of Masekhet Berakhot, 
erroneously attributed to Shemuel Hanagid, translated 
and abridged by Rab Shemuel ben Hananya in the 12th 
century), stated: �Aggadah constitutes all the 
explanations in the Talmud on any subject that does 
not refer to a misvah. You do not learn from them 
except what seems acceptable to the 
mind�Concerning the expounding on scriptural 
verses, each [sage] expounded what chanced to him 
and what he saw in his mind, so what is acceptable to 
the mind we learn from and the rest we do not rely 
upon.� 
 
Abraham Ibn Ezra (1089�1164) in his Bible 
commentary often alludes to the importance of 
recognizing the inapplicability of midrash to 
understanding the intention of the Torah. For 
example, concerning the variant between the two 
Decalogue passages in the Torah, wherein one states 
�zakhor (remember) the Shabbat day to keep it holy� 
while the other has �shamor (observe) the Shabbat 
day to keep it holy,� he comments:  
�the sages said ʫʕʦˣʮ ʕ̌ ʍʥ� ʸˣʡʑʣʍʡ� ʸ˒ʸʍʮʓʠʍh� ʣʕʧʓʠ� ʸ˒ , that 
�zakhor and shamor were said in the same 
pronouncement� (b. Shebu. 20b)..�Heaven forbid 
saying that they did not speak correctly for our 
minds are meager in comparison to their minds, 
but people of our generation think that their words 
were intended to be taken literally which is not the 
case�It is not possible that zakhor and shamor 
were uttered simultaneously except as a miracle, 
but we must admit that even so there is a question, 
why was it not written zakhor v�shamor in both 
the first and second formulation? And what about 
those other verses [of Decalogue variants], were 
they also said simultaneously�? Why did the 
sages not mention those, for they are more 
astonishing, how can they even miraculously be 
uttered at once, many verses whose meaning is not 
the same as is the case with the two words zakhor 
and shamor?�And in the first formulation 
Hashem did not say �that it should be well with 

you,� so did He simultaneously say it and not say 
it?�And [concerning reversed sequence] did He 
simultaneously utter a statement one way and also 
the opposite way?       
 
The mind cannot bear the thought of such literal 
interpretations...for every miracle Hashem 
performed through Moses there is some remote 
resemblance in reality that the intelligent will 
understand, but this claim that Hashem spoke 
zakhor and shamor at one instant is so amazing 
that it would be more fitting to be written in the 
Torah than all the other wonders and miracles that 
were written�And if we say Hashem�s speech is 
not like human speech, how could Israel have 
understood Hashem�s words? For if a person hears 
zakhor and shamor at the same instant he would 
not understand either. Even one word like zakhor, 
if he does not hear the zayin before the khaf and 
they before the resh he would not understand what 
the speaker is saying�if we say it was a miracle 
that zakhor and shamor were uttered at the same 
time, how did the ear hear them? If we say that 
also was a miracle�why did the sages not 
mention that miracle, a greater one than speaking 
two words at the same time?� 
 
The explanation is that when Hashem uttered 
zakhor (to remember the Shabbat day) everybody 
understood it means in order to observe it, so [in 
Deuteronomy] Moses wrote shamor.  

 
The Rambam (Moses Maimonides, 1135�1204), in a 
number of statements, addressed the basic concept Ibn 
Ezra was dealing with in the previous citations. He 
explicitly pointed out that situations that in and of 
themselves, by definition, are impossible to exist, 
cannot exist. In his words: �It is no deficiency in the 
One [G-d] that He does not conjoin contraries in one 
substratum, and His power is not affected by this and 
by other similar impossibilities.�* �We do not 
attribute to G-d, may He be exalted, incapacity 
because He is unable to corporify His essence or to 
create someone like Him or to create a square whose 
diagonal is equal to its side.�** �It has then become 
clear that, according to every opinion and school, 
there are impossible things whose existence cannot be 
admitted. Power to bring them about cannot be 
ascribed to the deity�Accordingly they are 
necessarily as they are��***  
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The Rambam wrote extensively concerning the 
interpretation of rabbinic Midrash and Aggadah. In his 
Introduction to Pereq Heleq he points to the fact that 
the Mishnah sages themselves assume that even the 
Torah text must be read with logic and common sense. 
When confronted with a passage that looked 
impossible to take literally they resorted to allegorical 
interpretation. He cites several examples. In 1 
Chronicles 11 the text relates some amazing deeds of 
King David�s warriors, such as killing a lion in the pit 
on a snowy day, which the sages took allegorically. 
The narrative of the book of Job, that means to say the 
very existence of that man, and the account of 
resurrection in the book of Ezekiel (chapter 37) were 
also interpreted allegorically by some sages. How 
much more so, he asks, is it imperative to be rational 
when dealing with their own teachings, the aggadic 
and midrashic statements of rabbinic compendiums?  
 
Regarding those who interpret all aggadot and 
midrashim literally, he states: 

 
�they destroy the Torah�s glory and darken its 
brilliance; they make G-d�s Torah the opposite of 
what was intended. He stated in the perfect Torah 
regarding the nations who hear about all these 
statutes, that they will say, �What a wise and 
insightful people this great nation is� (Deut. 4:6). 
But when the nations hear how this group relates 
the words of the sages in a literal manner they will 
say, �What a foolish and ignorant people this 
insignificant nation is.� Most of these expounders 
explain to the public what they, themselves, really 
do not understand. Would that they be quiet or 
say, �We do not understand what the rabbis mean 
in this statement or how to interpret it.� But they 
think they understand and endeavor to make 
known according to their poor understanding � not 
according to the sages� intention � and expound at 
the head of the assembly the derashot of tractate 
Berakhot, the chapter Heleq and other sources, 
literally, word by word.        
Introduction to Pereq Heleq 
   

In his Guide he added: 
 

[Our Sages] use the Bible text as a kind of poetical 
language [for their own ideas], and do not intend 
thereby to interpret the text�This style was 
widespread in ancient days; all adopted it in the 

same manner as poets�Our Sages say, in 
reference to the words, �And a paddle (yated) thou 
shalt have upon thy weapons (azeneka)� [Deut. 
23:14]. Do not read azeneka �thy weapon,� but 
ozneka, �thy ear� � if you hear a person uttering 
something disgraceful, put your fingers into your 
ears. Now, I wonder whether those ignorant 
persons [who take the Sages literally] believe that 
the author of this saying gave it as the true 
interpretation of the verse quoted, and as the 
meaning of this precept...I cannot think that any 
person whose intellect is sound can accept this. 
The author employed the text as a beautiful poetic 
phrase, in teaching an excellent moral 
lesson�poetically connected with the above text. 
In the same sense you must understand the phrase, 
�Do not read so, but so,� wherever it occurs in the 
Midrash.**** 

 
The formulations of the sages teach all sorts of 
valuable lessons. Frequently, they use the Torah text 
as a springboard to elaborate an idea or as a 
mnemonic device to anchor an insight and assist in its 
being remembered. In doing so they are often 
engaging in moral education and inspirational 
edification that in their days would have been difficult 
to accomplish in a straightforward manner. As long as 
the reader or listener realizes that a proposed 
interpretation of a text is not necessarily its true 
meaning, the interpretation often having no genuine 
(peshat) connection to the actual intention of the 
relevant verses, and that the highly improbable, often 
fantastic and sometimes impossible realities portrayed 
are not literal, no harm is done and a benefit is derived 
from the lesson.  
 
It may also be that some sages, contrary to the 
Rambam�s opinion, employed such methods even 
when they knew their audience thought that the literal 
message they expounded was intended to explicate the 
actual meaning of the passage. It appears that there 
were cases when they felt it necessary to do so. This 
would have been probable when they were dealing 
with minimally educated people who lived in social 
contexts that precluded them from access to scientific 
knowledge about realia or historical knowledge about 
events. Such people already believed in the fantastic, 
such that their taking an impossible interpretation 
literally created no conflict for them and only 
provided the benefit of the lesson.  
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It is the case today that numerous traditional adherents 
of the Torah were taught and teach to uncritically 
subscribe to a literalist view of Midrash and Aggada 
and take the details as factual. Some are greatly 
disturbed by other approaches despite the many 
writings of our greatest rabbinical authorities, 
including the geonim and rishonim cited above. Since 
the methodology employed in our Torah studies 
accords with the general perspective of the 
nonliteralists, this is an appropriate opportunity to 
comment on the matter. 
 
With the enormous advances in knowledge in recent 
times the situation is radically different from what it 
had been in past centuries. The most basic general 
education in modern times � indeed, merely being an 
alert individual living in present-day society �provides 
an immense amount of information in many areas and 
insight into many subjects that the midrashim and 
aggadot continually touch upon. An average person 
cannot but be deeply impacted by this knowledge, as 
elementary education, interaction with others, and the 
mass media are involved in this process. And many 
people are now accustomed to read widely and 
critically, think rationally, and approach knowledge 
with intellectual integrity. Today, as has been the case 
for well over a century, taking midrashim literally 
tends to cause sincere individuals prodigious conflicts 
between their religious faith and their knowledge of 
reality.  
 
Attempts to avoid the difficulties have generally 
promoted apologetics with numerous false 
harmonizing resolutions. For many, particularly the 
more educated and rationally oriented, and most 
seriously for those with intellectual integrity, these 
explanations have served to merely postpone the 
problems for a time.  
 
All this has contributed to mass defection from 
tradition on the one hand and to the development of 

defensive measures to prevent exposure to 
contradictory knowledge on the other. The latter often 
includes discouragement, if not prohibition, of 
advanced general studies, insisting the Torah be 
studied without the benefit of modern scholarly 
research as well as strictly limiting interaction with 
and participation in the life of the wider society. Of 
course, such measures create further serious, negative 
consequences, impacting the psychological, social and 
economic well-being of many. The solution requires 
that it should be acknowledged that the authorities 
cited above were basically correct and whatever 
consequences stem from that recognition must be 
confronted. 
 
The teachings of the sages are often clearly 
recognizable as nonliteral to anyone who 
acknowledges that it is possible that they may be so. 
We will provide a sampling of different types of 
midrashim and aggadot that expounded on Parashat 
Beshalah that teach many wonderful and 
extraordinary lessons but which upon thoughtful 
consideration of text, theme and time frame will be 
seen as clearly not the intended meaning of the verses 
they are attached to. We will thus illustrate an 
important aspect of classic rabbinic methodology and 
help clarify the main point discussed above. 
 
Endnotes 
 
* Moses Maimonides The Guide for the Perplexed 
(translated by Shlomo Pines, University of Chicago 
Press, 1974) I:75, p. 224. 
** ibid. p. 226 
*** ibid. III:15, p. 461 
**** Moses Maimonides The Guide for the 
Perplexed, (translated by Michael Friedlander, Dover 
Publications, 1956) III:43, pp. 353-4 (slightly 
abridged)  
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Parashat Beshalah Part III B 
On Interpreting Midrash, Continued 

Examples of Classic Rabbinic Methodology 
 
1. On our parasha�s first verse, Rabbi Joshua the son 
of Levi expounded: �ʍʥ˄�ʕh�ʠ�ʕʧ�ʎʠ�ʭ˄�ʑ̫ʭʩ  � G-d did not find it 
satisfactory (consoling) to bring Israel to its land 
quickly. Why? It is comparable to a king who has 
twelve sons and ten portions of land. If he distributes 
his lands then he will cause conflicts among his sons. 
He will wait until he acquires two more portions of 
land. Similarly, the land of Israel was not adequate 
for the twelve tribes. G-d decided to take Israel the 
long way around so that in the process they will 
conquer additional land which the two and a half 
tribes will take, thus making the land of Israel 
sufficient for all the tribes (Exod. Rab. 20:14).  
 
This may be good advice to a father but surely not the 
intention of the verse. It is based on translating the 
letters of the word ʰ�ʧ�ʭ  according to another 
meaning the word could have, but not in its present 
context. Additionally, the interpretation counters the 
verse�s main message, that the reason for taking the 
long route was so that the Israelites should not 
confront war soon. And if taken seriously, what does 
this comment say about the subject of the two and a 
half tribes? 
 
2. Israel left Egypt �ʏʧ�ʗʮ�ʑ̌ʭʩ  (Exod. 13:18). The 
Mekhilta first interpreted that word as �armed� or 
�provisioned,� citing Joshua 1:14 and 4:12, generally 
considered the more straightforward explanation. It 
continues with other explanations (based on the fact 
that ʹʮʧ means �five�).  
 
[Hamushim means that] only one-fifth of the 
Israelites left Egypt [the others died], some say one in 
fifty came out, some say one in five hundred. Rabbi 
Nehorai says not even one in five hundred...as we 
expound...the Israelite women were giving birth to 
six children at a time. When did they die? During the 
three days of darkness, so that the Israelites buried 
their dead and gave thanks and praise to the Almighty 

that their enemies did not observe and rejoice in their 
destruction.  
 
Yalqut Shimoni (Shemot 287) adds: �Rabbi Yose 
says: hamushim means that the fifth generation came 
out from Egypt.�  
 
Several lessons are taught in this collection of 
explanations. It compliments the valor of a minority, 
in some times and places it is only a tiny minority, 
who hold fast to their beliefs against the 
assimilationist tendency of the many. Those who do 
not remain faithful do not share in the good that G-d 
brings to Israel. It stresses the value of keeping 
matters of national shame private. But surely the 
radically different interpretations of the �other 
explanations� are not addressing the meaning of our 
verse or describing the historical setting it presents. 
 
3. Joseph had Israel swear they would take his bones 
with them out of Egypt (Exod. 13:19). Rabbi Levi 
stated: This is like a person who discovered that 
thieves had stolen his wine barrels and drank the 
wine. He told them: You drank the wine, but at least 
return the barrels. Joseph said to his brothers: You 
stole me alive from Shechem, please return my bones 
there (Exod. Rab. 20:19). This is valuable advice: A 
wrongdoer should be considerate of his victim and 
should minimize his wrongdoing. Even after a theft, 
the perpetrator could alleviate the harm he caused to 
the injured party. But this lesson has nothing to do 
with the true meaning of the verse. 
 
4. Moses took Joseph�s bones with him from Egypt 
(Exod. 13:19). The Mekhilta comments:  
 
How did Moses know where Joseph was buried? 
Serah, Asher�s daughter, was still alive and she had 
seen them bury Joseph. The Egyptians had made a 
metal casket for him and sunk it in the Nile. Moses 
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stood by the Nile, cast a pebble in and called �Joseph, 
Joseph, the time for HQBH�s* fulfillment of His oath 
has arrived, give honor to Hashem, G-d of Israel, and 
do not delay us, for you are now holding up our 
departure. If you do not rise promptly we will be free 
from the oath.� Immediately Joseph�s casket floated 
to the top...Rabbi Natan says: Joseph was buried in 
the royal tomb of Egypt...And how do we know they 
also took the bones of the other tribal heads (Joseph�s 
brothers) with them, for he stated [in the oath he 
placed on his brothers] �ʑʮ�ʓ˓�ʑʠ� ʤ�ʓʫʍs� ʭ  (�from here with 
you� [Exod. 13:19]).  
 
For some, the lengthy, fantastic account enhances the 
prestige of Moses and Joseph as well as of Serah, 
whose keen observation turned out to be so valuable. 
It highlights the value of proper burial and supports 
the concept that the individual survives bodily death. 
It brings out the importance of fulfilling vows made 
by parents. Rabbi Natan rejected the account outright 
for a more commonsense approach. In peshat there is 
no reason to assume that Joseph's burial place was 
not known.  
 
5. Rabbi Johanan commented on the verse �ʍʥ˄�ʕ̫�ʠ�ʔy�ʓʦ�ʡ�ʤ

�ʓʠ�ʓʦ� ʬ�ʕ̠� ʤ�ʔʤ�ʬ�ʕ̆�ʍʩ�ʕʬʤ  (Exod. 14:20). When Hashem�s angel 
moved from being in front of Israel�s camp to the 
back of it, followed by the cloud � a defining moment 
in the Egyptians� downfall � the ministering angels 
desired to utter a song. �HQBH said to them: �The 
creations of My hands are drowning in the sea and 
you would utter a song?�� (b. Meg. 10b). It is a most 
elevating concept not to celebrate at the death of G-d�s 
creations, but it is not the intention of the passage. 
 
A brief digression is in order: Angels are not 
independent beings with ability to act contrary to G-
d�s will but are His messengers and manifestations of 
His activity. From the wind and burning fire (Ps. 
104:4) to the �voice� that stopped Abraham from 
slaughtering his son (Gen. 22:11) to the appearance 
revealed to Moses at the burning bush (Exod. 3:2), 
the angel represents an aspect of G-d�s will and 
endeavors. The term for angel, �ʍʬʔʮ�ʍʪˌ , related to ʤʕʫʠʕʬʍʮ 
(work), appears to designate its definition. In a 
strictly literary usage, angels served in parables to 
concretize certain thoughts. Concerning destruction 
of the wicked pursuers in our passage, an idealistic 
person would feel jubilation at the rescue of the 
righteous and sadness that it had to end as it did: with 
human beings, created in the image of G-d, dying. As 
Beruriah said, we should hope and strive to ensure 

that sins will be terminated from the land, not the 
sinners (b. Ber. 10a). Rabbi Johanan represents the 
conflicting feelings by projecting them to G-d and the 
angels. 
 
6.  It was taught in a baraita that Rabbi Meir said: 
When Israel stood at the sea the tribes were 
quarreling, each one said, �I will be first to enter the 
sea.� Benjamin jumped into the sea first, as it states,�
�ʭʒʣʸ�ʸʩʑ̡ ʕʁ� ʯʩʑʮʕʩʍhʑˎ�ʭ ʕ̌ (Ps. 68:28), ʸ�ʩ ʒy ʍ̫ ʑ̋ �ʬˋˣʭʕʩ�ʣ ʕy�ʠʕ̆ ʓʠ�ʭʒʣ  
(�Do not read the word as �rodem� but as �rad yam�� 
[He went down into the sea]). The officers of Judah 
threw stones at them, as it states, ʤʍʩ�ʩ ʒy ʕ̍˒ʭʕ̋ ʕʮʍʢʑy�ʤʕʣ  (v. 
28). Therefore, Benjamin was selected to become the 
�host� for the �Might� (the Holy of Holies is located 
in Benjamin�s portion of land). Rabbi Judah said, that 
was not how it was. Rather, each tribe said, �I will 
not be first to enter the sea,� whereupon Nahshon the 
son of Amminadab (of Judah) jumped into the sea 
first. This is as stated, �ʔʧʔʫʍʡ� ʩʑhʗʡʕʡʍɦˇ�� ʭʑʩʔy ʍɹ ʓʠ˒� ʺʩʒˎ� ʤʕʮʍy ʑʮʍʡ

ʤʩʑʥ� ʬʒʠʕy ʍ̍ ʑʩ˒ʲ� ʤʕʣˣ�ʒ̫� ʭʑ̡� ʣʕy� ʣʬ   (Hos. 12:1), which is 
elaborated as follows, �Save me O G-d, for the 
waters have reached my throat, I am sunk in deep 
mud and have no standing� (Ps. 69:2-3)�together with 
�Do not let the floodwaters sweep me away� (v. 16). 
Moses was lingering in prayer. HQBH said to him, 
�My beloved are drowning in the sea and you are 
lingering in prayer before Me?�Speak to the 
Israelites that they should travel and you raise your 
staff and incline your hand over the sea and split it.� 
Therefore Judah merited to have rulership in Israel, 
as it states, �When Israel left Egypt� ʤʍʩ�ʤʕ̋ʍʩʕʤ˒ˇʍʣʕ̫ ʍʬ�ʤʕʣˣ�

�ʔʮ� ʬʒʠʕy ʍ̍ ʑʩʬ ʍ̌ ʍʮˣ�ʕ̞ʔʤ� ʥʩ ʕ̋ˌʕy� ʭ�ʕ̞ʥ� ʤʱʰ  (Ps. 114:1-3), Why did 
Judah ascend to the status�because the sea saw 
[what he did] and fled (b. Sotah 36b-37a). 
  
There are several lessons here in faith and courage, in 
psychology and in proper behavior in an emergency. 
But neither side in the dispute is expounding the 
straightforward meaning of the Exodus passage or the 
other passages marshaled for evidence. 
 
7. Upon the defeat of Pharaoh and his troops, the 
Torah states (Exod. 14:28):  ˄�ʑh� ʠ�ʍ̌ˋ�ʕˎ� ʸ�ʓʤ�ʓʠ� ʣʔ̡� ʭ�ʕʧʣ  
(generally translated: �there did not remain from 
them even one�). Taking �ʓʠ� ʣʔ̡�ʕʧʣ  to mean �until one 
remained,� Rabbi Nehemiah in the Mekhilta states 
that Pharaoh was spared. Pirqe Rabbi Eliezer (42) 
added in the name of   Rabbi Nehuniah ben Haqanah: 
 
When Pharaoh said, �Who is like You among the 
elim, Hashem, Who is like You, majestic in holiness� 
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(Exod. 15:11), HQBH saved him from the dead so 
that he would relate His power to others, in 
accordance with what is stated: �for this purpose 
have I allowed you to stand...and in order that My 
name be recounted throughout all the land� (9:16). 
Pharaoh became king in Nineveh...When HQBH sent 
Jonah to prophesy that Nineveh will be destroyed, 
Pharaoh heard, rose from his throne, rent his 
garments, donned sackcloth and ashes [and brought 
the city to repentance].  
 
Surely this is a most potent cluster of messages about 
repentance. It also is an extravagantly imaginative 
tale spreading over many centuries based on a most 
fanciful interpretation of a verse. 
 
8. Israel called out, �Who is like You among the ʭʩʑʬʒʠ, 
Hashem?� (Exod. 15:11). Among its explanations of 
the difficult word elim, the Mekhilta proffers the 
following:  
 
�Who is like You among the ʭʩʑʮʍ̆ ʑʠ?� (interpreting 
ʭʩʑʬʒʠ as ʭʩʑʮʍ̆ ʑʠ, �mute,� based on their having similar 
letters and sounds). Who is like You that You can 
hear Your sons� humiliation and be silent, as it states, 
�I have been silent from ages ago, I have been still 
and restrained, I will now cry as a woman in labor, 
both gasping and panting� (Isa. 42:14). That means to 
say, in the past G-d was silent and restrained, but 
from now on it will be different. �I will scorch 
mountains and hills, and dry up their vegetation, 
make rivers into islands and dry the pasture lands, I 
will lead the blind by a route they knew not, by a path 
they did not know will I guide them, I will make the 
darkness before them into light and the craggy places 
into a plain� (vv. 15-16). 
 
This is a beautiful thought concerning the Exodus in 
the light of Israel�s past affliction. It is also a relevant 
hope and inspiration during the crushing difficulties 
the Jewish people were enduring at the time of the 
author of this midrash, but surely it is not the 
meaning of the verse it is expounded upon.  

��

9. Following the crossing of the sea, the Torah states: 
�ʔ̨ʔʩʔʥʮ�ʲ�ʓ̌�ʓʠ�ʤ�ʑʩ�ʺ�ʍ́�ʕy�ʒʠʬ��ʔ̞ʑʮʱ�ʭ˒ʳ  (Exod. 15:22). In a masterly 

synthesis of midrashim, Rashi comments on the 
active causative verb: �Moses had to force Israel to 
travel because the Egyptians had decorated their 
horses with ornaments of gold, silver and precious 
stones, and Israel was finding them in the sea. The 
spoils of the sea were greater than the spoils in 

Egypt.� This constitutes an insightful commentary on 
the folly of the haughty and overconfident, as well as 
on the huge temptations Israel must rise above in 
order to serve Hashem. These include the problems 
often presented by opportunities, even those 
stemming from Hashem�s graciousness. But this 
interpretation is not an actual description of the 
circumstances of the verse being expounded. 
 
10. Regarding the manna, �When the sun became hot 
it would melt� (16:21). The Mekhilta states: �Melted 
manna would flow into rivers and into the great sea, 
animals would drink that water, hunters would 
capture the animals and members of other nations 
would eat them and get a taste of the manna that 
descended for Israel.� This is an instructive lesson 
regarding indirect influence, perhaps reflecting the 
Mekhilta�s view of how the Torah�s message spread 
to the world, but not a depiction of a particular 
physical process. 
 
11. In the battle against Amalek, Moses� hands were 
faithful until the sun set (17:12). Midrash Tanhuma, 
cited by Rashi, asserts: The Amalekites were 
calculating through astrology the propitious time that 
they could be victorious. Moses stopped the sun and 
confused their calculations. The message is clear. The 
enemy may possess many skills and use all sorts of 
means against Israel, but steadfastness in 
commitment to Hashem will thwart them. The 
scientifically knowledgeable individual knows that 
such a statement, were it literal, would be depicting a 
miracle of the very highest order, which is not even 
hinted at and has no foundation in the text, and which 
was not cited by the other schools of sages. Clearly, it 
was not intended to be taken literally. And G-d 
cannot be manipulated by astrology or by any other 
means. 
 
12. The following passage, dealing with topics of our 
parasha, appears in a talmudic discussion on the 
Mishnah�s statement of reciting Hallel toward the 
conclusion of the Passover seder (b. Pesah. 118:b): 
 
Rabbi Natan said, the verse ʤ� ʺʓʮʎʠʓʥ� 
ʲʍʬˣʭʕʬ  �The 
faithfulness of Hashem is forever� (Ps. 117:2), was 
said by the fish in the sea. This is in accordance with 
Rabbi Huna, who said that Israel in that generation 
[of the Exodus] were of little faith. This is as Rabbah 
bar Mari expounded: What is the meaning of the 
verse �They rebelled at the sea, the Sea of Reeds� 
(Ps. 106:7)? This teaches that the Israelites were 
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skeptical at that moment [upon crossing the sea] and 
said: �Just as we are ascending from the sea on one 
side so are the Egyptians ascending on the other 
side.� HQBH then told the Minister of the Sea to 
spew forth [the dead Egyptians] upon the dry land. 
He answered, �Master of the Universe, does a master 
give a gift to his servant [the many corpses, food for 
the fish] and then take it back?� He responded, �I will 
give you [in the future] one and a half times their 
number.� He replied, �Can a servant make a claim to 
collect from his master?� He told him: � ʩ ʑ̫�ʬʔʧʔhˣˇʯ  (the 
Brook of Kishon) will be My guarantee.� 
Immediately he spewed the bodies forth upon dry 
land and Israel came and saw them, as is stated, 
�Israel saw the Egyptians dead upon the seashore� 
(Exod. 14:30). What is the meaning of �one and a 
half times their number?� Regarding Pharaoh it 
states, �six hundred choice chariots� whereas in the 
case of Sisera it states, �nine hundred chariots of 
iron� (Judg. 4:13). When Sisera came� HQBH 
brought the stars out of their orbits against them 
[Sisera�s army]� they became heated whereupon 
they went to cool themselves in the Brook of Kishon. 
HQBH said to the Brook of Kishon, �Go and deliver 
your guarantee.� Immediately, the Brook of Kishon 
swept them away and cast them into the sea, as it 
states, �ʩ ʑ̫� ʬʔʧʔhˣˇʣʍ̫� ʬʔʧʔh� ʭʕɹ ʕy ʍˏ� ʯ˒ʭʩʑʮ  (5:21). What is the 
meaning of ʣʍ̫�ʬʔʧʔh˒ʭʩʑʮ , the ancient brook?� The brook 
that had been the guarantee in ancient times. At that 
moment the fish said, ʤ�ʺʓʮʎʠʓʥ�
ʲʍʬˣʭʕʬ  �The faithfulness 
of Hashem is forever.�   
 
Major values are expounded here. In the midst of an 
enormous miracle on behalf of the Israelites, G-d 
regarded and alleviated their skepticism by further 
altering the natural order. Since this action clashed 
with another�s expectations of a benefit for his 
charges, G-d repaid the latter�s loss with interest. He 
accepted the argument that it was proper to have a 
guarantee and gave one. He permits His creations to 

think independently and present their viewpoints to 
Him. And He is interested in justice even for the fish. 
Many precedents for appropriate human behavior are 
exemplified here, particularly to counteract the hubris 
and disregard of others sometimes found among the 
affluent. Nobody should disappoint another with 
merely, �Sorry, I changed my mind, something came 
up.� Nobody should say, �I�m good for my 
commitment, you do not need a surety.� People are 
expected to argue for those who cannot do so for 
themselves. And everybody should be concerned 
with the welfare of even lower creatures, how much 
more so the lowly among man. But this finely crafted 
homily has nothing directly to do with the intention 
of the verses being expounded or of the existence of 
heavenly ministers complaining to G-d. As midrashic 
interpretations generally do, it views the whole 
Tanakh as one integrated unity from which snippets 
of verses may be expounded and linked with other 
snippets of verses regardless of their literary context 
or historical setting to produce a moral that is 
independent of the verses expounded. 
 
Between the Talmudim and classical compendiums of 
Midrash there are many thousands of statements 
commenting and elaborating on words and verses of 
Tanakh that contain great wisdom but are not the 
actual interpretation of those words and verses. And 
in subsequent times many rabbinic authors wrote in 
that style. Great caution must be taken in studying 
and teaching this material to gain the benefit without 
the harmful consequences described in the first part 
of this study. The Rambam�s words are as relevant 
today as ever. 
 
Endnote 
 
* These letters are an acrostic of HaQadosh Barukh 
Hu (�The Holy One Blessed Be He�).
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JEWISH INTERPRETATION OF THE BIBLE

The Way of the Pes/wI.

The Bible has been the focus of a rich exegeti
cal tradition, which beg~n to evolve even
before the canonization process was com
pleted. The techniques of inner-biblical ex
egesis, pesiler-type interpretation as practiced
at Qumran, and rabbinic midrash are all
examples of the application of the Bible to
the changing spiritual needs of a faith
community. (See "Inner-biblical Interpreta
tion," pp. 182<r-35; "The Bible in the Dead Sea
Scrolls," pp. 1920-28; and "Midrash and
Midrashic Interpretation," pp. 1863-75,) Rab
binic midrash treated the entire Bible as an or
ganic whole, whose parts were infinitely sig
nificant and ripe for interpretation. This led to
atomizing the text, reading words and verses
out of context, and making connections be
tween verses from various biblical books. Ha
lakhic midrash attempted to anchor current
practice in the biblical text, while aggadic
midrash shed light on the character of biblical
personalities and derived moral, educational,
and theological lessOils from biblical narra~

tive through a varietY of creative techniques,
which often had little regard for the literary co-:
herence or earlier meanings of the· text: The'.
midrashic method adequately 'satisfied the'
community's needs well m(o the early 'Iviiddle'
Ages, when significant forces came to bear
which called for new approaches to the biblical
text and gave birth to the commentary genre.
In contrast to midrashic collections, which are
anthologies of comments by various sages,
arranged either as a commentary on a biblical
book or as a collection ·of sermons, the com
mentary bears the distinct stamp of a single
author. From·the 8th century onward, in Iraq,
Judeo-Arabic paraphrases of biblical texts
begin to appear, replacing Aramaic works of a
similar nature. These are the precursors of the
commentary genre. By the middle of the 9th
century, a steady stream of commentaries be-

ESSAYS

gins to flow through the veins of the Jewish
body politic, nourishing and invigorating it,
and pro"viding instruction and inspiration for
each succeeding generation.

Karaites and Geollim (9th-11th Cenhlries)

Jewish scholars were doubtless aware of the
importance of the Bible for Christians and its
use as a source of inspiration and prooftexts.
Indeed, Christians were already producing
commentaries on biblical books in the 3rd cen
tury. However, only with the rise of Islam and
the challenge posed by its claim of religious
superiority did new approaches to the srudy of
the biblical' text seem im'perative for Jewish
scholars. The engagement of Muslim scholars
in quranic exegesis di~ectly influenced the ap
proach of their Jewish counterparts to the
Hebrew Scriprures. Ttle. exposure to Islamic
philosophy,' eSl?ec\ally .rationalist Mutazilite
Kalam, was also a powerful factor and left a
distinct stamp of rationalism·on the works of
the period. Under the in1J.uen~e of Arabic'
philology .and linguistics' the serious study of
the Hebrew language was undertaken, dic
tionaries. were' written, and.. rules, often de
riyec! from the ArabiC grammarian's srudy of
Quranic grammar, began to be defined for He
brew graininar. oneoftlie. distinctive fearures
of the commentary genre is the recognition:
that language follows specific rules and that
these must be taken into account when ex
plaining the texLThus, alt1)ough the message
of the Bible is still seen as divine; the medium
is human, and follows the conventions of
human speech and communica.tion.

It was at this timein Iraq, newly. conquered·
by. the Arabs from the PersiaI)S, tha t j:h~

Karaite movement began to take shape. By
questioning the validity of the oral law and
its supremacy over the written, and its
sometimes idiosyncratic interpretations and·
occasional contradictions of the biblical text;
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offering philological analysis where neces
sary. On occasion he will apply certain pro
phetic statements to his own era, specifically
engaging in polemics against the Rabbanites.
But such interpretations are always offered as
a second level of meaning after the verse has
been subjected to philological and literary
analysis. Take for example, Hos. 2.8-<): "As
suredly, I will hedge up her roads with thorns
and raise walls against her, and she shall not
find her paths. Pursue her lovers as she will,
she will not overtake them; and seek them as
she may, she shall never find them. Then she
will say, 'I will go and return to my first hus
band, for then I fared better than now.' " After
explaining the difficult words in the text and
placing the verses in the general context of
Hosea's prophecy, al-Qumisi then applies
these verses to the Karaite-Rabbanite contro
versy, explaining that many will seek enlight
enment through the teachings of the Rabban
ites but will be disappointed ("seek them
as she may, she shall never find them," 2.8)
and as a result, there will be some who wish
to "return to the first husband" (2.9), i.e., to
the proper worship of God as prescri~ed in the
Bible (the Karaite way), while there are those
who "pursue their lovers" (ibid.), i.e., en
gage in improper acts, as did the early na
tions, in which men would marry their nieces
and sisters-in-law and perform other forbid
den unions, use candlelight on the Sabbath,
etc., as clid the Rabbanites. But the shepherds
who mislead their flocks (i.e., the Rabbanites)
will be dismissed and Israel will not find
them, as it is written "I will dismiss them
from tending the flock" (Ezek. 34.10). While
this type of exegesis is somewhat reminiscent
of the peslmrim of the Dead Sea sectarians,
there is a wide gap between the latter, which
use the biblical text as a key for predicting the
future, particularly the fate of their commu
nity, and those Karaites like al-Qumisi, who
occasionally offer a midrashic type of gloss
applying the text to their present situation. In
general, in contrast with the Sages, who spoke
of the multivalency of Scripture, al-Qumisi in
sisted that every word in the Bible had but

ESSAYS

this movement challenged the authority of
the rabbinic leadership of the period. The
Karaites advocated a return to Scripture and
ricliculed the rabbinic readings of the text,
which indeed were often difficult to justify on
rational grounds. The movement's founding
fa ther, or bett!?r, precursor, was Anan ben
David (mid-8tlTcentury), who according to re
cent scholarship, was not really the first
Karaite, but rather the founder of a rival legal
school which promoted a different interpreta
tion of the halakhah, while using the same
techniques of midrash halakhah as the Rab
bis. Anan promoted an extreme ascetical form
of religion, which he buttressed with mid
rashic exegetical methods, and many of his
views were rejected by later Karaites. Anan, at
least according to later tradition, seems to
have coined the slogan "search diligently the
Scriptures and do not rely on my opinion,"
thus inspiring an efflorescence of biblical
scholarship in both the Karaite and Rabbanite
(the term used for Rabbinic in Karaite con
texts) camps that would reach its zenith in the
10th and 11th centuries.

The Karaites, who coalesced into a move
ment in the 10th century, were the first Jewish
group to produce full-fledged scriptural com
mentaries. The earliest exegete seems to have
been the Karaite Benjamin al-Nahawandi
(first half of the 9th century), who wrote com
mentaries on the Torah and several other bib
lical books, of which only fragments remain.
The earliest extant complete Jewish commen
tary is Daniel al-Qumisi's commentary on the
Minor Prophets, the only part of his oeuvre to
have survived intact. Al-Qumisi flourished in
the last quarter of the 9th century, during
which time he emigrated to Jerusalem where
he helped found the Karaite community of
Mourners of Zion. His commentary, written
in Hebrew, bears a distinct authorial stamp,
and presents a running verse-by-verse exposi
tion of the biblical text, incorporating occa
sional Arabic and Persian glosses. Al-Qumisi
demonstrates a clistinct awareness of the liter
ary nature of the biblical text, pointing out
connections between verses and sections, and
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JEWISH INTERPRETATION OF THE BIBLE

one true interpretation. Unfortunately, this in
terpretation was not always immediately ob
vious. Therefore, multiple meanings could vie
with each other, until the true meaning would
be clarified at the End of Days when the
Teacher of Righteousness (l1loreh tzedek)! a
messianic figure who is also prominent in
Qumran pesher texts, woi,iJd clarify ambigui
ties and decide on the one true interpretation.

The most prominent Rabbanite exegete of
this period is Saadia Gaon (882-<)42), a poly
math, who did pioneering scholarly work in
many areas, including grammar and exegesis.
Saadia was born in Egypt and later moved to
Iraq, where he was eventually chosen to be
gaoll; or head of the Sura academy; the leading
talmudic academy of his time. Saadia trans
lated most of the Bible into Arabic and wrote
commentaries on many books including the
Torah, Isaiah, Proverbs, Job, and some of the
Five Scrolls. He prefaced his commentaries
with detailed introductions discussing gram
matical, exegetical, and: philosophical issues
and polemicizing extensively against the
Karaites. Saadia set down several principles
of interpretation, which guided him in his
work of translation and exegesis. These are
most explicit in the introduction to his Torah
commentary, where he affirmed the'necessity
of understanding the biblical text according to
the plain meaning of. the· words; with: the,fol
lowing exceptions: (1) if experience and sense
perception contradict the plam meaning (e.g.,
that Eve was the mother of all living' things
[Gen. 2.20]); (2) if reason contradicts the plain
sense (e.g., Deut. 4.2.4, that "the .LORD your
God is a consuming fire," which must be inc
terpreted metaphorically);· (3) when, verses
contradict each other (e,gil Mal. 3.10, "thus
put me to the test," which must be interpreted
so as not to contradict Deut. 6.16, "do not test
the LORD, your God," which takes prece
dence); (4) when a verse contradicts estab
lished tradition (e.g., in the prohibition
against seething a kid in its mother~s milk
[Exod. 23.19; 34.26; Deut. .14.21]). In the last
case, an oral tradition (the complete separa
tion of meat and milk products) was transmit-
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ted by the people, who saw how the prophets
behaved in this matter. One of Saadia's key
exegetical principles- was maintaining a balL
ance between the freedom of the interpreter
and the authoritative tradition. This issue
must have been heatedly discussed in Islamic
circles as well, but for Saadia it was probably
primarily motivated by the need to defend
the oral tradition from the attacks of the
Karaites. For Saadia unlimited freedom of in
terpretation,. which the Karaites advocated,
was unthinkable, since it would lead to reli
gious anarchy.. Exegetical freedom had to be
limited by the 'dictates of tradition, which
sometimes led to interpretations far from the
plain sense.'

Another important 'rabbinic exegete of this
period was Samuel ben I;Iofni (d. 1013), gaon
of Sura, who wrote an extensive commentary
on the Torah in Judeo-Arabic, only part of
which survives. This commentary follows in
Saadia's footsteps but· has its owrt unique
features· as well. It takes a rationalistic apt
proach to the text and'features extensive ex.L
cursuses on various topics, which go far be
yond the explication of the text and for which
he was criticized by latet exegetes. for ex1lIlli
pie, his comment on Gen. 41.49' ("So Joseph'
collect~d,producE!cihvery large'quantity, like
the sands ohIle sea") includes a lengthy dis~

course Ort-hoarding, and he appends to his
commentary on the death of Jacob a long dis,
cussion of the laws.of death and burial (Gen!.
47.2 9)" .. .' ", ' '. I

One of the most prominent Karaite scholars
of theperiod was Ya'qub al-Qirqisani\ it native
of Iraq and a younger conterriporaf'}" of SaL
adia; who wrote two major works in Arabic, it
legal' code called Kitab. al-anwar. ,wa'l mm;aqib
(Book of Lights alld Watchtowers), and a comL

mentaryon the Torah titled Kitab al-Riyad wa'l
l:lada~iq (Book of Gardens and Parks). These two
works constituted a unified exegetical project
encompassing the legal and narrative, por~

tions of the Torah. In the latter work he sets
down thirty-seven principles of exegesis and
explains his exegetical alms and methods. Ex
amples include the Mosaic authorship of the
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MEDIEVAL JEWISH INTERPRETATION

tary discusses in depth the various options for
its interpretation. Like Daniel al-Qumisi, Ja
pheth also interpreted the text according to
two methods, one the linguistic-contextual,
the other, the peshel'-like or prognostic, in
which allusions are sought in the text to the
exegete's own time, and to the struggle of the
Karaite movement against its opponents. For
Japheth and other Karaite members of the
Mourners of Zion, such as Salmon ben
Jerol:tam (mid-10th century), this second
method, which had a strong messianic tone to
it, replaced the rabbinic method of rnidrash,
which they had rejected. However, this
method was used selectively, only on works
or verses deemed appropriate for such treat
ment (e.g., the poetic passages in the Torah
and Early Prophets, Psalms, Daniel, Song of
Songs).

In the late 10th century the Karaite Abu
Ya'aqov Yusuf Ibn Nul:t published a grammat
ical commentary on the Bible, the Dikdllk
(Grammar), which bears witness to an early
Karaite tradition of Hebrew grammatical
thought which originated in Persia and Iraq
in the 8th to 9th centuries and ,«as at first
shared by Rabbanites and Karaites alike. The
intention of this work was to use the tools of
grammar and linguistics to elucidate the bibli
cal text; it is thus distinguished from the
grammars of Saadia and the Karaite Abu'l
Faraj Harun, which were more theoretical
grammars arranged systematically. Ibn Nul:t
also wrote a long commentary on the Torah,
only part of which survives.

The most important Karaite exegete of the
nth century is Jeshuah ben Judah, author of
several exegetical works, including long and
short commentaries on the Torah, and Genesis
Rnbbnll, a theological commentary on the
opening chapters of Genesis (not to be con
fused with the rabbinic midrash of the same
name). His commentaries, scholastic in na
ture, are imbued with the teachings of Mu
tazilite Kalam and include lengthy halakhic
discussions. They also include extensive quo
tations from rabbinic literature, some of them
cited approvingly.

ESSAYS

entire Torah and the necessity to interpret
Scripture literally unless this would lead to a
contradiction. Another important principle is
that "Scripture addresses human beings in a
manner accessible to them and about matters
familiar to them from their own experience,"
which is reminiscent of the rabbinic principle
"Scripture sp'eaks in human language" (e.g.,
b. Bel'. 31b). His works demonstrate a wide
knowledge of contemporary philosophical
and intellectual trends, as was typical for his
time and environment.

In the 10th century Jerusalem became the
spiritual center of Karaism. The greatest
Karaite exegete was Japheth ben Eli, who
flourished in the second half of the 10th cen
tury and was part of this Jerusalem school of
Karaite scholars. He is the only exegete to
have translated and commented on the entire
Bible. He seems to have undertaken this task
in order to provide the Karaite community
with an adequate treatment of Scripture,
which could hold its own against traditional
rabbinic exegesis, especially the sophisticated
treatment of his formidable Rabbanite oppo
nent Saadia Gaon. While not as sophisticated
and well developed in his understanding of
Arabic linguistics and Mutazilite (rationalist"
Islamic) philosophy as his nth-century suc
cessors, such as Yusuf al-Basir, Jeshuah ben
Judah, and Abu'l-Faraj Harun, his originality
and literary-contextual approach set the tone
for succeeding generations of exegetes and
were profoundly influential. Japheth's Karaite
successors used his commentaries as the
foundation for their remarks, expanding and
elaborating upon them, and his comments
also found their way into the rabbinic peshnt
tradition, mainly through the mediation of
Abraham Ibn Ezra.

Japheth's commentaries are divided into
two sections. Each biblical book begins with a
programmatic introduction, followed by a
section-by-section translation and commen
tary. The translation and commentary are inti
mately related: The translation represents the
distillation of the exegete's understanding of
the meaning of the text, while the commen-
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By the 11th century a Karaite community
had taken hold in Byzantium; and soon
Karaites from this community were traveling
to Jerusalem to study at the feet of the great
sages of the Jerusalem school. Led by Tobias
ben Moses, these Byzantine sectarians trans
lated into Hebrew and epitomized large por
tions of the Karaite exeg~tical and halakhic
tradition of the time and brought them back
to Byzantium. Thus were the Arabic works of
Japheth, Jeshuah, and the great theologian
Yusuf al-Basir salvaged and transmitted to
new generations of students, albeit in rather
inferior translations that did not do justice to
the eloquence of their authors.

The geol1im and their Karaite contempo
raries are the pioneers of Jewish biblical exe
gesis, the first to produce systematic biblical
commentaries, They influenced succeeding
schools of interpretation, especially those in
the Arabic sphere: e.g., exegetes such as Judah
Ibn Bal'am and Abraham Ibn Ezra (Muslim
Spain), Abraham Mairnonides (Egypt) and
the Yemenite midrashic commentaries such as
Midrash ha-gadol.

The Spanish School'(lOth-11th Centuries)

In the late geonic period (10th-11th centuries),
the intellectual- and' spiritual center of me
dieval Jewry moved to Muslim Spain, where
the grammatical and exegetical work begun
by Saadia Gaon and the Karaites was contin
ued and reached new.levels of sophistication.
The first significant work to be produced in
Spain was the Maitberet (Notebook) of Mena!)em
ben Jacob Ibn Saruq, (mid-10th century) the
secretary of I:Iisdai Ibn Shaprut (ca. 915-ea.
970), a prominent minister in the court of the
Caliph 'Abd'al-Ra1)man: The Maitberet is a He
brew dictionary of biblical roots, the first of its
kind to be produced in Hebrew. Though not a
commentary, this work elucidated many diffi
cult biblic;;ll verses, and represented the purest
form of philological exegesis. The Mallberet
proved to be controversial and elicited a' spir
ited'response from Mena!)em's contemporary
Dunash ben Labrat. The students of these
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grammarians carried on the discussion in a se
ries of exchanges. They focused on the basic
meaning of biblical roots and verses, many of
which had theological and doctrinal implica
tions. For instance, Dunash accused Mena!)em
of preferring Karaite interpretations to those
of the Rabbanites. Indeed, Menal:)em is single
minded in his devotion to the biblical lan
guage and text, insisting that they needed to be
understood on .their own terms, without re
course to other sources. Thus, he avoids com
parative philology as much· as possible, even
shunning Aramaic and Mishnaic Hebrew for
the most part. Dunash is much more of a tradi
tionalist, relying on the Masorah, comparative
philology (Arabic, Aramaic), and traditional
rabbinic' interpretation. The works of these
early grammarians would soon be surpassed
by their successors, but the fact that they were
written in Hebrew made them accessible to
and extremely influential among the North
ern French exegetical school of Rashi and his
disciples. ': " " .

One of the weakmisses'of the grammatical
theories of Menal:)em, and Dunash was ,their
adherence to the biliteral theory of "weak",He~
brew verbs (instead of the triliteral root theory ,
that was later accepted). Indeed, in.the case of
some weak verbs, Mena!)em assigned them' .
only one root letter. This understanding of the
verbal root and. other linguistic:matters,was
improved considerably. by the, important
grammatical, work of Judah· J:Iayyuj (ca,
945-ea. 1000) and Jonah Ibn Jima!) (11th cen"
tury), who raised the scientific study of H~
brew grammar to new heights. J:Iayyuj wrote
three grammatical treatises,' including Sefell
I/O-Shorasllim (Book ofRoots), and a grammaticaI
commentary on the-' Prophets entitled Kitali
al-Nlltaf(Book ofPIlicked Feathers). These works
contain' a great deal of exegetical material;
which greatly influenced subsequent exegetes!
I:Jayyuj is credited with' introducing the can,
cept of the triliteral Hebrew root, which he ap;
plied to the weak verbs and which revolutioni
ized the study of Hebrew grammar.

Ibn Janal:) refined I:Jayyuj's theories in sev~

eral grammatical treatises, including Kitab
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nl-Lllllln (Serer hn-Riqlllnh, Book oj Vnriegnted
Flowabeds) and Kitnb nl-L1sll! (Sejer hn
SllOms!lilJl, Book oj Roots). Much of the former
deals with exegetical tools, including various
kinds of substitutions, perhaps the most dar
ing and controversial of his methods. For ex
ample at Eccl. 1.8, he explains kol /1I1-devarilll
yege'hll (lit., "all things are weary") as kol
hn-devnrilll lIIeynge'illl ("all things make one
weary, are wearisome," substituting a verb for
an adjective). At Exod. 21.8, "he shall not have
the right to sell her to a foreign people ('nlll
110kl,ri), he substitutes 'ish (man) for 'nlll. Simi
larly, when Abimelech pleads with God, "will
you slay a nation (goy) though it be inno
cent?" (Gen. 20.4), Ibn Jana!) insists that one
must substitute 'ish (man) for goy (nation).
Many believe that Ibn Jana!) is here anticipat
ing the conjectural emendation, a significant
tool of modern biblical scholarship, but it is
more likely that these interpretations are
based on established exegetical principles,
many borrowed from Quranic exegesis. Most
of these substitutions were accepted by his
contemporaries, but some were criticized for
exceeding the limits of the acceptable. For in
stance, Ibn Jana!) proposes that in 1 Kings
2.28, "for Joab sided with Adonijah, and did
not side with Absalom," Absalom should be
replaced with Solomon, which makes more
sense in the context. However, most of Ibn
Janal)'s critics accept the Masoretic Text and
interpret the text as referring to Joab's lack of
support for Absalom in the past. Ibn Jana!)
was also a pioneer in comparative philology
and solved many an exegetical difficulty
through recourse to Rabbinic Hebrew, Ara
maic or Arabic. Some of his solutions have
been proposed by modern Bible scholars who
were unaware that Ibn Jana!) had anticipated
them. An example of his technique is his ex
planation of Num. 16.1: vnyikn!1 kom!l, "and
Korah took." Exegetes throughout the ages,
beginning with the Targumim and mid
rashim, have puzzled over what it was that
Korah took and made various proposals for
filling the gap. Ibn Jana!), on the basis of com
parison with the Arabic equivalent of the

MEDIEVAL JEWISH INTERPRETATION

word Inkn!! (the root of i'f!I;iknb), suggests that
the word here means "to begin" and does not
require a direct object. It is rather connected to
the verb in the following verse vnynkll III II,

"they rose up," and means Korah and his men
began to rise up against Moses.

In another important contribution, Ibn
Jana!) applied rhetorical principles to biblical
usage, especially with regard to poetic repeti
tion or parallelism. Thus, for example, one
finds synonyms in Isa. 41.4, "Who has made
and done?" and in Isa. 43.7, "I have created,
fashioned and made him." Are these syn
onyms to be explained as having different
meanings? The midrashic tradition and many
medieval exegetes saw a distinct meaning in
each word, assuming that since in the Bible no
words are superfluous, each word had its
own meaning. Ibn Janal) argued that the use
of such synonyms and repetitions is rhetori
cal, to add elegance and beauty to the lan
guage; they do not add further meaning. If
one should ask, then, why bother repeating
the same idea in different words, Ibn Jana!)
would respond tha t in the art of rhetoric, elab
oration is more elegant and artistic. This view
was adopted by many Spanish and Proven,al
exegetes, especially Abraham Ibn Ezra and
Radak, and was criticized by others who fa
vored the midrashic method. In recent times,
this question has again become a topic of dis
pute among interpreters of the Bible.

The two most important exegetes in Mus
lim Spain were Moses ben Samuel Gikatilla of
Saragossa and Judah ben Samuel Ibn Bal'am
of Toledo and later Seville, who were both ac
tive in the second half of the 11th century.
Gikatilla translated the Arabic grammar
books of I:fayyuj into Hebrew and wrote a
commentary on the Bible; most of it is lost.
From the extant fragments of his commentary
one can see that he was heavily influenced by
Ibn Janal) in matters grammatical, but did not
confine his exegesis to grammar and philol
ogy; he also commented on matters of content
and general meaning. Notable is his severe ra
tionalism, especially in dealing with miracles.
He was also the first exegete to assign the sec-
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ond part of the book of Isaiah (chs 40-66) to a
second prophet (called by modem scholars
Second Isaiah or Deutero-Isaiah).

Judah Ibn Bal'am's works have fared better
than Gikatilla's and most have survived, al
though, until recently, ~ew had been p\lb
Iished. His commentaries" are very selective,
focusing on verses about which he disagrees
with his predecessors. In his introduction to
the Prophets, he spells out his exegetical
method, explaining that he will treat difficult
words in three ways: by translating them into
Arabic, by comparing them with cognate
words in the Bible, and, wherever possible, by
relating them to equivalents in Rabbinic He
brew, Aramaic, or Arabic. Although some
have considered him an epigone (a follower
of lesser abilities) of Ibn Janal:t, he was clearly
an independent thinker, who struggled with
the text, rejected opposing views, and offered
many innovative interpretations. In some
cases, if he was not satisfied with previous so
lutions to a problem and could not provide a
better solution of his own, he preferred to
leave the problem unsolved. Only in matters
of halakhah did he bow to tradition, as did
most of the peshal (contextual) exegetes of the
Middle AgeS. Like his mentor Ibn Jana\:t, he
was concerned with identifying geographical
names, objectsdlora, and fauna.

Abraham Ibn Ezra (1089-1164)

The commentaries of Abraham ben Meir Ibn
Ezra mark the culmination of the Spanish
Arabic period of exegesis. Ibn Ezra lived in
Spain most of his life, but in 1140 he aban
doned his homeland, probably for personal
reasons, and set out on a journey that would
take him to Rome and through much of
France, arriving finally in England, where he
died in 1164. As he traveled, he produced,
often by commission, commentaries on vari
ous biblical books; in some cases, such as
Exodus, Minor Prophets, Psalms, Esther, and
Daniel, he produced two commentaries, one
considerably longer and more detailed than
the other. Ibn Ezra, in the Spanish tradition,

ESSAYS

based his methodology on the twin pillars of
grammar and reason. He argued that only an
exegete thoroughly grounded in Hebrew
grammar and lexicography could properly
understand the meaning of the biblical text.
For him the text had but one.meaning, which
could be obtained only through the applica
tion of the rules of grammar. Furthermore, an
acceptable interpretation had to be logically
consistent and stand up to the test of reason.

In the introduction to his Torah commen
tary, he discusses four earlier approaches to
biblical exegesis which he found wanting: (1)
the geonic, which .tended to stray. from the
matter at hand and lapsed into lengthy dis
cussions of matters not germane to the. text;
(2) the Karaite, which rejected the oral tradi
tion of the Sages, allowing every exegete to in"
terpret according to his own understanding,
even in matters of halakhah, thus undermin
ing rabbinic authority;, (3) the .Christian,
which tended to allegorize the text, including
matters of halakhah; thus robbing. it of its
basic meaning and calling into question the
necessity for religious observance; and (4) the
rnidrashic, the.way of the Sages, whose inter,
pretations defied logic ·and reason and ig-,
nored context. This· lack of exegetical control
was totally unacceptable. :

Ibn Ezra then articulates his own methodol
ogy: he will explain the· grammar of each
word only once, at its first occurrence, and
then explain· its meaning in context. He also
declares that he will ignore the comments of
the Masoretes, which he claims have no ex~

egetical value, though they provided much
material for hornilists. . ". 'i

Ibn Ezra's exegesis represents a distillation
of the finest achievements· of the Spanish
philological. school of exegesis, avoiding its
more radical elements such· as Ibn Jana\:t's
methods of lexical and consonantal substitul
tion. He adopted.Moses Ibn Ezra's stance (see
below) that Scripture uses human language
and therefore must conform to the rules of
syntax and rhetoric; this led him to reject
rnidrashim which tampered with. the syntax;
or interpretations based on plene or defectiVE!
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spellings since these had no effect on the lakhic requirement to actually bind copies of
meaning of the text. Furthermore, the Bible these passages on the arm and place them
speaks of God and the elements of nature in on the head in leather boxes (phylacteries, or
human terms, so that human beings can un- tefillin). Ibn Ezra argues that since the literal
derstand what it is saying. Expressions such interpretation does not contradict reason and
as the "mouth of the earth" (Num. 16.32) or that the commandment it entails can be car
"the heart of the s!'a" (Exod. 15.8) are figures ried out, it must be accepted, unlike the verse
of speech and should not be lUlderstood liter- "and you should circumcise the foreskin of
ally. your heart" (Deut. 10.16), which cannot be in-

Ibn Ezra fully accepted the Spanish exegeti- terpreted literally. The Karaites and Rashbam,
cal tradition that did not assign significance to on the other hand, interpret both these verses
changes in spelling or wording if the meaning metaphorically as merely urging constant vig
was not affected. As a result, he paid little at- ilance in remembering the commandments.
tention to textual nuance, unusual spellings, But while the oral tradition of the Sages, the
and stylistic variation, which are popular now vast body of halakhah gathered in the Mish
among modem students of the Bible. He ig- nah and Talmud, was sacrosanct, the same au
nored the differences in parallel passages, thority was not ascribed to the midreshei ha
e.g., the two versions of the Decalogue, or /ak/mh, the halakhic midrashinl of the Sages
Pharaoh's two dreams, and, saw no signifi- meant to provide scriptural justification for
cance in the unusual form 'aha/ah (Gen. 9.21), the actual laws themselves. He felt no compul
instead of 'aha/a, which Rashi as well as the sion to defend these in the same way he de
rnidrash interpreted to refer to tlle fall of Sa- fended the halakhic decisions of the Talmud
maria (called 'Oha/a/l), brought down by (see, e.g., his short commentary to Exod. 21.8).
drunkenness and depravity. Sinillarly, despite his respect for the halakhic

In his firm belief that Scripture could not decisions of the rabbinic Sages, Ibn Ezra feels
contradict the demands of reason, he was a no compulsion to accept their assignations of
faithful follower of Saadia Gaon, invoking the authorship to the various biblical books' (e.g.,
method of tikI/II (correction or adaptation, he questions whether Jeremiah wrote Lamen
based on the tawil of Quranic exegesis) in tations), or the rnidrashic identification of bib
order to make a verse conform to reason-by lical characters (e,g., contra Rashi, he rejects
means of allegory or metaphor. But in order to the midrashic view that the prophet Joel was
avoid undermining the validity of the com- the son of the prophet Samuel).
mandments, the historicity of the patriarchal Ibn Ezra had a very conservative view of
narratives, or the truthfulness of the prophetic the biblical text and rejected all attempts at
messages, he insisted, as did Saadia, that the emendation, On the other hand, he did have a
method of tikI/II had to be applied only when penchant for higher criticism, pointing to later
absolutely necessary. additions in the text (e.g., Gen, 12.6; 22.14;

Ibn Ezra also followed Saadia in his stead- Deut. 3,11), and especially the last twelve
fast defense of the oral traclition (kabbalah) of verses of Deuteronomy ("the secret of the
the Sages, particularly in matters of halakhah, twelve"), which he clainls were written pro
In practical terms this meant that Ibn Ezra phetically by Joshua, Similarly, following
could not accept a peshat interpretation that Moses Gikatilla, he advocates the postexilic
contradicted halakhah, in contrast to other pe- dating of the second part of Isaiah and of
s/mt exegetes, such as Rashbam, of the North- some of the psalms (e,g., Ps. 69).
em French school, or Radak. Thus, for exam- Ibn Ezra was a serious philosopher, a Neo
pIe, Exod, 13.9 and other passages which platonist, heavily influenced by astrology, Al
provide the scriptural basis for tefillin (phy- though he never wrote any systematic theo
lacteries) are accepted as referring to the ha- logical or philosophical treatises, his thought
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JEWISH INTERPRETATION OF THE BIBLE ESSAYS ESSAY

early modem period, who translated many of
his works and quote~ him approvingly. In the
modem period, Jewish reformers and biblical
critic~ saw hjm as a precursor of their views~

as someone who ':Vas dedicated to the pur
suit of truth put ~ould not express his views
openly, .and as someone, who, like Mai
monides, was open to the outside world, will"
ing to'accept the truth from whatever source it
came,

may be gleaned from his biblical· commen
taries. Indeed, many of Ibn Ezra's allusions to
secrets (sodol) refer to his views on central is
sues of Jewish theology, such as God's rela
tion to the land of Israel, the people of Israel,
and the role of the sacrificial cult, especi"<llly
the scapegoat (Lev. 16.8) ,fn determining the.
fate of the Jewish people. His .referring to
these views as secrets, and alluding to them
obliquely, may be an indication that they
might be threatening to the religious ~ell

being of the Jewish masses and could only be Aesthetics and Philosophy
tolerated and properly understood by the in~

tellectual elite. At the same tim~ that grammarians were re"
Ibn Ezra was one of the mam conduits of fining their tools to better explain. the biblical

Spanish-Jewish culture to the rest of Western text, another school of thought was approach
Europe, and as stich his legacy is· of ines' ing the Bible from' a different direction. Schol
timable value. Despite the impression given ars trained in philosophy were using their
by his "modern" critical allusions and his ten- newfound knowledge to reexamine the bibli
dency to be overly critical of his predecessors cal text and then reinterpret it in the light of
and contemporaries, he was not a radicaJ"ex- their philosophical insights. While none uti
egete. His importance lies in his positio!} at . li~ed the commer-tary genre, their works are
the end of a productive period in Jewish intel- fun of comments on the biblical text, which
lectual history and his ability to summarize in they attempt to harmonize with their philo
Hebrew the exegetical achievements of this . sophical teachings. (See "The Bible in the
period de.arly,' succinctly, and judiciously; Philosophical Tradition," Pl". 1948--75.) AI;
Nevertheless, ;his' commentaries presented though he. did not write biblical commen~.

challenges to the 'reader because of their con' taries ~ such,.Moses· ben Jacob Ibn Ezra (ca:
cise; difficult: nature;. and scattered cryptic 1055~1l38), a relative and friend of Abraliam
comments, whicrr.stimulated the productiorl Ibn Ezra, made a~' important contribution to
of a whole corpus of super-co~ehtaries.that biblical·hermeneutics by developing a literary
elucidate and elaborate upon them.. .... ~xegetical theory based on Arabic theories of

Interest in Ibn Ezra has continued down aesthetics. His Arabic treatise; Book of Discus"
through· the ages, making him one of the most·, sian 'nlld Conversatio!1, provides guidelines for
influential cultural'icons in 'Jewish history. In writing Hebrew poetry in the Arabic style. To
the Late Middle Ages, he 'was appropriated illustrate his points Ibn Ezra' brings' examples
by nearly every.intellectual.school. Though he from the Bible and thereby indirectly provides
was a Neoplatonist, Maimonidean Aristote- an analysis of biblical stylistics in comparison
lians found cornmon ground in him. Though with the ideal· of Arabic poetry: Applying his
he polemicized. fiercely against the Karaites; theory to :,prophecy, he portrayed biblical
these sectarians also daimed him as one· of prophets as' poets, who supplied the literary
their' own; perhaps because he often cited form for the divine message. The implications
works. by Karaite scholars. Baruch Spinoza for exegesis:are 9bvious, since this means that
cited him as the first biblical. critic, making biblical propheCies 'cail be analyzed like any
much of his so-called higher-critical como. other poetry. Furthermore, if the ideas eX?
ments and using his name to justify his own pressedare paramount, then the stylistic emf
much more radical views. He was also much bellishments of these ideas do not have inter,
admired by the Christian Hebraists in the pretive significance and can be ignored. This
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ESSAYS MEDIEVAL JEWISH INTERPRETATION

Proven,al School (12th-13th Centuries)

fort in elucidating the biblical prophecies as
well as the book of Job. For the former, a
major concern was harmonizing the biblical
text with reason and logic; the la tter he read
as a parable on divine providence and the
problem of evil. He often uses midrashic
interpretations as an aid for his exegesis, in
terpreting them philosophically as well. Mai
monides' exegetical approach was very influ
ential on succeeding generations of scholars.
He was the prime representative and major
spokesman for the Aristotelian school in Jew
ish philosophy, and subsequent Jewish philo
sophical exegesis shows strong signs of his
influence.

leads to the principle, characteristic of the
Spanish school of pesilat exegesis, that the
Bible may repeat the same idea in different
words for stylistic, aesthetic purposes, and
that such repetition is not exegetically sig
nificant. Thus, for example, in "Abraham
breathed his last. and died" (Gen. 25.8),
"breathed his last'l (vayigva') renders "and
died" (vnyalllOt) superfluous. As part of his
theory, Ibn Ezra enumerates literary orna
ments of poetry, known in Arabic as badi,
which he proceeds to identify in the Bible.
Some, such as metaphor, simile, and allegory,
were commonly recognized; for others, he
could not find good examples. Nevertheless,
in the attempt, he revealed many characteris
tics of biblical style, which had hitherto
not been recognized. Ibn Ezra's aesthetic exe
gesis, written in Arabic, towards the end of The lore of the Spanish pesilat tradition was
the Golden Age of Spanish-Jewish culture brought to Provence by the Kiml:li family. The
(10th-12th centuries, when Muslims con- father Joseph (ca. 1105-1170) moved his fam
trolled most of Spain), remained untranslated ily, which already included his elder son
until recently, and thus had little impact on Moses, from Spain to Narbonne in Provence
subsequent generations, living in Christian around 1150, in the wake of the Almohade
Europe with limited exposure to Arabic lan- persecutions. His second son David (ca.
guage and culture. 1160-1235) was born in Narbonne. David lost

Ba\:lya Ibn Pakuda (ca. 1100) in his Dllties of his father at the tender age of ten years·and
tile Heart, elaborates a theory of biblical exege- was raised by his brother. The KirnI:lis were
sis in which he identifies several levels of un- an impressive family, all steeped in the
derstanding, from the basic linguistic to the Sephardic tradition of philosophical rational
lexical to the contextual and finally to the eso- ism and scientific study of the Hebrew lan
teric, which is only attainable by those who guage. All wrote biblical commentaries and
have intellect and tmderstanding. Ba\:Iya was grammatical works. Joseph is probably best
greatly influenced by the Sufi mystics of his known for his anti-Christian polemic Sefer
time. Moses Maimonides (1138-1204) de- ila-Berit (Tile Book of tile Covellallt), which con
voted much of his major philosophical work, tains much material of an exegetical nature,
the Guide of the Pe"plexed, to the interpretation Moses for his grammatical work, Maillakh
of particular biblical texts. His primary pur- silevilei Iw-da'at (Tile Cou,.se of tile Patils of
pose is to demonstrate that the inner meaning Kllowledge), which was translated into Latin in
of the biblical text is compatible with Aris- 1508 and became a favorite of 16th-century
totelian philosophy. The whole first section is Christian Hebraists. Both Joseph and Moses
devoted to the elucidation of eqillvocal terms left commentaries on Proverbs and Job; the
in the Bible, and sections of the Bible are inter- latter's Proverbs commentary was attributed
preted or explained at various points in the until recent times to Abraham Ibn Ezra. But
work. Another major concern of his was the the family's most distinguished exegete was
elucidation of parables, which he viewed as David (better known by the acronym Radak),
having two levels of meaning, revealed and who surpassed his father and brother in
hidden. Maimonides spends a great deal of ef- celebrity. He produced commentaries on the
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Northern France (11th-12th Centuries) .

commentaries and vigorously defended the
Maimonidean position both in writing and
orally, participating in his later years in the
first Maimonidean controversy. Radak also
had a keen historical sense, which he applied
judIciously to various biblical issues. For ex
ample, he explains the existence of variant
readings for the same words, called ketiv
(written) and qere (to be read) as the result of
the confusion generated by the first exile (6th
century BCE), when books were lost and tradi
tions forgotten. In cases when the men of the
Great Synagogue (a group believed by the
Sages to have begun functioning in the early
postexilic period) could not determine which
of two. variants was the correct one, they
recorded both. In general, on matters concern
ing the transmission of the biblical text, he is
relatively·progressive.

The works of Radak, alongside those of Ibn
Ezra, exerted tremendous influence in subse+
quent generations. His grammar books be·
came the, standard' in the field, and were
copied and printed numerous times. His
grammatical works and his commentaries
were very popular among Christian Hebraists
of the 16th-19th centuries; and are consulted
and cited by modem Bible scholars to this day.

Torah, Prophets, Psalms, Proverbs, Job, and
Chronicles. These commentaries along with
his grammatical works, Sefer Im-SllOrnslzim
(Book of Roots) and Sefer Mikhlol (Comprehen
sive Hebrew Grm/I11/W), became standard
works in the field and epitomized the best of
the Spanish peslmt tradition. Growing up in
Provence, with its histor.yibf midrashic exege
sis, Radakwas exposed to the positive aspects
of this tradition; and in his commentaries he
does justice to both peshat and midrash, quot
ing derashot (homiletical interpretations of
the Sages) and also incorporating midrashic
methods and sensibilities into his pesllOt exe
gesis. For instance, while Radak opposes. the
midrashic tendency to glorify the patriarchs
and matriarchs, preferring to view them as
having human strengths and 'weaknesses, he
does derive moral encouragement and reli
gious inspiration from their actions..For ex
ample, at Gen. 21.15, concerning Hagar and
Ishmael, he teaches, the lesson of patience and
fortitude in the face of adversity, for if God
can, perform 'a miracle for Abraham's maid
servants, anyone may benefit from such di,
vine.attention. I!

In .similar fashion, Radak does' not shy
away from applying biblical prophecies and
psalms to the situation of. the Jews in their
present exile'and to the long awaited messi
anic salvation•. Thus, in· commenting on !sa.
52.1, U Awake, awake, 0 Zion! Clothe yourself During the heyday of the Spanish school (the
in splendor; put on your robe& of majesty;-Je, second half of, the 11th century), there deveH
rusalem, holy city!· For the uncircumcised·and oped in northern France another school of pe,
the unclean shall never enter you again," he sl10t exegesis, with similar goals and slightly
explains "the uncircumcised and the unclean" different r\!sults. Anonymous glossators
as referring to the two nations of Edom called· poterim, who taught the Bible through
(Christianity) and Ishmael (Islam)· who ha;ve the !Vernaoular and ·are the school's precur,
fought incessantly. over Jerusalem, but who sors, were active during the early part of thlt
will eventually have to surrender· it when the century. In the middle of the century
Messiah comes. In this contemporizing ten- Mena1:lem ben I:Ielbo (1015-1085) was writing
dency he reacts against the extreme histori- complete commentaries on the Prophets and
cization of· those exegetes such. as Moses Writings, characterized by, among other
Gikatilla, who, perhaps for apologetic rea- things, a concern· for the plain meaning, thlt
sons, explained all the biblical prophecies as interpolation of foreign words (le'azim), and
referring to past events. an attempt to show connections between vari-

A philosophically trained Maimonidean, ous passages. Unfortunately very little of his
Radak introduces philosophical ideas into his work has survived. The true inspiration fot
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this eiflorescence in biblical scholarship was Dunash ben Labrat, whom he quotes in his
the 11th century scholar, R. Shlomo Yitzhaki commentaries. In addition his commentaries
(Rashi [an acronym for Rabbi Shlomo son of are replete with hundreds of le'nzim, or word
Isaac], 1040-1105). Rashi wrote commentaries definitions in Old French. Although he does
on almost the entire biblical corpus as well as not reveal a great deal about himself in his
on the Talmud. They draw heavily on the rab- commentaries, he does refer occasionally to
binic tradition and also display a newly dis- realia or to social conditions in his own time.
covered sensitivity to context, which int1u- Rashi was a brilliant Hebrew stylist; this fea
ences his choice of midrashic material. The ture, as well as his ability to create a commen
genius of Rashi's commentaries lies in their tary with a didactic and moral thrust that had
clarity, concision, felicity of expression, and popular appeal, have helped assign his com
skillful selection and editing of sources. On mentary pride of place in the Ashkenazi
numerous occasions, Rashi modifies mid- canon of classic Jewish texts which are still
rashic sources to accommodate his exegetical studied widely today. His commentary on the
goals. In one of his few methodological state- Torah became immensely popular, achieving
ments (at Gen. 3.8), he states, "there are many near-canonical status, as an acceptable substi
aggadic interpretations, and our Sages have tute for the required weekly reading of the
already arranged them in their proper place Targum in preparation for the Torah reading
in Genesis Rnbbnh and other midrashic collec- on Sabbath mornings. Rashi's commentary
tions. I, however, am only concerned with the also spawned an impressive number of super
contextual meaning of Scripture (pes/mlo shel commentaries, beginning with the commen
1I1iqrn', from the same root as pes/inI) and with tary of Ramban (see below). Among. the most
such 'nggndol that properly explain the word famous are those of Judah Khalatz (Spain
and meaning of Scripture." Rashi is thus say- Morocco, 15th century), Abraham Bukarat
ing that he will be very selective in his choice (late 15th--€arly 16th century, Spain, Tunis),
of rabbinic material and will not include rab- Elijah Mizral;i (Constantinople, ca. 1450
binic comments whidl read the text out of 1526), Judah Loew ben Bezalel (Maharal) of
context. One puzzling aspect of Rashi's com- Prague (ca. 1525-1609), and Shabbetai Bass
mentaries is the double comment, 'in which he (Prague, 1641-1718). Indeed the production of
explains a verse according to context and then translations and super-commentaries contin
follows this with a citation from a midrashic ues to this very day. Rashi's blend of contex
source. It has been the generally accepted tual exegesis and ethical homiletics was a
opinion that Rashi adds these rabbinic com- winning combination. His reputation as a tal
ments only if he is not completely satisfied mudist further strengthened his authority
with his pesllnl explanation. Thus, a weak and assured that his Bible commentary would
midrash is used to strengthen a weak peshnt. never be neglected.
Recently, however, it has been suggested that Rashi's sense of pes/mlo shel miqrn', the plain
each part of these double interpretations is ac- or contextual sense of scripture, developed
tually complementary, representing a dualis- over the course of his lifetime. He reworked
tic approach to the biblical text. The two inter- some of his commentaries and was constantly
pretations when combined, produce a fuller, looking for new insights into the text. His
more satisfying picture, enabling the reader grandson, Samuel ben Meir, relates that he
more fully to grasp the meaning of Scripture admitted to him that if he had more time he
in all its complexity. Rashi was very sensitive would write new commentaries "based on the
to the nuances of biblical language, and insights into the contextual meanings of
though he lacked the training of his Spanish Scripture which are being thought up every
colleagues who read and wrote in Arabic, he day" (commentary to Gen. 37.2). This indi
knew the work of Menal)em ben Saruq and cates that there was a great deal of activity in
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JEWISH INTERPRETATION OF THE BIBLE

biblical study at the time in the school of
Rashi and the trend was a':Vay from the exclu
sive use of rabbinic material. For Rashi, pes/wt
and derosh coexisted in a state of tension and
derns/lOt that did not violate the integrity of
the text and taught an important lesson were
still favored. '

With Rashi's students aIj.d younger contem
poraries in the peshot school, the balance
shifted away from the rabbinic in favor of the
biblical. This can be seen already in the work
of Joseph Kara (1050-1125), who applied the
principles of contextual exegesis to the bibli
cal text with greater rigor and consistency.
The name Kara indicates that he dealt with
the Bible (miqm') in his professional life, either
as a teacher or an exegete, or both. Kara pro
duced commentaries for most of the books of
the Bible, of which the commentaries on the
Former and Latter Prophets, Psalms, Job, and
the Five Scrolls have survived. Recently sig
nificant portions of his 'Commentary on the
Torah have. been discovered. Kara was also.an
important exegete·of religious poetry (piyyut),
his commentaries attaining great renown. In
Kara, we find considerable progress away
from the' reliance on midrashic sources for ex
egesis, a fact which sets him apart from Rashi.
In a lengthy programmatic statement in his
commentary on 1 Sam. 1'17, Kara makes a
strong case for the independent integrity of
the text and its ability to stand alone without
midrashic embellishment: "One should know
that when the prophecies were written they
were written complete, with nothing missing
and with adequate interpretation, so that sub
sequent generations would not be led astray
by them. It is not necessary to bring a proof
from anywhere else, including the. midrash,
because the Torah was given and recorded in
perfect form, lacking nothing. The purpose of
the midrash of our Sages is to exalt and glo
rify the Torah." He compares someone who
inclines. towards the midrash to a drowning
person desperately grabbing for something to
hold on' to: Had he heeded God's word and
made the'effort to grasp the contextual mean
ing, he would have been rewarded by deeper

ESSAYS

insight. For Kara, then, the contextual mean
ing of the text has religious significance, in
tha t it brings one closer to the true word of
God. Kara was an independent thinker, not
afraid to criticize his predecessors or to find
fault with the interpretations of the Rabbis.
He was concerned with methodology and his
commentaries abound with statements pro
posing various hermeneutical rules. He was
particularly sensitive to literary issues and
pointed out instances of parallelism, meta,
phor and other aspects of biblical style. Kara
was also noted for his rationalism, which
manifests itself in his quest for reasons for the
commandments, and rational explanations
for characters' actions and for seemingly mi
raculous events.

The school of peshot exegesis reached the
zenith of its achievements with the commen
taries of Samuel ben Meir (Rashbam) (ca,
108o-ca. 1160), the grandson of Rashi. His
greatest achievement was his Torah commen~

tary, in which he diligently persevered in elu,
cidating the contextual meaning of Scripture
(peshot) without regard for the interpretationS
of the Sages. He took his grandfather Rashi to
task for his deviations from the peshot; indeed;
his commentary may be seen as'a reaction and'
critical response to that of Rashi. In most
cases, he provides a peshot explanation only if
he feels that Rashi's comment does not do the
job.:In an interesting methodological state"
ment, Rashbam makes it clear that his goal
in his commentary is only to understand the
text as it was written. This includes texts of a
legal nature which supposedly govern Jewish
practice. l

Rashbam sees the halakhot (legal pro
nouncements) as primary, but recognizes that
their connection with the text is often not that
easy to justify. Nevertheless this does not def
tract from their primary importance: "All
those with wisdom should know and under"
stand that I have not come ·to explain ha"
lakhot, even though they are primary ....
Since from the superfluity of Scripture one de'
rives halakhot and aggadot; some of these are
found in the comments of R. Solomon, my

...
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mother's father. But I have come to explain
Scripture contextually" (Exod. 21.1). In other
words, Rashbam recognizes two legitimate
modes of exegesis. The rabbinic mode is legit
imate in its own right and does not need justi
fication; in this context, it is noteworthy that
Rashbam (in contrast, e.g., to Abraham Ibn
Ezra) was an important halakhic scholar. But
the pesltnl mode is also valid in and of itself
and operates within its own methodological
confines. The two are complementary. Rash
bam was the most consistent exegete in insist
ing on a strict separation between the two. In
some cases, he even interpreted the text in op
position to the halakhah. E.g., at Exod. 21.6 he
explains that after having his ear pierced, the
servant is bound to his master for life, even
though the halakhah determines that he goes
free in the jubilee year, following Lev. 25-40.
At Exod. 21.34, in the case of an animal that
falls into an open pit, Rashbam's interpreta
tion is that the carcass should go, according to
pes/tnl, to the owner of the pit, while pointing
out that the halakhah determines that it goes
to the owner of the animal. Regarding the fa
mous prohibition against seething a kid in its
mother's milk (Exod. 23.19 and elsewhere),
Rashbam offers a historical, cultural explana
tion: "Goats generally give birth to two kids at
the same time. It was customary to slaughter
one of them. Since goats produce much milk
... it was the custom to boil the kid in its
mother's milk. The text deals with the most
likely case [which can be applied to other ani
mals). It is disgraceful, voracious and glutton
ous to consume a mother's milk together with
her offspring.... The intention of the text is to
teach civilized behavior." At the end of his
lengthy comment, he adds, however, that
"this is the case for all meat and milk, as our
Sages have explained in the Talmud Tractate
/:fill/in. "

Rashbam showed interest in linguistic and
literary matters and had the most sophisti
cated approach to grammar of all the mem
bers of his school. He even wrote a book,
called Serer Dayeklll (Book of Precision), which
deals with grammatical questions in the Bible.

MEDIEVAL JEWISH INTERPRETATION

But like other members of his school, his ef
forts were hampered by a lack of familiarity
with the major Arabic works of grammar pro
duced by the Spanish school. Only the works
of Menal,em and Dunash were available to
him. Rashbam was the first medieval exegete
to point out the literary teclmique of foreshad
owing, providing information in anticipation
of the later need for it. For example, Gen. 9.18,
"Ham was the father of Canaan," is seem
ingly out of place in its context. However, it
prepares the reader for the cursing of Canaan
later on. Similarly, Nurn. 13.20 "Now it hap
pened to be the season of the first ripe
grapes," prepares the reader for the return of
the spies with a cluster of grapes (Num. 13.23,
27). Rashbam points out many other instances
of this feature of biblical stylistics.

The last major representative of the pes/tnl
school is Eliezer of Beaugency (mid-12th cen
tury), who may have been a student of Rash
bam. He wrote commentaries on most of the
books of the Bible, but only a few, on the Lat
ter Prophets, have survived; therefore our
knowledge of his methodology is scant. Elie
zer is extreme in his avoidance of midrash;
one finds few references to it in his writings.
His style is paraphrastic, creating a seamless
weave of text with his own words intermin
gled with the text of Scripture. He stressed the
importance of context for explaining difficult
words and passages (davar lamed lIIe'i/1YnllO,
[the meaning of] a word is learned from its
context). Like Joseph Kara, he proposed many
niles for lmderstanding the biblical text, and
many of his comments deal with literary is
sues. He shows a sensitivity to nuance and
devotes much more attention than his col
leagues to matters of redaction and the order
ing of the biblical books.

Joseph Bekhor Shor (1130-1200) was the last
member of this school and h.is work already
shows signs of a decline. He can be seen as a
transitional figure situated between the most
important members of the peshat school (Kara,
Rashbam, Eliezer) and the tosafists (see
below). His Torah commentary has character
istics of both schools. Although mainly de-
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voted to pes/lfft exegesis, his commentary in
eludes more midrashic material than those of
his predecessors. He also makes use of gema
tria (the numerical value of letters), which was
in vogue among the' Pietists in Germany.
Among his most significant contributions was
his psychological insights into the motivations
of the characters in the B$le. He is also con
cerned with literary structure and connections
between passages. His interpretations are
often innovative, and even fanciful.

By the turn of the 13th century, just as the
mini-renaissance of the 12th century died out
and rationalism lost its luster, so too did the
peshat school fade away. It may very well have
been that the radical nature of the enterprise
contributed to its lack of appeal to future 'gen
erations of scholars and laity. The study of
Scripture, as opposed to Talmud, was never
primary in the curriculum in Ashkenaz, and
an exegetical enterprise which could be seen
as undermining the authority of rabbinic in
terpretation and halakhic rulings based on
Scripture was simply not sustainable. The in
fluence of this school, with the exception of
Rashi, whose commentary managed to strike
the right balance between pes/lat and derash,
was minimal. The small number of surviving
manuscripts of the commentaries of Rashbam
and Eliezer bears this out. Joseph Kara fared
slightly better, although much of his oeuvre
was also lost. It seems that these types of com
mentaries had little appeal to the masses, and

. even among· the intellectuals, chahging cur
rents in thinking and an anti-rationalist move
ment contributed to the neglect of the works
of this school for the rest of the Middle Ages.

The Northern French School's Encounter
with Christianity

Biblical exegesis among the Northern French
was influenced by the Jewish encounter with
Christianity in several ways. The interest in
the biblical text shown by this school of
Northern French exegetes has invited com
parisons with similar trends in· Christian
scholarly circles at the time, notably the
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School of St. Victor in Paris, where the canon,
Andrew of St. Victor, pursued the hebraica
veri/as with the same assiduousness as Rash
bam and his colleagues pursued the pes/lat.
Though names are not mentioned, Andrew,
who was not well-versed in Hebrew, con
sulted Jews regularly and cites Jewish exege
sis frequently in his commentaries. Some of
the sources he cites can be traced to members
of the Northern French School. It is not unrea
sonable to assume that the winds of influence
blew in the other direction as well. Indeed it
has been argued convincingly that the focus
of the exegetes of this school, especially Rashi,
on the construction of a narrative that the Jew;
ish people could identify with and be proud
of was a primary concern, and was stimulated
by the competing narrative presented by the
Christian side in what was an ongoing debate
and struggle for legitimacy. So, while there is
definitely evidence of shared· concerns and
tecJ;miques, made possible by the ahnosphere
of tolerance and open rationalistic inquiry fos~

tered by the 12th century renaissance, there is
also, evjdence of competition, rivalry, and
struggle for supremacy, which can be seen
clearly. in the polemical' aspects of these ex'
egetes' commentaries.

Indeed; it is likely that the exigencies. of
polemic and disputation stimulated study of
the biblical text unencumbered by traditional
non-literal interpretation. The New Testament
interprets· many verses in the Hebrew Bible
christologically, as referring to the life or sig.
nificance of. Jesus of Nazareth. This method
was. continued' in the writings of the Church
Fathers and in the medieval Christian com"
mentaries, and such comments loom large-irt
the polemical wbrks written by Jews and
ChristianS in the later medieval period. One
area which received special attention was the
interpretation of the legal parts of the Torah,i
Christians argued that many of these laws,
such as the dietary laws, were no longer ap{
plicable as they had been abrogated by the ad,
vent of Jesus as Messiah. Jews contended that
all the laws remained valid, even if they
lacked a rational explanation, since their fu1:
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Ashkenaz in the Late Middle Ages

in as positive a manner as possible. Thus ac
cording to Rashbam, Abraham had given
enough wa ter to Hagar to last her and Ish
mael until they reached the next inn. But be
cause she lost her way in the desert, the water
ran out (commentary to Gen. 21.14). Jacob
dealt honestly with his brother and bought
the birthright from him outright at its fair
market value. He served him a meal of bread
and lentil soup afterwards in order to confirm
the transaction (co=entary to Gen. 25.31
33). An especially sensitive topic was the de
spoiling of the Egyptians (Exod. 3.22). Rash
bam explains that the Israelite women asked
the Egyptians to give them the vessels as out
right gifts, and adds that this is the literal
meaning and an answer to the sectarians
(tesllllvat 1la-minim). This last co=ent is a
clear indication of the direct relationship be
tween the contextual meaning and anti
Christian polemic. This type of interpretation
was the best response to Christian allegoriza
tion, which tended to read a reference to Jesus
and his life into every verse possible. Never
theless, not all of these Jewish interpreters
were equally engaged in anti-Christian po
lemic, and the development of peslzat interpre
tation should not be seen entirely as a reaction
to Christianity.

MEDIEVAL JEWISH INTERPRETATION

Biblical co=entary in Ashkenaz in the later
Middle Ages was produced by the tosafists, a
school of students of the Talmud, which flour
ished between the 12th (from the time of
Rashbam and his brother Jacob Tam) and 14th
centuries, and German Pietists (I;Iasidei Ash
kenaz), a pietistic school, which flourished
from the mid-12th to the mid-13th centuries.
The tosafist commentaries, mostly produced
in the latter part of the tosafist period, were al
most all anonymous and have only recently
begun to be studied. Many were largely com
pilations. Very little attention was paid to lin
guistic matters. Rabbinic midrash was again
favored, as were numerological techniques
such as gematria (explaining a word or group
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fillment was an act of faith in God. Another
issue was the status and interpretation of the
words of the prophets, many of which the
Christians applied to Jesus. Jewish exegetes
tried to pu t these prophecies in their historical
context, applying them to events in the past,
either in the time of the prophet or ~edi
ately thereaftef./1\nother important strategy of
the Jewish polemicists was to argue from con
text, showing the indefensibility of the Chris
tian interpretation if the context was consid
ered. This approach, of course, militated
against midrashic interpretation as well and
contributed to the decline in its use during the
Middle Ages. Many of the exegetes of the
Northern French School were involved in
polemics with Christians and these are al
luded to in their co=entaries either directly
or obliquely. The impact of the Crusades is
especially felt in Rashi's co=entary on
Psalms, written after 1096, in which he ap
plies numerous verses to the struggle of the
Jewish people in exile with Christianity (sym
bolized by Esau or Edom), in many cases
reading these verses against the thrust of tra
ditional co=entary, in order to avoid any
possible misuse of them by Christians. On the
other hand his co=entary on Song of Songs,
in which on numerous occasions he uses the
term dugllla' in the sense of figure, shows the
influence of contemporary Christian exegesis,
where typology was an important exegetical
tool. Joseph Kara's co=ents on the mean
ing and dates of prophecies of comfort, the
meaning of the exile, and the continuing
value of the observance of the co=and
ments are apologetically motivated. He was
also sensitive to comments that Christians
might use for their own polemical purposes.
Thus, he criticizes Rashi for explaining ma'aseh
merkavah, the chariot vision in Ezek. ch 1, as
wheels being held together by crossed bars,
for fear that this explanation might be used by
Christian polemicists to argue that God's
chariot was supported by a cross (1 Kings
7.33). Another tendency evident in Kara, but
especially in Rashbam and Joseph Bekhor
Shor, is to explain the actions of the patriarchs
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JEWISH INTERPRETATION OF THE BIBLE

of words according to the numerical value of
the letters) and 1I0torikoll (interpreting every
letter in a particular word as the first letter of
a whole word, or interpreting a word by
breaking it up into its components). The com
mentaries produced in this period were influ
enced by the methods of Talmud study of the
tosafists, but did not neglect the peshot en
tirely. The best known is that of Hezekiah ben
Manoa!). (l;Iizekuni; mid-13th century), which
incorporates a good deal of commentary by
Joseph Bekhor Shor and other members of the
peshot school. The commentaries of the Ger
man Pietists are of two types. Some, such as
the commentary of Judah ben Samuel (ca.
1150-1217) as recorded by his son Zaltrnan,
are rather undisciplined pes/lOt commentaries
intended for a wide audience; others, espe
cially those of Eleazar ben Judah of Worms
(ca. 1165--<:a. 1230), are full of gemotriot, 110
torikonim, and other esoteric methods of exe
gesis, and were intended for the small circle of
initiates schooled in the particular brand of
mysticism practiced by this group.

Na1).manides (1194-1271)

Na1).manides (Moses ben Na1).man; Ramban)
marks a new stage in the history of exegesis,
since he was the first scholar who wrote his
commentaries und~r the influence of both
the Sephardic Andalusian (the region of
southern Spain) and Ashkenazic traditions.
Nal:unanides was a product of Christian
Spain, but he unquestionably felt himself to
be in the line of the Andalusian exegetical tra
dition and indeed advanced the cause of pe
shot exegesis with many insightful comments.
At the same time he had absorbed the work
of Rashi and the Northern French school
and held it in high regard. He also did not
hesitate to utilize the vast resources of rab
binic literature-Talrnudim, halakhic and ag
gadic midrashim, as well as geonic and mysti
cal works. In his introduction he speaks of his
attitudes to both Abraham Ibn Ezra and
Rashi, the dean of Northern French exegetes.
He snows respect for both of his predecessors,

ESSAYS

but also is not afraid to criticize what he
found wanting. Though certainly trained in
grammar and philology, he found the Spanish
approach as exemplified by Ibn Ezra to be ex
cessively philological and therefore limiting:
He was sympathetic to Rashi and his judi
cious selection of midrashic material, but here
too, he did not hesitate to criticize a choice of
midrash that he felt was too distant from the
pes/lOt. Thus he sought to strike a balance be
tween the two approaches and to adopt a
more holistic approach to the text. His com
mentaries are substantially longer than those
of Rashi or Ibn Ezra, as he expanded the
exegetical enterprise to encompass issues of
theology, mysticism, ethics, history, or charac
ter analysis, thus weaving a particularly
colorful and variegated tapestry which oper
ated on several levels. His commentary is fa
mous for its psychological insights and deep
understanding of human nature. Although
most Jewish exegetes avoided typology an<1
pre-figuration, because of their extensive
use by Christian exegetes and theologians;
Na1).manides uses· them extensively in his
Torah commentary, connecting the deeds and
travels of the patriarchs with subsequent
events in Jewish history. To a larger extent'
than most exegetes, he was concerned 'with
problems of structure,. order, and thematic
unity, explaining th~ reasons for the sequence
of the books in the Torah and also for se
quences of sections, verses, or even items in
lists. For instance he invests a great deal of ef"
fort in explaining the order of the verses and
sections- in the parashah of Mishpotim (Exod:
chs 21"':23), a section of laws in no apparent
logical order. Scholars have identified at least
fourteen categories of hierarchies in his Torah
commentary, including birth order, order of
importance, order of preference, and in
creasing or decreasing order of severity (for
sins). In this tendency he follows the rabbinic
mind-set for which nothing in the Torah is ar·
bitrary or haphazard, but rather, as the word
of God, has significance on multiple levels.
NaJ:irrianides was also a kabbalist, steeped in
mystical traditions of the Proven~al school of
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kabbalah. He included in his commentary,
which was intended for a popular audience,
numerous allusions to hidden meanings of
the verses of the Torah and interpretations of
obscure, difficult midrashim, thereby stimu
lating kabbalistic activity and lending an aura
of legitimacy to the esoteric understanding of
the Torah as propounded by kabbalistic theos
ophy.

Kabbalistic Exegesis and Pardes

Nai)marudes was active in Gerona, Spain, in
the second half of the 13th century, in the gen
eration preceding Moses de Leon and his cir
cle who composed or compiled the zoharic
corpus of mystical texts. (See "The Bible in the
Mystical Tradition," pp. 1976-90.) While one
can distinguish levels of interpretation in
Nai)manides' commentary, it is in the last
quarter of the 13th century, particularly in the
Zoltl1r and other writings often attributed by
modern scholars to Moses de Leon that one
first encounters the acronym pardes to refer to
the four levels of interpretation of the biblical
text, pes/wt, remez, deraslt, and sad, or histori
cal, philosophical, homiletic, and mystical.
This usage is primarily restricted to kabbalis
tic writings and did not achieve the almost
universal application that the four senses
achieved in medieval Christian exegesis. The
first three methods of interpreting the text
the pesltat, philosophical, and homiletical
already existed and were widely applied by
exegetes of various persuasions up until that
time. By introducing a fourth level and pre
senting it as the culmination of the exegetical
process, the most profound understanding
of the biblical text attainable, the kab
balists were validating the work of their pre
decessors while at the same time claim
ing pride of place for their own innovative
approach to the text. The commentary of
Nai)manides' student Bai)ya ben Asher (late
13th century) was more formally organized
along the lines of the commentaries of the me
dieval Christian exegetes, with several levels
of interpretation, although there are few

MEDIEVAL JEWISH INTERPRETATION

verses which are interpreted on all four levels.
But with the exception of Bai)ya, there are few
examples of exegetes who analyze a book
using all four methods consistently as did the
Christians. Rather than being a methodology,
pardes is a convenient way of describing the
four approaches that medieval exegetes took
in commenting on a biblical book. Some ex
egetes would use only one approach, some
would combine two or three, but seldom
would all four be consistently applied.

Eastern Post-Maimonidean School
(13th Century)

Exegesis in the Middle East after Maimonides
bears the unmistakable imprint of the thought
of this greatly revered sage. Of great signifi
cance are the commentaries of Abraham, Mai
monides' son (1186-1237), who was a great
scholar, theologian and mystic in his own
right. Abraham had hoped to fulfill his father's
dream of producing a commentary on the
Torah, but succeeded in completing only the
first two books. His commentaries are eclectic,
devoted in the main to pesltat exegesis, in the
tradition of scholars and grammarians of An
dalusia, but also incorporating philosophical
insights, and taking a critical stance vis-ii-vis
midrashic homilies. Abraham was greatly in
fluenced by the pietistic Sufi (Muslim mysti
cal) movement, which spread through Egypt
in his day, and his commentaries are suffused
with pietism. Indeed, he goes so far as to por
tray the patriarchs and the prophets as engag
ing in Sufi-style meditation and the pursuit
of spiritual perfection. Abraham's commen
taries, written in Judeo-Arabic, did not fare
well, and survived in a single manuscript,
published only in the mid-20th century.

TI,e last significant pes/wt exegete in the Mid
dle East was Tanl~um ben Joseph Yerushalmi
(ca. i22D-1291, originally from the land of Is
rael; died in Egypt). Tani)um was an antllolo
gist, who compiled the best of the contexhlal
exegesis of his predecessors, including Ibn
Ezra, Radak, and Japheth ben Eli and other
Karaites, often expressing his preferences. In
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JEWISH INTERPRETATION OF THE BIBLE

his Kitab ai-Boyan IBook ofExplanation), he com
mented on the entire Bible, but only sections
on the Former Prophets, Latter Prophets (ex
cept Isaiah), Five Scrolls, Daniel, and parts of
Psalms have survived. This work is preceded
by an introduction which deals with m~ny

principles of scriptural exegesis, such as gram
matical issues, textual difficulties, internal
contradictions, and problems in chronology. In
his commentaries he· identifies many rhetori
cal devices, following in the tradition of Moses
Ibn Ezra and other Spanish exegetes. Like Mai
monides' son, Abraham, he too was pro
foundly influenced both by Maimonidean ra
tionalism and by Sufi mysticism. Although
primarily concerned with pesltat exegesis, he
often gives both exoteric and esoteric interpre
tations to specific passages. In the case of the
book of Jonah, he deviates from his normal
practice and interprets the entire book as an al
legory of the soul.

The Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries'

In the 14th and 15th centuries, commentaries
tended to veer away from' the pesltat to follow
homiletical, philosophical, or mystical lines.
Nevertheless; pesltat commentary was never
completely abandoned. Jacob ben Ashet
(1270?-1340),···who immigrated to Toledo,
Spain, with his family in the early 14th cen
tury and was- the author of a famous law code,
Sefer Ita-Tzlrim IT/Ie. Book. of Coillmns), wrote a
lengthy pesltat commentary'in which he an
thologized many of his famous predecessors,
but also included many original comments.
He. prefaced each section' with· gematriot and
explanations of· the Masoretic tradition, in
order to whet his reader's appetite. Ironically,
it is these comments that proved to be most
popular, and were frequently reprinted, while
his long commentary languished in manu
script until 1806 and has m~ver gained a wide
readership. This is an, indication of the low
level of interest in pesltat commentary in the
later Middle Ages.

Exegetes of a philosophical bent tended to
interpret Scripture through the prism of the
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philosophical school to which they adhered.
(See "The Bible in the Philosophical Tradi
tion," pp. 1948-75.) Two important examples
are Levi ben Gershom (Ralbag; 1288
1344) and Joseph Ibn Kaspi (1279-1340), both
Aristotelian rationalists, who followed the
teachings of Mairnonides. Ralbag was proba
bly the most significant and original Jewish
thinker of the later medieval period. He was
also a prolific exegete, writing lengthy com
mentaries on the Torah, Early Prophets, Five
Scrolls and Job. While his exegesis is certainly
informed by his philosophical worldview,
there is much in it that can be characterized
as pes/int. To give but one example of his
rationalistic exegesis, he offers a daring inter~

pretation of Joshua's miraculous victory at
Gibeon (Josh. 10.12): the miracle that occurred
was not that the sun actually stood still for
Joshua and the Israelites, but that the Israel:
ites enjoyed such a swift.victory that it made
it seem as if the sun stood still. In general,.ex
cept for his commentary on Song of Songsf
Ralbag did not engage in philosophical alle+
gory. He typically divided his commentaries
into three sections: (1) an explanation of the
difficult words in a passage; (2) an expanded
paraphrase of the text; and finally, at the end'
of the section, (3) a list of lessons, both moral
and philosophical; which could be derived
from it. Ralbag was the first exegete to pro;
vide such l~ssons in his commentaries, and in
this he may have been. influenced by Chri.5~

tiariexegesis.'>
Ibn Kaspi, who hailed from Argentiere·in

Provence (hence his name, meaning "silver:~))

wrote commentaries· on almost, the .entire
Bible. While primarily devoted to an under1
standing' of pesltat, these display his philo,
sophicallearning and his knowledge of Chris~
tian sources as well. He stresses numerous
times·in his commentaries the importance at a
thorough knowledge of Hebrew gramm'l-!
and a mastery of the scienee of logic in order
to properly understand the Bible. For exam~

pie, his entire commentary on the book of Eih
ther is a critique of a comment by Ibn Ezra;
which he refutes through logical analysis. "
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In this period, the Karaite community in
Byzantium continued to develop biblical
studies as it struggled to maintain its identity
in the face of the overwhelming influence of
the great medieval Rabbanite thinkers such as
Maimonides and Ibn Ezra. The two great
Karaite exegetes of the period were Aaron ben
Joseph, the "elder" (ca. 1250-1320), and Aaron
ben Elijah, of Nicomedia, "the younger" (ca.
1317-1369). Aaron ben Joseph produced com
mentaries on the Torah (Sefer hn-Miv!wr; The
Book of the Most Select), on the Former Proph
ets, Isaiah, and Psalms IMiv!wr yeslwril1l; Tile
Most Select of the Righteous), and on Job (lost),
while Aaron ben Elijah produced, inter alia, a
commentary on the Torah IKeter Torall; The
Crown of the Torah). Both authors cite Rabban
ite sources extensively, including Rashi, Ibn
Ezra, Maimonides, Radak, and Ramban. Ibn
Ezra was especially popular, as he was among
Rabbanite authors of the period. The com
mentaries of these exegetes follow in the
Spanish tradition, relying on grammar and
reason, rejecting aggadah, and, in halakhic
matters, highlighting the differences between
Rabbanites and Karaites.

In rabbinic circles, the sermons on the Torah
('Akeidnt Yitz!wk; The Binding of Isnnc) and the
commentaries on the Five Scrolls of Isaac
Arama (ca. 1420-1494) are exemplary models
of homiletic exegesis, blending exegetical in
novation and homiletic genius with psycho
logical and philosophical insight. Arama was
one of the first exegetes to use the method of
problematization consistently, whereby the
exegete raises a number of issues at the begin
ning of a passage, and then proceeds to solve
the problems in the course of his discussion.
This method was also followed by Don Isaac
Abravanel (1437-1508), Arama's student, un
doubtedly the greatest exegete of the 15th cen
tury. Abravanel produced voluminous com
mentaries on the Torah, Prophets, and Daniel,
which are thoughtful, thought-provoking, and
challenging. Abravanel was very much con
cerned with pes/wt exegesis, which he declared
to be his primary focus. He also grapples seri
ously with the rabbinic midrashic tradition,

MEDIEVAL JEWISH INTERPRETATION

displaying a nuanced approach to midrashic
interpretations, carefully selecting those that
he found acceptable and rejecting others. More
traditional in his theology than the rationalists
of the later Middle Ages, he advocated a faith
based religious position which he considered
to be more in line with the rabbinic tradition.
For instance, he rejects Ralbag's rationaliza
tion of Joshua's miracle (10.12; see above) and
declares that this was a divinely decreed devi
ation from the natural order. A true child of the
Renaissance, he was open to the cultural inno
vations being articulated in his times and in
troduced much contemporary thought into his
exegesis. He was particularly well-versed in
Christian theological and exegetical literature,
often quoting approvingly from Christian
sources. Especially important are his ideas on
the monarchy, expressed in his commentaries
on Samuel and Kings. Drawing on his experi
ence as a courtier and his deep familiarity with
medieval history and political theory, he made
a strong case against the monarchy, which
he considered to be an inferior form of gov
ernment.

Midrashic Exegesis

In the Middle Ages, the rnidrashic tradition
was attacked on several fronts, especially by
Karaites and Christians. As a result of these
attacks, and because of the increased prefer
ence for pes/wt, many exegetes avoided rab
binic rnidrash as much as possible, while oth
ers incorporated it into their commentaries
only sparingly, or else interpreted it philo
sophically or kabbalistically. Nevertheless, a
strand of midrashic exegesis was maintained
throughout the Middle Ages, quite possibly
as a reaction to the elimination of such com
mentary from the medieval commentary tra
dition and out of a desire to hold up the stan
dard of the rabbinic tradition and assure that
it not be forgotten among Jews. Another rea
son could be the utility of midrashic material
as a source for sermons, the demand for
which seemed to increase as the Middle Ages
waned. After the classical period of midrashic
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JEWISH INTERPRETATION OF THE BIBLE

creativity during the late talmudic and geonic
periods, the Middle Ages witnessed the pro
duction of many midrashie compilations. The
largest and most comprehensive was the
l)th century Yalkllt Shim'olli (attributed to
Simeon the Preacher of Frankfurt), an attempt
at producing a comprehensive verse-by-verse
midrashic anthology for t!}e entire Bible. Oth
ers in this vein were M(drash lw-Gadol (The
Great Midrash) by David Ha-Adani (Yemen,
14th century), Yalkllt (ha)-Makhiri on the Latter
Prophets and Writings by Makhir ben Abba
Mari (Spain? 14th century?), and Yalkllt
Re'llveni (17th century), a kabbalistic-mid
rashic compilation by Reuben Ha-Kohen.
There were aJso commentaries produced in
the midrashic style, whictt included a great
deal of peshat interpretation as well as mid
rashic material. Examples are the Leka(l Tov
(Good Instruction) by Tobiah ben Eliezer (11th
century, Byzantium) and Sekhel Tov (Sollnd
Understanding) by Menal:tem ben Solomon
(12th century, Italy?). Some anthologists had
very ambitious goals for their work; for
example, Jacob Sikili (Sicily, Damascus),
stated in his anthology Talmlld Torah (1)66)
that he included in it all halakhic and aggadic
statements from all available sources, thus
obviating the need to· consult any other
work.'

Midrashic-style commentary was espe
cially popular in Yemen, which witnessed
the production of, among others, Me'or ha
'afelah (The Lllminanj of the Darkness) by Ne
tanel ben Isaiah (1)28-29), Midrash ha-(lefetz
(The Miilrash of Desire) by Zekhariah ha-Rofe
(14)0); and Midrash ha-be'llr (The Midrash of
Explanation) by Saadia ben David (1441).
These editors were not mere compilers, but
often edited their texts and 'added comments
of their own, including many of a philosophi
cal nature. Also unique to the Yemenite
midrashirn are numerous citations from Mus
lim lore and literature, as well as folkloristic
materiaI:·Anthological. commentaries such
as these· remained popular through the late
Middle Age's and into the early modern pe
riod..

ESSAYS

The Sixteenth Century

The upheavaJ of the expulsion from Spain
(1492) and its aftermath scattered much of
Spanish Jewry across Turkey, Greece, Italy,
and North Africa. Biblical exegesis was pro
duced in great abundance in all of these coun
tries as well as in centers in Central and East
ern Europe. In Italy, the most famous exegete
of the 15th century was Obadiah Sfomo (ca.
1475-1550). He produced commentaries on
the Torah and Psalms, which are dedicated
above all to elucidating the pes/wt. Sforno, a
rabbi, was aJso a trained physician and a cul
tured individual, a fine product of the world
of Renaissance huinanism, whose values in
fuse his exegesis. His Torah commentary be
came one of the mainstays of the biblical com
mentary tradition.

In the Ottoman Empire, important centers
of study arose in Salonika and Constantiiloc
pIe. Rabbi Isaac ben Joseph Karo, a Spanish
Jew, survived. the Spanish and Portuguese ex"
iles, ending up in Constantinople.· In 1518 he
published his commentary on the Torah, Toleo
dot Yitz!wk (The Story ofIsaac), which proved to
be one of the most popular and influentiaJ
commentaries of the 16th· century. The com_'
mentary is eclectic, incorporating commentlj
in aJI four of the traditionaJ modes of interpre
tation, and reveals the author's cultural so
phistication. Its· immense popularity is indi"
cated by the fact that it went through fout
editions in fourteen years and is often quoted
by later exegetes. . .,

In SaJonika, the yeshiva of Joseph Taitatzak
flourished between 1525 and 1540, training
many rabbis and scholars who produced vast
quantities of biblicaJ commentary, which fat
surpassed those produced in the Middle Ages
in quantity if not in quality. For the book of
Esther and other scrolls, for example, more
commentaries were written in the 16th cen
tury than in all the centuries preceding. This.
surge in commentary production can be e~

plained by the needs of the various communi-.
ties for relevant biblicaJ commentary; most
arose out of sermons preached in public on
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more important members of the kabbalistic
circle of Safed, produced compendious com
mentaries on the Minor Prophets, Song of
Songs, Esther, Ruth, Psalms, and Job, incorpo
rating the comments of many of his contem
poraries and predecessors. His commentaries
are characterized by their extreme reverence
for the words of the Sages, which he consid
ered to be authentic traditions reflecting the
true meaning of the text, and not mere
homiletical interpretations, which could be
accepted or rejected at will.

Meanwhile, in Aleppo, Syria, Samuel ben
Abraham Laniado (d. 1605) was composing
an impressive body of commentary, covering
most of the Bible (Torah, Prophets, Psalms,
Lamentations). Laniado's commentaries are
especially noteworthy for their sensitivity to
literary nuance and structural patterns in the
text, thus making them quite "modern" in
their orientation.

In Eastern Europe at this time, talmudic
studies were dominant and biblical studies
were in a state of decline. The output of
biblical commentary, while significant, was
dwarfed by the production in other fields.
Even so, much of the commentary literature of
this period was written in homiletic style, with
constant recourse to rabbinic sources, and
often to philosophical and mystical sources as
well. Particularly popular as sources were the
commentaries of Isaac Ararna and Isaac Karo.
Pes/lnt commentaries were relatively uncom
mon. Among the better known commentaries
was the GilT AnJeh by Judah Loew ben Bezalel
of Prague (Maharal; 1525-1609), a super
commentary on Rashi, which combines con
cern with the pes/lnt with reference to rabbinic
sources as deep pes/lnt, the true meaning of the
text, which goes deeper than the literal. He
also does not neglect mystical traditions. In
general, however, Maharal and other exegetes
of the period did not innovate methodologi
cally and did not advance Bible study beyond
the stage it was at by the end of the Middle
Ages.
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the Sabbaths and holidays which were later
committed to writing. Many of the commen
taries produced are characterized by their
prolLxity, tendentiousness, inconsistencies,
and homiletical nature. Yet there is still much
of value that can be gleaned from them, and
they deserve more attention than they have
received in the' past. Of particular interest is
Eliezer Ashkenazi (1513-1586), a student of
Joseph Taitatzak's who was one of the leading
scholars of his generation. Ashkenazi was a
talmudist and rationalist who knew many
languages and was scientifically trained. He
advocated the unfettered search for truth in
Scripture. His greatest work is Ma'asei ;4.dollai
(Acts of God), a four-part commentary on the
narrative portions of the Torah. In this work,
he urges the student to search diligently for
the truth without regard for the opinions of
the Sages or previous exegetes, especially the
latter, since they may have become corrupted
over tinle. He develops a theory concerning
the nature and purpose of the biblical stories,
according to which the events narrated in the
Torah actually occurred, but the stories which
relate these events are parables. The plain
sense of the text can be found in the parables
and not in the events themselves. In his com
mentary, Ashkenazi grapples with important
theological issues, such as divine providence
and the influence of astrology over Jewish
destiny.

Other contemporary exegetes worthy of
mention are Moses Alshekh (d. 1593) and
Solomon ben Moses ha-Levi Alkabetz (ca.
1505-1584), both members of the Safed school
of mystics. The exegetes of this period took a
particular interest in the Kethuvim, especially
the Five Scrolls, Psalms, and Job. Alshekh, a
talmudist and kabbalist, had studied at Jo
seph Taitatzak's yeshiva in Salonika and later
moved to Safed. Like many of his contempo
raries, he preached on the Sabbaths and holi
days on the weekly Torah readings and other
biblical books and later edited his sermons for
publication. He produced commentaries on
almost the entire Bible. Solomon Alkabetz, an
other student of Taitatzak, and one of the
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JEWISH INTERPRETATION OF THE BIBLE ESSAYS ESSA

The Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries 3.11, which is addressed to the daughters of
Zion]), proved to be the most popular.work in

In the 17th century, several noteworthy com- the history of Yiddish literature. Over 210 edi
mentaries were produced. In Poland, Ephraim tions of this work have appeared to date. The
Solomon ben Aaron of Luntshits (1550-1619), oldest extant edition, which is not the first, ap
a gifted dars/wn, or sermoni2er, produced sev- peared in Basel in 1622. At least three others
eral collections of sermons and a commentary had preceded it. The book was written in a
on the Torah in the homil~tic style, called Keli popular style, intended for Yiddish-speaking
Yakar (1st ed. Lublin, 16(2), which enjoyed Jewish men and women who lacked the edu
immense popularity and was included in cation necessary for understanding the Bible
many editions of the Rabbinic Bible. More than in the original. In this work, the author does
a century later, J:Iayyirn ben Moses Ibn 'Attar not provide a word-for-word translation of
(1696-1743), a rabbi and kabbalistofMoroccan the text, but rather weaves together the bibli1
origin, who led a group of rabbis and students cal text; midrashirn, medieval commentaries,
to settle in the land of Israel in 1740, wrote elements of halakhah, and ethical admonition
a commentary titled 'Or ha-lmyim, first pub- into a pleasing, harmonious whole. The au~

lished in Venice in 1742. This commentary was thor drew on a wide variety of rabbinic and
often published alongside that of Ephraim medieval sources, not only commentaries, but
of. Luntshits in East European editions of also ethical (Sefer Ifasidim, Sefer ha-Mevakesh)~

the Rabbinic Bible (Miqra'ot, Gedolot, see be- philosophical (Saadia, Ibn' Gabirol,Mai.
low) and was especially popular among the monides); and mystical works (Zohar, Cor
J:Iasidirn. dovero's· Palm Tree of Deborah). The author's

In Jaworow, Galicia, David Altschuler major medieval source seems to have,been the
began. to produce' a commentary on the commentary. of. Ba1:).ya ben: Asher. He also
Prophets and Writings in order to promote the drew. heavily on Isaac' Karo's .Toledot YitzbaM:
study of the Bible. His work was continued by The work became, especially popular with
his· son, Jehiel Hillel, who in.178<r82 pub- women, who would read it religiously every
lished the entire commentary. It was. divided Sabbath. Its success can be· attributed to.the'
into two sectionsj·Metsudat Tsiyon (Fortress·of author's skill in selecting. his ,material and
Zion) and Metsudat David (Forh'ess of David). finding those' sources which would.appeal to
The former explains the meanings of individ- his unschooled .readers. He was· especially
uaLwords; the latter the meaning of the text. successful in selecting sources that would! ap'
The comritentary, based- for the most part on peal to his female readers; injecting comments
the medieval pes/wt exegetes such as Radak of a midrashic and moralistic nature, relating
and Ibn Ezra, was very popular and has been to marital relations and child-rearing.. Tztfne>
frequently ·republished. (It appears in most rene went through nurri.erous. editions, first ¥!
editions of Miqra'ofGedolot, see below.) Western, then in Eastern· Europe, and· some

This period also saw the production of ver- editions bore. the ideological' stamp' of thl1
nacular, commentaries on the Bible in various maskilic rationalists or their Hasidic oppa;
parts of the, Jewish world; At the end of the nents. Editions, translations, and adaptations
16th or beginning of the 17th century, Jacob of this ever-popular work are still being pro'
ben Isaac Ashkenazi, of Janow (d. 1623), pro- duced. A similar work on the Prophets and
duced a Yiddish translation with commentary Writings, called Sefer ha-Magid. (The Booklof
on . significant liturgical portions. of the the Stonjteller) mistakenly attributed to Asm
Tanakh, namely the Torah, Haftarot (Pro- kenazi, also attained considerable popularity,
phetic Readings) and Megillot (Five Scrolls). but nothing approaching that of Tzene-rerie',uq
The book, Tzene-rene (i.e., Tze'enah u-re'enah, In the 18th century, a parallel phenomenon
or Go Forth and Gaze [based on Song of Songs to Tzene-rene was the publication in Constan.
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tinople of Me'alll Lo'cz (Frolll a Foreigll People),
a Ladino (Judeo-Spanish) commentary on the
Bible, which is considered to be the outstand
ing work of Judeo-Spanish literature. Con
ceived by Jacob Culi as a response to the
havoc wrought by the Sabbatean heresy of the
previous century (Shabbetai Tzevi was fol
lowed by many as Messiah, but converted to
Islam in 1666, precipitating a great crisis), it
was aimed at the masses who had strayed
from observant Judaism and could no longer
read the texts in Hebrew. Culi produced the
volume for Genesis, which wove together in a
pleasing and appealing manner a variety of
sources dealing with the text, including much
ancillary material such as anecdotes, ethical
admonitions, folklore, and historical narra
tives. After Cllli's death, his work was contin
ued by others. The rest of the Torah was com
pleted and published by 1772, and other
volumes, published in a similar style, were
produced over the following centuries. In re
cent years a Hebrew translation has been pro
duced. It is difficult to overstate the impor
tance of Me'alll Lo'ez in Sephardic culture. It
spread all over the Sephardic world and for
many families it was the only literature that
they read. Unlike Tzelle-rene, it was never con
sidered only suitable for women, and so was
equally popular among men, women, and
children.

By the mid-18th century, the winds of
change were blowing through the Jewish
communities of Europe, and the stage was
being set for the Haskalah and the revolution
in study that would follow in its wake. (See
"Post-medieval Jewish Interpretation," pp.
1900-1908, and "The Bible in the Jewish Philo
sophical Tradition:' pp. 1948-75')

Miqra'at Cedolot

TI1e production of Bibles with the biblical text
surrounded by a number of commentaries
and translations began in the late I'vliddle
Ages, as scribes copied for themselves or pa
trons commissioned such works for their own
use. With the introduction and spread of the

MEDIEVAL JEWISH INTERPRETATION

printing press, commentaries were first pro
duced individually, or accompanying the bib
lical text. The first Rabbinic Bible was pub
lished by Daniel Bomberg in 1516 in Venice
and included the commentaries of Rashi, Ibn
Ezra, and Ramban. Other editions soon fol
lowed (Venice, 1524-25, 1544). The second
Rabbinic Bible (1524-1525), edited by Jacob
ben J:layyim ben Isaac Ibn Adonijah (ca.
1470-ca. 1538), an apprentice of Bomberg's
who converted to Christianity late in life, is
especially important, because of the editor's
attention to the accuracy of the text, seeking
out manuscripts to help in this task, and his
attempt to produce an edition faithful to the
Masoretic tradition. (See "The Development
of the Masoretic Bible," pp. 2077-8+) He also
succeeded in printing more commentaries
than had his predecessors. His edition set the
standard for generations to come and served
as the basis for many subsequent editions.
Another important edition was Kehilat Mosheh
(The Congregatioll of Moses; Amsterdam, 1724
1727), edited by Moses Frankfiirter, which
had sixteen commentaries never before in
cluded, such as those of Ralbag. In the 19th
century in Eastern Europe, the production of
such editions of the Bible became extremely
popular and publishers in Warsaw, Vilna, and
Cracow vied for customers' attention, com
peting for the distinction of having the great
est number of commentaries in their editions.
It was early in the 19th century that the title
Miqra'ot Cedolot (Creat Scriptures) for such edi
tions was first introduced. Besides the clas
sical triumvirate of Rashi, Ibn Ezra, and
Nal)manides, the Keli yakar (Precious Vessel) by
Ephraim of Luntshitz and Or ha-lfayilll (Light
of Life) by J:layyim Ibn 'Attar seem to have
been immensely popular and gained a wide
readership. For Prophets and Writings, the
Tvletzlldot of the Altschulers were constant
companions of Rashi. Depending on the book,
they were usually joined by Ibn Ezra, Radak,
Ralbag, and Sfomo. There can be no doubt
that these editions had a tremendous influ
ence on which commentaries were read and
which were neglected. Inclusion in an edition

I I
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of Miqra'ot Gedolot would ensure a wide audi
ence. The juxta-position of commentaries
hom different locations and periods also in
fluenced how the Bible was studied (see p.
1875). Such editions facilitate a dialogue

The period between 1650 and 1900 forms a
particularly rich and variegated chapter in the
history of Jewish biblical interpretation, par
ticularly within the European Ashkenazic
communities. Over the course of these two
and a half centuries, hundreds of Bible com
mentaries and super-commentaries were
written and published, and although the vast
majority have fallen into obscurity, a few have
exerted considerable influence and continue
to be studied to this day. The substantial
scholarly output of this period was broadly
due to three historically related factors: the
growth and relative stability of communities
in both Western and Eastern' Europe, a flour
ishing religious and scholarly life, and an ac
tive Jewish printing industry:

The biblical scholarship· of this period is
particularly important because of the way in
which it reflected and even shaped the far"
reaching historical, religious, and cultural
shifts taking place within European Jewry.
Through most of the 17th and 18th centuries,
the interpretation of the Bible was largely de
rivative of medieval exegesis, particularly the
didactic and homiletical modes of late me
dieval' scholarship. As the 18th century pro
gressed, the textual and linguistic interests of
medieval Spanish exegesis began to be re
vived, and by 1800 biblical interpretation was
given new impetus by the Jewish Enlighten
ment and, to a lesser degree, by the reinvigo
rated scholarly circles that emerged in Lithua
nia in opposition to the spread of Hasidism.
In the 19th century, as the cultural and reli
gious insularity of traditional Jewish life gave
way to the external pressures of emancipa
tion, and as internal' divisions weakened the

ESSAYS

across generations and cultures mediated by
the reader, who thus becomes another link in
the ongoing tradition of biblical study and in
terpretation. [BARRY D. WALFISH]

authority of rabbinic Judaism, the interpreta
tion of Scripture becarne a central factor in the
struggle to determine the meaning and rele
vance of inherited Jewish traditions.

Despite the large numbers of Bible com
mentaries that appeared. in the 17th and 18th
centuries, almost all of them were method
ologically unoriginal and substantively unrec
markable. In the Sephardic communities of
North Africa, the Middle East, and Western
Europe (e.g., Amsterdam' and Hamburg),
there seems to have been some effort to main
tain the study of the Bible and Hebrew lan
guage pioneered by medieval Spanish schol
ars, but with few linguistic or exegetical
advances. Among the:Ashkenazic communi
ties of Western and Eastern Europe, the reality
was more complex:On the one hand, biblical·
commentaries were a time-honored scholarly
endeavor, and a great many of them centered
around the careful parsing of midrashic texts
and Rashi's commentary, which had attained
near-canonical' status. On the other hand,
there was a, 'pronounced ambivalence,. if not
indifference; toward Bible' study, and espel

cially any kind of scholarship that focused on
the philological or graminatical aspects of the
text. The study of rabbinic literature, both the
Talmud and the long lipe of codes and com
mentaries that followed in its wake, was
given intellectual and spiritual pride of place,
and the study of the Bible was relegated to
a respectful, honored, but distinctly second
ary position. These realities are reflected in
the fact that some of the' best and most en
during writings of this era emerged hom
non-Ashkenazic Mediterranean communities:
Me'am Lo'ez, the mid-18th-century popular
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Elbaum, "More on the Image of the Dwarf and the Giant" (Hebrew), Sinai
77 (1975), 287; Shnayer Z. Leiman, "From the Pages of Tradition: Dwarfs
on the Shoulders of Giants,''-Tradition 27:3 (Spring 1993),90-94.
19 See, e.g., Encyclopedia Talmudit, s. v. halakhah ke-batrai (the law fol
lows the later authorities); Shai Akiva Wosner, "Hilkheta ke-Batrai: A New
StLldy" (Hebrew), Shenaton ha-Mishpat ha-Ivri 20 (1997),151-167.
20 Cf. R. Hayyim of Volozhin's comments to Mishnah Avot 1:4 (in his
Ru'ah Hayyim): "A disciple is forbidden to accept his rabbi's teachings if
he has any questions about them....We have been allowed to wrestle and
struggle with their words, explain our objections, and taught not to respect
any person but love only the truth." Simultaneously, R. Hayyim stresses
that tlle disciple must at all times have proper reverence for his teacher:
"He should beware of speaking arrogantly and haughtily if he wishes to
object, and of viewing himself as an equal to his teacher or to the author
of the book he is contesting. He should know that he may have misunder
stood, and will therefore be extremely humble." Translation in Avi Sagi,
The Open Canon: Oil the Meaning of Halakhic Discourse, trans. Batya
Stein (New York: Continuum, 2007), pp.139-140.
21 For analysis of why this has been so, see Mordechai Breuer, "Bible in
the Curriculum of the Yeshiva" (Hebrew), in Mehkarim ba-Mikra u-ba
Hinukh: Presellted to Prof Moshe Ahrend, ed. Dov Rappel (Jerusalem:
Touro College, 1996), pp. 223-235; Frederick E. Greenspahn, "Jewish
Ambivalence towards the Bible," Hebrew Studies 48 (2007), 7-21.

THE YESlllVA AND THE ACADEMY:
HOW WE CAN LEARN FROM ONE ANOTHER

IN BmLICAL SCHOLARSHIP'

~

I
The study of Tanakh is an awesome undertaking, given its central

role in the development of Jewish thought and Western culture. This
chapter will explore the approaches of the yeshiva and the academy
to Tanakh study. We will define the yeshiva broadly to include any
traditional religious Jewish setting, be it the synagogue, study hall,
adult education class, seminary, or personal study. In contrast, the
academy is any ostensibly neutral scholarly setting, primarily uni
versities and colleges, which officially is not committed to a particu
lar set of beliefs.

In theory, the text analysis in the yeshiva and the academy could
be identical, since both engage in the quest for truth. The funda
mental difference between the two is that in the yeshiva, we study
Tanakh as a means to understanding revelation as the expression of
God's will. The scholarly conclusions we reach impact directly on
our lives and our religious worldview. In the academy, on the other
hand, truth is pursued as an intellectual activity for its own sake,
usually as an end in itself.

Over the generations, Jewish commentators have interpreted the
texts of Tanakh using traditional methods and sources. Many also

'This essay is a modified version of a lecture given at Congregation
Shearith Israel of New York on April 27, 2006, sponsored by the Shearith
Israel League. Reprinted here with minor modifications, with permission
from the Shearith Israel League.

t9
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drew from non-traditional sources. To illustrate, Rabbi Abraham ibn
Ezra (twelfth-century Spain, Italy) frequently cited Karaite scholar
ship even though he was engaged in an ongoing polemic against
them. In his Guide to the Perplexed, Rambam (twelfth-century
Spain, E~ypt) drew extensively from Aristotle and other thinkers.
Rabbi Isaac Abarbanel (fifteenth-century Spain, Italy) frequently
cites Christian commentaries and ancient histories.! In the nine
teenth century, rabbinic scholars such as Samuel David Luzzatto
(Shadal) and Elijah Benamozegh in Italy; and Meir Leibush ben Ye
hiel Michel (Malbim) and David Zvi Hoffmann in Germany, ben
efited from recent archaeological finds and scholarly endeavors.

Many other rabbis, however, have opposed the use of outside
sources in explicating Tanakh.2 These rabbis did not want assump
tions incompatible with Jewish tradition creeping into our religious
worldview. This tension about whether or not to incorporate outside
wisdom into Tanakh study lies at the heart of many of the great con
troversies within Jewish tradition.

Since Jewish tradition places a premium on scholarship, we should
stand willing to hear the truth from whoever says it. Rambam stated
this axiom long ago,3 and many of the greatest rabbinic figures be
fore and after him have espoused this policy.4 Following this ap
proach, Rabbi Abraham Isaac Kook (the first Ashkenazic Chief
Rabbi of Israel) inspired his student Rabbi Moshe Seidel to embark
on an ambitious project. Under Rabbi Seidel's leadership, a group
of scholars convened in 1956 and carefully formulated the underly
ing principles for a new traditional commentary to be published on
the entire Tanakh. In 1963 the first assignments were given out for
individual biblical books. The first two volumes of the series were
published in 1970, and its final volume was published in 2003. This
commentary incorporates the gamut of traditional interpretation as
well as contemporary research. This monumental project is entitled
Da'at Mikra (literally, "Knowledge of Scripture"), published in He
brew by Mosad Harav Kook in Jerusalem.5

II
In analyzing the respective advantages and shortcomings of the

yeshiva ancl the academy, it is appropriate to pinpoint the biases of
each. The yeshiva community studies each word of Tanakh with
passionate commitment to God and humanity, and with a deep awe
and reverence of tradition. These are biases (albeit noble ones) that
will affect our scholarship, and it is vital to acknowledge them. Less
favorably, it is possible for chauvinism to enter religious thought,
with an insistence that only we have the whole truth. Our belief in
the divine revelation of the Bible should make us recognize that no
one person, or group of people, can fully fathom its infinite glory
and depth. Finally, our commitment to Tanakh and tradition often
makes it more difficult to change our assumptions with new infor
mation than if we were detached and studying in a neutral setting.
Thus, academic biblical scholarship gains on the one hand by its
ostensible neutrality. It may be able to see things that one in love
with tradition cannot.

However, those professing neutrality may not always acknowl
edge that they too are biased and also may be mistaken. There is
no such thing as purely objective, or infallible, human thought.
For example, Julius Wellhausen, a liberal Protestant scholar of late
nineteenth-century Germany, is often considered the most important
architect of the so-called documentary hypothesis, which dissects
the Torah into different components. Building on earlier nineteenth
century scholarship, he asserted that different sections of the Torah
were written over several centuries, long after the time of Moses. He
argued that some of the narratives comprise the earliest layers of the
Torah; then came the classical prophets, and only then were most
of the legal sections of the Torah written and added. These strands
were redacted by later scholars into the Torah as we know it today.

Though many were quick to accept this hypothesis, Professor Jon
D. Levenson (Harvard University) has demonstrated that it is an
expression of liberal Protestant theology that goes beyond the tex-
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tual evidence. By arguing that later scholars and priests added the
Torah's laws, Wellhausen and his followers were suggesting that
those later writers distorted the original religion of the prophets and
patriarchs. According to Wellhausen, then, the Torah's laws were a
later-and dispensable-aspect of true Israelite religion. Instead of
Paul's related accusations against the Pharisees, these liberal Prot
estant German scholars dissected and reinterpreted the Torah itself
in accordance with their own beliefs.6

The foregoing criticism does not invalidate all of the questions
and conclusions suggested by that school of thought. Many of their
observations have proven helpful to later biblical scholarship. We
need to recognize, though, that the suggestions of Wellhausen's
school reflect powerful underlying biases-some of which go far
beyond the textual evidence.

The traditional Jewish starting point is rather different: God re
vealed the Torah to Moses and Israel as an unparalleled and rev
olutionary vision for Israel and for all of humanity. Its laws and
narratives mesh as integral components of a sophisticated, exalted,
unified program for life. The later prophets came to uphold and en
courage faithfulne~ to God and the Torah.

In Tanakh, people who live by the Torah's standards are praise
worthy, and people who violate them are culpable. So, for example,
the Book of Samuel extols David for his outstanding faith in battling
Goliath and then mercilessly condemns him for the Bathsheba affair.
This viewpoint reflects the singular philosophy of Tanakh-pro
foundly honest evaluation of people based on their actions. It would
be specious to argue that the first half of the narrative was written
by someone who supported David, whereas the latter account was
authored by someone who hated David. Rather, the entire narrative
was written by prophets who loved God and who demanded that
even the greatest and most beloved of our leaders be faithful to the
Torah.

Of course, Truth is infinitely complex and is presented in mul
tiple facets in Tanakh. Additionally, our understanding is necessar-

ily subject to the limitations of human interpretation. Nevertheless,
the text remains the standard against which we evaluate all opinions.
Religious scholarship admits (or is supposed to admit!) its short
comings and biases while relentlessly trying to fathom the revealed
word of God.

Rabbi Moses ben Nahman (Ramban, thirteenth-century Spain)
stressed that Torah study is not an exact science and is subject to
strands of interpretation that require careful evaluation:

Anyone who studies our Talmud knows that the arguments be
tween its interpreters do not have absolute proofs ... it is not like
mathematics.... Rather, we must exert all of our efforts in every
debate to push aside one of the views with compelling logical ar
guments ... and consider most likely the view that fits the smooth
reading of the text and its parallels along with good logic. This is
the best we can do, and the intent of every wise and God-fearing
person studying the wisdom of the Talmud. (introduction to his
Milhamot Hashem commentary on the Talmud)

Ramban's words are as relevant now as when he wrote them. The
academy would be considerably better off were it to shed its pre
sumption of being "scientific."7

ill
The ideal learning framework espouses traditional beliefs, stud

ies as a means to a religious end, and defines issues carefully while
striving for intellectual openness and honesty. Reaching this synthe
sis is difficult, since it requires passionate commitment alongside
an effort to be detached while learning in order to refine knowledge
and understanding. When extolling two of his great rabbinic he
roes-Rabbis Joseph Soloveitchik and Benzion Uziel-Rabbi Marc
D. Angel quotes the Jerusalem Talmud, which states that the path of
Torah has fire to its right and ice to its left. Followers of the Torah
must attempt to walk precisely in middle (1. T. Haggigah 2:9).8

Literary tools, comparative linguistics, as well as the discovery of
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a wealth of ancient texts and artifacts have contributed immensely to
our understanding the rich tapestry and complexity of biblical texts.
The groundbreaking work of twentieth-century Israeli scholars such
as Umberto (Moshe David) Cassuto, Yehudah Elitzur, Yehoshua
Meir Grintz, and Yehezkel Kaufmann has enhanced our understand
ing of the biblical world by combining a mastery of Tanakh with a
thorough understanding of the ancient Near Eastern texts unearthed
during the previous two centuries.

At the same time, it must be recognized that our knowledge of the
ancient world is limited. We have uncovered but a small fraction of
the artifacts and literature of the Ancient Near Eastern world, and
much of what we have discovered is subject to multiple interpreta
tions. We should be thrilled to gain a better sense of the biblical pe
riod but must approach the evidence with prudent caution as well.9

To benefit from contemporary biblical scholarship properly, we
first must understand our own tradition-to have a grasp of our texts,
assumptions, and the range of traditional interpretations. This edu
cational process points to a much larger issue. For example, study
ing comparative religion should be broadening; but Jews who are
unfamiliar with their own tradition, or who know it primarily from
non-traditional teachers or textbooks, will have little more than a
shallow basis for comparison.

Religious scholarship benefits from contemporary findings-from
both information and methodology. Outside perspectives prod us to
be more critical in our own learning. On the other side of the equa
tion, the academy can benefit from those who are heirs to thousands
of years of tradition, who approach every word of Tanakh with awe
and reverence, and who care deeply about the intricate relationship
between texts. to The academy also must become acutely aware of
its own underlying biases.

IV
We now may tum to the good news: much has improved since the

1970s, as a result of the literary revolution in biblical scholarship.

After generations of dissecting the Torah and the rest of Tanakh,
many contemporary scholars have recognized that the Torah and
later biblical books are best analyzed as unified texts. Every word
is valuable. Passages are multilayered. Understanding the interplay
between texts is vital.

This is what we have been saying for thousands of years. Great
traditional scholars of the previous generation such as Professor Ne
hama Leibowitz and Rabbi Mordechai Breuer demonstrated how
Midrashim and classical rabbinic commentators had a keen liter
ary sense and profound insight into the human condition. Similar
ly, the prolific writings of contemporary rabbinic scholars such as
Yoel Bin-Nun, Shalom Carmy, and Elhanan Samet are intellectually
and spiritually stimulating, as they benefit from the academy while
working from the viewpoint of the yeshiva. I I The academy has be
gun to discover and mine these treasures as well.

Professor David Berger (Yeshiva University) has observed that in
creasing awareness of the literary unity of the Torah eventually will
compel academicians to reevaluate the documentary hypothesis:

J. P. Fokkelman, Robert Alter, and Michael Fishbane have
searched the narratives of Genesis for patterns out of purely lit
erary motivations, sometimes with the implicit assumption that
the conventional documentary hypothesis remains virtually un
changed no matter how many interlocking themes are discerned.
In a reaction to one of Alter's early articles on this subject, I
wrote that "I think he underestimates the impact of such liter
ary analysis on the documentary hypothesis. You can allow the
'redactor' only so much freedom of action before he turns into
an author using various traditions as 'raw material.' Such an
approach must ultimately shake the foundations of the regnant
critical theory, not merely tinker with its periphery."
.. .It is becoming clearer from year to year that Genesis is re
plete with linguistic and thematic patterns of subtlety and power
which run through the warp and woof of the entire work. De
spite the overwhelming force generated by a critical theory that
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has held sway for generations, scholars will not be able to hide

forever behind the assertion that they are studying the art of a
redactor as that word is usually understood. The issue will have
to be joined. 12

Ultimately, we must recognize the strengths and weaknesses in

the approaches of the yeshiva and the academy. By doing so, we

can study the eternal words of Tanakh using the best of classical and

contemporary scholarship. This process gives us an ever-refining
ability to deepen our relationship with God, the world community,

and ourselves.
Dr. Norman Larnm, Chancellor of Yeshiva University, has set the

tone for this inquiry:
Torah is a "Torah of truth," and to hide from the facts is to distort

that truth into myth ... It is this kind of,position which honest

men, particularly honest believers in God and Torah, must adopt

at all times, and especially in our times. Conventional dogmas,

even if endowed with the authority of an Aristotle-ancient or

modem-must be tested vigorously. If they are found wanting,
we need not bother with them. But if they are found to be sub

stantially correct, we may not overlook them. We must then use
newly discovered truths the better to understand our Torah-the
"Torah of truth."l3

Our early morning daily liturgy challenges us: "Ever shall a per

son be God-fearing in secret as in public, with truth in his heart as on

his lips." May we be worthy of pursuing that noble combination.
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Study of Bible in Light 
of Our Knowledge of 

the Ancient Near East 

Barry L. Eichler 

Today with the advent of archaeology as a full-fledged discipline and the 
subsequent rediscovery of the pre-Classical ancient world, the opportu
nity now exists to gain a richer appreciation of the content, nature, and 
message of the Bible in relation to this ancient world. Knowledge of the 
ancient Near Eastern context in which the Bible may now be studied 
has resulted mainly from the disciplines of Egyptology and Assyriology. 

Assyriology is the study of the civilization created by those people who 
inhabited the fertile crescent of Mesopotamia—the lands of the Tigris 
and Euphrates rivers, corresponding to modern-day Iraq. Although this 
area had been inhabited by many different peoples, including the Sumer-
ians, Akkadians, Assyrians, Babylonians, Amurrites, and Arameans, 
these people created and shared a common cultural heritage, which may 
be called Mesopotamian civilization. This civilization played a vital role 
in the formative period of the history of the Jewish people during the 
biblical period. Abraham was born there. It gave Isaac Rebecca, his wife. 
Jacob fled there to escape the wrath of Esau and he married Mesopotam
ian women, Leah and Rachel. During the period of the Divided Monar
chy, both the kingdom of Israel and the kingdom of Judah interacted 
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with Mesopotamian political, cultural, and religious influences. The king
dom of Israel paid heavy tribute to the Mesopotamian political state of 
Assyria which eventually destroyed that kingdom, deporting and dispers
ing the Ten Tribes within its far-flung empire. The kingdom of Judah 
fell to the Mesopotamian political state of Babylonia and with the destruc
tion of the First Temple and exile, Jews found themselves again in Meso
potamia. And it was from Mesopotamia under the leadership of Ezra and 
Nehemiah that Jews returned to the land of Israel. 

Mesopotamian civilization flourished for more than 2,500 years until 
the rise of Hellenism a few centuries before the beginning of the Com
mon Era. The task of the Assyriologist is to reconstruct Mesopotamian 
civilization on the basis of clay tablets inscribed with cuneiform writing, 
which have continued to be unearthed by archaeologists for the last one 
hundred years. The major Mesopotamian languages written in cuneiform 
are Sumerian (a non-Semitic language) and Semitic Akkadian with its 
Babylonian and Assyrian dialects. With the discovery and decipherment 
of these and other ancient Semitic languages such as Ugaritic, Amurrite, 
and Eblaic, new insights have been gained in Hebrew grammar and lexi
cography which help elucidate the biblical text. The nearly 500,000 
cuneiform tablets now housed in museums around the world have also 
brought to light the history and culture of ancient Mesopotamia and its 
surrounding civilizations. With the illumination of this historical back
drop against which the Torah was given, the relationship between ancient 
Israel and its neighbors, as well as the cultural and social institutions of 
the Bible, can now be viewed from new perspectives. 

At the very onset, we should bear in mind that the use of such disci
plines as comparative Semitic linguistics, ancient cultures, and even 
archaeology, for the study of the Bible is neither foreign nor really new 
to traditional Jewish scholarship. Throughout the long history of Jewish 
biblical exegesis, many of our Rishonim utilized these disciplines in their 
attempt to fathom the plain sense of the biblical texts and to interpret 
the message of Scripture. We need pause only to mention a few examples: 

Rabbi Saadya Gaon of the eary tenth century is considered by many 
to be the father and founder of Hebrew philological science. His trea
tises in the field of Hebrew grammar and lexicography make use of his 
knowledge of other Semitic languages, chiefly Arabic. To Rabbi Saadya, 
Hebrew philology was the necessary scientific apparatus for the main 
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objective of interpreting Scripture. Subsequent Spanish Jewish grammar
ians and exegetes further refined this discipline. 

Maimonides in the twelfth century was one of the first to advocate 
the study of ancient cultures for a deeper appreciation of biblical truths. 
In Part III of his Moreh blebuchim, in his discussion of the Divine Com
mandments, the Rambam utilized the ancient chronicles of the idola
trous tribes known as the Sabeans, which were extant in Arabic transla
tions, in order to gain insights into biblical precepts. Maimonides believed 
that many of the laws of the Torah were given to cure mankind of idola
trous practices. Thus, for example, the Rambam sought to comprehend 
the Torah's injunction against the eating of blood (Leviticus 17:10) by 
referring to the Sabean practice of eating blood in order to commune 
with the spirits. This practice was based on the Sabean belief that blood 
was the food of the spirits. In his Morefi Nebuchim (Part III, end of chap
ter 49), the Rambam lamented the fact that his knowledge of Sabean 
doctrines was not complete since they had been extinct for almost 2,000 
years. The Rambam then went on to assert that if the rules of the Sabeans 
and the events of those days were better known, it would be possible to 
see plainly the reason for most of the practices mentioned in the Torah. 

Nachmanides (Ramban) of the thirteenth century gives testimony to 
the use of archaeological survey, albeit primitive, as a means of ascer
taining the correct interpretation of biblical texts. Genesis 35:16 states 
that Benjamin's birth and Rachel's tragic death took place while Jacob 
and his family were still kibrat ha-aretz from Ephrat. Does this expres
sion denote that the tragedy occurred at a great distance from Ephrat 
and hence Jacob could not bring her into the city for burial; or does the 
expression denote a short distance from Ephrat regardless of which Jacob 
chose not to bury her within the city? In his commentary the Ramban 
addresses this problem, cites the opinions of Menahem ben Saruk, the 
Midrash, Rashi, and Radak, and accedes to the opinion of the Radak. 
But subsequently he adds the following remarks: "This I originally wrote 
while still in Spain, but now that I was worthy and came to Jerusalem 
. . . I saw with my eyes that there is not even a mile between Rachel's 
grave and Bethlehem. This explanation of R. David Kimchi has thus been 

refuted as have the words of Menachem " The Ramban also realized 
that archaeological data may answer certain queries while at the same 
time giving rise to other problems. He therefore goes on to state, 
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I have also seen that Rachel's grave is not in Ramah nor near to it [as the 
plain meaning of the verse in Jeremiah 31:15 would seem to indicate: "A 
voice is heard in Ramah . . . Rachel weeping for her children"]. Instead, 
Ramah which is in Benjamin is about four Persian miles distant from it, and 
Ramah of the hill-country of Ephraim is more than two days' travel from it. 
Therefore, I say that the verse stating "A voice is heard in Ramah" is a meta
phor, in the manner of rhetorical expression, meaning to say that Rachel wept 
so bitterly that her voice was heard from afar in Ramah, which was on top of 
the mountain of [the territory of] Benjamin. 

From the above references, it is clear that the study of Torah in light 
of our knowledge of the ancient Near East is definitely in keeping with 
the spirit of traditional Jewish exegesis. And if so, the imperative to such 
study should not be limited to the category of da ' mah shetdshiyv but rather 
include the positive aspect of providing new opportunities to appreciate 
the biblical text and its message. 

In an attempt to give tangible expression to the positive results which 
can be achieved through the application of new data gleaned from the 
world of the ancient Near East to the biblical text, brief examples will be 
cited below from the areas of grammar, lexicography, history, and culture: 

1. Grammar 
It is commonly recognized that the hitpa'el verbal form imparts a re

flexive meaning (hitqaddesh "sanctify oneself"), middle meaning (hithan-
nen "implore favor for oneself"), or reciprocal meaning (hitra 'ah "look at 
one another") to the verb. However, there are a number ofhitpa'el forms 
in biblical Hebrew in which the infixed t-morpheme does not impart 
a reflexive, middle, or reciprocal meaning. These atypical forms appear 
to have the same meaning as their corresponding stems without the 
t-morpheme (cf. 'bl "to mourn" in Amos 9:5 with ht%l in 1 Samuel 
15:35; wh "to desire" in Deuteronomy 12:20 with ht'wh in Proverbs 
21:26; hlk "to walk" in Genesis 12:4 v/ithhthlk in Genesis 5:22). On closer 
examination of the biblical contexts, all the atypical hitpa'el forms 
seem to connote repeated, continuous, or habitual action. Knowledge 
of Akkadian grammar has allowed a verification of this observation con
cerning the meaning of these atypical hitpa'el forms. Akkadian, unlike 
Hebrew, exhibits a more extensive class of infixed t-morphemes, includ
ing a m-morpheme which at times is reduced to a t-morpheme. The tn-
morpheme imparts an iterative, habitative, or durative meaning to the 
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verbal form. Thus in Akkadian, the tn-forms of the verb alaku "to walk" 
bear the meanings: "to walk about, to walk to and fro, to wander, to walk 
with on a regular basis or to commune with." Hence it seems proper to 
separate the atypical hitpa'el forms in Hebrew from the normal hitpa'el 
forms and to identify the former with the Akkadian tn-forms. A further 
appreciation of the biblical use of hithallek as an expression of man's in
timate association with a deity (for example, Genesis 5:22 wayyithallek 
hanok 'et-ha elolcim) is gained from the following Akkadian passage which 
uses the tn-form of the verb "to walk": "[If he rejected sin,] his god will 
continually walk with him (ilsu ittisu ittanallak)."l 

2. Lexicography 
In Semitic languages, the basic semantic unit is a root, usually com

prised of three sounds, or radicals, whose meaning is modified by the 
various verbal and nominal patterns into which it is formed. Semitic 
lexicography attempts to determine the common semantic denomina
tor of a particular root in a particular language in order to understand 
the semantic development of the root and its full range of meanings. In 
Hebrew, the common semantic denominator of the root spt is usually 
understood to be "judging," with the verb meaning "to judge" and its 
nouns, sopet "a judge" and mispat "judgment." A close analysis of all the 
biblical occurrences of this root indicates that a judicial meaning is too 
limited in scope to allow for a semantic development which would en
compass its occurrence in such phrases as mispat hammelek in 1 Samuel 
8:11 andm!spat/raggo>imin2Kings 17:33 where a translation "judgment" 
is contextually inappropriate, and in the occurrences of sopetim in the 
Book of Judges, designating leaders whose main activities described 
therein were not primarily judicial. Based on the use of the verb in 1 
Samuel 8:5 (simah-lanu melek lesaptenu kekal-haggoyim) in which the 
people demand a king who will govern them, the semantic denominator 
"to exercise authority" suggests itself. The noun sopet would thus be 
understood as "the one who exercises authority" and the term mispat 
would thus denote "an authoritative procedure." The judicial aspect 
would represent a secondary and tangential development based on the 
fact that a judge does exercise authority in rendering decisions. The use 

'E. A. Speiser, "The Durative Hitpa' el: A tan Form," reprinted in Oriental 
and Biblical Studies: Collected Writings ofE. A. Speiser, ed. J. J. Finkelstein and M. 
Greenberg (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1967), pp. 506-514-
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of the term mispatim in a legal sense may not necessarily be rendered 
"judgment" but may rather indicate the authoritative or prescribed mode 
of behavior and thus best translated as "norms, regulations." The occur
rences of the root spt in Akkadian supports such a semantic understand
ing. In the Akkadian texts from Mari, the term sapitu (cognate of Hebrew 
sopet) designates the highest functionary in the regional administrative 
bureaucracy and is translated as "governor." He issues siptii, disciplinary 
warnings and punitive measures designed to enforce his authority over 
the governed territory. This term is a cognate of Hebrew sapet, (pi. 
sepatim) describing the plagues in Exodus 6:6 and 7:4, and allows the 
translation of the Hebrew term as "disciplinary or punitive measures" 
rather than "judgments."2 

3. History 
The last years of the Assyrian empire are documented in the Meso

potamian cuneiform sources. Within a decade after the death of Assur-
banipal in 627 B.C.E., Nabopolassar, founder of the Neo-Babylonian 
dynasty joined with the Medes in a final offensive against Assyria. He 
devastated Nineveh in 612 B.C.E. and defeated the Assyrian forces which 
had regrouped at Harran in 609 B.c.E. His son, Nebuchadrezzar who had 
been appointed coregent, was responsible for the final victory over Assyria 
at the Battle of Carchemish in 605 B.c.E. The Egyptian army under the 
leadership of Necho II marched through Israel and Syria in an attempt 
to aid Assyria in its fateful confrontation with Babylonia. Against this 
historical backdrop, one is to read 2 Kings 23:29, which states that 
Pharaoh Necho 'alah 'al melek 'assur. The parallel passage in 2 Chronicles 
35:20 correctly connects this episode with the Battle of Carchemish but 
does not indicate on whose side Necho would fight. Radak as well as 
most exegetes translate 'alah 'al "to march against" Assyria. However, 
in light of the above historical realities, one must translate this expres
sion as "set out to" the king of Assyria. Note that 'al may interchange 
with el in these texts as evidenced by comparing the text of 2 Kings 18:27 
with the text of Isaiah 36:12. Thus, the correct meaning of the biblical 
verse is firmly established through an awareness of Mesopotamian history. 

2E. A. Speiser, "The Manner of the King," in Judges: The World History of the 
Jewish People, ed. B. Mazar, vol. 3 (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press), 
pp. 280-287. 
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4- Sociolegal Institutions 
The ancient city of Nuzi has yielded thousands of Akkadian legal texts, 

dating to the second half of the fifteenth century B.c.E., which document 
many sociolegal institutions of ancient Mesopotamian society. Among 
these institutions is the sale of freeborn daughters which can be recon
structed from over forty legal contracts that bear the superscription tuppi 
martuti u kallatuti "documents of daughtership and daughter-in-lawship." 
According to these contracts, a father or a mother and brother (presum
ably upon the death of the father) may sell a daughter to another person 
for the eventual purpose of matrimony. The sold daughter becomes a 
member of the purchaser's household and she is subject to certain con
ditions, depending upon the stipulations of the specific contract. The 
documents specify that, under such an arrangement, the purchaser may 
have the right to take her as his own wife or to give her in marriage to a 
natural son, an adoptive son, or an outsider, or to designate her as the 
wife of one of his slaves. In the latter case, she remains permanently bound 
to the purchaser's household, and upon the death of her husband-slave, 
she is to be redesignated as the wife of another slave. Any children of 
these slave unions remain the property of the purchaser as does any prop
erty which the sold daughter may eventually acquire. These Nuzi docu
ments allow us to view a social ptactice in which an indigent parent may 
provide for the welfare of a young daughter by attaching her to the home 
of a more prosperous patron who will secure her well-being by obligating 
himself to arrange for her future marriage in accordance with certain 
contractual stipulations. This Mesopotamian practice is reminiscent of 
the biblical law of amah 'ivriyah in Exodus 21:7-11: "When a man sells 
his daughter as a slave, she shall not be freed as male slaves are. If she 
proves to be displeasing to her master, who designated her for himself, 
he must let her be redeemed; he shall not have the right to sell her to 
outsiders, since he broke faith with her. And if he designated her for his 
son, he shall deal with her as the practice of free maidens. If he marries 
another, he must not withhold from this one her food, her clothing, or 
her conjugal rights. If he fails her in these three ways, she shall go free, 
without payment." In viewing this biblical law against the backdrop of 
the Mesopotamian sociolegal institution of the sale of freeborn daugh
ters, it is apparent that slave laws in the ancient Near East were in part 
a response to pressing economic distress and which in many ways served 
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as an ancient form of welfare. An indigent father who sold his daughter 
in a martiiti u kallatuti arrangement could not only receive needed cash 
but also could save his daughter from present deprivation and secure 
her future economic well-being by ensuring her eventual marital status. 
The biblical legislation also allows the Israelite father this right but, 
when contrasted with the Mesopotamian legal documents, seems to limit 
the specific contractual stipulations which are allowable. The sold daugh
ter explicitly may not be sold to an outsider and implicity may not be 
married to the purchaser's slave. Furthermore, the Torah legislation 
is concerned also with her rights subsequent to her marriage.3 This is 
but one example of the way in which the biblical message can be newly 
appreciated by studying the Bible in the light of ancient Near Eastern 
culture. 

If, from the above discussion, one is convinced that such scholarship 
is in keeping with traditional Jewish exegesis of the Bible and that the 
scholarly results of the application of newly acquired knowledge from the 
ancient Near East positively enhances our understanding of the Bible, 
it then behooves us to comprehend fully the nature of the challenges 
that such knowledge presents to Orthodox Judaism and to confront these 
challenges forthrightly. 

Even without the application of knowledge recovered from the 
ancient Near East, any serious study of the Bible will arouse certain 
tensions. These tensions are inherent tensions within the biblical text 
which for the most part result from seeming inconsistencies and con
tradictions. Hazal and traditional Jewish exegetes have noted and dis
cussed such tensions, offering various interpretations in an attempt to 
resolve them, usually by harmonizing the texts. In bringing ancient Near 
Eastern archaeological and epigraphic knowledge to bear on the bibli
cal text, it is inevitable that new tensions will arise. Some of this new 
knowledge will result in the need to reassess previously held interpre
tations which no longer seem plausible in light of new awareness. As 
the Ramban noted above, "archaeological" determination of Rachel's 

3I. Mendelsohn, "The Conditional Sale into Slavery of Free-Born Daugh
ters in Nuzi and the Law of Exodus 21:7—11," Journal of the American Oriental 
Society 55 (1935): 190-195. 
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burial place necessitated a new understanding of Jeremiah's use of the 
place name Ramah. More serious tensions stem from historical and 
chronological issues. Seeming anachronisms, such as the use of the term 
"Philistines" in the Patriarchal Period, and seeming contradictory his
torical reconstructions, such as archaeological data associated with the 
Israelite conquest and settlement of Canaan that do not corroborate 
certain accounts in the Book of Joshua, may be viewed as challenging 
the historicity and validity of the biblical account. By and large, how
ever, knowledge gleaned from ancient Near Eastern sources tends to 
support the biblical accounts in general terms and most of the existing 
discrepancies can be tolerated. 

Furthermore, one should not lose sight of the fact that, despite great 
advances in the field, interpretation of ancient finds is still and will 
always be more of an art than a science. Current scholarly knowledge 
will always be dependent upon the accident of the spade and new dis
coveries and new perceptions are constantly forcing reevaluations of cur
rently held positions. It is this state of flux which helps alleviate such 
tensions to a certain degree by allowing discrepancies and contradictions 
to stand while awaiting further clarification and future reassessment. 
However, the most serious tensions to be faced stem from the undeni
able commonality of cultural and literary motifs that the Bible shares with 
the civilizations and literatures of the ancient Near East. To be sure, these 
tensions are not unlike those found stemming from such disciplines as 
anthropology, sociology, and folklore, in which cultural norms of primi
tive and ancient societies, similar to those of the Bible, are understood 
in purely humanistic terms. In the case of biblical and ancient Near 
Eastern parallels, however, it is not only the uniqueness of biblical norms 
which is brought into question but also the willingness and tolerance of 
Orthodox Judaism to comprehend "divine texts" in the context in which 
they were given. In order to appreciate these tensions by removing them 
from the abstract level of thought to a concrete level of empirical real
ity, one example of parallel texts will be presented in great detail. The 
parallel chosen for discussion stems from the realm of law since Torah 
law is the very foundation and source of authority of Jewish religious and 
legal practices. The most closely related and widely discussed Mesopo
tamian parallel to the laws of the Torah are those rules concerned with 
the case of an ox goring a person to death. 
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THE LAWS OF E S H N U N N A (C. 1800 B.C.E.) 

54. If an ox was a habitual gorer, the local authorities having so duly notified 
its owner, yet he did not keep his ox in check and it then gored a man and 
caused his death, the owner of the ox shall pay two-thirds of a mina of silver. 

55. If it gored a slave and caused his death, he shall pay fifteen shekels of 
silver.4 

THE LAWS OF HAMMURAPI (C. 1750 B.C.E.) 

250. If an ox, while walking in the street, gored a person and caused his death, 
no claims will be allowed in that case. 

251. But if someone's ox was a habitual gorer, the local authority having 
notified him that it was a habitual gorer, yet he did not have its horns screened 
nor kept his ox under control, and that ox then gored a free-born man to 
death, he must pay one-half mina of silver. 

252. If [the victim was] someone's slave, he shall pay one-third mina of silver. 

THE BIBLICAL LAWS (MOSAIC PERIOD C. 1300 B.C.E.) 

i. If an ox gores a man or woman to death, the ox shall be stoned to death, its 
flesh may not be eaten, but the owner of the ox is innocent. 

ii. But if the ox was previously reputed to have been a habitual gorer, its owner 
having been so warned, yet he did not keep it under control, so that it killed 
a man or a woman, the ox shall be stoned to death and its owner shall be put 
to death as well. Should a ransom be imposed upon him, however, he shall 
pay as the redemption of his life as much as is assessed upon him. Whether 
it shall have gored a son or daughter [i.e., a minor], this same rule shall 
apply to him. 

lii. If the ox gore a slave or slavewoman, he must pay thirty shekels of silver 
to his owner, but the ox shall be stoned to death. [Exodus 21:28ff.] 

"Translations of the Ancient Near Eastern legal material render my under
standing of the cuneiform texts. Useful translations of the law collections in their 
entirety may be found in J. B. Pritchard, ed., Ancient Near Eastern Texts Relat
ing to the Old Testament (2nd ed., Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 
1955), pp. 161-180. 
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Apart from the obvious similarities in content, style, and phraseology 
that exist between the laws of the Torah and the Mesopotamian law 
corpora, the following legal comparison may be noted: 

1. Where there is no premonition of existing danger—the ox is not 
known to be a gorer—there is no liability in both the Mesopotamian and 
biblical rules. However, in the Torah, the ox is to be stoned. 

2. Where liability exists—the owner of the ox was forewarned but he 
did not take the necessary precautions to guard against the existing dan-
get, the Mesopotamian sanction for such culpable negligence is pecuni
ary, while the Torah views the case as criminal and capital, but allows 
for the acceptance of ransom instead. Again the Torah demands that 
the ox be stoned. 

In both the Mesopotamian rules and the Torah, recognition of the 
category of negligent homicide is clearly reflected. But how does one view 
the relationship between the Mesopotamian and Biblical rules, account
ing for both their similarities and divergencies? 

Many of the readers may be familiar with some of the scholarly litera
ture written on this subject, and especially with the articles of M. Green-
berg.5 Professor Greenberg, understanding that law is an aspect of cul
ture, sought to understand the Mesopotamian and biblical rules within 
the context of their own cultural value-systems, which reflect their dif
fering cosmological ideologies.6 The fundamental differences between 
the Mesopotamian and Biblical cosmological views stem from differences 
in the very conception of the nature of divinity and the definition of the 
godhead. Mesopotamian polytheism defines the gods as having emerged 
from a preexistent primordial realm which preceded them in time and 
transcended them in power. Hence, the Mesopotamian gods are not 

5Moshe Greenberg, "Some Postualtes of Biblical Criminal Law," Yehezkel 
Kaufmann Jubilee Volume, ed. M. Haran (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1960), 
pp. 5-28; "Crimes and Punishments," Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible, vol. 1 
(Nashville: Abingdon), pp. 733-37; "More Reflections on Biblical Criminal 
Law," Scripta Hierosolymitana 31 (1986): 1-17. 

6Y. Kaufmann, The Religion of Israel, trans, and abridged by M. Greenberg 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1960), pp. 21-101. Cf. J. J. Finkelstein, 
"Bible and Babel," Commentary (1958): 431-444. 
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ultimately sovereign or all powerful. Man was created from a god and 
thus the primordial watery mass, the gods, the earth, and man are part 
of an unbroken continuum. The task of man is to be a slave of the gods, 
providing the gods with their daily needs. 

In contrast, the biblical God did not emerge from a preexistent pri
mordial realm and hence God is free from all the primordial forces of the 
cosmos—both natural and supernatural, and His will is transcendent and 
sovereign over all. Thus, the essence of the biblical conception is not 
merely the belief in the existence of one God but rather in the absolute 
freedom of the godhead. Man was formed from the dust of the earth and 
received the breath of life from God. Man is discontinuous from the rest 
of nature in that he was created in the image of God, yet he is in no way 
comparable to God who is wholly other. His task is to be fruitful and to 
inhabit the earth. Man is to exploit nature for his own benefit. Yet despite 
his mastery of the earth, man is to be ever mindful of his true status as a 
creature of the Creator whose command he must obey. 

From each of these contrasting cosmological ideologies stems a dif
ferent series of implications and corollaries, which are reflected in each 
society's culture and are intrinsic to each of their value-systems. Recog
nizing this premise, Greenberg distinguished fundamental differences 
between the biblical and Mesopotamian conception of law. In Meso
potamia, law is an aspect of the cosmic order—one of the forces of the 
universe, which existed prior to the creation of the gods, the earth, and 
mankind. Law as the embodiment of this cosmic principle is called kittum, 
"truth." Since kittum is eternal and universal, it could never originate 
with the gods or man. Shamash, the Mesopotamian god of justice, was 
not the source of kittum but only its patron or guardian. In order to en
able the Mesopotamian king to fulfill his obligation to establish equity 
within his realm, Shamash inspired the king with the perception of kittum. 
Thus the function of the king was confined to the just and equitable 
implementation ofkittum. Although the Mesopotamian king was not the 
source of law—kittum—but only its agent, he nevertheless claimed the 
actual authorship of the laws in his law corpora and rendered the final 
decision as to their applicability. 

This idea of the transcendence of the law expressed in terms of a 
cosmic principle that is above the gods as well as man is incompatible 
with the biblical cosmological ideology. According to the Bible, law is 
the command of God. God is not merely the custodian of justice but the 
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ultimate source of the law, which is a statement of His will. Violation of 
the law is a rebellion against God's will, an absolute wrong, transcend
ing the power of man to pardon. 

In light of these basic differences between the Mesopotamian and 
biblical conceptions of law, Greenberg sought to explain the divergent 
elements existing between the Mesopotamian and biblical rules of the 
goring ox as arising from very different underlying principles, which stem 
from their contrasting cosmological ideologies and conceptions of law. 

In Mesopotamia, the king was entrusted with the implementation of 
justice and establishment of equity in his realm. This obligation was 
conceived basically in terms of the economic security and well-being of 
his subjects. The economic foundation of the law is evident from the 
concern of Mesopotamian law with safeguarding property rights and com
pensating for loss of property. The sanctity of private property is a per
vading consideration within Mesopotamian law and an offense against 
private property can escalate to a capital crime. In Mesopotamian law 
there is evidence of an economic valuation of human life which reflects 
the Mesopotamian conception of man's place and role in the cosmos. 
Even the intentional killing of a human being is viewed as an economic 
loss for which monetary compensation may be paid, with the consent of 
the aggrieved family. 

However, in the Bible, it is God who promulgates the law and thus a 
religious evaluation permeates biblical law. One of its basic postulates is 
the invaluableness of human life. Murder is viewed as an absolute wrong, 
a sin committed against God, which is not subject to human arbitration. 
Hence for murder there is only the death penalty. According to the rule 
in Numbers 35:31: "You shall not take a ransom for the life of a manslayer 
who is guilty of death; he shall surely be put to death." Ransom may be 
accepted only for negligent homicide not personally committed, as in the 
case of the goring ox. 

The biblical postulate of the invaluableness of human life is set forth 
in Genesis 9:5 ff.: "For your own life-blood I shall require a reckoning: of 
every beast I shall require it; of man, too, will I require a reckoning for 
human life, of every man for that of his fellow man. Whoever sheds the 
blood of man, by man shall his blood be shed, for in the image of God, 
did He make man." Note the cosmological reference to the biblical con
ception of man. Because of this sanctity of human life, the Bible views 
every innocent shedding of human life as a criminal act. Even a beast 
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that kills a man destroys the image of God and must give a reckoning for 
it. Thus in the case of a goring ox, the ox must be stoned. 

The prohibition of eating the flesh of the ox is a clear indication of 
the religious rather than utilitarian evaluation inherent in the law which 
requires the destruction of the ox. Another principle evident in biblical 
law is that of individual culpability, which does not recognize the Meso
potamian practice of vicarious punishment. Hence should the ox gore a 
minor to death, the owner of the ox and not his son or daughter is to be 
punished. In this way, Greenberg argues, the divergence of law between 
the Mesopotamian and biblical rules of the goring ox "reflects a basic 
difference in judgments of value, rather than stages in a single line of 
development."7 

Although one may agree that Greenberg's approach prevents the 
application of extrabiblical parallels from becoming superficial or ten
dentious, nevertheless the important issue of the interrelationship of 
Mesopotamian and biblical law has not been resolved. Are the similari
ties of stylistic formulation and categorization in the biblical and Meso
potamian rules concerning an ox that gored a person to death to be un
derstood as signs of botrowing or interdependence? Or, are their 
divergencies to be taken as proof of their unrelatedness? 

In order to bring the issue into sharper focus, the Mesopotamian and 
biblical rules of an ox goring an ox need be cdmpared. 

Laws of Eshnunna (c. 1800 B.C.E.) 

53. If an ox has gored another ox and caused its death, the owners of the ox 
shall divide between them the sale value of the living ox and the carcass of 
the dead ox. 

The Biblical Laws: Exodus 21:35-36 
(Mosaic Period c. 1200 B.c.E.) 

i. If an ox belonging to one man gores to death the ox of his fellow, they shall 
sell the live ox and divide the proceeds and they shall divide the dead one as 
well. 

7Gteenberg, "Some Postulates of Biblical Criminal Law," 5-28. 
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ii. But if the ox was previously reputed to have been a habitual gorer and its 
owner has not kept it under control, he shall make good ox for ox, but will 
keep the dead one for himself. 

In the laws of an ox goring an ox where there is no awareness of a 
vicious predisposition on the part of either animal, the Torah rule is 
identical with the Mesopotamian rule in legal substance and formula
tion. In such a case where neither owner is at fault, both the Mesopo
tamian and biblical rules invoke the principle of "equitable distribution 
of loss," which both phrase in an identical manner. How is this similar
ity to be understood? Is the biblical rule of an ox goring an ox an ex
ample of direct borrowing from the Mesopotamian law corpora? 

The determination as to whether a given parallel found in two sources 
represents either a direct borrowing, a mediated connection, or a code-
pendency upon a specific common source or more general common 
cultural tradition is based on probability and hence will always be a sub
jective judgment. Nevertheless, certain principles of the comparative 
method have been enunciated to help determine a high probability of 
relatedness.8 First and foremost, one must be able to establish the possi
bility of both a chronological and geographic linkage between the two 
parallels. The Bible attests to strong linkage between Mesopotamia and 
Israel during the biblical period, from Patriarchal times to the end of the 
Babylonian exile. Throughout this period, Mesopotamian civilization was 
a potent cultural force in the ancient Near East. Its language was the 
lingua franca of the civilized world as attested by the diplomatic corre
spondence and international treaties found in Egypt, Syro-Palestine, Asia 
Minor, and Elam. The influence of Mesopotamian law and its scholastic 
traditions was also widespread. Certain ethnolinguistic groups includ
ing the people of Ugarit in Syria, who had their own native language and 
script, nevertheless chose to write their legal documents in Akkadian, 
using Mesopotamian legal formulary. Others such as the Hittites wrote 
their law in their own native language but closely followed Mesopotamian 
literary-legal traditions. 

As for the chronological issue, the Mesopotamian scribes preserved 
Mesopotamian legal literature within the scholastic traditions of its 

8M. Malul, The Comparative Method in Ancient Near Eastern and Biblical 
Legal Studies (Alter Orient and Altes Testament, 227), (Neukirchener-Vluyn: 
Butzon & Bercker Kevelaer, 1990). 
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cultutal legacy. Thus the Laws of Hammurapi, for example, were copied 
and recopied by Mesopotamian scribes for over a thousand years together 
with legal textbooks such as model contracts and legal formularies. 
Especially noteworthy is the discovery of Akkadian cuneiform tablets 
including diplomatic, literary, and scholastic texts found at archaeological 
sites in Israel dating from the second millennium B.C.E. 

On the basis of the above, it is reasonable to conclude that there is 
good probability for possible linkage between Mesopotamian and bibli
cal law. But in order to further strengthen the probability of linkage, one 
must ascertain uniqueness rather than coincidence. Is the parallel noted 
in the two sources unique to the two cultutes involved, thereby suggest
ing a connection; or is the parallel also present in other cultures that fall 
outside of the sources' historic stream, thereby suggesting parallel yet 
independent development? 

The legal solution of "equitable distribution of loss" in the case of an 
ox goring an ox is not found in either Roman or Germanic law where a 
beast which causes damage is surrendered in toto to the injured party. 
Today, the principle prevalent in common law in the realm of torts is 
that of "letting the losses fall where they may." The absence of this solu
tion in other legal systems heightens the uniqueness of this principle and 
further strengthens the probability of linkage. The strongest argument 
for linkage, however, stems from identical terminology which would not 
only support a cultural linkage but a literary one as well. 

In comparing the biblical terminology used in the cases of an ox gor
ing an ox with that of the the biblical cases of an ox goring a person, a 
clear dichotomy is found. In the cases of an ox goring a person the verb 
ngh is used to describe the action of the ox and the verb 'aid is used to 
describe the warning given to the owner; while in the cases of an ox gor
ing an ox, the verb ngp, which does not bear the meaning "to gore" in 
Hebrew, is used to describe the action of the ox and the verb yd'is used 
to describe the watning given to the owner. In the Mesopotamian rules 
of an ox goring an ox and an ox goring a person, the Akkadian verb used 
to describe the action of the ox is ngp, which, unlike the Hebrew, has the 
primary meaning "to gore" in Akkadian; and the verb used to describe 
the warning given to the owner is yd'. A comparison of terms yields the 
following tesults: the biblical rule of an ox goring an ox uses the same 
verbs as the Mesopotamian rules, while the biblical rule of an ox goring 
a person uses a different set of verbs. Based on all the above observations 
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one must conclude that there exists a very strong probability that the 
biblical rule of an ox goring an ox, which is identical in legal substance 
and formulation to the Mesopotamian rule, shares a common Meso
potamian literary tradition. How disconcerting is such a conclusion? 

It needs to be said that, despite the identity of the Mesopotamian and 
biblical rules of an ox goring an ox, the biblical perception is markedly 
different from the Mesopotamian. To the Israelite, the rule is an expres
sion of the divine will, while to the Mesopotamian, it is a human attempt 
to mirror the cosmic principle of truth. Furthermore, in the Laws of 
Eshnunna, the rule of an ox goring an ox immediately precedes the rule 
of an ox goring a person. Both rules in Eshnunna treat the injuries as 
private wrongs whose remedies are pecuniary. Thus in Mesopotamian law, 
whether the ox gores a person or another ox, the wrong constitutes an 
economic trespass against the kin of the victim or the owner of the dead 
ox. However, unlike the Laws of Eshnunna, the Torah separates the bib
lical rules of an ox goring an ox from the rules of an ox goring a person, 
despite the similarity of subject matter. The latter rules occur in the con
text of crimes against a person, while the former rules occur in the con
text of wrongs against property. This discontinuity in the biblical sequence 
of the laws of the goring ox eloquently underscores the disparity in ideo
logical outlook that exists between the biblical and Mesopotamian rules 
of the goring ox in which the victim was a human being. Nevertheless, 
those similarities which the biblical rules do share with the Mesopotamian 
law corpora seem to attest to the simple fact that the Israelites, however 
much they departed from neighboring cultures in their ideological ori
entation, stood with them culturally speaking as members of an interre
lated complex, which spanned almost all of Western Asia. The shared 
features, such as the laws of an ox goring an ox, seem to represent those 
common elements that are not inimical to the biblical worldview. 

But can Orthodox Judaism tolerate the strong probability that the 
biblical rule of an ox goring an ox shares a common literary tradition with 
the Mesopotamian rule? To be sure, approaches may be found within 
Jewish tradition to accommodate such probabilities. These probabilities 
would add new dimensions to the rabbinic concept ofyeshivat shem ve 'eber 
or to the Ramban's position that 

the meaning of the "Laws" which the Rabbis have counted among the seven 
Noachide commandments is not just that they are to appoint judges in each 
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and every district, but that He commanded them concerning the laws of theft, 
overcharge, wronging, and a hired man's wages; the laws of guardians of prop
erty, forceful violation of a woman, seduction, principles of damage and 
wounding a fellowman; laws of creditors and debtors, laws of buying and 
selling and their like, similar in scope to the laws with which Israel was charged 
(Genesis 34:13). 

But the more basic issue is whether or not Orthodox Jewry, believing 
in the divine origin of the Torah and in the eternity of its message, can 
tolerate the idea that the Bible when studied in the context of the 
ancient Near East seems to strongly attest to the fact that it bears the 
cultural imprints of the times in which it was given. These imprints are 
evident not only in its history and historiography but also in its temple 
architecture, its cultic practices, its sacred psalms and liturgy, its modes 
of divine communication, and even in its divinely given law. Thus the 
major challenge that such an approach to the Bible presents is the need 
to define the uniqueness of Torah in more subtle yet possibly more pro
found ways. The Bible when studied in the context of the ancient Near 
East also seems strongly to suggest that the "Jews" of ancient Israel were 
part of a cosmopolitan cultural complex with which their Torah inter
acted. The challenge of acknowledging such interaction comes at a time 
in which large segments of Orthodox Jewry advocate total separation from 
Western civilization whose culture is as morally bankrupt as the Torah's 
depiction of much of the ancient world; at a time in which large segments 
of Orthodox Jewry are rejecting science and the humanistic ideals of 
Western thought; at a time in which large segments of Orthodox Jewry 
are encouraging their young to withdraw from intercourse with the mod
ern world around them. This is not to minimize the tensions that do exist 
between Orthodox Judaism and the modern world, which are, in many 
ways, similar to tensions that existed between biblical Israel and the other 
ancient Near Eastern civilizations. But despite these tensions, the Bible 
when studied in the context of the ancient Near East suggests that 
Torah rejects only those cultural aspects of civilization that are hostile 
to its worldview and indeed encourages yapyuto shel yepet be bhelay shem. 

From the above discussion, it is clear that the study of the Bible in 
light of our knowledge of the ancient Near East has a much broader 
impact than merely on the meaning of the biblical text alone. The issues 
raised affect all of those who are committed to the ideals of Orthodox 
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Judaism and are concerned with its future. They are especially signifi
cant in addtessing the role of the study of Tanach within Of thodox Jewish 
education. 

Although all Orthodox Jewish educators would acknowledge the 
importance of teaching Tanach in Jewish schools, the goals of such study 
are often nebulously conceived, ill-defined, and poorly articulated. This 
is especially true of secondary- and college-level education where the 
need to transmit factual knowledge of the biblical tradition is no longer 
the primary consideration. At this juncture, emphasis is usually placed 
upon the acquisition of textual skills to enable the student to study 
Tanach independently as a lifelong mitzvah from which he is to gain both 
instruction and inspiration. The student improves his ability to read and 
understand the classical medieval exegetes who, in the main, confront 
the text personally in an attempt to determine the "plain sense of the 
text" and the message of Scripture. But educators must ask whether the 
Otthodox Jew today may still be trained to confront personally the bib
lical text and to wrestle with its meaning. 

Today, in the modern period, when the intellectual climate is no longer 
dominated by religious dogmas, and humanism is the primary virtue, is 
it too dangerous to allow an Orthodox Jew to rely on his own intellec
tual resources in understanding the biblical text even when halachic 
issues are not involved? Do the times require a uniformity of thought 
that allows only authoritative understandings of the biblical text that are 
sanctioned by tradition? Must the Tanach be read today with reverenr 
inattention so that internal inconsistencies and divergent tendencies 
remain unnoticed and unappreciated? If so, it is obvious that there is no 
place in the Orthodox Jewish curriculum for the study of the Bible within 
the context of the ancient Near East, for such study informs the student 
of the possibility of new insights and new appreciations of the text. 

But even if one were to respond in the negative to the above ques
tions, such study must be handled with great sensitivity, for there is 
potential danger in this approach. When viewing Torah against the back
drop of ancient Near Eastern culture, there is always the danger that the 
more impatient student may not make the effort to appreciate the subtle 
differences which allow one ro view the unique worldview and message 
of Torah. In its stead, he may be left with a diminished belief in the 
uniqueness of Torah and a lessened sense of yirat shamayim. But again 
this is an ever-present danger in the teaching of Torah. Is this any 
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different from introducing a difficult midrash in class whose literal sense 
seems incomprehensible to the student and which, if not properly pre
sented, may leave the student with a lessened appreciation of Torah and 
rabbinic thought? Thus, great sensitivity must always be present in the 
teaching of Torah for the teacher's responsibility in properly communi
cating the truths of Torah is indeed awesome. 
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ts of complicating design in the Bible's sacred history. But it also
to me important to emphasize that the operation of the literary
.tion develops a momentum of its own, even for a tradition of
so theologically intent as these. Genesis is not Pale Fire, but all
including the Bible, is in some sense a form of play. Play in the
have in mind enlarges rather than limits the range of meanings

text. For the classics of fiction, ancient and modem, embody in a
riety of modes the most serious playfulness, endlessly discovering
e permutations of narrative conventions, linguistic properties, and
Hively constructed personage,s and circumstances can crystalize
md abiding truths of experience in amusing or arresting or gratify
ys. The Bible presents a kind of literature in which the primary
, would often seem to be to provide instruction or at least necessary
,tion, not merely to delight. If, however, we fail to see that the
) of biblical narrative were writers who, like writers elsewhere,
easure in exploring the formal and imaginative resources of their
j medium, perhaps sometimes unexpectedly capturing the fullness
. subject in the very play of exploration, we shall miss much that
lical stories are meant to convey.
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3

Biblical Type-Scenes and

the Uses of Convention

A COHERENT READING of any art work, whatever the medium,
requires some detailed awareness of the grid of conventions upon which,
and against which, the individual work operates. It is only in exceptional
moments of cultural history that these conventions are explicitly codified,
as in French neoclassicism or in Arabic and Hebrew poetry of the Andalu
sian Golden Age, but an elaborate set of tacit agreements between artist
and audience about the ordering of the art work is at all times the enabling
context in which the complex communication of art occurs. Through
our awareness of convention we can recognize significant or simply pleas
ing patterns of repetition, symmetry, contrast; we can discriminate be
tween the verisirnilar and the fabulous, pick up directional clues in a
narrative work, see what is irmovative and what is deliberately traditional
at each nexus of the artistic creation.

One of the chief difficulties we encounter as modern readers in perceiv
ing the artistry of biblical narrative is precisely that we have lost most
of the keys to the conventions out of which it was shaped. The profes
sional Bible scholars have not offered much help in this regard, for their
closest approximation to the study of convention is form criticism, which
is set on finding recurrent regularities of pattern rather than the manifold
variations upon a pattern that any system of literary convention elicits;
moreover, form criticism uses these patterns for excavative ends-to 6Up-
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~ort hypotheses about the social functions of the text, its historical evolu
tion, and so forth. Before going on to describe what seems to me a central
and, as far as I know, unrecognized convention of biblical narrative, I
would like to make clearer by means of an analogy our dilemm.J' as mod
erns approaching this ancient literary corpus which has been so heavily
encrusted with nonliterary commentaries.

Let us suppose that some centuries hence only a dozen films s1l1'Vive
from the whole corpus of Hollywood westerns. As students of twentieth
century cinema screening the films on an ingeniously reconstructed archaic
projector, we notice a recurrent peculiarity: in eleven of the films, the
sheriff-hero has the same anomalous neurological trait of hyperreflexiv
ity-no matter what the situation in which his adversaries confront him,
he is always able to pull his gun out of its holster and fire before they,
with their weapons poised, can pull the trigger. In the twelfth film, the
sheriff has a withered arm and, instead of a six-shooter, he uses a rifle
that he carries slung over his back. Now, eleven hyperreflexive sheriffs
are utterly improbable by any realistic standards-though one scholar
will no doubt propose that in the Old West the function of sheriff was
generally filled by members of a hereditary caste that in fact had this
genetic trait. The scholars will then divide between a majority that posits
an original source-western (designated Q) which has been imitated or
imperfectly reproduced in a whole series of later versions (Q.. Q2, etc.
the films we have been screening) and a more speculative minority that
proposes an old California Indian myth concerning a sky-god with arms
of lightning, of which all these films are scrambled and diluted secular
adaptations. The twelfth film, in the view of both schools, must be ascribed
to a different 'cinematic tradition.

The central point, of course, that these strictly historical 'hypotheses
would fail even to touch upon is the presence of convention. We contem
porary viewers of westerns back in the tWentieth century immediately
recognize the convention without having to name it as such. Much of
our pleasure in watching westerns derives from our awareness that the
hero, however sinister the dangers looming over him, leads a charmed
life, that he will always in the end prove himself to be more of a man
than the bad guys that stalk him, and the familiar token of his indomitable
manhood is his invariable, often uncanny, quickness on the draw. For,
us, the recurrence of the hyperreflexive sheriff is not an enigma to be
explained but, on the contrary, a necessary condition for telling a western
story in the film medium as it should be told. With our easy knowledge
of the convention, moreover, we naturally see a point in the twelfth,
exceptional film that would be invisible to the historical scholars. For
in this case, we recognize that the convention of the quick-drawing hero-
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is present through its deliberate suppression. Here is a sheriff who seems
to lack the expected equipment for his role, but we note the daring asser
tion of manly will against almost impossible odds in the hero's learning
to make do with what he has, training his left arm to whip his rifle
into firing position with a swiftness that makes it a match for the quickest
draw in the West.

Some of the analogous conventions through. which biblical narrators
variously worked out their tacit contract with their contemporary audi
ences are perhaps, after three millennia, no longer recoverable. Let me
be perfectly candid about the inherent difficulty of our project. The key
problem is not only the centuries elapsed since this body of literature
was created but the small corpus of works that has survived. Within
this small corpus, certain narrative conventions that are observable on
the "microscopic" level of the text, like the formulas for beginning and
ending narrative units, can be identified with considerable confidence
because one can locate fifteen, twenty, or even more instances in the
Hebrew Bible. Other conventions, however, which determine larger pat
terns of recurrence in the "macroscopic" aspects of the stories and which
are not strictly tied to stylistic formulas, like the convention I shall now
attempt to investigate, are bound to be more conjectural because, given
the limited corpus with which we have to work, we may be able to
locate confidently no more than five or six signal occurrences. Neverthe
less, I think that we may be able to recuperate some essential elements
of ancient convention, and thus to understand biblical narrative more
precisely, if the questions we ask of it assume a fairly high degree of
literary purposefulness.

The most crucial case in point is the perplexing fact that in biblical
narrative more or less the same story often seems to be told two or three
or more times about different characters, or sometimes even about the
same character in different sets of circumstances\'FIuee times a patriarch
is driven by famine to a southern region whefl~ he pretends that his
wife is his sister, narrowly avoids a violation of the conjugal bond by
the local ruler, and is sent away with gifts (Gen. 12:10-20; Gen. 20;

Gen. 26:1-12). Twice Hagar flees into the wilderness from Sarah's hostility
and discovers a miraculous well (Gen. 16; Gen. 21:9-21), and that story
itself seems only a special variation of the recurrent story of bitler rivalry
between a barren, favored wife and a fertile co-wife or concubine. That
situation, in tum, suggests another oft-told tale in the Bible, of a woman
long barren who is vouchsafed a divine promise of progeny, whether
by God himself or. through a divine messenger or oracle, and who then
gives birth to a hero.

Different repeated episodes have elicited different explanations, but
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the most common strategy among scholars is to attribute all ostensible
duplication in the narratives to a duplication of sources, to a kind of
recurrent stammer in the process of transmission, whether written or
oral. The latest explanatory word of this sort is a monograph byRobert
C. Culley, Studies in the Structure of Hebrew Narratioe.' which first s~eys
some recent ethnographic studies of oral storytelling in the West Indies
and Africa and then tentatively proposes that the same mechanism is
present in biblical narrative. Since the students of oral narration have
observed that as a tale is told over and over changes occur in it and
even the identities of its personages shift, Culley suggests that the Bible
may reflect the same phenomenon and that the somewhat distorted dupli
cations of narratives in Scripture could well be evidence of oral transmis
sion. To make his point graphically, he even lays out a series of tables
with parallel episodes in which more or less the same<e\ements of plot
occur in different circumstances with different char~\ As I stared at
Culley's schematic tables, it gradually dawned on me that he had made
a discovery without realizing it. For what his tables of parallels and vari
ants actually reveal are the lineaments of a purposefully deployed literary
convention. The variations in the parallel episodes are not at all random,
as a scrambling by oral transmission would imply, and the repetitions
themselves are no more "duplications" of a single ur-story than our eleven
films about a fast-shooting sheriff were duplications of a single film.

In order to define this basic convention of biblical narrative, 1am going
to borrow a concept from Homer scholarship, though a couple of major
modifications of the concept will have to be made. Students of Homer
have generally agreed that there are certain prominent elements of repeti
tive compositional pattern in both Greek epics that are a conscious conven
tion, one which has been designated Utype_scene."2 The notion was first
worked out by Walter Arend in 1933 (Die Iypischen Szenen bei Homer) before
the oral-formulaic nature of the Homeric poems was understood. Since
then, the type-scene has been plausibly connected with the special needs
of oral composition, and a good deal of recent scholarship has been de
voted to showing the sophisticated variations on the set patterns of the
various type-scenes in the Homeric epics. Very briefly, Arend's notion
is that there are certain fixed situations which the poet is expected to
include in his narrative and which he must perform according to a set
order of motifs-situations like the arrival, the message, the voyage, the
assembly, the oracle, the arming of the hero, and some half-dozen others.

• Philadelphia, 1976.
2 For bibliographical advice on Homeric type-scenes, I am indebted to my friend and

colleague Thomas G. Rosenmeyec.
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The type-scene of the visit, for example, should unfold according to the
following fixed pattern: a guest approaches; someone spots him, gets up,
hurries to greet him; the guest is taken by the hand, led into the room,
invited to take the seat of honor; the guest is enjoined to feast; the ensuing
meal is described. Almost any description of a visit in Homer will repro
duce more or less this sequence not because of an overlap of sources
but because that is how the convention requi.{~~ such a sce~e to be
rendered.

Some of this obviously cannot apply to biblical narrative because the
epic type-scene involves descriptive detail, while the Bible is not descrip
tive, and, concomitantly, the type-scene is a performance of a quotidian
situation, and the Bible touches on the quotidian only as a sphere for
the realization of portentous actions: if in the Bible someone is brewing
up a mess of lentil stew, the reader can rest assured that it is not to
exhibit the pungency of ancient Hebrew cuisine but because some fatal
transaction will be carried out with the stew, which even proves to have
a symbolically appropriate color (see chapter 2).

Nevertheless, I should like to propose that there is a series of recurrent
narrative episodes attached to the careers of biblical heroes that are analo
gous to Homeric type-scenes in that they are dependent on the manipula
tion of a fixed constellation of predetermined motifs. Since biblical
narrative characteristically catches its protagonists only at the critical and
revealing points in their lives, the biblical type-scene occurs not in the
rituals of daily existence but at the crucial junctures in the lives of the
heroes, from conception and birth to betrothal to deathbed., Not every
type-scene will occur for every major hero, though often the absence
of a particular type-scene may itself be significant. Some of the most
commonly repeated biblical type-scenes I have been able to identify are
the following: the annunciation (and I take the term from Christian ico
nography precisely to underscore the elements of fixed convention) of
the birth of the hero to his barren mother; the encounter with the future
betrothed at a well; the epiphany in the field; the initiatory trial; danger
in the desert and the discovery of a well or other source of sustenance;
the testament of the dying hero.

How all of this may bring us closer to an understanding of the artistry
of biblical narrative will, 1 hope, become apparent through an extended
analysis of one such type-scene. I shall focus on the betrothal, for it
offers some particularly interesting and inventive varialions of the set
pattern. Conveniently, this is one of the examples of "duplications" that
Culley sets out in his tables with schematic clarity. What I would suggest
is that when a biblical narrator-and he might have originally been an

or
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oral storyteller, though that remains a matter of conjecture-came to the
moment of his hero's betrothal, both he and his audience were aware
that the scene had to unfold in particular circumstances, according to a
fixed order. If some of those circumstances were altered or suppressed,
or if the scene were actually omitted, that communicated something to
the audience as clearly as the withered arm of our twelfth sheriff would
say something to a 6lm audience. The betrothal type-scene, then, must
take place with the future bridegroom, or his surrogate, having journeyed
to a foreign land. There he encounters a girl-the term "na'arah" invariably
occurs unless the maiden is identified as so-and-so's daughter-or girls
at a well. Someone, either the man or the girl, then draws water from
the well; afterward, the girl or girls rush to bring home the news of the
stranger's arrival (the verbs "hurry" and IInm" are given recurrent empha
sis at this junction of the type-scene); finally, a betrothal is concluded
between the stranger and the girl, in the majority of instances, only after
he has been invited to a meal.

The archetypal expressiveness of this whole type-scene is clear enough.
The hero's emergence from the immediate family circle-though two of
the most famous betrothal scenes stress endogamy (Gen. 24:10-61; Gen.
29:1-20)-to discover a mate in the world outside is figured in the young
man's journey to a foreign land; orperhaps the foreign land is chiefly a
geographical correlative for the sheer-female otherness of the prospective
wife. The well at an oasis is obviously a symbol of fertility and, in all
likelihood, also a female symb~" The drawing of water from the well
is the act that emblematically establishes a bond-male-female, host
guest, benefactor-benefited-between the stranger and the girl, and its
apt result is the excited running to bring the news, the gestures of hospital
ity, the actual betrothal. The plot of the type-scene, then, dramatically
enacts the coming together of mutually unknown parties in the marriage.
It may have ultimately originated in prebiblical traditions of folklore,
but that is a matter of conjecture peripheral to the understanding of its
li/erary use. And, in any case, as is true of all original art, what is really
interesting is not the schema of convention but what is done in each
individual application of the schema to give it a sudden tilt of innovation
or even to refashion it radically for the imaginative purposes at hand.

The first occurrence in the Bible of the betrothal type-scene is also
by far the most elaborate version of it-the encounter at the well in
Aram-Naharaim between Abraham's servant and Rebekah (Gen. 24:10
61). All the elements of the convention we have just reviewed are present
here. The servant, as Isaac's surrogate, has been sent by Abraham all
the way back to the family home in Mesopotamia to seek a bride for
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his master's son. The servant, combining, as it were, a knowledge of
social custom with the requirements of the literary convention, carefully
stations himself by the well toward evening, when each day the local
girls come out to draw water. The na'ara" who immediately turns up is,
of course, Rebekah. She draws water for the stranger and his camels.
As soon as he assures himself of her family background, he loads her
with jewelry; she runs home with the news of his arrival; her .brother
Laban comes out to welcome the stranger, sets a meal before him, and
negotiations follow, concluding with an agreement to betroth Rebekah
to Isaac.

/ The most striking feature of this version of the type-scene is its slow,
stately progress, an effect achieved by the extensive use of dialogue, by
a specification of detail clearly beyond the norm of biblical narrative,
and, above all, by a very elaborate use of the device of verbatim repetition,
which is a standard resource of the biblical writers.' These strategies of
retardation are important because in this particular instance the betrothal
is conceived ceremoniously, as a formal treaty between two branches of
the Nahor clan, and so the bestowal of gifts is specified here, and we
are given the precise diplomatic language in which the betrothal negotia
tions are carried out. We also get a concise, devastating characterization
of Laban-"Seeing the nose-ring and the bracelets on his sister's arms,
... he said, 'Come in, a blessed of the Lord'" (Gen. 24:30-31)-because
his canny, grasping nature will be important when a generation later
Jacob comes back to Aram-Naharaim to find "is bride at a nearby rural
well. _~:)

All these features are merely elaborations of or accretions to the conven
tional constellation of motifs. The role played here, on the other hand,
by bridegroom and bride is a pointed divergence from the convention.
Isaac is conspicuous by his absence from the scene: this is in fact the
only instance where a surrogate rather than the man himself meets the
girl at the well. That substitution nicely accords with the entire career
of Isaac, for he is manifestly the most passive of the patriarchs. We have
already seen him as a bound victim for whose life a ram is substituted;
later, as a father, he will prefer the son who can go out to the field and
bring him back provender, and his one extended scene will be lying in
bed, weak and blind, while others act on him.

As a complement to this absence of the bridegroom, it is only in this
betrothal scene that the girl, not the stranger, draws water from the well.
Indeed, the narrator goes out of his way to give weight to this act by
presenting Rebekah as a continuous whirl of purposeful activity. In four

3 We sha.1l consider the device of verbatim repetition at length in chapter 5.
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short verses (Gen. 24:16, 18-20) she is the subject of eleven verbs of
action and one of speech, going down to the well, drawing water, filling
the pitcher, pouring, giving drink. One might note that the two verbs
of rushing and hurrying (rulz and maher) generally reserved for the bringing
of the news of the stranger's arrival are here also repeatedly attached
to Rebekah's actions at the well, and the effect of rapid bustling activity
is reinforced by the verbatim recapitulation of this moment with its verbs
(verses 45-46) in the servant's report to Laban. Later, Rebekah will take
the initiative at a crucial moment in the story in order to obtain the
paternal blessing for her favored son, Jacob, and again she will be the
subject of a rapid chain of verbs, hurriedly taking and cooking and dressing
and giving before Esau can return from the field. Rebekah is to become
the shrewdest and the most potent of the matriarchs, and so it is entirely
appropriate that she should dominate her betrothal scene. She is immedi
ately identified (verse 16) with unconventional explicitness as the suitable
bride for both her beauty and her unimpeachable virginity. Then in her
actions and speech we see her energy, her considerate courtesy, her sense
of quiet self-possession. Exceptionally and aptly, the future matriarch's
departure at the end of the type-scene is marked by the ceremonial flourish
of a formal verse inset, the blessing conferred on her by the members
of her family: "0 sister, / may you become / thousands of myriads, /
may your offspring take / the gates of its foes" (Gen. 24:60).

How differently the same conventional motifs can be deployed is made
dear in the next instance of the betrothal type-scene, Jacob's encounter
at the well with Rachel (Gen. 29:1-20). Here the stranger comes not as
an official emissary but as a refugee from his brother's wrath, accompanied
not by camels and gifts but only, as he will later recall, by his walking
staff. At once, we are taken into the scene literally through Jacob's eyes
(verse 2): "He saw, and look [vellinneh], there .~as a well in the field,
and, look, three flocks of sheep were lying by it.". This particular betrothal
is very much Jacob's personal story, one which will involve a deep emo
tional attachment rather than a family treaty ("Jacob worked for Rachel
seven years, and thex. seemed a few days in his eyes through his love
for her" [Gen. 29:20]), and so it is fitting that we come to the well through
his point of view. The scene takes place by a well in the fields, not by
a well in town as in Genesis 24, for the whole story of Jacob, his two
wives, his two concubines, and. his scheming father-in-law will unfold

• J. P. Fokkelman in his remarkable recent book, Narraiior Art in Gtntsis (Assen ilnd Amster
dam, 1975), has made the acute observation that the presentative hinnrh (the familiar "be
hold" of the King James Version) is often used to mark a shift in narrative point of view
from third-person omniscience to the character's direct perception (see pp. 50-51).
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against a background of pastoral activity, with dose attention to the
economics and ethics of sheep and cattle herding.

Jacob questions the shepherds at the well about the name of the place
and then about his uncle Laban. In stark contrast to the stately movement
of the dialogue in Genesis 24, with its formal modes of address and its
ample synonymity, the dialogue here is a rapid exchange of brief questions
and answers that seems almost colloquial by c'l.mparison; this again is
an appropriate prelude to Jacob's quick-paced story of vigorously pursued
actions, deceptions, and confrontations. The formula previously used to
indicate an immediate concatenation of events in the entrance of the
future bride-"[The servant] had barely finislted lallcing [to God] wlten, look,
out came Rebekah" (Gen. 24:15)--{)ccurs here to interrupt the dialogue
between Jacob and the shepherds: "He was s/ill lallcing with them wlten
Rachel arrived" (Gen. 29:9).

In this case, not only does the bridegroom take care of the drawing
of water, but he has an obstacle to overcome-the stone on the mouth
of the well. This minor variation of the convention contributes to the
consistent characterization of Jacob, for we already know him, as his
name at birth (Ya'aqo.) has been etymologized, as the "heel-grabber" or
wrestler, and we shall continue to see him as the contender, the man
who seizes his fate, tackles his adversaries, with his own two hands. If
the well of the betrothal scene is in general associated with woman and
fertility, it is particularly appropriate that this one should be blocked
by an obstacle, for Jacob will obtain the woman he wants only through
great labor, against resistance, and even then God will, in the relevant
biblical idiom, "shut up her womb" for years until she finally bears Joseph.

.:::: There is even some point in the fact that the obstacle is a stone, for, as
J. P:rokkelman has noted, stones are a motif that accompanies Jacob
in his arduous career: he puts a stone under his head as a pillow at
Beth-El; after the epiphany there he sets up a commemorative marker
of stones; and when he returns from Mesopotamia, he concludes a mutual
nonaggression pact with his father-in-law by setting up on the border
between them a testimonial heap of stones. These are not really symbols,
but there is something incipiently metaphorical about them: Jacob is a
man who sleeps on stones, speaks in stones, wrestles with stones, contend
ing with the hard unyielding nature of things, whereas, in pointed contrast,
his favored son will make his way in the world as a dealer in the truths
intimated through the filmy insubstantiality of dreams.

In this particular encounter at the well, no &ect speech between the
stranger and the girl is reported, only a terse summary of the exchange
between them. Rachel had been named by the shepherds and identified
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as Laban's daughter even before she actually reached the well, and for
that reason she is not called na'arah but by her name, Rachel, throughout.
jacob weeps and embraces her as his kinswoman, revealing his familial
tie to her, and she, following the requirements of the type-scene, then
runs (the verb "rulz") to tell her father. Laban responds by running back
to greet the guest and embrace him, but our memory of Laban's glittering
eye on the golden bangles may make us wonder how disinterested this
surge of hospitality will prove to be. If his first statement to jacob (verse
14) is an affirmation of kinship, the next recorded statement (verse 15)
is an overture to a bargaining session and reveals incidentally that he
has already been extracting labor from his kinsman-guest for a month.

It is only at this point that we get a piece of information about Rachel
which in the case of Rebekah was announced as soon as the girl arrived
at the well: that the maiden was very beautiful. This small difference
in the strategy of exposition between the two versions nicely illustrates
how substantially the same materials can be redeployed in order to make
different points. Rebekah's beauty is part of her objective identity in a
scene that she dominates, an item in her pedigreed nubility along with
her virginity, and so it is appropriately announced the moment she enters
the scene. Rache!'s beauty, on the other hand, is presented as a causal
element in jacob's special attachment to her, and that, in tum, is fearfully
entangled in the relationship of the two sisters with each other and in
their competition for jacob. The crucial fact of Rachel's beauty, then, is
withheld from us until both Rachel and Leah can be formally introduced
(verses 16-17) as a prelude to the agreement on a bride-price, and so it
can be ambiguously interwoven with the prerogatives of the elder versus
the younger sister and contrastively bracketed with Leah's "tender eyes"
(presumably all she had to recommend her looks, or perhaps actually
to be construed as a disfigurement, "weak eyes"). One can clearly see
that the betrothal type-scene, far from being a mechanical means of narra
tive prefabrication for conveying the reader from a celibate hero to a
married one, is handled with a flexibility that makes it a supple instrument
of characterization and foreshadowing.

The next explicit occurrence of this particular type-scene (Exodus
2:15b-21) is the most compact version, but the strength of the convention
is attested to by the fact that in six and a half swift verses all the requisite
elements appear. Moses, the native of Egypt, has fled to a foreign land,
Midian, where he encounters the seven daughters of the Midianite priest
Reuel who have come out to draw water from a well. In this case, the
stranger is obliged to drive off a gang of hostile shepherds before drawing
water and giving drink to the flocks, as the convention requires. The
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girls hurry off to tell their father, a fact which in this accelerated version
of the type-scene is not independently stated by the narrator but touched
on by Reuel in the first words of the vivid dialogue between him and
his daughters: "Why did you hurry [miharltll] back today?" (verse 18).
With similar economy, the welcoming feast is not directly reported but
intimated in Reue!'s concluding words in the dialogue: "Why did you
leave the '!lan? Call him in to have something to eat" (verse 20). The
two immediately following clauses tersely info";:' us that Moses took
up residence with Reuel and was given one of the daughters, Zipporah,
as a wife.

These few verses may seem so spare a treatment of the convention
as to be almost nondescript, but in fact this is just the kind of betrothal
type-scene needed for Moses. To begin with, any presentation that would
give more weight to Zipporah than merely one nubile daughter out of
seven would throw the episode off balance, for her independent character
and her relationship with Moses will play no significant role in the subse
quent narrative. (The single enigmatic episode of the Bridegroom of Blood
is scarcely an exception.) If this version reads like a succinct summary
of the convention, that is fitting, for it holds Moses the man and his
personal involvement at a distance, under the perspective of a certain
stylization, and throughout his story fe shall be excluded from the kind
of intimacy of domestic observati~we' get in the narratives of the patri
archs or in the stories about David. That effect of stylization is surely
reinforced by introducing the formulaic number of seven for the maidens,
a detail that helps give this narrative by a sophisticated writer a deliberate,
archaizing quality of folktale. At the same' time, the manner of drawing
water here is distinctively appropriate for Moses. J-I~"is faced not just
with an obstacle but with enemies whom he has to drive off, not surprising
for the killer of the Egyptian taskmaster, the future liberator of his people
and its military commander in forty years of desert warfare. The narrator
uses the verb "Jzosltica," "to save," for Moses' rescue of the seven girls,
a lexical clue to his future role of mashi'a, national redeemer. The water
drawn from the well in any case has special resonance in"Moses' career,
and Reuel's daughters seem to stress the physical act of drawing up water.
Here is their entire narration of the incident to their father (verse 19):
"An Egyptian man saved us from the shepherds, and what is more, he
actually drew water for us [dalah dalah, the intensifying repetition of the
infinitive alongside the perfect verb] and gave drink to the flock." Moses
the infant was saved on the water, given a name said to mean "drawn
from the water"; Moses the leader will miraculously take his people
through an expanse of water that will then close over their enemies;
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and in the wilderness he will bring forth water from a rock, but in an
outburst of impatience for which he will be condemned. Moses' betrothal
type-scene may not tell us a great deal, but it tells us just what we
need to know for this protagonist at this point in the narrative.

What I am suggesting is that the contemporary audiences of these
tales, being perfectly familiar with the convention, took particular pleasure
in seeing how in each instance the convention could be, through the
narrator's art, both faithfully followed and renewed for the specific needs
of the hero under consideration. In some cases, moreover, the biblical
authors, counting on their audience's familiarity with the features and
function of the type-scene, could merely allude to the type-scene or pre
sent a transfigured version of it. Allusion and transfiguration are not neces
sarily limited to the later books of the Bible, and other type-scenes, as
for example that of the annunciation to the barren wife, appear several
limes in integral form in post-Pentateuchal stories. But in the instance
of the betrothal type-scene which we are considering, it happens that
the three full-dress occurrences are all in the Pentateuch, while later narra
tives-I would be inclined to assume, later in regard to date of composition
as well as in historical setting-transform or simply allude to the primary
scene. Let me offer two brief examples.

The one biblical narrative that is in a sense entirely devoted to the
circumstances leading to a betrothal is the Book of Ruth. Where the
whole story is a betrothal narrative, one segment could not very easily
be a betrothal type-scene, but the author of Ruth, who is one of the
most brilliant masters of formal technique among biblical writers, finds
an ingenious way to allude to the type-scene. Ruth's first encounter with
her future husband, Boaz, is in the field where she has gone to glean
the leavings of the harvest (Ruth z). Boaz asks one of his retainers, "Whose
girl [naCarah) is that?" and is told that she is Ruth the Moabite, just
returned from Moab with Naomi. Boaz then addresses Ruth directly
(verses 8-9): "Usten, my daughter. Do not go to glean in another field,
and don't go away, but stick here with my maidens [na'arol..]. Keep your
eyes on the field they are reaping and go after them, for I have ordered
the lads [ne'arim) not to touch you. When_~ou are thirsty, go to the
jars and drink from what the lads draw." In this elliptical version, the
author has rotated the betrothal type-scene 180 degrees on the axes of
gender and geography. The protagonist is a heroine, not a hero, and her
homeland is Moab, so th~foreign soil" on which sha meets her future
mate near a well is Judea. (¥uch of the thematic argument of the story
as a whole is carried by tile complex ambiguities in the repeated use of
the verb(fO return." Here Ruth is said to have "returned" to Bethlehem,

~
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an alien p'lace to her, when it is only her mother-in-law who has really
returned. '!:lut we get a progressive sense that she is actually coming back

h ~ .
to t e unknown homeland of her new destiny;) Boaz at first erroneously
identifies Ruth as a na'arail-she is, in fact, i'young-looking widow. He
enjoins her to follow his ne'arol, who in the traditional type-scene would
come out to draw water. Here, since it is a female protagonist who has
come to the foreign land to find a spouse, the male counterparts of the
maidens, the tle(arim, take Over the customary function of water-drawing.
The presence of the convention may have even led the audience to wonder
temporarily whether Ruth would choose a mate from among the ne'arim.

In the ensuing dialogue between Ruth and Boaz, the reversal of conven
tional literary gender is reinforced by a pointed allusion (verse 11) to
Abraham, when Boaz says, "You have left your father and mother and
the land of your birth and gone to a people you never knew" (cf. Genesis
12:1-"Go you from your land and your birthplace and your father's
house ... "). Ruth is conceived by the author as a kind of matriarch
by adoption. This particular allusion links her with the movement from
the East to Canaan at the beginning of the patriarchal enterprise, while
the whole invocation of the betrothal type-scene suggests a certain con
nection with the matriarchs. In the case of Rebekah and Rachel, consider
able importance is attached to ascertaining the genealogy of the maiden
at the well. Here, in the exchange with Ruth, Boaz essentially establishes
that Ruth's courage and her loyalty to her mother-in-law will amply
serve in place of a genealogy. At the end of the dialogue, he invites
her (verse 14) to a simple rural repast of roasted grain and bread dipped
in vinegar-the hospitable feast which, according to the convention, fol
lows the drawing of water and the conversation between the future
spouses at the well. In this version, there is no running to bring the
news-and, indeed, the lexicon of the Book of Ruth moves from recurrent
verbs of going and returning to a cluster of words that suggest clinging
or being at rest-because Ruth is not a young girl dependent on the
decisions of her paternal household and also because the actual conclusion
of the betrothal must be postponed to the last chapter of the story, where
it is preceded by the legal ceremony of the refusal of the levirate obligation
by a nearer kinsman of Naomi. In any case, the contemporary audience
must have admired the inventiveness and allusive economy with which
the betrothal type-scene Was brought into Ruth's story and must have
taken a certain pleasure in recognizing the thematic clues it provided.

In all this, of course, we must keep in mind that what we are witnessing
is not merely the technical manipulation of a literary convention for the
sheer pleasure of play with the convention, though, as I argued at the
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end of the previous chapter, significant playful activity on the part of
the Hebrew writers should by no means be discounted, even in these'
sacred texts. The type-scene is not merely a way of formally recognizing
a particular kind of narrative moment; it is also a means of attaching'
that moment to a larger pattern of historical and theological meaning.
U Isaac and Rebekah, as the first man and wife born into the covenant
God has made with Abraham and his seed, provide certain paradigmatic
traits for the future historical destiny of Israel, any association of later
figures with the crucial junctures of that first story-the betrothal, the
life-threatening trial in the wilderness, the enunciation of the blessing
will imply some connection of meaning, some further working-out of
the original covenant. In the foregoing discussion, I have been stressing
the elements of divergence in the various invocations of the convention
in order to show how supple an instrument of expression it can be. The
fact of recurrence, however, is as important as the presence of innovation
in the use of the type-scene; and the convention itself, the origins of
which may well antecede biblical monotheism, has been made to serve
an eminently monotheistic purpose: to reproduce in narrative the recurrent
rhythm of a divinely appointed destiny in Israelite history. In this fashion,
the alignment of Ruth's story with the Pentateuchal betrothal type-scene
becomes an intimation of her portentous future as progenitrix of the
divinely chosen house of David.

A much simpler example of allusion to the beh:o,thal type-scene occurs
at the-beginning of Saul's career (1 Sam. 9:11-12). Having set out with
his servant in search of his lost asses, he decides to consult the local
seer, who turns out to be Samuel, the man who will anoint him king:
"They were· ascending the mountain slope when they met some maidens
[neCarol] going out to draw water, and they said, 'Is there a seer here?'"
What we have in this verse, I would suggest, is the makings of a betrothal
scene: a hero at the outset of his career in a foreign region (Saul has
wandered out of his own tribal territory) meeting girls who have come
to draw water from a well. As an audience familiar with the convention,
we might properly expect that he will draw water for the girls, that
they will then run home with the news of the stranger's arrival, and so
forth. Instead, this is what ensues: "They answered them saying, 'There
is. Straight ahead of you. Hurry [maher] now, for he has come to town
today, for today the people is offering a sacrifice on the ritual platform:"

1J1e type-scene has been aborted. The hero swings away from the
girls at the well to hurry after the man of God who will launch him on
his destiny of disaster. This is probably a deliberate strategy of foresha
dowing. The sense of completion implicit in the betrothal of the hero
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is withheld from this protagonist; the deflection of the anticipated type
scene somehow isolates Saul, sounds a faintly ominous note that begins
to prepare us for the story of the king who loses his kingship, who
will not be a conduit for the future rulers of Israel, and who ends skewered
on his own sword. If this interpretation seems to exert too much pressure
on half a dozen words of the Hebrew text, one must keep in mind the
rigorous economy of biblical narrative. For the particular detail of an
encounter on unfamiliar territory with maidens by a well would 'otherwise
be gratuitous. Saul could have easily been made to proceed directly to
find Samuel, or, as happens in other biblical narratives, he could have
simply met an anonymous "man" and asked directions of him. The fact
that instead the author chose to have him meet girls by a well and to
stress the verb "to hurry" as they begin their response to the stranger
is in all likelihood a clue of meaning.

Finally, the total suppression of a type-scene may be a deliberate ploy
of characterization and thematic argument. The case of David, who has
rather complicated relations with at least three of his wives, may be an
ambiguous one, for perhaps the author, working closely with observed
historical data about David, did not feel free to impose the stylization
of a betrothal type-scene when he knew the circumstances of David's
marriages to have been otherwise. Be that as it may~we might note that

\-
the three discriminated premarital episodes in the David cycle all involve
bloodshed, in an ascending' order of moral questionability: the two hun
dred Philistines he slaughters in battle as the bride-price for Michal; his
threat to kill Nabal, Abigail's husband, who then conveniently dies of
shock; and his murder of the innocent Uriah after having committed
adultery with Bathsheba. Are these betrothals by violence a deliberate
counterpoint to the pastoral motif of betrothal after the drawingof~?
Perhaps, though from this distance in time it is hard to be sure.

More confidently, ~ne-can see the likely point of the omitted betrothal
scene in the Samson stoCy (Judges 14). At the beginning of his adventures,
Samson goes down to Philistine Timnah, and so we have a young hero
on foreign soil, but there is no well, no ritual of hospitality. Instead he
sees a woman he wants, promptly returns home, and brusquely announces
to his parents that he expects them to arrange the marriage for him.
Grudgingly, they accompany him back to Timnah for the betrothal negoti
ations, and on the way he encounters a lion that he tears limb from
limb. The awesome destruction of the lion, and the subsequent scooping
out of honey from the lion's bleached carcass, may even be a pointed
substitution for the more decorous and pacific drawing of water from
the well. In any event, the impetuous rush of Samson's career is already
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communicated in his impatient movement from seeing a woman to taking
her without the ceremonious mediation of a betrothal type-scene, and
we all know what calamities the marriage itself will engender:::;' .

The process of literary creation, as criticism has clearly recognized from
the Russian Formalists onward, is an unceasing dialectic between the
necessity to use established forms in order to be·able to communicate
coherently and the necessity to break and remake those forms because
they are arbitrary restrictions and because what is merely repeated auto
matically no longer conveys a message. Eihe greater the probability of
a symbol's occurrence in any given situation;''"E. H. Gombrich observes
in Art and Illusion, "the smaller will b0ts information content. Where
we can anticipate we need not listen.'" Reading any body of literature

.~

involves a specialized mode of perception in which every culture trains
its members from childhood. As modem readers of the Bible, we need
to relearn something of this mode of perception that was second nature
to the original audiences. Instead of relegating every perceived recurrence
in the text to the limbo of duplicated sources or fixed folkloric archetypes,
we may begin to see that the resurgence of certain pronounced patterns
at certain narrative junctures was conventionally anticipated, even counted
on, and that against that ground of anticipation the biblical authors set
words, motifs, themes, personages, and actions into an elaborate dance
of significant innovation. For much of art lies in the shifting aperture
between the shadowy foreimage in the anticipating mind of the observer
and the realized revelatory image in the work itself, and that is what
we must learn to perceive more finely in the Bible.

.5 New York, U]61. p. 205.
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Between Narration and

Dialogue

How DO the biblical writers create a narrative event through their
report of it? The term "event" as I shall be using it is a significant junction
in the narrative continuum that is different in kind from summary, which
is a form of narration abundantly used in the Bible both to provide links
between events and for the independent presentation of material not
deemed suitable for concrete rendering as discrete events. To take an
extreme example of summary, one could hardly construe a genealogical
list-"And Arpachshad begat Shelah and Shelah begat Eber"-as a narra
tive event because, though there is a report of something that happened,
the notation abstracts a single essential datum from a lifespan of experi
ence, and the ratio between narrating time and time narrated is too
drastically disproportionate. A proper narrative event occurs when the
narrative tempo slows down enough for us to discriminate a particular
scenej to have the illusion of the scene's "presence" as it unfoldsi to
be able to imagine the interaction of personages or sometimes personages
and groups, together with the freight of motivations, ulterior aims, char
acter traits, political, social, or religious constraints, moral and theologi
cal meanings, borne by their speech, gestures, and acts. (In some novels,
summary may at times shade into event, but in the Bible the two cate
gories tend to be distinct.) These are the moments when the fictional
imagination, as I have defined it in chapter 2, is in full operation, however

6~
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On the Morality of

the Patriarchs in Jewish
Polemic and Exegesis l

David Berger

THE POLEMICAL WORLD OF THE MIDDLE AGES

On three sepatate occasions, Nahmanides denounces Abraham fot sinful
or questionable behavior.z The first of these passages asserts that "our
father Abraham inadvertently committed a great sin" by urging Sarah to

identify herself as his sister, and goes on to maintain that the very deci
sion to go to Egypt was sinful. Later, Nahmanides expresses perplexity at
Abraham's rationalization that Sarah was truly his half-sister; this appears
to be an unpersuasive excuse for omitting the crucial information that she
was also his wife, and although Nahmanides proceeds to suggest an expla
nation, his sense of motal disapproval temains the dominant feature ofthe
discussion. Finally, he regards the treatment of Hagat by both Sarah and

I This article was originally published in 1987; for full publication data, see
copyright page. It is a pleasure to thank my friend Professor Sid Z. Leiman for
his careful reading of the manuscript. 1 am particularly grateful to him for the
references to Menahoc and pseudo-Jerome in n. 13, Sefer Hasidim and the
midrashim in n. 14, and Ehrlich's commentary in n. 22.

Z Commentary to Genesis 12:10, 20:12, and 16:6.
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J Sefer Yosef ha-Mekanne, ed. Judah Rosenthal Oerusalem, 1970), pp. 40-41.
4 Rosenthal, Sefer YosefHaMekanne, pp. 41-42.

Abraham as a sin for which Jews are suffering to this day ar rhe hands of
the descendants of Ishmael. The bold, almost indignant tone of these
passages is both striking and significant-but it is not typical.

Most medieval jews were understandably sensitive about ascriptions
of sin to the patriarchs, and the situation was rendered even more deli
cate by the fact that the issue ofpatriarchal morality often atose in a highly
charged contexr in which Jews were placed on the defensive in the face
of a Christian attack. Two thirteenth-century Ashkenazic polemics
reflect a somewhat surprising Christian willingness to criticize jacob as
a means of attacking his descendants. Since the patriarch was a Chris
tian as well as a Jewish hero, such attacks on his morality were problem
atical: jacob may be the father ofcarnal Israel, but he is the prorotype of
spiritual Israel as well. While criticisms of this sort are consequently
absent from major Christian works, it is perfectly evident that no jew
would have invented them. On the medieval street, then, Christians did
not shrink from such attacks on Jews and their forebears. Jacob, they
said, was a thief and a trickster; the implication concerning his descen
dants hardly needed to be spelled out.

In Sefer Yosef ha-Mekanne we are informed that joseph Official met a
certain Dominican friar on the road to Paris who told him, "Your father
jacob was a thief; there has been no consumer of usury to equal him, for
he purchased the birthright, which was worth a thousand coins, for a
single plate [of lentils] worth half a coin.") The technical impropriety of
the reference to usury merely underscores the pointed application of this
critique to medieval jews. The next passage repons a Christian argument
that Jacob was a deceiver who cheated Laban by exceeding the terms of
their agreement concerning the sheep to which jacob was entitled, and
this criticism is followed by the assertion that Simeon and Levi engaged
in unethical behavior when they deviously persuaded the Shechemites
to accept'Circumcision and then proceeded to kill them.'

With respect to Jacob, the jewish response was conditioned by two
separate considerations acting in concert. First, religious motivations
quite independent of the polemical context prevented the perception
of jacob as a sinner; second, the Christian attack itself called for refura-

I Despite the manuscript, this must refer to Joseph Official ancl.not Joseph
Bekhor Shor; d. the editor's note, and see just below.

6 Rosenthal, Sefer Yose! ha-Mekanne, lac. cit.
7 On this point, see my briefdiscussion in The ]ewi>h-Christian Oebare in ,he

High Middle Ages: A Critical Edition of ,he Nizzahon Vetus with an Introduction,
Translation and Commentary (Northvale, NJ 1996), pp. 25-27. I hope ro elabo
rate in a forthcoming srudy on the problem of exile in medieval polemic.

8 Rosenthal, Sefer Yosef ha-Mekanne, p. 42. The persistence ofJewish sensi
tivity to this smry in modem times can perhaps best be illustrated by a concern.
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tion rather than concession. Hence, joseph; responded w1th a remark
able suggestion found also in Rashbam's commentary that Jacob paid in
full for the birthright; the bread and lentils are to be understuoJ a; a meal
sealing the transaction Ot customarily following its con;ummauun.
As Judah Rosenthal pointed out in his edition ofYosefha-M~,Rabbi
joseph Bekhor Shor reacted with exasperation to the apparent unplaU>l
bility of this interpretation, which was almost surely mum'ated by
both motal sensitivity and polemical need. As for Laban, the an;wer
to the Christian critique was that Jacob was the real victim of decep
tion, and his treatment ofhis father-in-law was marked by extraordmary
scrupulousness.6

joseph Official goes on to an uncompromising defense ofSimeon and
Levi which is particularly interesting because this was the one instance
in which a concession to the Christian accusation was tactically possible.
Jacob, after all, had denounced their behavior, and even if his initial
concern dealt with the danger that could result from an adverse
Canaanite reaction rather than with the moral issue (Genesis 34:30),
his vigorous rebuke of his sons at the end of his life (Genesis 49:5-7)
could certainly have supported the assertion that he considered their
action morally reprehensible as well as pragmatically unwise. Neverthe
less, there is no hint ofcondemnation in Yosef ha-Mekanne; ifChristians
denounced Simeon and Levi, then surely Jews were obligated to defend
them, especially since a sense of moral superiority was crucial to the
medieval Jewish psyche in general and to the polemicist in particular.7

Thus, Joseph tells us that the Shechemites regretted their circumcision
and were in any event planning to oppress Jacob's family and take over
its property; consequently, their execution was eminently justified.8

David Berger132



The pattern holds. Once again Christians attack the patriarch's moral
iry; this time the consequences for his descendants are spelled out with
explicit clariry, and once again Jewish ingenuity is mobilized for an
unflinching, unqualified defense. II

There is a certain irony in the fact that the Christian question in Yose!
ha-Mekanne which immediately follows this series of objections to

patriarchal behavior begins, "After all, everyone agrees that Jacob was a
thoroughly righteous man; why then was he afraid ofdescending to he1l?"9
Although this is a return to the Christian stance that we ought to expeCt,
there is in fact one more incident in Jacob's life that Christian polemi
cists appatently utilized in their debate with Jews, and this is, of course,
his deception of his own father.

The anonymous Nizzahon Vetus presents the following argument:

porary example ofJewish black humor. Simeon and Levi-so the explanation
goes-were jWit as concerned as Jacob about adverse public opinion, and this is
precisely why they arranged [Q have the Shechemites undergo the judaizing
ceremony of circumcision. Once it would be perceived that it was a Jew who
had been killed, no one would be concerned. Cf. Kli Yakar to Genesis 35:25.

9 Rosenthal. Seier Yose/ ha-Mekanne, p. 42.
10 Berger, The Jewish-Chris<ian Debate, p. 56.
11 For Rashi's rather different defense of]acob's veracity as well as the per~

suasiveness of the version in the NinallOn Yews for later Jews, see my commen~
tary in The Jewish-Chrislian Debale, pp. 246-247. It is worth noting that the
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Nevertheless, the pattern does not always hold. Polemicists will do what
is necessary to win whatever point appears crucial in a particular COntext.
and on one occasion at least we find two Jewish writers displaying very
little zeal in defending the questionable action of a biblical hero. Their
motivation is hardly mysterious: Jesus had cited this action approvingly.

Jacob ben Reuben and the Nizzahon Vet"s both comment on the story
in Matthew 12 in which Jesus defends the plucking of corn by his hun
gry disciples on the Sabbath with reference to David's eating of the
shewbread when he was hungry. In his late-twelfth-century Milhamot
ha-Shem, lZ Jacob responds as follows:

More briefly, rhe author of the Nizzahon Vetlts remarks, "If David be
haved improperly, this does not give them the right to pluck those ears
of corn·on the Sabbath."1J Although Jacob prOVided mitigation for
David's behavior and the Nizzahon Vetlts's comments might be under-

How could he cite evidence from David's eating of the shewbread when he
was fleeing and in a great hurry? If David behaved unlawfully by violating
the commandment on that one occasion when he was forced by the com
pulsion of hunger and never repeated this behavior again, how could your
Messiah utilize this argument to permit the gathering of corn without quali~

fication?

Nizzahon Yews also reports a Christian argument that Moses' delay in coming
down from Mount Sinai (Exodus 32: 1) renders him "a sinner and a liar" (p. 67).
Mordechai Breuer has suggested (Se/er Nizzahon Yashon [jerusalem, 1978],
p. 21, n. 57) that this argument may have originated among Christian heretics.
On the other hand, since it ends with the question "Why did he delay?" it may
have been leading to a Christian answer that Moses, who was not really a sin~

ner, was testing the Jews and found them wanting. The ancient rabbis, ofcourse,
were generally not faced with the polemical concerns of the Middle Ages, and
on rare occasions the Talmud ascribes sin to the patriarchs even where the bib~

lical evidence does not require such a conclusion; see, for example. the accusa~

tions against Abraham in Nedarim 32a.
11 Edited by Judah Rosenthal Oerusalem, 1963), p. 148.
Il Page 182. It is important to note that the Talmud (MenahoI95b-96a) had

suggested a legal justification for what David had done. Note too the anoma
lous report in pseudo-Jerome cited by L. Ginzberg, Legends 0/ Ihe Jews, vol. 6
(Philadelphia, 1928), p. 243.
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"I am Esau your firstborn" [Genesis 27:191. One can say that Jacob did not
lie. In fact. this can be said without diswrting the simple meaning ofthe verse,
but by explaining it as follows: I am Esau your firstborn, for Esau sold him
the birthright in a manner as clear as day. It is, indeed, clear thar Jacob was
careful not to state an outright lie from the fact that when Isaac asked him,
"Are you my son Esau?" he responded, "I am" [Genesis 27:24]. and not, III
am Esau."

They go on to say that because Jacob obtained the blessings through trick
ery, they were fulfilled for the Gentiles and not the Jews. The answer is that
even the prophet Amos [sicI prayed for Jacob, for he is in possession of the
truth, as it is written, IIYou will grant truth (Q Jacob and mercy [Q Abraham,
which you have sworn unto our fathers" [Micah 7:201. That is, had not the
truth been with Jacob. then you would not have sworn to our farhers. 1O



14lt is, ofcourse, difficult to say what Jacob's view ofDavid's relationship with
Bathsheba was in dispassionate, non~polemical moments. For Abravanel's
rejection of the rabbinic exculpation of David (Shabbac 56a), see his commen
tary to 2 Samuel 11-12. See also the very interesting remarks in SeIer Hasidim,
ed. J. Wiscinetzki (Frankfutt am Main, 1924), sec. 46 (p. 43)-R. Margulies' edi
tion Uerusalem, 1957), sec. 174 (p. 181). Cf. also the less striking references in
Midrash Shmuel, ed. S. Buber (Krakau, 1893), pp. 122-23, and Seder Eliyyahu
Rabbah, ed. M. Ish-Shalom (Friedmann) (Vienna, 1902), p. 7.

stood as a counterfactual concession for the sake of argument ("even if
I were to agree that David behaved improperly"), the impression of sin
is not only allowed to stand but is actually introduced by the Jewish
writers. Even more striking, Jacob continued his argument by saying that
once Jesus was permitting every act of King David, "why did he not per
mit sexual relations with married women since David had such relations
with the wife of Uriah?" Now, the Talmud had made the most vigorous
efforts to deny that Bathsheba was still married to Uriah and, indeed,
that David had sinned at all, and the insertion of this question-which
was not essential to the argument and is in fact missing from the parallel
passage in the Nizzahon Vett15-is a telling illustration of the impact of
the search for effective polemical rhetoric. 14

Thus far we have seenJewish defenses of biblical heroes for reasons both
religious and polemical, and criticisms of their behavior which arose from
a sensitive, straighrforward reading of the text as well as from polemical
concerns. It remains to be noted that the particular ideology of a Jewish
commentator, if pursued with sufficient passion, could itselfovercome the
profound inhibitions against denouncing the moraliry of the patriarchs. I
know of but one example of this phenomenon, but it is quite remarkable.

In his study of Jewish social thought in sixteenth- and seventeenth
century Poland, Haim Hillel Ben Sasson frequently pointed to the ani
mus against the wealthy displayed by the prominent preacher and
exegete Rabbi Ephraim Lunshitz. Among many examples of this animus,
Ben Sasson draws our attention to Lunshitz's remarks about the rabbinic
comment that when Jacob remained alone prior to wrestling with the
angel, his purpose was to collect small vessels that he had left behind.
Before Lunshitz, Jews had universally understood this as an exemplifi
cation of an admirable trait. Not so the author of the Kli Yakar: "A
majority of commentators agree that this angel is Sammael the officer of

I5Kli Yakar to Genesis 32:35. See Ben Sasson's Hag", ve-Hanhagah Uerusa
lem, 1959),pp. 118-119.
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BIBLICAL CRITICISM AND JEWISH EXEGESIS
IN MODERN TIMES

Esau ... whose desire is solely to blind (lesamn",) rhe eye.; ... or the
intelligence." Now, as long as Jacob refrained from the shghte" sm,
Sammael could not approach him, but once Jacob was gUJ..Ity or' e"en a
small measure ofsin, his immunity was lost. And for a rich man hie Jacob
to remain behind in a dangerous place for a few vessels IS ind~~d the
beginning of sin. Jacob had begun to blind himself, "for who IS as blmd
as the lovers of money about whom it is wrirten, 'The eyes or a man are
never satiated' (Proverbs 27:20)? ... Who is such a fool that he would
endanger himself for such a small item? Rather, it is a mocking heart
which turned him away from the straight path to succumb to such luve
of money, which causes forgetfulness ofGod."15

What makes this passage all the more noteworthy is that the talmudic
source contains an explicitly favorable evaluation: the righteous care su
much for their property because they never rob others (Hllllin 91 aJ.
Moreover, if Lunshitz was uneasy with this talmudic evaluation, noth
ing was forcing him to mention the passage in the first place; the point
is nowhere in the biblical text, and the Kli YakaT is in any event a dis
cursive, selective commentary, which could easily have skipped the verse
entirely. Clearly, he made the point because it served as an outlet for
one ofhis driving passions. Patriarchal immunity from criticism, even in
a traditional society, evidently had its limits.

As the Middle Ages gave way to the modem period, the content and con
text of this issue were radically and fundamentally altered. Inhibitions
against criticizing biblical morality began to crumble, and both Enlighten
ment ideologues and nineteenth-century scholars gleefully pounced upon
biblical passages that appeared morally problematical. In the first instance,
the target was the Bible as a whole and, ultimately, Christianity itself; in
the second, it was usually the Hebrew Bible in particular, whose allegedly
primitive ethics served as a preparation and a foil for the superior morality
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of the Gospels. In effect, an argument originally directed against Chris

tianity was refocused to attack Judaism alone.
16

Modem biblical scholarship, then, transformed the essential terms of
this discussion, and the transformation was so profound that it ultimately
inspired a reaction strikingly different from the standard medieval
response. The crucial point is that the attack was no longer on the mo
rality of the biblical personalities. To many Bible critics, the vety exist
ence of the patriarchs was in question, and the historicity of specific
accounts of their behavior was surely deemed unreliable in the extreme.
The attack now was on the morality of the biblical author or authors
an attack that was almost impossible in the premodern period, when the
author was ultimately presumed to be God Himself.

17

Consequently, it now became possible-perhaps even polemically
desirable-for traditionally inclined Jews (whether or not they were strict
fundamentalists) to take a different approach by driving a wedge between
hero and author. There were indeed occasional imperfections in the
moral behavior of the patriarchs, but these are condemned by the Torah
and required punishment and expiation. Whatever the exegetical mer
its of this approach, and they are, as we shall see, considerable, it would
have been extraordinarily difficult both tactically and psychologically had
the attack of the critics still been directed at the patriarchs themselves.

There is, however, a deeper issue here. The assertion that the Bible
disapproves of certain behavior was not based on explicit verses of con
demnation; rather, it depended on a sensitive reading of long stretches
ofnarrative in which patterns of retribution and expiation emerged. On
the simplest level, this approach demonstrated that the morality of the
Torah is not inferior to that of Bible critics. On a deeper level, it under
cut the effort of some critics to utilize the moral "deficiencies" of certain
passages to establish divergent levels of motal sensitivity in the Penta-

16Cf. the similar medieval phenomenon in which arguments by Chrisrian her
erics against the Hebrew Bible were reworked by Orthodox Christians in their
polemic with Jews. See my ]ewish-Chris'ian Debate, p. 6.

17For an exception, nme Luther's remarks on Esther in his Table Talk: "1 am
so hostile ro this book that I wish it did not exist, for it judaizes roo much, and
has roo much heathen naughtiness." Cited approvingly by L. B. Paron in his
discussion of"the moral teaching of the book" inTile International Crirical Com
mentary: The Book of Esther (1908; repdnt, Edinburgh, 1951), p. 96.

teuch as a whole and in Genesis in particular. But on the profounde"
level-at least for some proponents of this approach-it went to the heart
of the essential claims of the higher criticism by arguing in a new way fOt
the unity ofGenesis. Many of the newly discovered patterns cut through
the documents of the critics and emerged only from a unitary percep
tion of the entire book; since the patterns seemed genuine, the only rea
sonable conclusion was that the unity of Genesis was no less real than
its literaty subtleties. These observations were not confined to narratives
bearing on the morality of the patriatchs, but it is there that some of the
most striking examples were to be found.

In the first half of this century, a number of Jewish writers-Martin
Buber, Benno Jacob, Umberto Cassutto-began to note such patterns.
Before going further, we are immediately conftonted by a challenging,
almost intractable methodological problem. I have suggested that this
revisionist reading of the Bible is rooted in part in traditionalist senti
ments, that it presented a new way of tesponding to people critical of
sacred Jewish texts. At the same time, I consider the essential insights
justified by an objective examination of the evidence (although my own
motives are surely as "suspect" as those of the figures under discussion).
Decades ago, Jacob Katz argued that one may not readily assign ulterior
motive~ to someone whose position appears valid in light of the sources
that he cites, IS and more recently Joseph Dan has criticized a work about
Gershom Scholem for attributing his view of Kabbalah to factors other
than his accurate reading of the kabbalistic texts themselves. 19 Funda
mentally, these methodological caveats are very much in order, and in
certain instances they are decisive. Ar the same time, undeniable intui
tions tell us that even people who ate essentially correct can be partially
motivated by concerns that go beyond the cited evidence, and there
ought to be some way to determine when this is likely to be so. In our
case, a figure like Cassutto was cleatly concerned not only with the unity
of Genesis but with the standing and reputation of the biblical text.
Moreover, despite the fact that he was not a fundamentalist and that he

I8Jacob Katz "Mahloket HaSemikhah Bein Rabbi Yaaqov Beitav Veha
Ralbah," Zion 15, sees. 3-4 (1951): 4\.

19Kirya, Sefer 54 (1979/80): 358-362. Dan does note (p. 361) that even in
Scholemls case, extrar:exrual considerations can play some role.
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was no doubt sincete in his protestation that his essential conclusions
flowed solely from an objective examination of the text, the consistency
of his conservative tendencies in issue after issue where the evidence
could often point either way surely reveals a personality that was inclined
to seek traditional solutionsW

In contemporary biblical scholarship, such an inclination frequently
labels one a neo-fundamentalist whose conclusions are rejected almost a
priori. This is a manifest error with the most serious consequences. Even
people with much stronger rraditionalist tendencies than Cassutto can be
motivated by those tendencies to seek evidence that turns out to be real.
Kepler's laws are no less valid because he sought them as a result of his
religious convictions. In this instance, a change in the attack on biblical
morality liberated and then impelled people with ttaditionalist inclinations
to see things in the text that had gone virtually unnoticed before. At first,
these figures were necessarily non-fundamentalists; genuine jewish fun
damentalists would not easily shed their inhibitions about criticizing the
patriarchs. With the passage of time, however, even some uncompro
misingly Orthodox Jews could adopt this approach, 11 while others--prob
ably a majority-would retain unabated the religious inhibitions of the
past;l1 fundamentalism is far from a monolithic phenomenon.

20While maintaining that Cas5uno's work in essentially anti· traditional,
Yehezkel Kaufmann nevertheless pOinted to several examples of this conserv~

atism; see "Me'Adam ad Noah," inMi-Kivshanah she! ha-YetziTahha-MikTa'it (Tel
Aviv, 1966), p. 217.

'IYissakhar Jacobson, Binah ba-MikTa (Tel Aviv, 1960), pp 33-36; Nehama
Leibowitz, !~~unim be-SefeT Bereshit Oerusalem, 1966), pp. 185-188 (English
trans., Studies in Bereshit [Genesis) [Jerusalem, 1976), pp. 264-269); Leah
Frankel, Perakim ba-Mikra Oerusalem, 1981), pp. 102-104, 143-144.

"Professor Lawrence Kaplan has called my attention to Rabbi A. Kotler's
"How To Teach Torah," Ught 10,12,13,15,19 (1970/71), republished as a
pamphlet by Beth Medrash Govoha of Lakewood. A Hebrew version appears
in Rabbi Kotler's OsefHiddltshei TOTah Oerusalem, 1983), pp. 402-411. "If there
were any fault," writes the author, "-however slight (Hebrew: dak min ha-dak)
in any of the avos [patriarchs], the very essence of the Jewish people would
have been different" (English pamphler, p. 6-Hebrew p. 404). Rabbi Kotler makes
it clear that his work is a reaction to modem heresy (kefirahL which perceives
the patriarchal narratives as ordinary stories. On the other hand, Professor
Kaplan notes that the popular Pentateuch and HaflOrahs edited by Rabbi J. H.
Hem (1936) extols Scripture precisely because it "impartially relates both

THE BIDLE'S JUDGMENT OF PATRlARCHAL BEHAVIOR:
THE CASE OF JACOB'S DECEPTION

Let us tum now to a central example of an approach that we hd\"c tflu.;

far di~cussed only in the abstract. At Rebecca's behest, jacob de"eJ\'eJ
Isaac by pretending to be Esau and thereby obtained a blessing intenJeJ
for his brother. We have already seen a medieval Jewish defense ofJamb's
behavior, and in the entire corpus of premodern Jewish exegesis there is
hardly a whisper of criticism.1J In the twentieth century, however, a
number ofscholars have noted a series of indications that make it exceed
ingly difficult to deny that the Torah implicitly but vigorously condemns
jacob's action.

First, the deception was motivated by a misreading of Isaac's inten
tions. The blind patriarch bestowed three blessings on his children: the
first to jacob masquerading as Esau, the second to Esau, and the third to
jacob. It was only in the third blessing, when he knew for the first time
that he was addressing jacob, that he bestowed "the blessing ofAbraham
to you and your seed with you so that you may inherit the land in which
you dwell which God gave to Abraham" (Genesis 28:4). Although other

the failings and the virtues of r[s heroes" (commentary to Genesis 20: 12, citing
one of the passages from Nahmanides with which we began). Similarly, Arnold
B. Ehrlich asserts that Scripture does nOt conceal the faults of the patriarchs;
see MikTa Ki-Feshuto, vol. 1 (New York, 1898; reprint, New York, 1969),
pp. 33, 73 (to Genesis 12: 14, 16 and 25:27); his German Randglossen ZllT Hebriiischen
Bibe! (Leipzig, 1908; reprint, Hildesheim, 1968) omits the first and more im
portant passage. Ehrlich, a brilliant maverick who was neither a traditionalist
nOT a conventional critic, was in many respects Sili generis and resists inclusion
in any neat classificatory scheme. Finally, Rabbi Shalom Carmy has called my
attention to the willingness of representatives of the nine[eenth~centuryMusar
movement to acknowledge minor imperfections in the patriarchs as pan of the
movement's special approach to the analysis of human failings.

"David Sykes, in his Pattems in Genesis (Ph.D. diss", Bernard Revel Graduate
School, Yeshiva University, 1984), notes2ohaT, va- Yeshev, 185b, which indicates
that Jacob was punished fat this act because even though something is done prop
erly, God judges the pious for even a hairbreadth's deviation from the ideal. He
also points to the Yemenite manuscript cited in Torah Slielemah, vol. 6, p. 1432,
no. 181 (~here the editor also notes the 20haT passage), which indicates thatJacob
was deceived by his sons with a goat (Genesis 37:31) just as he had deceived his
own father with a goat (Genesis 27:16). See also below, note 25.



interpretations of this sequence are possible, the most straightforward
reading is rhat Rebecca and Jacob had gravely underestimated their
husband and father. Isaac had indeed intended ro bless Esau with tem
poral supremacy, but the blessing of Abraham-the inheritance of the
holy land and the crucial mission of the patriarchs-had been reserved
for Jacob from the ourset. The deception was pragmatically as well as
morally dubious2 ;

Jacob is then subjecred ro a series of misfortunes and ironies whose
relationship ro the initial deception cannot be accidental. He must work
for his "brother" Laban (Genesis 29: 15) instead of having his brothers
work for him (Genesis 27:37); he is deceived by the substitution ofone
sibling for another in the darkness and is pointedly infornled that "in
our place" rhe younger is not placed before the older (Genesis 29:26);
his sons deceive him with Joseph's garment and the blood ofa goat (Gen
esis 37:31) just as he had deceived Isaac with Esau's garments and the
skin of a goat (Genesis 27: 15-16); his relationship with Esau is precisely
the opposite of the one that was supposed ro have been achieved-Esau
is the master (Genesis 32:5, 6, 19; 33:8, 13, 14, 15) ro whom his servant
Jacob (32:5, 19; 33:5, 14) must bow (33:3, and contrast 27:29). More
over, Jacob's debilitating fear of his brother results from the very act thar
was supposed ro have established his supremacy.2S

There is, then, ample evidence that Jacob had ro undergo a series of
punishments ro arone for his act of deception. It is almost curious, how-

Mikra, loc. cit. Cf. also Malbim on Genesis 27:1 and Leibowit:,
lyyunim, pp. 193-195.

Z5 For premodern references co such arguments, see note 23; Midrash Tan~

hllma, ed. S. Buber (Vilna, 1885), Va-Ye«ei 1I, p. 152, and rhe parallel passage
in Aggadal Bereshil, ed. S. Buber (Krakau, 1902), ch. (48) 149], p. 99, where
Leah tells Jacob thar he has no right ro complain about being deceived since he
too is a deceiver (although the midrash does nOt explicitly endorse her criti~

cism); Eliezer Ashkenazi (sixteenth century) Maasei ha-Shem, vol. 1 OerusalenL
1972), p. 115b, who comments on Laban's remark about the younger and older
but apparently considers it evidence of Laban's nastiness rather than Jacob's
culpabiliry. Note roo Genesis Rabbah 67:4, which speaks oftater Jews crying out
in anguish because of Esau's agonized exclamation in Genesis 27:34, and the:
somewhat morc ambiguous midrash of unknown provenance cited by Rashi on
Psalms 80:6, in which Jews shed tears as a result ofEsau's tears; see Leibowir:..
lyyunim, p. 190. Such isolated observations over a period of more than a mil-

lennium and a half do not, 1rhink, undetmine at even significantly affecr the
thesis of this paper. For twenrieth·century references, often containing addi.
tional arguments, see Martin Buber, Die Schrifc und ihre Verdewsclumg (Berlin,
1936), pp. 224-226; Benno Jacob, Das Eme BlIch der Tora: Genesis (Berlin,
1934), p. 591 (abridged English translation, New York, 1974), pp. 197-198;
Umberro Cassutro, La Questione della Genesi (Florence, 1934), esp. p. 227; idem,
Toral ha-Te'udol Oerusalem, 1959), pp. 55-56-The Docllmencary Hypothesis
Oerusalem, 1961), pp. 63-64; idem, "Yaakov," EntZiklopediyyah Mikra'il IEBH) ,
vol. 3, cC. 716-722; Jacobson, Leibowitz, and Frankel (see note 21); Nahum
M. Sarna, Undersranding Genesis (New York, 1966), pp. 183-184; Jacob Milgrom
in Conser.ati.e Judaism 20 (1966): 73-79; ]. P. Fokkelman, Narrali.e Art in
Genesis (Assen and Amsrerdam, 1975), pp. 128- 130, 200, 223, 227; Sykes,
op. cit. (nore 23). Wirh the exceprion of Fokkelman, all these figures, wherher
they are fundamentalists or not, mOre or less fit the traditionalist typology that
1have proposed. Needless to say, the evidenr validity of many of these exegeti
cal suggestions musr (or at least should) eventually affect biblical scholars of
all varieties.

26Cf. Tanhuma and Aggadar BeTeshit in the previous note.
l1Perakim ba-Mikra, p. 104.

ever, that no one has noted an additional-and climactic--dement
in this series, which can fundamentally transform Our understandIng
of a crucial aspect of the Joseph narrative. One reason why rhe p"U1r
may have been missed is that there are no key words calling ir to Our
attention, and the presence of such words not only alerts the reader
but serves as a methodological guide preventing undisciplined specula
tion. At the same time, we cannot permit ourselves to ignore grand
thematic patterns, and in this instance I rhink that such a pattern has
been overlooked.

Leah Frankel, utilizing the "key word" approach, has noted that the
root meaning "to deceive" (resh-mem-yod) appears in Genesis three times.
The first two instances, in which Isaac tells Esau that his brother deceit
fully took his blessing (Genesis 27:35) and Jacob asks Laban why he
deceived him (Genesis 29:25), are clearly related to Our theme.26 Per
haps, she suggests, the third instance, in which Simeon and Levi speak
deceitfully to Shechem (Genesis 34: 13), is intended to indicate that Jacob
was "to taste deceit carried out by SOns. He would have to stand in the
place where his father stood when his son Jacob deceived him" [her
emphasis).27 While this approach is not impossible, it seems unlikely;
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"It may be worth asking (with considerable diffidence) whether Judah's sta
tus as a surrogate for Jacob may help us resolve an old, intractable crux. In
Joseph's second dream, the sun, moon, and eleven stars, presumably symboliz~

ing his father, mother, and brothers, bow down to him (Genesis 37:9-10). But
his mother was already dead at the time of the dream; less seriously, jacob does
nor bow ro joseph until Genesis 47:30, by which time our intuition tells us (I
think) that the dreams ought to have already been fulfilled. Perhaps two of the
brothers who bow to Joseph represent both themselves and a parent; Judah is
the surrogate for jacob, and Benjamin, who is pointedly described as his mother's
only surviving child (Genesis 44:20), is the represemative of Rachel. Joseph's
parents bow down to him through their offspring.

29For whatever this is worth, Jacob addresses Esau as "my master" seven times
in these verses (32:6, 19; 33:8, 13, 14 [twice], 15 (32:5 is not addressed to Esau])

although Jacob suffers indirect consequences from Simeon and Levi's
trickery, he is in no sense its object, and the resemblance to his own
deception is exceedingly remote.

But there is another act of filial deception in Genesis whose similariry
to Jacob's seems unmistakable. Jacob concealed his identiry from his
father by pretending ro be someone else. Similarly, his own misery and
anguish reach their climax when his son Joseph conceals his identiry and
pretends to be something other than what he truly is. The fact that the
direct victims of Joseph's deception were the brothers may be the main
reason why this observation has been missed, but it is perfectly clear that
Jacob is as much a victim as his sons. This point alone should make us
reevaluate the key element of the Joseph cycle as the culmination of the
process ofexpiation suffered by the patriarch, and the essential argumem
does not depend on anything more. But there is more. Joseph deceives
his father while providing him with food just as Jacob deceived his own
father while bringing him the "savory food" which he liked (Genesis 27:7,
14, 17,25). It is not just that the brothers are Jacob's messengers and
will report Joseph's deceptive words to their father (although this is quite
sufficient); in the final confrontation between Joseph and Judah, the
latter is explicitly a surrogate for Jacob, acting to protect Benjamin in
loco parentis (Genesis 44:32)28 Moreover, there is only one other place
in Genesis where one person speaks to another with as many protesta
tions ofserviliry as Judah addresses to his "master" in that climactic con
frontation; that place, of course, is the description ofJacob's servile be
havior toward Esau upon his return from the house of Laban (Genesis
32:4-6, 18-21; 33:1-15).29 In short, Joseph has not merely concealed

LITERARY PATrERNS AND
THE DOCUMENTARY HYPOTHESIS
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his identity from his father; by threatening Jacob's famdy itom a posi
tion of mastery, he has actually taken on the role ofEsaux The parallel
to Jacob's deception is genuinely striking.J!

and Judah addresses Joseph as "my master" seven times in his final speech (44: 18
[twice], 19,20,22,24,33). Since seven is clearly a significant number and since
Jacob is explicitly said to have bowed to Esau seven times (Genesis 33:3 ["com
piece subjection," says Fokkelman, in Narrative An in Genesis, p. 223JL it is at
least possible that this is more than coincidence.

JONote too that Jacob was most concerned with Esau's threat to Rachel and
her child (Genesis 33:2), and it was Rachel's child Benjamin who was singled
out for persecution by the Egyptian viceroy. Finally, Professor David Shatz has
called my attention to the use of the rare verb scm, "[0 hate," with regard to
both Esau's hatred ofJacob (Genesis 27:41) and the brothers fear that Joseph
would hate them (Genesis 50:15).

liThe fact that Joseph's actions were no doubt motivated by other factors
involving his brothers does not, of course, refute the perception that we are
witnessing the final step in a divine plan to purge Jacob of his sin. Ir'is, in fact,
possible that an even later incident in Genesis is related to Jacob's deception of
Isaac. The successful expiation of that sin may be symbolized by Jacob's abiliry,
despite his failing eyesight, to discern the difference in the destinies of his older
and younger grandsons (Genesis 48: 10-20). Cf. Benno Jacob, Da.s Eme BlIch,
p. 884 (called to my attention by David Sykes), and Cassutto, La QlIesrione della
Genesi, p. 232. (It need hardly be said that this new approach does not end with
a denunCiation of biblical heroes. After a process of retribution and moral
development, the ethical standing of the patriarch is beyond reproach.) Finally,
it must be stressed that other moral questions like the scriptural evaluation of
the treatment of Hagar and the behavior of the young Joseph are also suscep
tible to this mode of analysis.

nSee n. 25.

"The Art of Biblical Narrative (New York, 1981).
"Text and Texwre (New York, (979).

During the last decade, J. P. Fokkelman,J2 Robert Alter,B and Michael
Fishbane

J4
have searched the narratives of Genesis for patterns out of

purely literary motivations, sometimes with the implicit assumption that
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3'Commcnlary 61:3 (March, 1976): 16. Ir may be worth asking whether
Shakespeare has ever been described as the redactor of the various Hamlet
documents because he worked with earlier, related stories.

3635. See n. 23. My affirmation of the validiry of this general approach does
not, of course, imply an endorsement ofevery pattern or set ofpatterns that has
been suggested, and it is self~evident that some proposals will be more persua~

sive than others. This mode of interpretation will always be vulnerable to
the charge of arbitrary and subjective eisegesis. Nevertheless, such is the
fate of almost alllirerary analysis, and a combination of methodological guide
lines and a healthy dose of common sense can minimize, though never elimi~

nare, undisciplined speculation. In any case, I am thoroughly persuaded that
the recent literature contains more than enough convincing examples to sus·
tain the essential point.

lip. 20, and especially chap. 7 (pp. 131-154). In the presenr c1imare, it re
quires some courage to express such views, and Alter has already been accused
of involvement in (horribile dicUt) "the new fundamentalism" (and he has al
ready denied it); see Commentary 77:2 (February 1984): 14. Cf. also Fokkelman's
very brief comment on the issue in Narrative Art, p. 4.

the conventional documentary hypothesis remains virtually unchanged
no matter how many interlocking themes are discerned. In a reaction to
one of Alter's early articles on this subject, I wrote that "I think he under
estimares the impact of such literary analysis on the documentary hypoth
esis. You can allow the 'redactor' just so much freedom ofaction before he
turns into an author using various traditions as 'raw material.' Such an

approach must ultimately shake the foundations of the regnant critical
theory, not merely tinker with irs periphery."J5 More recently, the point
has been made with vigor and documentation in David Sykes's disserta
tion, Patterns in Genesis. 36 To Alter's credit, he does confront the ques
rion in his later book, and although his conclusions are by no means tra
ditional, they are not wholly consonant with those ofcritical orthodoxy.3i

It is becoming clearer from year to year that Genesis is replete with
linguistic and thematic patterns ofsubtlery and power which run through
the warp and woof of the entire work. Despite the overwhelming force
generated by a critical theory that has held sway for generations, schol
ars will not be able to hide forever behind the assertion that they are
studying the art of a redactor as that word is usually understood. The
issue will have to be joined.
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6
Introducing Rabbi Breuer

Shalom Carmy

It is impossible to encounter academic Bible scholarship pertaining to
the Torah (the Five Books of Moses) without becoming aware of the
hypothesis that the Torah is composed ofat least four distinct documents.
These sources, it is professed, took shape over a period ofseveral centu
ries. As the authors represent differing outlooks and traditions about
Israel's history and laws, their presentations abound in contradictions.
The editorial process rhat combined them, arriving ar our familiar text,
is a mixture ofconservative juxtaposition, preserving redundancies and
contradictions, and a shrewd rewriting and interweaving of the original
sources to eliminare difficulries. The Higher Criticism aims to reverse
the process of redaction, to unearth, to the extent that this is possible,
the traditions and sources out of which, in their view, the Torah devel
oped, and to speculate about the historical situations that gave birth to
the documents.

My purpose here is to set the stage for Rabbi Breuer's paper. With that
goal in mind, let us quickly recall two salient ingredienrs of the Orthodox
reaction. First, the sense of revulsion at the patent heresy entailed by the
enterprise ofHigher Criticism. If the Torah was given to Moses, it cannot
have been compiled piecemeal for hundreds of years after his death; this
difficulty becomes especially grave, as Rabbi Breuer notes, in view of the
accepted teaching (enshrined in the seventh of Maimonides' thirteen
dogmas) that the prophecy ofMoses is qualitatively superior to that ofother
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!5S Shalom Carmy

i:a.....,J..-\.s his own production continues unabated, 11 and the activities
>i hi:; students and sympathizers pick up steam, it is a duty and a privi
lOge to show gratitude for his initiative and inspiration.

liThe bibliography in Rabbi Breuer's two volume Fesrschrifr also lists his
:cmarkable achievements in the study of the MT and the cantillation tradition
lwamei ha~mikra). This work has implications for Breuer's approach to the issues
)Clanging to the "lower criticism" of the biblical text. which a1;"e not discussed
In the present volume. As an admirer ofRabbi Breuer I am pleased to note that,
by the time the Festschrifr appeared in print, his bibliography had already out
stripped the one there compiled.

7
The Study of Bible and
the Primacy of the Fear

of Heaven: Compatibility
or Contradiction?

110rdechai Breuer

The topic assigned to me implies a possible contradiction between the
study of Bible and yirat shamayim (fear ofheaven) . The God-fearing stu
dent of rhe Bible must confront this presumed contradiction and seek
to resolve it. Failing to do 50, his wisdom will take precedence over his
piety; even worse: as the result of psychological conflict, the scholar in
him will undermine his piery and as one who is God-fearing he will
reject his scholarship.

To address the alleged contradiction we must first define the concepts
involved, the study of Bible, on the one hand, and yirat shamayim on
the other hand. Then we shall see whether a real conflict exists and if it
has a resolution. "Study of Bible," in our context, does not refer to the
type ofBible study familiar to the Jewish people from the day the Torah
was given. It is inconceivable that such Bible study could detract from
one's yirat shamayim. To the contrary: not only is Torah study valuable
because it leads to moral and religious action, but a strong grounding in
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all the areas of jewish study, Bible, Mishnah, jewish Law and Midrash,
is essential to sustain the fear of God. The kind of study under scrutiny
is that which has appeared in recent centuries, beginning with jean
Astruc, maintaining that the Torah is composed of distinct documents,
each written in its own style, whose contents are in conflict. This paper
will deal exclusively with the implications of this method ofstudying the
Torah, by which I mean the Five Books of Moses (the Humash).

This hypothesis led to a new method of studying the Bible, known as
"critical study of the Bible." This science, developed mainly by gentile
scholars, achieved impressive results. The critics persuasively described
the nature of the documents that, in their opinion, make up the Torah.
Holding that the authorship of these documents by one person, as natu
ral authorship is understood, is impossible, whether in Moses' genera
tion or in any other, they inferred that several authors, differing among
themselves in world outlook and literary sryIe, wrote the Torah.

Ai; we shall see below, when we look at the critical analysis of Gen
esis chapters I and 2, the author, called], is distinguished by a sensitive,
poetic soul. Another, dubbed P, was a man of law and order, of scien
tific mind-set, whose writing, exact and concise, lacks feeling and
poetic flourish. The critics also characterized the other primary writers
of the Torah, naming them E and D. These authors inhabit different spiri
tual worlds and different times and places. ] came first, living in Judah
at the height of the monarchy. Shortly afterward came E, who resided
in Ephraim. Subsequent to and close to in spirit to E came D, who lived
at the time of the prophet jeremiah. P, the final writer, who had the most
profound influence on the jewish religion, lived either during the
period preceding the destruction of the first temple or during the subse
quent exile. Hundreds of years separate the first and last authors of the
Bible. Yet these writers did not create their texts alone; they summa
rized and refined ancient traditions that reached them either through
oral transmission or as written documents.

The transformation and development that made these sources into
the Torah is often apparent between the lines. The editors exercised
exquisite craftsmanship on centuries of tradition. The final stage of the
Torah's composition is due to the redactor, R, who made an integrated
text of these documents, which until then were distinct literary creations.
When the redactor transcribed earlier documents without addition or

The sanctity of the basic measures of the Torah is the same, whether these
units were transmitted to Moses at Sinai or decrees ofa court of law, because
it is the nation's accepcance that is significant, and it is due to their commit~
ment that we fulfill in purity even matters that are only decrees of later gen~
erations, such as the decrees of R. Gershom. Likewise there should be no
difference in our wholehearted loyalty to the orallaw, whether it was com~
plered earlier or later. (Iggerot HaRe'iyah I 194)

subtraction, the strata are easily identified. When, howe\'er, he combmeJ
material from two or three documents, adJitions anJ Jeletlons \\:ere
necessary to avoid contradiction or repetition. Often the eJuor, patch
work does not disgUise the gap between the original Jowment, anJ the
redacrorls version.

The power of these inferences, based on solid argument anJ inter
nally consistent premises, will not be denied by intellectually honest
persons. One cannot deny the evidence before one's eyes. :\5 commit
ted believers, we cannot ignore what human reason points to with can.
fidence; we cannot pretend that falsehood is truth. Therefore we can
not regard God's Torah as the unified composition ofone human author
in one generation. Willy-nilly, the Torah contains several documents,
which, viewed as natural products ofhuman culture, must have been writ
ten by different people over the Course of many generations before their
final redaction. It is the implications for yirat shamayim of the study of
the Torah based on this method that we must investigate. But this
requires that we define what is meant by yirat shamayim.

The accepted meaning of yirat shamayim is fear of sin. One who fears
God is diligent in obeying His commandments, as meticulous in fulfilling
the "lighter as the more grave," tigorously adhering to all that the halakhic
literature determines as law. He wholeheartedly believes this law to be
God's word, that God is concerned with the "four cubits ofhala1<hah," that
defiance of God's will is inconceivable. This is what jews mean by yirat
shamayim. This definition engenders no conflict between the study ofBible
and yirat shamayim, provided that the person who accepts the tenets of
Bible Criticism truly fears God and scrupulously executes the obligations
ofJewish law, dreading sin and joyful in the performance of the mitZllot.
We might draw an analogy from Rav Kook's comments regarding the
debate over the date of the composition of the Mishnah:
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These commentS about the Oral Law might be applied to the written
Torah. We can imagine an individual who holds that it makes no differ
ence to our attitude toward the sanctity of the written Torah whether
Moses wrote the Torah or whether an editor at the time ofEzra compiled
the text. The essential point, in the view ofsuch an individual, is the com
mitment of the nation to accept as binding the words of the Torah in its
present fonn. What qbligates us is OUt tradition; our ancestors and sages
declare that God commands us to follow the teachings of the Sages even
when thete is no cleat source for this in the written Torah. And just as
the Jewish people have always fulfilled the Sages' teachings, the individual
we are considering is prepared to accept the demands of the Torah even
though, for him, its authority is based on the Sages' affinnation.

From the perspective of this individual, thete is no possible conflict
between critical study and yirat shamayim: at worst, he will continue to
observe the entire Torah faithfully based on the authority of the Sages.
The Torah's power to obligate us is undiminished; it derives from God,
who commanded us to abide by the Sages' decrees. This is enough to
provideyirat shamayim. Just as the God-fearer would never mock the law
of the Shu/han Amkh, the Jewish Code of Law, even when it encodes
later decrees, just as, for example, he eschews leavened bread that had
been owned by a Jew during the Passover as carefully as he avoids btead
on Passover itself, just as he joyfully celebrates the second festival day of
the Diaspora as he fulfilled the obligations on the previous day-so he
will treat with sanctity the Torah whose origin, in his opinion, derives
from a post-Mosaic redactor.

The previous discussion is not merely hypothetical. Quite a few schol
ars, and their students, identify with the findings ofbiblical scholarship,
yet faithfully and reverently observe the full scope ofhalakhah, meaning
that they adopt halakhic minutiae as determined by recognized rabbinic
authority, even as they harbor no doubt about the late authorship of the
Torah. This is because they see the acceptance by the Jewish people as
the essential factor and they are committed to obeying the word ofGod,
the halakhah, as transmitted by tradition.

If this position is true, then the contradiction implied by the title
is nonexistent. But I do not accept it. The problem is not that of faithful
observance, but rather of belief. And for this reason I cannot claim that
the difficulties regarding critical study ofBible can be removed in this way.

Belief is certainly no less important for Judaism than the nern'or~ oi laws
and commandments. The framework of faith specifically includes bdiei
in Torah min ha-shamayim, "the divinity of the Torah." At first glance it
seems that this belief is compromised, if not totally destroyed, by the
critical study ofBible. It is this contradiction between the scientific srudy
of Bible and the belief in a heavenly Torah that must be addressed. For
this purpose we must define the character of this belief. The observant
scholars we are discussing might try to solve the problem by giving the
divinity ofTorah a relatively flexible, liberal, rationalistic interpretation.
Divinity would then mean that the Torah derives from prophetic inspi
ration rather than human intellect. The author was not transcribing his
own thoughts but acting as a "man ofGod," who saw divine images and
heard God's speech. This Torah, we declare, is divine because a person
who experienced the divine inscribed the heavenly directives.

This view does not, indeed cannot, assert that Moses alone wrote the
Torah, as a human author composes a book. For even a prophet writing
under divine inspiration retains his personality and style. The style of
his prophecy manifests the depths of his soul; he hears God's word, but
absorbs according to the nature of his soul. Nothing is revealed to him
by God that his nature is incapable ofcomprehending. Moreover, when
a prophet fonnulates what he heard and saw in his prophetic experience,
he speaks in his own language, limited by his personality. Thetefote Hosea
could not have heard what was spoken to Isaiah, and Zephaniah would
not utter the words ofJeremiah; it is inconceivable that Ezekiel's proph
ecy would have been transmitted to Amos or that Micah would speak
Zephaniah's words. By this logic Moses could not have composed all the
documents included in the Torah since, as suggested above, their con
tent and style indicate different authors at different times. If Moses is
the author of the Torah, as we nonnally think of an author, it is all the
more difficult to believe that he would contradict himself so frequently,
as the documents appear to do. To view Moses himself as the editor of
the Torah borders on absurdity: having composed conflicting accounts,
he then, on this scheme, labored strenuously to disguise the discrepan-
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'See, for example, Rashbam's introduction to the Torah; Ibn Ezra's inrro~

ducrion to the Torah; Abravanel's introduction (Q the Prophetsj Or haHayyim's
introduction co the Torah inler alia.

2This principle can also be applied to historical assertions that conflict with
the text's plain meaning. Of the talmudic discussion (Rosh Hashanah 3b) that
assumes "Cyrus is Darius is Artaxerxes," Rabbi Zerahia Ba'al ha~Maor observes
that the biblical text plainly regards Cyrus, Darius, and Artaxerxes as three dif~

ferent people. This approach has also been applied [Q the talmudic passage
immediately following the statement "Moses wrote his book." The Talmud in
Bava BaLra goes on [Q say that "Joshua wrote his book," and Abravanel (in his
general introduction to early prophets) infers, from several verses inJoshua, that
Joshua could not have authored his book. Similarly the author ofShaaga, Aryeh
posits, in opposition to the implication of another parr of the talmudic state~

ment in Bava Barra, that Ezra the scribe did not write the book of Chronicles
himself but compiled documents of previous authors: he edited the book but
did not write it. (See my article "The Documentary Theory of theShaagarAryeh,"
Megadim 2 [Fall 5747 (1986)1: 9-22.) Using such reasoning, the scholars we

cies. Biblical scholarship has argued convincingly, according to the view
we are discussing, that no individual person, neither Moses nor any
other prophet, could have composed the Torah. Yet, according to that
approach, this in no way affects Jewish faith.

That is because the view we are discussing accepts Torah min ha
shamayim as a belief that the Torah was transmitted through prophecy,
not that Moses was the unique prophet who received the Torah from
heaven. If Moses is to be viewed as the "author" of the Torah, in the
conventional sense of the term, he should have written"And God spoke
to me saying," like other prophets who wrote their own prophecies. The
view we are now discussing would argue that only one passage in the
Oral Law explicitly asserts that "Moses wrote his book" (Bava Batra 14b),
and that it is nowhere stated that one who denies Moses' composition
of the T arah loses his share in the next world as is the case with one
who denies the divinity of the Torah (Sanhedrin 90a). Many of the great
est scholars in the medieval and early modern periods deviated, on
occasion, from a rabbinic dictum, when it flew in the face of the text's
simple meaning.' Using their example as precedent, one might take the
liberty ofdisregarding the view expressed in Bava Batra, insofar as a read
ing of the biblical text does not support the view that Moses wrote the
Torah in the manner of a conventional human composition. 2

are discussing might propose that Moses only wrote the parr of "his book" that
the Torah explicitly attributes to him (Deuteronomy 31:9). The rest of the
Torah, however, could derive from other men of God, living at other times.
These documents, redacted by a prophet who added and subtracted according
to God's will, form one book, one torah, in which there is not one letter belong~

ing to the human intellect, being wholly Torah min ha-sharnayim, from the first
word to the last.

'See Maimonides Hi/khat Yesodei ha-Torah 1:9.
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The position we ·are discussing concedes that rhe Torah comprises
several documents, written by different prophets in \'anous eras. The
documents are min ha-shamayim, because they are the wor.:!.; of the li\'
ing God. There is an infinite gap between God, the source of the Torah,
whose he~venly abode transcends space and time, and man, the reClpi
ent ofprophecy, created from earth, who lives within the contine.> ofspace
and time. The human intellect is limited; man cannot grasp or utter
contradictory ideas. God is not bound by this constraint. Hence the one
God reveals Himself in the world by exhibiting manifold traits and con
tradictory actions-like an old man seated at rest and a young man ar
war-with the attribute ofjustice and the attribute ofmercy.} The uniry
of God is disclosed through the encompassing of opposing aspects and
actions. The one God who embraces justice and mercy can communi
cate seemingly contradictoty prophecies, corresponding to these aspects
of divinity.

The prophecies given to individual prophets at different times thus
teveal paradoxical elements. One prophet, oriented to jusrice and whose
generation is particularly suited to hear the providential perspective of
justice, received and transcribed the prophecy of judgment. Another,
oriented to mercy and whose generation is particularly suited to hear of
a world guided by mercy, will receive and transcribe the prophecy char
actetized by kindness. The diversity of these two prophecies reflects dif
ferent authorship; yet both emanate from one source and from one shep
herd. The view we are examining treats the composition of the Torah
like the handing down of prophecy just desctibed. The editor of the Torah
had before him the vatious sources. But the Torah is not limited, as would
be the prophecy of the individual prophet, to the perspectives oflaw (din)
or mercy (rahamim); rather the Torah expresses the quality of harmony
(tifere'), combining law and mercy. By God's instruction, the editor
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inscribed the Torah, and this quality of tiferet governs the Torah as a
whole. We shall have mote to say about this further in this discussion.
Now, however, we are still occupied with the liberal approach.

Except for its significant omission of the specific role of Moses, an is
sue to which we will return, the ideas already outlined avoid any conflict
between the modern study of Bible and yirat shamayim. The scholars
identify the documents that comprise the Torah and tty to explain the
centuries ofdevelopment behind them, prior to the coming of the prophet
who consolidated the sources. The religious student, for his part, recog
nizes the hand ofGod in combining the various aspects ofHis revelation.

So far we have described the discoveries of Biblical Criticism, nOt the
beliefs ofbiblical criries. Our adoption of the discoveries ofbiblical schol
arship does not, by any means, imply assent to the beliefs of the schol
ars. We must know that an iron curtain separates, not faith and scholar
ship, but many men ofscholarship and men of faith. While the scholars
view the Torah as a grand literary creation, composed by human beings,
we believe that the Torah is from heaven. This is not a debate between
faith and science but rather a confrontation of faith and heresy. Science
can only investigate what reason apprehends. The human intellect can
not comprehend God and is therefore unable to certify prophecy. Schol
arly srudy of the Torah postulates the biblical text as the product of
human agency, and as the product of human activity the Torah must
reflect multiple sources. But this presupposition of the scientific approach,
which enables the human mind to proceed, is not subject to confirma
tion or refutation. Scholars cannot prove that the Torah is a human
product, because that is the assumption that underlies the entire enter
prise. At the same time it would be impossible to demonstrate that the
Torah is divine, based on the assumptions of scholarship, because that
belief contradicts the axioms with which the proof must be consistent;
in any event, it would be an attempt to demonstrate something beyond
the capacity of human reason. Whether the Torah is a human or divine
creation cannot be decided by scientific reason, which has no authOrity
over the domain that transcends reason. Where the intellect falls short
faith responds confidently. Faith knows with certainty "the foundation
of wisdom, to know that there is a first cause" (Rambam Hi/khol Yesodei
ha-Torah 1:1) and it is a basic religious truth that God reveals Himself
to man. An honest scholar acknowledges that this judgment is beyond
his competence as a man of science.

In fact, scholars frequently reiterate their conviction thar the Torah is
a merely human composition, in no way different from other literary cre
ations. But this claim already abandons the realm of science and enters
that of faith. With this pronouncement they become spokesmen ior a
"faith," and its content is heretical. We who believe wholeheartedly in the
divinity of the Torah must oppose them. But the debate about that which
lies beyond science cannot be judged from within science. Only a heav
enly voice acknowledged by all can resolve this conflict authoritatively.

Before addressing the role ofMoses, let us summarize our conclusions
so far. The position we are now describing is prepared to accept without
reservation the views of scholarship so long as the scholars have not
ventured beyond the limits of scientific method, which include the de
marcation of the various documents in the Torah, the development that
preceded them, and the editorial process that followed. Only when schol
ars deviate from the scientific framework and introduce heretical beliefs
about the Torah's human composition must we reject their assertions
and hold fast to Our tradition. This traditional belief suffuses Our per
sonallives. The Torah we study day and night is not a Torah propounded
by human authors, but a divine Torah received by prophets who inscribed
a vision revealed to them by God.

ill

The Traditional Alternative

Everything we have articulated up to this point is compatible with the
libetal definition of Torah min ha-shamayim, which ignores the specific
role of Moses in transmitting the Torah. In reality, however, this defini
tion ofTorah min ha-shamayim does not prevail in]ewish thought. From
antiqUity, our Sages have never considered equating the Five Books of
Moses with other prophecy. They regarded the equation, nOt as proper
faith, but as utter heresy. The status ofMoses is inherently different from
that of all other prophets. The latter saw God in a vision, through a glass
darkly; they heard His voice as a riddle that required clarification and
interpretation. When they subsequently transmitted God's message to
the people, when they wrote it down, they could not convey literally what
they had seen and heard. Instead each adopted his own style and lan-



4The two blessings before the Shema reinforce this association ofTorah and
creation. The first praises God as "creator of light and darkness," while the sec~

ond thanks Him for teaching us the Torah's commandments and laws. These
blessings parallel the twD halves Df Psalm 19, which first reCDunt GDd's glDry
and then extDI the TDrah. The same duality is found in the Sabbath prayers:

guage. Moses was different. The loyal servant in God's house, to whom
God spoke as one converses with a companion; he perceived God through
a clear glass, as it were, and heard His message expressed precisely. There
fore Moses wrote the words of the Torah as God spoke them, without
injecting his own. Thus the Torah ofMoses was literallymin ha-shamayim;
the Lawgiver summoned His prophet to the heavens themselves. "Like
an author dictating a book ro his scribe," God dictated the Torah ro His
prophet from beginning to end.

Just as the content and style of the Torah are independent of Moses'
persDnaliry, so toD they transcend his particular time. The book of]ere
miah, for example, could only have been written during or after rhe life
Df Jeremiah, since it includes his spoken words, which could not have
preceded him. Because the Torah, however, is not the words of a prophet
but those ofGod who transcends time, the sages could speak of the Torah
preexisting the world, "black fire upon white fire." By dating the Torah
before the creatiDn of time, the sages figuratively depicted the Torah's
immediate relationship to God Himself, He who is an all.consuming fire.
A thDusand generations before the world's creatiDn, when God and His
name were still Dne, and no prophet existed to share in its composition,
the TDrah already existed. Thus God's direct creation of the Torah is
like that of heaven and earth, on the first day of the world, when even
the angels did not exist.

This midrash alludes to a specific analogy between the process ofcre
atiDn and the Drder Df writing. CreatiDn proceeds from the absolute free
will Df the divine, nDt subject to the law of natural development of the
cosmDS. The same applies to God's writing of the Torah, which derives
from GDd's free will, not subject to the rules of literary development. GDd
spDke, "And it was so" defines both creation of the world and creatiDn
of the Torah. The sages taught that the Torah preexists the world, like
the architect's blueprint that precedes the building. The Torah is the
blueprint because' it incorporates the divine attributes employed in rhe
creation as well. ~

the evening prayer celehares the Sabbath ofcreation; the morning prayer refers
to the Sabbath of the Torah.giving. The blessing after Shema, Psalm 19, and
the afternoon Sabbath prayer culminate with the world's redemption. The pur
pose of the creation and the subject of the entire Torah is nothing less than
God's redemption ofhisrory.
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This definition of belief in the unique divinity Dt Tor"" ~lo;hch is the
only one recognized by the Jewish people, adopted by all sages. Whu
ever views the Torah as an ordinary prophetic work derues 1(; Unl'lue
status. In the previous sectiDn we examined the pOSSlbll,,) ul Lntcrpret
ing the meaning DfTorah min ha-shamayim liberally, insutar a; thi; 0puun
is attractive to some scholars. It is impossible, however, tu maintain thIS
possibility as an account Df the way this doctrine was understoud through
Dut the generations DfJewish belief. TraditiDnal belief means G,ld's re,'
elatiDn of the TDrah through Moses. Only Moses, the WDrthy scribe tu

whDm GDd committed the task of writing every sectiDn, verse, and letter
of the Torah from His very "lips." Other prophets did nDt attain this level:
"No prophet arose in Israel like Moses, whom God recognized face to

face" (Deutetonomy 34: 11).
Let us revert to the statement in Bava Baera about the authors of the

biblical books. As we saw, the Talmud ascribes the Torah and the bODk
of]oshua to Moses and Joshua respectively. As we also saw, there were
Rishonim, like Abravanel, who held that Joshua did not author his book.
Analogous arguments ofat least equal strength could have been deployed
against MDsaic authDrship, and although the commentators were duly
awate of them, no one would have dared to propose such a conclusion.
The reaSDn fDr this difference is clear from the previous discussiDn.
Whether the bODk Df JDshua was written by Joshua or, as Abravanel
thDught, by Samuel, does not affect principles of faith; it is merely an
historical query about prophetic authorship. Since Abravanel held that
the simple meaning Df the biblical text conclusively shows that Joshua
was not written by the man JDshua, he did not adopt the rabbinic view.
The role ofMoses in writing the Torah, by contrast, engages fundamen
tal issues of faith; Torah min ha-shamayim depends on Moses writing it.
Had Abravanel concluded that Moses did not write the Torah he would
ipso facto have dissented from the doctrine that the Torah is from heaven.
Such a heretical notion could never have entered his mind.
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Abravanel's distinction between the Torah and the book of Joshua is
not a random imposition of dogma, bu t goes together with our entire
conception of the Torah. Why shouldn't the arguments for post-Joshua
authorship apply to the Torah as well? Many verses in the Torah
are indeed incompatible with Moses' particular historical and personal
situatedness. Hence Moses, viewed as a flesh and blood author, could not
have written such a Torah. But this point is totally unremarkable: our
Sages did not teach that Moses wrote the Torah in the same way that
other prophets wrote their books. Since Moses inscribed the words of
God, no conventional argument about authorship can undermine his
role. God is beyond space and time, His wriring is not subject to narural
limitation; hence conventional scientific debate cannor determine the
nature of the Aurhorship.

IV

The Point of Divergence

Let us review the salient positions of Biblical Criticism, as applied to the
Torah. First, there is the thesis that the Torah contains discrete docu
ments integrated by an editor whose work is evident throughout the
Torah. We too must acknowledge these arguments because we too assert
that God's Torah, in its plain sense, speaks "the language of human be
ings." When read by the rules rhat govern human speech, the Torah is
consonant with the scholarly evaluation of the text.

In addition, the scholars assert that the Torah is a human composi
tion, similar to other literary works. This view, as we have noted, pre
supposes itself. A human author is limited by his specific time and place,
unable to grasp the conflicting aspects in one idea, unable to employ
strategies of authorial multipliciry, unable to dispense with generations
of development. If the Torah is a human document, the conclusion is
inescapable that it was composed piecemeal in the manner that the crit
ics imagine. Thus, the religious believer can reject the assumption about
the source of the text without denying the literary analysis the scholars
have proposed.

This is the position that we have staked out. God, who is beyond the
limitations of time and space, prepared the Torah, declaring in one

utterance what man can comprehend only as a combinatiun ut Jitiering
sources. Before the world was created, God redacted one Jocument
characterized by justice and one characterized by mercy, and 5;TIthai=ed
them with the quality of harmony. After a thousand generatluo.; thIS

Torah, "black fire on white fire," descended to earth. Moses. the taIth
ful shepherd, was summoned to the upper realm, and brought it d0"'TI
to the terrestrial sphere.

Earlier we mentioned the relationship between the creation ut the
world and the Torah. This parallel is also relevant to the relatiunship
between faith and science. Faith informs us that the world came into
being in six days; science claims convincingly that the world was slowly
formed over millions of years. Yet here it is commonly recognized that
the conflict is imaginary. The scientific evidence assumes that the world
coalesced spontaneously. But this very supposition, if it is not self
evident, is unprovable. For this reason men of faith can set this assump
tion aside and declare that God's free act created the world and that this
untrammeled freedom is perfectly consistent with His creation of the
world in six days through divine utterance. It is because of a division of
domains of this sort that intelligent people today are rarely troubled by
conflict between faith and the natural sciences.

Inexplicably, the truce between faith and science has not penetrated
the discipline of biblical scholarship. Instead the emphasis is put on the
contradiction between faith and science. Unable to withstand the con
tradiction, most men of faith consciously avoid biblical scholarship in
order to safeguard their traditional belief. Few faithful Jews are prepared
to risk their souls in order to resolve the tension. The truth is, however,
that this conflict is illusory, the product of unsophisticated thinking. It
arises because both men of faith and scientists have strayed from their
disciplines and entered foreign areas. The scholars believe they have
indisputably proven that Moses did not write the Torah, oblivious to the
fact that this entire argument depends on their heretical assumptions.
The believers, on the other hand, wearing the mantle of the "scientist,"
attack the scientific arguments of their interlocutors, instead of oppos
ing their heretical presuppositions.

How did this siruation come about? Why do so many believing Jews
see a conflict in the area of Bible study? Possibly the historical context
of the discussion is responsible, as much of early Biblical Criticism was
nuttured in an ambience of antipathy to Judaism. But it seems that a
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more significant reason for rhis situation is confusion about the mean
ing ofTorah min ha-shamayim.1t is likely that many believing]ews have
difficulty with Torah min ha-shamayim in its traditional connoration.
Consciously or unconsciously they equate Torah min ha-shamayim with
the divine origin of the other prophetic works, written by the prophet
himself, in his own language, based on his transcendental experience.
They naively think that their belief in the divinity of the Torah is intact
and that the Mishnah's stricrure against one who denies the Torah's
divine origin does nor refer to them. They also know well that the Sages
throughout histoty wholeheartedly affirmed that Moses wrote the entire
Torah, and that this belief is so fundamental to Judaism that one who
rejects it undermines the entire Torah. Yet they fail to recognize that
the traditional position regarding Mosaic composition of the Torah is a
corollary of the primary belief that God created the Torah. As a result of
chis misstep, they are content to treat the Torah as Moses' composition,
like other prophetic books. But we have claimed that the scholars are
right: Moses, as a human individual, could not have composed the Torah,
and this is precisely what the unique status of Moses is all about. Unfor
tunately, these believers hold tightly to Jewish faith as they understand
it, combining belief in Mosaic authorship with a failure to recognize the
unique role ofMoses. Consequently, they must wage war against science,
attempting to refute scientifically all that scholars and scholarship have
proven. The battle is lost from the start. The naive believer is at a dis
tinct disadvantage because the fight is neither between faith and heresy
nor between faith and science, but rather between faith and ignorance,
speaking in the name of a mistaken conception of faith. Science gets the
better of ignorance, undermining their imagined faith.

Even among people who do not tend to obliterate the distinction
between Torah and the Prophets, anorher factor is at work. They reject
the position proposed in this chapter because they view it as impossible
that the one God who created the Torah could possibly produce appar
ently inconsistent documents. In effect they are applying what is true of
secular literature to the holy. A secular author who contradicts himself
testifies to thoughtlessness and a lack of intellectual and spiritual integ
rity. The Torah, they argue, must be unified and uniform without con
tradictions and internal "flaws," like God Himself.

This position is correct in its definition ofTorah min ha-shamayim but
seriously mistaken about the content of Torah min Illl-shamayim. It dis
plays a kinship with the pagan attitude that moves from an awareness of

the manifold nature of Divine actions to the assertion of d,Vine mulu
plicity. God declared at Mount Sinai: "I am the Lord ~'our God.
I-in Egypt, I-at the Sea, I-at Sinai, I am past and I am furure. I am for
this world and I am for the next." For Jewish faith God's unlry in the
world is made manifest when He reveals His many aspects in whal ap
pear to be conflicting actions. This conception ofGod underlies the uniry
of the Torah. It is the pagan mentality that infers from contradicwry
aspects of God's activity, reflected in the multiple literaty aspects of the
Torah, the existence of multiple deities, and, correspondingly, multiple
authors of the Torah. This wrongheaded approach leads one to think
that conflicting documents in the Torah are irreconcilable with a uni
fied Torah from God. Hence the strained denial that the discrepancies
exist, and the compulsion to adduce scientific refutations of dubious
cogency. Hence the attempt to persuade themselves and us that all bib
lical scholars, including the great minds among them, are deluded and
deluding, motivated by wickedness, folly, or hatred ofJews.

The principle emerging from all of this is that there is no real tension
between faith and science so long as the conception of faith is free of
distortion. One who adopts the inferior (liberal) concept of Torah min
ha-shamayim as no different from the orher prophetic books is in danger
of concluding that the Torah was not written by Moses at all. He is dis
tinguished from the au tright heretic only by his belief in the divinity of
the Torah, as he understands it. The heretical scholars deem the Torah's
writers and editors mere mortals, while the believer who adopts the lib
eral concept of Torah min ha-shamayim maintains that the Torah, like
other prophetic works, was written and edited by men of God based on
revelation.

In contrast to this, the superior (traditional) concept ofTorah min ha
shamayim implies necessarily that only Moses could be its author. He
accepts the results of the critical method, insofar as God's Torah was
written in the language of human beings. The scholarly arguments, which
rely on linguistic principles of human communication, are significant for
him too, and require neither refutation nor opposition. But he rejects
every word ofwhat the scholars maintain with respect to the writing and
editing of the Torah, because he is committed to God's authorship, and
regards as heresy the view that the Torah is man-made.

Let us contrast the three views we have discussed. The secular schol
arly position views the Torah as a collection of documents, written by
], E, P, and D, edited by R. The liberal religious view accepts this hypo-
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thesis, but ascribes the documents to authentic prophets of God. The
traditional belief, which we advocate, holds that the Torah is directly
authored by God. Since we acknowledge the phenomena uncovered by
the scholars, this means that God provided J, E, P, D, and R the edito
rial layers. Our beliefdiffers inherently from the first two, because those
approaches see the Torah as the work ofman. If, however, we consider,
not the question of authorship but the nature ofTorah study, the essen
tial distinction is between the first view and the latter two. According
to the first perspective the Torah presents a merely human understand
ing; according to both of the "religious" views the Torah manifests the
supreme divine intellect. The scholar who adopts the first position studies
Torah with the measure ofdetachment appropriate to other literary study.
The believer, by contrast, learns Torah with holy trepidation and rever
ence, in the awareness that he is studying the word of God. This rever
ence is possible even if one believes that the Torah was formulated by
prophets who heard God's word rather than by God Himself; either way
it is the divine word. In fact, Jews cultivate this sense of awe toward all
the biblical books: no one would think of distinguishing between the
Torah, on the one hand, and the book ofisaiah for example, on the.other
hand. The Jew studies both with the same degree of assiduity, respect,
and digniry due to the word of God.

v

Example: Genesis. Chapters 1 and 2

We have alluded to the many contradictions between passages in the
Torah. For earlier generations these contradictions attracted exegetical
attention, as each exegete strove to resolve the difficulties. The Docu
mentary Hypothesis altered the situation. The contradictions now serve
as markers for the various documents: questions of exegetical conflict
now become questions ,!bout the accounts of different authors. The
scholar aims to diagnose the personal and historical factors responsible
for the conflicting versions of the documents.

Let us rake one example: the well- known discrepancy between the
first rwo chapters of the Torah. According to rhe scholarly consensus, P
wrote the first chapter. P looked at the world like a natural scientist.

Therefore the order of creation follows the natural development of spe
cies: vegetation and animate beings precede man. The fundamental
purpose of nature, in this account, is to preserve the created species.
Hence one would not imagine man being created alone. God created
him male and female; for only thus is his existence perpetuared. No doubt,
the scholar concludes, this account bespeaks a late date, for it presup
poses a highly developed consciousness of natural law.

The second chapter expresses a totally different perspective. J, its
author, is a sensitive poetic soul who saw the world through the eyes of
a poet. His world cannor be portrayed as alienated, governed by the
mechanical forces of nature; its only goal, survival. Self-preservation in
the biological sense is nor enough; a spiritual end must be imported, a
meaning beyond brure existence, one that radiates nobility, beauty, and
love. Only man endows the world with meaning and only through him
can a purpose be conceived. For this reason God formed him first. Veg
etation and animal life are recounted afterwards: their significance is tied
to their human meaning. Man, in this account, had to precede woman.
Only thus could man experience the pain ofbeing alone. When woman
is subsequently created he rejoices over her like a groom over a bride.
With the gifts of joy and love, the creation process is complete. This
description, the critic might claim, befits the nation's early srages: a world
full ofsong and imagination, consciousness of the mechanical nature still
undeveloped.

The critic links the portrayals in the twO documents to the distinct
personal and historical backgrounds of their authors. The editor's
achievement was to accept both portrayals and combine them into one
book, thus embracing the truth that borh express. Indeed the Torah
articulates complementary aspects of the created world. In the wild for
ests, for example, vegetation sprouts without man's help; in settled
regions grass grows only after man tills the earth. From one perspective
God created male and female together to perpetuate the species. From
another, He created the two sexes separately so that woman's creation
would mark the entry ofhappiness, joy, and love into a lonely world. The
critic does nor believe that these respective interpretations were intended
by the authors of the two documents. Each document presents the mono
chromatic outlook of its author. Only the editor, by distilling the partial
truth in each version, uncovered the broad perspective which permit
ted him to embrace several true texts within one Torah. When tradi-
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tional rabbinic commentaries reconcile the conflicting views, they are
explaining the peshal of the redactor's final product.

When we, who believe in the divinity of the Torah, adopt the critical
division ofsources, we do not assign the contradictoty portrayals of cre
ation in the Torah to different human authors and redactors. Instead,
we refer the distinctions to the different qualities of God. In chapter 1,
God is identified with the quality of justice implied in the name
Elohim, and creates a world governed by law. In chapter 2, the quality of
mercy, associated with the Tetragrammaton, engenders a world ofmercy.
The internal differences between these worlds include discrepancies in
the order of creation (vegetation, living things, and man), and in the
way man and woman were created. The believer knows that God con
tains all variation within Himself as surely as His rainbow contains the
spectrum of colors. He encompasses justice and mercy; He can there
fore juxtapose conflicting accounts reflecting these conflicting qualities.
The critics claim that J preceded P chronologically, in line with their pre
suppositions. We would say instead that, within human culture, the spiri
tual conception of the world precedes perception in lerms of natural
order. The Crearor, who is beyond time and space, nor subjecr to the
laws of historical development, presents these two conflicting perspec
tives simultaneously.

God formed the world neither according to pure justice or pure mercy,
but rather justice tempered by mercy and mercy limited by justice. The
two qualities were not expressed in their pure form, but were synthesized.
This offers a parrial expression of the qualities of justice and mercy, but a
complete realization ofa creation manifesting both of these qualities. Man,
who is unable to comprehend polar opposites, perceives contradiction. The
divine narrative, however, integrates both versions and their philosophi
cal perspectives. This integration takes place by means of the "redaction,"
which reflects the attribute of liferel, "harmony." Neither source is to be
read literally, as presenting one-dimensional aspects of justice or mercy.
They should be understood, rather, in the light of the received rext where
the Almighty interwove rhese two aspects.

Unlike the secular scholar, for whom each document represents no
more than the subjective perspective of a human author, the religious
individual knows that each document expresses a partial truth, a divine
truth, an articulation of His holy attributes. Each creation story, taken
in itself, reveals how a world created exclusively according to one of these
characteristics would have appeared. The textual components of the

Torah, like the Torah as a whole, are true. Israel was commanded to love
truth and peace (i.e., the reconciliation ofopposites) which derive from
the God ofIsrael whose seal is truth and whose name is peal:". Thus the
study of Bible by the religious individual fortifies the bond between the
Holy One, Israel, and rhe Holy Torah.

VI

Torah Lishmah and Intellectual Integrity

We have seen that the believer and the scientist differ most, not in their
recognition of phenomena, but in their evaluation of the phenomena.
This is eminently true of their respective attitudes toward the srudy of
Torah. The scientist relates to the Torah as he does to all literary works.
Having examined its content, and applied to it the critical method, he
will accept it or rejecr it. The Torah, for him, does not speak in the name
of a higher authority, compelling his submission. This is especially the
case when it comes to the Torah's legal portions. The scholar will find
some laws pleasing and progressive, others unseemly and inane. This
attitude implies a lack of reverence even for mitzvot he chooses to fulfill.
He adopts these laws not because of the Torah's normative demands but
as the outcome of subjective attraction. Hence he never fulfills God's
will but his own.

The believer, by contrast, does not subject the laws to his critical re
view: he declares, from the outset, naaseh ve-nishma, "we will follow and
then understand"-whether he finds them attractive or not. He does
not merely study Torah but learns from it. When he opens the Torah he
enters the house of God, he btings himself before God for guidance.

Acceptance of the Torah's supreme authority does not, to be sure,
relieve the believer from religious struggle. No individual can deny the
truth in his heart, and God does not expect His children to suppress their
inner sense ofethics and justice in the face ofwhat is written in the Torah.
Therefore the religious individual is allowed, and in fact is obligated, to

wage the Torah's battle wilhin the world of Torah itself. You ought not
encourage falsity in your hearr by negating your own truth as falsehood.
God chastised Job's friends for their false justification of God. The tor
mented struggle between the heart's truth and what is written in the
Torah is often a most difficult one. Yet the believer will never consider
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the secular student's judgment that some laws are acceptable and oth
ers are not. When he finds himself unreceptive to the Torah's truth he
will put its words "on his heare," faithfully awaiting the hour when his
closed heart will open and embrace the Torah's words. There is no way
to know when this miraculous event will occur. Yet one may assume from
the outset that it will never be demanded of him to abandon the truth
of the heare. Eventually it will become clear that there never was a real
contradiction between that truth and the Torah's. it was only his insuf
ficient readiness for the Torah's truth that engendered the apparent
conflict. His cereainty in the triumph of truth supports him during the

struggle of the conflict.

VII

The "Intention" of the Author

Our theological conception of Torah min ha-,hamayim, distinguishing
between the Torah given to Moses and the words of the prophet sent by
God, has practical halakhic ramifications: no man or prophet has the
authoricy to abrogate anything God has written in his Torah. Moreover
this conception of Torah min ha-,hamayim affects the study and inter
pretation of the Torah. This point requires an elaboration of our posi
tion on literacy inrerpretation in general.

it used to be taken for granted that literary criticism meant under
standing the author's intention. To ignore the author's meaning was to
impose the critic's own meaning on the text. According to this approach
the ideal commentator is the author himself. But the author is often an
unreliable guide to his own work: the intentions informing the work may
have been forgotten or unconscious, their imprint apparent though he
fails to recognize it. Thus the critic, who can read between the lines and
determine the author's conscious and subconscious intentions, becomes
the superior aurhoricy. The critic can locate internal contradictions that
the author missed, since these are due to conflicting attitudes the
author has not acknowledged. Nowadays literacy criticism is not preoc
cupied with the author's intention. Once the literary work has left his
hands it occupies its own place, defining a world of its own. it is our
possession to interpret as we understand it.

Taken without qualification, this approach would make literary study
an exercise in anarchy, without rules or standards. One could comment
as freely as he pleases, so long as the interpretation mainrained some
connection to the text. It would be impossible to discriminate bemcen
correct and incorrect interpretations; the only criterion would be plau
sibilicy to the reader. Any Iitetacy work could thus be approached \\"h
all the interpretive methods used to analyze the Totah: pe.sha<, wJ.Sh.
remez and ,ad, atbash and gematriya. This is illegitimate. I would malIl
tain that a literary critic's primary responsibility is to the author's con
scious or unconscious intention, explicit or implicit in the work. The CntK
has evecy right to broach various ideas that emerge from the text, whether
directly or indirectly. He may assere that these are implications of tbe
work, although the author never intended them, and that the author's
failure to say what the critic is saying is due to the limitations of his time
and environment. Such an interpretation would arefully and effectively
explicate the literacy work without claiming to provide an accurate
account of the writer's intention.

Wbat I bave proposed regarding a secular literary work surely applies
to sacred scripture as well. The student of Bible must first understand
what the writer intended to convey. The obligation to study Torab
requires more tban this. It includes the text's implications for future gen
erations, especially its relevance for the reader's situation. Although the
writer did not intend this specific meaning of the text it exists nonethe
less. The Torah is "deeper than the sea," its possible ramifications are
unlimited, and those who search will always uncover new features.
Evecy idea found in the Torah engenders otbers, whether directly or in
directly. The full range of interpretations, derivations, and derivations
of derivations pereaining to the Torah is pregnant with truth.

But this general ptinciple regarding autborial intention does nOt ap
ply to the Torah in the same manner that it pereains to other biblical
books. The student of the prophets (and the same would go for the Torah
acccording to the liberal understanding of Torah min ha-shamayim that
we reject) can readily distinguish between the author's intention and the
implicit intentions of the text. The prophet is rooted in a specific time
and place. Hence his interpretation of his own ptophecy is affected by
his context and capabilities. Later readers may adduce new ideas from
his prophecy, which were hidden from the prophet because their time
had not yet come. This cannot be the case with tespect to the Torah.
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The Author's intention is not limited by the time of the writing since
the Authot-God-transcends time and His writing preceded creation.
Nonetheless, we may suggest that when God transmitted the Torah, He
directed it to a specific generation, that of the Exodus and the desert,
that would receive it, and to later generations that would srudy the text.

This last point is pertinent to the scientific study of the Bible. When
the biblical critics match a particulat passage to the time period that suits
its sryle of writing and content they have identified the generation that
the passage addresses at the primary literary and historical level. Gen
esis, chapter 1, for example, may directly addtess those whose under
standing of the world is suited to that version; that group would consti
rute the primary audience. There is, of course, a secondary audience, to
whom the Torah is also transmitted. Although, when speaking of God
as the Author, a distinction between the writer's intention and that which
is written is inconceivable, one must distinguish between two different
authorial intentions, one to the primary audience and one to other read
ers, the secondary audience.

The first level of intention in the Torah corresponds to the author's
intention in the other books. This includes what is normally understood
by the primary recipient generation. The second level of intention in the
Torah parallels the implicit levels of the text in other prophetic works.
What comprises the deeper meaning of other biblical texts is part of the
Author's intended meaning in the divine Torah. Both levels become
available to later students, though the primary audience may penetrate
only the first level.

Thus the significant distinctions between the various definitions of
Torah min ha-shamayim, which are central to our theological judgment
about the compatibiliry of source division and Jewish piery, bear impli
cations for the practice of Torah srudy as well. If one believes that the
Torah was written by man, albeit with prophetic inspiration, his sense
of the relationship between his understanding and the author's inten·
rion must be tenuous. The matter is entirely different for one who believes
he studies God's Torah. This individual will attempt to seek undiscov
ered nuances in the Torah's meaning rhat will excite his heart and sati
ate his soul. Yet he will be confident rhar these novel interpretations are
included in the Torah's design. He will bless God who has taught him
Torah, who commanded him to immerse himself in the srudy ofTorah,
and who has made His words pleasant, generously endowing him with
wisdom to understand the content of His creation.

8
Response to Rabbi Breuer

Shnayer Z. Leiman

1. Orthodoxy owes a genuine debt ofgratitude to Rabbi Bteuer for agree
ing to address a very sensitive issue, namely the documentary hypoth.
esis. He walks bravely where angels fear to tread. It is particularly refresh.
ing to see an Orthodox rabbi who recognizes that the documentary
hypothesis is alive and well, not dead and buried. Some well-meaning
Orthodox defenders of the faith delight in repeating the canard that
through the heroic efforts ofRabbis David Hoffmann and Hayyim Heller,
the death knell was sounded for the documentary hypothesis decades
ago-and it need no longer be taken seriously. Nothing could be fur.
ther from the truth. The fact is that the critical study of the Bible, largely
but hardly exclusively a Protestant enterprise, has long since pene.
trated the academic world. Wherever Bible is taught critically, that is,
at Harvard, Yale, Oxford, and the Hebrew Universiry, it is accompanied
by the documentary hypothesis even as the twentieth century draws to
its close. The first step toward the SOlution of a problem is the recogni
tion that the problem exists. Those who cavalierly deny that the prob
lem exists unwittingly enable others to fall prey to the very problem they
wish to negate.

2. At the outset, it seems to me that the topic assigned to Rabbi Breuer,
"The Study of the Bible and the Primacy of the Fear of Heaven:
Compatibility or Contradiction?" needs to be carefully citcumscribed.
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NOTES

1 While the Biblical phrase i1~n tl~J refers to natural man, Onkelos'
~'7f)O Mn is related to a typ)Iogically more adva-need stage.

2 Maimonides translated ')" ~ib inca aesthetic tcrms as "pleasing and
displeasing." Paradisical man, violating the divine commandment by eat~

iog from the tree of knowledl;e, slispended the ethical and replaced it
wih the aesthetic experience (Guide 0/ the Perplexed. I, 2).

:1 Sec GNide of the Perplexed, I, 63.
.. The brill ohjcetf/J derived from objicerc, to oppose, the German

Gcge1lJtt/!ld, dennring somcrhing standing opposite, the Hebrew i'~n

having the connotation of something il1tenscl>' desired htlt /lot always
attainable, arc quite indicative of the element of tension which is il1ter~

''loven into the logical suhjen-knower knowable-object relationship.
"The element of tension in the subjecr-object rehtionship is a result

nor of sin hut of the incon,grllity of "anitudes" on the part of the con
fronters. The attitude of man is one of dominion while the "attirude" on
the part of the ohjcctive order is one of irresponsiveness. The knO\vable
object refuses to surrender to the subject-knower. The resulr of man's sin
was not the emergence of tension :lnd rBisrance-- -since this state of a(fairs
prevailed even before man's expulsion from Pandise-·but the change
from tension 10 frllStration, from a creative, .s\J(c~sf111 performance to

defeat. In imposing this metaphysical C\lISe upon man, Cod dccreed that
thc lattcr, in spitc of all his glorious achievements, be finally defeatcd by
death and ignorance. Judaism docs nO[ believe that nUll wjJl ever succeed
in his bold attempt to unra\'C1 the !lip/criton magnum of being and to

control nature ,L<; a whole. The human cognitivc and technological f',cs
tures, Judaism maint<lins, have a chance to succeed only in small sectors of
[eality. l~ n~t:;;r\ '1111 1'1~1-"Th()rns and rhisdes shall it bring forth
to thee."

f1 See Nachmanidcs (Gencsis 2 9).
i The interpretation of ~i.1J: as "opposing" was accepted by our Tal

mudic S.1ges. See )'cbaJJl()/, (da.
H The term "secular orders" is uscd here in aC(()flL!.nce with ils popldar

semantics, For the man of bith, Ihis tcrm is a misnomer. Cod claims the
whole, not a part of man, and whatever He established as an order within
the scheme of crcation is sacred.

hK

THE LONELY MAN OF FAITH

by JOSE"! f B .'i( lL( lVl'Tn:J II K

It is not the plan of this paper! to discuss the millennium-old

problem of faith and reaSon. Thc-'ory is not my concern at the ITIOmenr.

r want instead to focus attention on a human life situation in which

the man of faith as an individual concrete being, with his cares and

hopes, concerns and needs, joys and sad moments, is enran,glec..l. Therc

fore, ~vhatever I am gOl!lg to say' here has been derived not from

philosophical dialectics, abstract spendatioll, or dct<1Chcd impersonal

rencctions, hut from actual siwalions and exr'criellccs with which 1
havc lx:en confronted, Indeed, the term knurL is, in this context, a

misnomer. It is rather a talc of a personal diJc.mma. Instead of talking

theology, in the didactic sense, el<xJuCHtly and in balanced sentences,

I would like, hesitantly ;md haltingly, to confide in you, and to share

with you some conccrns which \Veigh heavily on my mind J-nd \\'hich

frequently a$.<';U01C the prop,ortions of (1.n awareness of crisis.

I have no rroblcrn-solving thoughts. r do not intend to suggest a

flew meth(xI of remedying the human situation which I am about to

describe; neither do I believe that it can he remedied at ,dJ. The role

of the man of faith, whose religious expericncc is fraught with inner

conflicts and incongtuities, who oscillates hct\\"{"cn ecstasy in God's

companionship and despair when he feels abAndoned by CJ(xl, and who

is torn asunder hy the heightened contraSt her-ween self-appreciation

and abnegation, has hc-cn a difTinilt one since the times of Abraham

and lvfoscs. It would he presumptuous of me to ~HtclllJ1t to convert the

pas."ional antinomic faith-ex[x'ricnce into a eudaemonic-h;lrmollious

one, while the Biblical knights of faith livcd heroicaily with this vcry
tragic and paradoxical experiencc.

Heprifltcd fr(ll11 l"nuh'iof/, VnlUJlll' 7. 19h~
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All I want is to follow the advice given by Elihu the son of Be-rachel

of old who said, "I will speak that I may find relief"; for there is a

redemptive quality for an agitated mind in the spoken word and a tor

mented soul finds peace in (oofes.sing.

I

A.

The nature of tbe dilemma can be stated in a thrCC-\nKd sentence.

I am lonely. Let me emphasize, however, that by stating "I am lonely"
I do not intend to convey to you the impression that I am alone. I,

thank God, do enjoy the love and friendship of many. I meet people,
talk, preach, argue, rcason; I am surrounded hy comrades and ac

quaintances. And yet, companiollship and friendship do not alleviate

the passional experience of loneliness which trails me constantly. I am
lonely lx~cause at times I feel rl'jcctl'd and thrust away by evcryhoJy,

not excluding my most intimate friends, and the words of the Psalmist,

".My father and my mother have forsaken me," ring quite often in my

ears like the plaintive ccx)ing of thc turtledove It is a strange, alas,

absurd experience engendering sharp, enervating pain as well as a

stimuating, cathartic feeling. I despair l-x?clllse I ;lnl lonely and, hence,

fecI frustrated. On the other hand, I also fed invigorated because this

very experiencc of loneliness presses everything in me into the service

of God. In my "desolate, howling solitude" I experience a growing

awarenes..s that, to paraphrase Plotinus' apothegm ahout prayer, this

service to which I, a lonely and solitary individual, am committed is

wanted and gracefully accepted by God in I lis transcendental loneli

ness and numinous sol itude.

I must address myself to the ohvious question: why am I beset by
this feeling of loneliness and being unwanted? Is it the Kierkegaardian

anguish-,m ontological fear nurtured by the awareness of non-lx:ing

threatening onc's existencc-that assails me, or is this feeling of lone~

liness solely due to my own personal stresses, cares and frustrations?

Or is it perhaps the result of the pervasive state of mind of \'Vestern

man who has become estranged from himself, a state with \',;hich all
of us as \'Vestcrners arc acquainted?

1 believe that even though all three explanations might be true to

some extent, the genuine and ccnrf<ll cause of the fcding of loneliness

from which 1 cannot free myself is to be found in a different dimen

sion, namely, in the experience of faith itself. 1 am lonely because, in

my humble, inadequate way, r am a man of faith for whom to be

means to believe, and who substituted "credo" for "cogito" in dlC time-

honored Cartesian maxim.:! Apparently, in this role, as a man of faith,

1 must experience a sense of IOIleliness which is of a compound nature.

Ir is a blend of that which is inseparably inrc-rwovcn into the very

texture of the faith gesture, characterizing the ullfluctuating metaphy

sical destiny of the mall of faith. (lnd of that ""hich is extraneous to

the act of lx'lieving and Stems from the cver-c!Jzmging human-historical

situ<Jtion with all its whimsicality" On the onc hanJ, the man of faith

has been a solitary figure throughout thc ages, indeed millenni:l, and

no one has succeeded if] escaping this unalterahle destiny which is an

"objective" awareness rather than a suhjective feeling. On the other

hand, it is undeniably truc that this basic awareness expres,Scs itself in

a variety of ways, utilizing the whole gamut of one's affective emo

tional life which is extremely respollsive to outward challenges and

moves ;l/ong with the tide of cultural-historicl! chan,ec. Therefore, it

is my inrellt to 'lilalyze this exp('rience ,It hoth levels: at thc ontologi

cd, at \\"hich it is a root a\\"arcness, and olt the historical, at which a

hi,gbly sensitized :lnd agitatcd heart, ovcf\\'hclmcd hy the impact of

social :lnd clIlwral forces, filters this root awareness through the
medium of painful, frustrating emotions.

As a matter of fact, the invcsti,eation at the second level IS my prime

concern since I am mainly interested in contemporary man of faith

who is, due to his pcndiar positioll in Our "secular society, lonely in a
s[x'Cial way" No fll:ltter 1101\" timc·honored :1I1d rime-hallowed the inter

penctration of faith and loneliness is, and ir certainly §.;o~'s h"ck to the

dawn of the Judaic cO\'cn,I!lt, contemporary m:ln of faith livcs throuf!h
a partictJlarly difficult and <l,goni7ing crisis.
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Let me spell out this passional eXfxTicncc of contemporary mall of

faith.
He looks upon himself as a stranger in modern society which is

technically minded, self-centered, and self-loving, almost in a sickly
narcissistic fashion, scoring honor upon honor, piling up victory upon

victory, reaching for the distant galaxies, and seeing in the hcrc~and

now sensible ",'odd the only manifestation of being. \Xfhat can a man

of faith like myself, living by a dCKtrine which has no technical poten

tial, by a law which cannot be testcd in the laboratory, stcadfasr in his

loyalty to an eschatological vision whose fulllllment cannot be pre

dicted 'with any degree of probability, Ict alone certainty, even by the
most complex, advanced mathematical calculations-what can such a

mall say to a functional utilitarian slxiety which is sac("I1nJl-orie[Jted

and \\'hose practical reasons of the mind have long ago supplanted the
sensitive reasons of the hean?

It would be worthwhile to add the following in order to place the
dilemma in the proper focus. I have never been seriously troubled by

the problem of the Biblical doctrine of creation vis-a-vis the scientific

story of evolution at both the cosmic and the organic levels, nor have

I been perturlxd by the confrontation of the mechanistic illterpretation

of the human mind with the Biblical spiritual concept of man. I have

not been perplexed hy the impossibility of fitting the mystery of reve
lation into the framework of historical cmpiricism. 1\10reover, I have

not even been troubled by the theories of Biblical criticism which con

tradict the very foundations upon which the s;mctity and integrity of

the Scriptures rest. However, \\"hile the'Oretical oppositions and dicho

remies have never tormented my thoup;hts, r could not shake off the
disquieting feeling that the practical role of the man of faith within

modern society is a very difficult, indeed, a paradoxical one.

Thc purposc of this paper, then, is to define the great dilemma

ccnfronting contemporary man of faith. Of course, as I already re
marked, hy defining the dilemma we do not exp(.'([ to find its solution,

for the dilemm:l is insoluhle. However, the Jefming itself is a worth

while cognitivc gesture which, I hope, will yield a better understanding

of ourselves and our commitment. Knowledge in general and seIf-

knowledge in particular arc gained not only from discovering logical

answers but also from formulating logical, even though unanswcrable,
questions. '111e hurn;lll 10,1..;os is as conccrned with an honest inquiry

into an insoluble antinomy which leads to intellectual despair and
humility as it is with an unprejudiced true solution of a complex prob

km arousing joy and enhancing one's intellectual determination and
boldness.

Before beginning the analysis, we must determine within which

fran)c of reference, psychologico.cmpirical or thcologico-Biblical,
should our dilemma be des.cribed. I believe you will agree with me

that we do nor have much choice in the lllJ-tter; for, to the man of
faith, self-knowledge has nne connotation only-to understand one's

place and role \\'irhin the schcme of events and things willed and ap

proved hy God, \\"hen He ordered finitude to emerge out of infinity
and the Universe, including man, to unfold itself. 111is kind of self
knowledge may not always he plca,~ant or comforting. On the con

trary, it might from time to time express itself in a painful appraisal

of the difficultics which man of faith, caught in his paradoxical des

tiny, has to encounter, for knowledge at both planes, the objective~

n,ltural and stlbjeetive,personaJ, is not ah\"ays a eudaemonic experience.

I Jowever, this unpleasant prospect should not deter us from our under~
uking.

Before 1 go any further, I want to make the fotlowing reservation.
\'(-'hatever I ~un about to sa}' is to be seen only as a modest attempt on

the part of a man of faith to interpret his spiritual perceptions and

emotions in modern t!lco!ogico-philosophical cate,~ories. My int('rpre~

tive gesture is completely subjective and lays no claim to representing
a definitive halakhic philosophy. If my audience will feci that these

interpretations arc also relevant to their IXTceptions and emotions, I
shall feel amply rcv,·arded. However. r shall not feel hurt if my
thoughts will find no response in the hearts of my listeners.

IJ.

\X!e all kno\\' that the Dible offers two accounts of the ([cation of
m:lll. \Ve arc also aware of the theory suggested by Bible critics attrib~
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tiring these twO accounts to two different traditions and sources. Of

course, since we do unreservedly accept the unity and integrity of the

Scriptures and their divine character, we reject this hypothesis which
is based, like many other Biblico-critical theories, on literary catc-goriN

invented by modern man, ignoring completely the eidetic-noetic con

tent of the Biblical story. It is, of course, tme thJt the t\\'() accounts of

the creation of man differ considerably. This incongmity was not dis

covered by the Bible critics. OUf sages of old were aware of ir.:\ How

ever, the answer lies not in an alleged dual tradition bur in dual man,

nor in an imaginary contradiction between two versions but in a fc,d

contradiction in the nature of man. The two accounts deal with twO

Adams, two men, two fathers of mankind, two types, two representa

tives of humanity, and it is no wonder that they are not identicaL Let

us just read these two accounts.

In Genesis I we read: "S<, God created man in His own image,

ill the image of God created He him, male and femrtle created lie

them. And G(xl blessed them and G(xl said untO them, he fruitful and

multiply, ilnJ {dl the earth and suhdue it, and have dominion over the

fish of the sea, over the fowl of the heaven, and over the beasts, and

all over the earth."

In Genesis II, the account differs substantially from the one 'we just

read: "And the ('ternal God formed the man of the dust of the ,ground

and breathed into his nostrils the hreath of lift' and man hecame a

living soul. Ami the eternal God planted a ,garden eastward in Eden.

... And the eternal G(xl took the man ,Ind placed him in the Garden

of Eden to serve it and to keep it."
I want to point out four major disncpancies Ix,t\\'een these [WO

accounts.
I) In the story of the creation of Aclilm the first, it is told that' the

btter was created in the image of God, C~i:;~·X t~'1~, while nothing is

said about how his body was formed. In the account of the creation of

Adam the second, it is stated that he was fashioned from the dust of

the ground and God breathed into his nostrils the breath of life.

2) Adam the first received the mandate from the Almiphty to (i(l

the earth and sul:xluc it, ;,t:,.':::l~1 Vlt{i1 fiX 1X':'tJ. Adam the second was

charged with the duty to cultivate the garden and to keep it, i11:::l1,."
i1itlt:'71.

3) In the story of Adam the first, bOth male and female were cre

ated concurrcntly, while Adam the sccond emerged alone, with Eve
appearing subsequently as his helpmate and complement.

1) finally, and this is a discrepilncy of which Biblical criticism has

made so much, while in the first account only the name of E-lohim

appears, in the second, E·lohim is used in conjunction with the
Tetragrammaton.

c.
Let us ponray the.se two men, Adam the first ~lOd Adam the second,

in typological categories.

There is no douht that the term "image of God" in the first account

refers to man's inner charismatic endowment as a creative being. Man's
likeness !O (;od expresses itself ill man's striving and ability to become

a creator. Adam the first who was fashioned in the image of God was

blessed with great drive for creative activity and immeasurable re

sources for the realiztltioll of this goal, the most outstanding of which

is the intelligence, the human mind, capable of confronting the out

side world tlnd inquiring into its complex \\'orkings. 4 In spite of the

bOlindless divine generosity providing m;11l with many inte-l1ecnlal ca~
pncitics and interpretive IXTspecrives in his approach to reality, God,

in impJrting the bles,sing to Adam the first tlnd giving him the man

d;l tc to suhduC' nanrre, directed Adam's attention to the functional and

practical aspects of his intellect through which man is able to gain

control of nature. Other intellectual inquiries, such as the metaphysical

or axiologico-qualitative, no matter ho\\' incisive and pCfl<:trating, have

ne-ver granted mtln dominion over his environment. The Greeks 'Nho

excelled in philosophical noesis \\"('re less skillful in tC'chnolo,gical

achievements. l\fodern scicnce has emerged victorious from its encoun

ter with nature because it hilS silcrificed qualitative-metaphysical spenl

!ation for the sake of a functional duplication of retllity and substituted

the quan/1I5 for the tjufl!ir qucstion. Therefore, Adam the first is inter

ested in JUSt a single aspect of reality and ,Ish one (jucsrioll ooly-
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"How dO<"S the cosmos function?" He is not fascinated by the ques

tion, "\X!hy does the cosmos function at all?" nor is he interested in

the question, "What is its essence?" lie is onl~' curious to know how it
works. In fact, even this "how"-question with which Adam the first is

preoccupied is limited in scope. I Ie is concerned not with the question
per sc, hut with its practical implications. He raises not a metaphysical

but a practical, technical "how"-qucstion. To be precise, his question

is related not to the genuine functioning of the cosmos in itself hut to

the possibility of reproducing the dynamics of the cosmos by employ

ing quantificd-mathcmatizcd media which man evolves through postu

lation and creative thinking. The conative movement of attraction

which Adam the first experiences toward the world is not of an ex

ploratory.cognitive nature. It is rather nurtured by the scJllsh desire

on the part of Adam to lxtter his own position in relation to his en

vironment. At!;un the first is overwhelmed by one quest, namely, to

h;lrness and dominate the element;d natural forces ;In<1 to put them at

hi:-; disposal. This practical interest arouses his will to learn the secrets

of nature. He is completely utilitarian as far as motivation, teleology,

design and meth(xlology are concerned.

D.

Whar is Adam the (nsr out to achieve? \XThat is the objective toward

..vhich he incessantly drives himself with enormouS speed? The objc'C

rive, it is self-evident, can be only Olle, namely, that which G<xl put up
bdore him: to be "man," to be himself. Adam the first wants to be

human, to discover his identity which i.s hound up with his humanity.

How d<x-s Adam find himself? He works with a simple equation in

troduced hy the Psalmist who pnKlaimed the sin}-,>ularity and unique

station of man in nature:
"For thou made him a little lower than the angels and hast crowned

him with glory and honor (dignjty) .".-, l'.1an is an honorahle being. In

other words, man is a dignified being and to be human means to live

with dignity. I fowever, this equation of two unknown qualities requires

further elaboration. \"'('e must be re<ldy to answer the question: what is

dignity and how can it be realized? The answer we find again in the

words of the Psalmist who addressed himself to this obvious questIon,

and who termed man not only an honorable but also a glorious being,
sIX'lIing out the essence of glory in unmistakable terms:

"Thou hast made him to have dominjon over the works of Thy
hands. Thou hast put all things under his feet."

In other words, dignity was equated by the Psalmist with man's

capability of dominating his environment and exercising control over

it. 1\hn acquires dignity through glory, through his majestic posrure
vis-a.-vis his environment. f1

The brute's existence is an undignified one because it is a helpless

existence. Human existence is a dignified one because ir is a glorious,

majestic, powerful existence. Hence, dignity is unohtainable as long as

man h8s not rechimed himself from co-existence with nature and has

not risen from a non-rencnive, de,r:;radingly hc-Ipless instinctive life to

an intelligent, planned, and majestic one. For the sake of clarification

of the douhle equation humanity -- di,gnity and dignity ---0 glory

majesty, it is necessary to add another thought. There is no dignity

without responsihility, and one C<lnnot assume responsibility as long

as he is not capJble of Jiving lip to his commitments. Only when man

rises to the heights of freedom of action and creativity of mind docs

he beg-in to implement the mandate of dignified responsibility cntmsted

to him by his Maker. Di,gnity of man expressil\~ itself in the awareness

of being responsible and of being- capablc of Jischarging his respons

ihility cannot be re<llized <lS long as he has not gained mastery over his

environment. ror life in bondage to insensate elemental forces is a
non-responsible and hence an unJi,~nif!ed <lJIair. 7

l\f<Jn of old who could not {Ight discase and succumbed in multitudes

to yellow fever or any other plague with Jegmding helplessness could

not lay claim to dignity. Only' the man who builds hospitals, discovcr9

therapeuric techniques and saves lives is blessed with dignity. !vfan of

the J 7th and JNth cellturies who needed several days to travel from

Boston to New York was less dignifIed than nHxlern man who at

tempts to conquer space, boards a plane at the New York Airport at

midnight and takes several hours later a leisurely walk along the

Streets of LonJon.1'l The brute is helpless, and, therefore, not dignified.



Civilized man has gained limited control of nature and ha.<; become, in

ccrtain respects, her masrer,and with his mastery, he has attained

dignity, as well. His. mastery has made it possible for him to act in

accordance with his responsibility,

Hence, Adam the first is ag,wessive, bold, and victory-minded, His

motto is SUCCCS-<;, triumph over the cosmic forces. He engages in crea

tive work, trying to imitate his ~faker (imihti0 Dc;). The most char

acteristic representative of Adam the first is the mathematical scientist

who whisks us away from the array of tangible things, from color and

sound, from hear, touch, and smell ,vhich are the only phenomena

accessible to our senses, into a formal relational \vorld of thought

constructs, the product of his "arbitrary" poshllating and spontaneous

positing and deducing. This world, woven out of human thought pro

cesses, functions with amazing precision and runs parallel to the work

ings of the real multifarious world of our senses. The mcxkrn scientist

docs not try to explain nature. lie only duplicates it. In his full re

splendent glory as a creative agent of Gexl, he eonstnlCts his own world

and in mysterious fashion succeeds in controlling his environment

through manipulating his Own mathematical constnIets and creations.

Adam the ftrst is not only a creative theoretician. He is also a cre<l

ti"e esthete. He fashions ideas. with his mind, and beauty with his heart.

He enjoys both his inteHectua! and esthetic creativity atld takes pride

in it. He also displays creativity in the world of the norm: he legislates

for himself norms and laws because a dignified existence is an orderly

one. Anarchy and dignity arc nllltually exclusive. He is this-wnrldly

minded, finitude-oriented, beauty-centered. Adam the first is always an

esthete, whether engaged in an intellectual or ethicnl performance. Ilis

conscience is energized not by the idea of the good, but by that of the

heautiful. Hi.'> mind is questinp not for the true, but for the pleasant

and functional, which art- rooted in the esthetical, not the noctic
elhiea!, sphere-.Il

In doing all this, Adam the first is trying to carry out the mandate

entrusted to him hy his !\faker who, at dawn of the ~ixth mysterious

day of creMiofl, addressed Himself to man and summoned him to "fill

the earth and subdue it." It is God 'who decreed that the Story of Adam

A.

II!
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the first be the great saga of frec~lom of man-slave who gradually

transforms himself into man-master. \'Vhilc pursuing this goal, driven

hy <In urge which he cannot hut obey, Adam the first transcC"nds the
limits of the reasonable and probable aud ventllre.,; into rhe open

spaces of a boundless universe. Even this longing for va"tncs~, no

m;lttcr how adventurous and fantastic, is legitimate. 1\1an reaching for
the distant Stars is acting in harmony with his nature which was crca

ted, willed, and directed by his l\laker. It is a manifestation of obedi.

ence to rather than rebellion against God. Thus, in Sum, we have ob

tained the following triple e'l"ation: humanity ~ dignity _~ respons.
ibility ~ majesty.

Adam the second is, like Adam the first, also intrigued by the
cosmos. IntelJcehwl tllriosity drives thern both to confront eourJge

ousJy thc my.rlcri"m !1lilgflllf1l of Beinp. 1Iowcver, while the cosmos

provokes Adam the fIrst to quest for pOwer and COntrol, thus making

him ask the functional "hOw"-qllCStion, Adam the sC'cond responds to

the call of the Cosmos by engaging in a differcnt kind of cognitive

gcStllre. I Ie doc's not ask a single functional <luestion. Instead his in

quiry is of a metaphysical nature and a threefolJ one. He wants to

kno\\': "''Vhy is it?" "\'Vhat is it?" "\"('ho is it)" (J) He wonders:

"\'Vhy did the world in irs tota,lity comc into existence? Why is man

confronted by this ShlpCndol\.<j alld inditTcrcllt order of things and

events?" (2) I Ie asks: "\'Vhat is rhe purpose of all this? \'(lhat is the

messape that is embedded in organic and inorganic matter, nod what

docs the great challengc rc;],chill<~ me from heyond the fringes of the

universe as well as from the depths of my tormented soul mean?"

(
3

) Adam the second keeps on wondering: "\'Vho is He who tr<JiIs
me steadily, uninvited and unwanted, like an everlasting shadow, and

vanishes into the ren:ss('s of transcendence the very instant J turn

1rolllld to COil front thi." numinous, awcsOIllC and IllYSlcriollS 'I Ie'?

JOSEPH B. SOLOVEITCIIICK78
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\'\Tho is He who fills Adam with awe and bliss, humility and a sense

of greatness, concurrently? Who is He to whom Adam clings in
passionate, all-consuming love and from whom he flees in mortal fear

and dread? \X'ho is He who fas.cinates Adam irresistibly and at the

same time rejects him irreV(Kahly? Who is He whom Adam experi

ences hoth as the mysterillm tremenclum and as the most elementary,
most obvious, and most understandable truth? \X'ho is He who is
deliS retle/alm and deus abJ[ondi/t/J simultaneously? \X!ho is He whose

life-giving and lifc-\yarming breath Adam feds constantly and who

at the s,unc time remains distant and remote from all?"
In order to answer this triple qucstion, Adam the second docs not

3,"'ply the functional meth<xl invented by Adam the first. I Ie does not

([eate a world of his own. Instead, he -wants to understand the living,
"given" world into which he has heen cast. Therefore, he docs not

mathematize phenomena or conceptualize things. He encounters the
universe in all its colorfulness, splendor, and gr;tndcur, and studies it

with the naivete, awe and admiration of the child who seeks the un
usual and wonderful in every ordinary thing and event. \X'hilc Adam

the first is dynamic and creative, transforming sense data into thought

constructs, Adam the second is receptive and heholds the world in its

original dimensions. He looks for the image of God not in the mathe

matical formula or the natural relational law hut in every beam of

light, in every hud and hlossom, in the morning hreeze and the still

ness of a starlit cveninJ~. Tn a word, Adam the second explores not the

scientific JhstrJct universe but the irresistihly fascinating qualitative
world where he estahlishes an intimate relation wirh God. The Bibli

cal metaphor referring to God breathing life into Adam alludes to the
actual pre(xcupation of the latter with God, to his genuine living

experience of G<xl rather than to some divine potential or endowment
in Adam symbolizc-d by imrrgf) Dei. 11l Adam the second livC'S in close

lwion with Goo. His existenrial "I" experience is intel\.\'oven in the

a\\·areness of communing wirh the Great Self whose footprints he

discovers. aJong the many tortuous paths of creation.

B.

I stated previously that hoth Adams are equally provoked by the

mystery of Being even though the methods they employ in their heroic

attempt to come to terms and to arrange a mndllJ 1'i1'cndi 'with the
trJpterillm magnllm arc incongruous. Let me aJd no\\' that not only

the etiological impulse and drive but also the objective and hence the

motivation are identical. Both Adams want to be human. Both strive

to be themselves, to lx· what G<xl commanded them to be, namely,

man. They certainly could not rc<!.c!l for some other ohjective since
this urg<-', as I nored, lies, in accordance with God's scheme of creation,

at the nX)t of all human strivings and any rebellious effort On the
part of man to substitute something else for this urpe \\'()uiJ be in
distiner oppo-sition to God's will which is embedded in man's nature.

The illcongruity of methods is, therefore, a. resul t nor of diverse objec
tives but of diverse interpretive ;lpproachC"S to the one ohjective r!ley

both l1urS
lIC. The two Adams do not nmcur in their interpretations of

this objective. The idea of humanity, the ,great challenge summoning

man ro anion and movement, is placed by them in two incommen
surate p:::rs!X'"etives.

\X'hile Adam the first wants to reclaim himself from a. dosc.J-in,
non-reAeetive, natural existence by sctting himself up as a. dignifIed

majestic being cap;lhle of mUng his environment, Adam the second

Sees his .rr/lm·afcncJJ from nature and his existential uniqueness not in

dignity or majesty hut in something else. There is, in his opinion, an
other mode of existence through which m;ln (an lInd his own self,

namely, the redemptive, which is not necessarily identical with the
dignified. Quite often, an existence might be rCj"'Jctc \\·ith dignity and
mastery, and yet remain unredeemed. An atheist cosmonaut circling

the eJfth, ;ldvising his sup·criors who placed him in orhit that he did

nor encounter any an,gels, rnipht lay claim to di,f.!niry hecause he cou
fJgc6usly mastered sp;tce; he is, however, very br from experiellcing
a redeemed existence.

In order to delineate more sharply the contours of Adam the
second, who rcjected di,gaity as the sole objective of human questing,



let us add the following observation. Dignity is a s(x-ial and behavioral

category, expressing not an intrinsic existential quality, but a technique

of living, a way of imprcs..'iing $(xicty, the know-how of commanding

respect and attention of the other fellow, a capacity to make one's

presence fclt. In Hebrew, the noun kal'od. Jignity, and the nOlll1 km'ed,
weight, frat,jtaJ, stem from the same [rxlt. The man of dignity is a

weighty person. The people who surround him feci his impact. Hence,
dignity is measured not by the inner worth of the in-depth-personality,

but by the accomplishments of the surfncc-pcrsonality. No matter how

fine, noble, and gifted one may OC, he cannot command respect or be
appreciated by others if he has nor succeeded in realizing his talents

and communicating his message to s<xiety through the medium of the
creative maj('~ic gesture. In light of the aforementioned, dignity as a

behavioral category can find realization only in the outward gesture

which helps the inner personality to objectify itself and to explain
and interpret itself to the external world. Hence, dignity can only he
predicated of kerYRmatic man who has the capabiliry of establishing

lines of communication with neighbors, acquaintances and friends, and

engaging them in a dialogue, nor of \\'ords, but of action. Dignity is
linked with fame. There is no dignity in anonymity. If one succeeds in

ptHting his message (kerygma) across he may lay claim to dignity.

The mute person, whose message remains hidden and suppressed in the

silence of the in-depth-personality, cannot be considered. dignifK·d.
Therefore, Adam the first was created not alone, but together with

En'.....--maJe and female emerged simultaneously. Ad,un the first exists
in society, in communiry with others. He is a social being, gregJrious,

communicative, emphasizing the artistic aspect in life and giving pri
ority to form over content, to literary expression over the cielos, to

practical accomplishments over inner motivation. He is blessed with
the gift of rhetoric, with the faculty of communicnion, be it the beau
tiful word, the efficacious machine, the socially acceptahle ethic

etiquette, or the hush of the ~)lemn memorial assembly. 111e visible,

perceptible public image of the personality is fraught with majesty

and dignity. Adam the first is never alone. l\.fan in solitude has no
opportuniry to display his dignity nnd ITInjesty, since lxHh arc h,-·h:1V-

IV

ioral social traits. Adam the Grst was not left alone even on the d;ly of

creation. I It: emerged illto the world together \\-ith Eve, and G(xl ad.

dres.sed Himself to both of them as inseparable members of one
community.

TIle community of which Adam the orst, majestic man, is a mem

ber, is a natural one, a product of the creative, s(Kial gesolre in which

Adam engages whenever he thinks that collective Jiving and acting
will promote his interests. 1

! I term this community a natural one, be

cause the urge for organized activity at this level is not nurtured by
the singular needs and experiences of spiritual mall created in God's

image but hy biological instinctual pressures. It is a namral re-action

on the part of man, ;LS a hiological being bent on survival, to the
menacing challenge of the outside world. In fact, the root of the in

stiner of gregariousness which is the very foundation of the natural
community is to he found a!rc,l({y ill the anirn;ll kingdom. Let cattle

grazing guietly along a \vide area of green pastures sense suddenly that
danger is lurking somewhere, thcy, overcome by instinctive panic, will

begin to herd tog-ether and to cling to each other as if mere physicl!
continguity could avert the impending cat<1srrophe. The difference be

tween man aSS<Kiating with others 'Jnd animals flocking together con
sists, of course, in the fact that while the mllte cteaOlres react in a

mechanical, spurious, and puqx>scless way, eloquent and wise- man acts

intelligently and teleologically. )'ct this discrepancy d(x~s not contra

dict our premise that the primordi;ll urge to corne together in face of
opposition is shared by both ,lll irnal and biologie<d man.

Adam the first is challen,ged by a hostile envirolllllent and hence
summoned to perform maflY tasks which he alone canllot m;lstcr.
Consequently, he is impelled to take joint action. Helpless individuals,
cogniz;lnt of r-he difficulties they encoullter when they ;lCr separately,
con,gre,~ate, make arrangements, enter- into treaties of lllutu;l! assist
ance, sign contracr-s, form partner-ships, etc.l~ 111(' natural community

is born of a feeling of individual helplessness. \';:rhene\'cr Adam the

first wants to work, to prexluce and to succced in his underwkin,gs, he

R3THE 1.0NU.Y MAN OF FAITII
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must unite with others. The whole theory of the social contract brought
to perfection by the philosophers of the age of rcason, feflects the
thinking of Adam the first, identifying man with his inrclicnual na

ture and creative technological will and finding in human existence
coherence, legitimacy, and reasonableness exclusively. To the thinkers
of the Age of Reason man JXlscd no problem. He was for them an

understandable, simple affair. Their admiration, alas adoration, of the
human mind hindered them from realizing the metaphysical dilemma

and existential paradoxicality, indeed absurdity, embedded in the hu
man "1" awareness. They saw man in his glory but failed to see him

in his tragic plight. They considered the individual ontologically per

fect and existentially adequate. J:J They admitted only that he \\'<L" func*
tionally handicapped even though he could, like Rohinson Crusoe,

surmount this diHlculty, too. If the individual is ontologically com·

plete, even perfect, then the experience of loneliness must be alien to

him, since loneliness is nothing hut the act of questioning one's O'wn

ontological legitimacy, worth and reasonableness. In fact, according to

the Biblical story, God was not concerned with the loneliness of Adam
the first. Neither was Adam aware of the pronouncement rl~~i1 :~~ K'7

":J' C'l"i1. "It is not gcxxl for man to be lonely." !\foreover, the con

notation of these words in the context of the "'orld-view of Adam the
first, even jf rhey had lX'Cn addressed to him, would have heen related

not to loneliness, an existential in-depth-experience, but to aloneness,

a practical surface-experience. Adam the first, representing the natural

community, \\'ould translate this pronouncement into pragmatic cate
gories, referring not to existence as such, but to productive work. If
pre""ed for an interpretation of the pronouncement, he would para
phrnsc it: "It is not good for man to \\'ork (not to be) alone."
"j7 i1:K~C CiHi1 rl',,:'~' :'~D K7. The words "I shall make him a help

mate" would refer, in accordance with his social philosophy, to ,I func

tional partner to whom it would be assigned to collaborate with and

assist Aci<Jm the fIrst in his undertakings, schemes, and projects. Eve
vis-a-vis Adam rhe fIrst would h':.' a work partner, not an ex istt'ntia I
co-participant. Mrln alone cannot succeed, says Adam the first, becausc
a successful life is possible only within a communal framework. Rohin-

son Cruscl(:' Ill,ly lx' sclf-suOicicnt as far as mere survival is concerned,

but he cannot make a Success of his life. Distribution of labor, the
coordinated effofts of the many, the accumulated experiences of the

multitude, the ccx)perative spirit of COUntless individuals, raise man

above the primitive level of a natural existence and grant him limited

dominion over his environment. \X!hat we call civilization is the sum

total of a community cHort through the millennia. Thus, the natural

community fashiolled by Adam the first is a work community, com

mitted to the succcs,.,ful production, distribution, and consumption of
g<xx.1s, material as well ;L" culturaL

Ecclesiastcs (KohcJet) has portrayed the act of grouping and co

alescing as envisioned by Adam rhe first in unmistakable cate,~ories:

"The two arc better than the olle lx.Tau.<;(" they hrlve a gcxx{ reward fot
their bbor. For if they fall, the one will lift up his fellow; but woe to

him that is alone when he fallerh, and hath not another to help him
out." The natural communiry of Adnm the first enhances. m-an's chances

fOi successful survival, yet docs not elC'vate or enhance his existential
eypericnce, since the latter is in no need of redemption or catlursis.

Adam the first feels safer and more comfortable in the company of Eve

in a practical, not ontological, way. He will never admit that he can

not, olltologicall)', sec himself without Eve. They. Adam and Eve, ;lct

together, work together, pursue common objectives together; yet they

do not exist together. OntologicaJiy, they do not helong to each other;
each is provided with an ''{"' awareness and knows nothing of a "We"

awareness. Of course, they communicate with each othcr. But the com

munication lines arc open bet\\'cen t\\·o surfacc-rer,<;onalities eng<lged

ill work, dedicated to success, and speaking in c1id1C~ and stereotypes,

and not betwe'cn two souls hOllnd together in an indissoluhle rclation,
each one speaking in unique logo!. The in-depth-personalities do not
communicate, let alone commune, \\·ith each othe-r. "And (~od hlessed

t1]cm and God said unto them be fll.litful and multiply and replenish
the earth and subdue it and have dominion over the fJ,~h of the sea,

and over the fowl of the air, and over cverythinF that creclx-th over
the earth."
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Male and female were summoned by their CrC<1tor to act in unison

in order to act successfully. Yct, they were not charged wIth the task

of existing in unison, in order to cleanse, redeem and hallow their

existence.

V

A.

Having described majestic Adam both as an individual and as a

member of a work community, let llS return to Adam the second in

his dual role as a lonely individual and as one committed to a pecuJb.r

community idea.

There are two basic distinctions between Jignity and cathartic re·
demptivencss :

1) Being redeemed is, unlike being dignifIed, an ontological aware·

ness. It is not just an extraneous, <lccidental attribute-among other

attribute'S--{)f being, hut a definitive mode of being itself. A redeemed

existence is intrinsically different from an unrcdC"emcd. Redemptivencss

docs not have to be acted out vis-a.-vis the outside world. 11 .Ev(~n <l

hermit, while not having the opportunity to manifest dignhy, can live

a redeemed life. Cathartic redemptivcncss is experienced in the privacY'

of one's in-depth-pcrsonality and it cuts below the relationship be

tv.'een the "I" <lnd the "thou" (to usc an existential term) and reaches

into the very hidden strata of the isolated "I" who knows himself as a

singular heing. When objectified in personal affective-emotional cate

gories, cathartic rcJemptivel1C5s expresses itsclf in the feeling ofaxio

logical security. The individual inmirs his existence as worthwhile,

legitimate and adequate, anchored in something stable and unchange

able.
2) Catharric redemptive ness, in contrast \vith dignity, cannot be

attained through man's acquisition of control of his environment, hut

through man's exercise of control over himself. A redeemed life is

11)50 facto a disciplined life. While a dignified existence L<; attained by
majestic man who couragcollsly surges fOr\vard and confronts mute

nature--a lower form of being-in a mcxxl of defiance, redemption

is achieved when humble man makes a movement of recoil, and lets

himself be confronted and defeated by a Higher and Truer !king.

God summoned Ad;lm the first to advance steadily, AJam the second

to retreat. Adam the tirst He told to exercise mastery and to "[111 the

earth and subdue it," Adtlm the second, to serve. He was placed in the
Garden of Eden "to cultivate it and to keep it."

Dignity is acquired by man whenever he triumphs over nature. !vfan

finds redemption whenever he is overpowered by the Creator of nature.

Dignity is discovered tlt the summit of succes.s; redemption in the

depth of crisis and failure. 'i1 l~IlX"~ t~i;~~'~C, "Out of the depths

have I called Thee, Oh Gexl." The Bible ILlS stated explicitly that

Admn the second was formed from the dust of the ,ground Ix'cause the
knowledge of the humble orip-in of rntln is an integral part of Adam's

"l"-expcrience. Adam the second has never forgorten that he is just a
handful of dllSt.l~,

B.

And Jefetlted must Adam the seconJ feel the very instant he scores

his ,greatest Success: the discovery of his humanity, his "I" identity.

The "I" awareness which he attains as the result of his untiring search

for a redecmn-f, secure existence brings its own antithesis to th<: forc:

the: awareness of his exclusiveness alld ontological incompatibility \\.ith

any other bein.!!. Adam the second suddenly finds out that he is ;done,

that he h;L" alienated himself from the world of the bnltc llnd the

instinctual mcchanical stale of an outward exisrence. while he has

failed to aIly himself with the imc1Ji,gcnt, pUfJ~()sivc inward beings

who inhabit the new world into which he h;ls entered. Each great

redemptive step forward in m,w's quest for humanity entails the ever

growing tragic awareness. of his aloneness and only-ness and COO5('

qucndy of /lis loneliness and inseC1lrity. Hc struggles for the discovery

of his identity hecause he sufTers from the insecurity implied in seeing

the icy darkness of uniformity and il'rC'Sponsivcnes$. in gazing into that

senseless something without heing aw,uded a rccipf(x';lJ ,ga7:e, in being

always a silem watcher without in turn heing watched. \X!ith the re

deeming dayhreak of a ncw 'T' identifY, Ad;lm the second is ushered
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into a world of diversity and change where the feeling of insecurity

expresses itself in the fact that the term "man" clothes a \vonJrous,

unique and incommunicable reality, in the ga%ing into somel:xx1y who

returns one's gaze suspiciously, in watching and lx-ing watched in

bewilderment. Who knO\I':s what kind of loneliness is more agonizing:

the one which befalls man when he casts his glance at the mute cos

mos, at its dark spaces and monotonous drama, or the one that besets

man exchanging gbnces with his fellow man in silence? Who knows

whether the first astronaut who landed on the moon, confronted

,,,ith a srr,wge, weird, and gri.sly panorama, felt a greater londi

ne55 than 11r. X, moving along jubilantly with the crowd and ex

changing greetings. on New Year's Evc at a public square?

Adam the second is still lonely. }Ie separated himself from hi,;; en

vironment which became the object of his imellectual gaze. "And the
man gave names to all the beasts and to the fmd of the heaven and
to every animal of the field." He is a citi7.ell of a new world, the world
of man, but he has no companion with whom to communicate and

therefore he is existentially insecure. Neither would the availability of
the;' female, \VllO was creared with Adam the first, have changed this

human situation if not for the emergence of a new kind of companion

ship. At this crucial roint, if Adam is to hring his quest for redemption

to fuJI realization, he must initiate anion leading to the discovefy of a

comp<1nion who, even though as unique and singular as he, will rn;L'>ter

the art of communicating and, with him, fnrm a community. However,

this anion, sincc it is part of thc redemptivc gesture, must also he
s;lCrincial. The medium of attaining full redemption is, again, defeat.

This new companionship is not attnined through conquest, hilt through

surrender and retreat. "And the eternal God cursed an ovcTpO\\'C'rin,!:i
sleep to fall upon the man," Adam was overpowered and defeatcd
<lnJ in defeat he found his comranion.

A,r;ain, the contrast hetween the two Adam,;; (ome;<; into foclls. Ad;un
the nr."t was not called to sJuifice in order that hi,> female companion

come into beill§;, while it was indi"r,cnsahle for Adam the second to

give away part of him~elf in order to find a comp:lnioll. The cOll1rnunity

fashioning gesture of Adam the first is, as r indicated kJore, Ilurely

•

utilitarian and intrinsically egotistic and, as such, niles out sacrificial

action. For Adam the second, communicating and communing are

redemptive sacri/idal gestures. Thus, in crisis and distress there was

plantcd the seed of a new type of community-the faith community
which reached full ffllition in the covenant bct\vL'en God and Abra
ham,]/)

c.
The covenantal faith community, in contradistinction to the naturaJ

work community, interprets the divine pronouncement "it is not good

for man to be alone" n~~ tiXi11l",~i1 :.~tj X~, not in utilitarian but in

ontological terms: it is not good for man to be lonely (not alone)
with emphasis placed upon "to Ix." Being at the level of the faith

community dex's not lend itself to any equation, "To Ix" is nor to be
equateJ with "to work and producc goods" (as historictl materialism
wants LIS to believc). 'To hc" is flot idcntical with "to think" (,L,> the

classical tLlditio!l of philosophical ratic)fl,dism throughout the ages
culminating in Descartes and later in K,ul( tried to cOllvince us). "To

be" docs not cxhaust itself either in suffering (as Schopenhaucr

p;'eached) or in enjoying the \\orld of sense (in accordance with ethi

cal hedonism). "To he" is a unique in-depth-experience of \vhich only

AJam the second is aware and it i:; unrelated to any function or per
forrnancc. "To be" means to be the only one, singuL-Jr and different,

and consequently lonely. For what causes man to be lonely and feel

insccure jf not the awareness of his uniqueness and exclusiveness. The

''1'' is lonely, experiencing ontological incompleteness and casualness,
because there is no one who exists like the "I" nne! IXTalisc the modm
exiJ/eJl/itll' of the ''I'' cannot be repeated, imitated, Of experienced by
others.

Since loneliness refleers the very core of the ''1'' eXIX'rience and is

not an accidental modus, no accidental acrivity or external achieve
ment--such as belonging to a natural work community ;lnd achi('vin~

(ooperative succC"Ss-can reclaim Adam the second from this state.

Therefore, I rCJx'at, Adam thc second must quest for a difIcrenr kind

of community. The companionship which A{bm the second is S(·;trch-
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iog is not to be fnund in the depersonalized rcgimcnt>ltion ::~ rile army,

m the automatic coordination ot LilC assembly line, or in the activity

of the institutionalized s.oullcss rl{,litical community. His gucst is for a

new kind of fellowship which one finds in the existential community.

There, not onlr hands are joined, but experiences as well; there, onc

hears not only the rhythmic sound of the pnxluetion line, hut also the

rhythmic beat of hearts starved for existential companionship and all~

embracing sympathy and experiencing the grandeur of the faith com

mitment; there, one lonely soul finds another soul tormented by lone

liness and solitude yet unqualifiedly committed.

VI

At this point, the main distinction between the natural community

of Adam the first and the covenantal faith community of Adam the

second becomes clear, The first is a community of interests, forged by

the indomitable desire for success and triumph and consisting at all

rimes of two grammatical personae, the "I" and the "thou" who col

laborate in order to further their interests. A newcomer, UfXHl joining

the community, ceases to he the anonymous "he" and turns into a

knowable, communicative "thOll," The S<.:'cond is a community of com

mitments born in distress and defeat and comprise's three participants:

"I, thOll, and He," the He in whom all being is rooted and in whom

cverything finds its rehabilitation and, consequcntly, redemption. Adam

the first met the female all hy him,'klf, while AdJffi the second \\'as

introduced to Evc by God, who summonc'd Adam to join Eve in an

existential community molded by sacrifIcial action and suffering, and

who Himself became a partner in this community, God is never out

side of the covenantal community. He joins man (Ind share'S in his

covenantal cxistence. Finitude and infInity, tempof:llity and eterniq',

creaturc and creator hecome invol\'cd in the S:1me community. They

bind themselves together and participate in a unitive existence. 17

11H~ clement of togetherness of God and Illan is indispcnsahle for

the covenantal community for thc very validitY' of the covcnant rests

upon the juridic-Halakhic principle of free negotiation, mutual as-

sumption of duries, and full recognition of the equai rights (,f l~ 'oth

parties concerned with the covcnant.l,~ Both parrics emering a CO','eo

<l.llwl relationship possess inalienable rights which may only be Sllr:-en~

dereJ by mutual consent. The paradoxical experience of fn:,Tlhnll, re

ciprocity, and '\'lluality" in one's person,J! confronuuion with Go,J is

basic for the understanding of the covenantal faith community 1:1 "\"Y/e

meet God in the cO\Tnanral community as a comLlJe and fel: Ow

member, Of course, ("vcn within the framework of this commut':. ity,

God appears as the leader, teacher, and shepherd, Yet the leader is an

integraJ parr of the community, the teacher is inscp;lrable from his

pupils, and the shepherd never leaves his flock, 111C)' al! lxIong to ()ne

,group. The covenant draws GCl<J into the society of men of hirl1. "'rhe

God lxfote whom my fathers did walk-the God who has been n1Y
shepherd all my life." God \V<1S rlCnb's shepherd and companion, I'he
covenantal bith community m'lI1ifc-sts itself in a three-fold personal
union: J, thou and He.-Cfl

VI[

Even though, as we said before, the man of faith is provoked, like

Adam the flrst, hy the cosmos about which he i,<;; inquisitive, the COve

nam, not the cosmos, provides him with an answer to his questions.

The covenantal confrontation is indispensahle for the man of bith.

III his l()n,~ing for God, he is m;lflY a time disenchamcd with the cos

mic revclation and lives throu,t;h moments of dcspair. Naturally, he is

inspired hy the great joy experienced \vhen he pets a glimpse of the

Truly Rcal hiding hehind the magnilicent cosmic facack. JIO\\'C\Tr, he

is also tormented by the stress and eXJspcratioll felt \\'l1cl1 the Truly'

Real seems to disapl'car from the cosrnic scene. Of course, Cod sj1e:lks
through I lis works: ',..'1, 7-N: 11:::J C~I~t;~~ c~r~:':'i"i "The heavens dc

clare the ,t;lory of God and the tirrn:1Tllcllt ShO\\"('fh I lis h:lfldl\\'ork."

Yct, let me ask, \\hat kind of a t:lI(' do the hCaq'flS tcll! fs it a I'cr
sonal talc ;lddrcssed to someone, nr is it a cde which is !lOt intcnded

for any audience? no the heavens sing the glory of the Crc:ttor "'ith

out trouhling themselves to lind Out wherher or !lot ~omC'One is listC:'n~
ing to this ,creat song or ,lrc they reall} interested in m;lll, the listener?



I believe that the answer to this question is obvious. If the talc of the

heavens were a personal one, addres...;;cd to man, then there would be
no need for anorhcr encounter with Glxl. Since Goo in His infinite

wisdom arranged for the apocalyptic-covenantal meeting with man,

we may conclude that the message of the heavens is at best an

equivocal one.
As a matter of fact, at the level of his cosmic confrontation with

God, man is faccd with an exasperating paradox. On the one hand, he

beholds GoJ in every Ilcx>k and corner of crcation, in the flowering of

the plant, in the rushing of the tide, and in the movement of his own

muscle, as if God wefe at hand close to and beside man, engaging him
in a friendly dialogue. And yet the vcrI' moment man turns his face to

Gex.!, he fInds Him remote, unapproachable, cnvelolx'd in transcen
dence and mystery. Did not Isaiah behold Gexl H~'J1 01, exalted and
enthroned above creation, and at the same time ';~~ni1 J1H C~H~r- i~'7'i~'"

the train of his skirts [riling the Temple, the great universe, from the
flying nebulae to one's most intimate heartbeat? Did flot the angels

sing C'~'r:: C''i1iJ ~'''iJ holy, holy, holy, transcendent, transcendent,
transcendent, yet nD~ 111H,i :-J H:-~ 'J':; 'il, He is the Lord of the

hosts, \X!ho resides in every infinitesimal particle of creation and the
whole universe is replete with His glory? In short, the cosmic experi~

enee is antithetic and tantalizing. It exhausts itself in the awesome

dichotomy of God's involvement in the drama of creation, and His

exaltedness. above and remoteness from this very dr;lma. This dichot

omy cancels the intimacy and immediacy from one's relationship with

God and renders the personal appro<lch to God complicated and diffi~

cult. God, as the cosmic mIn, is beheld in His boundless majesty
reigning supreme over creation, His will crystalli7{?d in the natural

law, His ,,,ord determining the IX'havioral patterns of nature. I Je is

everywhere but at the s.:tmc time ahove and OlltsiJe of everything.
When man who just ocheld God's presence turns (lround to adclr(s~

himself to the :t-.1a.qer of creation in the intimate accents of the "ThOll,"

he finds the l\1aster (lnd Creamr gone, enveloped in the cloud of mys

tery, winking to him from the awesome "beyond." 111erefore, the man

of faith, in order to redeem himself from his loneliness and misery,

VI[[

A.

I mentioned previously that only the covenantal community con
sisting of all three ,grammatical I"x.-rsonae-I, thOll, and I Ie---can ;lnJ
does alJevi<lte the passional experience of Adam the second by otTering

must meet God at a personal covenantal level, where he can boe near

Him and feel free in His presence. Abraham, the knight of faith,
according to our tradition, searched and discovered God in the star-lit

heavens of !vfesopotamia. Yet, he felt an intense loneliness and could

not find solace in the silent companionship of God whose image ,vas
reflected in the boundless stretches of the COsmos. Only when he met

God on earth as rather, Brother and Friend--not on Iy along the un
charted astral routes--did he feel redeemed. Our sages said that before

Abraham appeared majer/as dei was rene-cred only by the distant hea
vens and it was a mute nature which "spoke" of the glory of God.

It was Abraham who "crowned" Him the God of earth, i.e., the God
of men.:: l

1fajestic m<ln, even when he lx'longs to the group of j,omines

religiOJi and feels a distinct need for transcendental experiences, is
gratified by his encounter with God within the framework of the

cosmic drama. Since majestic mall is incapahle of breaking out of the

cosmic cycle, he cannot interpret his transcendental adventure in any
thing hut cosmic categories. Therefore, the divine name of F-Iohim

which denotes God being the source of the cosmic dynamics suffIced to

chaf<leterize the relationship prevailing between majestic man and his

Creator addressing Himself to him through the cosmic (KClirrence.

However. covenantal man of faith craving- for a personal and inti
mate relation with God could not find it in the cosmic E-Iohim en

counter and had to shift his transcendental experience to a dilTerenr

level at which the finite "I" meets the infinite' Ie "Ltce to face." This

strange communal relation hetween man and God is symbolized by
the Tetragramm;1fof]:::.' which therefore appears in the Biblical account
of Adam the second.
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him the opportunity to communicate, indeed to commune with, and to

enjoy the genuine friendship of Eve. W'ithin the covenantal commun

ity, we said, Adam and Eve participate in the existential experience of

lxing, not merely working, together. The change from a rcchnicd

utilitarian relationship to a covenantal existential one occurs in the

follmving manner. \Xlhcn God joins the community of man the mira

cle of revelation takes place in two dimensions: in the transcendcntal

Delis absrondjtm emerges suddenly as Dett "(,l'elallls-and in the hu

man~b(}mo abswndh/lJ sheds his mask and mrns illto homo ret"elall/J.

With the sound of the divine voice addressing man by his name, be

it Abraham, !\loscs, or Samuel, God, whom man has searched along

the endless trails of the universe, is discovered suddenly as JX'ing close

to and intimate with man, standing JUSt opposite or beside him. At this

meeting-initiated by G(xl-of God and man, the covenantal-prophetic

community is estahlished. \'Vhen man addresses himself to GcxL call

ing Him in the informal, friendly tones of "Thou," the same miracle

happens again: G(xl joins man and at this meeting, initiated by man,

a new covenantal community is born-the prayer community.
I have termed both communities, the prophetic and the prayerful,

covenantal because of a three-fold reason. (1) In both communities,

a confrontation of God and man takes place. It is quite obvious that

the prophecy awareness which is fnfo f,cJlcre different from the mysti

cal experience, can only be interprE.'tcd in the unigue catcgories of the

covenantal event. The whole idea of pmphccy would be fr<lught with

an inner contradiction if man's approach to (~od remained indirect and

impersonal, expeuing nature to mediate bct\yccn him and his Creat(}r.

Only within the covenantal community which is formed hy God de

scending upon the mount~:l and man. upon the cal! of the Lord, ascend

ing the motlnt,C'1 is a direct and personal relationship expressing itself

in the prophetic "face to face" colkKJIlY established. "And the Lord

spake untO Moses face to face as man spcaketh unto his fricnd."~~'

Prayer likewise is unimagin:lble without having man stand before

and address himself to God in a manner reminisccnt of the [1roph ci 's

dialogue with Gcxl. The cosmic drama, [lotwithstanding its grandeur

and splendor, no matter how distinctly it reflects the image of the
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Creator and no matter how beautifully it tdls IIis glory, cannot pro

voke mall to praj·(T. Of course, it may arouse an adoring-ecstatic mood

in man; it may even inspire man to raise his voice in a song of pf<lise

and thanksp;iving. Ncvertheless, ecstatic adorarion, even if cxpres..<;ed

in a hymn, is nor prnyer. The latter tr,lIlscends the bounds of liturgical

worship and must not be reduced to its external-technical asrecrs such

as praisc, thanksgiving or even petition. Prayer is basically all aware

ness of man finding himself in the pre~'nce of and addressing himsclf

to his Maker, and to pray has one connotation only: to stand before

GOCFl' To Ix sure, this awareness has been objectified and crystallized

i~ standardi7:eJ, definitive texts whose reciration is obligatory. The

total faith commitment tends always to transcend the frontiers of

Reeting, amorphous subjectivity and to venture into the outside \\"()fJd

of the well-formed, objective gesture. However, no matter how im

portant this tendency on the part of the faith commitment is-and it

i<; of enormous signi(iclnce in the Halakluh which (onsuntly demands

from man that he translate his inner life into external fauicity-it

remains unalterably true that the very essence of prayer is the covc

nantal experience of lx'ing together with ilnd talking to God and that

the concrete performance such as the re-citation of texts represents the

techniquc of implementation of prayer and not prayer itself.:.'; In

short, prayer and prophecy Jre two synonymolls designations of the

covenantal God-man colloquy. Indcc-d, the prayer community \\'as

born the very instant the prophetic community expired and, \\'hen it

did come into the spiritual \nJrld of the Jew of old, it did nor super

secle the prophetic community hut rather fX'rj)('tuated it. Prayer is rhe

contirnwtion of prophecy and the feJJowship of prayerful men is ;/)J()
fa(/() the fellowship of prophets, The difference between prayer and

prophecy is, as I have already mentioned, relmed !lot to the subst:lnce

of the di;dogne but rarhn to the order in whidl it is conducted. \X!hilc

\rjrhin the prophctic community God takes the initiative--Ilc "pcaks

and m,l[l listens--·jn the prayer community the i[1iri~lti\'e helongs to

man: he doC''S the speaking and God, the Jisteninp-. The \\'ord of rroph
ecy is God's and is accepted by man. The word ()f prayer is man's and

God accepts it. The two Halakhic rraditions tracing the ori~in of

"
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majestic Adam the first has no concern. Only A<I8m the second knows

the art of praying since he confronts God with the petition of the

many. The fenced-in eg(xenrric and ego-oriented Adam the first is
ineligible to join the covenantal prayer community of which God is a

fellow member. If God abandones His transcendental numinous soli

tude, He wills man to do likcwise and to step out of his isolation and
aloneness.:

ll
job did nor understand this simple postulate. "And it was

so, when the days of their fcasting were Rone about, that job Scnt and

sanctified them, and rose up early in the morning, and offered burnt
offerings according to the "llllJ)J!Jer of tlJetJl all. '-':\:;He did pray, he did

offer sacrifices, hut only for his llOllscholJ. Job failed to understand

the covenantal nature of the prayer communit.y in which destinies arc
dOVCLiilcd, suffering or joy is shared and prayers merge into one peti

tion on behalf of all. As we all know, Job's sacrifices were not ac~
ceptcd, ]ob's prayers rem8ined unheard, and job--pragmatic Adam
the first--Jl1ct with catastrophe and the whirlwind uprooted him and

his hOllsehold. Only then did he discovCf the great covenantal experi
ence of lx'ing together, pr,lyin,g top;cther and for one another. "And

the Lord hlrncd the captivity of Joh. when he prayed for his friends;
also the Lord gave Job twice ;lS much ;tS 11(' had bdore," Not only was

Job r('\yarded with a doubl<: measure in m:1/crial gcn.x!s, but he also
attained a ne\\, dimension of existence'-the covenantal one.

(5) Bmh communities sprang into exisrence not only lx-cause of a
singular experience of having met Goo, hut also and perhaps mainly,

bCClllse of the discovery of the normative kerygmf! entailed in this
,'Cry experience. Any CnCOlll11-cr with God, if it is to redccm man, must

I,l' Cfysralli?ccl and ohjectified in a nonnativc ethico-moral message.
If. hO\\Tver, the encounter is reduced to its non-kerygll1atic and noo

imperative ;ls1X'ets, no nutter ho\\· great <lnd magnificent an experience
it is. it cannot be cLlssified ;IS a coven<llllal encounter since the vcry

scm antics of the term COvenant illlpJi(~s fredy assuilled ohligations and
commitment,s. rn (Omf;ldistinctio!l 10 the m}'sticd experience of intui
tion, illumination, or lJllion which rarely results in the formulation of

a pr,lctical mess;lgC. prophecy, which, as r eml,hasi?ed !x'fore, has vcry

firth· in com/llon with /he mystical experience, is inscparable from its
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prayer to Abraham and the other Patriarchs and attributing the author

ship of statutory prayer to the men of the Great Assembly reveal the

Judaic view of the sameness of the prophecy and prayer communitics.
2fl

Covenantal prophecy and prayer blossomed forth the very instant

Abrah;un met God and became involved in a strange colloquy. At a

later date, when the mysterious men of this \\'ondrous as..<;embly wit

nessed the bright summer day of the prophetic community full of

color and sound turning to a bleak autumnal night of dreadful silence

uniliumincd by the vision of G(xl or made homely by His voice, they

refused to acquiesce in this cruel historical reality and would not let

the ancient di:l1ogue between God and men come to an end. For the
men of the Great Assembly knew that \vith the withdrawal of the
colloquy from the field of consciousness of the Judaic community, the

latter would lose the intimate companionship of God and consequently

its covenantal stahls. In prayer they found the salvation of the col
loquy, \vhich, they insisted, must go on forever. If God had stopped
oIling- man, they urged, let man cd! God. And so the covenantal

colloquy was shifted from the level of prophecy to dut of prayer,
(2) Both the prophetic and the prayerful community arc three-fold

structures, consisting of all three ,grammatical personae-I, thou, and
He. The prophet in whom God confides and to whom He entrusts His

eternal ,,·ort! must alwars remember that he is the representative of

the manr anonrmous "ther" for whom the message is earmarked. No

man, however great and noble, is \\'orthl' of G(xl's \\·ord if he fancies
that the ,,'ord is his private property not to he shared hy others.'2\\

The prayerful community must not, like\\·ise, remain a two-fold

afb,ir: a transient "I" addressing himself to the etcffl81 "He." The in

clusion of others is indispensable. ]VIan should avoid praying for him·

self alone. TIle plural form of prayer is of central Halakhic signifi·
cance,:w \Vhen disaster strikes, nne must nor be immersed completely

in his own passional destiny. thinking exclusively of himself, heing
concerned only with himself, and pctiti()nin,l~ God merely for himself,

The foundation of dTicacious ,lIlel noble prayer is hUn1<11l soli<hrity Jnel

sympathy or the covenant~d awareness of existential togcthcfflcoss, of
sharing and experiencing the travJil and suffering of tho<;e for whom
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normative content. Isaiah, Ezekiel, or Other prophets were not led

through the habitations of heaven, past the seraphim and angels, to

the hidden recesses where God is emhroned above and bcynoJ every
thing in ordcr to get the overpowering glimpse of the Absolute, Truc

and Real, and to bring their individual lives to complete fulfillment.

The prophetic pilgrimage to God pursues a practical goal in whose
realization the whole (ovenantal community shares. When confronted

"'ith GOtl, the prophet receives an cthico-moral message to be handed

down to and realized by the members of the covenantal community

which is mainly a community in action. \X'hat did Isaiah hear when

he beheld God sittin,g on the throne, high and exalted? "Also I heard

the voice of the Lord saying, '\X!hom shall I send and who will go for
us , , )'" \X!hat did Ezekic-l hear when he completed his journey

through the heavenly hierarchy to the mysterious sanctuary of G(xl?

"And He said unto me: son of man, I send thee to the children of
Israel, to a rebellious nation that hath rcbC'ikd ;lg-ainst Me .. ," The
prophet is a mcs5Cngcr carrying thc great divine imp·crativc add ressed

to the covenantal community, "So 1 turned and came down from the

mount, , . , And the t\\'O tablets of the covcnilnt werc on my two

hands," ll1is terse Jescription by l\fosc'S of his noble role as the c;Hrier

of the two tablets of stone on which the divine norm was cnp:raved has
universal significance applicable to all prophcts.:l,~ "I will raise them

up a prophet. ,and will put my words into his mOLlth. , . ' \'V'hos()

ever will not hear unto my words ,,'hich he shill I speak in my name,

I wilI require of him,"
The above-said, which is true of the universal faith community in

gcncral, has particular validity for the llalakhic community. The
prime purpose of revelation in the opinion of the I Ialakhah is r('hted

to the giving of thc Law. 111e God-m;m confrontation serves a didactic

goaL God involves Himself in thc cO\'cn;llltal community through the
medium of tcaching and illstmeting. The ILlbkh;lh has looked upon

God since time immemorial as the teacher par excellence,::' This edu

cational task \Vas in turn cntmstcd to the prophet ,vhose greatest

ambition is to teach the CovC11,1ntal communit),. In short. God's word
is ipJO (I1Cln CnX!'S law and norm.

Let me add that for Judaism the reverse would be not only unthink
able, but immoral, as well. If we were to eliminate the norm from the

prophetic God-man encounter, confining the latter to its apocdyptic
aspects, then the whole prophetic drama would be acted out by a

limited number of privileged individuals to the exclusion of the rest
of the pC'ople,:l:i Such a prospect, turning the prophetic colloquy into

an esoteric-egotistic affair, would be immoral from the viewpoint of

HaJakhic Judaism which is exoterically-minded and democratic to its

every core. TIle dcmc)(..:rati7ation of the God-man confrontation was

made possible hy the centrality of the normative element in prophecy.

Only the norm engravc·d upon the two tablets of stone, visihle and
(lccessihle to all, dra\\'s the rX'ople into this confront;ltion "Ye arc

placed this day, all of you, hefore the Etern:l.!, your God; }'our heads
of your trihes, your cIders ,lncl your hailiffs, with all the men of
Isr;ld , .. from the he\\Tr of thy ,,"(xxl unto the drawer of thy water,"

And how call the \\'()o(Klchoppcr and the water drawer parricip;l.tc" In

this adventllrou.s meeting of God and man, if not through helping in
tl humhle \\';ly to rc;di7e the covenantal norm?

Prayer Jikewi~ consists not only of an awareness of the presence

of God, hut of an aet of committing oneself to God and accepting His
ethico-moral authority,:\11

Who is qualified to engage God in the prayer colloquy? Clearly, the
person who is rcady to cleanse himself of imperfection and c,.. i/. Any

kind of injustice, corruption, cmelty. etc., desecrates the very eSSCflce
of the prayer adventure, since it encases man in an u,r::ly little world

into which C~od is ull\\'illing to enter. If man craves to meet GCKl in
prayer, then he must purge himself of all that sepClratcs him from

God. The I-1aJakhah has never lpokcd upon prayer ;lS a scp<lrate magi

cal gesturc in which man ill;l)' engage without integrating it into the

total pattern of his life. God hearkens to prayer if its rises from a heart
contrite o\,er a muddled and bulty life and from a re<ioJute mind

ready to redeem this life. III short. only the committed person is quali

fied to pray and to meet God. Prayer is ah\'ays the harbinger of moral
rrformation. 17
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This is the reason why prayer per sc docs not occupy as prominent

a place in the Halakhic community as it JCJ(.'"s in other faith communi

ties and why prayer is not the great religious activity claiming, if not

exclusiveness, at least centrality. Prayer must always be related to a

prayerful life which is consecrated to the realization of the divine

imperative and, as such, it is not a separate entity, but the sublime

prologue to Halakhic action.

13.

If rhe prophecy and prayer colloquy is baS<'d upon friendship and

solidarity nurtured by the "we"-consciousncss at the expericmial as

weIl as the normative level, a<; a consciousness of both mutual concern
and sympathy and of common commitment and determination to

bring the divine imperative to full realization, the reverse is alo tnle

that bmno a!)Jermdi/us cannot reveal himself to his fellow man with
out joining him in covenantal prayer and moral action. In the natural

community wh.ich knO\\"s nO prayer, majestic Adam can ofTer only his
accomplishments, not himself. There is certainly even within the
framev;ork of the nahlral community, as the existentialists arc wont

to say, a dialogue between the ''}'' and the "thou." However, this dia

logue may only gratify the nccl'ssity for communication which urges

Adam the first to relate himself to others, since communication for him

meanS information about the surface activity of practical man. Such a

dialogue certainly cannot quench the burning thirst for communication

in depth of Adam the second, who always will remain a bnmo fl!JJi'On

di/!fJ if the majestic lo!!,o; of Adam the fIrst should serve as the only
medium of expression. \Xlhat rcally can this dialogue reveal of the

numinous in-depth-persollality? Nothing! Yes, words arc sl'oken, but

these words reflect not the unique and intimate, bllt the universal ;\!ld
pt.blic in man. As a !W711f) dhsco/!{litlfJ, Adam the second is not.cip.able

of telling his persona! experiential story in majestic formal terms. His

emotional life is inseparable from his uniquc 1Il0dllJ c,"d.f!cntiae and

therefore, if communicated to the "thou" only a.s a pi(:ce of surface

information, unintelligihle. They l)('long l'xclusi\Tly to Adam the sec

ond, they are his and only his, and they would makc no sense if dis--

closed to others. Can a .sick person amicted with a fatal disease tell the

"thou," who hapIX'JlS to be a very dear and close friend, the tale of a
horror-stricken mind confronted with the dreadful prospect of death?

Can a parent explain to a relx:lIious child, who rejects everything the
parent stands for, his deep-scated love for him? Distress and bliss, joys
and frustrations arc incommunicable within the framework of the

nMural dialogue consisting of common words. By the time homo ab.
scondi/IIJ manages to deliver the message, thc personal and int.imate

content of the latter is already recast in the Iin[.,JUal matrix, which
standardizes the uniquc and univer.I,.-1.lizes the individual.

If God had nor joined the community of Adam and Eve, they would
have never be'en able and would have never cared to make the para

doxical leap over the- gap, indeed abyss, separating two individuals

whose personal experiential me,,"ages are written in a private uxle
undecipherable by anyone else. Without the co\"cnantal experience of
the prophetic or prayerful colloquy, Adam t7!;.rumdillfJ would have
persisted in his he-role and Eve t/!JJCOJld;la in her she-role, unknown to

and distant from each other. Only when God emerged from the trans

cendent darkness of I fe-anonymity- into the illumined spaces of corn.

munity-knowability and cll<lrged man with an ethico-moral mission, did

Adam t7!JsrondiIN.f and Eve t/!JJcnndilil, while revealing themselves to

God in prayer and in unqualified commitment~~t1so reveal themselves

to each other in sympathy and love on the one hand and common

anion on the oth("[. Thus, the final objective of human quesr for re
demption was attained; the individual felt relieved from loneliness and

isolation. The community of the committed became, i/IJr) IllC/O, a com

munity of friends-not of neighbors or acquaintances. friendshi!>-
not as a s(xial surbce-relation hut as an cxistential in-depth-relation
hetween two individuaIs--is realizable only within the framework of

the covenantal community where in-depth-personalities. relate them
selves to each other ontologically and total commitment to God and

fellow·man is the order of the day. In the rna jestic community, in

\vhich surface-personalities mc't't and «~mmitmcnt never exceeds the

bounds of the utilitarian, we may find collegiality, neighborliness,
civility, or courtesy-btlt !lot friendship, which is the exclusive expcri-
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enee awarded by God to covenantal man who is thus redeemed from

his agonizing solitude.

c.
Let us go further. The existential insecurity of Adam the second

stems, to a great extent, also from his tra,r.;ic role as a temporal being.

He simply cannot pinpoint his position within the rushing stre-am of

time. He knows of an endless past which rolled on without him. He is

a"arc also of ;'til endless future which will rush on with no less force
long after he will cease to exist. The link between the "before" in

\\'hich he was not involved and the "after" from which he will be
excluded is the present moment which vanishes before it is experienced.

In fact, the whole accidental character of his being is tied up with this

frightening time-consciousness. He began to exist at a certain point

the significance of 'which he cannot grasp........-and his existence will end

at another equally arbitrary point. Ad<lm the second experiences the
transience and evanescence of a "now"-existence which is nor war

ranted either by the "before" or the "after."
Majestic man is not confronted with this time dilemma. The time

with which he works and which he knows is quantifIed, spatialized,

and measured, belongin~ to a cosmic coordinate system. Past and
future arc not two experiential realities. They JUSt represent rwo hori~

70ntal directions. "Before" and "after" arc understandable only within

the framework of the causal sequence of cvents.:'!'l i\hjcstic man lives

il1 micro-units of clrx-k time, moving with case from "now" to "now,"

completely unaware of a "before" or an "after." Only Adam the sec

ond, to whom time is an all-enveloping personal experience, has to

cope with the tragic and paradoxical implied in it.
In the covenantal community man of faith (Inds deliverance from

his isolation in the "now," for the I:ltter contains both the "before"

and the "after." Every covenantal time experience is lX1th retrospec

tiYe, rcconstrt1Cting 'and reliving the bygone, as weI! as prospecrive,
anticipating the "about to be." In retrospect, Co\Tnantal man re-experi

enccs the rendezvous with God in which the covenant, ,1S a promise,

harx.', and vision, originated. In prospect, he beholds (he full c'$chato-

i

logical real ization of this covenant, its promi~, hope, and vision, Let
us not forget that the covenantal community includes the "He" who

addres,<;es Himself to man not only from the "now" dimension but

also from the supposedly already vanished past, from the ashes of a
dead '·before"-fauicity as well as from the as yet unborn future, for all

boundaries establishing "before," "now," and "after" disappear when

God the Eternal speaks. Within the covenantal community not only

contemporary individuals but generations arc engaged in a colloquy

and each single ex,"X'rience of time is three-dimensional, manifesting

itself in memory, actuality and allticipatory tension. This experiential
triad, translated into moral categories, results in an awesome aware.

ness of responsibility to a great past which handed down the divine
imperative to the presc'nt generation in trust and confidence and to a

mute fUt"llfe expecting this generation to discharge its covenantal duty
conscientiously and honorably. The best illustr<ltion of such a para

doxical time awareness which involves the individual in the historic

performances of the past <llnl m;Jkes him also participate in the drama
tic action of an unknown future can be found in the Judaic mdwf"ab

community. The latter represents not (lnly a formal succession within

the framework of calcndaric time hut the union of the three grammati
cal tenses in an all-embracing time experience. TIle m:!Jora!J com

munity cuts across the centuries, indeed millenia, of calendaric time

and unites those \\·ho already played their parr, delivered their mes

sage, acquired fame, and withdrew from the covenantal stage quietly

and humbly with those \\·110 have not yet heen given the opportunity

t~) appear nn the covenantal stage and who wait for their turn in the
anonymity of the "abollt to IX'."

Thus, the individual member of (he covenantal faith community
feels rooted in the past and related to the future. 'TIle "Ix'fore" and the
"after" arc intenH)ven in his time experience. I fe is not a hitchhiker

suddenly invited to get into a swiftly travelling vehicle which emerged
from nowhere and from which he will he dropped into the abyss of

timelessness while the vchicle will rush on into parts unknown, con

tinually t:lking nn new passengers and dropping the old ones. Cove

nantal man hegins to find redemption from insecurity and to feel at



covenantal faith community renders the act of complete redemption
unrealizable. The man of faith, in his continuous movement benveen

the pole of natural majesty and that of covenantal humility, is pre.

vented from totally immersing in the immediate covenantal awareness

of the redeeming presence, knowabiIity, and involvement of God in

the community of man. From time to time the man of faith is thrown

into the majestic community where the colloquy as "yell (lS the cove.

nantal consciousness (lre S\yept away. He suddenly finds himself re.

volving around the cosmic center, now and then catching a glimpse

of the Creator who hides behind the boundless dmma of creation.

To be sure, this alternation of cosmic and covenantal involvement is

not one of "light and shade," enh<1flced activity and fatigue as. the mys
tics are ZlCCtLsromcd to calI their alternating exrX'rienccs, hut represents

two kinds of creative and spontaneous activity both willed Jod sanc
tioned by GOd,41 Let us not forgcr that the majestic community is

willed by Gnd as much as the covenanr:tl faith community. He wants
man to eng<1ge in the pursuit of majesty-dignity as well ,1S redcmptivc

ness. He summoned man to retreat from peripheral, hard-won posi
tions of vantage and rx:>\ver to the cemer of the faith experience. He
also commanded man to <1dvance from the covenantal center to the
cosmic periphery and recapture the I,ositions he gave up a while ago.

He authorized man to quest for "sovereignty"; he also told man to

surrender (Ind be totally committed, He enabled man to interpret the

world in functional, empirical "hov.'''-categorics to explain, for instance,

the sequence of phenomena in terms of transC'unt, mechanical causality
and a qluntiflcd-spatiali7C:d, basically (if l10t for the law of entropy)

reversible time, suit;lhle to the hU/TI;l1l lll;ljcstiC role. Simultaneously,

He also requires of man to forget his funnional and hold ;lrpro~lCh, to

stand in humility and drc;IJ before the mYJtcrif/lll JJl{lg17!IJJl surround.

ing him, ro interpret tile world in catcporics of purposive activity
insre<1d of those of mechanical facticiry, ;ltld to suhstitute (ime, wedded

to eternity, strctchin<~ from il"cbe to CJdwtoJ, for uniform, measured
clock time.

On the one hand, the Bible commands man, "And tlJOLJ shalt love
the Lord thy God with all thy heart and with <111 thy soul and with all
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home in the continuum of time and responsibility which is experienced
by him in its endless totality~!l- C';1'l-' 1V'i C';'1-'t.:', from everlasting

even to everlasting, He is no longer an evanescent heing. He is rooted

in everlasting time, in eternity itself. And so covenantal man con
fronts not only a transient contemporary "thou" but countless "thou"

generations which advance toward him from all sides and engage him
in the great colloquy in "vhich God Himself parricipat<:s with love

and joy.
This act of revebtion docs not avail itself of universal specch, ob-

jective logical symbols, or metaphors. The message communicated
from Adam to Eve certainly consists of words, However, words do not

always have to be identified \\·ith sound.~o It is rather a soundless

revelation accomplished in muteness and in the stillness of the cove

nantal community when Goo responds to the prayerful outcry of
lonely man and agrees to meet him a..s brother ;mJ friend, while man,

in turn, a5sum<..'S the great burden which is the price he pays for his

encounter with God.

IX

A.

Having arrived at this point, we begin to sec the lines of the destiny

of the man of faith converge. TIle man of faith, as we explained previ

ously, is lonely because of his being himself exclusively and not having
a comrade, a "du plicate 1." The man of faith, we further brought out,

finds redemption in the covenantal faith community by dovetailing his

accidental existence with the necessary infmite existence of the Great
True Real Self. There, we pointed out, homo ahJconditllJ turns into

homo rct:elat1lJ vis-a-vis Gcxl and man as well.
However, the element of the tragic is not fully eliminated from the

destiny of the man of faith cven after joining the covenantal com~

ffiunity. We said at the very beginning of this lecture that the loneIi·

ness of the man of faith is an integral P<lft of his destiny from which
he can never be completely liberated. The dialecric;l.l awareness, the

steady oscillating between the majestic natural community and the

•
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they might," a performance of which only covenantal mao is capable
since he alone possesses the talent for complete concentration upon

and immersion in the focus without being distracted by peripheral

interests, anxieties, and problems. On the other hand, the s,une Bible

v,'hich just enjoined man to withdra\\' from the periphery to the center
commands him to return to the majestic community which, preoccu

pied with peripheral interests, anxieties, and problems, builds, plantS,

harvests, regulates rivers, heals the sick, participates in state affairs, is

imaginative in dreaming, lX>ld in planning, daring in undertaking and

is out to "conquer" the \\'orIcL WI ith what simplicity, not paying the

least attention to the staggering dialectic implied in such an approach,
the Bible speaks of an existence this-worldly centered-"\'Vhen thou

buildest a new home; ,",vhen thou curtest dmvn thine harvest; when

thou com est into thy neighbor's vineyard"- yet thea-oriented and un

qualified committed to an etunal purpose! If onc would inquire of me
about the teleology of the Halakhah, I would tell him that it m:mi

fests itself exactly in the paradoxical yet magnificent dialectic which

underlines the halakhic gesture. \'Vhen man gives himself to the cove
nantal community the Halakhah reminds him that he is also wanted

and needed. in another community, the emmie-majestic, and when it
comes across man while he is involved in the creative enterprise of the

majestic community, it docs not Jet him forger that he is a covenantal

being who will never find self-fulfillment outside of the covenant and
t!l;lt Grxl awaits his return to the covenantal community.42 I would

also add, in reply to sl](h a question, that many a time I have the dis
tinct impression as if the HaJakhah considered the steady oscillating

of the man of faith between majesty and covenant not as a dialectical

but r(lther a5 a complementary movement. The majestic gcsmre of the

man of faith, I am inclined to think, is looked upon by the Halakhah

not a5 contradictory to the covenantal encounter but rather as the

reflex action which is caused hy this encounter when man feels the
gE'otic touch of God's hand upon his shoulder and the covenantal

invitation to join God is extended to him. I ,1m promptcx1 to draw this
remarkahle inference from the fact that the Habkhah has a monastic

approoch to reality and has lInre~ervedly rejected any kind of dualism.
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The Halakhah believes that there is only one world-nor divisible into

secular :lnd hallowed scetors-~which em either plunge into ugliness

and hatefulness, or be roused to meaningful, redceming acriviry, gath
ering lip an Jarenr po\\'Crs into a state of holiness. Accordingly, the

task of covenantal man is to be engaged not in dialectical surging

fOf\varc1 and retreating, but in uniting the two communities into one

community where man is both the creative, free agent and the obedi

ent servant of God. Notwithstanding the huge disparity hetween these

t\\ 0 communities which expresses itseJ f in the typological opJX.lSitions

and conflicts described previously, the Halakhah sees in the ethica

moral norm a uniting force. The norm which originates in the covc
Ilant:ll community addresses itself almmt exclusively to the majestic

community where its rcali7:1tion tllkes place. To use a mctaphor, [
would say that the norm in the opinion of the HaI:tkhah is the tent;lc1e

by which the covenant, like the ivy, attaches ic<;.Clf to and spreads over
til{' world of majesty.-cI

B.

The Biblical dialectic stems from the fact that Adam the first,

majestic man of dominion and success, and Adam the second, the

lonely man of faith, obedience and defeat, are Ilot t\\O different people
lackeel in an external confrontation as an "I" opposite a "thou," but

one person who is involved in self-confrontation. "I," Adam the first,

confront the "I," Adam the second. In everyone of us abide t\\'o

rersouac~thc creative majestic Adam the first, and the submissive,

humhle Adam the second. As \\T portrayed them typologically, their
vicws are not commcllsurate; their methods are different, their modes

of thinking, dis tiner, the categories in which they interprct themselves

<"Ind their environment, iflcOn~~nr()us. Yet, no matter how far-re~1Ching

the clca\'<lgc, each of us must willy·nilly identify himself with the
wllol<: of an all-inclusive human personality, charged with responsibil
ity as hoth (I majestic and Co\'('llaIlLd h-cinp. God created two A(!:lms

and sanctioned both. Rejection of either aspect of humanity would be

tantamount to an act of disapproval of the divine scheme of cre;lrion

'"hich was :lpprovcd by God as heing vcry good. As a matter of fact,
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men of faith have accepted Adam the (ItSt a long time ago. Notwith·
standing the fact that Adam the second is the bearer of a unique
commitment, he remains also a man of majesty who is inspired by the

joyous spirit of creativity and constructive adventure.H

c.

Since the dialectical role has been a~,igned to man by God. it is God
\vho wants the man of faith to oscillate ocnveen the faith community

and the community of majesty. between being confronted by God in
the (osmos and the intimate, immediate apprehension of God through
the covenant, and who therefore 'willed that complete human redemp

tion be unattain;lble.
Had God placed Adam in the majestic community only, then Adam

would, as it was stated before, never be aW;lre of existential loneliness.
The sole problem would then be that of a!nnencss----one that majestic

Adam could resolve. Had GcxJ, vice versa, thrust Adam into the cove
nantal community exclusively, then he would be ocset by the passional
experience of existential Ionelines..<; and also provided with the means
of finding redemption from this experience through his covenantal
relation to God and to his fellow m;ln. However, God, in His inscrut
able wisdom, has dctTecd differendy. !vfan discovers his loneliness in
the covenantal community and before he is given a chance to climb
up to the high level of a complete covenantal, revealed existence, dedi

cated in faith to God and in sympathy to m;ln, man of faith is pushed
into a ne\1/ community where he is told to lead an expanded surface
existence rather than a covenantal, concentrated in-ckpth-exisrence.
Because of this onward movement from center to center, man docs not
feel at home in any community. He is commanded to move on before
he manages to strike roots in either of these communities and so the
ontological loneliness of man of faith persists. Verily, "A straying

Aramcan waS my father."4;'

:"i

x

A.

While the ontological loneliness of the man of faith is due to a
God-made and willed situation and is, as part of his destiny, a whole
some and integrating experience, the special kind of loneliness of con
temrxJrary man of faith referred to at the beginning of this paper is
of a social nature due to a man-made historical situation and is, hence,
an UIl\vholesome and frustrating experience.

Let me diagnose the situation in a few terse sente-nces. Contemporary
Adam the first, extremely successful in his cosmic-majestic enterprise,
refuses to pay earnest heed to the duality in man and tries to deny the
undeniabJc-, that another Adam exists beside or, rather, in him. By
rejecting Adam the second, contemporary man, eo ipso, dismisses the
covenantal fairh community as something sUlx'rfluolls and obsolete'.
To dear up any misunderstanding on the part of my audience, I wish
to note that I am not concerned in this paper with the vulgar and
illiterate atheism professed and propagated in the most ugly fashion
by a natural-political community whkh denies the unique transcen
dental worth of the human personality. I am referring rather to West
ern man \'I'ho is affiliated with org;1nized religion and is a generous
supporter of its institutions. He stands trx.1ay in danger of losing his
dialectical awareness and of abancloning completely the metaphysical
fX11arity implanted in man as a member of both the majestic and
covenantal community. Somehow, ffi;ln of majesty con5iders the dialec
tical awarefIe-s.s teX) great a burden, interfering with his pursuit of
happiness and success, and is, therefore, rcady to cast it off.

B.

Let us try to describe in brief the philosophy by which successful
\'?estern man is guided In his appraisal of this transcendental com·
mitment.

I said a while ago that I am spe,lking of Western man who belongs
ancl extends help to some religious establishment. Nevertheless, no



matter how conscientious and devoted a fellow member he is, he be
longs not ro a covenantal faith community but to a religious com·
munity. The twO communities arc as far apart as the ("\'\'0 Adams.

While the covenantal faith community is governed, as I emphasized,

by a desire for a redeemed existence, the religious community is dedi

cared to the attainment of dignity and success and is, along with the
whole gamut of communities such as the political, the scientific, the

artistic, a crcation of Adam the first, all cOrlforming to the some socio

logical structural patterns. The religious community is, therefore, also

a ,vork community consisting of twO grammatical personae not includ

ing the TIlied Person. The prime purpose is the successful furtherance

of the interests, not the deepening and enhancing of the commitments,

of man \.... ho values religion in terms of its usefulness to him and con

siders the religious act a medium through which he may increase his

happiness. Thi<; assumption on the part of majestic man about the role
of religion is not completely \vrong, if only, ;lS I shall explain, he
would recognize also the non-pragmatic aspects of religion. Faith is

indeed relevant to man not only metaphysically hut also practically.
It gives his life, even at the secular mundane level, a new existential

dimension. Certain aspects of the docrrinaJ and normiltive covenantal

kerygma of faith are of utmost importance to majestic man and are,

in a paradoxical \vay, translatable into the latter's vernacular. It is very

certain and self-evident that Adam the first cannot sucC<..--cd completely

in his efforts to attain majesty-dignity without having the man of faith
contribute his share. TI1C cultural edifice whose great architect Adam

the first is \\-mJid he built on shifting sands if he sought to conceal
from himself and from others the fact that he alone cannot implement

the mandate of majesty-dignity entrusted to him by God and that he

must petition Adam the second for help. To be sure, man can build
space ships capable of reaching other planets. without addressing him

self to the mystery of bith and without b('ing ;l\vakcned to an en·

h;lOced inspircJ life which reneers the covenantal truth. He cert<linly

can triumph to a limited degree over the clcmenml forces of nature

without crossing the frontiers of herc-and-now sense-facticity. The
Tmver of Babel can be built high and mighty v... ithout beholding and

acknowledging the great verity that Heaven is yet higher. However,

the idea of majesty v.'hich Adam the first is striving to realize emhraces
much more than the mcre building of machines no matter how com.

plex and efficacious. Succcssful man Wants to be a sovereign not only

in the physical but also in the spirirual world. He is questing not only

for material success, but for ideologico.axiolcgical achievements as

well. He is concerned with a philosophy of nature and man, of matter
and mind, of thin,," and ideas.

Adam the first is not only tl creative mind, incessantly 10:Jking and

pressing fonvard, but also a meditating mind, casting a bacbvard

glance and appraising his handiwork, thereby imitating his 1bker

who, at the end of each stage of creation, inspected and appraised it.
Adam frequently interrupts his fOf\\·ard march, turns around, vic,,-s
<lnd evalu:-Itcs his creative accomplishments, making an effort to pbce
them in some philosophiC<>-tlxiological perspective.

Furrherrnorc, as I commcnted previously, Adam distinguishes him

self not only in the realm of scientifIC theory but in that of the ('thico
moral and aesthetic gestures it'> well. He Icpislates norms which he

invests with validity and great worth. He fashions beautiful forms and

considers the encounter with them cnnobling and cleansing, exhilarat

ing and enriching. All this Adam the lirst .seeks yet he i.s not always

lucky to find it. For the retrospective appraisal and appreciation of the

cognitive drama as wcll as the successful performance at the ethico
moral and aesthetic levels are unattainahle as long as man rnov('5 con

tinuously within the closed, vicious cycle of the insensate natural oc

currence and never reaches for the '·beyond." To rake :-In illustration,
the parallelism between (ng;/(l!;() and rxh!C'!l!ia, lx·twe·en the pure

lngical constructs of the mind and the real dyn;lrnics of fl;ltmc, on

which m{x!ern science rests and which troubles the metlitating mind

of Adam the first, will remain a mystcry as long as he will not ildmit

that these t\\'o paraI!C'! lines of thoupht and LlCticity converge in in
finity \\·ithin the True, RCill Self. In like manner, the worth and villid

ity of the ethical norm. if it is horn of the finite creative-social gesture

of Adam the first, cannot he upheld. Only the sanctioning hy ~1 higher
moral will is capahlc of lellding to dll' norm lixity, petmanence, alld
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worth. Likewise, majestic man is quite often in need of the redemptive

and therapeutic powers inherent in the aet of believing which, in times

of crisis, may give aid and comfort to the distressed mind. In similar

fashion, the aesthetic experience to which contemporary man abandons

himself ,,'ith almost mystical ecstasy remain incomplete as long as
beauty docs not rise to sublimity and remains unredeemed. Ho\vcvcr,

redemption is a covenantal category and the sublime is inseparable
from the ex,t1red. And how can majestic man be confronted \\,jth re

deemed beauty in which the exalted is reflected if he is enclosed in a

dreary mechanical world from which he has neither strcflgth nor

courage to free himself. In short, the message of faith, if translated

into cultural categories, fits into the axiolo,gico-philosophical frame of

reference of the creative cultural consciousness and is pertinent even

to secular man.
For gcxxl re;lson did the thinkers throughout the centuries speak of

philosophical religion which emanates from the deep recesses of the
human personality. They knew very \\'ell that the human, creative, cul

tural gesture is incomplete if it does not relate itself to a higher mndflJ

exiJtentiac. No wonder that the Kantian and ncc}-Kantian philosophies,

scientific and empirical as they are, let the creative cultural conscious

neSS pick out from the flow of transient impressions, abstract constructS

and ideas those bits that [XJinr toward the inGnite and eternal. From

these elements they tried to constmet a pure rational religious aware

ness in order to endow the whole creative gesture with intrinsic worth

and with ultimate and unconditioned validity.Hi Since m<ljestic man is

in need of a transcendental experience in order to strengthen his cul

tural edifice, it is the duty of the man of faith to provide him with

some component parts of this experience. G{xl \YOlJld not have im

planted the necessity in majestic man for such spiritual perceptions and

idea.<; if He had not at the ~ame time endowed the man of faith with

the skill of converting some of hi~ apocalyptic eXjlcriences-which are

meta-lopical and non-hedonic-inro a system of valucs and veritie9

comprehensible to m<ljestic man, the experimenter, esthete, and, ahove

all, the crc;uive mind.

C.

At this point, however, the crisis in the relations octween man of

f<lith and majestic man begins to develop. If the job of translating

faith mysteries into cultural aspects could be fully accomplished, then

contemporary man of faith could free himself, jf nor from the onto

logical awarent"'Ss which is perennial, then, at least, from the peculiar

feeling of psychological loneliness and anguish which is due to his

historical confrontation with the man of culture. The man of faith

would, if this illusion came true, be at peace \\"ith rhe man of culture

so that the latter would fully undcrsCllld the significance of human

dialectics. and a rx-rfcct harmonious relationship would prevail between
both Adams'"

1!O\\,(:\,er, this harmony can never be ;l.tt;lined since the rnan of faith

i<; not rile compromising type and his covenantal commiunent eludes

cognitive analysis by the !(igor and hence does not lend itself com

pletely to the aet of cultural tLlnslatioll. There are ~imply no cognitive
categories in which the total commitment of the man of £<lith could be
spelled out. This commitment is rooted not in one dimension, such as

the ration;d one, but in the whole pCfsonality of the man of fair-h. The

\\·hole of the human being, rhe ration;d as \\'C] [ ;lS the non-rational

a,~pcets, Clrc committed to God. I-fcnce, the magnitude of the commit

ment is b:::yond the comprehension of the !ogOJ and the et/;os. The act

of bith is ab{)ri<~inal, exploding with elemental force as an all-consum

ing and all-pef\'aJing euJilemonic-passiona] experience in which our

mo~t ~ccret urges, aspiratiom, f(',lrs and p;lssioos, at times even UllSUS

pcetc-d by ll~, 1ll,Hlifcst rhe1llsdvcs. The commitment of the man of

faith i~ dUO\\'1l into the mold of the in-dcprh-pcr5-011'.dity and irnmcdi~

atcly accepted before the mind is .r::iven a chance to investigate the

reasonableness of this unqualified commitment. The intellen dON not

chart rhe course of the man of Llit!l; irs role is ;m tl !JOflc,.;nri one. ft
attempts, ex pOJ! It/C/O, to retrxc the footStcl's of the man of hith,

and even in this modest arrunpr the intellect is !lot completely suc

cessful. Of course, as long as the path of the man of faith Cuts ;lCfOSS

the territory of the reasonable, the intellect may folIo\\' him and iden

tify his [ex)tstcps. The vcry ifl~tant, howevcr, the fll;l[l of faith trans.
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cends the fromiers of the reasonable aod enters into the realm of the

unreasonable, the intellect is left behind and must terminate its search

for understanding. 'Thc man of faith animated by his great experience
is able to reach the point at which not only his logic of the mind but

even his logic of the heart and of the will, evcrything~en his 0\\'0

"1" awareness-has to give in to an "absurd" commitment. The man

of faith is "insanely" committed to and "madly" in love with God.
4R

"Stay ye me with dainties, refresh me with apples, for I am love·

sick."40

D.

TIle untranslatability of the complete faith experience is due not to

the weakness, but to the greatness of the latter.
If an all-embracing translation of the great mystery of revelation

and its kerygma wcre possible, then the unjqueness of the faith-experi~

cnee and its commitments ,,,,ould be lost. Only peripheral elements of
the act of faith can be projected on a cognitive pragmatic background.

Prayer, for instance, might appeal to majestic man as the mOSt uplift
ing, integrating: and purifying act, arotLo;;ing the finest and noblest emo

tions, yet these characteristicS, howcvcr essential to Adam the first, are
of marginal interest to AJ3rn the second, who experiences pray-cr as

the awesome confrontation of G-od and man, as the gre;lt pamdox of

man conversing with Goo as an equal fellow member of the cove
nantal society, and <It the same time being aware that he fully belongs

to God and that God demands cnmpletc surrender and self-sacrifice.

TIlerc is, of course, an ama7ing parallelism between the cultural

experiencc and the apocalyptic one. Yet, I repeat, no matter how

impres..o;;ive the similarities are, the ,let of faith is uoiquc ;lod cannot he

fully translated into cultur,ll categories.
In a word, the message of tr;losbted religion is nor the only one

"i;\'hich the man of faith must Jddre<;s to majestic man of culture. Be
sides this message-, man of bith must bring to the attention of man of
cult11re the kerygma of originJI faith in 311 its singuLlrity and pristine

purity in spite of the incompatahility of this message with the funda
mental credo of a utilitarian s{Kiety. Ho\\' staggering this incompati-

I

biIity is! This unique message speaks of defeat instead of success, of

accepting a hi,~hC'r will ill.stead of commanding, of giving instead of
conquering, of retreating instead of advancing, of acting "irralioIl:llly"

instead of being always reasonable. Here the tragic evcnt (KCurs. Con

temporary majestic man rcjects his dialectical assignmcnt and, with it,
the man of faith.

The situation has deteriorated considerably in this century which

has witnessed the greatcst triumphs of majestic man in his drive for

conquest. l\fajestic Ad,lm has developed a demonic quality: laying

claim to unlimited power-aLls, to infinity itself. His pride is almost

boundless, his imagination arrogant, Jnd he aspires to complete and
ahsolute control of everything. Illdcocd, likc the men of old. he is en
gaged in cOflstruning a tower whose apex should pierce Heaven. He

is intnxiClted with his own adventures and victories and is bidding for
unrestricted dominion. In order to avoid misinrcrprct;ltion, let me say

that I am not rderring here to man's daring experiments in srace.

From a religious point of vicw, as I said before, they arc quite Icgiti

mntc and in comrliancc with the divine testament given to Adam the
first thnt he should nl1e nature. \X!heo I say that modern man i.') pro

jecting a demonic image, I am thinkin,~ of mJn's attempt to dominate

himself, or, to he more precise. of Adam the first's desire to identify
himself with the total human personality, declaring his creative talents

;J:S ultimate. ipnoring completely Adam the second and his preexTupa

finn ,vith the uniquc and strange transcendcntal experience which re

si~ts subservience to the cultural interests of majestic man. Notwith
standing the fact that \\:It'stern man is in a nostalgic mcxx1. he is

determined not to accept the di:decrical hurden of humanity. He cer
[;)jnly feels spiritually upr(X)ted. cmotionally disillusioned, and, like

the old king of Ecclesiaste<:J, is aware of his Own tragedy. Yet this rcn~

sive mnod docs not ;lrOt1Se him In hernic :letiOfl. He. of course, comes

to a place of worship. He attends lectures nn rcli.~i()fl and appreciates
the cefC'"I11onial. yet he is S(o;lrclling not for a f:lirh in all irs singularity
:lnd orhcrncs,". hut for rcli,!:;inus culture. He SITko;; not the grCJtncss
found in sacrj(rci:ll ,Inion hut the convcnience Cine discovers in a (Onl

fnrtnble, serelle sLue of mind. He is desirous of an aesthetic eXlx'ric-nee
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rather than a covenantal one, of a social ethos. rather than a divine
imperative. In a word, he wants to find in bith that which he cannot

find in his laboratory, or in the privacy of his luxurious home. His

efforts arc noble, yet he is. not rcady for a genuine faith experience

which requires the giving of one's self unreservedly to Gcx~, who de

mands unconditional commitment, sacrificial action, and retreat. \Vest

ern man diabolically insists on being successful. Alas, he wants to be
successful even in his adventure with God. If he gives of himself to

God, he expects reciprocity. He also rcaches a covenant with God but

this covenant is a mercantile one. In a primitive manner, he wants to

trade "favors" and exchange go<xk The gesture of F<lith for him is a

give<lnd-takc affair and refleers the philosophy of Job which led to

cat;1strophe-;1 philosophy which seC's faith as a quid pro quo arrange

ment and expects compensation for each sacrifice one offers. There

fore, modern man puts up demands that Llith adapt itself to the mood
;1nd temper of modern times. I Ie do'_'S not discriminate hctween trans

lated reli,gion formulated in culmral categories-which are cert;linly

fluid since they have been evolved by the hum:m creative conscious

ness-and the pure faith commitment \\"hich is as unchan,gcablc as

eternity itself. Certainly, when the m;lf1 of faith interprets his trans

ccndental a\\'areness in cultural categories. he takes advantage of mexl

ern interpretive methods and is selective in picking his categories. The

(ultmal messa~e of faith ch:mgcs, indcX'J, const<lntly, with the flow of

time, the shiftin,£; of the spiritlL11 climate'. the flucru:ltions ofaxiologi

01 moods, and the rise of social need<;. Howc\'cr. the act of faith itself

is llnchange;\hle. for it transcends dw bounds of time 8nd space. Faith

is born of the intrusion of eternity upon temporality. Its essence is

characterilC'd by fixity and cndl1rinr~ identity. F:lith is experienced not

ilS il product of come emergent evo]utinn:lry process, or as something

which has been brought into existence by man's creative cultural rr.cs

rure, hut as .<:omethinp; which \\'as givcn to m;lfl \vhen the btter was

overpowered hy God. Tts prime goal is rcdem'~tion from the irnde

quacies of finitude ,1Od, mainly, from lhc nux of temporality. Un for

mnately, modern Acbm the first refu<;es to accept this unique mesS:1ge

which would cause him to become involved in the dialectical mOVC'-

meot and he dings instead zealously to his role as majestic man

exclusively, demanding the surrender of faith to his transient interests.

In his demonic quest for dominion, he forgets that reIativization of
faith, doctrine and norm, will inflict untold harm upon him and his

majestic interests. He fails to re8lize that the reality of the po\l.ler of

faith ~vhich may set modern man free from anxiety and neurotic

complexes and help him plan the strategy of invincible majestic living

can only be experienced if the faith gesture is left alone, oLltside of the

fleeting stream of socia-cultural metamorphoses and tolerated a.s some

thing stahle and immutable. If the faith gesture should be cut loose

from its own absolute moorings ;lIld allmved to float upon the mighty

waters of historical d12.nge, then it will forfeit its redemptive and
therapeutic gualities.

It is here that the diaJogue betwecn the man of faith and the man

of culture comes to an end. I\ftxkrn Ad~m the second, as Soon as he

finishes translating religion into the cultural vernacular, and begins to

talk the "foreign" language of faith, finds himself lonely, forsaken,

misunderst(Xxl, at tim~ even ridiculed by Adam the first, by himself.

\X1hcn the hour of estrangemcilt strikes, the ordeal of man of faith

begins and hc starts his withdrawal from society, from the Adam the

first-he he all outsider, Ix' he himself. Hc returns, like 110ses of old,

to his solitary hiding and to the abode of lonclincS-.s. Yes, the lone/illes,s

of contemporary man of faith is of ;\ special kind. He experiences not

only ontological InneJillcss hut also s<x-ial isolaltion. whenever he dares

to deliver the ,genuine faith-kcrygmrt. This is both the destiny and the

human historical situation of the nl;H1 who kccps a rendezvous with

eternity, and who, in spite of everything, continues tenaciously to

bring the llK'SS3ge of faith to majestic man.

XI

So he dqxl.rteJ thence, and found Elisha, the son of ShaL-tt, \.... ho \Vas
ploughing \\lith twelve yoke of oxen before him and he with the
twelfth; and Elijah passed by him and cast his mantle uron him. And
he left the oxen and ran aflcr Elijah, and said, "let me I pray thee

kiss my father and Illy mother and thCll I will follow theC'," and he
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cr" care for the oxen, the mcans of making the soil yield its abun

dance, which were so precious to him a while ,v~o. No more was he

concerned with anything which was so dear to him !x-fore. He slcw

the oxen and fed the m,-<lt to the slaves \\"110, h;11f-srarved. toiled the

soil for him and whom he, until that mccting with Elijah, had treated

with contempt. 1\foreover, covenantal man renounced his family rela

tionships. He bade farewell to father and mother and dCp;lrted from

their home for gocx1. Like his master, he bec)me homeless. Like his

ancestor jacoh he hecamc a "straying Aramcan" who took defeat and

humiliation with cll;1rity and ,gratitude_ HowevC'r, Elisha's withdrawal

from majesty W;lS not final. He followed the dinleerical course of all
our prophets. Later, when he achieved the pinnack of faith and arrived

at the outer boundaries of human commitment, he came hack to soci

ety as a participant in st;ltc affairs, ;1S an ;1dviser of kings and a teacher

of the majestic community. God ordered him to return to the people,
to offer them a sh;1rc in the covenantal drama and to involve them in

the gr(<lt and solemn coJloguy. He was God's mcsscnp;er carrying, like
1\105es, rwo tahlets of Stone containing the covenant<ll kerygma. l\1any

a time he felt disench<lIltcd and frustrated because his "'ords were

scornfully rcjct.1"cd. Hmvever, Elisha never despa ired or resigned. De
spair and resignation "'ere unknown to the m1n of the covenant who

found triumph in defeat, hope in failure, and 'who could not ("once-;l1

God's \'Vorcl that W;lS, to p<lraphrase Jeremiah, deeply implanted in

his hones nnd burning in his he;lrt like an nil-consuming nrc. Elisha
W<lS indeed lonely hilt in his loneliness he met the Lonely One and

discovered the singubr covenant;]1 confrontation of solitary man and

God who ahides in the reccssC"S of transcendental solitude.

Is modern man of faith entitled to a more privileged position :lnd
a 1ess exacting and s<lcrillciaI role?

.JOSEPH B. SOLOVEITCHICK

said umo him, "go back again for what have I done to thee." And he
returned back from him and took a yoke of oxen and slew them, and
ooiled their flesh with the instruments of the oxen and gave unto the
people and they did eat. Then he arose and \vent after Elijah and
ministered unto him (l Kings, 19: 19-21 ) .

Elisha was a typical representative of the majestic community. He
waS the son of a prosperous farmer, a man of property, whose interests

were centered around this-\\'orldly, material grxxls such as crops, live
stcKk, and m<U"ket prices. His objective was economic success, his aspi

ration-material wealth. The Bible rortrays him as efficient, capable,

and practical, remindful of a mcxlern business executive. When Elijah

met him, we are told, he was supervising the work done by the slaves.

He was with the twelfth yoke in order not to lose sight of the slave

laborers. \Vhat did this man of majesty have in common with Elijah,

the solitary covenantal prophet, the champion of God, the adversary

of kings, who walked as a stranger through the busrI ing cities of
Shomron, past royal pomp and grandeur, ne,gating the worth of all
goods to which his comemJX>raries were committed, reproaching the

sinners, preaching the law of God and portending His Vllrath? \X1hat
bond could exist between a c'OmpIacent farmer who enjoyed his home·

ste-ad and the man in the hairy dress who came from nowhere and who

finally disappeared under a veil of mysrery) Yer unexpectedly, the

call came through to this unimaginative, self-centered farmer. Sud

denly the mantlc of Elijah was cast upon him. \X;'hile he waS engaged

in the most ordinary, everyday activity, in toiling the soil, he cncoun
re[('d God and felt the transforming touch of God's haneL The strang

Cq metamorphosis occurred. \Vithin seconds, the old Elisha disappeared

and a new Elisha emerged. 1\-fajestic man waS replaced by covenant;ll

ffilln. He waS. initiated into a new spirinnl universe in which clumsy

social class distinctions had little meaning, wealth played nO role and
a serene illuminated universal "we"-consciousness supplanted the smaIl,

limited, nnd seillsh 'T'-consciousness. Old concerns changed, past

commitments vanished, cherished hopes faded, and a new vision of a

redemptive-covenantal reality incommensurate with the old vision of

an cnjoyahlc-majNtic re-ality !x-ckoned to him. No more did the "farm-
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NOTES

1 The basic ideas of this paper were formulated in my lectures to the
students of the program "r...farriagc and Family - National Institute of
:r-.fental Health Project. Yeshiva University, New York."

2 This is, of course, a rhetorical phrase, since all emotional and voli·
tional activity was included in tbe Cartesian cogitatio as modi cORi/al1di.
]0 fact, faith in the existence of an intelligent Cdlffa prima was for Des
cartes an integral part of his logical postulate system, by which he proves

the existence of the external world.
3 Vide Berakhot, 61a; Keftll-'ot, 8a; Nachmanides Genesis 2:7; ClIzari,

IV.
4 Vide Yesode Ha-Torah, IV, 8-9; Moreh Nczmkhim, I, l.
r; As a matter of fact, the term kat'od has a dual meaning in Hebrew:

(l) majesty, as in the phrase ~Iii~~~ ":J.~, (2) dignity as in the Halakhic
phrase ni~1J.il1iJ.J. That dignity is a criterion by which the \vonh of an
individual is me-asured can be demonsrrated hy the Halakhah that C~~irJ.,

self-abased persons, are disqualified from giving testimony. Tn particular,
the phrase: ::1'7:'7 i10n Pit'::l '7JiHi1 "whoever cats in the street or at any
rublic place acts like a dog" used hy both the Talmud (Kiddmhi1z 10b)
and Maimonides (Mishneh T arah, Edfl! XI,S) is characteristic of the atti·
tude of the Halakhah t(}ward a man \v11o has lost his sense of dignity.

Likewise, I wish to JXlint out the law that the principle of human dig
nity overrides certain Halakhic injunctions; llide I3erakhot 19b. See also
Nachmanides, Leviticus 19: 1 (the descripticm of the quality of sanctity),

6 It might be pointed out thJt in the Septuagint the \vord is
here given an intellectualistic ooloring, being rendered as doxe. The Vul
gate has the more literal xl-aria. In other contexts in which the term 1iJJ
signifies the human personality rather rh:ln honor, it is variously translated.
See e.g. Psalms 16:9, ~1i:lJ '7J~i ~:'i riC~' jJ':', where ~1i::l: is rendered
be glOJsa mOlt and lingua mea, respectively; and Psalms 30: 13, 110i~ 1;...'07
1i:lJ, where '1DJ is translated as he dOXtl malt and Rlm'itt mea.

1 Vide Nachmanides, Genesis 1:2·1' Hmi m1bvn 11i1i 1':lJ' j~li:1J
i1C'P~i1 li111!Ji nY1:li iit.:J:i::l i~J~ lli~~~ "As it is written, 'and (Thou)
hast crowned him with honor and glory,' \vhich refers to his (i.e. man's)
intelligent, wise, and technically resourceful striving

120

8 It is obviolls that this paper refers to Adam the first as. a type repre
senring the collective human technological geni us, and not to individual
members of the human race.

n It is worthwhile to note that Maimonides interpreted the story of the
fall of man in terms of the herrayal of the intelleCtual and the ethical for
the sake of the esthetic. The Hebrew phrase ::""1' jH:J ny1f1 l'~" was
translated by l\faimonides as "And the tree of experiencing the pleasant
and unpleasant."

In Vide Nadunanides, Genesis 2:7: c~~n llt.:tt'J PtlH:l n!lJ Kiil ~J 1t.:K'
D~'Jt'i1 1r- Ili7t',nt'i1: H? D~ .. , ni1~tJ~j1 jt.: i1X::l H? ~J 1-'~1'i17

7i1Ji1 tt'i1 ii11 H~i'i 7::lH D~'1~Jj"'i "And it is srated that He (i.e.
God) breathed into his (i.e. man's) nostrils the breath of life because it
(i.e. the soul) was not formc··d of the elements nor did it emanate from
tIle Separate Intelligences bur it was GoJ's own breath."

II The soci:ll contract theory is not robe interpreted in chronological
rerms. It never claimed that individuals ever existed outside of society.
The precedence of the individual over society is to be interpreted in con
ceptllal terms: a Rohinson Crusoe existence is thinkable and morally
justified. The most important practical inference ro he drawn from this
theory is the moral right of the individual or individuals to secede from
an existing society and form a new one. This kind of thinking, as W~

know, played an enormous role in the AmericJn as well as in the French
Revolution. Therefore, there is no contradiction hetwcen the Biblical story
of Adam the first and the social contract theory.

l~ I am using the social contract t!J('ory as an illustration of the func
tional character of thc community formed by Adam the first. However, I
could also demonstrate this idea by introducing organic theories of society
which emphasize the primacy of society over the individual. Even, and
perhaps primarily, the corporate state is of a functional character.

1:\ The same naivete in evaluating the role of man is to he found in the
Marxist philosophical anthropology.

H The Halakhic rcquirement of dignified behavior, nl~1~n ":JJ, 3p'

plies in some cases to public actions while in other cases evcn to one's
private actions. The prohlem of IlP1:Jil 1DJ with which the Talmud,
l3C'rakho! lC;h, deals is related to public offensive actions, such a.... disrobing,
while in SIlt/hiM! RIa, and Erm,ill 11b, the Talmud is concerned \'\"ith Utl

dignified action evcn in private. Apparently, the detcrmininj; facwr in
these cases is the nature of the act itself. A certain aet, Stich as disrobing.
is unworthy only if extxy:;cd to puolic view, whereas another, such as the
lack of l)(ldily hygiene, is always disgraceful. This Halakhic approa.ch does
not conrradict ollr viewpoint rhat dignity is a social behavioral category
and that the hermit cannor realize it in full.
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stance rather than a juridic-Halakhic defense. See Chiddushei Ha-rarnban
ad locum.

It appears that God required two commitments on the part of the com4
munity: a general one to abide by the \vill of God while the community
was still unaware of the nature- of the commitment and a specific one con
cerning each individual law. The second commitment was assumed under
constraint. Vide 111ekbilta quoted by Rashi, Exexlus, 20: 1; Rashi and Nach
man ides, Exodus, 24: 1. See Tosa/Ol, Shabbat 88a, sub and Kiddmhin

JGlb.
The reason for inrroducing an element of coercion inro the great Sinai

covenant in contradistinction, prima facie, to the Biblical Story, lies in the
idea that covenantal man feels overpmvered and defeated by God even
when he apfX~us to be a free agent of his own \vil!.

In The strange Aggadic stories atxHlt a theoretical Halakhic "contro
\lersy" between the Almighty and Heavenly Academy (t{:"~jJ11 Hj~:J.~Ilt::')

and about R. Joshua h. Chanania's rejecting a Divine deciSion ~'hich fa
\'ored a minority opinion over th;tt of the majority are characteristic of the
intim;tte Halakhic-covenantal relationship prev:l.iJing between man and
God. Vl:de nll'il 1\1cz;',[ 59b and 1-V,a.

20 V':!!C Leviticus 2G: 12, Sifrtl and Rashi.

21 Bernbi! Nabbab, 59; Rashi, Genesis 2·1:7. I intentionally llsed the
term "co"imic" instead of "cosmological." \Xrhilc one may speak of the
cosmic confrontation of man and Cod a'i an expcriC'lHial reality, it is hard
ttl speak of a cosmological experience_ \\'hen C;od is apprehended ill feal
ity it is an experience; \\."hen God is comprehended tbrollgh reality it is
just an intellectual performance. Therefore, one must not eejllate the cos
mic expetience, no matter how inadequate it is, \\-ith Judah Halevi's "C-od
of Aristotle." As we mentioned in the text, the cosrnic experiencc is part
of the patriarchial tradition. 111e HaJakh;th has granted full recognition to
this experience, which is teflected in many of our benedictions.

The trouhle with aJi rational demonstrations of the existence of Cod,
with which the history of philosophy abounds, consists in their being ex
anly wbat they were meant to be by those who formulated them: abstract
logical demonstrations Jivorccx1 from the jiving primal experiences in
which these dCmOIl'itratiolls ate footed. for imLlllCC, the cosmic experience
Has transf()fmed into a cosmological proof, the ol1tic experience into an
ontological proof, ct cetera lfl.'itCld of stating that rhe most elementary
existential aW:lren(~s as a suhjcuive '"I exist'" and an ohjC"Cti\'e "the world
around mc exists" awareness is unattainahle as long as the 1I1tinutc redity
of God is nor parr of this awarelless, the- theologians erlgaged in formal
postulafing Olnd dc-Jucing in all experiential vacuum. Because of this, they

I:. The Halakhah has linked human distress with the human capability
of renewal and self-transformation. Man's confrontation with evil and
suHering mllst result, according to the Halakhah, in the great act of
teshm'db (repentance). "In thy distress when all these things are come
upon thee. thotl wilt return to the Lord thy God and hearken untO

His voice." (Deuc It: 30).
]() The Biblical account of the original sin is the story of man of faith

who realizes suddenly that birh can be utilized for the acquisition of
majesty and glory and who, imtead of fostering a covenantal community,
prefers to organize a rditical utilitarian community exploiting the sin
cerity and lHlqualified commitment of the crowd for non-covenantal,
\vorldly purrx)Ses. The history of organized religion is replete \vith 10

stances of desecration of the covenant.
17The whole:- concept of i11';:;:J ~~jH 1ny HI sh;-tll he \vith him in

trouble" call only be understood within the perspective of the covenantal
community \vhich involves Cod in the d('stiny of His fellow members.
Vide Sanhedrin, ti()a; Yermhtllmi, Sukkah, ti, 3-

181ne ,giving of the law on l\.1t. Sinai was a result of free negotiation
between Moses and the people who consented to suhmit themselves to the
Divine Will. 111e Halakhah treats the Sinai and Moab covenants in cate
gories and tefms governing any civil ;-tgreement. The Talmudic opinion
(Shabbat 88a) li~r)~ 1,1 Ci1\'Y i1D~, that there was coercive action on
the part of Cod during the Sinai revelation, does nm refute our thesis.
The action to which the Talmud rders was taken after the covenant had
heen voluntarily transaCted on the preceding day (the fifth of Sivan) ac
cording to the chronology elalx)rated hy Rashi (based 011 the McklJ/:lt(().
Even Nachmanidcs, who disagreed \vjrh Rashi and accepted the opposite
view of the Mekbdta, placing the transaction on the seventh of Sivan after
the ultimatum had been issued to the community, muSt admit that the
latter obligated itself to abide by God's will prior to the reyelation, as it is
distinLtly stated in Exodus l() H_ Nachm~lflides differs with Rashi only
with rde-rence to the solemn formalization of the covenant as told in
Exodus 2·1: 3-R.

In light of this, the Talmudic saying (loc. cil.) i1~1 H";.'1it: iH:~)

Hli~~1~H7 is pualing inasmuch as coercion \\,;1S applied only to the im
plementation and not to the assumption of the- Covcll:lntal obligation. To
be sure, this phrase is not to hc construed in its litC'n! mClning, since no
scholar ha.<:, ('Ver questioned the validity of the Sinai covellant ('ven prior
to its reaffirmation in the clays of ~lordccai and the other men of the
Great Assembly to which the Talmud (loc. cit.) refers. 11lC idea underlying
this phrase is to be understcxxl as referring to a moral mitigating circum~
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t-:ft>,"'/,<! ,h·-~;,~,,'l·,r .... tf) H,:,...,"·" :J",1 Y>nt'c; ~:·in.g r:r1t ;c'!<;m that lng-'eal
catcgo!l';s are arplicable only ':,i~hJn the 1l[T',i~; (.If fhe h':T?_;: Y::~t~~r.:

experIence.
[>oes the loving bride in the emhrace of her lX'loH'D ask for proof that

he is alive and real? ~fust the prayerful soul clinging in passionate love
and ecstasy to her Beloved demonstrate that He exists? So asked Soren
Kierkegaard s'lrcastically when told that Anselm of CAnterbury, the father
of the vcry abstract and complex ontological proof. spent many days in
prayer and supplication that he be presented with rational evidence of

the existence of God.
Maimonides' term ~'i~; (YeJodc ha-Torah) 1:1) transcends the bounds

of the ahsrraet fof!,os and passes over into the realm of the boundless inti
mate and impassioned experience where postulate and deduction, discur
siYe knowledge and intuitive rhinking, conception and perception, subject
arid object, are olle. Only in p<1ragraph five, after the ahoriginal experience
of God had been established by him as a firm reality (in paragraph one),
does he inrnxluce the Aristotelian cosmological proof of the unmoved

mover.
:;~ This distinction between E-lohim and the Tetragrammaton was de-

veloped in detail by Judah Halcvi.
2:1"~J~D iii ':'~"ji 'i~i: And the Lord came dmvn upon l\It. Sinai."
2i "'il~·r.~ ~~.. , iilil ~'t'n ':'~ i1~'~': 'il ~IP~i: And the Lord called

'Moses up to the top of the mount, and l\fo'Ses went up."
2.-' This \'('rsc telling us about rhe prophetic encounter of Moses with

God descrihes the ideal Slate (If prophecy as it was attained hY' l\-1oses. The
Bible itself in another passage contrasrs the Mosa.ic cnnfrontation \yith
G(xl with that of other prophets who bib.l to re;lch the same heights and
htnce experienced the numinous apocalyptic dr(>(\d and awe. Vide Exodus
33:17; Numbers 12:6-R; 'Ycror!c ha-Tofa/i, VT1'O

:>6 The fact that \ve commence the recita.l of the "Eighreen Benedictions"
by addressing ollselves to the G()d (1f Abraham, r~aac, and Jacob, is indica
ative of the covenantal relationship which, in the opinion of our sages,
lies at the very root of prayer.

The fact thilt prayer is founded upon the covenantal relationship is .,re
sponsible for the omis.sion of ?dalklJ1f1 (C-;'nd's cOJm;c kingship or sover·
eignty) from the "Eighteen Benedictions." In order to avoid misunder
standing, I ..vish to add that only the phrase mclck/i IM·olltm was eliminated
from the ba.sic henediction formula while the term mclckh does appear in
several places; l l ide TnJa!ol, IJerak/in{ ,iOh suh I:':::H.

27111e popular Biblical term {cfillah and the esoteric Halakhic term
dt'odah J/lcoclc1/ refer to an inner activity, to a state of mind. KazTttnah,

related to prayer, is, unlike the kal'I'antlh concerning other mitzl!ah per~

formanccs., not an extraneous addendum but the very core of prayer. The
whole Halakhic controversy about kavl'anah vis-a-vis other mitu'ot has no
relevance to prayer. There is not a single opinion that the latter can be
divorced from kat'l'anah. l\-'foreover, rhe substance of the kavI'an.:th as far
as prayer is concerned differs fundamentally from that which some require
during the performance of other mitzl"ot. \X!hile the former denotes a state
of mind, an all-embracing awarenes-<; of standing before the Almighty, the
latter manifests itself only in the normative intention on the part of the
mitzvah-doer to act in accordance \\'ith the ~\'il! of God. Kat/I'tll1ah in bmh
cases, of course, expresses direction or aiming, However, in prayer one
must direct his whole self toward God wherea..s in the case of other mitzI'ot
the directing is confined to a single act. Vide Berakhot 2Bb, 30a-h, 32b,
33a; Sal1hedrin 22a; Maimonides, llilkhat Tcfillah! TV, 16; V, 4. The fact
that kaIT(l/ltf!J is indispemahle only for the first ~nedicrinn of the Silent
Prayer does Ilot conttadict our premise. The Halakhah simply took into
consideration human weakness and inability to immerse in the covenantal
awareness for a long rime and, in sympathy with the worshipper who is
incapahle of sustaining a continuous contemplate mood, related the initial
katN'rmtth to the entire Tefilltth. Vide Bcrakhot _}1b and ChidtlShe R. Hay
pJJZ !-Ialct·;, Tefillrlh, IV, L

2R Vide Berakhot 2Gb, 33a; Mef!,i/lah l11a. It is not my intention here (()
investig~rc the controversy between Maimonidcs and Nachmanides a.s to

'\\hether the precept of prayer is of Pemateuchic O[ Rabbinic origin. AU
agree that statutory standardized prayer was imroduceJ by the men of the
Great Assemhly.

2!l The strier Halakhic cenSllfe of the prophet who bils to deliver the
divine rness<l,ge tllldersulfcs the public character of prophecy, Vide Sal1he
dll:11 R9n.. It should he not cd that Maimonides speak.... also of prophecy con
tlned to the individual; see }'(".ndc ba-T()ftlh, VII, 7 and March Nct'f/kh;m,
II, 37. However, such individual illumination c~nnot be termed covenantal
rrophecy_

:w Vide BertlkhM 12h; nt1l'rl KtlJJlJ1li1 92a; Shah/Jill] 2b
:JI This is the reason underlying the ifl5tirution of It:~".in ri"~ri, the

recital of pra.yers with the congregatio1l, which occupies such a prominent
position in the HaJakhah.

:12 Job 1: 5. See nt/'a Kamma 92a.
:"1:1 That every prophecy is normative doC's not contradict the statement

of our sages i1Il~·tJ 1:::1 ~"i1'i '~~'1 X'::J i'~~' ri~~~I' i1'ix that no
prophet is aI1O\'\'ed to change even the smallest detail of the law. (Tarat
Kobmlim 120; TCJJl1irab 1Ga; Shaboat 1O·1a; Mcgillah 3a; Yoma BOa). The



adjective "normative" has a dual connotation: first, legislative action;
second, exhortatory action. While Moses' prophecy established a new
covenant entailing a new moral code, the prophecies of his followers ad
dressed themselves to the commitment taken on by the covenantal com
munity to realize the covenant in full. Vide Chagigah lab; Bt1t'a Kamma

2b; Niddah 23a; Yesode ha~Torah, IX, I~1.
iH There are many allusions in our AggaJah and liturgy to the teaching

of Torah as part of God's "routine."
3:'\ According to OUf tradition, the entire community, even at the revela

tion at Sinai, heard only the first tv.'D, not all ten, commandments. Vide

Mdkkot 24a.
36 The Halakhic requirement of i17~n, i171t"O n~'OD, that the recira-

tion of Shema with its benedictions be joined to the recital of Tefillah j

the "Eighteen Benedictions," is indicative of this idea. One has no right
to appear before the Almighty without accepting previously all the cove
nantal commitments implied in the three sections of Sherll<1, Vide Berak
hot 9b anJ 29b. Both explanations in R;lshi, Berakhot 4b, actually express
the same idea. Vide' Bcrakhot 14b and 15a, \vhere it is stated that the
reading of Shema and the prayers is an integtated act of accepting the
Kingdom of Heaven in the most complete manner. It should n('\.'ertheles~
be pointed out, that the awareness required by the Halakhah during the
recital of the first verse of Sbema and that which accompanies the act of
praying (the recital of the first benedicrion) are related to t\VO different
ideas, During the recital of Shcma man ideally fecls totally commitred to

God and his awareness- is related to a nonnative end, assigning to man
ontological legitimacy and worth as an ethical being whom God charged
with a great mission and who is conscious of his frewom either to succeed
or to fail in that mis:o.ion. On the other hand, the awareness which comes
with prayer is rooted in man's experiencing his "creatureJiness" (to use a
term coined by Rudolf Otro) and the ahsllfdity emoc-dded in his own
existence. In contrast with the Shema a\\'areness, the Tcfillah awareness
negates the legitimacy and worth of human existence. r..-hn, as ;t slave of
God, is completely dependent UI"'1l11 Him. 1\fan enjoys. no freedom. '"De
hold, as the eyes of servantS untn the hand of their master, as the eyes of
a m;tiden unto the hand of her mistress, so our eycs look unto the Lord

our God until He be gracious unto us,"
When the Talmud (Ber"kbot, lib and J 5a) speaks of I11J7D n7J;J

i1r;~~ c~n:.:.', the unitary acceprance of the Kingdom of God, it refers to
the two awarenesses which, notwithstanding their antithetic character,
merge into one comprehensive awareness of man who is at the same time
the free messenger of God and His. captive as well.

However, whether the a-;varencss of prayer per 5e is, from a Halakhic
viewpoint, to he construed as C'Ct:' 1'1i~';'C ./l7':;~, as an act of acceprance
of the Kingdom of Heaven, is discussed in another passage; see Bcrrrkhot
21a and Rashi there.

:17 The interrelatedness of prayer, moral life, and repentance wa.s empha
si2.ed already in Solomon's prayer, I Kings 8: 34-51; II Chronicles (': 3G-40.
See also Exodm Rabhah, XXII:.): "Ju..<;t as they purified their hearts and
tittered Song ... so must a man purify his heart and then pray, This is
whar Job said, 'Although there is no violence in my hands and my prayer
is pure' (15: 7), Rabbi Joshua the priest the son of R. Nechemiah said:
'Is there, then, an impure prayer? No; but he who prays unto God with
bands soiled from violence is not anwered .' Rabbi Chama b. Chanina
said 'whence do we know that the prayer of one who ha.<; committed vio
lence is impure? Because it says, "And \vhen rOll spread forth your hand<;

I will not llC';U because your hands are full of hhxxl." \'{'hence do we
know that the prayer of him who removes himself from violence is pure?
Because it says .' "; Sa.ldya, ErlllmO! Ve-Dent, V:6. Also r-.faimonides,
discllssing the precept of prayer during times of crisis, says in unequivo
cal terms that prayer is only the medium through which man may norm
ally rehabilitate hirme!f, although with regard to daily praycr he omitted
mention of this relationship. Vide l'a'an;t 1,1-3; Tefiilah, IV. It is worthy
of note that there is a dOllhlc discrepancy l){'[ween the Talmud (BertJk/;ot
32b) and the above-quoted }'1idrash. The Talmud confined the verse of
Isaiah 1: 15 to the sin of murder which disqualifies the priest from impart
ing the priestly blC5sing. The t....1idrash extended it to all kinds of violence
(cmlX'zzlement or other corrupt practices) and barred not only priests
from blessing the community bm all people from prayer.

In my opinion, the discrepancy is only a single one, pertaining to the
meaning of the phrase "your hands are full of bl<x)d," \'\'hether it be lim
ited to murder or extended to all aets of dishonesty and corruption. How
ever, there is no contradiction hetween the two interpretations a.<; far as
extending the applicability of the verse to Tefil/ah; nor could there he,
since, in the latter pan of the verse, Isaiah himself explicitly mentions
Tefil/ah -- vn'1:.:' ~JJ~H n?!lIi '1:111'1 ~J D), "Yea, when ye make prayers,
I will not hear." However, the Talmud and the 1\-fidrash rreated the verse
of Isaiah at two detTerem levels, \X1hile the Talmud speaks in formal Ha
lakhic categories, the r-.-1idrash places it in a metaphysico·moral perspec
rive. The Talmud treats the problem of disqualifICation; whoever com
mitted murder forfeits the priestl>, prerogative and right to bless the
people. In lIalakhic terms, I would sa>, that murder results in a t'n:u ':"~:::,

ill the emergence of a fX'"rsonal inadequacy, Indeed, in Maimonidcs' view,
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it is not tbe moral cuJpabiJity for the sin of murder but the bare fact of
being the agenr and instrument of murder which causes this dIsqualifica
tion. Hence, the disqualifi.ca cion persists even after the murderer has re
J-lemcd; vid Tcfilldb. XV, 3, and Tosa/ot, Mcndchot l09a. Such a disqualifi
cation is inapplicable to prayer. The privilege and right of prayer cannot
be denied to anyone, not even to the most wicked. The Psalmist already
stated that everyone is admitted to the realm of prayer: 1~1~' i1~nTi J,.'C~~
':H:J' it,:,': ':, "0 Thou Who hearkenesr to prayer; unto Thee doth all
flesh come." (Even drunkenness does not disqualify the person, but nulli
fies the act of prayer because of the lack of kavl'anah; see Maimonides,
Ttfillab 4, 17,) In fact, the 11idrash never stated that a sinner has been
stripped of the privilege of prayer. It only empha..liized that prayer requires
a clean heart and that the prayer of a sinful per$(.)O is imperfect. The
Midrash employs the terms iDl 'I17E)I1 and i1lDY U1':'EJ.il, which denote
pure and impure prayer, Maimonides quoted rhe Midrash not in the sec~

tion on TefI11<lh, which deals with the Halakhic requirements of prayer,
but in that of Te.rlJflI'ah, \vhich deals with the metaphysical a..1i well as the
Halakhic aspects of repentance, where he says distinnly that the immoral
person's prayer is not fully acceptable to (-'rod --- li:.H.J'..:t ii.J:;.J '\.J~Hl PV'S
YO'~I ~.J.J~H il':'!:I1 DlI1 ~: C;, "He petitions and is not answered, as it i9
written, 'Yea, even ye make many prayers J \vil1 not hear: " As a matter of
fact, Maimonides extended the reql1iremcnt fOl' moral excellence to all
mi/z1'ah performances - '~~EJ:l iJi1H rE)il~' nl~St.) i1~'iy', '''He performs
mi/Z1Jot and they are thrown back in his face." It is of course self-evident
that the imperfection inherent in the deed does nm completely nullify the
0bjective worth of the deed. -r--raimonides' statement at the end of Tefi/ltlh
'that you do not ptevent the "vicked person from doing a g(xxl deed' is not
only Halakhically hut also psychologically relevant. \Y/e lcr the sinful
priest, as. long as he has not committed murder or apostasy, impart hi9
blessings to the congregation. Likewise, we encourage the sinner to pray
('yen though he is not ready yet for rerentance all(! moral regeneration,
because any mitu,tlh performance, be it prayer, be it another moral act,
ha." a cleansing effect upon the doer and may influence his life and bring
about a complete change in his personality, Vide also, Introduction to Beth

1ialevi on Genesis and Exodus.
In Saadya's enumeration (If the realions which prevent prarer from be

ing accepted \ve find a mixture of H:lbkhic and metaphysical considera
tions. The flrst reason for the rejection of prayer is of a purely meGlphysical
nature: one's prayer is not answered if it is offered "after the decree "vas
issued against" the person. As an illustration. Saadya inrnxluces the case

of bIoses beseeching the Lord to allO\v him to cross the jordan and not
being answered. On the other hand, the second reason--the lack of sincere
intention-is Hahkhic. It is, therefore, hard to determine whether the five
reasons which arc related to moral impurity are classified as Halakhic or
metaphysical deterrents to prayer.

,1R It is quite characteristic that Aristode, the man of science, derivr-d
time from motion, while Plorinus, the philosopher-mystic, even though. as
a pagan, llrw.ware of the idea of the covenant, reversed the order. Of
course, for Aristotle, C'Vcn thollgh he knnws of three kinds of motion, the
highest is rdated mainly to morphological change, the tramition from
possibility to actualit)'.

.10 In reality there are no pure typological structures and hence the cove.
n;intal and majestic communities overlap. Therefore, it is nor surprising
that we corne across the three-dimensional time experience, which we have
presented as typiCllly cuvcllamal, in the majestic community as well. The
historical community resrs. in fact, upon this peculiar time experience.
What is historical IX'longing if not the acceptance of the past as a reality
ro which one is indehted and the anticipation of a future to which one is
rcspnnsihlc? I Jisrorical action is never (()O!iIlCJ to the "now," It crosses the
frontiers of perceptihle time and re.Jates itself to a unitary experience of
time embracing the "lx·fnre" and the "after." If the stream of time be
broken down into micro-units, there would be no p!<lce for history. Living
in history means experiencing the total drama of history stretching across
calendaric time. This peculiarity of the historical experience was known
to E. Burke and E. RCllan. However, this time awareness was borrowed by
majestic history from covenantal history.

4(J i1::H in Hehrew means tx)(h to say and to think.
41 l\hn's dialectical sec,s:1.witlg bet\veen the co'Smic and the covenantal

C::Xpericnce of God is reflected ill the henediction formula in which we
address Cod in both the second and third person. See Nachmanides, Exodus
1'5 :}(). (lod ~hlolllo S. Aderet, f?trprJJ1ft() V, '52. To he sure, the mil1~ling

of grammatictl persons IS 'llllte normal in Hebrew syntax. In this case,
however, our medieval scholars attributed particular significance to the
changc.

42 Not only Halakhic teleology but also positive Halakhic thinking i~

dialectical. The latter follows the rules of an N-valued logic rarher than
those of a two-valued logic. Positive Halakhah has never honored the
sacrosanct clas.sical principle of the excluded middle or that of contradic
tion. Quite often it has predicated of x rhat it is neither a nor b or that it
is hoth a and b at the 5.:1!11e time.

It is worth mentioning th;u it wok scientifiC thinking a very long time
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to make the dis<.:uvcry that the comr~[ex cosmic occurrence does not lend

itself to a two-valued logical interpretation.
The role of the multi-valued logic in Halakhah will he discussed by me,

God \vil1ing, in a forthcoming paper.
4:> V;de BIc"'1"ak/Jnt 35b; S!J,lbbaf r)h. Milimonidc'5 distinguishes hetween

two kinds of dialectic: (1) the constant oscillaril1g between the majr.stic
and the covenantal community; (2) the simuhanco\ls involvement in
both communities, which is the hi~hcst f()fm of dialectical existence and
which, according to Maimooidcs, nnly I\foscs and the Patriarchs achieved.
See Yesode htl-Torah, VII, 0: "Hellce it may he inferred that all prophets
when the prophetic power left them returned to their tents, th:1t they at
tended to the satisfaction of their physic:l.] needs. :r-.foses, Ollr teacher, ne\'Cr
went back to his former tent. He, accordingly, permanently separated him
self from his wife, and abstaillC'd from similar gratifications. His mind was
closely att;lched to the Rock of the universe ." This, however, is not to

be interpreted as if ~Ioses had abandoned rhe majestic community. After
all, :t-.foscs dedicMed hiS life to the fa."ihioninp; of a 111ajestic-wvenantaI
community bent on conques-t and pn]itica]-ecollonlic normalcy 011 the one
hand, and the realization of rhe covel1antal kcr),!?,Jlld on the other.

:r..faimonides is more explicit in the Moreh, III, 51 where he IXHtrays
the routine of the Patriarchs \I/ho, like l-.foses, achieved the highC'ir form
of dialectical existence and resided in both (()rmIlLlflities concurrently.
"The Patriarch.,; likewise attained this degree of perfection. \'V'hen we
therefore find them also engaged in ruling others. in increasing their pro
perty and endeavoring to obtain pO$-s-es..s-ion of we-alth and honor, we see
in this fact a proof that when they were occupied in these things their
bodily limbs were at work while their h('(lft and mind ncver mewed away
from the name of G{xl. ." In other words, thc Patriarchs werc builders
of society, sociable and gregarious. They made friends \1,·ith whom they
participated in the maje;tic endeavor. H()w('ver, axinlngically, they valucd
only onc involvement: their covenal1lal friendship with Cod. The perfect
dialectic expresses itself in a plurality of creative gestures and, at the
saIne time, in axiological monodeism.

111e concluding paragraphs of Hi/fI.)!)t S!Je!l1;faIJ Ve-)'orel should be
inrerpreted in a similar vein. Cf. Nclerl; ha-C/;arrim, II, 11.

The unqm.lified acceptance of the world of majesty by the HaJakhah
expresses itself in its natural and inevitable involverneot in every sector
of human majestic endeavor. There is nor a single thenretical or techno
logical discovery, from new psychological insights into the human person
ality to man's attempts to reach out among the planets., with which the
I lalakh::dl is not concerned. Ne\v fhlakhic prohlems arise \"\'irh e\Try rJe\v
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scientific discovery. As a matter of fact, at present, in order to render pre
cise Halakhic dccisions in many fields of human endeavor, one must pos
sess, ocsides excellent Halakhic training, a gexld working knowledge in
those secular fields in which the problem OCUlrs.

This acceptance, easily proven in regard to the total majestic gesture, is
most pronounced in the HaJakhah's relationship to scientific medicine and
the art of healing. The latter has always heen considered by the Halakhah
as a great and noble occupation. Unlike other faith communities, the
I-Ialakhic commlrnity has never heen troubled hy the problem of human
interference, on the past of the physician and patient, with G<xl's will. On
the contrary, argiles the Halakhah, (TfX{ wants man to fight evil bravely
and to mobilize all his intellectual and technological ingenuity in order to

defeat it. The conquest of disease is the sacred dut), of the man of majesty
arId he must not shirk it. From the Biblical rhra,s-e, "Only he shall pa.y for
the loss of his time and shall C'luse him to he thoroughly healed" (Exodus
2J:IR), throllgh the Talmudic perind in which sciemific medicine was
considered authoritative in siruations in which the saving of a hnrnan life,
C'B) ii1P~t-, requires the suspension of the religious law, to the }udaeo
Spanis-h Iraditinll of comhining Ihlakhic scholarship with medical skill,
the Halakhah remained steadfa.<;t in its loyaLty to scientific medicine. It
has never ceased to emphasize the duty of the sick person to consult a
competent physician. The s.ul.Iernent quoted in both the Tur and Karo's
Sb1l1cban. Arurh, o~n1 lmt..· iH ~1i1 'It:;y y:',n DH1, which can be traced
indirectly to a Talmudic pa.s$.'lge, is a cornerstone of Halakhic thinking.
Vide Yoma H2a, R2h, R3a. Kiddmhin 82a, Rashi suh ::l1n, Bat/a KanWld
85a, Tosa/ot sub ii)l"'\~)~', Tm Yoreh Deah 336, Bayit-Chatktsh sub H~jIl.

See also PeJarhim 56a, Ra.s-hi and Maimonides' Commentary.
Nachmanidcs' observation in Leviticus 26: 11 refers to an ideal state of

the covenantal community enjoying unlimite-d divine grace and has no
application, therdore, to the imperfect state of affairs of the ordinary world.

The passage in II Chmnides 16: 12: "yet in his disease he s.ought not
to the Lord, but to physicians" referred to priest-doctors who employed
pagan rites and magic in order to "heal" the sick.

The doctrine of faith in God's charity, i,nt:~, is not to be equated with
the folly of the mystical d(xtrine of quietism which in its extreme form
exempts man from his duty of attending to his own needs and lets him
\vait in "holy" idleness and indifference for lrt.xl's intervention. This kind
of repc>se is wholly contrary to the repose \.,·hich the HaIakhah recom
mends: the one which f01l0\\·.<; hUIT1:'l1l effort and remedial action. :r..lan
must first use his own skill and try to help himself as much a$ fK>Ssible.
Then, and only then, man Illay find repose and quictude in G(x! and be
confident that his effOrt and action will he crowned with success. The
initiative, says the Halakha.h, belongs to man; the successful realization, to
God.
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I. WHAT MANNER OF MAN

IS THE PROPHET?

SENSITIVITY TO EVIL

What manner of man is the prophet? A student of philosophy who turns
from the discourses of the great metaphysicians to the orations of the proph
ets may feel as if he were going from the realm of the sublime to an area
of trivialities. Instead of dealing with the timeless issues of being and becom
ing, of matter and form, of definitions and demonstrations, he is thrown
into orations about widows and orphans. about the corruption of judges and
affairs of the market place. Instead of showing us a way through the elegant
mansions of the mind. the prophets take us to the slums. The world is a
proud place. full of beauty. but the prophets are scandalized, and rave as if
the whole world were a slum. They make much ado about paltry things, lav
ishing excessive language upon trifling subjects. What if somewhere in
ancient Palestine poor people have not been treated properly by the rich?
So what if some old women found pleasure and edification in worshiping
"the Queen of Heaven"? Why such inunoderate excitement? Why such
intense indignation?

The things that horrified the prophets are even now daily occurrences all
over the world. There is no society to which Amos' words would not apply.

Hear /his, you who trample upon the needy,
And bring the poor of the land to an end,
Saying: When will the new moon be over
That we may sell grain1
And the Sabbath,
That we rnay ooer wheat for sale,
That we rnay make the ephah small and the shekel great,
And deal deceitfully with false balances,
That we rnay buy the poor for silver,
And the needy for a pair of sandals,
And sell the refuse of the whealt

Amos 8:4-6
s
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Indeed, the sort of crimes and even the amount of delinquency that fill
the prophets of Israel with dismay do not go beyond that which we regard
as normal, as typical ingredients of social dynamics. To us a single act of
injustice--cheating in business, exploitation of the poor-is slight; to the
prophets, a disaster. To us injustice is injurious to the welfare of the people;
to the prophets it is a deathblow to existence: to us, an episode; to them, a
catastrophe, a threat to the world.

Their breathless impatience with injustice may strike us as hysteria. We
ourselves witness continually acts of injustice. manifestations of hypocrisy,
falsehood, outrage. misery, but we rarely grow indignant or overly excited.
To the prophets even a minor injustice assumes cosmic proportions.

The Lord has sworn by the pride of Jacob:
Surely I will never farget any Of their deeds.
Shall not the land tremble on this account,
And every one mourn who dwells in it,
And all of it rise like the Nile,
Be tossed abaut and sink again, like the Nile of Egypt?

Amos 8:7-8

Be appalled, 0 heavens, at this,
Be shocked, be utterly desolate, says the Lord.
For My people have committed two evils:
They have forsaken Me,
The fountain of living waters,
And hewed out cisterns for themselves,
Broken cisterns,
That can hold no water.

Jeremiah z:JZ-Z3

They speak and act as if the sky were about to collapse because Israel has

become unfai thful to God.
Is not the vastness of their indignation and the vastness of God's anger in

disproportion to its cause? How should one explain such moral and religious
excitability, such extreme impetuosity?

It seems incongruous and absurd that because of some minor acts of injus
tice inflicted on the insignificant, powerless poor, the glorious city of Jeru
salem should be destroyed and the whole nation go to exile. Did not the

prophet magnify the guilt?
The prophet's words are outbursts of violent emotions. His rebuke is

harsh and relentless. But if such deep sensitivity to evil is to be called hys-

terical, what name should be given to the abysmal indifference to evil which
the prophet bewails?

They drink wine in bowls,
And anoint themselves with the finest oils,
But they are not grieved over the ruin of Joseph!

Amos 6:6

The niggardliness of our moral comprehension. the incapacity to sense the
depth of misery caused by our own failures, is a fact which no subterfuge
can elude. Our eyes are witness to the callousness and cruelty of man, but
our heart tries to obliterate the memories. to calm the nerves. and to silence
our conscience.

The prophet is a man who feels fiercely. God has thrust a burden upon his
sou]. and he is bowed and stunned at man's fierce greed. Frightful is the
agony of man; no human voice can convey its full terror. Prophecy is the
voice that God has lent to the silent agony, a voice to the plundered poor, to
the profaned riches of the world. It is a form of living, a crossing point of
God and man. God is raging in the prophet's words.

THE IMPORTANCE OF TRIVIALITIES

"Human affairs are hardly worth considering in earnest, and yet we must
be in earnest about them-a sad necessity constrains us," says Plato in a
mood of melancholy. He apologizes later for his "low opinion of mankind"
which, he explains, emerged from comparing men with the gods. "Let us
grant, if you wish, that the human race is not to be despised, but is worthy
of some consideration."l

"The gods attend to great matters; they neglect small ones," Cicero main
tains? According to Aristotle, the gods are not concerned at all with the
dispensation of good and bad fortune or external things.> To the prophet,
however, no subject is as worthy of consideration as the plight of man.
Indeed, God Himself is described as reflecting over the plight of man rather
than as contemplating eternal ideas. His mind is preoccupied with man, with
the concrete actualities of history rather than with the timeless issues of
thought. In the prophet'S message nothing that has bearing upon good and
evil is smali or trite in the eyes of God (see PI" 363 f.) •

Man is rebellious and full of iniquity, and yet so cherished is he that God,
the Creator of heaven and earth, is saddened when forsaken by him. Pro-

1 Laws, VII. 803. 2De Natura DeoTUm, II. I&]. II Magna Moralia, II, 8, 1207. 1208. 1209.
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found and intimate is God's love for man, and yet harsh and dreadful can
be His wrath. Of what paltry worth is human might-yet human compas
sion is divinely precious. Ugly though the behavior of man is, yet may man's
return to God make of his way a highway of God.

LUMINOUS AND EXPLOSIVE

"Really great works," writes Flaubert, "have a serene look. Through small
openings one perceives precipices; down at the bottom there is darkness,
vertigo; but above the whole soars something singularly sweet. That is the
ideal of light, the smiling of the sun; and how calm it is, calm and strong!
.. . The highest and hardest thing in art seems to me to be to create a state
of reverie:'f

The very opposite applies to the words of the prophet. They suggest a
disquietude sometimes amounting to agony. Yet there are interludes when
one perceives an eternity of love hovering over moments of anguish; at the
bot«>m there II light, {a..inAtion, but above tbe whole loar thunder and
llghming.

The prophet's use of emotional and imaginative language. concrete in I
diction, rhythmical in movement,. artistic in fann. marks his style as~
Yet it is not the sort of poetry that takes its origin. to use Wordsworth's
phrase. "£rom emotion recollected in tranquility." Far from reflecting a
state of inner hannony or poise, its style is charged with agitation, anguish,
and a spirit of nonacceptance. The prophet's concern is not with nature but
with bistory, and history is devoid of poise.

Authentic utterance derives from a moment of identification of a person
and a word; its significance depends upon the urgency and magnitude of its
theme. The prophet's theme is, first of all, the very life of a whole people,
and his identification lasts more than a roomenL He is one not only with
what he says; he is involved with his people in what his words foreshadow.
This is the secret of the prophet's style: his life and soul are at stake in what
he says and in what is going to happen to what he says. It is an involvement
that echoes on. What is more, both theme and identification are seen in
three dimensions. Not only the prophet and the people, but God Himself is
involved in what the words convey.

Prophetic utterance is rarely cryptic, suspended between God and man; it
is urging, alarming, forcing onward, as if the words gushed forth from the

4 Quoted by F. Kaufmann, Thomas Mann, The WOTld as Will and Representation (Boston.
1957), p. '7'·

heart of God, seeking ~trance to the hean and mind of man, carrying a
summons as well as an involvement. Grandeur, not dignity. is important.
The language is luminous and explosive. firm and contingent, harsh and
compassionate, a fusion of contradictions.

The prophet seldom tells a story, but casts events. He rarely sings, but
castigates. He does more than translate reality into a poetic key: he is a
preacher whOle purpose is not self-expression or "the purgation of emu
tiow," but communication. His images must not shine, they must bwn.

The prophet is intent 0;' intensifying responsibility, is impatient of
excuse. contemptuous of pretense and self-pity. His tone. rarely sweet or
caressing, is frequently consoling and disburdening; his words are often
slashing, even horrid-<!esigued to shock rather than to edify.

The mouth of the prophet is "a sharp sword." He is "a polished arrow"
taken out of the quiver of God (Isa. 49:2) .

Tremble, you women who are at ease,
ShUdder, you complacent ones;
Strip, and make yourselves baTe,
GiTd sackcloth upon yOUT loins.

Isaiah )2:II

Reading the words of the prophets is a strain on the emotions, wrenching
one's conscience from the state of suspended animation.

THE HIGHEST GOOD

Those who have a sense of beauty know that a stone sculptured by an
artist's poetic hands has an air of loveliness; that a beam charmingly placed
utters a lOng. The prophet'S ear, however, is attuned to a cry imperceptible
to others. A clean house or a city architecturally distinguished may yet fill
the prophet with distress.

Woe to him who heaps up what is not his own, ...
Woe to him who gets evil gain fOT his house, . ..
FOT the stone cries out from the wall,
A.nd the beam fTom the woodwoTk Tesponds.
Woe to him who builds a town with blood,
A.nd founds a city on iniquity!

Habakkuk :.1.:6,9, II-I2

These words contradict most men's conceptions: the builders of great
cities have always been envied and acclaimed; neither violence nor exploita·
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And about their own people, because "their hearts are far from Me, ...
the wisdom of the wise men shall perish" (Isa. 29"S, 14) .

The wise men shall be put to shame,
They shall be dismayed and taken;
Lo, they have rejected the word of the Lord,
What wisdom is in themT
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The Lord made it known to me and I knew;
Then Thou didst show me their evil deeds.

jeremiah u:z8

Thw says the Lord: "Let not the wise man glory in his wisdom, let not
the mighty man glory in his might, let not the rich man glory in his riches;
but let him who glories, glory in this, that he understands and knows Me,
that I am the Lord Who practice kindness, justice, and righteousness in the
earth; for in these things I delight, says the Lord" Ger. 9:2S-24 [H. 9: 22-2S]) •

This message was expressed with astounding finality by a later prophet:
"This is the word of the Lord ... : Not by might, nor by power, hut by
My spirit ..." (Zecb. 4:6).

,
The prophet's ear perceives the silent sigh. \
In the Upanishads the physical world is devoid of value-unreal, a sham,

an illusion, a dream-but in the Bible the physical world is real, the creation
of God. Power, offspring, wealth, prosperity-all are blessings to be cher-

ONE OCTAVE TOO HIGH

We and the prophet have no language in common. To w the moral state
of society, for all iu stains and spou, seems fair and trinI; to the prophet it
is dreadful. So many deeds of charity are done, so much decency radiates
day and night; yet to the prophet satiety of the conscience is prndery and
/light from responsibility. Our standards are modest; our sense of injustice
tolerable, timid; our moral indignation impermanent; yet human violence
is interminable, unbearable, perntanent. To w life is often serene, in the
prophet's eye the world reels in confusion. The prophet makes no concession
to man's capacity. Exhibiting little understanding for human weakness, he
seems unable to extenuate the culpability of man.

Who could bear living in a state of disgust day and night? The conscience
bnilds iu confines, is subject to £atigne, longs for comfort, lulling, soothing.
Vet those who are hurt, and He Who inhabiu eternity, neither slumber nor
sleep.

The prophet is sleepless and grave. The frankincense of charity fails to
sweeten cruelties. Pomp, the scent of piety, mixed with rnthlessness, is sick
ening to him who is sleepless and grave.

Perhaps the prophet knew more about the secret obscenfty of sheer unfair.. "
ness, about the unnoticed malignancy of established patterns of indifference,
than men whose knowledge depends solely on intelligence and observation.
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tion could dim the splendor of the metropolis. "Woe to him ..."? Human
justice will not exact its due, nor will pangs of conscience disturb intoxica
tion with success, for deep in our hearts is the temptation to worship the
imposing, the illustrious, the ostentatious. Had a poet come to Samaria, the
capital of the Northern Kingdom, he would have written songs exalting iu
magnificent edifices, iu beautiful temples and worldly monumenu. But
when Amos of Tekoa came to Samaria, he spoke DOt of the magnificence of
palaces, but of moral confusion and oppression. Dismay filled the prophet:

Ephraim has said,

Ah, but I am rich,
I have gained wealth for myself;
But all his riches can never offset
The guW he has incurred.. ..
Because you have trusted in your chariots
And in the multitude of your warriors~

Therefore the tumult of war shall arise among your people,
And all your fortresses shall be destroyed, . ..

Hosea J2:8; JO:I3~ J1

I abhor the pride of jacob,
And hate his palaces,

he cried out in the name of the Lord (Amos 6:8). Was Amos, then, not
sensitive to beauty?

What is the highest good? Three things ancient society cherished above all
else: wisdom, wealth, and might. To the prophets, such infatuation was
ludicrous and idolatrous. Assyria would be punished for her arrogant
boasting:

By the strength of my hand I have done it,
And by my wisdom, fOT I have understanding; ...

Isaiah IO:XJ



i,hed, yet the mriving and boasting man, his triumphs and might, are
regarded as frothy, tawdry, devoid of substance.

Civilization may come to an end, and the human species disappear. This
world. no mere shadow of ideas in an upper sphere. is real, but not absolute;
the world's reality is contingent upon compatibility wim God. While omers
are intoxicated with the here and now, the prophet has a vision of an end.

The prophet is human, yet he employs notes one octave too high for our
ears. He experiences moments mat defy our understanding. He is neither "a
singing saint" nOf lOa moralizing poet," but an assaulter of the mind. Often
his words begin to bum where conscience ends.
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The prophet knew that religion could distort what the Lord demanded
of man, that priests memselves had committed perjury by bearing false
witness, condoning violence, tolerating hatred, calling for ceremonies instead
of bursting forth with wrath and indignation at cruelty, deceit, idolatry,
and violence.

To me people, religion was Temple, priesthood, incense: "This is the
Temple of me Lord, the Temple of the Lord, the Temple of me Lord"
aero 7:4). Such piety Jeremiah brands as fraud and illusion. "Behoid you
trust in deceptive words to no avail," he calls aero 7:8) . Worship preceded
or followed by evil acts becomes an absurdity. The holy place is doomed
when people indulge in unholy deeds.

Will you steal, murder, commit adultery, swear falsely .. bum incense to
Baal, and go after other gods that you have not known.. and then come and
stand befoTe Me in this house.. which is called by My name, and say.. We are
delivered!-only to go on doing all these abominations7 Has this house,
which is called by My name, become a den Of robbers in your eyes7 Behold, I
Myself have seen it, says the Lord. Go now to My place that was in Shiloh,
where I made'My name dwell at first, and see what I did to it for the wicked
neSS of My people Israel. And now, because you have done all these things,
says the Lord, and when I spoke to you persistently you did not listen, and
when I called you, you did not answer, therefore I will do to the house which
is called by My name, and in which you trust, and to the place which I gave
to you and 10 your fathers, as I did to Shiloh. And I will cast you out of My
sight, as I cast out all your kinsmen, all the offspring of Ephraim.

Jeremiah,7:9-I5

Thus says the Lord of hosts, the God of Israel: Add your burnt offerings to
your sacrifices, and eat the flesh. For in the day that I brought them out of
the land of Egypt, I did not speak to your fathers or command them concern
ing burnl offerings and sacrifices. But this command I gave them: Obey My
voice and I will be your God, and you shall be My people; and walk in all
the way that I command you, that it may be well with you.

Jeremiah 7:2I-23

The prophet's message sounds incredible. In me pagan world the great
ness, power, and survival of a god depended upon the greatness, poweI, and
survival of the people, upon the city and shrine dedicated to his cult. The
more triumphs the king achieved or the more countries he conquered, the
greater was the god. A god who would let enemies destroy his shrine or
conquer the people who worshiped him would commit suicide.Jeremiah 6:20
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To what purpose does frankincense come to Me from Sheba,
Or sweet cane from a distant land1
Your burnt offerings are not acceptable,
Nor your sacrifices pleasing to Me.

10

Behold, the nations arc like a drop from a bucket,
And are accounted as the dust on the scales; ...
All the nations aTe as nothing before Him,
They are accounted by Him as less than nothing and emptiness.

Isaiah 40:I5, I7

I looked on the earth, and 10, it was waste and void;
To the heavens, and they had no lighl.
I looked on the mountains, and 10, they were quaking,
A II the hills moved to and fro.
I looked, and 10, there was no man;
All the birds of the air had fled.
I looked, and 10 the fruitful land was a desert;
All its cities were laid in ruins
Before the Lord, before His fierce anger.

Jeremiah 4:23-26

AN ICONOCLAST

The prophet is an iconoclast, challenging the apparently holy, revered,
and awesome. Beliefs cherished as certainties, institutions endowed with
supreme sanctity. he exposes as scandalous pretensions.

To many a devout believer Jeremiah's words must have sounded bIas·
phemous.



AUSTERITY AND COMPASSION

Ii See Sijre Deuteronomy, 342, beginning. Some modern scholars maintain that the pre-exilic
prophets had no message except one of doom, that true prophecy is essentially prophecy of
woe. Yet such a view can be maintained only by declaring, often on insufficient grounds,
that numerous passages are interpolations. See II. H. Rowley. The Servant of the Lord
(London, 1952) , p. 125·

a See the divergent views of R. H. Charles, Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Book
of Daniel (Oxford. 1929), p. xxvi, and A. Guillaume, Prophecy and Divination (London,
19SB) , pp. 111 f. See also H. H. Rowley, lac. cit.

A tribal god was petitioned to slay the tribe's enemies because he was
conceived as the god of that tribe and not as the god of the enemies. When
the Roman annies were defeated in battle. the people. indignant. did not
he:>itate to wreck the images of their gods.

The prophets of Israel proclaim that the enemy may be God's instrument
in history. The God of Israel calls the archenemy of His people "Assyria,
the rod of My anger" (Isa. 10:5; d. 13:5; 5:26; 7:18; 8:7). "Nebuchadnezzar,
the king of Babylon, My servant" whom I will bring "against this land and
its irthabitants" aero 25:9: 27:6; 43: to) . Instead of cursing the enemy, the
prophets condemn their own nation.

What gave them the strength to "demythologize" preciolls certainties, to
attack what was holy, to hurl blasphemies at priest and king, to stand up
against all in the name of God? The prophets must have been shattered by
some cataclysmic experience in order to be able to shatter others.
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SWEEPING ALLEGATIONS

is emphatically addfessed to the righteous men in Israel, spoken of in the
plural, as well as tolthe wicked individual in Israel, spoken of in the singu.

If justice means giving every person what he deserves, the scope and
severity of the accusations by the prophets of Israel hardly confirmed that
principle, The prophets were unfair to the people of Israel. Their sweeping
allegations. overstatements, and generalizations defied standards of accuracy.
Some of the exaggerations reach the unbelievabl~.

Run to and fro through the streets of Jerusalem,
Look and take note!
Search her squares to see
If you can find a man,
One who does justice
And seeks truthj ...
But they all alike had broken the yoke,
They had burst the bonds. ...
From the least to the greatest 01 ,them~

Every one is greedy for unjust gain;
And from prophet to priest,
Every one deals falsely . ...
There is nothing but oppression within her.

Jeremiah 5:I~5j 6:IJ; 8:roj 6:6

In contrast to Amos, whose main theme is condemnation of the rich for
the oppression of the poor, Hosea does not single out a particular section of
the community.

There is no truth, no love, and no knowledge of God in the land;
Swearing and lying, killing and stealing~ and committing adultery,
They break all bonds, and blood touches blood.

Hosea 4:I·~

Isaiah calls Judah a "sinful nation, ... laden with iniquity" (1:4), "rebel.
lious children" (30:1), "a people of unclean lips" (6:5)' Indeed, the proph.
ets have occasionally limited the guilt to the elders, princes, and priests,
implying the innocence of those not involved in leadership. The assurance
given in the name of the Lord,

Tell the rightJous that all shall be well with them, ...
Woe to the wicred! It shall be ill with him,
For what his /iands have done shall be done to him,
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The words of the prophet are stern, sour, stinging. But behind his aus
terity is love and compassion for mankind. Ezekiel sets forth what all other
prophets imply: "Have I any pleasure in the death of the wicked, says the
Lord God, and not rather that he should turn from his way and live?"
(Ezek. 18:23.) Indeed, every prediction of disaster is in itself an exhortation
to repentance. The prophet is sent not only to upbraid. but also to
"strengthen the weak hands and make firm the feeble knees" (Isa. 35: 3) .
Almost every prophet brings consolation, promise. and the hope of recon
ciliation along with censure and castigation. He begins with a message 01
do~cludes with a messaw Qt hope.' ~--------

r~~ The prominent theme is eXhortatio~ot mere prediction. While it is
~,l/;lrue that foretelling is an i~pw:tao.t---iri'gredient and may serve as a sign of

the prophet's authority (DeuL 18:22; Isa. 4':22; 43:9) , his essential task is
to declare the word of God to the here and now; to disclose the future in
order to illumine what is.involved in the present."



7 Rhdorical ~ggeration is a frequent mode of the biblical style of writing. Rabbi Simeon
ben Gamliel, who lived in Palestine in the first haU of the second century A.D.• Ulerted that

"",,~.~..•. _._~._--

FEW ARE GUILTY, ALL ARE RESPONSIBLE

What was happening in Israel surpassed its intrinsic significance. Israel's
hi,tory comprised a drama of God and all men. God's kingship and man's
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hope were at stake in Jerusalem. God was alone in the world, unknown or
discarded. The countries of the world were full of abominations. violence,
falsehood. Here was one land, one people, cherished and chosen for the
purpose of transforming the world. This people's failure was most serious.
The Beloved of God wonhiped the Baalim (Hos. ll:l-2); the vineyard of
the Lord yielded wild grapes (Isa. 5: 2); Israel, holy to the Lord, "defiled
My land, made My heritage an abomination" aero 2:3, 7) .

Defining trUth as the conformity of assertion to facts, we may censure the
prophets for being inaccurate, incongruous, even absurd; defining truth as
realiry reflected in a mind, we see prophetic trUth as reality reflected in God's
mind, the world sub specie dei. I

Prophetic accusations are perhaps more easily undentood in the light ~f

the book of Joh's thesis that men might judge a human being just and Pl'
whom God, Who finds angels imperfect, would not.·

Can mortal man be righteous before God1
Can a man be pure before His Maker1
Even in His servants He puts no trust"
His angels He charges with error;
How much more those who dwell in houses of clay"
Whose foundation is in the dust,
Who are crushed before the moth. ..•
What is man" that he can be clean1
Or he that is born of a woman, that he can be righ leous'
Behold God puts no trust in His holy ones,
The heavens are not clean in His sight;
How much less one who is abominable and corrupt,
A man who drinks iniqUity like water!

Job 4"7-I9; I5"4-I6

"For there is no man who does not sin" (I Kings 8:46). "Surely there is not
a righteous man on earth who does good and never sins" (Eccles. 7:20).

It is with a bitter sense of the tremendous contrast between God's right.
eousness and man's failure that the psalmist pray.:

Enter not into judgment with Thy servant;
For no man living is righteous before Thee.

Psalm I43"

Scripture employs hyperbolic plmues, citing Deut. 1::8 as an example. Sifre Deuteronomy.
p. 15. A similar view was expressed by Rabbi Ammi of the third century. T4mid :ga. Cl
abo E. Konig. Stilistilc, Rhetorik., Poetii in Bezug auf die Biblische LiterGtur (Leipzig,
1900) . p. fig; C. Dougw. Overstatement in the New Testament (New York, 1951) • pp. ,·,6.
• E1iphu' lhcsio iI accepted by Job (9:1);'" aIoo '5:~.

r
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lar (Isa. 3:10-11) . The exclamation in the name of the Lord, "Wicked men
are found among My people'" aeL 5:26), hetrays, it seems, a more sober
appraisal of the situation and may be kept in mind as a modification of the
numerous extravagant qualifications uttered by the prophets in their own
names.7

Great orators in Rome had frequently manifested courage in publicly
condemning the abuse of power by individuals. But the prophets challenge
the whole country: kings, priests, false prophets, and the entire nation. The
historical accounts in the books of Kings would certainly have referred to
the moral corruption, had it been as grave as the prophets maintain.

In terms of statistics the prophets' statements are grossly inaccurate. Yet
their concern is not with facts, but with the meaning of facts. The signifi
cance of human deeds, the true image of man's existence, cannot be ex·
pressed by statistics. The rabbis were not guilty of exaggeration in asserting.
"Whoever destroys a single soul shou~d be considered the same as one who
has destroyed a whole world. And whoever saves one single soul is to be
considered the same as one who has saved a whole world."

Extremely minute, yet vital entities formerly unknown to the mind were
suddenly disclosed hy the microscope. What seems to be exaggeration is
often only a deeper penetration, for the prophets see the world from the
!JniJlt of view of God, as transcendent, not immanent truth.

Modem thought tends to extenuate penonal responsibility. Understand
ing the complexiry of human nature, the interrelationship of individual and
society, of consciousness and the subconscious, we find it difficult to isolate
the deed from those circumstances in which it was done. But new insights
may obscure essential vision, and man's conscience grow scales: excuses,
pretense, self-pity. Guilt may disappear; no crime is absolute. no sin devoid
of apology. Within the limits of the human mind, relativity is true and
merciful. Yet the mind's scope embraces but a fragment of society, a few
instants of history; it thinks of what has happened, it is unahle to imagine
what might have happened.
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Men are greatly praised when worthy of being reproved. Only a strong
heart can bear bitter invectives.

Ahove all, the prophets remind us of the moral state of a people: Few are
guilty, hut all are responsihle. If we admit that the individual is in some
measure conditioned or affected hy the spirit of society, an individual's
aime discloses society's corruption. In a community not indifferent to
suffering, uncompromisingly impatient with cruelty and falsehood, con
tinually concerned for God and every man, crime would be infrequent
rather than common.

THE BLAST FROM HEAVEN

To a person endowed with prophetic sight, everyone else appears blind;
to a person whose ear perceives God's voice, everyone else appears deaf. No
one is just; no knowing is strong enough. no trust complete enough. The
prophet hates the approximate, he shuns the middle of the road. Man must
live on the summit to avoid the aby... There is nothing to hold to except
God. Carried away by the challenge, the demand to straighten out man's
ways, the prophet is strange, one·sided. an unbearable extremist.

Others may suffer from the terror of cosmic aloneness, the prophet is
overwhelmed by the grandeur of divine presence. He is incapable of isolat
ing the world. There is an interaction between man and God which to
disregard is an act of insolence. Isolation is a fairy tale.

Where an idea is the father of faith, faith must conform to the ideas of the
given system. In the Bible the realness of God came first, and the task was
how to live in a way compatible with His. presence. Man's coexistence with
God determines the course of history.

The prophet disdains those for whom God's presence is comfort and
security; to him it is a challenge. an incessant demand. God. is compassion,
not compromise; justice, though not inclemency. The prophet's predictions
can always be proved wrong by a change in man's conduct, but never the
certainty that God is full of compassion.

The prophet's word is a scream in the night. While the world is at ease
and asleep, the prophet feels the blast from heaven.

THE COALITION OF CALLOUSNESS AND AUTHORITY

The prophet faces a coalition of callousness and established authority,
and undertakes to stop a mighty stream with mere words. Had the purpose

been to express great id"'lS' prophecy would have had to be acclaimed as a
triumph. Vet the purpose of prophecy is to conquer callousness, to change
the inner man as well as ~ revolutionize history.

<'--. It is embarrassing to ¥ a prophet. There are so many pretenders. pre·
ll!cting peace and prospc;rity, offering cheerful words, adding strength to
self-reliance, while the grophet predicts disaster, pestilence, agony, and
destruction. People needi exhortations to courage. endurance, confidence.
fighting spirit, but JereIJ1iah proclaims: Vou are about to die if you do
not have a change of he:qt and cease being callous to the word of God. He
sends shudders over the "{hole city, at a time when the will to fight is most
important. '\ I

By the slandards of "I'cient religions, the great prophets were rather
unimpressive. The parapl;J.emalia of nimbus and evidence, such as miracles.
were not at their dispos~'

EELINESS AND MISERY~
None of the prophets seems enamored with being a prophet nor proud of

his attainment. What drove Jeremiah. for instance, to being a prophet?

Cursed be the day
On which I was born! ...
Because He did not kill me in the womb;
So my mother would have been my grave, ...
Why did I come forth out Of the womb
To see toil and sorrow"
And spend my days in shame'

Jeremiah 20:I4.. I7, IS

Over the life of a prophet words are invisibly inscribed: All flattery
abandon, ye who enter here. To be a prophet is both a distinction and an

8 Very few miracles are ascribed to the prophets; see lsa. 38:7-8. Miracles have no probative
value; lee Deut. 13:1-3. What is offettd to Abu (Isa. 7:u) is a sign rather than a miracle.
On the meaning of this passage. see M. Buber. The PTOphetic Faith (New York., 1949), p.
1,38.

Of Samuel it is reported that he called upon the Lord. and the Lord sent thunder and
rain that day; and all the people greatly feared the Lord and Samuel (I Sam. l2:18).
Gideon aUdg. 6:36-40) and Elijah (I Kings 18:,36-38) implored God. for miraculous signs.
The miracle of the sundial (lsa.38;1-8) was not performed for the purpose of verification.
Miracles did not always have the power to put an end to uncertainty. since the magicianll
were able to duplicate them (see Exod. 8:7 [H. 7:11, 22]). The only medium of the prophet
was the word or the symbolic act to illustrate its content. Even predictions of things to mme
did not alway. serve to verify the prophet'. wOJ:d.
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The main vocation of a prophet is "to declare to Jacob his transgression
,and to Israel his sin" (Mic. ~:8), to let the people know "that it is evil and
bitter ... to forsake ... God" (Jer. 2: '9), and to call upon them to return.
But do they attain their end? Publicly Jeremiah declared to the people:
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Jeremiah 25:3'7

Ezekiel 33:6-7; cf. 3:I6-2I
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-. -------

For twenty-three years . .. the word of the Lord has come to me, and I
have spoken persistently to you, but you have not listened. You have neither
listened noT inclined your eaTS to hear.. although ,the Lord persistently sent
to you all his servants the prophets, saying, Turn now, every one of you,
from his evil way and wrong doings. ... Yet you have not listened to Me,
,ays the Lord.

Y
' b' .' ·-h . aIs "~~l'd li'~

et emg a prop et IS 0 JOY, e auon, e g to\,

Thy words were found, and I)te them,
Thy words became to me a joy
The delight of my heart; ...--/

-.For1 am.co.lled boy-TJrrname,
o Lord, God of hosts.

dent and stubborn: I send you to them; and you shall say to them, Thus says
the Lord God. And whether they hear or refuse to hear . .. they will know
that there has been a prophet among them.
~~~ Ezekiel 2:6; 3:8-9; 2:4-5; ct· 3:27

The prophet's duty is to speak t9 the people, "whether they hear or refuse
to hear." A grave responsibili!YA'ests upon the prophet:

If the watchman sees the sword coming and does not blow the trumpet,
so that the people are not warned3 and the stlJord comes3 and takes anyone
of them; that man is taken away in his iniquity, but his blood I will require
at the watchman's hand. So you.. son of man" I have made a watchman for
the house of Israel)" whenever you hear a word from My mouth.. you shall
give them warning from Me.

If I say~I will not mention Him,
Or speak any more in His name,
There is my heaTt as i~ were a burning fire
Shut up in my bones,
A nd I am weary with holding it in,
And I cannot.

- ----~
18 nIEPROPj

afHiction. The mission he performs is ~tasteful to him and repugnant to
ofhers; no reward is promised him~ no reward could temper its bitter·
ness. The prophet bears scorn~eproach (Jer. '5: '5)' He is stigmatized
J~ madman by ~emporaries, and, by some modem scholars, as
abnormal ~

They hate him who reproves in the gate,
They abhor him who speaks the truth.

Amos 5:z0

Loneliness and misery were only part of the reward that prophecy brought
to Jeremiah: "I sat alone because Thy hand was upon me" ('5:17). Mocked,
reproached, aud persecuted, he would think of casting away his task:

J~emiah 20:9

Jeremiah, when chosen to become a prophet, was told by the Lord: "And
I, behold, 1 make you this day a fortified city, an iron pillar, and bronze
walls, against the whole land, against the kings of Judah, its princes, its
priests, and the people of the land" (Jer. 1:'8). And later he was reassured:
"They will fight against you, but they shall not prevail over you" (Jer.
~o). ,.~

I' The prophet is a lone~an. He alienates the wicked as well as the pious,
( the cynics as well as the be~evers, the priests and the princes, the judges and
\ the false prophets. But yr'be a prophet means to challenge and to defy and
~ cast OUt fear.
'l'h~rophet is not futile. People may remain deaf to a prophet's

admonitions; they cannot remain callous to a prophet's existence. At the
very beginning of his career, Ezekiel was told not to entertain any illusions
about the effectiveness of his mission:
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And you, son of man, be not afraid of them, nor be afraid of their words,
though briers and thorns are with you and you sit upon scorpions; be not
afraid of their words, nor be dismayed at their looks, ... Behold, I have
made your face hard against their faces, and your forehead hard against
their foreheads. Like adamant harder than flint have I made your forehead;
fear them not, nor be dismayed at their looks, ... The people also are impu-j

1 ,
"

,.~t:.~.-."''''''''''I:Ir''~'':.:~''~_'. _

THE PEOPLE'S TOLERANCE

The striking surprise is that prophets of Israel were tolerated at all by
their people. To the patriots, they seemed pernicious; to the pious multi
tude. blasphemous; to the men in authorityr seditious.
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Amos 8:9-IO

AN ASSAYER, MESSENGER, WITNESS

The prophet is a watchman (Hos. g:8) , a servant (Amos 3:7; Jer. '5:4;
26:5), a messenger of God (Hag. 1"3), "an assayer and tester" of the

Proclaim to the strongholds in Assyria,
A nd to the strongholds in the land of Egypt,
And say: uAssemble yourselves upon the mountains of Samaria,
A nd set! the grea~ tumults within her,
A nd the oppressions in her midst!"

\....-

Jeremiah r:ro

people's ways Ger. 6:07, RSV) ; "whenever you hear a word from My mouth,
you shall give them warning from Me" (Ezek. 3"7). The prophet's eye is
directed to the contemporary scene; the society and its conduct are the main
theme of his speeches. Vet his ear is inclined to God. H"j§.J!...1!ersOI], struck

BY.Q1." glory and presence of God. gyerpowered by tbe hand of God. Vet his
true greatness is his ability to hold God and man in a single thought.

he-;piritua(~ofa diVIner. fiot to be con£used with a prophet. is
higher than that of his fellow man; the diviner is regarded as more exalted
than other members of his society. However, the measure of such superiority

~
is that of individuality. In contrast, the prophet feels himself placed not
only above other members of his own society; he is placed in a relationship
transcending his own total community. and even the realm of other nations
and kingdoms. The measure of his superiority is that of universality. This
is why the essence of his eminence is not adequately described by the term
chan·sma. Not the fact of his having been affected. but the fact of his having
received a power to affect others is supreme in his existence. His sense of
election and personal endowment is overshadowed by his sense of a history
shaping power. Jeremiah, for example, was appointed "a prophet to the
nations" (t:5). He was told:

See, I have set you this day over nations and over kingdoms"
To pluck up and to break down,
To destroy and to overthrow,
To build and to plant.

It is common to characterize the prophet as a messenger of God. thus to
differentiate him from the tellers of fortune, givers of oracles. seers, and
ecstatics. Such a characterization expresses only one aspect of his conscious

( ness. T~bet claims to be far more than 3 Rle&liengEi. He is a person
, who_sta!!cY in_ g.e l'':.esellc,:"f .9f'.!L.(Jer.1.5'19)~whostands''in-the council

of the Lord" aero 23: 18), who ~.(l ~~~~an~,_as_!!~e!-t:, in the council
of GOd; not a· bearer of aispatcl.es whose function is limited to being sent

on en<l~~:!!~_~._~.~~~~!~lo~~~l-a$.a-messenger.

Surely the Lord God does nothing
Without revealing His secret
To His servants the prophets,

~
Amos3:7

L' . When the secret revealed is one of woe. the prophet does not hesitate to
. challenge the intention of the Lord:

\

"'.~:~..,T.-·...,..1·','-,~,

Amos 3:9

It is strange, indeed, that a people to whom the names of Sodom and
Gomorrah were charged with extreme insult would brook a prophet who
did not hesitate to address his audience as "you rulers of Sodom ... you
people of Gomorrah" (Isa. t: to).

And on that day, says the Lord God,
I will make the sun go down at noon,
And darken the earth in broad daylight.
I will turn yowr feasts into mourning"
And all your'songs into lamentation; I will bring sackcloth

upon all loins,
And baldness on every head; I will make it like the mourning

faT an only son,
And the end of it like a bitter day.

Zion shall be plowed as a field;
Jerusalem shall become a heap of ruin.s,
And the mountain of the house a wooded height!

Jeremiah :J6:I8; ct. Micah 3:I2

It must have sounded like treason when Amos called upon the enemies of
Israel to witness the wickedness of Samaria.

Cry aloud, spare not,
Lift up your voice like a trumpet;
Declare to My people their transgression,
To the house of Jacob their sins.

Isaiah 58:I

In the language of Jeremiah, the prophet's word is fire, and the people
wood, "and the fire shall devour them" Ger. 5"4; cf. Hos. 6:5).

How could the people endure men who proclaimed in the name of God,

I will send a fire upon Judah,
And it shall devour the strongholds of Jerusalem!

Amos 2:5

J
!
\
~
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The Lord repented concerning this;
It shall not be, said the Lord.

.~/ Amos7:}

/1 is impossible for us to intuit the grandeur of the prophetic conscious
ness. A.P:~?~_~E~ th~_~pirit of God comes, becomes radically trans
formed; he ~~~ ',~~r~~(!~,~~~_a!!.'?~er_ma~:~ (I Sam. 10:6). The vastness and
gravity -0{ the power bestowed upon the prophet seem to burst the normal
confines of human consciousness. The gift he is blessed with is not a skill.
but rath.... the gift of being guided and restrained, of being moved and
curbed. His mission is to speak. yet in the vision of consecration Ezekiel, for
example, was forewarned of the inability to speak. "Cords will be placed
upon you .. , and I will make your tongue cleave to the roof of your mouth,
so that you shall be dumb and unable to reprove them; ... But when I
speak with you, I will open your mouth, and you shall say to them, Thus

!?:s the Lord God" (Ezek. 3:25-27) .
As a witness, the prophet is more than a messenger. As a messenger, his

task i~ to. d:lfre-~~ord; as a witness, be must bear testimony that the
word IS diVIne. ' )" ..... ~/

The words the-prophet utters are not offered as souvenirs. His speech to
the people is not a reminiscence, a report. hearsay. The prophet not only
conveys; he reveals. He almost does unto others what God does unto him.
In speaking, the prophet reveals God. This is the marvel of a prophet's ~',

wprk: in his words, the invisible God be'cIJrniisatidible. H~ does not prove ;---. . . .__ .._.._~.,-~.-~
(H." argue~-rhe-tl1ou'gnthe has to convey is more than language can contain.

:cine powerourslSln-thewordS-:-Tlle-auth6rityoCilie'prophet is in the
Presence his words reveal.
'-There are no proofs for the existence of the God of Abraham_ The~
only witnesses_ The greatness of the prophet lies not only in the ideas he
expressed, but also in the moments he experienced. The prophet is a witness.
and his words a testimony-to His power and judgment, to His justice and
mercy,

The contradictions in the prophetic message seem perplexing. The book

Amos 7:2

o Lord God, forgive, I beseech The'iJ
How can Jacob stand!
He is so small!

A,71los 9.:r4,z5

I will restore the fortunes of My people Israel,
And they shall rebuild the ruined cities and inhabit them;
They shall plant vineyards and drink their wine,
And they shall make gardens and eat their fruit.

_, ~ill plant them upon their land,
. " V"-'J' An4 they shall never again be plucked up

_,. c,,:'~ , " .' ~t of the land which I have given them,
. ,0-7.fSf¥Ys the Lord your God.

'.' /"

of Amos, out of which come the words, "The end has come upon My people
Israel" (8:2) and "Fallen no more to rise is the virgin Israel" (5:2), con
cludes with the prediction:

THE PRIMARY CONTENT OF EXPERIENCE

What is the primary content of prophetic experience, the thought imme
diately felt, the motive directly present to the prophet's mind? What are the
facts of consciousness that stirred him so deeply? Is it a sense of anxiety about
the fate and future of the people or of the state? An impulse of patriotism?
Is it personal irritation at the violation of moral laws and standards, a
spontaneous reaction of the conscience against what is wrong or evil? Moral
indignation?

In a stricken hour comes the word of the prophet. There is tension be-

..- What hidden bond exists between the word of wrath and the word of
compassion. between "consuming fire" and "everlasting love"?

Does the apparent contradiction within the assertions of a prophet destroy
the validity of his message? It would if prophecy dealt only with laws or
principles. But the prophet deals with relations between God and man,
where contradiction is inevitable. Escape from God and return to Him are
inextricable parts of man's existence. Conformity to logical standards is not
characteristic of man's conduct, which is why contradiction is inherent in
prophecy.

We will have to look for prophetic coherence, not in what the prophet
says but of Whom he speaks. Indeed, not even the word of God is the ulti
mate object and theme of his consciousness. ~e ultimate objee:.t~eme

... :_--:-; of his consciousness is God, of Whom the prophet knows that above His
. j~dwnent and~~.!!'_llis anger~_~ercy:_,_,__ ... _

The'-prophetic utterance has, therefore, no finality. It does not set forth
a comprehensive law, but a single perspective. It is expressed ad hoc, often
ad hominem, and must not be generalized.

"Thy will
~
Mien the lives of others are at stake, the prophet does not say,
be donel" but rather, "Thy will be changed."



AMOS AND HIS CONTEMPORARIES

Under the long and brilJiantreign of Jeroboam III(e•. 786-'146 B.C.E.), the
Northern Kingdom. also called the Kingdom of Israel, reached the summit
of its material power and prosperity. expanding its territory northward at
the expense of Hamath and Damascus. and southward at the expense of
Judah. During this entire period Assyria was weak. and Syria on the decline;
Jeroboam took advantage of the weakness of both to extend his dominion,
foster commerce, and accumulate wealth.

When Amos appeared in the North there was pride (6: 13-14), plenty, and
splendor in the land. elegance in the cities, and might in the palaces. The
rich had tjteir summer and winter palaces adorned "tith costly ivory (3:15),
gorgf'us ruches with damask pillows (3: 12), on which they reclined at
their sumptuous feasts. They planted pleasant vin~ards, anointed them
selv!" witlj precious oils (6:4-6; 5:11); their women, compared by Amos to
the rt coWs of Bashan. were addicted to wine (4: 1) tAt the same time therewasro iurtice in the land (3: 10), the poor were flicted. exploited, even

, , u

~ BmpOGlLAPHY: W. R. Harper• .d Critical lind Exegeti~ Commentary on Amos and
HOU# ("The International Critical Commentary·' [New York. 1915]); R: S. Cripps, A Criti·
cal and Exegetical Commentary on the Book of Amos (London, 1929); K. Crama, AmoS',
Persuch einer theologischen Interpretation (Stuttgart, 1930): J. Morgenstern, Amos Studies
(Cindnnati, 1941); A. Neher, Amos: contribution Ii l'ttude du prophitismt: (ParilI, 1950):

S. Spiegel. Amos VCTsu.J Amaz.iah (New York, 1957) ; Y. Kaufmann, The Religion of brad,
VI (JIeb.: Jerusalem, 1954). 56-92; (Eng.; translated and abritiged by M. Gremberg [Chi
cago. 1960]). pp. 363 fl.; A. B. Ehrlich, Randglossen zur Hebrii~ht:nBibd. vol. V. (Leipzig,
Igu). For tile history of the period see A. T. Olmstead. HUlary 0/ A$S)ITiG (New York,
1925). pp. 175 ft.; R. W. Rogen, A Bistory of Babylonu. and 4ssyria, II (New York. 1900).
104 f.: Cambridge Modem History, III (Cambridge, 190'1 lE.) • 52-&]; H. R. Hall, The ,dn
den' History of the Ne4T East (London, 1950), pp. 461-494; G. Contenau, Everyday Life in
Babylon and A.ssyria (London. 1954) ; L. W. King, A. Hutory of Babylon (New York. 1919).
pp• ..,.o ft.; M. Noth, The History a/Israel (New York. 1958); J. Bright,,d History of Israel
(phUadelp~, 1959); W. F. Albright, "The Biblical Pmod," The Jews, vol. I, ed. by L.

Finkelatein (New York. 194-9): idem, A.rcheology and the RflUgion 0/ Israel (Baltimore.
1953?; idem. From the Stone .4.ge to Christianity (2nd cd; Ne,r York, 1957).
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cance when applied. for example. to Jeremiah. "A religious experience:'
"communion with God," "a perception of His voice"~uch terms hardly
convey what happened to his soul: the overwhelming impact of the divine
pathos· upo-:O -lii~ ·lltind.ang --h~art0om_pletelyinvolving and gripping his
personality· in its depths, and the l.ull:eUeV~9: di~!~~$_which sprang from his
intimate invo]vemenL The task of the prophet is toconvey the word of
God. Yet the word is aglow with the pathos. One cannot understand the

~
word without sensing the pathos. And one could not impassion others and

i __ .- - remain unstirred... The _p...mpheL!..4ouldllot~eregarded ~_ an ambassador
If ~; Wh9_Dlust -be-- dispassionate...in. ard.eI:....tcbe- ;ff~~tive.I An analysis of prophetic utterances shows that the fundamental experi-

, enee of the prophet is a fellowship with the feelings of God, a sympathy with
the divine pathos, a communion with the divine consciousness which comes
about through the prophet's reflection of, or participation in, the divine
pathos. The typical prophetic state of mind is one of being taken up into
the heart of the divine pathos. Sympathy is the prophet's answer to in-

;, :~don,. -the, ~o.~~J~!iYe...to..reYclation.
Prophetic sympathy is a resporne to transcendent sensibility. It is not,

like love, an attraction to the divine Being. but the assimilation of the
prophet's emotional life to the divine, an assimilation of funcsion. not
of being. The emotional experience of the prophet becomes the focal point
for the prophet's understanding of God. He lives not only his personal life,
but also the life of God. The prophet hears God's voice and feels His hean.
He tries to impart the patho~~'(;"rthe""iiiesS~geU;geth~its logos. As an
imparter his soul overflows, speaking as he does out of the fullness of his
sympathy. l-
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The Dynamics of

Parallelism

The detail is everything.
-VLADIMIIl NAIOKOv

WHAT ARE the formal elements that make up a poem in the
Hebrew Bible? The inconigible naivete of common sense might lead one
to sUppo&e that the rudiments of an answer would be self-evident, but
in fact there is no aspect of biblical literature that has elicited more
contradictory, convoluted, and at times quite fantastical views, from late
antkp.lity to the latest scholarly publications. To many it might have
seemed that after Robert Lowth's De MUll poesi Hebrlleorum (1753)
semantic parallelism between the two (or sometimes three) components
of a line was firmly established as the chief organizing principle of the
system; but questions have been raised about the actual prevalence of
such parallelism, about how it is to be conceived if it is really there, and
about whether it might not be an entirely secondary feature of biblical
poetry. One in8uential contemporary theory imagines syllable count to
be the defining characteristic of ancient Hebrew verse, with parallelism
appearing, as one adherent of this notion rather lamely puts it, when
the poet (thought of, without much evidence, as an oral-formulaic
composer) needs more syllables to pad out his idea to the end of the
line.· A still newer theory proposes a bewilderingly elaborate system of
"syntactic constraints" as the basis of biblical verse, though this analysis
entails, among other intrinsic difficulties, an arbitrary chopping up of
poetic lines into units that will confirm the proposed pattern.2 Others
have argued for a combination of syntax and stress as the basis of
versification.3
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corrupted and that read as little more than gibberish unless one has
sufficient faith to· accept someone's radical emendation of the text. To
these problems of sound and meaning, one must add a fonnal problem:
because the poems are not set out as poetry in the traditional Hebrew
text, there are sometimes serious questions as to where the line breaks
should come and, especially in some of the Prophets, ambiguities about
the boundaries between prose and poetic passages.

AU these puzzlements should be kept in mind, for there are aspects of
the system of bibtical poetry, and certainly features of individual poems,
that will continue to elude us from where we stand, two and a half
millennia-and, in the case of a few texts, perhaps three millennia
after the creation of the poems. The difficulties, however, need not be
overstated. There remains much that can be understood about bibtical
verse; and sometimes, as in the text I am about to quote, even where
there are doubts about the poem's meaning, it may exhibit perfectly
perceptible formal patterns that teU us something about the operations
of the underlying poetic system. My initial example, then, Genesis 4:23
24, is an instructive enigma, and only the second instance of clearly
demarcated formal verse in the Bible (the fint being the two-line poem
in Genesis 2:23 that Adam uses to name his helpmate Woman). It is a
poem. addressed by Lamech to his two wives, that would seem to be
almost entirely dependent on context, some obscure story of an injury
or insult perpetrated on Lamech and the vengeance he exacts. The
trouble is that no context whatever is offered. All we know about Lamech
is that he is the fifth linear descendant of Cain, of whom God had said,
''Whoever slays Cain will be avenged sevenfold," and that he begat with
his two wives the inaugurators of the archetypal civilized activities of
flock tending, music making, and metal forging, and a daughter with no
designated archetypal role. This frustrating lack of context for the poem.
however, can be taken as the occasion to look without distraction at the
formal configuration of meanings and rhythm and word order that

constitute its three lines:

The Art of Biblical Poetry

The dismaying range of discussion on this topic is vividly illustrated
by two extremes. At one end of the spectrum. an Orientalist in the
19301, Paul Kraus, set out to show that the enti!e Hebrew Bible, once
properly accented, could be demonstrated to have been written in verse
(a project in which he had been anticipated three decades earlier by the
German Old Testament scholar Eduard Sievers). When he discovered
two-thirds of the way through his analysis that the texts no longer bore
out his thesis, he took his own Ufe. At the other end of the spectrum.
an ambitious recent study, James L Kugel's The Ide" of Biblic"l Pol!try,'
after a splendid fint chapter full of incisive comments on what happens
in semantic parallelism, comes perilously close to concluding that there
is no poetry in the Bible, only III "continuum" from loosely paraUelistic
structures in what we think of as the prose sections to a more ''heightened
rhetoric" of paraIIelistic devices in what we misleadingly label verse.

Despite the grim fate of Paul Kraus, I don't think the attempt to
describe the system of biblical poetry need be a suicidal enterprise, and
it is obviously important to get some handle on the system in ordu to
understand what kinds of meaning, what representations of human and
divine reatity, are made possible by this particular poetic vehicle. But it
does seem wise to state clearly at the outset what we do not know and
are unlikely to recover. The actual sound of bibtical poetry will remain
at least to some extent a matter of conjecture. Certain distinctions among
consonants have shifted or blurred over the centuries, and what is worse,
we cannot be entirely sure we know where acxents originally feU, what
the original system of vowels and syllabification Walt, or whether there
were audible changes in these phonetic features during the several
hundred years spanned by bibtical poetry. (The indications of stress and
vocalization of the Masoretic text were codified weD over a millennium
after the compoeition of most of the poems and centuries after Hebrew
had ceDed to be the vernacular.) On the level of meaning, although
comparative Semitic philology in a remarkable age of archaeological
discovery has done heroic work in restoring the original sense of poorly
understood words, it would be foolhardy to imagine that we can always
recover the real nuances of bibUcai terms, or the relation between poetic
diction and colloquial diction (of which there is no record) or between
poetic diction and other specialized usages of the ancient language.
Moreover, because the language of poetic texts presents a higher concen
tration of rare locutions and other stylistic dil6culties-difficulties even,
apparently, for an ancient Hebrew scribe--one encounters in the poetry
phrases, lines, or sometimes whole sequences of lines that look thoroughly
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'1dlIt wtzil4lt shem,f"n qoll
if •fill IuIr4gti lefitz'(
if shil1',,'lyim y1iq"m-qtiyin

Ada and Zilla, hear my voice.

A man I have killed for my wound,
U lleVenfold avenged Is Cain,
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neshii Iimekh hll'unll'imrllt(
I1tyiled lell"bul'llt(
l1eltmekh ship'lm peshil1',;h

Wives of Lamech, give ear to my
speech.
a boy for my bruising.
Lamech then aeventy-seven.



The Art of Biblical Poetry

Since doubts have now been raised, at least by James Kugel, as to
whether it is justifiable to speak of poetry in the Hebrew Bible, let me
begin with a brief consideration of the most fundamental question: Is
this text indisputably a poem? To answer that question, we need some
notion of what it is in general that enables us to distinguish poetic from
nonpoetic discourse, and I should like to cite as a helpful point of
reference Barbara Herrnstein Smith's apt proposal on this issue in her
book on poetic closure. "As soon as we perceive," she writes, "that a
verbal sequence has a sustained rhythm, that it is formally structured
according to a continuously operating principle of organization, we know that
we are in the presence of poetry and we respond to it accordingly ... ,
expecting certain effects from it and not others, granting certain conven
tions to it and not others." We shall soon be concerned with precisely
what those expectations and conventions might be in the case of biblical
poetry, but first we need to reflect on the presence or absence in this
and other biblical texts of a "sustained rhythm" that works as "a
continuously operating principle of organization." Barbara Smith, as she
goes on to make dear, has in mind a model of perceptual psychology in
which a relatively structured pattern is perceived as a figure against a
ground of more random data. "One of the most significant effects," she
concludes, "of meter (or, more broadly, of principles of formal structure)
in poetry is simply to inform the reader that he is being confronted by
poetry and not by anything else. . . . Meter serves, in other words, as a
frame for the poem, separating it from a 'ground' of less highly structuJed
speech and sound.'"

The term "meter," because of its associations with a Greco-Roman
system of carefully regulated sequences of vowel quantities, may not be
the best one to apply to our text, but the continuously present frame of
formal structure of which Barbara Smith speaks is quite conspicuous
here. To be sure, there are also certain elements of symmetry and
repetition in the surrounding prose, but, set against the tight formal
organization of these lines, the narrative text all around is surely
perceived by reader or listener as a "ground" of nonpoetic discourse.
And it will not do to argue, as Kugel does, that th.e syntactic, rhythmic,
and semantic strategies of biblical verse are simply part of a "continuum"
with what we designate as prose because roughly analogous configurations
of language can be discovered in the prose. In fact, it is rare to find
anywhere a poetic style that does not bear some relation to the literary
prose of the same culture; or rather, it turns out in many instances that
literary prose is influenced by contemporary or antecedent poetry in the
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same language, often seeking knowingly or unwittingly to achieve for
itself a quasi-poetic status without the formal constraints of verse.
Fielding's splendid satiric style, with, its pointed antitheses and poised
symmetries, surely owes something to his experience of Pope's handling
of the heroic couplet, and Melville, striving to shape a prose of the
sublime, is famous (or notorious) for his Miltonic and Shakespearian
effects, sometimes producing whole passages that almost scan as blank
verse; but neither of these instances is evidence that readers and writers
of English make no sharp generic distinction between poetry and prose.

Now, what clearly sets our text off from the surrounding prose is the
strictly observed principle of parallelism on which it is organized,
something perfectly apparent even in translation, but it is important to
recognize what is involved in the parallelism and where parallelism
begins to tum into something else. The most obvious thing is the
parallelism of meaning, observed by the poet with what seems almost
schematic regularity in the opening line, every component of the first
half of the line being precisely echoed in the second half: Ada and Zilla
I wives of Lamech, hear I give ear, my voice I my speech. This semantic
parallelism is reinforced by a perfect syntactic parallelism, the word order
in each of the half-lines exactly mirroring the other, with each corre
sponding term in 'the same syntactic position. The syntactic parallelism
continues in the second line, with the minor modification that the verb
("1 have killed") does double duty for both halves of the line. (This very
common configuration of ellipsis, usually of the verb but sometimes of
another part of speech, opens certain poetic possibilities to which we
shall presently attend.) The last line of the poem, which also has a
double-duty verb ("is avenged"), exhibits a further deviation from
parallel word order: "If sevenfold avenged is Cain, I Lamech then
seventy-seven." This is a careful maneuver by the poet: embedding in
his poem a precise citation from the preceding narrative (Gen. 4:15)
about the sevenfold vengeance that will be exacted for Cain, he then
reverses the word order for Lamech, thus producing a chiastic structure
in which Cain and Lamech are set back to back and bracketed by
"seven" at the beginning and "seventy-seven" at the end of the line.
This neat chiasm underscores the contrast between Cain and Lamech
(more of which in a moment) while providing, through the switch from
the regular syntactic parallelism of the two preceding lines, .a sense of
closure at the end, terminal variation of repeated structure being a
common closural device in many kinds of poetry. Finally, the poem
reflects a parallelism of stresses between the half-lines. If the Masoretic
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text can be taken at least as an approximate guide to the original stress
system, the distribution of accents would be as follows: 4./4., 3/2, 3/3,
with perhaps lIOD\e margin of 8exibility to "reguIarize" the middle,
rhythmically asymmetrical line by giving weight to the secondary stress
in the word I have translated as "for my bruising" Ollplb""ti).

Any reader of biblical poetry ought at this point to object that I have
made things far too easy for myself by choosing such an untypicaUy
neat example, even if it happens to be one of the first poems in the
Bible. Such a perfect accord of parallel meaning, syntax. and rhythm as
we find in the first line of Lamech's poem is not, after all, 10 very
common: syntax often changes from one half-verse to the next, the
number of stresses is often not duplicated,. and WOlSt of all, there are
many lines of biblical verse, and in Psalms sometimes whole poems,
where semantic parallelism appean to be very weak or entirely absent.

Such diIlcrepancies between the theory of parallelism and the variegated
evidence of the poetic texts have led, as I indicated at the outset, to the
most dizzyins feats of critical aerobatics in the effort either to "save"
parallelism or to replace it with lIOD\e otherprindple. But perhaps there
is no real need for aaobatics. Benjamin Hrushovaki, in a synoptic article
on the history of Hebrew proeody6 whose extraordinarily compact
paragraphs on biblical versification have unfortunately been ignored by
biblical scholanhip, offers an account of the system that eeems to me
thoroughly convincing precisely because of its elegant simplicity and its
lack of strain. Hrushovsld propoees a "semantic-syntactie-accentual
rhythm" as the basis of biblical verse. "In most cues," he oblerves,
"there is an overlapping of several such heterogeneous parallelisms (that
is, semantic, syntactic, prosodic, morphological, phonetic, and 10 on]
with a mutual reinforcement 10 that no single element-meaning, syntax.
or stress-may be considered as purely dominant or as purely concomi
tant:' The result is what Hrushovsld defines as a "free rhythm," which
is to say, Ita rhythm based on a cluster of changing principles," but this
does not imply, as Kugel would have it, that poetry in the Bible is not a
formally distinct mode of expreseion, for the freedom of the rhythm "is
clearly confined within the limits of Its poetics." These limits are in part
numerically demarcated,. as Hrushovski goes on to note: "(Since] by rule
no two stresses are permitted to follow each other, .. , each ItreI8
dominates a group of two, three, or four syllables; there are two, three,
or four such groups in a venet; and two, three, or four parallel veneta
in a sentence.'"
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Some analysts, with an eye to the number of stresses in a verset, have
sought to detect a system of "meters" in biblical poetry. It is true that in
many poems a particular count of stresses in each of the matched versets
lends to predominate, the most common combinations being 3:3 and
3:2, but there is little evidence that the counting of stresses was actually
observed as a governing norm for a poem, in the way a Greek or Roman
poet watched his iambs or hexameters throughout a poem, and so the
term meter should probably be abandoned for biblical verse.

The rhythmic: and to lIOD\e extent the syntactic aspeets of the system
will be invisible in translation, and 10 in what follows, while assuming
the general validity of this account, I will be concentrating on the
operation of seinantic parallelism. I will also emulate Hnuhovsld in
designating the line-halves, or the line-thirds in the case of triadic
parallelism, "veneta," because the older scholarly term "hemistich" and
the current "colon" (plural "cola") both have misleading links with
Creek versification, the latter term also inadvertently calling up associations
of intestinal organs or 10ft drinks. In place of Hrushovski's concept of
the "sentence," which seems to me a little problematic to decide on for
biblical verse, I will speak simply of the two or three parallel versets
constituting a poetic line.

Let us then consider more closely the operation of semantic parallelism
as it is illustrated in Lamech'. chant. There would seem to be some
satWying feeling of emphasis, for both the speaker and his audience, in
stating the same thing twice, with nicely modulated variations. Like
rhyme, regular meter, and alliteration in other poetic systems, it is a
convention of linguistic "coupling" that conbibutes to the special unity
and to the memorability (literal and figurative) of the utterances,' to the
sense that they are an emphatic, balanced, and elevated kind of discowse,
perhaps ultimately rooted in a magical conception of language as potent
performance.

But the recognition of such repetition in biblical verse has unfortunately
led to a view of it as essentially a system for the deployment of synonyms
or, as it is sometimes put, "thought-rhymes." A characteristic expression
of this prevalent understanding of parallelism is the following observation
by T. H. Robinson in a standard handbook on biblical poetry: "So the
poet goes back to the beginning again, and says the same thing once
more, though he may partly or completely change the actual words to
avoid monotony.''' This view has not gained in conviction by being
recast conceptually with the apparatus of more recent intellectual trends,
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as one can see from a lively and ultimately misconceived description of
the mechanism in Structuralist terms by Ruth apRoberta in an article
entitled "Old Testament Poetry: The Translatable Structure:'lO She
proposes that biblical poetry has proved so remarkably translatable
because self-translation is the generative principle within the text itself,
the way one verset leads to the next, and thus the clear manifestation of
the "deep structure" of the text. What this and all the conceptions of
biblical parallelism as synonymity assumell is a considerable degree of
stasis within the poetic line: an idea or image or action is evoked in the
first verset; then forward movement in the poetic discourse is virtually
suspended while the same idea, image, or action is rerun for the patient
eye of the beholder, only tricked out in somewhat different stylistic
finery. What I should like to propose, and this is the one respect in
which my own understanding of the phenomenon is close to James
Kugel's, is that a diametrically opposite description of the system
namely, an argument for dynamic movement hom one ver!let to the
next-would be much closer to the truth, much closer to the way the
biblical poets expected audiences to attend to their words.

titerature, let me suggest, from the simplest folktale to the most
sophisticated poetry and fiction and drama, thrives on parallelism, both
stylistic and structural, on small scale and large, and could not give its
creations satisfying shape without it. But it is equally important to
recognize that literary expression abhors complete parallelism, just as
language resists true synonymity, usage always introdUcing small wedges
of difference between closely akin terms. This general principle was
nicely formulated early in the century by the Russian Formalist critic
Viktor Shklovsky in "Art as Technique," an essay that has proved to be
one of the seminal texts of modem literary theory: "The perception of
disharmony in a harmonious context is important in parallelism. The
purpose of parallelism, like the general purpose of imagery, is to transfer
the usual perception of an object into the sphere of a new perception
that is, to make a unique semantic modification."12 What I should like to
suggest in the case of the semantic parallelism on which so many lines
of biblical verse are constructed is that, with all the evident and at times
almost extravagant repetition of elements of meaning from one verset to
the next, "semantic modifications" of the sort Shklovsky has in mind are
continually occurring. This operation was nicely perceived two centuries
ago by J. G. Herder in a response to Bishop Lowth's path-breaking
theory, but scholarship by and large has sadly neglected Herder's
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observation that "the two [parallel] members strengthen, heighten, em
power each other."13

It may be easiest to see how this dynamics of repetition operates in
our poem by working back from the last line to the first. What does a
poet do with numbers in semantic parallelism? If the system were really ,
based on a principle of synonymity, one would expect to find pairings
on the order of "twelve" and "a dozen," but in fact this never happens.
The invariable rule, as scholars have long recognized without making
the connection with an underlying poetic principle, is that if you
introduce a number in the first verset, you have to go up in the second
verset, either by adding one to the number or by moving to a decimal
multiple of the first number or a decimal multiple plus the number itself.
A paradigmatic instance occurs in Moses' valedictory song (Deut. 32:30):
"How could one pursue a thousand / and two put a myriad to flight?"
Thus the logic of numbers in parallel versets is not equivalence but an
assertion of a fortiori, "how much more so," and this impulse to
intensification is also the motor force in thousands of lines of biblical
poetry where no numbers are present.

The first verset in the concluding line of Lamech's chant rehearses a
grimly monitory notion apparently already proverbial in this world of
dim beginnings-that sevenfold vengeance would be exacted for the
murder of Cain. The second verset uses that piece of familiar lore as the
springboard for a more startling statement-that Lamech's vengeance
will be seventy-seven-fold. It should be observed, moreover, that the
pattern of intensification is not limited to the two versets but is interlinear,
which, as we shall see, is an extremely common feature of biblical verse
and will have important implications for the structure of longer poems.
The logic, that is, of "how much more so" goes back from the numbers
of the third line to the "wound" and "bruising" of the second line.
Manifold vengeance, we recall, was to be exacted for the killing of Cain,
but Lamech's boast is that he will be avenged many times more than
Cain for a mere injury. There is clearly also a movement of intensification
between the two versets of the second line, although with such scanty
context for the poem we may be a little uncertain about what precisely
is involved. Some commentators have construed "boy" as "young man,"
which would yield a meaning something like this: it is not any man I
have killed, but a young fellow at the height of his powers. The trouble
with this reading is that yeled in the sense of "young man" occurs quite
rarely and mostly in later biblical usage; in the vast majority of instances
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it means "child:' or even "newborn baby," with a stress on the
tenderness and vulnerability of the child. The more philologically likely,
if also more morally unpalatable, meaning-Lamech is, after aU, an
archaic .figure, long before the Mosaic dispensationl-would be: there is
no limit to my vengeance; I have killed not only a man for wounding
me but even a child for bruising me. I have tentatively assumed, perhaps
quite falsely, that ""bur.II, ''brui8e,'' is less serious than pen '", "wound.u

and 10 participates in the heightening of assertion from the first venet
to the second. This is a minor illustration of how we aometimes cannot
be certain about the precise differences between semantically related
terms, but I would like to emphasize a general principle that would
indicate there is no absolute necessity to insist on a differentiation here:
it is by no means expected or obligatory that every paired set of terms
in parallel veneta reflect development or intensification. Poets may
IOmetimes choose to step up aU the parallel terms in a line, but in the
majority of instances it is rather one key set of matched terms that carries
the burden of development.

Development of what and for what? The manifold and necessarily
qualified answer to that question will take us to the heart of biblical
poetics, but before broaching the general issue, I should like to move
upward to the opening line of Lamech's chant, which, in contrast to the
second and third lines, would seem perfectly to confirm the synonymous
conception of parallelism: "Ada and Zilla, hear my voice. / Wives of
Lamech, give ear to my speech:' Anyone familiar with bibHcal poetry
will recognize this as a formulaic beginning of a poem, following a
convention in which the poet/speaker calls attention to his own utterance
and invokes an audience-or more often a witness-for his utterance.
(This very convention, by the way, and other formal introductions to
poems like "Then Moses sang" and "He [BalaamJ took up his theme and
spoke" are clear indications that the original framers of the lines regarded
them and ostentatiously presented them as poetry, set off in its formal
organizing principles from the surrounding prose.) The line is formulaic
not merely in invoking a convention of poetic beginnings but also in
being made up of conventionally fixed paba: Voice/speech. listen/
give ear.

The presence of such fixed paba in biblical verse, a good many of
them apparently inherited from the same Syro-Palestinian tradition
reflected in Ugarltic poetry, several hundred years earlier than most of
the biblical texts, has led lODle scholars to conclude that the poems were
oral-formulaic compositions. That is, the fixed pairings were ready-made
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rhythmic~tic units that the improvising bard could build with as
.his Homeric counterpart is presumed to have introduced formulaic
epithets as part of a repertory of formulaic devices that helped him retell
his familiar tale in regular hexameters. There are several intrinsic problems
in this hypothesis, but even if it could be demonstrated to obtain for
wha.t we know of the Syro-Palestinian poetic tradition antecedent to the
Bible, the elaboration and variegation of supposedly fixed pairs in biblical
vene lead one to suspect that oral composition was at most a fact of the
prehistory of our texts. A telling difference is that the sequence of
bracketed terms appears to have been fixed in Ugaritic, whereas biblical
poetry reveals a good deal of flexibility in this regard as well as in the
substitution of a new term in ostensibly formulaic pairings. In any case,
the idea of stock pairingI should not lead to the misconception-a
misconception, in fact, for oral-formulaic as well as other kinds. of
vene-tbat thez:e was lODlething automatic and mechanical in the way
the Hebrew poets bracketed synonyms.14

But are they ever altogether synonyms, even in a formulaic case like
the one before us? In the strictest sense, of course, no language has
entirely true synonyms, and imaginative writers in both poetry and prose,
by virtue of their necessary sensitivity to their chosen medium, have
always been keenly conscious of this. Six inches and half a foot may be
exact quantitative equivalents, but they are not true synonyms, 'as the
eighteenth-century novelist Tobias Smollett was perfectly aware when in
Pmgrine Pickle he described a character with a grotesque face overshad
owed by a nose half a foot long-which for the affective reader is a
good sight longer than six inches. In other words, what is constantly
exploited in Hterary expression is not merely the definable referendum
of the word but also the frame of reference to which the word attaches
(in the example from SmoUett, feet as against inches), the related semantic
fields toward which it points, the level of diction that it invokes, the
specialized uses to which it may be put. The predominant pattern of
biblical poetry is to move from a standard term in the first verset to a
more literary or highfalutin term in the second verset. That happens in
our formulaic line (from qot "voice, to 'imr.h, "speech," or, perhaps
better, "utterance," and from shem.'.n, "hear," to h. 'un", "give ear,"
though elsewhere, in keeping with what I said about the flexibility in
the use of conventional formulas, "give ear" precedes "hearl'). Admittedly,
there are no remarkable consequences here of this slight shift in diction.
Nevertheless, the general pattern in which this movement from standard
to literary term participates is an especially instructive one, and I should
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like to punue it before returning to Lamech's wives, whom I. in proper
patriarchal fashion, have left standing by their tent, ·still sadly uncom
mented on.

One might assume that a literary synonym is simply a fancier or more
rechercht way of saying the same thing. and 1 would guess that this
could be the case in some of the pairings of this sort we find in the
Bible-as, say, in some of the uses of Icos/qub"',,t (cup/chalice), r,,'oh/
shur (see/behold), rosh/qodqod (head/poll). But the more one looks at
this phenomenon of "doubling" ordinary words by poetic equivalents,
the more one sees a dynamic of meaning emerging from one verset to
the next. Thus the Psalmist (Ps. 88:12-13): "Will Your steadfast care be
told in the grave, / Your constancy in Perdition? / / Will Your wonders
be known in the darkness, / Your bounty in the landof oblivion?" In
these two lines, as is quite typical, one set of matched terms remains
stable, being a complementary series of linked concepts: steadfast care,
constancy, wonders, bounty. The other set of matched tenos, on the
other hand, carries forward a progressive imaginative realization of death:
from the familiar and localized "grave" to '"v"don, "Perdition," a poetic
synonym that is quasi-mythic and grimly explicit about the fate of
extinction the grave holds; then, to another everyday word, "darkness,"
which is, however, a sensory realization of the experience of death, and
then to a second poetic tenn for the underworld, "the land of oblivion,"
which summarizes and generalizes the series, giving emphatic closure to
the idea that death is a realm where human beings are utterly forgotten
and extinct, and where there can be no question of God's greatness
being recalled. We ought to note as well in passing that the parallelism
is conspicuously interlinear (in fact, the line that precedes these two is
also part of the pattern), another very frequent feature of sequences of
lines, despite the claim some have made that a line of biblical poetry is
semantically self-contained and prosodically end-stopped.

Let us look at a second pair of lines, where we can observe how the
movemt'nt from ordinary to literary term. is associated with an allied
developmental pattern. Here, too, we will see emphatic interlinear
parallelism, which goes on to an intriguing third line, but 1 must resist
the temptation to use the third line as well because it hinges on a word
found only here that is uncertain in meaning. The verses are from Isaiah
59:9-10: 'We hope for light and look! darkness, / for effulgence, and in
gloom we go. / / We grope like blind men a wall, / like the eyeless we
grope." The first line follows the pattern of moving from ordinary to
poetic term for both the nouns in each verset-from simple "light" and
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"darkness'~ _to the more literary negohot and ."felot, "effulgence" and
"gloom," which moreover are cast in the feminine plural form, elsewhere
used to give nouns an abstract or adverbial force, and which seems to
endow the words here (I would guess) with an aura of vastness. The
second line intensifies the assertion of the first line by making the outer
darkness an inner darkness, the total incapacity to see, and transforming
the general image of walking in the dark of the preceding verset into a
more conaete picture of a blind man groping his way along a wall. The
"blind men" of the first verset become "no-eyes" (eyn 'eyn,,;m) in the
second verset, which is the substitution not of a term from literary
diction but of a kind of kenning or epithet. The effect, however, is like
that in the move from "grave" to "Perdition"-a realization of the first
term (or, as Shklovsky would have put it, a defamiliarization of it) that
calls our attention to its essential meaning.

Again and again, the biblical poets will introduce a common noun in
the first verset and match it with a kind of explanatory epithet---or, more
interesting, a metaphorical substitution-in the second verset. Sometimes,
the substitution would appear to be rather automatic and not particularly
strong in expressive effect, as in these two separate lines from the
prophet Joel Goel 1:5 and 13): "Rise, drunkards, and weep, / and wail
all drinkers of wine," "Gird yourselves and keen, you priests, / wail, you
ministr"nts of the "It"r," In other instances, it is hard to be sure whether
the term in the second verset represents a "realization" of its counterpart
in the first, because we don't know to what extent a particular kenning
may have become an automatized substitution for the Hebrew listener.
Thus, when Micah (6:7) says, "Shall 1 give my firstborn for my trespass,
/ the fruit of my loins for my own sinsf' perhaps the kenning of the
second verset communicates nothing more than the idea of offspring.
though 1 would be inclined to suspect that it reinforces the sense of
intimate bodily connection between parent and child A similar pairing
occurs in Job (15:14), where, however, the likelihood of dynamic pro
gression from the first term to the second may be somewhat higher.
"What is man that he should be guiltless, / that he should be in the
right, he born-of-wom"n?" At any rate, the replacement of the general
term 'enosh, "man," by the kenning yelud ';sh"h, "bom-of-woman,"
would seem to stress man's creaturely frailty, his dependence upon the
cycle of biological reproduction, which fits in with the emphasis the
speaker (Eliphaz) goes on to make, that the very heavens are guilty
before God, and how much more so lowly man.

A kenning. one recent study has suggested,15 is a riddle transfonned
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&am the inImoplive into the declarative. which ane can lee by lumina
it bKk into a riddle: What II a wbaIe-mIdl The ... What .. fndI of the
laiN? A child. ICenniap aN JDinimU ......phaa. ....ny, • in the
examples I have dtId, __ or.. 1IIf-explana1llry.1n odwr WCIIdI, the
metaphorical vehicle 01 a kenniD& may often have rather IimiIed MIiency
in Nlatioll to the tenor to which it ..... Sometiuwi, howewr, either
c:onIext or the intlinlic fannulaliaa 01 the kenning or a aJmbination 01
the two wiD lead to a ...........6.tian 01 the metaphor, and in lUCIa
inItanas in biblical poetry the IUhtibdicJn 01 kenniDa for IiIBal .... in
puaUeI veneta II manifeIdy an inIInaMnt far the forceful deveIopMDt
of ........ that I have ...... In }aaJb'.~ of JudIb. far
eMmpIe, we encounter tI-. puaUellIImw: "He ...... his pnaeat In
wine. I in 'III ",." of "."" Ids c:bk" (Cell. 49:11). However auch
"bIood 01 grapes" mipt have been a Icwmnlaic~ 01 "wIDe."
... bKk to UpriIk: .......... it does not ClI1I up the ........... or
....tians M the pIUIak: IlIIDL It immediately bdnp 10 mind the
aushina 01 the ..... (M oppwed to the JniIhed pmduct. wine),
IOIIIetbinI reinlan:Ied in aJIdat the peaodins line hu twice
mentioned a vine. The JMA"'o*,aI intimation of YioIeDce _bedded in
a putanI ...... also exploited in the poem: the abeIIcIy exIIavepnt
action 01 laundedna in wIDe (M a .........tioIl of a8lueIIce1) tlueaIms
10 become, without quite beclJadata, a ItiII IIIIIn exta.. KIian 01
IaundeIina in blood. and tbII ......_ II canlexbMlly ninfoIad by the
followins line. which lets ill ClDIIIlIeIpaint wine-bdpt and miIk-while.
The effect. in any eftftt. II c:Ieuly to intmcIuce a "a.w perceptiuu"

thJoush the device 01 ''''
Finally, ane encoun in biblical poetry thiI eort 01 n!pIac:ement 01 a

literal term not meNly by a kennina or expIanamry epithet but·by an
oripIal metaphor. Let me die juat ane eIaborale instance, wheN a
metaphor is wwked out tbroup thIee lines. The .... II from lee
miah ":11:

t.bb ha bee pIIdd &am youth. MttIId In btl ....
Never emptied fmm Y-.l1IO~ In aile nefti' .

And .. btl .... ha bpi. biI fR&rua ha not c:haapd.

The eIepnc:e 01 the fonDalllnlduJe II· aIIo a lIUbtIe inltrument for the
development of ....una. The .&at line moves &om the 1iIBal1tatement.
Moab'. ltale of unndBed MCUIity, 10 a melaphork:al elabcntioa. the
settled .... The next line .."... the Older 01 .... and &praliw 10

• 10 develop the metaphor-"nner waptied &om WIIel to WIIel"-
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befoIe~ to explain its historical tenor, that Moab has never been
exiled. Thus the two IineI are built on I c:hiaItic atruetwe of literal/
.....Iiw//&prative/literal The poet/prophet. JNm!OYef. playa with
the anabtpity of whether the &prative condition of beinllike unatirIed
wine II a good or a Nd thirta. The 8nt two tina, bqinning with a
poIIibIy ambipous ward" .......... ("pladd," "1IeCUIe," but IOIIletimes
with~ of "compIKenr1, and the imqe of the lees, which are
uadrinkaWe, might lead us to I negative inference. The third line,
devoIecl lIdiNly to a further elaboration of the figure with no literal
II z1on, would appeu to tum thiI inference around by ItreI8ing that it

.. a happy cin:umItance for Wine to be undisturbed, u all its desirable
cpaeJitie are th.. piaerved. 1'hiI leis us up (perhaps in I WlY inviting
• IIQIIIfttuily to adopt the Moabite penpedive) for I final revenaI. u
the prophet wiD proceed to pronounce grim doom on Moab, now leeR

in fad to have been complacently sett1ed into ill lees and foolilh1y
obIiYiouI to the imminent smubing of v... that it to befall it. One
_ that the propfl'm &om 1iteral to figurative and back to literal
.... fu from being a matter of jug1ing IellW\tic equivalents, can
beciame the ..... for Iettins in motion I delicate dialec:tic interplay of

meuinp. .
Let me Wlphuize that the cognate patterns of movement from proeaac

10 poetic and literal to &prative locution are limply one reament
iaItDce 01 a man pneraI cIeveIopmenta1 impuIae of bib1ical Vent, and
it wID be imporbult to set a beuins on IOIIU! of ib other major
manifeltatklnL All tIdI hu taken us rather fu afield from Lamech'.
simple chant, but I have been concerned to show that the underlying
prindple of poetics that aJU1d issue in theIe rather complicated examp1el
II u.dy detectable in our fiat three-Iine poem.

The time hal now CDIIe to return to Ada and Zilla and lIy something
about what may have happened to thme two neglected 1adieI between
the 8Dt nnet and the IeaXld. By now it lIhouId be evident that they
fd UDder the rule of subItitution of epithet for simple designation:
hams been addreIIed by their proper names in the first venet, they are
called "wiwI of Larnecb" in the second half of the line. (Elsewhere, a
penon'. name in the initial WIllet II followed by hiI patronymic in the
IealDd nnet.) The .w.titution ...... automatic enough, but I wou1d
like to nile the 1QIibiIity, u a kind of limiq cue of this definition of
IBMDtic puaDeIiIm, that even heN there misht be It leut I minor
"lIeIIMDtic modi8catioll" in the introduction of the panllel term. Biblical
nuratlve. we JIIisht rwdnd ounelves, la exquisitely deliberate in its
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choice of relational epithets: Michal is called the daughter of Saul
precisely when the narrator wants to stress her connection with the
jealous king and is referred to as the wife of David when that link is
thematically appropriate. It is certainly possible that the poets exercised
similar selectivity, though I must admit that in the example before us it
is hard to think of another relational epithet for Ada and Zilla-unless
they, like Leah and Rachel, had the same father-that would have
worked rhythmically. Be that as it may, it does not seem far-fetched to
hear some new emphasis in the second verset. First, Lamech calls Ada
and Zilla by name; then he summons them as wives of Lamech, and it
is in their capacity as his wives that they are invited to attend to his
chant-for this is, after all, a song of triumph, and he wants them as his
consorts to recognize what a man of insuperable strength and implacable
principle they have in their husband. Admittedly, my attempt to recover
a differentiation of meaning in the vocatives that begin Lamech's poem
could be a wrong guess, but the evidence of line after line of biblical
verse suggests that we are too quick to infer automatic and formulaic
rhetorical gesture of repetition when more than that is going on. In any
case, my purpose in sautinizing each set of paired terms in this rather
rudimentary instance of biblical verse is not to offer exegesis but to
suggest how precisely the &ow of meaning is channeled in the system of
poetic parallelism.

Let me now sketch out a more general account of the related varieties
of semantic development that typically occur in biblical parallelism. My
undentanding of what happens semantically is in some respects similar
to that of James Kugel, an indefatigable opponent of the synonymous
conception of parallelism, who speaks of the "emphatic character" of the
second verset, its function "as a kind of strengthening and reinforcing."
His generalization about the relation of second verset to first is apt, if
far from exhaustive: "8 was connected to A, had something in common
with it, but was not expected to be (or regarded as) mere restatement ...
for it is the dual nature of 8 both to come I'fter A and thus to add to it,
often particularizing, defining, or expanding the meaning, and yet to
harken [sic) back to A and in an obvious way connect to it."16 Before I
go or. to amplify and illustrate this general pattern, a couple of important
qualifications should be made. Kugel speaks of A and 8 rather than of
bicola or hemistichs or versets because he is unwilling to grant that these
two members constitute a line of poetry'- Once one recognizes that there
is a formal system of biblical versification distinct from the prose, the
nuances of relation between parallel formulations come into sharper
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focus and, equally important, it is easier to see the interplay between
lines as well as the possibilities of relation between the internal structure
of the line and the structure of the poem. The formula, moreover, of B
"going beyond" A, as Kugel puts it, is extended by him to include all
those lines of biblical poetry in which there is no semantic parallelism
between first and second verset (to offer my own example, Psalm 137:2,
"On the willows there / we hung our lyres."), whereas to me it seems
less forced to assume with Hrushovski that such instances are manifes
tations of the"free rhythm" of biblical versification in which the semantic
component of the parallelism is dropped. In fact, the relatively late poet
who composed Psalm 137 virtually avoids semantic parallelism throughout
the poem, and when the relation between versets turns out to be one
between adverbial phrase and main clause, or between subject and
object, it hardly makes sense to speak of the second verset as a "going
beyond" or a "seconding" of the first.

In the abundant instances, however, in which semantic parallelism
does occur in a line, the characteristic movement of meaning is one of
heightening or intensification (as in the paradigmatic case of numerals),
of focusing, specification, concretization, even what could be called
dramatization. There is, of course, a certain overlap among these categories,
but my concern is to point to the direction in which the reader can look
for meaning, not to undertake an exercise in taxonomy. The rule of
thumb, then-and in all of what follows I shall be talking, necessarily,
about rule of thumb, not invariable law-is that the general term occurs
in the first verset and a more specific instance of the general category in
the second verset. "Your granaries will be filled with abundance, / with
new wine your vats will burst" (Prov. 3:10). (The verbs in this line reflect
a· movement not of specification but of intensification, from being filled
to bursting.) "His heart is as solid as stone, / as solid as the nether
millstone" Oob 41:16).

If the first term is spatial or geographical, the second is usually a
smaller spatial entity contained within the first (thus an instance of what
I call focusing): "1 shall put an end in the cities of Judea / and in the
streets of Jerusalem / / to the sound of gladness and joy, / the sound of
bridegroom and bride" Oer. 7:34). (The second line, of course, reflects
the movement from general category to specific instance.) "Who gives
rain to the earth / and sends water over the fields" Oob 5:10). (If the
sequence of "rain" and "water" here does not follow the pattern of
specific term after general, that is because the water in the fields is the
result of the rain, and the relation between process and consequence of
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process often obtains between fint verset and second.) Deutero-lsaiah,
in a beautiful piece of interlinear parallelism. twice in succession illustrates
this tendency to offer fint the spatial field and then something contained
within it: "1 made the earth / and man upon it I created. / / L my hands
stretched out the heavens, / and all their host I mustered" (Is. 45:12).

Another strategy, which illustrates the connection of all this to the
movement from literal to figurative that we reviewed earlier, is to use
fint the general term and then a synecdochic substitution, which is still
another variety of focusing: "Your lot you will throw in with us, / let us
all have one Pllrst together" (Prov. 1:14). Not surprisingly, in many
instances it is hard to separate the parallelism of specification from the
parallelism of intensification because as the general term is transformed
into a speciftc instance or a concrete image, the idea becomes more
pointed, more forceful. Thus Isaiah (17:1), in an initial verset, announces,
"Look, Damascus will ceast to be a city," then goes on to say, "will
become a heap of rIlins." One finds elsewhere this pattern of a verb or
verbal phrase paralleled by a nominal or adjectival phrase that is a
concretization or aystallization of the verbal process: "She weeps on
through the night / and her tears are on her cheele" (Lam. 1:2). "My son,
eat goodly honey, / nectar is sweet on YOllr palate" (Prov. 24:13). Perhaps
more commonly, a verb appearing in the fint verset will be matched
with one in the second verset that is more specific, more extravagant, or
even explanatory of the initial verb. Here is a two-line example from
that most elegant of biblical poets, Deutero-lsaiah: "God has redeemed
His servant jacob, / and they did not thirst in the wastelands where He
led them. / / Water &om a rock He made flow for them. / He split the
rock and water pshed" (Is. 48:20-21),17 Note how the interlinear
parallelism carries on this movement of speci.lication in what amounts to
an explanatory chain: What does it mean that God "redeemed" Israel
{fint verset)l They were not thirsty· in the desert (second verset). How
could they not have been thirstyl-because He made water Bow from a
rock (third verset). How did He make water flow from a rockl-by
spli~ it so the water gushed (fourth verset).

The greater specificity of the verbal activity in the second verset can
be a way of dramatically realizing the initial verset, as is evident in these
lines from Isaiah or, more compactly, in Balaam's formula of poetic self
introduction: ''Who behold. wions &om the Almighty, / fall. down with
eyes unveiled" (Num. 24:4), where the general visionary capacity is
transformed into an image of ecstatic seizure. And not infrequently the
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heightened specificity becomes a hyperbolic stepping-up of the initial
verb: "Face to the ground they will bow to you, / they will 'lick the dllst
of yo"r fett" {Is. 49:23). A similar parallelism occurs in Psalm 72:9:

. "Before him the desert dwellers will kneel, / his enemies will lick the
dust." job 30:10 offers another instance of the bracketing of two physical
actions expressing the same relation, with the second action more extreme
than the fint: ''They despistd me, drew away from me, / and from my
face they did not hold back their spittle." Or, the movement toward the
extreme may be coordinated with the characteristic swing from general
to specific and from literal to figurative, as in job·29:23: "They waited
for me as for rain, / they held their mOllths wide open for the showers."
Here, the simile "as for rain" of the fint verset is carried into the verb
of the second verset and tums the activity of waiting into the hyperbolic
gaping of the mouth for drops of water.

I have illustrated the movement of heightening or focusing through
verbs and their attendant adverbial phrases, but other syntactic configu
rations and parts of speech can be used to the same effect. A noun in
the fint verset can be focused adjectivally in the second verset: "For I
was a son to my father, / a tender only c1lild to my mother" (Prov. 4:3).
(In the Hebrew "only child" is adjectival in form.) A pair of nouns
where focusing occurs may be bracketed with a pair of verbs that reflect
intensification: "For You smote all my foes on the cheek, / the teeth of
the wicked You smashed" (Ps. 3:8). The pattern of a large spatial image
followed by a smaller entity contained within it may be coordinated with
the tendency to concretization, creating a similar kind of mutual rein
forcement within the line: "They will lay waste his land, / his dties will
be rtlUd withollt inhabitants" Oer. 2:15). Intensification can also be
achieved by the introduction of a simile or metaphor in the second verset
that brings out the full force of meaning of an image occurring in the
fint verset. ''You will smash them with an iron mace, / like a potter's
vessel shatter' them" (Ps. 2:9). Here, the simile of the fragile vessel
compounds the violence of the initial image of the iron mace in an
almOst startling way. Or, an image may be taken to the "second power"
in a similar fashion by introducing a hyperbole in the second verset:
''Your light will shine in darkness, / and your gloom like noon" (Is. 58:
10). This last instance illustrates with special deftness the raising of
meaning to the second power: the naturalistic shining of light in darkness

, of the fint verset becomes a supernatural event (in rhetorical terms, a
figure compounding a figure) when Israel's very gloom is to shine like
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noon; and the progression is reinforced by an implied temporal image
from dawn to midday because the verb for "shine" in the first verset,
ZII'III]. is associated with the beaming of dawn.

All that I have said is meant to orient the reader of biblical poetry, but
I do not want to mislead by overstating the case. In a few very exceptional
instances, one actually encounters a reverse movement from specific to
general or from figurative to literal, as in "Their tongue is II sh"'1'ened
IIrrotD, / they spellk deceit" Oer. 9:7) and "My innll'ds seethed and were
unquiet, / days of IIffliction greeted me" Oob 30:27). But these instances
are so rare (I have been able to find only half a dozen clear-cut examples)
that they hardly disprove the general rule. Much more commonly,
however, there are semantically parallel versets where only tortured
ingenuity would infer development and where it looks u though the
line has really been shaped on a principle of relatively static synonymity.
"A false witness will not get off, / a lying testifier will not escape" (Prov.
19:5). "Did my lips speak iniquity, / did my tongue utter deceitr' Oob
21:4). (It is instructive, however, for the general case of parallelism that
the line from Proverbs just cited also appears in a variant form, Prov.
19:9, in which the change of the final verb makes it a paradigmatic
instance of inter-verset intensification: "A false witness will not get off,
/ a lying testifier will perish.") Static parallelism may work with dose
synonyms, as in these two examples, or with a combination of synonyms
and complementary terms (~ften formulaically linked), as in this line
from Isaiah (10:2): "For widows to be their booty, / and they plunder
orphans:' But even in many instances such u these the stasis proves to
be relative. In this line from Isaiah, for example, though "booty" and
"plunder" are bound synonymous terms, only the second verset has a
transitive form of the verb. It is worth noting that the bracketing of
complementary notions-that is, two coordinate items belonging to the
same category, like "green pastures" and "still waters"-is at least as
common a form of static parallelism as synonymity.

There would seem to be differences between one poet and the next
and one poem and the next, and perhaps also between different periods,
in regard to the preference for heightening and focusing within semantic
parallelism. In some texts, such as Moses' valedictory song and the Book
of Job, this intensifying tendency of biblical verse is entirely dominant;
elsewhere, as in some of the Psalms, the poet seems to have preferred
relatively static semantic parallelism. Interestingly, however, where static
parallelism prevails, one may discover that developmental movement is
projected from the line to the larger structure of the poem, as in Psalm
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145, where the poet moves through a series of relatively synonymous
lines in a progression from the general praise of God to an affirmation
of His compassion, His kingship, His daily providing for those who truly
call unto Him. And, u one might expect, many of the poets are alive to
the aesthetic possibilities of counterpointing a predominant intensification
or specification of meaning in parallelism with lines founded on syn
onymity or balanced complementarity. In any case, the system of
venification as a whole definitely encourages dynamic interplay between
versets in which feelings get stronger, images sharper, actions more
powerful or more extreme. This predominant tendency of biblical poetry
has important consequences in regard to both what listeners or readers
are expected to attend to within the line and how the poem is articulated
as a developing structure from line to line. That process of articulation
deserves careful attention in its own right, but before we undertake that,
it may be instructive to look at one final recurring pattern that takes
place within the line and that illustrates how the formal constraints of
the system are used to produce a certain movement of meaning and
imaginative experience.

In showing how semantic modificatiON are introduced through seem
ingly equivalent terms, I have said nothing of the role of literal repetition
from one verset to the next, although a couple of our examples (Is. 59:
10 and Job 41:16) exhibit such repetition. The most common pattern in
this regard is one of incremental repetition: something is stated; then it
is restated verbatim with an added element. The Song of Deborah makes
repeated use of this device: "Curse Meroz, says the Lord's angel. /
Curse, 0 curse its inlutbitllnts. / / For they came not to the aid of the
Lord, / to the aid of the Lord IImong the wllmors" Oudg. 5:23). This
pattern in itseH illustrates the general tendency I have been describing,
for as the restatement is made, an emphasis of meaning is introduced in
the increment that was no more than implicit in the original statement.

But far more prevalent in biblical poetry than incremental repetition is
what might be characterized as "hidden" repetition-that is, the very
common maneuver of ellipsis in which a word in the first verset, usually
a verb, governs the parallel clawie in the second verset as well. (Very
occasionaUy, one also finds retrospective ellipsis, in which the double
duty term occurs in the second verset rather than in the first.) I would
suggest that it is useful to recognize this device as a hidden or implied
repetition because despite its prosodic difference from incremental repe
tition, it is closely related to the latter in the way it is used to introduce
an increment of meaning.
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Now, the conventional scholarly desaiption of what occurs in elliptical
parallelism is that the semantically corresponding term in the second
verset is a "ballast variant" of its counterpart in the initial verset. For
example: "He suckled him with honey from a rock / and oil from the
flinty stone" (Deut. 32:13). That is, since the verb vayeiniqeihu, "He
suckled him," does double duty for the second verset, a whole rhythmic
unit with its governing stress is absent from the second verset and so
must be replaced by a kind of periphrastic substitution for "rock" (sel'lI)

that will restore the otherwise lacking accent, and thus we have ~I"mish

tzur ("the flinty stone"). Such an account strikes me as a serious
misconception of what goes on in lines like this and is therefore a
warrant for misreading them. The parallel term in the second verset, as
I have sought to show through a wide variety of examples, is by no
means merely a "variant" of its counterpart, and it is certainly not
"ballast," that is, deadweight or padding brought in to fill out the
metrical requirement of the line. al In the example just quoted from
Deuteronomy, "flinty stone" follows the rule of a speci6.c instance of the
category coming after the general term and by so doing effects an
intensification or focusing of meaning. The first verset might even be
read "naturalistically," as a hyperbolic poetic allusion to the discovery
of honeycombs in rocky crags, but no such construal is allowable in the
second verset, both because here it is oil that is provided and because
the focusing effect of "fIinty stone" leaves no alternative to a recognition
of the miraculous character of the event.
~t me spell out the general principle involved. Every literary tradition

converts the fonnallimitations of its own medium into an occasion for
artistic expression: the artist, in fact, might be defined as a person who
thrives on realizing new possibilities within formal limitations. In a
system of semantically corresponding versets, it is understandable that
quite frequently a single verb or noun would do double duty for two
parallel utterances. But from the viewpoint of the poet, what is accom
plished through this simple syntactic maneuver is a freeing of space in
the second verset (through the absence of one whole rhythmic unit out
of two or three or four), which can then be used to elaborate or sharpen
meaning. This freeing of space, moreover, nicely accords with the formal
focusing effect of the absence of the verb in the second verset, which
has the consequence of isolating for attention this second object of the
verb. Often what happens is that the second term, where the poet has
room for introdUcing a compound form or a compact cluster of nouns or
nouns and qualifiers, is an elaboration of the first term that makes its
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meaning mo~ vividly present to the imagination, as in this prophetic
image of the return from exile: "They shall renew ruined cities, / the
desolations of generations untold" (Is. 61:4). The general idea, that is, of
cities laid waste becomes an emphatic picture of ruins that have stood
in their desolation from time immemorial. In some cases, the second,
elaborated term is a striking dramatization of the first, as in another line
from Moses' valedictory song: "He found him in a, desert land, / in an
empty howling waste" (Deut. 32:10). It is clear that the general geograph
ical indication "desert land" (eretz midbar) undergoes a forceful realization
in the second verset, with its intimation of howling winds, jackals, or
whatever; its onomatopoeic alliteration, yeleil yeshimon; and its oblique
allusion to the primal void and chaos (tohu) in the word rendered here
as "empty."

Elsewhere, the room opened up for elaboration through ellipsis in the
second verset leads to a kind of development that might almost be
thought of as incipient narrative. "The ox knows its owner," Isaiah (1:3)
pronounces, and then goes on in the second verset, "the ass its master's
crib." Now, there may be a progression here on an axis of increasing
closeness of connection from the ox, a beast· of the field, to the ass,
which you ride and which might be tethered at your door. What is clear,
however, is the difference in concreteness and thematic insistence between
simply knowing a master and knowing a master's crib, the feeding
trough through which the palpable benefits flow from owner to owned.
The image in the second verset of the ass at the crib begins to look like
a miniature illustrative dramatic scene. ,

Or again, in one of those vivid warninss in the Book of Proverbs
against the wiles of the seductress, we find this Iiile: ''To save you from
a foreign woman, / from an alien woman who talks smoothly" (Prov.
2:16). (In my translation I have not used the more felicitous "smooth
talking," because I wanted to preserve the verbal force of the Hebrew,
and I have rendered her foreignness literally to keep the synonymity,
though the reference is actually to her sexual morality, not to her national
identity.) Since the verb "to save" does double duty for both versets, the
poet has space in the second verset to make the dangerous temptress the
subject of a brief subordinate clause. We see her, that is, in both the
literal and the figurative sense of the term, going into action, and thus
we begin to understand why it is that the young man who is addressed
in the poem must be warned away from her. This "going into action"
that is the elaboration of the parallel term in our elliptical line then
generates a recognizable narrative in the next three lines (Prov. 2:17-19),
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the pact of her God forgets.
her steps to the shades.
will never regain the paths of life.

The Art of Biblical Poetry

a monitory tale in which the forbidden woman, whether because of the
addictive diuipation she offers or the venereal cti&eases she may conceal,
becomes a mythic figure of the all-consuming female:

Who leaves the friend of her youth.
Her hOUle Inclines toward death,
All who come to her will not
return.

The "smooth-talking," that is, of our tint line, which at tint might have
seemed like mere adjectival "filler," proves to be a characteristic action
introducing a compact narrative sequence: the woman's initial betrayal
of husband and God. the dangers of her home and company, the
irrevocable fate of those who fall victim to her.

By this point, the consideration of the dynamics of the line has
brought us to the brink of two more "macroscopic" aspects of biblical
poetics: How do elements of narrative emerge in a verse form that is
used overwhelmingly for nonnarrative purposes, and what sorts of larger
structures are produced, or at least encouraged, by this kind of poetic
line? Each of these issues deserves separate treabnent.
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Egalitarian Politics

Constitution, Class, and the Book of Deuteronomy

Standing before his Congregational Church parish in Hampton Falls,

New Hampshire, in early June 1788, Pastor Samuel Langdon prepared

to speak to the weighty issue of the day. Only two weeks remained

before he would serve as a representative to that state's constitutional

convention. Eight states had already ratified the Constitution. rfNew

Hampshire followed suit, it would be formally adopted as the law of

the land. Searching for a text that would buttress his ardent support

of ratification, the former Harvard College president opened his Bible

to Deuteronomy chapter 4 and read aloud (Deut 4:5~81:

Behold I have taught you statutes and judgments.... Keep

therefore and do them; for this is your wisdom and your

understanding in the sight of all the nations which shall hear

all these statutes, and say, "Surely this great nation is a wise

and understanding people." ... What nation is there so great

that hath statutes and judgments so righteous as all this law?

The parishioners heard Langdon go on to explicate the virtue of

Deuteronomy as the basis of a law-based society with curbs on the

corruptive influence of power as an integral part of its system.

Bringing the lessons of Deuteronomy to bear on the momentous

decision facing the nation, he remarked, "If I am not mistaken,

instead of the twelve tribes of Israel we may substitute the thirteen

States of the American union."l
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The claim that constitutional thought has its roots in the Book of

DeuterorlOmy is ancientindeecl. Josephus (37-100 C.E.) referred to Deuteronomy

as the politeia-regime plan or national constitution-of the Jewish people

and implicitly suggested that the idea of a constitution is first found in the

Bible and not in Greco-Roman sources, as his readers would have undoubtedly

believed. 2 Most discussions of Deuteronomy's constitutional elements focus

on Deuteronomy 16:18-18:22, the unit that broadly describes the powers of the

judiciary, the priesthood, the monarchy, and the institution of prophecy.

Moreover, these discussions routinely seek the historical setting within 1-2

Samuel and 1-2 Kings that ostensibly constitute the pretext for the formula

tions at hand. The law of the king (Deuteronomy 17'14-20) is said to reflect the

times of, variously, Samuel, Solomon, Josiah, or the Babylonian exile. 3 The

Book's plan for the centralization of the cult, ostensibly reflects the time of

Hezekiah, or Josiah. 4 Deuteronomy, it is said, reflects northern influence

witness its mention of Shechem, its concern for social justice and emphasis of

levitical and prophetic authority over against the king. Deuteronomy reflects

southern influence, it is also said-witness its concern with the ark, a single

sanctuary, and the idea of election. All scholarly attempts to address

Deuteronomy's social and political agenda in toto have begun with a single

axiom: because the text before us is multilayered, any explanation of its poli

tics can be explained only as the tension among competing agendas through

out the history of its evolution and redaction.

Diachronic studies of this type are endowed with their own internal co

gency and coherence. In this study, I suggest a contrasting approach: that one

may read the entirety of Deuteronomy as a statement of the Book's constitu

tional principles. I execute this analysis through a synchronic reading of the

text in its present canonical position, following the wilderness accounts of

Exodus, Leviticus, and Numbers. Whatever theories may be adduced about the

prehistory of Deuteronomy's various passages, the final form of the Masoretic

Text may be assessed and analyzed at this canonical position as an integral

whole. By largely divorcing the analysis of Deuteronomy's politics from the ac

counts of the books of Samuel and Kings, we allow the final form of the textto

speak from the context of its canonical position, at the conclusion of the pro

cess of redaction. Deuteronomy is positioned in such a way that it follows the

narrated time of the four books of the Pentateuch, invoking events recorded

there, even as it sometimes reinterprets or adapts the telling of those

accounts.

The ideal vision laid out by Deuteronomy does not accord fully with any

account of the regime as depicted in 1-2 Samuel or in 1-2 Kings. Indeed,

discrepancies between Deuteronomy and those narratives may reflect the l

difficulties inherent in the implementation of any ideal regime on the rough

terrain of Realpolitik. As Plato and Aristotle noted, the noble proposals they

raised for the ideal regime would inevitably be compromised by the exigencies

of the moment and the baser human impulses inevitably at play in the estab+

lishment of a regime. At most, these thinkers averred, one could hope for a

second-best regime. My aim is not to investigate Deuteronomy in light of the

historiographic literature but to read Deuteronomy as a statement of principles

and the broad contours of an ideal regime. To engage this reading, I wish to lay

out a framework of political theory that will animate and facilitate my

analysis.

Deuteronomy's Dual Political Agenda: A Theoretical Framework

To read Deuteronomy politically is to discern two concomitant trends that cut

across its chapters. The first trend concerns what Deuteronomy has to say

about kingship. Observations are legion in the scholarly literature that the

limitations of the Israelite king in Deut ITI4-20 are without parallel in the

ancient Near East. 5 Nowhere else do we find legal curbs on the size of the mili

tary, the treasury, and the harem. It is likewise common within the scholarly

literature to find discussions of kingship in relation to the other positions of

authority that are listed alongside that of monarchy in Deut 16:18-18:20: the

judiciary, the priesthood, and prophecy.G More recently, Bernard Levinson has

expanded the discussion of kingship in Deuteronomy by drawing our atten

tion to the spheres of activity that were routine for kings in the ancient Near

East. He notes that across many of its chapters, Deuteronomy discusses the

laws governing these activities within the Israelite polity, yet without any men

tion of the Israelite king. Put differently, what Levinson has shown us is that it

is insufficient to read what Deuteronomy says about kingship; you have to read

the whole book and read between the lines for what it doesn't say about king

ship in order to understand the full impact of the statement.

In this chapter, I will take Levinson's approach, of seeing the powers of

governance within the broader context of the book as a whole, one step further.

In order to fully understand what Deuteronomy has to say about kingship, it is

insufficient to enumerate the various spheres of activity in which Israelite

kingship is limited or neutered in comparison to kingship elsewhere in the

ancient Near East. Nor is it sufficient to demonstrate that some of these realms

of power-such as the cultic and the judicial-are transferred to other hands.

To understand why these observations are insufficient, I will take a page

from studies of the anthropology of political power in premodern societies.
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The systems of monarchies and tyrannies in the ancient Near East that are

rejected in Deuteronomy ruled by means ofwhat may be called an exclusionary

power strategy-one in which potentates seek to design political systems

through the monopolization of the sources of power. They seek to control eco

nomic resources, for example the trade and control of luxury and prestige

goods, as well as technological and military resources. They exploit ranked

clan and descent groups, and they seek to otherwise dominate networks of

subordinates. They seek to restrict access to the cult and to the supernaturaF

An exclusionary power strategy is readily recognized as the basis of the most

common political structure in premodern societies. But some premodern so

cieties, anthropologists have found, eschew exclusionary power strategies. The

alternative power structures found in these cultures share several interrelated

characteristics that may be termed collective power strategies.

Collective power strategies divest a single ruler of the control of power.

The various offices of power are subordinated to a bureaucratic management

structure determined by a code of law and formally established standards of

conduct. 1> Whereas the monopoly of power in a tyranny engenders a degree of

cohesion within the polity through the use of force and the attendant fear it

produces, the decentralization of power in a collective system necessitates the

creation of new concepts and institutions to provide the basis for cohesion.

Where collective power strategies predominate in archaic societies, it becomes

essential that members of the society harbor a well-established and well

maintained notion ofcorporate solidarity as an integrated whole." Such a soci

ety will need to develop codes of conduct that not only determine what bodies

rule and how but also emphasize the immutable interdependence of sub

groups and individuals generally. These codes ofconduct will routinely receive

manifest legitimation through ritual and numinous experiences. lO

These comments from the field of anthropology parallel the empirical ex

perience of Greek and Roman republican theorists. The Greek polis was uni

versally grounded in a law-based system of mixed government. But what made

the system cohesive was the notion of citizenry: the strong sense of fraternity,

order, artd responsibility shared by members of a common polity and their

sense of striving for virtue, variously defined. As Cicero put it, "Of all fellow

ships, none is more serious and none more dear than that of each of us with

the republic. Parents are dear, and children, relatives and acquaintances are

dear, but our country has on its own embraced all the affections of all of us."1l

For classical political thinkers, cohesion through citizenry raised the question

of virtue. Classical thinkers were keenly aware that in order to enable the cor

porate enterprise ofa citizenry to provide the cohesion necessary to sustain an

ordered society, it will be necessary to spur the citizenry to a set of dignified

ideals that will shape and reflect the particular character of their community.

These virtues, in turn, will dictate the traits of the ideal person, a citizen aware

of his traditions and obligations. 12

From here we may return to our discussion of kingship in Deuteronomy.

It is insufficient to note the spheres of royal power that are denied the Israelite

king; nor is it sufficient to note the other bodies to which various powers are

shifted. Rather, these institutions must be seen within the broader context of

the strong sense of citizenship that Deuteronomy seeks to create across its 34

chapters: how it calls forth unity within the society; how it mediates the rela

tionships between different parts of the society; what collective institutions

are granted rituallegitimationY Most important, what are the competencies

of citizenship, or what the Greeks would have called the specific set of virtues,

that Deuteronomy seeks to foster within its citizens? It is within this broader

conceptual and institutional fabric that the institutions of the regime are em

bedded. In summation, then. the first trend I will be identifying in my assess

ment of Deuteronomy's politics is more than just the attenuation of kingship.

Rather, this will be identified as part of a broader agenda of the establishment

of a collective power strategy and a rejection of the classic exclusionary power

strategy exhibited elsewhere in the ancient Near East. 14

But the political blueprint of Deuteronomy reveals a second, less noted,

thrust: a rejection of tribal patriarchy as a primary structure of governance.

Deuteronomy narrates the very end of the sojourn in the wilderness and as

sumes a familiarity with many of the events narrated in the books of Exodus,

Leviticus, and Numbers. Deuteronomy seeks to attenuate the role of the tribal

and clan hierarchy, which, those narratives tell us, played a dominant leader

ship role throughout that earlier period. To be sure, Deuteronomy does not

eradicate the notion oftribes, just as it did not eradicate the notion ofkingship.

But in seeking to establish a collective power strategy, it sought to foster within

Israel a more collective, national identity and corresponding bureaucratic

form.
The two great thrusts of deuteronomic political thought-the rejection of

the exclusionary power strategy, and the concomitant rejection of the primacy

of tribal hierarchy-are integrally related. The strength of the clan structure

lies in its reliance on familial qualities. As one grows older, one's status and,

hence, one's power and authority, grow accordingly within the family. In a

classic clan or tribal administrative structure, succession to a given post is de

termined by a ranking based on a classificatory system of relationships within

the family. Power ties are based on blood ties, which creates great cohesive

ness. There is no incentive for a junior member of the structure to revolt

against the system, as his eventual advancement is systemically assured. The
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inherited positions mean that disloyalty and disruption are rarely seen within

clan structured power systems. 15 Rank is ascribed rather than achieved. It is

worth noting in this vein that whereas the rebellion of the Israelites against

the central authority of Moses and Aaron is a ubiquitous motif in the wilder

ness narratives of the Pentateuch, we have not a single account of a struggle

for control of power at the tribal level.

Historically, ancient and modern social and political organizations have

struggled to win the transfer of allegiances from kin-based groups to larger

collective bodies. Hi It is easy to see why. A clan or tribe member could be as

sured of advancement simply by dint of his seniority within the tribal frame

work. But republican bureaucratic frameworks feature institutions that are

instrumental: positions are allotted not as a reward for patronage or seniority

but as a means toward the end of good governance. I? Thus, whereas extensive

clan networks and patronage produce social capital that aids power brokers at

the various levels of the tribal network, the very same networks emerge as a

barrier to a more egalitarian, democratic, and efficient regime structure. Despite

this barrier, in order to create a collective power strategy, Deuteronomy seeks

to create a regime with just these qualities. An innate property of the notion of

citizenship in a polity is a proclivity to perceive the individual in a universalis

tic fashion, without reference to his or her narrow, parochial, familial roles. 18

Again, the experience of the classical Greek theorists is illustrative. Aristotle

notes that in order to strengthen the hold of the democracy at Athens, certain

leaders sought to break the power of old kinship corporations and to create

new social orders that would encourage citizens to see each other in a new,

more collective light. 19 Rather than kinship ties, what would define people now

would be more abstract ties of common religious norms, and particularly com

mon laws. Citizenship, as opposed to tribal affiliation, represents an autono

mous sphere, which seeks to address the needs and fulfillment of the broader

community.20 To speak of Deuteronomy's political agenda, then, is to speak of

not only the rejection of an exclusionary power strategy but also-and less

commonly identified-the adoption of a collective power strategy, with its em

phasis on the people as a whole and its relatively egalitarian agenda, entailing

the rejection of the traditional tribal hierarchy and kinship value system.

The Divestiture of Exclusionary Power in Deuteronomy

My point of departure in discussing collective power strategy in Deuteronomy

is to review the way Deuteronomy strips kingship of many of the hallmarks

that were standard for monarchs in the ancient Near East. As shown in chapter I,

l

the sanctity of primordialism permeated the institution of the monarchy in

the ancient Near East. This sanctity gained concrete expression through the

powers granted to the king in a wide range ofspheres, powers that Deuteronomy

dilutes with regard to the Israelite king: (I) the king as commander-in-chief;

(2) the king as responsible for the cult; ()) the king as the benefactor of debt

remission; and (4) the king as lawgiver.

The King as Commander-in-ChieJ

In most ancient Near Eastern lands, the king's position as the supreme com

mander of the army was more than a primary sign of his royal power and

prestige. It represented the capacity through which he served his god. He was

expected to engage in warfare and to report to the gods about his successes on

their behalf. One of the most ubiquitous genres of ancient Near Eastern litera

ture is the battle report of a king to his god. An example from the octagonal

clay prism that depicts the exploits ofTiglath-Pileser I (III4-I076 B.C.E.) will

serve as an illustration:

I destroyed the lands of Saraus (and) Ammaus. which from

ancient times had not known submission, (so that they looked)

like ruin hills (created by) the deluge.

I fought with their extensive army in Mt. Aruma,

and brought about their defeat.

I laid out like grain heaps the corpses of their men-at-arms.

I conquered their cities, took their gods, and brought out their

booty, possessions (and) property.

I burned, razed, (and) destroyed their cities (and) turned them into

ruin hills.

I imposed the heavy yoke of my dominion on them (and)

made them vassals of Assur, my lord. 21

One of the primary motifs of Deuteronomy is the ensuing conquest of the Land

of Israel and the regulated prosecution of battle through ritual and law.

Deuteronomy 20:I-20 enumerates the laws of siege, engagement, prisoners of

war, and booty taking. Significantly, Deuteronomy 20:1-10 concerns the prepa

rations for battle, which feature an address to the troops by the priest, followed

by further addresses by officers of high rank. followed by the commanding offi

cers of each unit, who lead their troops out to battle. The highly ritualized pre

lude to battle is performed with no mention of the king. 22 Deuteronomy depicts

the conquest of the land in many different terms: "When the Lord your God

shall expand your borders" (12:20); " When the Lord your God shall rip out the
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nations whom you shall conquer" (12:29); "When the Lord your God shall bring

you to the land and conquer it and remove from before you many nations" (TI).

None of these depictions mentions the king. Most striking, however, is the sec

tion that addresses the appointment of the king, and the occasion at which such

an appointment may be made: "When you arrive in the land which the Lord

your God will grant to you, and you conquer it and settle it, and you request,

'Anoint over me a king like all the nations around me,' you shall surely appoint a

king" (17'I4-15). Not only does the king play no role in the conquest of the land;

a king may be requested only after the conquest has been completed!23

The king's military capacity is further curtailed by the injunction against

amassing horses and wealth (ITI6-17). The quantum leap from an army

based on foot soldiers to one that boasts a cavalry is dependent on the acquisi

tion of horses and their maintenance even in peacetime, requiring the estab

lishment of stables and the acquisition of sustenance. By proscribing a large

number of horses, Deuteronomy essentially expresses its preference for a less
potent army of foot soldiers. 24

King and Cult

Throughout the ancient Near East, among the most important duties that fell

to the king were his cultic duties. In many cultures, including those of Egypt

and Mesopotamia as well as of the Hittite and Phoenician kingdoms, the king

was himself the high priest of the cult. Elsewhere, as in Ugarit, the priests

were appointed by the king. In Mesopotamia, the building of temples to the

gods was a constitutive act of kingship. Thus we find that Hammurabi, in the

prologue to his code, puts forth his bona fides as a legitimate ruler to legi~late

and administer law through an enumeration not only of his conquests but of
his culhc enterprises as well:

At that time Anum and Enlil named me

To promote the welfare of the people,

Me, Hammurabi, the devout god-fearing prince .

Hammurabi, the shepherd called by Enlil, am I .

Who provides in abundance all sorts of things for [the cult center]

Nippur-Duranki;

The devout patron of [the temple of] Ekur;

The efficient king who restored Eridu to its place

Who purified the cult of Eabzu. 2>

In contrast, Deuteronomy envisions no role for the king at the central shrine

or indeed in any culhc activity whatsoever. More striking, perhaps, is that

Deuteronomy I2 prescribes that a temple be established, yet no mention is
made of the king as its royal patron. 26

The King as the Benefactor of Debt Remission

Evidence from Mesopotamia from the middle of the third through the end of

the first millennium B.C.f. attests to the royal practice of debt remission, the

freeing of slaves, and the restoration ofland to the original owners. These dis

pensations were often granted as a new king ascended the throne or immedi

ately following the conquest of a new territory, and were intended to bolster the

standing of the king in the eyes of the populace. 27 In Deuteronomy, however,

debt remission and the freeing of slaves are detached from any royal decree.

Rather than being enacted to serve the political needs of the ruler, these are

enacted by law every seven years as a national obligation, without recourse to

any action on the part of the king (15:1-7; 12-18)."

The King as Lawgiver

In Mesopotamia, the kings were thought to be endowed with keen judicial in

sight. Hammurabi maintains that he was endowed by Samas, the sun god,

with an acuity for justice and righteousness, as manifested in the laws he at

tributes to himself.2'.l On the stele of the law code bearing his name, Lipit

Ishtar curses the person "who will damage my handiwork ... who will erase its

inscription who will write his name on it."30

Alone among the literary works of the ancient Near East, the Hebrew Bible

maintains that the law is of divine origin. 31 The king is neither the source of the

law nor even its adjudicator, as judicial powers are granted to others in the pol

ity as laid out in Deuteronomy 16:18-22 and 1T8-13, passages to which I will

return shortly. ,2 Moreover, the laws of the king pointedly subjugate him to the

law: "he will make a copy of this Torah from before the levi tical priests. and it

shall be with him and he shall read from it all of his days so that he shall learn

to revere the Lord his God, to safeguard all that is said in this Torah, and the

precepts thereof he shall perform" (ITJ8-19). The Torah the king copies is a

written legal document, or constitution, to which even the king is bound. 13

Deuteronomic Kingship in a Collective Power Strategy

As mentioned earlier, the positions of authority within a collective power

structure cannot be understood in isolation. Their responsibilities, limitations,
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and interactions with each other and with the society they lead need to be un

derstood in light of the virtues and ideals that are central to the society. The

structures of the regimes in Athens and in Sparta, respectively, were to a large

degree a reflection of what each society strived fOf, and how it perceived itself.

In Sparta, citizens were dedicated to a military life, and virtue was achieved on

the battlefield. Hence, authority rested in a military oligarchy. Within

Deuteronomy, there are three virtues or characteristics of the polity that pre

dominate and in turn shape and color the character of the various posts of au

thority. In this section, I lay these out and explore how they inform the pecu

liar notion of kingship in Deuteronomy IT14-20.

I begin with the first element I discussed in chapter 1: Israel as a commu

nity in covenantal relationship with God. The center of divine attention in this

relationship. I noted, was the people as a whole, and each individual person,

not the leadership_ From a literary standpoint, Deuteronomy is structured as a

series of addresses to Israel as a collective "you": "You shall love the Lord your

God with all your heart" (6:5); "you shall feast [in the temple] before the Lord

your God. happy in all the undertakings in which the Lord your God has

blessed you" (I27)." There is a fundamentally egalitarian streak at play here.

With the exception of priests and Levites (to whom I shall return shortly) no

group is ascribed any preferred status. All men are equal before the Lord, be

cause all share the status of the subordinate king of the suzerainty treaty, as

I have shown.

This identity of each member of the polity has implications for

Deuteronomy's portrayal of the regime of authority. While Deuteronomy enu·

merates specific offices, this "you" constitutes a fraternal and egalitarian citi

zenry that is the foremost political body in the polity. Deuteronomy specifies

no formal framework for appointing leaders or representatives of any kind.

Rather, it is this collective "you"-the covenantal community-that bears ulti

mate responsibility to choose a king and to appoint judges.35 Indeed, it is to the

covenantal community that the land is given, and it is the community at large

that bears the responsibility for proper covenantal behavior.

As mentioned, the very installation of a king is contingent on the people

("you·') mitiating the request for one (I7"4). Much attention has been focused

on the prerequisite of Deuteronomy ITIS that the king may not be an outsid

er. H, But what seems no less informative is a second emphasis that stems from

the wording of the injunction: "Be sure to set a king over yourself, one ofyour

own brethren; you must not set a foreigner over you, one who is not your breth

n~n." The "brethren" requirement not only excludes non-Israelites but also

implies that any Israelite nule may be appointed for the task. Lineage is of no

concern here, because the only lineage that counts is that the candidate be one

who stands in covenant with the Almighty-that is to say, everybody. He need

only be a "brother," that is, a citizen like everyone else, a term mentioned twice

in this verse. Potentially, any citizen may serve as king. 37

The egalitarian thrust of these laws is taken further in the law restricting

the number of wives the king may take (ITI7)' This injunction against main

taining a large number of wives has often been understood in light of the

phrase that follows it, "so that his heart does not go astray," as a warning with

reference to the corruptive cultural influence ofnon-Israelite wives. H Scripture,

however, limits the number not offoreign women but of all women. The limita

tion may speak to the proclivity of ancient Near Eastern kings to engage in

sexual escapades, as exhibited in the opening sequence of the Gilgamesh Epic.

Insight may be further garnered from anthropological studies of exclusionary

power strategies. In archaic societies, the king routinely sought to consolidate

his power by marriage to upper-class families and clans and the establishment

of kinship networks. If this were to be allowed in Israel, the influence of fami

lies of power would quickly eclipse that of the common families of Israel,39

Thus the injunction against marrying widely may be understood as seeking to

prevent the influence of cronyism-"so that his heart does not go astray."

Deuteronomy suggests a second element that is central to the newly forged

citizenry: the ensuing military conquest of Canaan. For some republican

thinkers, such as Montesquieu, the patriotism of a citizenry is achieved by the

more noble means of social education, which is perceived to stand in opposi

tion to martial discipline. It is when virtue ebbs that attachment to the com

mon good is promulgated through the common enterprise ofwar. 40 For Greek

republican thinkers, however, the more sublime and contemplative virtues

were not necessarily at odds with military ones. Aristotle wrote:

For men must be able to engage in business and go to war, but

leisure and peace are better: they must do what is necessary and

indeed what is useful, but what is honorable is better. On such

principles children and persons of every age which requires educa

tion should be trained. 41

Deuteronomy focuses on the importance of establishing a community of hoIi

ness in accordance with God's laws and exhortations. Yet for Deuteronomy,

this does not stand in the way of establishing an order that is quite focused on

military conquest.

We saw earlier that Deuteronomy prescribes legal parameters for the con

duct of war in the Holy land. But war and conquest generally are ubiquitous

themes in Deuteronomy. The ideology of war-why it is being waged and

toward what ends-is found in the sermons ofTI-2, 17-26; 9:I-3; 31:3-8.41 In
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the opening frame of the book, Moses recounts various experiences of the

wilderness, all of which are conquests. Martial discipline within Deuteronomy

is not a substitute for the fraternal cohesion of a virtuous citizenry but in fact
a complement to it.

It is surely no coincidence, then, that the first law of the king is one

that restricts the amassing of horses (ITI6). This proscription continues the

thread of egalitarian social considerations in the legislation of kingship in

Deuteronomy. Were a royal chariot force to serve as the backbone of the na

tion's defense, it would inevitably emerge as an elite military class. 43 Indeed,

the great jurist of Athens, Solon, extended preferred status to the members of

the cavalry over other citizens. But what confers status in Deuteronomy is citi

zenship in the covenantal community-and this is shared by all.

The restriction against the amassing of horses concludes at the end of

Deuteronomy Ip6 with a clause that has engendered much debate: "[he shall

not] return the people to Egypt to amass horses, for the Lord has said to you,

'you shall not return that way again.'" One could well imagine a biblical in

junction against ever returning to Egypt for any purpose. Yet this verse seems

to limit "returning" to Egypt only if it is for the purpose of amassing cavalry

horses. Moreover, the injunction speaks of returning "the people" for the pur

pose, when surely the acquisition and transport of horses could hardly require

marc than a tiny percentage of what is here termed "the people." There is co

gency, therefore, in viewing the verse as a prohibition on the king from selling

Israelite slaves to Egypt for the purpose of amassing horses, as this would rep

resent an undoing of the Exodus, and would reduce the members of the com
munity of Israel to the status of slaves.44

A third characteristic that animates the Israelite citizenry is that, like the

Greek polis, it is law-based. The great twentieth-century political philosopher

Friedrich Hayek saw Athenian political philosophy as the origin of the notion

of equality before the law.45 But it is already present in Deuteronomy. All pub

lic institutions-the judiciary, the priesthood, the monarchy, the institution of

prophecy-are subordinated to the law. No institution is self-Iegitimating.46

Moreover, the law is a public text, one read aloud before the entire nation

(3':1O .. [)). Its dictates are meant to be widely known, thus making abuse of

power more obvious.

The requirement that the king engage in the study of the law (ITr9-2o)

further extends the egalitarian thrust of the laws of the king. It also reflects the

transformation of an ancient Near East practice of royal study, now in accor

dance with a collective power strategy. In ancient Egypt, in the Middle Kingdom

especially, we find ethical wills that kings left their sons, wisdom teachings

concerning the principles ofgood governance. 47 In Mesopotamia, the king was

required to read texts concerning religion and cult, which, as noted, was a

sphere under his responsibility.4& What is distinct in Deuteronomy is that the

king must copy and read from "this Torah''49 about a wide range of issues, of

which almost none pertains to kingship per se. In fact, the purpose of his

study, "so that he may learn to revere the Lord his God to observe faithfully ev

ery word of this Torah as well as these laws," essentially places him on a par

with the common citizen, whose responsibility in this regard is expressed else

where in Deuteronomy in identical terms (5:I; 6:6-8; u:I8-I9).50 Indeed, un

like in Mesopotamia, where the king was issued responsibility for the law, in

Israel the entire community is the recipient of the law. The upkeep of the laws

in Deuteronomy is a responsibility shared by every member of the society. 51

Verse 20 sums up not only the purposes of the requirement to copy and

study the Torah but also all of the laws of the king. When read together with

the other laws of the king, the verse leads to a single conclusion: the king's re

sponsibilities are essentially those required of every other Israelite citizen. As

already noted, verse I7 says that the king must not let his heart sway-a phrase

that is used with regard to compliance with God's wishes by all members of

the Israelite polity (4:9). Here, in verse IT20, it is said that the king must not

"think himself high," just as the common Israelite is warned in identical lan

guage (8:14). The king must not "stray from the commandments neither right

nor left" just as the Israelite citizen may not (S:29; ITll; 28:14). He is "to learn

to revere," "to do," and "to perform" the commandments, just as the Israelite

citizen is to do (6:2; 10:12; ]I:I2). Even his reward is identical to that of the

common Israelite: he should act in accordance with these precepts "so that he

will merit long days" in his rule, a phrase that exactly parallels the phrase used

to refer to the longevity promised the common Israelite for compliance with

the commandments (6:2). The prerequisite fOI being a good Israelite king is to

be a good Israelite citizen.

Reading the laws of the king in light of other deuteronomic passages

shows how these laws are incorporated within the discourse of Deuteronomy's

overall collective power strategy. In many cultures of the ancient Near East,

the king was considered the son of God, with the implication of adoption, or

election. Deuteronomy, too, speaks of the sons of God-but these statements

refer to Israel as a whole (14:1; )2:6, 18) and pointedly not the king, even

though the topos of the Israelite king as the elected son of God appears else

where (2 Sam 7:14-20; Ps 27). The royal ideology of the ancient Near East is

here nationalized: as the "sons of God," all Israelites have the status elsewhere

accorded only to the king."

The opening narrative frame of Deuteronomy similarly portrays national

leadership in a collective power strategy. While Deuteronomy speaks of no
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specific king, it expressly speaks of one dominant national ieacler-Moses

who served also as part priest, part judge, and part prophet. Deuteronomy 17

says nothing about how the king's leadership is to express and manifest itself

but the book's narrative frame suggests a clue, one very much in keeping with

collective power strategy. It portrays the leader, Moses, engaged in consulta

tion with the people concerning issues of national policy. In chapter 1:9-r8,

Moses recounts the need he felt to decentralize his regime. He notes explicitly

that he did not take unilateral action, but rather shared his musings on the

subject with the people, suggested a plan, and then sought and received their

approval. Several verses later, he tells of the converse situation: the people pre

sented an initiative to Moses to send spies to scout out the land. Moses records

that he was in favor of the idea and acquiesced. The picture that emerges is

one of collective power par excellence. Moses emphasizes that in spite of his

stature and authority, the right way to rule is by way of discussion and consensus

between the ruler and the ruled. \Vhen reading the laws of governance of

Deuteronomy within the framework of the book as a whole and its agenda of es

tablishing a collective power strategy, the two narratives of Moses' leadership

style are part of the message to any future leader: leadership according to

Deuteronomy, even for a monarch, should be executed within a collective
framework.

To summarize, the view of kingship within Deuteronomy is equivocal.

Alone among the various powers delineated in Deuteronomy, kingship is

viewed not as a necessary institution but as one that comes into being only in

the wake of popular desire. Indeed, it is defined as an inherently foreign insti

tution: "When you arrive in the land which the Lord your God will grant to

you, and you conquer it and settle it, and you request, 'anoint over me a king

like all the nations around me, you shall surely appoint a king'" (ITI4-I5). The

fifteenth-century Spanish rabbinic commentator Don Isaac Abarbanel was

correct in understanding that the entire institution is concessive in nature.

Deuteronomy has its ideal vision, one that apparently does not require king

ship. Yet it also incorporates flexibility in response to multiple sociopolitical

needs. I will now explore how the additional powers of the deuteronomic re

gime play themselves out within the collective power strategy that the book

employs.

The Power of the Priests/ Levites

Far and 3.way, it is the power of the priesthood that receives the most attention

within Deuteronomy-in terms of both the number of references to the priests

and Levites and the emphasis given the priesthood relative to that in the rest of

the Pentateuch. 53

While Deuteronomy envisions specific cultic roles for the priests and

Levites at some points (with reference to priests-2I:5, 26:4, 3rIO), it describes

these roles, for the most part, in the broadest terms: they "serve" at the central

shrine (with reference to the Levites~9:8, I8:T with reference to the

priests-18:5, 21:5). It may be that Deuteronomy assumes that the priests and

Levites execute many of the functions that are outlined elsewhere in the

Pentateuch and there is no need to repeat all of them here.

I wish to suggest that the dearth of cultic detail ascribed to the priests and

Levites in Deuteronomy may reflect a transformation of the primary role of

the priesthood in accordance with a collective power strategy agenda. In

Deuteronomy, a new emphasis is ascribed to the priesthood: the priests emerge

as the guardians of the law, the constitution. This is seen at a number of junc

tures. We have already seen that the king is to write a copy of the law that is to

be in the safekeeping of the priests (ITI8). They also serve as members of the

high tribunal (17'8-13) of law and justice. In other books of the Pentateuch,

priests are not assigned a regular judicial role, and become involved only when

cases need to be resolved by sacral means: oaths (Exod 22:7-10), ritual ordeal

(Num 5'1'-31), and Urim and Thummim (Exod 28:29-30). Yet in Deuteronomy,

priests playa local judicial role in civil and criminal cases (19:17; 21:5). S4 Moses

commands the priests to enact the septennial Hakhel gathering, and to read

before the nation the law he has vouchsafed to them (31:9-13). In addition to

these ritually and legally sanctioned roles, the priestsfLevites are given ad hoc

responsibilities that center around the safeguarding of the law. It is the priests

and Levites who join Moses in calling on the people to demonstrate fidelity to

the law at 27'9-10. The Levites are given the law to place alongside the Ark of

the Covenant (31:26). Verse 3rIO casts the Levites either as arbiters of the law,

or its teachers.

At the same time the priests are empowered as the guardians of the law,

the priesthood of Deuteronomy has four limitations that accord with a collec

tive power strategy. In archaic states that practice a collective power strategy,

ritual sanctifies and culturally reinforces an egalitarian spirit through numi

nous experience. S5 Group-oriented chiefdoms feature large architectural

spaces suitable for group ritual. 56 These emphases may be seen in

Deuteronomy's presentation of the temple, which focuses on the people's role

there. Deuteronomy 12 calls for the building of the temple. Unlike elsewhere

in the ancient Near East, it is not the king who is told to erect the temple. Nor is

there any mention in that chapter of the cultic role of the priests. Rather, it is,

again, "you" who are to build the temple (12:5-6). The "place that God chooses
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to establish His name" emerges as the place at which Israelites are to seek His

presence (IZ:s), offer their sacrifices (IZ:6), and eat and rejoice belore the Lord

(127). In this first mention of the temple in Deuteronomy, the emphasis is

entirely on the role of the people there. It is the people's shrine. Deuteronomy

attends to cultie proceedings at several junctures (12:4-28, 14:22-27, 15:19-23,

,6:1-18,26:>-15). The common threads among afl of these are two. First, they

attend to the role of the people in participating in the cult and the way that

participation is carried out. Second, these laws make no mention of the cultic

role of the priests or Levites, with the exception of a single instance (26:5).57

The emphasis on the role of the people in the cult is foreign to cultures where

exclusionary power strategies prevail.

A collective power strategy, or what we may term a republican idea of

mixed government with respect to the checked power of the priesthood, is evi

dent here in a second way. Note that in Deuteronomy, the priesthood is joined

by another institution within the regime in nearly every sphere of its activity.

We noted earlier that the lines between priests and Levites throughout

Deuteronomy are blurred, whereas in the Book of Numbers, the descendants

of Aaron have exclusive rights to the priesthood, while other Levites merely

assist them. The priests in Deuteronomy are always referred to as "levitical

priests," or "the priests the sons of Levi," and never as "the priests the sons of

Aaron." This terminology reflects the priestly sharing of powers and responsi

bilities across Deuteronomy. The supreme tribunal is indeed located at the

temple, and is staffed by "the levitical priests" (17'9, IZ). But it is staffed, as

well, by "the judge of that time" (17'9, 12). The administration of justice in

Deuteronomy 19:17 is likewise given over to priests and judges in concert. The

prebattle hortatory proclamations to soldiers are made by priests in conjunc

tion with officers (20:1-9). The enactment of the septennial festival of Hakhel

is entrusted to the priests in conjunction with the elders (31:9-10).

The third way that the coflective power strategy checks the power of the

priesthood concerns the role of the oracle and divination within Deuteronomy.

Of all the cultic roles and tasks, the capacity to receive communication from

the divine is the most sublime. Yet in Deuteronomy, the power to receive the

oracle is mentioned with regard to the priest only once, at 33:10. In more. ex

plicit fashion, it is the domain of the prophet, who transmits God's commands

and who correctly foretells events (18:9-22). Some assume that the role of the

priests as the members of the supreme tribunal in difficult matters of law

(17'8-13) in fact rests on the assumption that they consult oracular means,;g

Yet this is nowhere stated explicitly, and as we have seen, priests are not the

sole members of the high tribunal: it includes as wefl "the judge of that time"

(17:9, I2).5'l There is an enormous difference between the priestly power to

adjudicate on the basis oforacular divination, such as the Urim and Thummim,

and the priestly power in Deuteronomy to adjudicate on the basis of interpreta

tion and application of the law and the examination of evidence. Divination by

means of the Urim and Thummim is almost by definition a process that can

have no control, no oversight, no inspection. Few priests will learn this art,

and fewer still will have access to the breastplate to corroborate the findings.

Divination has the potential to be an exclusionary source of power, par excel·

lence. By contrast, authority that is rooted in the interpretation of a public text

written in a language that is accessible to a wide audience limits the potential

for domination by the priests, because their pronouncements may ultimately

be measured against the spirit of the text itself. The public promulgation ofthe

word of God at the septennial Hakhel ceremony serves a like purpose. The fact

that the law is made public contravenes the partisan interest of the priests and

Levites in monopolizing control over the sacred texts. 60

A collective power structure is exhibited, finally, in the allocation of land

resources to priests and Levites. Chapter 17 has an interesting word play that

encapsulates the issue at hand. Both the king and the priest are referred to as

having been chosen by God (king, ITIs: priest/Levite, 18:5). Recafl that

Scripture mandates that the king must be "from amongst your brethren"

(1TIS). Yet the priest/Levite is described seven verses later as being "not among

your brethren" (18:2). The priest/Levite is set apart, but not in status or entitle

ments. He is set apart from his brethren in his landlessness. Alone among

Israelites, in Deuteronomy, Levites receive no land allotment. Instead, Scripture

underscores at several junctures that the Levites subsist on the tithes and

priestly gifts received from the people at large (IZ:12, 18-19; 14:22-29: 16:II,

14). It is instructive to note that the Levites apparently were so dependent on

others that Scripture saw it fit to include them with the categories of the un

derprivileged (14:28-29).

While the general blueprint for Israelite society is egalitarian in nature, it

must be admitted that the election of the priests and Levites contravenes this

tendency. In the parlance of contemporary liberal discourse, we would say that

opportunity of access to many precincts of the sanctuary is denied to the ma

jority and available only to the chosen few. The election of the priests and

Levites is justified within the Bible's terms, in ways at variance with other elec

tion theologies. The election of the priests and Levites is nowhere given meta

physical basis. Plato justified the hierarchy of Greek society on the grounds

that the gods had differentiated the souls of different classes of persons," The

Bible knows of no such discourse, certainly not with respect to the priests and

Levites. Their election is a reflection not of their innate status but of God's. As

a sovereign king, He is worthy of an honor guard, of servants set aside as His
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attendants. It is in this vein that they are referred to as the legion of God (Num

4:3, 23, 30, 35, 39, 43), and arc excused from the military responsibilities as
signed to the legions of Israel. Aristotle presents a useful metaphor:

Like the sailor, the citizen is a member of a community. Now, sailors

have different functions, for one of them is a rower, another a pilot,

and a third a look-aut-man, a fourth is described by some similar

term; and while the precise definition of each individual's virtue

applies exclusively to him, there is, at the same time, a common

definition applicable to them all. For they have all of them a common

object, which is safety in navigation. Similarly, one citizen differs

from another, but the salvation of the community is the common

business of them al1. 62

The sailors do not serve identical functions. At the same time, note the role of

the leader on the boat, the pilot. He is chief, but chief among sailors, in or

ganic function, with their respective functions performed in complement to

each other. The sailors are engaged in a collective effort whose purpose is the

welfare of the community itself, and are all equally deserving of esteem. While

the priests and Levites constitute a distinct class, that differentiation is sub

sumed within the larger organic mission that all members of the covenantal

community of Israel share. All who fulfill their responsibilities are of equal

esteem in the eyes of the Lord.

The Judicial Power

Montesquieu saw the separation of the judicial power as vital. as the judicial

power is "terrible among men," for it is through the judiciary that the govern

ment and the law most directly affect the citizenry.63 He set down three postu

lates about the execution of justice that may be seen to animate Deuteronomy's

view of the judiciary. First, adjudication must be based on the application of

written laws and not on the arbitrary decision of the judge. 64 Second, only

when the judiciary is fully independent of the other branches of the govern

ment will the regime be deemed moderate as opposed to despotic." Third, the

judiciary should be drawn from the body of the members of the people, with

out regard for rank or social standing. 66

These three principles are at play within the chapters of Deuteronomy.

The justice executed by the judges must be based on the law contained in the

Torah (r1'8-13). The supremacy of the law, however, is strikingly borne out in the

procedures to be followed in the event that an issue of law proves too baffling.

Deuteronomy here makes no mention of priestly lots, Urim and Thummim

on the "breastplate of justice" (see Exod 27'15-30; Lev 8:8), trial by ordeal

(Num 5), or judicial oath before the divinity (see Fxod 227, 10). What

Deuteronomy emphasizes is that justice is determined by the interpretation

and application of law alone. 67

The appointment of judges as delineated in 16:18 addresses the judiciary's

independence and its popular makeup. Oversight of the judicial sphere was a

key attribute of kingship across the ancient Near East. 6s Yet in Deuteronomy,

there is no indication that the king administers justice or appoints judges to

their positions. Rather, "You shall appoint magistrates and clerks for your

tribes in all the settlements that the Lord your God is giving you" (r6:I8). 6~ It

appears that anyone could be appointed a judge, without recourse to rank or

social standing. More interesting, there is no precise mechanism prescribed

for the appointment of judges. That is, Deuteronomy does not say anything

about which representative bodies should make this decision, how many

judges are to be appointed, or the hierarchy of the different levels of the judi

ciary. No doubt, such apparatuses existed. But had Deuteronomy enshrined

them into law, those bodies would have become the focus. In omitting the

precise mechanisms, Deuteronomy retains its focus on the citizenry as a

whole-"You." Even as representatives effect the appointment of judges, the

ultimate authority and responsibility rests on the people.

A textual peculiarity in Deuteronomy r6:18-19 makes this evident. Verse 18

calls on "you" to appoint magistrates and clerks. "You," here as throughout

Deuteronomy, refers to the collective of Israel. Even if the judges are chosen by a

representative body, the very fact that the body is representative suggests that it

is, in effect, the entire citizenry that is participating in the selection. Verse 19

however, uses the singular "you" three times in the following statement: "You

shall not judge unfairly: you shall show no partiality; you shall not take bribes."

The verse would seem to be addressing each judge himself. After all, it is only

the judge who is now invested with power, and it is only the judges who are in a

position to be corrupted. Nonetheless, the verse addresses the same collective

body ofIsrael, "you," as was addressed in the previous verse, with its call to "you"

to appoint magistrates and clerks. The Septuagint was sufficiently bothered by

this that it changed the text such that the subject of the verse would refer to the

appointed judges: "They shall not judge unfairly: they shall show no partiality:

they shall not take bribes," and so on. One scholar, however, has suggested that

the Masoretic Text may be defended. Since any Israelite may one day become a

judge, all are forewarned: "You [singular] shall not judge unfairly," and so on. More

compelling, however, is his suggestion that Scripture here addresses the entire

polity, because it is the entire polity that is ultimately responsible for the proper
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administration of justice. If judges are corrupted, the people cannot hide behind

a veil of innocence, wagging their fingers at the judges they themselves have ap
pointed. The justice the judges practice is practiced on behalf of, and under the

aegis of, the entire people. 70 The emphasis here provides an interesting variation

on the idea of civic participation so central to Greek and Roman republican

thought. For thinkers such as Plato and Aristotle, the ideal citizen is the one who

participates in governance. As Pericles, the leader ofAthens in the fifth century
B.C.E., is reported to have said, "We do not say that a man who is not interested

in politics minds his own business, but that he does not belong here at al1."71
Now, Deuteronomy does not maintain that every citizen should strive to assist in

the affairs of public administration. Nonetheless, it does exhibit its own brand of

civic participation: the collective is ultimately held responsible for the actions of
its representatives, in this instance the judges; hence, "You shall not judge un

fairly: you shaH show no partiality; you shaH not take bribes."
The emphasis of what Deuteronomy has to say about courts of law is less

about legitimating the mechanisms of social control and more about assuring

due process oflaw." Scripture says little about the process by which judges are
appointed, other than to say "You shaH appoint magistrates and clerks" (16:r8). It
has much to say, however, about the pitfaHs of this position ofpower (r6:r8-20):

You shall appoint magistrates and officials in aH of the settlements,

in all of the tribes that the Lord your God is giving you, and they
shall govern the people with due justice. You shall not judge unfairly:

you shall show no partiality; you shall not take bribes, for bribes
blind the eyes of the discerning and upset the plea of the just.

Justice, justice shall you pursue.

Due process is the focus elsewhere as well. Capital crimes must involve

scrutinizing inquiry (13:15; 1T4). Multiple witnesses are necessary to condemn

an offender (17:6; '9:r5). Procedures are laid down to identify and punish per
jurers (19:15-21). The courts may not visit collective punishment on the family

of the guilty (24:r6). The law may not be slanted against the disadvantaged

(24:r7)· Abuse of the corporal punishment system is to be prevented (25"-4).

All of these laws are weH understood within the framework of a collective
power strategy, where the protection of the citizenry is the focus.

The Power of the Prophet

Regarding the jurisdiction of the prophet (r8:15-22), we may see how this in
stitution, too, is delicately woven into Deuteronomy's collective power struc-

ture. On the one hand, the prophet may be seen as a check on the power of the

priest, for although the priest serves the cult, divine communication to the

people is primarily transmitted through the person ofthe prophet. The prophet
may also be seen to check the power of the king. The king is to be he "who is

chosen by God" (1T15). Deuteronomy, however, is not explicit on how God
makes His will known on this matter. Nonetheless, as several have noted, the

elections of Saul and David by the prophet Samuel are narrated utilizing pre
cisely this terminology of divine election (I Sam 10:24; 16:8-ro).7] By doing so,

the author of Samuel implicitly suggests that God chooses candidates for king

ship through the agency of the prophet.
At the same time, the prophet's own power is checked as well. Deuteronomy

identifies the potential prophet by saying, "I will raise for you a prophet from
your midst,Jrom your brethren, like myself," implying that he is not the member
of any elite lineage, does not possess inherent powers, but rather, an ordinary

citizen. Though the prophet receives divine communication, he never partici
pates in the cult in order to communicate with the Lord. Nor does this inspired

individual play any role whatever in the justice system. The emphasis on the
citizenry as the ultimate authoritative body is seen here as welL as the proph

et's validation is determined by the people (r8:20-z2), not by the priests, the

king, the judges, the elders, or other prophets.
Notions of collective power were known elsewhere in the ancient Near

East. Yet several elements of Deuteronomy's establishment of collective over
exclusionary power are distinct in the broader regional and cultural context.

Recent reappraisals ofthe political culture ofMari, a civilization located around
the modern-day border between Syria and Iraq from the early second millen

nium B.C.E., reveal that the element of the collective political voice was often
found in that culture. But this was the case in the local sphere of the alum, the

town or city, and was virtually unheard-of with regard to the matum, the
"land" or kingdom. 74 Deuteronomy, by contrast, envisions the application of a

collective power strategy on a national scale. No less significant is the observa·
tioD that while local·level polities in Mari practiced a form of collective gover

nance, the evidence does not point to any conscious notion of equalizing all

citizens. 75 Deuteronomy, however, provides a broad ideological base for the

establishment an egalitarian citizenry, whose members achieve their status

through the covenant with God.
The emphasis on the people as a whole as the focal point of the polity and

as its ultimate guardians may seem to demand of the masses a level of virtue
that is utopian. In this emphasis, however, a certain sociopolitical logic in

heres, one that is well developed in the work of the late eminent sociologist

Edward Shils. 76 For Shils, the more inegalitarian a society, the less likely it is
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that the masses, who inhabit the social periphery of that society, will intensely
aflirm the value system that has enthroned those above them, and the institu

tions they control. Shi1s points out that in contrast to such steeply hierarchical

societies, the masses in the modern liberal society have come to feel that the

central value system of the society is their very own, and have a strong sense of

participation in its institutions of power. Citizens of modern liberal societies

no longer see themselves as objects of the authoritative control of others.
Rather, "the mass of the population have ... come to share in the vital connec

tion with the 'order' which inheres in the central value system and which was
once thought to be in the special custody of the ruling classes."77

This dynamic, which Shils sees at play in the transition from premodern
to modern societies, is at play in the transition in the politics of Deuteronomy

the transformation of an enslaved people to a responsible, proactive citizenry.

Deuteronomy invokes the memory of the furnace of oppression (4:20), the
torture (26:6) and the disenfranchisement (10:19) of Egypt, on more than 50

occasions. Deuteronomy's call to the people to become ennobled and assume
responsibility is indeed a calling and a challenge. But it is also an offer: an of

fer of an opportunity to escape extreme marginalization and to share as cen
tral partners in the new order and to stand at its focus. Put differently, this call

offers the people a stake in what is being estabhshed, in the hope that they will
be capable of rising to the challenge,

To conclude this section on the divestiture of power from the figure of the

king, and the creation of a collective power structure, I shall take a page from

the sociology of agrarian societies. Gerhard Lenski notes that mountainous
regions are better suited to republican regimes than river valleys and broad

valleys. Because the topography naturally limits the economic surplus pro
duced, and transportation problems are acute, it is difficult to amass in one

location a quantity of surplus capable of sustaining a royal retinue. Moreover,

the military forces necessary to uphold a major power have to be based on cav

alry and horse-drawn chariots, both of which frequently prove impractical in
mountainous areas. 7~ In this light, it is of interest that Deuteronomy contrasts

Israel's polity-to-be with the empire that Israel left behind in Egypt, in terms
that emphasize their topographical distinction (rr:8-12):

Keep, therefore, all the Instruction that J enjoin upon you today, so

that you may have the strength to invade and occupy the land which

you propose to cross into and occupy, and that you may long endure
upon the soil which the Lord swore to your fathers to give them and

to their descendants, a land flowing with milk and honey. For the

land which you are about to invade and occupy is not like the land of

Egypt from which you have come. There the grain you sowed could

be given drawn water like a vegetable garden; but the land you are

about to cross into and occupy, a land of hills and valleys, soaks up

its water from the rains of heaven. It is a land which the Lord God
looks after, on which the Lord your God always keeps His eye, from
year's beginning to year's end.

The dependence on divine grace is heightened, as the Israelite polity is to in

habit a region whose topography does not allow for the creation of abundant

economic surplus in predictable fashion, a factor that was a hallmark of the
founding of the great empires in the river basins of Mesopotamia and Egypt.

Deuteronomy and the Rejection of Clan

I have thus far traced the contours of political thought in Deuteronomy that

reject exclusionary power in favor of collective power. As noted, however, re
publics are susceptible to breakdown along lines of faction. A ubiquitous

theme in the annals of political history is the attempt to dissolve entrenched
kinship structures in an effort to forge a larger collective body. Speaking in the

terms of the narrated world of Deuteronomy, the collective strategy could take

hold only if there were an attendant weakening of the tribal hierarchy that fig
ured so prominently during the trek in the wilderness. In biblical scholarship,

the amalgamation of the tribes into a federated whole is usually addressed
with reference to the formation of the monarchy under Saul and David and the

consolidation of the tribes into a national collective. I claim, however, that this
dynamic is equally at play in the political theory that animates the sermons
and laws of Deuteronomy.

To help us appreciate the way Deuteronomy negotiates the place of tribal
patriarchy in its new order, I will begin by surveying the role tribal hierarchy

plays in the wilderness regime within Exodus, Leviticus, and Numbers. I do so

specifically with reference to the institutions of the tribal chieftains (nesi'im)

and the "elders." Each group is mentioned numerous times; at some junctures it

seems the two terms may be used interchangeably, at others not. I do not aim to
define and sort their respective responsibilities. 79 I will deal with the two groups

together, because my aim is simply to examine the place of tribal hierarchy
broadly within the wilderness community, as a foil for what I perceive as a series

of moves Deuteronomy makes to attenuate, if not eradicate, these institutions.

Chieftains and elders are routinely seen in several contexts in the wilder

ness. They relay the word of Moses to the people (elders, Exod 3'16; 4:29; 12:21;



nesi'im, Nurn 10:4) and the feelings ofthe people to Moses (nesi'im, Exod 16:2).

They serve as representatives of the people at the Tabernacle (elders, Lev 9:1:

nesi'im, Exod 35:27; Num 7:2) and as representatives of the nation who accom

pany Moses on various occasions (elders, Exod rI8; 18:12; 24:1, 9) and execute

national administrative responsibilities such as the census and the apportion

ment of the land (elders, Num n:r6-30, nesi'im, Num [;1-r9: 34:16-29: 36:2).

All the census lists feature the name of the tribal chief as the military head of

the tribe (Num 2:1-3': 3:24, 30, 32: 10:14-28). The role of the naS'i is culturally

reinforced through sacral legislation (Exod 22:27; Lev +22-26). On some oc

casions, a national political body called the 'edd convenes. This ad hoc body,

vested with legislative and judicial powers, is comprised of tribal leaders (Num

35:12,24-25: see Josh 22:16: )udg 21:10)." While these examples delineate the

activities of the tribal heads, at least one instance demonstrates the function

ing of lower levels of the hierarchy, the grievance brought on behalf of the

daughters of Zelophehad (Num 36:1): "The family heads in the clan of the

descendants of Gilead son of Machir son of Menasseh, one of the Josephite

clans, came forward and appealed to Moses." Tribal and kinship structures,

then, were the dominant political form of the desert regime.

It is striking that in Deuteronomy, many of these structures are simply

absent. There is no mention of the nesi'im at all, or of the ad hoc political body,

the 'eda. Rl Moreover, a relatively lesser role is granted to the notion of tribe in

Deuteronomy. As a federated bureaucratic structure, Deuteronomy seems to

know of two units only: the nation and the city. Deuteronomy has little to say

about 3 rung of hierarchy based around the social unit of the tribe. Verse ITS
determines that if a matter is too difficult for the court "in your gate" (your city

or town), then remedy may be found at the central court at the central sanctu

ary. There is no middle level of tribal court. The same two-tier, city-nation

structure is exhibited in the law of the idolatrous city. Remedy of the situation

devolves on "you"-the collective of Israel-and not, as one might expect, on

the tribe, to rein in its own. 32 Nor does Scripture discuss the possibility of an

"idolatrous tribe," akin to an idolatrous city but on a larger scale. The laws of

distribution of charity reveal the same bureaucratic structure of city and na

tion: "when there emerges in your midst an indigent person, from one ofyour

brethren, in one of your gates, in your land which God has given you, you shall

not harden your heart," and so on (157). The implied "you" who is commanded

to relieve this person's penury is the entirety of Israel, or the residents of that

particular city. Within this structure, tribe members appear to have no greater

manc.late than anyone else to extend assistance.

The emphasis on the town over against the tribe is seen in the judicial

realm as well. Various circumstances are recorded in which adjudication is
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carried out by town elders, not tribal elders: the cases of the rebellious son

(21:18-21), the rape of the betrothed woman (22:21), and the unidentified

corpse (2I:5). One could aver that these issues are intrinsically local issues and

that it is only fitting that they be adjudicated by town elders, not tribal elders.

Yet levirate marriage is likewise adjudicated by town elders (25:5-ro) and not a

tribal court, even though the levirate marriage has direct consequences for the

kinship structure of the tribe. 83

Especially illustrative of Deuteronomy's two-tier, city-nation structure is the

directive concerning the distribution ofthe cities ofrefuge. Here we find two pas

sages: one that specifies the cities to be so designated in the Transjordan (4'41-43)

and a general prescription for their distribution in the land of Canaan, west of the

Jordan, In the passage that prescribes the cities to be set aside west ofthe Jordan,

we read: "When the Lord cuts down the nations whose land the Lord your God

gives, and you conquer them and reside in their cities, and in their houses,

you shall designate for yourself three cities within your land" (19:1-2). Again,

Deuteronomy knows only the whole territory of the nation and its cities. Tribal

lines and hierarchy are irrelevant here. It is true that in the passage that describes

the allotment in the Transjordan, the cities are identified by tribe (4'41-43). Yet

Scripture seems less concerned here with having a city of refuge in each tribe

and more with achieving the appropriate geographic dispersal of these cities.

Hence, the cities are designated not just by tribe, but rather by geographic region:

"[set aside) Betser in the desert in the/and oJthe plain of Reuven, as well as Ramoth

in the Gilead of Gad, as well as Golan in the Bashan of Menasseh:

The attempt to dissipate tribal identity is evident in Deuteronomy's rheto

ric as well. We see in Deuteronomy a transformation ofthe valence of the word

"fathers." In Numbers, especially, the word "fathers" is used in exclusive fash

ion (over 40 times) to refer to the tribal patriarchy in the phrase "house of the

fathers," a reference to the kinship structure of the tribes. In sermons spoken

to the people in Exodus, Leviticus, and Numbers, the word "fathers" as a refer

ence to the patriarchs appears only a handful of times (Exod PS: 13'5, n: Lev

26:42). In Deuteronomy, the trend is reversed. In the various sermons and

laws, "your fathers" never refers to a tribal kinship structure but instead refers

to the patriarchs (over 30 times).84 The social purpose of this is to stress com

mon ancestry and hence collective national identity, rather than identity frac

tured along clan and familial lines.

The notion that each citizen is called on to recognize a socioreligious iden

tity that transcends kinship underlies the law of Deuteronomy 14'1-2:

You are sons of the Lord your God. You shall not gash yourselves or

shave the front of your heads in mourning for the dead. For you are a
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people consecrated to the Lord your God: the Lord your God chose

you from among all other peoples on earth to be His treasured

people.

The implication here is that although every individual has bloodlines that dic

tate his genealogical identity, that identity is superseded by Israel's collective

filial relation to God. The use of the trope of the son- or sons-of-God in this

fashion represents a further relocation of an ancient Near Eastern motif of

royal theology within the covenantal theology of the Bible. As noted, through

out the ancient Near East, and indeed elsewhere in the Bible, kings were per

ceived as the adopted or elected "sons" of God. Deuteronomy makes no men

tion of the king in this capacity, and rather transfers this status ofelected son

to the collective polity of IsraelY Laws elsewhere in the Pentateuch generally

refer to a fellow member of the community as a re'd (e.g., Exod 22:6, 13; Lev

19:13,16). The laws of Deuteronomy routinely substitute this with the word

'aJy, "brother," and in so doing appropriate the language of intimate and pri

mary kinship now to refer to the bond of fellowship in the national community

(e.g., Deut 15:7, II, 12; 22:1-4).g6

The ancien regime of patriarchy, though, is not altogether expunged from

Deuteronomy. As I noted with regard to its equivocal treatment of kingship,

Deuteronomy has its ideal vision. Yet it also incorporates the flexibility to an

swer multiple sociopolitical needs. The same is true with regard to the mainte

nance of some vestiges of the earlier kinship structures. Deuteronomy nar

rates the period immediately prior to the entry into the land, and seems to

assume that patriarchy had served as the primary element of sociopolitical

identity and bureaucratic structure in the wilderness, and perhaps even in

slavery, and hence tribal patriarchy could hardly be extirpated at once.

Deuteronomy therefore limits it and redirects it in accordance with a collective

power strategy.

This is evident in the most detailed way in Deuteronomy's presentation of

the judicial system and the hierarchy of its courts. Deuteronomy I opens by

providing us with a baseline picture of the wilderness regime, entirely con

ceived along tribal hierarchical lines. Moses relates that, unable to handle the

burden alone. he established the body of tribal chiefs (I:I31. He then estab

lished a system of tribal magistrates and officers. He then takes these tribal

officers and commands them (1:16), "Hear out your fellow men, and decide

justly between any man and his brother, or his resident alien," implying that

each tribe is to establish its own internal bureaucracy.''l7

Some scholars have suggested that the tribal judicial hierarchy described

in chapter Tremains in place as an unstated, yet assumed, part ofDeuteronomy's

vision of the judiciary, several elements of which we assessed above.~~ Yet

there is a compelling reason to suspect otherwise. The kinship structures im

plicated in the offices of chiefs of thousands, hundreds, fifties, and tens that

Moses recounts having established in the wilderness are nowhere else men

tioned in Deuteronomy. Moreover, when Moses recalls the establishment of

this bureaucracy, he tells the people, "At that time I said to you.... Pick from

each of your tribes," and so on, implying the temporal circumstances of those

events, events at a distance from the "today" of Deuteronomy. 89

Many scholars, rightly in my view, see the judicial bureaucracy of

Deuteronomy 16-17 as superseding the former structure, along what I have

been describing as a collective power strategy. Here we find no references to

the term Sarim ("officers," as in "officers of thousands," 1:T5) or to the elders,

but references instead to soptfm, "judges."CJo The structure described in

Deuteronomy I is a reminiscence about the wilderness milieu of patriarchal·

tribal hierarchy, where judicial powers were in the hands of tribal and family

leaders. 91 The omission of the elders from much of the judicial bureaucracy in

Deuteronomy's blueprint for civic life in the land ofIsrael represents a shift in

sociopolitical direction. Because they attained their position by dint of senior

ity within their respective kinship structures, the elders were neither ap

pointed by the emerging collective body of Israel nor responsible to it.

Deuteronomy 16-17 breaks the link between the judiciary and the monarchy

on the one hand and the judiciary and the tribal hierarchy on the other."

The elders are not removed entirely, however, from the judicial process.

They are retained in Deuteronomy to adjudicate matters that are naturally

within their jurisdiction as senior members of the clan: clan and family law.

Thus, town elders are ordained to adjudicate the cases of the rebellious son

(21:19-20), the suspected adulteress (22:15-18). the levirate marriage (257-9),

and the blood redeemer (19:11-13)." The elders are absent from cases of idola

try (13'2-19; 18:20-22 and esp. IT2-7) and civil law (25'1-)).

The language and ideas of tribal hierarchy appear at several additional

junctures throughout Deuteronomy. The thread that unites nearly all of these

is that the tribal elders in these instances are assigned ad hoc roles alone, for

the period of transition at hand and for the one that will follow Moses' demise.

Virtually no permanent role-either in the political bureaucracy or through

the sanction of ritual-is assigned either to the tribes qua tribes or to the tribal

elders. The tribes as distinct structures are mentioned at two junctures: first, in

connection with the blessings and curses to be recited at Mount Ebal on entry

into the land (27=12-13), and second, as the recipients of Moses' blessings in

Deuteronomy 33. These events are one-time affairs for this period of transition:

neither receives permanent legitimation through the sanction of ritual.
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The tribal elders appear at several convocations in which Moses exhorts

the nation to faithful service (27", 29:9-10; 31:28). The elde1s, together with the

priests, are to be the spiritual leaders after the death of Moses and are thus the

natural candidates to ensure continued adherence to his exhortations,,)4 It is only

in this capacity of safeguarding the teaching of the law that the elders become

enshrined in ritual law, the law of the septennial Hakhel gathering (31:9-13).

Other than in connection with family law, they play no role in the judiciary.

They have no stated role in the military or in the cult, as had been the case

during the wilderness period. It is instructive that on the death of Moses,

Joshua assumes the mantle of leadership with no reference to a role to be

played by the elders (34:9). Thus we see that the collective power structure of

Deuteronomy is achieved by attenuating, though not eradicating, the rule of

kingship on the one hand and the rule of kinship on the other."

Of Moses and Montesquieu

I have explored the various ways the vision of a collective regime dominates

the political thinking of Deuteronomy over against that of two regnant models

in the political landscape of the ancient Near East. As noted, Deuteronomy

circumscribes monarchy in rejection oftyranny and at the same time delimits

tribal patriarchy. Central to republican schemes-and Deuteronomy's is no

exception-is the notion ofa mixed government and a degree of separation of

powers. To conclude this chapter, I will locate Deuteronomy's conception of a

mixed government along the spectrum of theories of mixed government that

have been proposed in the annals of western political thought. This leads to
some remarkable conclusions.

The political philosophy of Deuteronomy represents an early and impor

tant chapter in the history of constitutional thought and the western notion of

a constitutional monarchy. Seats of power in the ancient Near East-royal and

cultic alike-invoked mythic origins for their status. In Deuteronomy, by con

trast, the institutions of authority share a common origin, and are of equal

provenance, status, and privilege, because all are created by the law, and ac·
countable to it.96

To this we may add that Deuteronomy illustrates notions of separation of

powers that have usually been considered quite recent. Classical Greek political

thought understood that in the absence of a strong center in the figure of a

monarch or a tyrant, factionalism threatened the stability of the polity. It was

inevitable that the population would contain rich and poor, nobles and com·

moners. Classical theorists saw the solution as a balancing of power such that

each faction within society would receive a share of the rule. What Aristotle

called a "polity," or regime, was most often part oligarchy and part democracy.

Yet this balance of power was not the balance of institutions of govern·

ment we are accustomed to today. Rather, the balance was achieved by allow

ing each of the socioeconomic factions a functioning role within. each seat of

government. Thus, in Polybius's conception, the legislative branch of govern

ment in the Roman republic was to consist of two bodies: the senate for the

nobles and the assembly for the commoners, with each institution perma·

nently enshrined in law.'l7

The notion that the effective division of power was predicated on its distri

bution across preexisting societal seats of power held sway across most of the

history of republican thought, from Roman theorists through early modern

thinkers. The modern notion of the separation of powers into three branches,

executive, legislative, and judiciary, is credited to Montesquieu, in his 1748

work The Spirit ofthe Laws. Yet even in this seminal work, class and caste play

a critical role in Montesquieu's conception of the effective division of govern·

mental power.
Montesquieu was no more egalitarian than Polybius on this issue. Looking

at the English model of his day, Montesquieu stated that the legislative power

should consist of a body of hereditary nobles and of a body of commoners."

For Montesquieu, it was inconceivable to imagine a classless society and are·

gime where the division of powers was purely institutional and instrumental.

Moreover, he saw hereditary nobility not as a necessary evil, or even as an im

mutable fact of life, but as a boon to effective government. The nobility, with

its inherent wealth and power, would serve as a moderating force within gov·

ernment against the abuses of the monarch. 'l'l Moreover, the fact that the no

bility's strength was derived from its own resources would endow its members

with a sense of independence. This, together with developed education and

time for reflection, would enable the nobles to contribute to effective govern

ment in a way members of the lower classes could not. 100

It is precisely on this score of the relation between the separation of pow·

ers and the question of class that Deuteronomy stands distinct. For the first

time in history, a division of at least some powers is articulated along lines of

institution and instrument rather than of class and kinship, where office le

gitimizes preexisting societal seats of power. Not all seats of authority within

Deuteronomy, ofcourse, conform to this: the cult is in the hands of the tribe of

the Levites, even as they remain economically dependent on the rest of the

populace. At the same time, there is an egalitarian streak in the law of king

ship, and on two levels. First of all, anyone who is "among your brethren" is

eligible to be appointed king. Equally important. no tribe or other entity is
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sanctioned as the appointing body; the king is appointed by the collective

"you." How that selection occurs, apparently, is an issue Deuteronomy deliber
ately leaves open, so as to imply that no body a priori has a greater divine im

primatur than any other. The tribal elders no longer represent the people at

the cult and seem to have no function outside of arranging the Hakhel convo
cation every seven years.

Most important is the statement Deuteronomy makes about judges and

officers. For Montesquieu, what separates moderate from despotic regimes

more than anything else is the independence of the judiciary, whose members

are drawn from the common people. 101 Deuteronomy demonstrates remark
able accord with this. Deuteronomy is highly explicit concerning the authority

through which each of the powers is determined. It is natural that God should
choose to whom He wishes to convey His words, and thus the prophet is deter

mined solely by God: "I will raise up a prophet for them from among their own

people" (Deut 18:18). It is also natural that the priests, likewise, are chosen by
God alone: "For the Lord your God has chosen [the priest] and his descendants
to come, out of all your tribes, to be in attendance for service in the name of

the Lord forever" (Deut 18:5). The king, however, is dually chosen, by the peo

ple he leads and by God whose people he leads: "you shall be free to set a king
over yourself, one chosen by the Lord your God. Be sure to set as king over

yourself one of your own people; you must not set a foreigner over you, one

who is not your kinsman" (Deut 1TI5). The judiciary, however, is chosen exclu
sively by human agents: "you shall appoint judges and officers in all the settle

ments that the Lord your God is giving to your tribes" (Deut 16:18). The egali
tarian streak here is manifest, as in the case of the king, in dual fashion.

Anyone may be appointed judge, and no less important, anyone, in theory, is

eligible to participate in the process of appointing judges. One could easily

imagine a dictate whereby any number of authoritative bodies would have a

hand in appointing judges: the king, the priests, the elders, currently sitting

judges, and/or the prophet. The judiciary in Deuteronomy is radically inde
pendent. Here, for the first time, is a view of public office as institutional and

instrumental. The appointment of judges is mandated with the sale purpose

of achieving the execution of justice, rather than the assignment of office to

perpetuate the standing ofa noble class. In this sense, this program is sugges

tive of the program that would appear only with the American founding fa

thers. Deuteronomy is a document in which heredity and class play little role

in government-a document that has no word for class, caste, noble, or landed
gentry.

3
Egalitarianism and Assets

God the Economist

January I, 1863, marked a monumental day in the legislative history
of the United States, when two landmark pieces of legislation took
effect. One was the Emancipation Proclamation, which freed all

slaves who came under control of Union forces in the Civil War,

liberating some 4 million slaves by 1865. While the Emancipation
Proclamation extended civil equality, the Homestead Act, also

enacted on that day, sought to create greater economic equality for
millions of Americans. This act opened the Great Plains to mass

settlement; nearly any man who was at least 21 years of age could

acquire at virtually no cost a tract of 160 acres that would become his
after five years of residence and farming. For 2 million new arrivals

and other landless Americans, the Homestead Act was an opportu

nity to acquire assets and to bring equality of economic standing in

line with equality before the law.' It underscored the philosophy that

there is no equality without equity.

I have, to this point, examined the way a strand of thought in the

biblical tradition, particularly the Pentateuch, sought an elevated

position for the common man as the member of an ennobled and

empowered citizenry. I have shown how this was achieved theologi

cally through the notion ofcovenant and conceived politically in the

Book of Deuteronomy. Ennoblement and empowerment, however,

are not achieved in the theological or political realms alone. In this

chapter, I examine how the law collections of the Pentateuch articu

late a philosophy of riches with the social goal in mind of ensuring
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that J. broad swath of the citizenry remain landed and economically secure.

From these codes we may derive the western tradition's first articulation of a

prescription for an economic order that seeks to minimize the distinctions of

class based on wealth and instead seeks to ensure the economic benefit of the

common citizen.

Each area of law I will examine has been the subject of comparative study

with reference to parallel laws found elsewhere in the judicial corpora of the

ancient Near East. The whole, however, is greater than the sum of the parts;

laws that are uniformly treated as separate and independent, in fact, together

make a larger statement about the theology and social reasoning that guide the

distribution of assets in a covenantal society and reflect a concern to minimize

extreme advantage.

Analyzing Biblical Law Codes: Methodological Considerations

The source material that relates to economic activity in the Bible is vast and

stems from many sources over many centuries. In seeking what I have been

referring to as a strand of thought within the Bible that rejects hierarchy and

seeks to promote egalitarianism, I focus on the law collections of the

Pentateuch. One could, perhaps, adduce a theory of riches derived from nar

rated episodes, for example, the call to return items held in collateral in

Nehemiah 5, the manumission of debt-slaves in Jeremiah 34, or the seizure of

Naboth's vineyard by the wicked queen Jezebel in I Kings 21. Narrative stories,

however, tell of a specific set of circumstances. Laws, by contrast, formulated

to be prescriptive in nature over a variety of circumstances, more closely ap

proximate a systematic approach. Any reading of the codes, however, is per

force predicated on a number of hermeneutical and methodological assump

tions, and I shall lay mine out at the outset.

There is a well-trodden path in the scholarship on the law codes of the

Hebrew Bible that represents an attempt to paint a whole picture, one that ac

counts for the sociohistorical origins of the law as well as its textual history.

This scholarship routinely seeks to assign a given set oflaws to specific hypo

thetical authors and/or editors. 2 A hypothesis is put forth to account for the

evolutionary chronology of a given law; how a law, say, in the Book of Exodus

undergoes reformulation and conceptual evolution as evidence in a parallel

law, say, in the Book of Deuteronomy.3 The form of the law in each source is

explained from a sociohistorical perspective, or as the reflection of a particular

ideology. The result is satisfying, because it offers a total picture: It places the

b\\! at hand in a specific sociohistorical context, and at the same time explains

the variance among similar laws in legal sections of the Bible, while also ac

counting for the law's textual and conceptual development.

This well-trodden path, however, relies on a high degree of speculation at

a great many turns. A methodological standard with which to address the

questions of history and evolution surrounding the laws is sorely lacking. This

is because ofa dearth of sources we can reliably ascribe to the periods in ques~

tion, as well as the absence of a consensus over first assumptions involved in

tackling these questions. 4 Hence, a review of scholarship concerning the inter

connection between the various laws of manumission of debt-servants in

Exodus 21, Leviticus 25, and Deuteronomy IS reveals a multitude of opinions

on the subject. 5

In this chapter, I will note the points of divergence among the various law

corpora on a given issue, but also take a more conservative approach concern

ing our capacity to date the laws and to pinpoint their origins. I will not en

deavor to locate the origins of the laws, their evolution, or their textual history,

short of noting their affinity with what we know about socioeconomic condi

tions in tribal Israel. (, Indeed, as I noted in the introduction, the narrative

context of pentateuchal law confirms that the Pentateuch-in the form we

have it in now-was meant to be read sequentially, as a whole. The embedding

oflaw within narrative relegates the reading oflaw to the conventions of narra

tive, which is to say that it may be read as an integrated whole, whatever the

prehistory of these texts and laws.? It is less secure to establish the origin and

provenance of a law than to establish what I would call the social world of the

text: the relations of social classes that the text assumes and the ideology it in

culcates to guide these relations. Rather than seeking to locate a law's specific

origins and its specific evolutionary trajectory, I will seek to analyze the laws

in light of the geopolitical domain of the ancient Near East. The political and

socioeconomic experience of many societies will serve as a resource for us to

derive the implications of the economic laws of the Pentateuch. Some of these

socioeconomic trends predate the biblical laws, some are contemporary with

them, and some postdate them. My assumption, however, will be that because

the laws are prescriptive and not ad hoc legislation for a one-time event, they

aim to address a wide canvas of socioeconomic situations.

What we will see time and again is the way preexisting concepts and insti

tutions in ancient Near Eastern culture are reworked according to a new

agenda that advocates the attenuation of the socioeconomic hierarchy. I will be

engaging the juridical corpora of those cultures in a comparative study, and

here, too, I will make my methodological assumptions clear at the outset.

The role the law codes of the ancient Near East played in society is a sub

ject of great debate. Rarely are they comprehensive in their treatment of the
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law. Moreover, it is far from clear that these "codes" served a juridical function:

as has been famously noted, of the many thousands of Mesopotamian legal

documents in our possession, not one cites the Code of Hammurabi, or any

other "code," for authority. This in spite ofthe fact that the Code ofHammurabi

was so esteemed that it was recopied for more than a millennium following its

composition in the eighteenth century B.C.E. All of this suggests that ancient

Near Eastern law codes were of a literary, rather than juridical, nature. 8

Generally, three approaches to the law codes of the ancient Near East are

adduced. Some scholars see them as idyllic collections of judicial problems

and solutions. Others see them as thematic guides meant to serve judges, as

juridical training texts. Yet others see them as the king's statements of self.

justification to posterity or to the gods concerning the just character of his

reign. 9 Whether these putative "laws'" indeed served a statutory purpose or, as

is more commonly accepted, were statements of juridical philosophy, we may

legitimately see them as reflections of wider systems of thought and ideology.

When we read a particular "law," it does not stand on its own, available for im

mediate interpretation, but must be understood as just one element of the
culture in which it is embedded. to

Turning now to the nature of biblical law codes, a similar range of issues

comes to the fore. The cases covered in these laws are far from comprehensive,

and their formulations lack the scope and precision necessary for juridical rul.

ings. Diachronic approaches have spawned a developed literature that seeks to

trace the historical origins of these laws. II To understand, however, how the

received form of the Bible frames and presents them, we do well to refer to the

way I introduced them in chapter I: the laws are, first and foremost, treaty

stipulations. They are the conditions and mandates set down by the sovereign

king YHWH for His treaty with the vassal Israel." As such, they are prescrip

tive in nature, and are meant to be binding on the members of the covenantal

community. It is on the basis of the fulfillment of these stipulations that Israel

the vassal will be judged by the heavenly sovereign king, just as earthly sover

eigns judged their vassals on the basis of their compliance with the treaty

stipulations. It may well be, additionally, that Scripture intends that judges

make quasi-statutory, analogical. or referential uses of some of these laws. n At

the same time, it is clear that judges, perforce, must have also engaged a com

prehensive oral law, or set of unwritten norms and social customs.

The nature of biblical law codes, it may be posited, is different from those

of the ancient Near East. Only in the Bible is law presented as divine revela.

tion, and only in the Bible do laws appear as treaty stipulations between a sov.

ereign and a vassal. Moreover, we find that biblical law is often expressed in a

para netic or sermonic style, and is interwoven with narrative, homily, and

hortatory passages, all uncharacteristic of ancient Near Eastern law. At the

same time, these treaty stipulations share much in common with the termi

nology, formulation, and legal themes found in the law codes of the ancient

Near East. While it remains unclear to what degree each set of laws was reo

garded as statutory and legislative in nature, we may nonetheless legitimately

compare the laws of the Bible with those in the codes of the ancient Near East.

For like those laws, the laws of the Bible may be rightly~iewedas reflections of

wider systems of thought and ideology, as the indexes of the blueprint of a
civilization. 14

Economies Modern and Premodern

The task of adducing a theory of economic distribution from the laws of the

Bible, however, is a daunting one. One is tempted to proceed by identifying the

laws that deal with economic affairs, to assess their overall message, and to

draw conclusions. Yet if we do so without an awareness of the mental divide

between our world and the biblical world, we will be doomed to misunder·

stand. As the late Hungarian American economist Karl Polanyi noted, inhab

itants of a commerce-based economic order, such as ours, stand at an enor·

mous divide from those who lived in premodern society. Once upon a time, he

noted, the economic order was merely a function of the social order in which it

was subsumed. In the capitalist world we inhabit, however, the opposite is the

case: social relations have become embedded in the economic system. IS Several

examples will illustrate this mental gulf. For us, the agents of production

land, labor, and capital-are impersonal, dehumanized entities. We buy and

sell as anonymous economic agents. Any social relations between the buyer

and seller of, say, a house or an automobile are merely incidental.

By contrast, in premodern economies, economic exchange is often an act

of building a social relationship.lb Sometimes norms of reciprocal exchange

are governed by kinship and community to guarantee subsistence livelihood,

particularly in tribal agrarian settings. At other times, the norms of the redis

tribution of wealth on the basis of class are dictated by caste membershipY

Thus, in England, as late as the fourteenth or fifteenth centuries, land was not

construed in the sense of a commodity that was freely salable, rent-producing

property. Estates, manors, and principalities were emphatically not real estate

in the commercial sense of today. Rather, inherited lands were the core of so

ciallife, the basis for prestige and status. 18 Nor was labor at this time any more

salable. A country peasant was tied to his lord's estate. It was there that he

tilled the lord's fields, ground his grains, and even served in his wars. The
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remuneration he received was not in the form of monetary payment. Rather,

in return for his duties as a serf, he received benefits and protection from his

lord. in the cities, an apprentice would enter the service of a master, but, as a

rule, under predetermined conditions established by a guild. 19

Another great divide between modern and premodern economies con

cerns the socioeconomic role of the family. In subsistence agriculture, produc

tion and consumption occur within the same social context, and there is lim

ited exchange outside the family.lo Economic roles and family roles all reside

in the kinship structure, in the communal structures, and in the religious

traditions that fortify both of these. 21 By contrast, in capitalist economies, the

social setting for production (i.e. the workplace) and consumption (i.e. the

home) are separated. In modern settings of economic production, individuals

become isolated-geographically, temporally, and structurally-from their

roles as members of a family.22 Now the forces of the market command the

movement of goods and services, rather than the religious, political, or famil

ial sanctions that once governed economic activityY More recent scholarship

has claimed that Polanyi and his followers went too far, and that, in fact,

throughout history market forces were always at play to a greater degree than

Polanyi realized. But this criticism does not invalidate the observation that in

premodern times, religious, political, and social mores influenced economic

activity in ways and to a degree no longer prevalent in the capitalist West. 24

Thus, in assessing the economic philosophy of the biblical legal collec

tions, we need to be mindful that its terms can be properly construed only as a

function of the larger social and, in this case, theological order within which it

is embedded. Understanding what the Pentateuch has to say about lending

and borrowing, taxation, and land tenure is not a matter of assessing several

scattered verses, but of seeing those verses in relation to the wider social and

theological statements within which they appear.

As noted in the introduction, this study is executed with the understand

ing that at many junctures throughout the history of the ancient Near East, the

primary economic structure in society was the divide between the dominant

tribute-imposing class and the dominated tribute-bearing class. One leitmotif in

the biblical law codes is an attempt to restructure society in such a way that the

exploitative role of tribute paid toa political elite is eliminated. I will show how

the Bible's law codes have a ten\iency toward curbing the capacity to accrue

great private wealth on the one llfnd while they radically transform both the

theological and social role of tribute on the other.

A ubiquitous feature of the socioeconomic landscape of the ancient Near

East was the danger the common man faced of falling into irreversible insol

vency. Social stratification emerged as free citizens lost control over their means

of production. A common pattern of this process was as follows. A peasant

a small landowner-resides on a small plot of privately owned lands, and en

gages in subsistence farming. 25 As his margins of profit are slim, he can go

into debt for any number of reasons: personal illness, crop failure, taxation, or

the monopoly of resources by the state or private elite. His first line of recourse

is to procure a loan, which he can only get at high interest. The high interest

renders him insolvent, so he is forced to sell or deliver family members into

debt-slavery, to payoff the debt (see 2 Kgs 4:1-7: Neh 5"-lj). When this does

not secure the means to payoff the debt, he has to resort to relinquishing or

selling his own land (Neh S:I-Ij)-his means of production-and, finally, to

selling himself. Thus, he is compelled to enter the service of the state or some

arrangement of feudal sharecropping for the landowning elite. 26 Indeed, re

cords of debt-slavery in Mesopotamia emerge as early as the Ur III period

(2050-1955 H.C.E.), and the institution was a permanent feature of the socio

economic landscape of the ancient Near EastY

To counter this cycle, the biblical laws introduce a series oflegal and con

ceptual reforms that together seek to achieve social equality-but of a very

specific kind. It is not the egalitarianism developed since the French Revolution

with its emphasis on the individual and inalienable human rights. Nor does

this equality manifest itself in family organization, size of holdings, or amount

of production. Rather, it takes the form of an economic system that seeks

equality by granting communal and divine legitimation to respective house

holds that assist one another in agrarian labor and granting relief to other

households in need. 28 It envisions an association of free farmers and herds

men, subsumed within a single social class, where the common ownership of

the means of production is vested within extended kinship groupS.29 It is a

system that rejects both statism and feudalism. Its rejection of statism is

manifest in the fact that it is virtually tribute-free. Israel defined itself, accord

ing to the Pentateuch, in opposition to the empire of oppression, Egypt, but

also in opposition to the centralized, bureaucratic states that populated the

land of Israepo As shown in chapter 2, the Pentateuch largely rejects the mO

narchic principle as it was construed elsewhere, often with a religiously sanc

tioned central government, a professional army, and an elite class of chario

teers. Instead, the biblical laws seek to advance a mode of production and an

accompanying set of power relations that wiJI build up the whole society, serv

ing the greatest number of people, rather than a political or financial elite. 3
!

While these laws have a social orientation, they are intimately bound up in

theological notions as well. Only by appreciating the theology that stands be

hind these laws will we be able to fully construe their social implications. The

economic policies that distinguished pentateuchallaw from the norms of the
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ancient Near East were deep reflections of the theological differences lout·

lined in chapter 1. Other cultures of the ancient Near East identified their gods

as the creators of the world (in Egypt, Re and Atum; in Mesopotamia, Marduk,

Ninurta, and Ashur, among others). Yet in these cultures, the divinity's rule

over the resources of the world was refracted through that of the earthly king

and his bureaucracy. In many quarters of the ancient Near East, the heavenly

realm mirrored the earthly realm. Just as earthly kingship was legitimated by

heavenly kingship, so, too, earthly hierarchy was legitimated by heavenly hier

archy, such that the distinctions among classes received cosmic sanction. The

ultimate sovereignty of the gods manifested itself through the siphoning of

resources from the dominated tribute-bearing class to the dominant tribute

imposing class, in accordance with the putative will ofthe gods. The Pentateuch,

however, while mentioning the heavenly host, does not indicate the presence

of a well-developed heavenly hierarchy, one that would ipso facto grant meta

physical legitimation to an order of haves and have-nots. 32 Absent a strong,

centralized monarchical bureaucracy within the narrated world of the

Pentateuch, the sovereignty of God is left unmitigated, unrefracted. All land,

all persons are under His direct sovereignty.

A second theological postulate at work in these laws is that of God's iden

tity as the liberator of slaves. He forms a people out of those who were deemed

to be people of no standing at all by the political and economic leaders who op

pressed them. 33 The egalitarian streak within pentateuchallaws accords with

the portrayal ofthe exodus as the prime experience of Israel's self-understand

ing. 34 Indeed, no Israelite can lay claim to any greater status, because all ema

nate from the Exodus-a common seminal, liberating, and equalizing event.

The twin notions of God's unmitigated sovereignty as creator and as liberator

were notions that animated the measures the biblical law codes took to limit

and curb the phenomenon of Israelite peasants descending into the cycle of

insolvency.

In the sections that follow, I shall explore how the legal collections of the

Pentateuch legislated to ensure that a broad swath of the citizenry remain

landed, and economically secure. These laws, I will show, were invariably re

workings of preexistent norms and concepts in the juridical corpora of the

ancient Near East. The reformulations invariably focused around two themes.

In the first, the laws envision an economic order that minimizes the distinc

tions ofclass based on wealth. The second theme stems from the first. In order

to ensure the establishment of a single-class society, the biblical laws under

score bonds of community and kinship.

The areas of law I will examine follow the natural economic order of the

insolvency cycle described earlier:

I. Land tenure. I begin my exploration by assessing the laws concerning

the ownership ofland-the central means of production. The con·

struction of the bulwark against insolvency begins with the enactment

oflaws that help the common man retain ownership of the land.

2. Tithing. While some causes of debt, such as crop failure, could not be

legislated, protocols of taxation were one area that could be legislated

to help the common man retain his solvency.

3. Borrowing and interest. Once in debt, a peasant could look for a loan as

relief Reforms in this realm made the terms of receiving a loan far

more favorable to the borrower.

4. Release edicts: an overview. Edicts to alleviate debt and its consequences

were legion in the ancient Near East. The biblical law collections

reworked this concept in several important ways-theologically,

socially, and economically.

5. Debt release. A primary element of the release edicts was the cancella

tion ofdebts. This is reworked in Deuteronomy to create a social and

political dynamic that contrasts with that created elsewhere in the

ancient Near East.

6. Land redemption. Another element of the ancient Near Eastern release

edicts was land redemption. The institution is reworked theologically

producing a far more liberating effect for the repatriated Israelite

peasant.

7. Manumission ofdebt-servants. Exodus theology permeates the laws of

manumission, as several stipulations set apart the laws of debt-servant

release in the Bible from the prevailing norms found elsewhere.

For each of these areas, I will contrast the biblical law with the parallel

norm in the ancient Near East, through an initial exploration of the theology

that distinctly animates the reworking of the law in the Bible. From there, I will

proceed to delineate the import ofthe law for Israelite society from a social and

economic perspective.

Land Tenure

Land was a primary means of production in agrarian society, and the legal col

lections, particularly those in Leviticus 25, reformulated ancient Near Eastern

norms ofland tenure in order to ensure that the Israelite peasant would retain

his means of production.

To appreciate how the program of Leviticus 25 constitutes a striking break

from ancient Near Eastern practices ofland tenure, one must first consider the
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norms practiced elsewhere. Across the region, lands were held by varying

combinations of actors or principals. Lands held by private individuals are at

tested, but were not the norm. JS More often, lands were held communally, by,

say, a tribe or a clan. But far and away the largest tracts ofland were owned by
the palace and by the temple. 36 The Pentateuch, in contrast, knows of no land

holding on the part ofeither the king or the cult. To be sure, when Deuteronomy

speaks of a king ('7:I4-20), it implicitly must recognize that the king will have

a residence: and elsewhere, residential areas are explicitly set aside for the

members of the cult (Num 35:1-8: Lev 25:)2), But neither the king nor the cult

controls the means of production in this society-unlike the other agrarian

societies throughout the ancient Near East. Instead, nearly all the land is

turned over to the people themselves. 3
?

To understand what it means in this context to say that the people had

ownership of the land, however, we must first shed our modern understand

ing of "ownership" of land. For the most part, we relate to the ownership of

land in absolute terms. The owner of a tract of land, be it an individual or a

corporation, has the all the rights to that land-its development, its sale, and

its produce. But in the ancient world, it was more common for land tenure to

be conceived in terms of the parceling out of various rights. One person, say,

an official, or a king, could own the land, while the rights to a portion of its

yield could belong to someone else. Peasants had rights of usufruct, or "use

ownership" of the land they lived on, while title to the land belonged to the

state," Thus, in the New Kingdom in Egypt (c. '550-1070 B,C.E,), for example,

possession oflands was mediated through the usufruct of production. The of

ficial would take his share of the crop, and the actual field-worker would be

subservient to him. The rights that were assigned to the service and produc

tion of others formed a multitiered system of recompense. 3<) Similarly, lists of

farmworkers at Ugarit suggest that the royal court had control of the land and

that peasants were being paid for their work. 40

The Pentateuch does not offer systematic guidelines regarding the issue

of land tenure: how ownership was established and maintained, and how land

was purchased. 41 The sale text that addresses in detail the legal status of the

land held by individuals and clans is Leviticus 25. And here we may see how

the notion of ownership of rights of production, rather than outright owner

ship of the land, comes into play, Like many other systems ofland tenure in

the ancient Near East, that of Leviticus 25 is predicated on the inalienability of

the land outside of the family, in the recognition that absolute ownership of

land was critical for economic security.42 In Leviticus 25, however, the inalien

ability of property is presented with theological overtones. The ultimate

owner of the land is God, and He grants rights to it to His people, Israel, as an

everlasting holding, or in the legal terminology of the ancient Near East, as a

land grant. 43 In the ancient Near East, a land grant represented a promise by a

donor, often a king, to a recipient, in presupposition of the loyalty of the latter,

or in recompense for services rendered. 44

The theology ofland grant by the divine king bears implications ofa social

and economic nature. Within the biblical scheme, the recipient of the land is

Israel as a collective. Yet specific parcels ofland are granted to individual fami

lies and clans (Lev 25:25-28; Ruth 4:3-6: Num 27+ II)," One central feature

of this form ofland tenure, in the Bible and elsewhere in premodern societies,

is the feature that the land is not fully salable; you cannot sell it to whomever

you want. 46 This has several ramifications. If one landowner has a good har

vest and his neighbor does not, the temptation would naturally emerge for the

successful landowner to buyout the land of his neighbor, effectively reducing

the latter to dependency, while enabling the former to expand further his

means of production (see Isa 5:8).47

Moreover, the collective ownership of the basic means of production

land, herds and flocks-by extended families served as a form of insurance

against crop failure. Extended families were a structure of subclustered pro

tective associations, subsumed under the further backing of the tribe. 4~ What

emerged were local and regional groupings of families entrusted to ensure

each other's welfare," The extended family (mispa~ti) constituted the risk

spreading context for the agricultural basis of the family.50

Anthropologists have noted that a key component of the success of this

type of "insurance" in the form of clan-based mutual assistance is that the

population needs to be immobile. That is, the mutual assistance bond among

nested family groupings is only as strong as their geographic contiguity and

cohesion. Hence, we may well understand from an economic perspective the call

in Leviticus 25 for the redemption of tribal lands in the Jubilee year, a subject I

will take up more broadly later. Mobility~the dissolution of this contiguity

would lead to a natural reluctance among neighboring landholders to share

freely among themselves. In many primitive societies where the insurance

principle is at work, mobility is quite restricted, and where mobility is high,

the tendency toward reciprocal exchange tends to dissipateY

To summarize, the laws of Leviticus 25 rework existing institutions in or

der to shore up the economic stability of the common man of Israel. In this

first instance, we have seen how this is so with regard to norms ofland tenure.

No land in Israel is owned by the state, or the king, and very little by the tem

ple, or by its officiants (Lev 25: )2-34)' Rather, the land is held by individual

families as a grant from the sovereign, in this case, God. The peasant's hold

on the land is buttressed by two elements. The first is the cluster of family
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subunits that own the land, and offer a mutual assistance group for each other

in time of need. The second element of the system is the limitation concern

ing the salability of the land. As it may not be sold in perpetuity, the peasant

never funs the risk of being permanently alienated from the land, which is his

means of production.

Tithing

As noted, one element that could contribute to a peasant's descent into the cy

cle of insolvency was the burden of tribute or taxation, and here we may wit

ness in the biblical laws a radical departure from norms prevalent elsewhere

in the ancient Near East. Philology here is instructive for the comparison.

Cognates of the Hebrew word for tithe, ma'aser, likewise connote activities of

taxation elsewhere in the ancient Near East. In Ugarit, the ma'saru or mesertu

was a payment consisting of a tenth of products of the field and on cattle. We

similarly find a Babylonian tithe called eSru.

What was the nature of these tithes? In our age, we readily distinguish

between dues paid to a house of worship and taxes paid to the state. But in the

documents that address the issue of tithing in the ancient Near East, it is not

clear that such a distinction can be made. Tithes delivered to the temple pre

cincts may well have been taxes for the state, and vice versa. 52 It is unclear

whether in the ancient Near East it was meaningful to speak of a temple

economy that stood independent of a state (i.e. royal) economy. In light of the

religious legitimation given the court, as noted in chapter I, we might do best

to speak of the cult as the state temple, and of the king's regime as the sacral

monarchy.53 The distinction is not crucial here, however, since the tithing

practices I am comparing-those of the cultures of the ancient Near East and

those in the law codes of the Pentateuch-are ones broadly conceived as both

tax tribute to the king and financial support of the cult.

In this regard, the Pentateuch laws stand distinct as they mandate tribute

neither to the king nor to any other bureaucratic administration outside of the

cult. S4 No regime, of course, would be able to function without taxing its popu

lace; but such taxes, within the scheme of the law codes, apparently were to be

levied without metaphysical sanction, as was so prevalent elsewhere. The free

dom from religiously sanctioned tribute is an expression of the broader freedom

from the monarchy I outlined in chapter 2. Instead, the Israelites are granted

the liberty of the full and free use of their own labor products." Again, the

social policy is an extension of the theology. God the liberator seeks for Israel

to live in freedom from its neighbors. Moreover, God the liberator seeks for

each mem ber of Israel to live in freedom without becoming the dependent of a

wealthy elite class of rulers.
This departure emerges in bold relief when we consider some of the laws

of tithing elsewhere in the ancient Near East. In Ugarit, the ma'saru or mesertu

was a payment consisting of a tenth of the products of the field and the cattle.

The military elites, or maryannu, were exempt from these taxes. St> The biblical

tithes were levied on all landowners, with no exemptions of any sort based on

class or group distinctions. The texts surrounding the Babylonian tithe, esru,

attest to the brutality that could follow when a tithe payment could not be

made. In one instance, an individual who had defaulted on his tithe was made

to surrender his offspring to the temple until he could pay offhis debt through

labor. Temples routinely found themselves with excess capital, which allowed

them to engage in business enterprises, including a form of banking in which

tithe produce was loaned out at high rates of interest. 57 Later sources, from the

sixth century H.C.E., indicate that defaulters were made to borrow against their

land or to deliver a member of their household into servitude or to pay late

with interest. 53 While we know little about the tithing practices of ancient

Egypt, it is clear that in the New Kingdom Ie. '550-1070 B.C.L) the priesthood

controlled an immense amount of land. We may assume that in Egypt and

elsewhere, priestly consumption of wealth did not come at the expense of the

ruling elites, but rather at the expense of the communal production the com

mon people might otherwise have consumed. ,,'}

While tithes were given to the Levites and priests (Num I8:8-32; Deut

14:27, I8:3-5), these groups were given specifically designated residential hold

ings, and could not amass additional holdings. This restriction fundamentally

alters the nature of the tithe. Precisely because Levites and priests could not

hold agricultural lands, the tithes given to them were incorporated in a pro

cess of reciprocity. On the one hand, the priests and Levites are chosen

"drafted" may be a more precise term (see Num 4)-by God to serve as His

attendants. The priests also represent a caste of teachers whose task it is to

teach the laws to the entire people (Lev lO:rr). Within Deuteronomy, I have

shown, the priests are also cast more broadly, in a variety of ways, as the guard

ians of the law. On the other hand, they are essentially rendered dependents,

and the payment of the tithes to them is a form of social security they receive

INurn 4:23,30,35,39,43), because, unlike the rest of the people, they cannot

earn their sustenance from land they inherit. GO

As noted earlier, the Bible posits that God holds ownership over the entire

land. At the same time. though, less surplus is demanded from the people of

Israel for the cult than was customary in the imperial cults of the ancient Near
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East. 61 In Mesopotamian cities, the temple was typically a complex administra

tive apparatus that controlled vast economic resources-principally vast stores

of grain harvested from large tracts of land under temple control-and em

ployed thousands of laborers. A text from Seleucid Uruk dating from the end

of the first millennium B.C.E. indicates that a daily ration of haifa ton of bread

and fifty-four containers of beer and wine were brought as food offerings.

Seventeen hundred milk cows out of a total herd of nearly ten times that size

are recorded for the temple of Nanna and Ningal at Ur, from the Old Babylonian

period. The temple at Nippur processed 350,000 sheep and goats annuallyY

By contrast, even on festivals, the Pentateuch never mandates community offer

ings in excess of a dozen or so animals a day. til So the scope of tribute is greatly

minimized in the biblical law codes, and repercussions for failing to comply

with its demands are entirely absent.

The biblical law collections reformulate norms of tithing in one additional

way, seen in the laws of the tithes as they appear in Deuteronomy. Tithing in

Leviticus speaks of support for the cult generally (Lev 2T30-33; see Gen 14:20;

28:22), and tithing in Numbers speaks of the practice in terms of a support

mechanism for priests and Levites (Num 18:21-32). But in Deuteronomy the

revision of the institution of tithing relative to the norms of the ancient Near

East receives its greatest formulation. 64

According to Deuteronomy, the recipient of the tithe in two out of every

three years was none other than the Israelite producer himself, who was man

dated to consume the tithe at the site of the central sanctuary (Deut 14:22-27).

This mandate reflected a twofold agenda. The tithe here emerges as a means

of proy iding the common people with a religious experience at the central

sanctuary.65 In the previous chapter, I highlighted the role cult can play in a

collective power structure. In archaic states that practice a collective power

strategy, ritual both sanctifies and culturally reinforces an egalitarian spirit

through numinous experience66 and group-oriented chiefdoms feature large

architectural spaces suitable for group ritual. 67 Moreover, as the tithe consti

tuted a tenth of his produce, it was inevitable that the pilgrim farmer would

have far more grain at his disposal than he could consume. Sharing the sur

plus with other community members, and particularly with those in need,

would be an inevitable outcome of this mandate.

In the third year, the tithe was given directly to the economically disadvan

taged groups (Deut 14:27-29; 26:12-15). The writings of other ancient Near

Eastern cultures show a general concern with alleviating the misery of such

individuals. Yet the tithe of the third year in Deuteronomy represents the first

known program oflegislated taxation for a social purpose. 6S

Deuteronomy's notion of tithes-that for two out of three years surplus is

shared broadly with the disadvantaged, and in the third year is given to them

outright-is sound economics when seen in light of conceptions of redistribu

tive economics in primitive societies. In modern capitalist societies, surplus

earnings are placed into savings, and insurance policies are taken out to hedge

against various forms of adversity. The laws of tithing may be construed as

another element in a program of primitive insurance. In a premodern society,

A will give some of his surplus in a good year to B, who may have fallen on

hard times in exchange for B's commitment to reciprocate should their roles

one day be reversed. This form of hunger insurance is especially attractive

under two circumstances, both of which, for my purposes, were probably eco

nomic realities the law collections are intended to address, given climatic con

ditions in the land ofIsrael. The first is the difficulty of storing food long term.

Food surplus cannot be simply and easily put aside for a later season of failed

crops. The second is a relative scarcity of alternative goods for which the

farmer can trade his agricultural surplus. The economy the laws envision in

cludes no provisions about trade or merchant activity, and it is not clear what

goods might have been available to a person with a surplus crop. Tithes, there

fore, make good economic sense-as hunger insurance for all involved.

The sharing of excess in this kind of redistributive scheme is just one way

premodern economies seek to bring about more ex post facto economic equal

ity than the free market would. Generally speaking, sharing within the com

munity and generosity toward other village members is a more highly valued

trait in premodern than in modern society. Acts we moderns perceive as altru·

ism may well reflect a socially mandated norm and the economic wisdom of

informal insurance.69

The economic interdependence between the laws of land tenure and of

tithing are further elucidated by insights from the anthropological literature.

The success of redistributive mechanisms hinges on a key factor: individuals

will be willing to share their surplus only within a social structure of mem

bers who continually interact with each other and share like propensities and

prospects. In a word, they will be most willing to share in this fashion within

the family. This creates a trade-off, from an economic perspective. On the one

hand, the smaller and more geographically concentrated a kinship group is,

the more likely its members are to be inclined to help each other. The problem

from the standpoint of the efficacy of redistributive economics is that the nu·

clear family is small. Larger groups are better from an insurance standpoint,

as is geographic dispersal. Hence, premodern societies devote much more in

the way of linguistic, legal, and informational resources to delineating and
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maint3ining kinship groups than do modern families. The desideratum, from

an insurance standpoint, is that a kinship group should be as large and diverse

as pos:-;ible while still allowing kin group members to feel socially, politically,
and existentially connected to one another. 70 Indeed, the extended legislation

in the codes concerning family Jaw (Lev 18, 20; Deut 22:13-29) is intended, in

part, to legislate boundary limits that establish the bonds of kinship and of

mutual responsibility.

\x/c may now further appreciate the laws of land tenure in Leviticus 25,

which highlight collective kinship ownership ofpatrimonial lands, in 5ubclus

tercel units. The size of these extended kin groups, spread out over a large re

gion, reflects economic wisdom: bonds of familial solidarity are formed, en~

abling an individual to sacrifice for another with confidence that the measure

will be reciprocated should the need arise. At the same time, the large size of

the kin group and its dispersal over a large region are factors that help mitigate

risk, from an insurance standpoint. Deuteronomy seeks to extend the risk

base by attenuating tribal bonds in favor of national ones. Recall the terminol

ogy of national bonds noted in chapter 2-that the often.repeated term

"brother" refers to a fellow Israelite, particularly in Deuteronomy.71

To summarize, the biblical law collections minimize the scope of reli

giously sanctioned taxation for purposes of supporting the crown, and even

the cult In Deuteronomy, instead, the tithes are recast as catalysts of a social

program. Tithes afford the general populace the opportunity to engage in a

collective numinous experience at the central shrine, which underscores the

significance of all members, and fosters national cohesion. Tithes become

transformed into a form of taxation in order to support a social agenda of car~

ing for the disadvantaged. Finally, taxation through tithing emerges as a form

of premodern insurance among a large pool of individuals bound by extended

bnship tics and by a common ideology and purpose.

Interest and Borrowing

\X/hen a peasant found himself in dire straits financially, he would naturally

seek a loan. A distinctive feature of biblical economic thinking, when seen

against the backdrop of ancient Near Eastern law codes, is found in the laws

concerning loans and interest. Throughout the ancient Near East, interest was

allowed, although the law codes routinely limited it It was common for inter·

est on money loans to be set at 20 percent and on grain loans at 33.3 percent. 72

These were fixed rates that did not fluctuate as a reflection of actual economic

returns, but seem to have been chosen for their ease of numerical calcula

tion. 7J Alone among the cultures of the ancient Near East, the Bible issues

prohibitions against charging interest (Exod 22:24; l.ev 2S:35-37; Deut

2r20-21; victuals at interest Deut 23:20; Lev 2S:37; and anything else, Deut

2J:20).74 In Exodus 22:24 and Leviticus 25:35-37, the prohibition is stated with

explicit reference to the poor. Yet in Deuteronomy 2J:20, it is explicitly stated

with reference to any Israelite. 7s

The prohibition on taking interest may be understood in the anthropologi·

cal terms I discussed earlier. In primitive societies, such a law may be seen

from the perspective ofinsurance. A loan is not considered a "favor" bestowed;

rather, it simply constitutes the payment of an insurance claim, in that each

member of the polity is duty bound to insure the others. To allow interest

would be counter to the nature of the mutual responsibility members share

toward each other. 76 That the prohibition against taking interest is a function

of community building is very much evident in the language of the prohibi·

tion in Deuteronomy: "To a foreigner you may charge interest, but to your

brother you shall not charge interest" (Deut 23:20). The charging of interest

was not inherently immoral, as was suggested by Plato and Aristotle. 77 Rather

it was a function of defining and bolstering identity within the collective

brotherhood and of establishing the norms of responsibility that come with

membership in it.

Other laws in the Bible demonstrate an awareness that, as the author

of Proverbs wrote, "The rich rules over the poor, and the borrower is servant

to the lender" (Prov 22:7; see Job 24:3).78 Temples were frequent creditors in

ancient Babylonia, The Samas temple served as a kind of bank that offered

loans at interest. 79 This practice is not indicated with regard to the temple

anywhere in the Bible. 1w The Code of Hammurabi deals extensively with

pledges and cases of loan default. 81 Yet the limitations the Bible places on a

creditor concerning the pledges he can take are singular in the legal codes of

the ancient Near East: he may not possess it overnight and may not enter the

house to seize it (Deut 24:10-13).82 Items necessary for production may not be

taken as pledges either (Deut 24:6), Moreover, the Laws of Eshnunna and the

Code of Hammurabi provide sanctions against a debtor who becomes insol·

vent: he may be imprisoned and may have members of his family seized by

the creditor. 83 Biblical law does not allow for the seizure of a person or his

family in the event of forfeiture. 84 The creditor's right to repayment in all of

these laws is subordinated to the economic survival and the personal dignity

of the debtor

To summarize, the prohibition against lending at interest to fellow citi

zens, nowhere else legislated, served the biblical agenda on a number of fronts.

It closed an avenue through which the rich could accrue greater wealth at the

expense of the needy. It fostered a sense ofcommunity and shared responsibility.
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It further served as a boundary marker between those within the collective

brotherhood and those who stood outside it.

Release Edicts: An Overview

Financial insolvency could leave individuals in permanent straits with no

hope of regaining their independence. This could manifest itself, as we saw,

through a number of avenues. He could be in debt to a creditor for sums that

would never realistically allow him to regain solvency. He could become alien

ated from his tribal or familiallancls with no hope of ever regaining posses

sion of them. He could resort to having to sell either himself or a dependent

into debt-slavery, with no hope of ever being able to repurchase his freedom or

theirs.

Throughout the ancient Near East, cultures routinely enacted relief edicts

and releases that are the backdrop for biblical legislation in these regards. In

Mesopotamia, we have evidence of these releases from as early as the middle

of the third millennium B.C.E. until nearly the dawn of the Common Era. In

the Old Babylonian period, roughly prior to the middle of the second millen

nium H.C.E., these edicts are often referred to as edicts that "establish mlSarum."

MISarum edicts relieved private debts and state levies of the past, released debt

slaves, and returned individuals to their alienated land. We have only a single

complete text of such an edict. ~5 But in contracts and other records-in great

est concentration from the Old Babylonian period-we have numerous refer

ences to such proclamations. They were normally made in the first year of a

king's reign, but could be made at additional times. Whereas mrs-arum edicts

sought to restore the status quo ante, another form of royal release, kidinnutu,

was a release from future taxes and levies. 86 In Egypt, amnesties were pro

claimed for prisoners and debtors when a king ascended the throne, a practice

documented from the period of the New Kingdom until the Hellenistic pe

riod. The same institutions existed in ancient Greece. On ascension, the

Spartan king would release the populace from debts to the king and to the

state:';; Many charitable terms today have their origins in these practices. A

proclamation of philanthropa by a Greek dynastic prince on his ascension was

a call for the cancellation of debt taxes and the manumission of slaves.88 A

pardon of prisoners and rebels was called amnestia. What all these releases in

all these periods and locales have in common is that they were edicts by the

king-usually at the time of his coronation-and reflected his will to demon

strate his grace to the people and to reward loyal subjects. 89

What motivated these enactments? Societies in the ancient Near East were

heavily stratified, and it was inevitable that in many circumstances the rich got

richer and the poor got poorer. While the various release edicts are depicted in

the documents with a humanitarian "spin," in that they attest to the humani

tarian nature of the king, they served political ends as well. When economic

imbalances became extreme, the lack of equilibrium and viability could

threaten social and political order. The edicts served to mitigate and address

these threatening imbalances while earning the king a great deal of political

capital with the people.90 Moreover, by releasing debts, freeing debt-servants,

returning lands to their original owners, and the like, the king inevitably was

working to the detriment of the wealthy and the powerful, who may have been

potential rivals.91 The political implications of such release edicts are made

explicit in Greek writings on the subject. Plutarch writes that when the Spartan

ruler Agis sought to impose debt relief, his detractors considered the measure

as nothing more than what we might call a Robin Hood scheme with clear

political motivations: "By offering to the poor the property of the rich, and by

distribution ofland and remission ofdebts, he [bought] a large body-guard for
himself, not many citizens for Sparta."91

These edicts are the backdrop of the biblical law codes that legislate debt

release (Deut 15:1-7); land redemption (Lev 25:8-28), and the manumission of

debt-slaves (Exod 21: 1-6; Lev 25'35-5+ Deu! 15:12-18). The Bible's reformula

tion of these laws begins with a fundamental departure from the norms of the

ancient Near East: the decoupling of these releases from the political order.

What determined the occasion of a release proclamation elsewhere was a royal

decision, timed to suit the needs of the king. The Bible, however, regulates

these proclamations by mandating them on a periodic basis. The implications

of this are far-reaching. For one thing, such periodic scheduling means that

the release proclamations are taken out of the hands of the king; indeed, in

biblical law the king has no hand in declaring or implementing the release of

debt, the manumission of slaves, or the redemption of tribal lands. As indi

cated in chapter 2, these are presented as a responsibility that devolves on the

collective "you," and become the responsibility of creditors to debtors, masters

to their servants, purchasers ofland to sellers ofland. Put differently, the legal

mandate to engage in release is indeed a royal proclamation of release, akin to

others found in the ancient Near East; the only difference is that the royal au

thority behind the proclamation is not a human king but the divine king.

The regular and periodic enactment of releases within the Bible's pro

gram highlights another critical difference between these norms and their

ancient Near Eastern parallels. The mIsarum edicts were administrative acts,

and as such were retrospective; they could only alter the state of affairs that

already existed. The unscheduled and sudden nature of the enactments, it

would seem, would be crucial to their efficacy. Like the devaluation of currency
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in modern times, proclamations of debt release cannot appear too predictable,

or measures will be taken to circumvent them. The element of surprise is key

to their effectiveness.'H By contrast, the Bible addresses debt release as a stat

ute that is prospective in nature, with the intention that the people will alter

their affairs accordingly. Yet surely only a fool will extend a loan knowing that

he would not be able to exact repayment. It would seem inevitable that credit

would dry up within such a system.<J4 Yet this goes precisely to the heart of a

proper understanding of biblical "law": the treaty stipulations are themselves

presented as a body of teaching. The purpose of biblical law is to shape and

form the polity, not merely to address cases and provide remedy.

Because the biblical "laws" worked as not merely legal remedies but bod

ies of teaching, it is critical to note the interdependence of these laws with

distinctly biblical notions of God's sovereignty as Creator. For what is remark

able about the release edicts of the Bible is the way they are integrated into and

regulated by a unique system of calibrating time. It is well known that the in

termingling of ethical and cultic provisions in the Bible is unknown in the le

gal corpora of the ancient Near East, where there is marked distinction be

tween civil and criminal law on the one hand and ritual prescription on the

other. 95 Elsewhere in the ancient Near East, the calendar was based on readily

perceptible astronomical rhythms: the counting of days stemmed from ob

serving the rising and setting of the sun; of months, from observations of the

waxing and waning of the moon; of years, from observing the seasons and

position of the sun. The ancient Near East, however, knew no calendar that

operated around the notion of a week. To be sure, there are references in the

literature of this region to periods of observance of a seven-day duration, say

seven-day periods of mourning. 9b But there is no knowledge of a regular cycle

of time known as a seven-day week. Units of time were functions of astro

nomical time, such as a day, a month, or a year.'u The week is the invention of

the Bible. This is significant, not simply because our contemporary demarca

tion of time revolves so centrally around the week, or because the week is con

venient for adducing units of time longer than a day yet shorter than a month.

The significance of the week lies in its origins. Uniquely, it is not a unit of time

that emanates from nature. Neither the lunar month or even the solar year di

vides evenly into weeks. The only significance to the week is that the Bible as

cribes to it. It represents not the cycles of nature but God's sovereignty, and

dominion over nature; it represents the span of time in which God set nature

into motion at Creation.

The Sabbath and the sabbatical cycle are deeply woven into pentateuchal

legislation. These calendar cycles of seven gain manifest cultic expression

the counting of weeks between PaSSO\l,~rand the Festival of Weeks; the special

offerings on the weekly Sabbath; and so on. But no less pronounced is that the

Sabbath principle's primary expression in biblical law is in regulating the

schedule of the laws of social welfare.9
'" This begins with the often-stated proc

lamation that rest is afforded the servant on the Sabbath day (Exod 20:[0;

23'12; 3I:I4-15; Lev 2n: Deut 5:14). In the seventh year~the ·'Sabbatical" year

(Lev 25'4)-the field lies fallow and will yield food "for you, for your male and

female slaves. for your hired and bound laborers who live with you" (Lev 25:6).

Further, all of the releases are functions of the Sabbath principle, of God hav

ing rested on the seventh day. Hence, debt release is every seventh year (Deut

15:1); slaves are released after seven years of service (Exod 21:2; Deut 15:12), or,

according to Leviticus, after counting seven cycles of seven years in the Jubilee

year (Lev 25:8-9) debt-servants go free (Lev 25'4°) and land reverts back to
original owners (Lev 8~28).')9

Thus, the biblical law codes, in transforming release edicts theologically,
neuter them as tools of political manipulation.

I turn now to examine the specifics of the Bible's reworking of the release

edicts in three areas: debt release, land redemption, and manumission.

Debt Release

The particulars of the biblical laws of debt release, which reconfigure the pre

existing norms of the ancient Near East, are spelled out in Deuteronomy
r5: 1- 6 :

(I) Every seventh year you shall practice remission of debts. (2) This

shall be the nature of the remission: every creditor shall remit the

due that he claims from his fellow; he shall not dun his fellow or

kinsman, for the remission proclaimed is of the Lord. (3) You may

dun the foreigner; but you must remit whatever is due you from your

kinsmen. (4) There shall be no needy among you-since the Lord

your God will bless you in the land that the Lord your God is giving

you as a hereditary portion~(5) if only you heed the Lord your God

and take care to keep all this Instruction that I enjoin upon you this

day. (6) For the Lord your God will bless you as He promised you:

you will extend loans to many nations, but require none yourself; you

will dominate many nations, but they will not dominate you.

First, note the group entitled to debt release. The Edict ofAmmieaduqa, to which

I referred earlier as the only complete release text we have, states that the various

debt releases outlined are only for Akkadians and Amorites, that is, the earliest

known local inhabitants of the region. A typical clause, in this regard, reads:
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"Whoever has given silver or barley to an Akkadian or an Amorite as an inter

est bearing loan ... and had a document executed-because the king had in
voked miSarum for the land, his document is voided."loo In so delimiting the 

decree, the king saw it as a function of membership in his polity; strangers or 
foreigners would not be privileged by the dispensation. From a political per
spective, it is also clear that extending the release to foreigners would serve 

no interest of the king. His base of support is with the local inhabitants. It is 
in their eyes that he seeks to earn the reputation of sar mr~arim or "just 

king." 
In the release passage of Deuteronomy IS, the political implications of 

debt release are entirely altered. As noted, pecause the edict is periodic and in 

no way associated with the king, it serves no political end of the king. 101 

Moreover, ethnicity plays an even more dominant role and reflects 
Deuteronomy's overall emphasis on the establishment of an Israelite nation; 
the transactions that are addressed are those between "brothers" and "fel
lows." It is a practice that is explicitly not extended to others outside the nation. 
The economic viability of the policy is addressed as wen: what is lost in can
celed debt for the sake of establishing brotherhood is compensated by the di

vine promise that profits will accrue from loans to be made to other nations, in 

a spirit of economic domination. 
The decree also bears immediate consequences, for the establishment not 

only of brotherhood, but of egalitarian brotherhood. With the release man

dated to be enacted every seven years, the inequities of free trade would be 
leveled out on a more regular basis than elsewhere in the ancient Near East. 
For a society predicated on the principle of the rejection of hierarchy, there 
could be no more important legislation; equity is a vital component ofequality. 

The release of debts, presumably to the poor, ensures the preservation of a 
relatively homogeneous society from an economic standpoint. 102 Indeed. this 
may be the intent of verse 4: "There shall be no needy among you." The verse 

may be read as a divine promise: faithfully fulfill these statutes, and I will as
sure the society prosperity. But it may also be read as a simple and natural 

outgrowth of the statutes: the release of debts every seven years serves as a 
hedge against the permanent development of an indigent underclass. 

Yet this goes precisely to the heart of proper understanding of biblical 

law. The treaty stipulations are a body of teaching. and hence the necessity of 
verses 4-6, which do not add substantively to the legal injunctions of verses 

1-3. Because this is a body of teaching, explanatory, ethical, religiOUS. and 

historical motive clauses abound, and are melded into a single juridical cor
pUS. 10l Debt release, like the other releases, is depoliticized, and placed in 

the realm of mutual responsibility between members of the brotherhood, 
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serving as a catalyst for the forging of a society with no references to class 
distinctions. 

Land Redemption 

The indigent peasant, according to Leviticus 25. could regain his land-his 
means of production-in one of two fashions. Eithe~te or a kinsma~ had the 

option of buying back the land at any time (25:25-28).104 The option that the 

seller maintains the right to buy back his property is attested in Neo-Assyrian 
documents, where the seller has the right to buy back his fields when he can 

afford to.105 Alternatively, lacking the means, the individual would regain own
ership of his land at the Jubilee (25:8-24). . . 

What is most distinctive about the reworking of these laws in Leviticus 25 
is their incorporation into a new theological matrix. In Mesopotamia, there is 
evidence of release with a theological agenda in mind. One early inscription 
reads that the king of Akkad "freed thirty-eight cities from corvee and from 
levy that they might serve on behalf of the temple of the god Sama~ alone."106 

In the first millennium B.C.E., the three holy cities of Nippur (holy to Enlil) , 
Sippar (holy to Sama~), and Babylon (holy to Marduk) were granted release 

from taxes and military service so that their inhabitants could serve their re
spective gods.107 

This paradigm, whereby a city would receive a broad amnesty to serve a 

deity, is transformed in the release laws of Leviticus 25. Here, too, the release 
of land is expressed as being in the service of the Lord: "The land must not be 
sold beyond reclaim, for the land is Mine; you are but strangers resident with 

Me. Throughout the land that you hold. you must provide for the redemption 
.ofthe landn (Lev 25:23-24).108 The same stipulation is registered with regard to 

the manumission of servants. Israelites are to be freed. "For they are My ser
vants, whom I freed from the land of Egypt; they may not give themselves over 
into servitude" (Lev 25:42); "For it is to Me that the Israelites are servants: they 

are My servants. whom I freed from the land of Egypt" (Lev 25:55). There is a 
strong theological connection between the laws of land redemption and the 

laws of manumission in the Jubilee year. What underlies the laws of manu
mission is the idea that an Israelite can hire out only years of service, not his 
person. What underlies the laws ofland tenure and redemption is the idea that 

only years of produce may be sold, not outright ownership ofthe land in perpe

tuity. Both sets oflaws are part of a single system of social welfare that derives 
from viewing ultimate ownership of all-people and land alike-as residing 

with God. lOg In the biblical formulation of Leviticus, release represents a trans

formation of the ancient Near Eastern paradigm. In Mesopotamia and in 
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Egypt, lJU when lands and residents were released from tribute and conscrip

tion, it was so that those resources could be dedicated to the cultic worship of a

deity, in its temple. But within the release laws of Leviticus 25, the focus of the

service of God is no longer expressed in (ultie terms. Rather, the service of

God is expressed as a fully released people returns to its fully released land to

live out life in accordance with God's religious and ethical commandments. 111

The theological sanction to land redemption further ensures that the common

man has a chance to return to economic viability.

Manumission

Manumission in the ancient Near East, as noted, was routinely effected

through decrees of rnrsarum or andurarum. As also noted, however, these de

crees were not enshrined in law but were a function of royal decree. The en

shrinement in the Bible ofthe institution within a legal framework meant that it

would function prospectively: that both master and servant would know that the

period ofservitude would be finite, no matter what sum was still owed at the end
of that period.

Ofall ancient Near Eastern law collections, the Code of Hammurabi is the

only one that addresses the manumission of slaves (Code of Hammurabi II7,

hereafter CH).112 In order to illuminate how the Bible's law codes transformed

the institution of manumission, I will compare CH II7 and some of the laws of

manumission that emerge from three biblical sections that address manu·

mission, Exodus 21:I~II; Leviticus 25:8-13, 39-42, 47-55 and Deuteronomy
15:12-18.113

The Code of Hammurabi expresses enumerated and detailed concern for

the maintenance of the existing social order, the protection of possessions

and the smooth functioning of the economy. It lists several dozen laws, that

govern trade and commerce. It underscores the need for the mobility of capi

tal and the punctual observance ofbusiness agreements. How the biblical law

codes stand out in this regard is evident in the laws of manumission. As noted,

the bihlicallaws have a strong didactic element, and it is instructive to exam

ine the rhetorical aspects of the laws: how they are phrased, and where they

appear within the text of the Pentateuch. With the exception of the law prohib

iting lending at interest, no other civil law is repeated as often throughout the

Pentateuch as the law of manumission. The formulation and specifics of this

law differ in each of the three law collections. Nonetheless, the aggregate rhe

torical effect of apprehending the Pentateuch as a whole on this score is that

the presence of this law in triplicate may be understood as a powerful message

of the premium the Pentateuch places on ensuring a homogenous society of

equally free citizens.

Notice as well the note on which Exodus 21 opens what is known as the

Book of the Covenant, which Moses is said to have read to the Israelites at

Sinai (247)' The legal section of Exodus 21-23 encompasses many areas of

torts and damages as well as religious law; yet it opens with the laws of manu

mission. These laws are not the most cardinal oflaws, in terms of either their

subject matter (loss oflife, for example, is discussed in Exod 2I:I4-IS) or their

frequency of application. As rabbinic sources have pointed out, the placement

of these laws at the beginning of the laws of the Book of the Covenant makes a

statement about the importance of returning members of the Israelite polity to

the status of full freedomY4

Moreover, this location is not in accord with the placement of laws of

slaves in other ancient Near Eastern law codes: usually scattered in the latter

parts or left to the end altogether. 11 > This relegation to the later parts reflects

the status of slaves in these cultures. In fact, in the Code of Hammurabi, a

cardinal organizing principle is that in each area oflaw, say torts and damages,

the structure of a section follows the hierarchy of the society, beginning with

the highest level (those called the awl/urn), with the laws relating to servants

always at the end. llo In the prologue to the Code of Hammurabi. the king de

clares his commitment to the values of kittum u mi"sarum, "truth and justice."

For the Mesopotamian mind, this is in no way undermined by the promulga

tion ofa rigidly stratified, three-tier social hierarchy.lll

Whereas both CH "7 and Exodus 2I:I-6 address the period of service the

debt-servant is to render, the biblical passage attends to an additional issue:

a servant who wishes to remain in servitude (21:5-6). He is made to endure a

branding of sorts: his ear is pierced. This rite-indeed, this legal circumstance

of a debt-servant who wishes to remain in servitude-is without parallel in the

legal codes of the ancient Near East. 118 The inclusion of such a stipulation in

the biblical codes stems from its theology. Man is truly meant to be free: debt

servitude represents an anomaly, and should be viewed only as an exigency, a

temporary state of affairs. The slave's preference for servitude represents a re

jection of the freedom he has been accorded by the Exodus; he must therefore

declare his desire to remain in servitude "before God" (21:6).

There is didactic value, further, in the unusual appellation used to de

scribe the debt-slave as "a Hebrew slave" ('ebed 'ibrf) in 21:2. 119 Perhaps the ap

pellation simply intends to distinguish between Israelite debt-servants, who

are freed, and Canaanite ones, who are not. Alternatively, reading these laws

as parts of the larger whole of the Pentateuch gives us license to examine the
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pentateuchal narratives. Though the word 'ebed is often translated as "slave,"

in fact no distinct and exclusive term for "slave" exists. 'Ebed means a servant,

a subordinate, an official, but does not connote ownership of the person, and

does not indicate the duration of the status. More significant is the term 'ibrf,

"a Hebrew." From a literary standpoint, the term used here-the one Moses

used to address slaves recently redeemed from Egypt-harkens back to two

contexts. One is a specific moment in the Joseph account, where we encounter

the only other occurrence of the term 'ebed 'ibri-in the accusations made to

Potiphar by his wife about Joseph (Gen 39:17): "that 'ebed 'ibri that you brought

us made advances to me." It is clear that her remarks are meant as a derogatory

and ethnic slur. The use of that very term here at the outset of the laws of

manumission is intended to register a message to the potential debt-servant

that he is to view his term as ad hoc and that his goal should be to return to the

status of a free man. The second context the term harks back to is the one in

which freedom for the Israelites had been demanded from the Egyptians in

the name of the God of the 'ibrfm (e.g., Exod 5'3; TI6); thus, the debtor snubs

the salvation afforded him by the Exodus when he voluntarily seeks to remain

in servitude (Exod 21:S-6). Indeed, while the passage detailing the servitude is

six verses long, none of its particulars addresses the terms of the servitude it

self; rather, all of its details address the terminus of the servitude, and the

conditions under which the debtor will end it. 120

According to the law ofmanumission in Deuteronomy, the creditor has to

endow the debt-servant with severance pay at the end of his term of service

(Deut 'S:13-'4). This law, too, both is cast in theological terms and carries so

cial and economic implications. The severance the master is meant to pay is

expressed in language that recalls the Exodus. The verse (Deut '5'13) "when

you set him free, do not let him go empty-handed" (1'0 tesall~~enu reqam)

echoes the divine promise to Moses that the Israelites would depart Egypt

bearing gifts from their former oppressors (Exod. 3:21), "And I will dispose the

Egyptians favorably toward this people, so that when you go, you will not go

away empty-handed" (1'0 tel~ku reqam). Deuteronomy calls on the master to

perform this gesture, saying (IPS), "Always remember that you were slaves in

the land of Egypt and the Lord your God redeemed you; therefore I enjoin this
commandment on you today."121

In these ways, the laws of manumission interrelate with the other laws
I have examined-not only theologically but also from a purely economic

standpoint. A man who became insolvent could, in theory, have a number of

avenues open to him to relieve his debt. But I have shown already how some of

these were legally limited. He could seek to sell his land; but the laws ofland

tenure and redemption severely limited this. He could borrow money; but

there was no financial incentive for the lender to lend. as interest of any sort

was prohibited, and according to Deuteronomy IS:1-6, the loan would be can

celed in the sabbatical year. Under these circumstances, the capacity to sell his

services oflabor for an extended period of time could be an important avenue

for the debtor to gain access to the capital he needed. Moreover, the capacity of

the creditor to hold the servant for an extended period of time would provide

incentive for him to invest in the worker and train him in a skill that would

then translate into human capital he would take with him on his release.'"

The severance pay the servant receives according to Deuteronomy 15: i 4 must

be in the form of sheep, or seed-commodities that can provide the means of

production for a new start.

Conclusions: Capitalism and Community

One of the enduring debates of modern political philosophy has centered

around the question of the proper approach to the distribution of economic

resources. It is often expressed as a debate between two standard-bearers: John

Locke (1632-1704) and Jean-Jacques Rousseau ('7'2-1778). For us, who live in

a capitalist society, Locke's arguments seem intuitive: he argued that it was in
man's very nature to own and secure private property, and it was a primary

purpose of government to secure those property rights. Rousseau, by contrast.

was highly suspicious of private property. He felt that man's basic nature

called for private property to be shared equally. He is famous for saying, "The

first man who, having enclosed a piece of ground, bethought himselfof saying

'this is mine,' and found people simple enough to believe him. was the real

founder of civil society"~where "civil" society means anything but "civil" in

the contemporary sense of the word: for Rousseau, it meant a society whose

institutions corrupt the pure individua},1B For Rousseau, private property was

a destructive and egotistical institution that fostered greed.
Biblical writing rarely appears systematic when considered in contrast

with the writings of the Greeks; but one can clearly detect a philosophy of

riches that animates the Bible's laws concerning economic activity. One mod
ern economist has determined that the biblical inhibition of the land and capi

tal markets represents, in economic terms, the misallocation of resources,

hence could only have slowed Israel's economic growth. '" While perhaps true

in strict economic terms, the claim stems from a capitalist bias.
What the economic laws of the Bible sought to achieve was an experiment

with economic principles that existed elsewhere in the ancient Near Eastern
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social milieu. In many areas, peoples of a common status, members of a tribe

or a clan, conducted their affairs placing a premium on strengthening mutual

responsibility and kinship, following premodern modes ofeconomic behavior.

The Bible's economic laws sought to extend this sense of kinship and this

form of economic activity to a national level, encompassing individuals who

might be at a great divide, in terms of geography and in terms of kinship, but

united in a common covenantal community. The biblical law collections
sought to erect an economic order that was not centrally controlled, and indeed

recognized the legitimacy of acquiring wealth. At the same time, they sought

to ensure a modicum of social equality by placing a premium on the strength

ening of relationships within the covenantal community and minimizing ex

treme advantage. These laws sought to ensure that all would have a chance to

live honorably, mitigating against the establishment of a wealthy elite, while at

the same time allowing the market to operate freely otherwise. 12s

Contemporary theorists have recognized that both capitalism and social·

ism may readily lead to a corroding of good values of citizenship. Capitalism

fosters the making of money and impliCitly removes the sin of greed from the

social vocabulary. In today's societies, the moral and social orders are largely
embedded in the economic one. Under such circumstances, we can readily see

that mutual responsibility becomes endangered and the pursuit of self-interest

becomes harmful rather than ameliorative. Socialism, on the other hand, can

readily encourage sloth, as it fosters dependence on the provision of welfare by

the state. 12G The solution, Francis Fukuyama avers, lies in the tempering of
capitalism with some of the impulses that have been the study of this

chapter:

If the institutions of democracy and capitalism are to work properly,

they must coexist with certain premodern cultural habits that ensure

their proper functioning. Law, contract, and economic rationality

provide a necessary but not sufficient basis for both the stability and

prosperity of postindustrial societies; they must as well be leavened

with reciprocity, moral obligation, duty toward community and

trust ... not anachronisms, but rather the sine qua non of modern
society.l27

4
Egalitarian Technology

Alphabet, Text, and Class

The year is 1520. Across the wide swath of territory encompassing
Christian Europe, and south and across the breadth of the Ottoman

Empire, there is no a center of religious learning that is unfamiliar

with Johannes Gutenberg's remarkable printing press, invented

seventy years earlier, and the texts such presses have produced. Yet

familiarity, apparently, does not always result in an embrace of the

nascent technology. In fact, in some quarters, the opposite happens.

In western Europe, Luther's thirty books have sold more than three

hundred thousand copies in the space of just three years. For the

first time in history, a great reading public has judged through a

mass medium the validity of revolutionary ideas directed against an

established institution, the Catholic Church.' In Catholic strong

holds, the reception offered the opportunity to mass-produce texts is

decidedly cooler. Here, no Bibles are printed in the vernacular

languages, though the new technology is harnessed for the standard

ization ofliturgy and Church practice. Farther to the south, in the

Ottoman Empire, no religious texts at all are being printed for

distribution. Indeed, to do so is considered a sin. 2

These observations provide a key insight into the relationship

between technology and culture. Changes in the technology of

communication-such as the invention of the printing press or the

internet-are widely understood as the key to explaining or even
causing fundamental historical transformation.·1 Yet, advances in the
torhn"lnnv "f r"rnrnl1nir~tinnh~vp flivpr"" imn]i,::ttinn" in rlivf'rsf'
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